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FOREWORD

The present work forms an important contribution to the solution of a
number of problems more in particular pertaining to the earliest developments of Indian philosophy. In 1925 P. Tuxen observed that in any future
exposition of the history of this philosophy two factors should predominate:
1. the relation of early Buddhism to Indian thought; 2. the correlation of
the latter to the Indian science of grammar.1 In 1927 the famous Russian
Buddhologist Stcherbatsky made the significant statement that even after
a century of scientific study of Buddhism in Europe, we were still in the
dark about the fundamental teachings of this religion and its philosophy.
At the current state of inquiry—thanks to the assiduous and penetrating
efforts of many scholars in West and East—a good deal of this 'darkness'
has been dispelled. Yet, there are still various gaps in our knowledge to be
filled. For one thing, even though we are at present fairly well acquainted
with the later developments of systematic Indian philosophy, there is still
much uncertainty about the actual origin and incipient formative stages,
i.e. the 'pre-history' of its logical and epistemological and, to a less extent,
of its linguistic aspects. For another, even to-day too many misconceptions
about the exclusively mystic and recondite nature of this philosophy continue
to prevail, especially in non-professional circles. For the sphere of thought
indicated by the collective name of'Indian Philosophy' is extremely complex.
Indeed, in terms o£ the history of ideas, its chief attraction must be sought,
not only in its spiritual and cultural unity or in the perennial truths of its
monistic-idealistic metaphysics, but rather in its rich diversity. For this is
indicative of its long development including an ever deepening confrontation
with fundamental philosophical problems. This complexity has led to highly
divergent value judgments on the part of Western philosophers as well as
professional scholars, mostly of an earlier generation. They included those
who regarded the very term 'Indian philosophy* as a 'contradictio in adjecto'
and its teachings as vaguely indefinite displays of dreamy thoughts, lacking
in clear-cut concepts and proper definitions. However, other scholars were
convinced that it had reached a very high standard of development.
Stcherbatsky (e.g.) stated that, in addition to its systems of empirical idealism
and spiritual monism, it had produced an intricate logic and a remarkable
1 Cf. P. Tuxen, Zur Darstellung der indischen Philosophie, A.O., vol. IV, p. 118 f;
Th. Stcherbatsky, Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, Leningrad 1927, p. 1; id. MadhyäntaVibhanga, Leningrad, 1936, p. IV; H. Zimmer, Philosophies of India, London 195 r,
p. 27 f; K. Kunjunni Raja, Indian Theories of Meaning, Madras-Adyar, 1963. B.
Faddegon, The Vaicesika-System, Amsterdam 1918, p. 12.
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epistemology and that the principal lines of its development showed parallels
with those of Western philosophy, including rationalism and empiricism.
Even though valid objections may be adduced to the theory of 'parallel
development', there are at present few doubts about the 'high standard'.
Among other things, it is a fact that the consistent investigation of logical
fallacies and contradictions, on the basis of exact canons of reason, form an
essential part of nearly all the systems, orthodox and heterodox. And, in the
Words of Faddegon, already in early Vaisesika we find a purely theoretical
attitude of mind and not 'that craze for liberation' which dominates nearly
all forms of Indian thought . . . Rather, it is the theoretical desire for a
correct classification and system of definition. The variety of opinion,
mentioned above, is to a large extent induced by the problems of Indian,
i.e. Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit, philosophical language which—as shown in
a number of recent publications—is itself correlated to the terminology and
categories of the highly developed Indian science of grammar. Especially,
the correct interpretation of the intricate technical terminology presents
many difficulties. In many cases, the same terms have different connotations,
or altogether different meanings, within different contexts and, historically,
at the successive periods of their application. Indeed, already in ancient
India, both the grammarians and the philosophers were concerned with the
problems of meaning and important works were written on this subject.
Long before this happened in the West, 'semantics' became a fundamental
part of the Indian philosophical discipline. Thus, in addition to a careful
historical consideration of the semantic theories, only a meticulous textual
analysis, on an extensive comparative basis, can produce valid interpretations
of Indian philosophical ideas in European languages which are both compre
hensible and 'intrinsic'. Moreover, to give adequate meaningful renderings
of the difficult texts, even a thorough grounding in modern philosophical
analysis is nowadays an indispensable prerequisite.
A further problem which has engaged the attention of scholars is the exact
position which early Buddhism occupied in the development of Indian
thought, the more so as it was regarded by some of them as a 'foreign body'
in Indian philosophy. Moreover, they were of the opinion that the purely
philosophical quality of the Pali canon was surprisingly deficient. Again,
Stcherbatsky stated that the Pali-school of Buddhologists entirely overlooked
the system of philosophy which is present on every page of the Pali canon.
In his opinion, Buddhist authors played a leading part in the development
of Indian epistemology. This is certainly established for the later school of
Dignäga and Dharmakirti and their followers. Stcherbatsky's views are
largely confirmed by the present work which is primarily concerned with
the earlier period. Dr Jayatilleke, who had the privilege of being admitted
to Wittgenstein's classes, is that rare combination of accomplished philolo
gist, historian and methodic philosopher. His book goes far beyond the
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indication of its title. On the basis of a profound analysis of the relevant
earlier and later texts as well as a critical re-examination of the works of his
predecessors in the field, he traces with great ingenuity and scholarly
thoroughness the epistemological foundations of Pali canonical thought,
from the Vedic period onwards. His fully connected account sheds new
light, not only on the problems of the earlier period which have engaged
the attention of scholars during the past forty years, but also on those of
the later developments. Moreover, with regard to the present day conflict
of metaphysics versus logical and linguistic analysis, the book contains
valuable material which elucidates from the Indian point of view some of
the basic problems of this conflict.
D. Friedman

PREFACE

The origins of the Indian empiricist tradition and its development in
Early Buddhism are largely unknown to Western scholarship, despite
the fact that T. W. Rhys Davids at a very early date compared Buddhism
with Comtism1 and Radhakrishnan went so far as to say that 'Early Buddhism
was positivist in its outlook and confined its attention to what we perceive'.2
However, modern Western thinkers, who have dipped into the literature
of Buddhism, have sometimes been struck by its analytical and positivist
turns of thought. H. H. Price, who was the Wykeham Professor of Logic
at the University of Oxford, remarked that 'there are indeed some passages
in the early part of the Questions of King Milinda which have a very modern
ring, and might almost have been written in Cambridge in the 1920*5'.3 Aldous
Huxley was of the opinion that Early Buddhism for the most part respected
the principle of vérification and confined its statements to verifiable propositions. In his own words: 'Among the early Buddhists, the metaphysical
theory (i.e. of Brahman of the Upanishads) was neither affirmed nor denied,
but simply ignored as being meaningless and unnecessary. Their concern
was with immediate experience, which, because of its consequences for life,
came to be known as "liberation" or "enlightenment". The Buddha and his
disciples of the southern school seemed to have applied to the problems of
religion that "operational philosophy" which contemporary scientific thinkers
have begun to apply in the natural sciences . . . Buddha was not a consistent
operationalist; for he seems to have taken for granted, to have accepted as
something given and self-evident, a variant of the locally current theory of
metempsychosis. Where mysticism was concerned, however, his operationalism was complete. He would not make assertions about the nature of
ultimate reality because it did not seem to him that the corresponding set
of mystical operations would admit of a theological interpretation'.4
Huxley's qualification that 'the Buddha was not a consistent operationalist' may not have been made had he been aware of the epistemological
basis and the nature of the Buddha's positivism and had he not been misled
by scholars to think that the Buddha had dogmatically accepted the doctrine
of rebirth from the prevalent tradition (v. Ch. VIII).
1

Origin and Growth oj'Religion, London, 1881, p. 31.
S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, London, 1931, p. 472.
3
'The Present Relations between Eastern and Western Philosophy' in
The Hibbert Journal, Vol. LIII, April 1955, p. 229.
4
Grey Eminence, London, 1942, pp. 47-82
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Our findings about the Early Buddhist theory of knowledge are based
primarily on the source material afforded by the Pali Canon, studied historic
cally and philosophically in the light of the contemporary, earlier and latet
literary evidence bearing on the subject. The literary, linguistic, ideological^
sociological and historical evidence still points to the high antiquity and
authenticity of the Pali Canon1, although what we learn from it aboul
Early Buddhism may have to be supplemented and, perhaps, even modified
at times in the light of what we can glean from the other literary traditionsof Buddhism2. We may refer here to the recent opinion of a student of
religion, Dr Robert H. Thouless, who says that 'it seems more likely that
Hinayäna was Buddhism as originally taught and the Mahäyäna was a,
product of development and conventionalisation'3.
The present work seeks to evaluate the thought of the Pali Canon from a
new point of view and in the light of new material. In it an attempt is made
to uncover the epistemological foundations of Pali Canonical thought. One
of the main problems of epistemology is that of the means whereby our
knowledge is derived. In this work the questions pertaining to the means of
knowledge known to, criticized in and accepted by the Buddhism of the|
Pali Canon are fully discussed. A comprehensive survey of the historical
background (Chs. I, II and III) was indispensable for this purpose partly^
because this throws considerable light on the Buddhist theory of knowledge
and also because part of the material for the study of this background is to
be found in the Canon itself.
i
Apart from the inquiry into the means of knowledge, a number of
questions relating to the problem of knowledge have been dealt with. Thus,
we have endeavoured to show the kind of logic adopted by the Buddhists
in contradistinction to that of the Jains (Ch. VII). While Wittgenstein's 4
imaginary tribes played hypothetical language games showing the various
possibilities in the use of language, we find here actual instances in which
different systems of logic were employed in order to cope with certain
conceptual situations. We have also investigated the role of analysis, the
theories of meaning and truth and the problem of the limits of knowledge.!
as they appear in the Canon.
1
v. Dialogues of the Buddha, Part i, Tr. T. W. Rhys Davids, SBB., Vol. II,
London, 1956, pp. ix-xx; cp. M. Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature,
Tr. S. Ketkar and H. Kohn, University of Calcutta, 1933, p. 18.
j
2
E. Lamotte grants a primitive core of remarkably uniform material common
to the Pali Nikäyas and the Ägamas, v. Histoire du bouddhisme indien, Vol. I,
Louvain, 1958, p. 171. For a sceptical view, v. J. Brough, The Gändhäri Dharmapada, London, 1962, pp. 31 ff.
3
"Christianity and Buddhism" in Milla wa-Milta, No. 2, November 1962, p. 3.
4
The author had the privilege of being admitted to Wittgenstein's classes
held in his rooms at Whewell's Court, Trinity College, Cambridge, in the years
1945-47-
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The student of Indian philosophy should find here material pertaining to
the 'prehistory' of systematic Indian logic and epistemology and the origins
of the Indian empiricist tradition. A student of Greek thought may be able
to see in these pages some parallel developments to his own field, as well as
the differences. Of particular interest to the student of Western philosophy
would be Chapters VI and VII dealing with 'Analysis and Meaning' and
'Logic and Truth* respectively, the anticipation of two theorems of the
propositional calculus (Ch. VIII, sections 702-710), the theory of causation
(Ch. IX, sections 758-782), the empiricism of the Materialists (Ch. II) and
the Buddhists (Ch. IX).
I would express my gratitude to Dr D. L. Friedman for patiently reading
through this thesis and offering many valuable comments, criticisms and
suggestions. I am also grateful to him for introducing me to literature
pertaining to this subject which I had failed to consult at the time of writing
my first draft. My thanks are also due to Professor A. L. Basham, who
evinced an interest in this work and very kindly read through the whole of
Chapter III. I must also place on record my indebtedness to Professor
O. H. de A. Wijesekera of the University of Ceylon, from whom I learnt the
first lessons in research, and who encouraged me to work on this subject.
I am grateful to Mr D. J. Kalupahana, my pupil and colleague who was
kind enough to undertake the task of preparing the index and to my wife
and other colleagues and friends for assisting me with the proof-reading
and advice. I must also thank the University of Ceylon, which with the
generous assistance of the Asia Foundation defrayed a small portion of the
cost of this publication.
University Park, Peradeniya, Ceylon.
19 May 1963

K. N. JAYATILLEKE
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CHAPTER I

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND I—VEDIC

(1) When we consider the history of thought in Greece, we find that
metaphysics first develops out of mythology1 and it is only when
metaphysical speculation attains a certain maturity and results in the
formulation of a variety of theories that an interest is shown in the
problem of knowledge and epistemological questions are first mooted.2
If we turn to the Indian context we can trace an analogous though by
no means an identical development.
(2) The intense speculative interest, which is so evident in the tenth
book (mandala) of the Rgveda persists as an undercurrent in the
period of the Brähmanas and issues forth in the theories and intuitions
of the Upanisads, whether we consider them a linear development in
Vedic thought or as being due to the impact of an external element,
Aryan or non-Aryan. Contemporaneous with the Middle3 or Late
Upanisads or perhaps even later, we find the existence of schools of
thought which either broke away from the Vedic tradition or grew up
in isolation from and in opposition to it. The thought of this period
displays a wide variety of views. It was probably during this period,
which is coeval with or immediately prior to the rise of Jainism and
Buddhism that there arose the first questionings about the nature,
scope and validity of knowledge, resulting in the emergence of the
Sceptics (Ard. Mag. annäniä = Skr. ajnänikäh; P. amarâvikkhepikâ,
1

v. J. Burnet, Greek Philosophy—Thaies to Plato, London, 1943, pp. 3 ff.
Note that Book I in Burnet's work (op. cit.) dealing with the pre-Socratics is
entitled 'the World' (p. 15) and Book II from the Sophists onwards 'Knowledge
and Conduct' (p. 103).
3
We shall be using the term 'Early Upanisads' to denote the 'Ancient Prose
Upanisads', 'Middle Upanisads' for the 'Metrical Upanisads' and 'Late Upanisads'
for the 'Later Prose Upanisads' in Deussen's classification; v. The Philosophy of
the Upanishads, tr. Rev. A. S. Gedden, pp. 23—5.
2
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v. infra, 147, 158) and the epistemological and logical theories peculiar
to Materialism, Ajfvikism, Jainism and Buddhism.
(3) When a metaphysical theory is fairly well developed, there is a
tendency to inquire into the grounds of its truth. Similarly, where there
are a number of conflicting theories about a particular problem, it
would be natural to ask which of them was true. Both these queries
lead to an investigation of the nature of truth and knowledge, which
may give rise to logical and epistemological doctrines. This seems to
have been the general pattern according to which interest was first
stimulated and advances made in the solution of the problem of
knowledge both in India as well as in Greece.
(4) In this survey of the Vedic period we shall be concerned with what
the Vedic (Brähmanic and Upanisadic) thinkers assumed or thought
were the means of knowledge and in the origin and nature of reasoning
as we find it in this literature. Both these questions shall be considered
in the light of their bearing on the thought of the Pali Canon.
(5) The Rgveda does not betray any awareness of the nature of
problems of knowledge. If we accept the naturalistic explanation, the
Rgvedic gods were probably fashioned on the analogy of ourselves
by positing wills behind the dynamic forces of nature but there is no
indication whatsoever that the thinkers were consciously employing
an argument from analogy. The mechanical and organic views of
creation1 seem to have been similarly arrived at, although here the
analogies with some observable facts of nature are more evident at
least to the reader. The tendency on the part of the mind to look for
simpler explanations in place of the more complex is perhaps respon
sible for the emergence of monotheistic and monistic tendencies2 in
the last phase of Rgvedic thought.
(6) Interest is almost invariably focused on the outer world and it is
rarely that we meet with a thinker in an introspective mood though
we find an instance of a person who asks himself in a sceptical tone:
'I do not clearly know what I am like here; bewildered and bound with
a mind, I wander' (na vi jänämi yadivedäm asmi ninyah3 samnaddho
1

2
Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, I, pp. 99 ff.
Op. cit., pp. 89 fT.
W e have followed the commentators in translating this term; Mädhava takes
it to mean 'concealed' (antarhitah, v. fn. 2) and Säyana following him says, 'the
term "ninyah" denotes what is concealed (and means here that) he is concealed,
i.e. has a bewildered mind (antarhitanämaitat antarhito müdhacittah).'
3
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manasä carämi, RV. 1.164.37). Mädhava, the pre-Säyana commentator
of the Vedas,1 interprets this statement to mean ' "I do not clearly
know", i.e. I do not understand whether I am this (world), being
beyond nature (prakfti-); thoroughly bound by a mind attracted by
objects and being concealed, I wander'.2 While Mädhava speaks in
terms of Sänkhya philosophy (v. prakrti-), Säyana tries to give an
explanation, consistent with the philosophy of Advaita Vedänta,
when commenting on this statement he explains it as: *I do not know
that I am that which is the existent, the intelligent and the blissful
(saccidänando)'.3 Both commentators take 'idam' to mean 'the
universe' and Säyana makes this quite explicit (yadivedam yadapidam
visvam asmi, loc. cit.). These interpretations, based as they are on
later philosophies, are inadmissible for the Rgveda and we have tried
to render the sentence literally taking 'idam' in its adverbial sense to
mean 'here'.4 With the exception of Wilson who as usual follows
Säyana closely,5 the translations of scholars bring out the sceptical
nature of the utterance. Griffith has: 'What thing I truly am, I know
not clearly: mysterious, fettered in my mind I wander'6 and Geldner
renders it as; 'Ich verstehe nicht was dem vergleichbar ist, was ich
bin. Ich wandele, heimlich mit dem Denken ausgerüstet.'7 Prasad
denies that this verse betrays any scepticism,8 but translates it as:
'I do not know whether I am like this, ignorant, prepared I go about*.
Here the translation of 'samnaddho manasä' as 'prepared' is in contra
diction with 'ignorant', but even this translation which differs from
that of Säyana reflects a little of the sceptical mood of the original,
though Prasad prefers to call this ignorance rather than scepticism
(v. op. cit., p p . 24, 2 8 ) .
1
v. Rgarthadipikä on Rgvedasamhitä by Mädhava, ed. L. Sarup, Vol. I
Lahore, 1939, Preface, p. 15. The pre-Mädhava commentary (v. op. cit., p. 16)
of Skandhasvämin pertaining to this section is not available in print.
2
Na vi jänämi na vijänämi yadapyaham idam asmi prakrteh parah visayaparena
manasä samyakbaddhah antarhitah carämi, op. cit., Vol. II, Lahore, 1940,
pp. 326, 327.
3
Yo'yam saccidänando' sti so aham asm! ti na vijänämi, loc. cit.
4
v. Macdonell, A Vedic Grammar for Students, p. 210, Section 178, 2(a).
5
'I distinguish not if I am this all: for I go perplexed and bound in mind',
H. H. Wilson, Rigveda Sanhitä, Vol. II, Poona, 1925, p. 77.
6
R. T . H. Griffith, The Hymns of the Rgveda, Vol. I, Benares, 1889, p. 291.
7
K. F. Geldner, Der Rigveda, Übersetzt und Erläutert, Göttingen, 1923)
Vol. I, p. 211.
8
History of Indian Epistemology, 2nd ed. Delhi, 1958, pp. 20 ff.
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(7) The very few stanzas which strike a sceptical note deserve 39
special mention.1 Here for the first time there is an expression of
doubt about the possibility of knowing certain things and a dim
awareness that some sort of evidence was necessary before we cat)
afford to make factual assertions. What evidence is there for th$
existence of Indra unless someone has seen him? One stanza in a hymn
says, 'One and another say, "there is no Indra". Who hath beheld him?
Whom then shall we honour?' 2 Who again can be sure about the fact
or nature of creation when no one has beheld the spectacle, 'Who has
seen that the Boneless One bears the Bony, when he is first born?
Where is the breath, the blood and the soul of the earth? Who would
approach the wise man to ask this?' (Ko dadarsa prathamam jäyamänam, asthanvantam yad anasthä vibharti, bhümya asur asrgätmä kva
svit, ko vidvämsam upagät prastum etat. RV. 1.164.4). It will be noticed
that the author of this statement is the same as the person who felt 1
uncertain about himself (v. supra, 6). Now Prasad has questioned the
propriety of concluding that these questions suggest an attitude of 1
scepticism and says that 'either they are simply meant to introduce a
discussion, or at the most they indicate a confession of ignorance on the
part of the individual, who puts them' (pp. cit., p. 24). Prasad is quite
right in pointing out that this hymn contains the subject matter of a
brahmodya (v. infra, 46) at which questions of this type were asked,
but if we examine the nature of this question itself, it will be seen that
it cannot be explained away as a confession of ignorance on the part of
the author. The question expresses the puzzlement of one who cannot
understand (in a philosophical sense) how a Boneless Being can pro
duce a Bony offspring—an apparent contradiction. Quite apart from
the contradictory nature of this statement, what evidence was there to
believe in it. People doubted the existence of Indra because they could
not see him and the Nasadiya hymn poses the problem, 'the gods are
posterior to this creation: if so, who knows whence it evolved?'
(arväg devä'sya visarjanenätha ko veda yata äbabhüva, RV. 10.129.6).
Surely it is in this same sceptical spirit that it is asked, ko dadarsa . . . ?
(who has seen . . . ?), meaning thereby 'who could have seen this
spectacle for us to know that it did really happen?'. The fact that the
author of this hymn doubts his own nature and confesses in all humility
1

For a collection of sceptical stanzas in the Rgveda, v. Radhakrishnan and
Moore, A Source Book of Indian Philosophy, pp. 34—36.
2
N'endra asti ti nema u tva äha, ka im dadarsa kamabhi staväma, RV. 8.100.3
(=8.89.3, Griffith's Translation).
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that he is 'asking these questions out of immaturity and ignorance'
(päkah prcchämi manasävijänan, 1.164.5) does not mark him off as an
ignoramus, any more than Socrates could be deemed to be ignorant
because he confessed that he knew nothing.
(8) The Scepticism of the Näsadiya hymn (RV. 10.129), which has
been unanimously accepted by scholars,1 is denied by Prasad2 follow
ing Säyana. The hymn ends on a sceptical note according to the usually
accepted interpretation3 and the question as to whether this is scepti
cism or not depends on the interpretation given to this last stanza,
which reads:
Iyam visrstir yata äbabhüva
Yadi vä dadhe yadi vä na
Yo* syädhyaksah parame vyomant
So anga veda yadi vä na veda, 10.129.7.
Let us consider Säyana's explanation, especially since Prasad claims
that it agrees with his.4 Commenting on the first two lines Säyana
says: 'The Highest Self which is the material cause from which this
creation (i.e. this diverse creation variegated by way of its mountains,
rivers, oceans, etc.) has evolved, i.e. has arisen, is indeed the One who
either bears, i.e. sustains or does not sustain this; and thus, who else
indeed would be capable of sustaining it: if (anyone) sustains it, it
must be the Lord Himself, who would sustain it and no other'. 5
1
In addition to the translators we may mention Keith, Religion and Philosophy
of the Vedas, HOS., Vol. 32, p. 435; Ranade, A Constructive Survey of Upanishadic Philosophy, p. 3; Barua, History of Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy,
p. 16; Winternitz, Geschichte der indischen Litterature, Vol. I, pp. 87, 88.
2
Op. cit., pp. 25 fT.
3
Griffith translates,

'He the first origin of this creation, whether he formed it all or did not form it,
Whose eye controls this world in highest heaven, he verily knows it, or perhaps
he knows not*.
Op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 368.
4
Cp. Prasad, '. . . compare Sayana's interpretation of the verse which agrees
with that of mine* (pp. cit., p. 27, fn. 1).
5
Yata upädänabhütätparamätmana iyam visrstir vividhä girinadlsamudrädirüpena viciträ srstir äbabhüväjäta so'pi kila yadi vä dadhe dhärayati yadi vä na
dhärayati evan ca ko nämänyo dhartum £aknuyät yadi dhärayedisvara eva dhärayennänya iti, op. cit., Vol. 6, p. 410.
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In the light of this comment Säyana's translation of the first two lines
would be as follows:
'That (Highest Self) from whom this creation arose,
Either sustains it or does not sustain it.'
The comment on the next two lines is as follows: 'The Highest Lord
who is such a person does indeed ("indeed" in the sense of "as is well
known") know, i.e. understands: if he does not know, i.e. does not
understand, who else indeed would know: the sense is that the omni
scient Lord alone would know about this creation and no other'.1
This implies the following translation of the last two lines:
'He who is the Lord in the highest heaven;
He verily knows, if (anyone else) does not know*.
Säyana's translation of the first two lines is unobjectionable from the
point of view of grammar and syntax though his contention is that
the second line means, 'the (Highest Self) alone sustains it and no one
else', which is not apparent from even his literal rendering of the
sentence. But his translation of the fourth line is clearly at variance
with grammar, for he alters the subject of the verb Veda' of the second
sentence from 'sah' to 'ka anyah' (understood) without any support
from the original. If we have misunderstood Säyana in attributing to
him such an unwarranted periphrasis, he is at least translating this line
as 'he verily knows or does not know' and interpreting it to mean 'it
is only he who knows and no one else', although it is evident that this
sentence cannot mean this either in a literal or a figurative sense. Now
Prasad, speaking of the second and fourth lines of this verse, observes,
'These two clauses do not express doubt or ignorance, but mean and
that quite in accordance with idiom that it is only He who bore it, and
no body else and it is He who knows it and no body else respectively'
{op, cit., p. 27, fn. 1), but he does not translate the verse or explain
how the only possible literal translation can idiomatically mean what
he and Säyana try to make it mean. It is evident that Säyana is really
trying to explain the verse away rather than to interpret what it
strictly meant since he could not countenance the claim that the sacred
scriptures contained statements sceptical about the knowledge or
power of the deity but we cannot be led by these considerations.
1

Idräo yah paramesvarah so anga afigeti prasiddhau so'pi näma veda jänäti,
yadi vä na veda na jänäti ko näma anyo janiyät sarvajna isvara eva tarn srstim
jäniyät nänya ityarthah, op. cit.9 Vol. 6, p. 471.
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(9) The scepticism of this hymn is interesting not merely because it
ends on a sceptical note but because it does so, after taking account of
almost every possibility with regard to the problem of the origin of the
world. If we consider the problem in the abstract at the purely philo
sophical level, we can say that we can either know the answer to this
question or we cannot.1 If we say we can know the answer, we can
suggest either that the world was created or it was not. If we say that
the world was created, we can say that it was created out of Being or
Non-Being. If we say it is out of Being we may say that it is created
either out of matter or out of spirit. An analysis of the hymn reveals
that all these suggestions are implicit in it, although it offers its own
theory tentatively by trying to synthesize the concepts of Being and
Non-Being, of matter and of spirit. We may diagrammatically repre
sent the alternatives considered in the hymn in the light of its state
ments as follows:
(yadi vä) veda, 7
either he knows
I
I
I
yadi vä dadhe, 7
yadi vä na, 7
either he formed
or he did not
(created) it
form it

l

I
sat, 1
being

yadi vä
na veda, 7
or he does
not know

I
asat, 1
non-being

na asat na u sat äsit, 1
there was neither non-being nor being

ambhah kirn äsit,
änidavätam, 2
gahanam gabhiram, 1
he breathed without breath
Was it water, unfathomable (spirit ?)
and deep? (i.e. was it matter?)
1

We are leaving out the possibility that the question is meaningless in the
Positivisms sense of the term.
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(10) Despite the (to us) dogmatic presentation of his own theory^
the sceptical conclusion, after taking account of almost all the possibly
answers to this question, nearly approaches scepticism with regard toi
the possibility of knowledge in respect of the problem of the origin',
of the world. This scepticism which is based on the consideration that
'since the gods came after the creation (srsti-, lit, emission, emanation)
no one knows how the world began' (arväg deväsya visarjanenätha
ko veda yata äbabhüva, 6) because no one was there to behold the
spectacle (cp. ko. dadarsa . . . ?, supra, 7), is soon forgotten in the
orthodox tradition. However, it leaves its mark in (or is rediscovered
by?) Buddhism, where Brahma, reputed to be 'the creator', (sajita,
D. 1.18 < srj-i-tä(5) = Skr. srastä: cp. kattä, nimmätä, loc. cit.) is
said to be ignorant of his own origin (loc. cit., v. infra, 645). Moreover, it is said that 'it is not possible to conceive of the beginning of
the world: a first cause (lit. prior end) cannot be known'. 1
(11) The desire for simple and single principles of explanation, which
seems to have led to the emergence of the monotheistic and monistic
concepts in the final stratum of Rgvedic thought seems to have worked
its way into the undercurrent of speculation found in the Atharvaveda
and the Brähmanas, where the few philosophical hymns try to comprehend the entirety of the universe under some single concept such
as Time (Käla),2 Eros (Kama),3 Creative Power (Brahman),4 Life
Principle (Präna) 5 or an Ontological Framework (Skambha).6
(12) The same tendency is found in the Brähmanas. For although here
thought is subservient to the practical ends of the sacrifice, the universe, conceived on the analogy of the sacrifice, is regarded as a unity.
The unity is, however, not evident on the surface and is made up of
hidden bonds and relations lying concealed beneath the plural universe.7 'What is evident (pratyaksam) to men is concealed (paroksam)
to the gods, and what is concealed to men is evident to the gods' (yad
vai manusyänäm pratyaksam tad devânâm paroksam atha yan manus1

Anamataggo'yam . . . samsäro pubbäkoti na pannäyati, S. II. 178; the
translation of 'anamataggo' is not without its problems (s.v. PTS. Dictionary)
but it is the etymology that is doubtful and not the sense, which is clear from the
contexts of its use in the Samyutta Nikâya; cp. CPD. Dictionary, s.v. anamatagga.
2
3
4
5
AV. 19.54, 53.
AV. 9.2.
AV. 19.42.
AV. 11.4. 6 AV. 10.7.
7
This is how one thing becomes the mystic name (näma), the mystic symbol
(rüpa), the mystic body (tanu) and the mystic bond (bandhu) of another. For
examples and references to Brâhmanic literature see Ranade and Belvalkar,
History of Indian Philosophy, II, pp. 62-5.
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yänäm paroksam tad devänäm pratyaksam, Tändyamahäbrähmana,
22.10.3). In the Rgveda there was a primitive conception of causality
underlying the idea of rta which seems to have denoted the 'course of
things' or the observable physical order of the world before it acquired
a moral and theological connotation. But in the Brähmanas, which
value 'what lies beyond the sphere of the senses' (paroksa-),1 the
conception of a causal order gives way to that of a magical order.2
(13) It is in the Brähmanas that we find developed what became for
orthodoxy the supreme source of knowledge—the revealed scriptural
text. As Ranade and Belvalkar say, 'the Brähmanas came to invest the
mantras with the character of divine revelation. They are at times
spoken of as eternally self-subsistent and coeval with God-head—if
not actually prior to Him. At other times—and especially in the newer
Brähmana texts {underlining mine)—they are described as creations of
Prajäpati, the head of the whole pantheon'.3 The hymns are said to be
seen, learned or found generally by some special insight on the part
of the seers and not made or composed by them.4
(14) The reasoning in the Brähmanas is analogical and centres
round the symbolism of the sacrifice. The analogies are remote. A
fanciful etymology, a myth, legend or a vague similarity is sufficient
to establish a connection between two things.5 An explanation to be
satisfactory has to be made in terms of a sacrificial analogy. Examples
of typically Brähmanic reasoning may be found at SB. 11.4.1.12—15,
which describes the debate between Uddälaka Aruni and Svaidäyana
Gautama. The following are two arguments found there: (1) Atha
jWapuro'nuväkyakä prayäjä bhavanti, tasmäd imäh prajä'dantakä
jäyante, i.e. and since the fore-offerings are without preliminary
formulae, therefore creatures are born here without teeth, 11.4.1.12,
(2) atha jyWäjyahavisah prayäjä bhavanti tasmät kumärasya retah
siktanna sambhavaty udakamivaiva bhavaty udakam iva hyäjyam, i.e.
1
The expression paroksapriyä hi deväh, i.e. the gods love what is not evident,
is common in the Brähmanas; v. op. cit., p. 63.
2
Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, pp. 315 ff., 321 ff.; Keith, HOS., Vol. 32,
pp. 379 ff.; Frauwallner, Geschichte der indischen Philosophie, Band I, pp. 41 ff.
References to magic are found in the Rgveda and the Yajurveda as well, v. H.
Lüders, Varuna, Band II, Göttingen 1959? PP- 5°9~45> Die magische Kraft des
B.ta in den vedischen Mythen.
3
Op. cit., p. 56.
4
Keith, H O S . , Vol. 32, p. 482.
5
v. Ranade and Belvalkar, op. cit., p. 63.
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and since the fore-offerings have ghee for their offering material, a
boy's seed is not productive but is like water since ghee is like water,
This sounds utter balderdash, but just as much as a biological reason
would be given today as to why a 'boy's seed is not productive',
nothing short of a 'sacrificial' reason would have satisfied a Brähmanic thinker. Anything to be understood had to be explained on a
sacrificial analogy and discovering these analogies (bandhutä) was as
much an art as the reasoning itself. The reasoning in the above argu
ment may be exhibited as follows since much is taken for granted in
the arguments:
i. Ghee fore-offerings are not productive (since ghee is like water—■
v. udakam iva hyäjyam—and water is not productive in a biological
sense)
2. Ghee fore-offerings are like the boy's seed (since both are at the
beginning, ghee fore-offerings at the beginning of the sacrifice and
the boy at the beginning of life)
3. Therefore, the boy's seed is not productive.
The form of this argument from analogy would be as follows:
1. A has the characteristic/?
2. A is like B
3. Therefore, B has the characteristic/?.
The remotest connection, natural or magical, between two things is
sufficient for the Brähmanas to draw the analogy that 'A is like B' on
the basis of which inferences are made.
(15) There is rarely any admission of the need for or possibility of
doubt and investigation (mimämsä)1 is always carried out with the
conviction that the correct interpretation of the revealed texts opens
the door to all knowledge but there is mention of vicikitsä, or the
doubt that premotes inquiry.2 Vicikitsä or 'doubt' is in fact one of the
recognized states of mind. The Sathapatha Brähmana says, 'wish,
conception, doubt, faith, lack of faith, determination, lack of deter
mination, shame, thought, fear—all this is mind' (kämah samkalpo
vicikitsä sraddhäsraddhä dhrtiradhrtirhrirddhirbbhir ity etat sarvam
mana eva . . . , 14.4.3.9); thus, Tratardana . . . questions about his
doubt' (Pratardanah vicikitsam papraccha, Kaus. Br. 26.5). Of specific
1

2

v. Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas, HOS., Vol. 32, p. 483.

Ibid.
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doubts there is mention of the doubt regarding man's survival in the
next world.1 Some of the doubts raised appear to be genuinely philo
sophical as when it is asked how the raw and red cow can yield hot
white milk and how the boneless semen can produce creatures with
bones2 but the answers given in terms of sacrificial analogies are,
needless to say, hardly satisfactory.
(16) In the Äranyakas knowledge comes to be greatly valued; where
the knowledge of the symbolism of the ritual was what really mattered,
the performance of the ritual itself may be dispensed with. The
knowledge is not prized for its own sake but is invariably considered
to be a means to an end. The usual formula would be that knowledge
of X gives JK, where X may stand for some item of empirical or meta
physical knowledge and Y for anything from material gain to spiritual
reward. Thus we have the following statement in the Aitareya Äranyaka: 'The Hotr mounts the swing, the Udgätr the seat made of
Udumbara wood. The swing is masculine and the seat feminine and
they form a union. Thus he makes a union at the beginning of the
uktha in order to get offspring. He who knows this gets offspring and
cattle'2* The growing importance attached to knowledge, however, is
such that everything had to be subordinated and one's entire life
geared to this end by the time of the Upanisads.
(17) In the Upanisads there is a continuation of the theme that know
ledge gives some kind of reward. He who knows (veda, Brh. 1.3.7.)?
for instance, the superiority of the breathing principle (präna-) over
the sensory and motor organs becomes his true self and the enemy
who hates him is crushed {Joe. cit.). There is, however, no explanation
as to why this knowledge should give this specified result. One of the
rewards is immortality, conceived in the earliest Upanisads as the
escape from a second death (punar-mrtyu-): 'He who knows that air
is the totality of all individuals conquers repeated death.'4
(18) This great importance attached to knowledge paves the way for
thinkers to speculate on the nature of reality and the problems of life
without being hampered by the limitations of the Vedic tradition. The
influence of the earlier mythology and theology is no doubt felt, but
1

v. Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas, H O S . , Vol. 32, p. 483.
Ranade and Belvalkar, op. cit., p. 73.
3
Prenkham hotädhirohaty audumbarim äsandim udgätä, vrsä vai prenkho
yosä sandi, tan mithunam eva, tad ukthamukhe karoti prajätyai. Prajäyate prajayä
pasubhirjwz evarn veda, Aitareya Äranyaka, '1.2.4.10,11.
4
Väyuh samastih apa punar mrtyum jayati ya evam veda, Brh. 3.3.2.
2
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the thinkers bring a fresh mind to bear on the problems they seek to
solve.
(19) The tendency especially on the part of Indian scholars to regard
the Upanisads as presenting a single systematic and coherent philosophy on the basis of the interpretations and expositions of either
Sankara, Râmânuja, Madhva or others has much obscured the independence and originality of the speculations of many thinkers of the
Upanisadic tradition. Such an attitude fails to take account of the fact
that although the Upanisadic thinkers owed allegiance to the Vedic
tradition, they were free to theorize on matters and topics that fell
outside the scope ofthat tradition. They not only belonged to separate
schools but were often separated and isolated geographically. Besides,
many generations would have lapsed between one outstanding teacher
and another. We find evidence of conflicting theories, of the criticism
and replacement of one theory by another and the influence of earlier
views on later thinkers, who build on them. All this would not have
been possible if there was a single uniform philosophy called the
vedänta, which is unfolded on every page of the Upanisadic texts.
(20) If we examine the Upanisadic texts, considering the theories
found in separate sections or ideological units separately, we would
find that the thinkers of the Upanisads can be classified into two different categories. Firstly, there are those who found and propound
their views by indulging in metaphysical speculation and rational
argument not without a basis in experience, despite the earlier mythology weighing heavily on their minds. Secondly, there are those
who profess their theories as an expression and interpretation of what
they claim to have themselves experienced by the practice of yoga,
although in the form in which they are presented they are dressed in a
good deal of metaphysical clothing. The former set of thinkers are
usually met with in the Early Upanisads while the latter are generally
represented in the Middle and Late Upanisads, but no absolute division
is possible since the rational metaphysicians are found in some of the
Middle and Late Upanisads (e.g. Prasna) while references to yoga
philosophy and practice are not entirely absent in the Early Upanisads.
(21) The difference between these two types of thinkers, namely the
rational metaphysicians who found their theories on a priori and
empirical reasoning and the contemplative intuitionists who claim to
acquire special insights into the nature of reality by following certain
techniques of mind control and culture, would be clearer if we take
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samples of their theories and statements and examine the epistemological bases of their thought. Let us first consider some of the meta
physical theories and see on what kind of thinking and reasoning they
are based.
(22) Let us take the philosophy of Uddälaka. His philosophy has
been treated separately1 by both Barua2 as well as Ruben.3 Ruben
examines his ontology and calls it a 'hylozoistische Monismus',4 and
refers to Uddälaka as 'der älteste Materialist'5 and as a 'Realist'.6 Barua
starts with his theory of knowledge and is inclined to call him an
Empiricist. Since we are interested only in this aspect of his thought
we may examine Barua's appraisal of it. He says; ' . . . Uddälaka
propounded an empirical theory of knowledge. Henceforth let no
one speak, he asserts, of anything but that which is heard, perceived
or cognized. He seems repeatedly to point out:—The only right
method of scientific investigation into the nature of reality is that of
inference by way of induction' (op. cit., p. 138). Later Barua seems to
qualify Uddälaka's claims to be a pure empiricist: 'According to his
own showing the senses furnish us with sufficient indications from
which the knowing mind can easily infer the nature and relations of
things in themselves'.7
(23) Now the statement that Barua attributes to Uddälaka, namely
'henceforth let no one speak of anything but that which is heard,
perceived or cognized' does not seem to bear the meaning that Barua
gives to it, when we consider its literal translation in the context in
which it appears. Uddälaka propounds the elements of his philosophy
and then says, 'Verily, it was just this that the great householders and
great students of sacred knowledge knew when they said of old, "no
one will now mention to us what we have not heard, what we have not
perceived, what we have not thought" ' (etaddha sma vai tad vidvarnsa
ähuh purve mahäsälä mahasrotriyäh na no 'dya kascana asrutam,
amatam, avijnätam udäharisyati ti, Ch. 6.4.5). This statement does not
1

I.e. separately from the rest of Upanisadic thought.
A History of Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, pp. 124-42.
3
Die Philosophen der Upanishaden, Bern, 1947, pp. 156-77; cp. Geschichte
der Indischen Philosophie, Einführung in die Indienkunde, Berlin, 1954, pp. 25-7,
4
81-94.
Die Philosophen der Upanishaden, p. 166.
5
Geschichte der Indischen Philosophie, p. 81.
6
Die Philosophen der Upanishaden, p. 156.
7
Op. eh., p. 140; v. his subtitle, 'Uddälaka neither trusts nor yet distrusts the
evidence of the senses'.
1
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seem to convey anything more than that anyone who has grasped the
theory set forth by Uddälaka knows all there is to be known and
therefore no one can teach him, i.e. make him hear, think or under
stand anything new. It is a dogmatic assertion claiming finality for his
philosophy. It does not mean, 'henceforth let no one speak . . .' but
'today (adya) no one (na kascana) will speak (udäharisyati) . . .' and
no epistemological significance can be attached to it.
(24) Whether Uddälaka is an empiricist or not can only be deter
mined by examining the epistemic origin of his theory and when we do
so, he appears to be basically a rationalist, who makes considerable
use of empirical premises to illustrate his theory and serve as a basis
for his metaphysical insights.
(25) Uddälaka for the first time in the history of Indian thought
expressly suggests a proof of the reality of Being (sat) instead of
merely assuming it, when he asserts, 'some say that . . . from nonBeing Being was produced. But, verily, my dear, whence could this
be? . . . how could Being be produced from Non-Being'? (taddhaika
ähuh . . . asatah saj jäyata. Kutas tu khalu, saumya, evam syät . . .
katham asatah saj jäyeta, Ch. 6.2.1, 2).
(26) Having proved the reality of being by pure reasoning, Uddälaka
had to explain how the world could have a plurality of things, if
Being (sat) alone were real. If Being was the only reality, plurality
is mere appearance. The different shapes and names that things have,
cannot be real, for Being is the one and only substance that exists. This
is illustrated by some empirical examples. When we see an object of
clay, we know that its shape and name can be changed but its sub
stance cannot be changed for 'the modification is merely a verbal
distinction, a name, the reality is just clay' (väcärambhanam vikäro
nämadheyam mrttikety eva satyam, 6.1.4).
^27) It is not only the present plurality that has to be accounted for
but the origin of this plurality. Here Uddälaka uncritically accepts the
earlier mythological notions and says that Being wishes to multiply and
procreate and produces heat (6.2.3). Heat (tejas) produces water
(apas) and water food (annam) (6.2.3,4). Empirical evidence is adduced
in favour of this causal sequence,1 where it is pointed out that when we
1
Note that heat, water and food are in the relationship of root and sprout;
*. . . with food for a sprout look for water as the root. With water as a sprout
look for heat as the root'. . . annena sungenäpo mülam anvicceha, abdhih . . .
sungena tejo mülam anviccha, 6.8.4).
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are hot, water (i.e. tears or perspiration) is produced (6.2.3) ^
water in the form of rain produces food (6.2.4).
(28) Original being conceived as an active and animating principle
now produces everything out of its three emergent products, heat,
water and food (6.3.2). So all things are made out of these three
constituents, which are called the three colours or forms (trim rüpäni,
6.4.1) because heat is supposed to be red in colour, water white and
food or earth dark (6.4.2), again presumably on empirical grounds.
Man himself is therefore a product of these three forms. But how can
the mind or voice be explained as a by-product of these three primary
products? Uddälaka here speaks of the coarse (sthavistah), medium
(madhyamah) and fine (anisthah) constituents of these products (6.5)
and argues that the finest essence of food moves upward on the analogy
of butter moving upward when milk is churned (6.6.1) and becomes
the mind. Food becoming mind is again proved empirically on the
grounds that if you refrain taking food while drinking only water
for some time you forget what is in your mind1 (6.7.1-3). Physio
logical processes like hunger and thirst are likewise explained as being
due to the interaction of the primary products. You are hungry
(asanä = as-a-na) because water leads off (rcayanti) the food eaten
(cziitam) (6.8.3). This argument is based on fanciful etymology and
is reminiscent of the type of reasoning found in the Brähmanas (v.
supra, 14).
(29) We are therefore produced from Being though we do not know
it (6.9.2). We also reach Being at death for in the process of dying
there is a reversal of the process of production, the mind (the product
of food) goes into breath (präna, the product of water) and breath in
turn to heat and heat into the highest deity, at which point he knows
not (6.15.1-2), for he cannot recognize the people who gather round
him (Joe. cit.). What is empirically urged by observations made on the
dying man is also rationally arrived at where it is suggested that the
substance of our personality, constituting the mind, breath and voice
are so completely mixed up on reaching homogeneous Being that
there would be no separate mind to know that 'I am this one' (iyam
aham asmi) or 'I am that one' (iyam aham asmi) so that we know not
that we have reached Being (6.9.1, 6.10.1).
1
This is one of the earliest experiments performed with the idea of testing a
theory; cp. Ruben, 'Er Hess seinen Sohn Svetaketu fünfzehn Tage nicht fur
einen Ritus, sondern als materialistiches Experiment fasten. . . ', Geschichte der
Indischen Philosophie, p. 87.
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(30) Uddälaka ought to have said in accordance with his metaphysics
that all beings are produced from Being at birth without knowing Ü
and subsequently reach Being at death without knowing it. But thq
necessity of assigning a special reward to knowledge as was the
prevalent fashion of the times (v. supra, 16) probably makes him say
inconsistently that those who do not know his theory become tigersj
lions, etc., in the next life (6.9.3) while those who know his theory
(which is assumed to be the truth) reach Being and are merged in it
never to return, their belief in truth ensuring this just as much as he
who speaks the truth is saved in a trial by ordeal (6.16.1-3).
(31) At the end of the lecture, Uddälaka's son understands (vijajnau,
6.16.3) the theory that was propounded. There is no suggestion or
implication whatsoever that the theory was to be comprehended by
the practice of special techniques such as yoga. It was merely this
rational understanding that was considered necessary for ensuring the
goal of reaching Being at death. The theory itself is clearly a product
of reason and speculation, as we have shown. The reasoning is partly
a priori and partly empirical, although the a priori reasoning is not
consistent and the empirical conclusions not warranted by the evi
dence adduced. It is also necessary to note the impact of the earlier
mythology and the Brähmanic 'reasoning* on the thought of Uddälaka.
When the Buddha says that there was a class of brahmins who pro
pounded theories on the basis of reason and speculation (v. infra,
420 fT.), was he thinking of thinkers of the type of Uddälaka, whose
name and the central theme of whose philosophy was known to the
Jätakas?1
(32) Let us now consider another metaphysical theory which is a
product of rational and empirical reasoning and which is attributed to
Prajäpati in the section 8.7-12 of the Chändogya Upanisad. Its interest
for Buddhism lies in the fact that it contains a kind of reasoning, which
is taken to its logical conclusion in Buddhism (v. infra, 39).
(33) The inquiry begins with the assumption that there is a soul
(ätman) which has the characteristics, inter alia, of being free from
death (vimrtyuh), free from sorrow (visokah) and having real thoughts
(satyasamkalpah) (8.7.1). The problem is to locate this soul in one's
personality.
(34) The first suggestion is that the soul may be the physical per
sonality, which is seen reflected in a pan of water (8.8.1). But this
1

v. Barua, op. cit., pp. 125-7.
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physical personality, it is argued on empirical grounds, is subject to
death; 'it perishes in the wake of the perishing of this body' (asyaiva
£arfrasya näsam anv esa nasVati, 8.9.1). So this will not do (näham atra
bhogyam pasyämi loc. cit.). This conclusion embodies a rational
argument of the following sort: if X (the body, in this instance) has
the characteristic not-/? (i.e. not free from death), then it cannot be
an instance of A (the ätman), which necessarily has (by definition, i.e.
assumption) the characteristic/?.
(35) The next suggestion is that the soul may be identified with the
self in the dream-state (8.10.1). This escapes the objection against the
previous suggestion for the dream-self 'is not slain when (the body)
is slain' (na vadhenäsya hanyate, 8.10.2). The logic of the reasoning
is as follows: here is an instance of Y (the dream-self), which has the
characteristic p (free from death) and which therefore may be an
instance of A which must have the characteristic/?. But this suggestion
too is turned down [y. näham atra bhogyam pasyämi, 8.10.2) for not
only must Y have the characteristic p to be an instance of Ay but it
must also have the characteristic q (free from sorrow, visokah). But
it is seen on empirical grounds that Y does not have the characteristic
q: 'he comes to experience as it were what is unpleasant, he even weeps
as it were' (apriyavetteva bhavati, api rodativa, 8.10.2). Therefore,
Y cannot be an instance of A.
(36) The next suggestion is that the soul may be identified with the
state of deep sleep (8.11.1). This, it may be observed, escapes the
objections against the two previous suggestions. The reasoning may be
represented as follows: here is an instance of Z (the state of deep sleep),
which has the characteristic p (free from death; v. etad amrtam, this
is immortal, 8.11.1) and also the characteristic q (free from sorrow
or grief; v. samastah samprasannah . . . etad abhayam, being composed
and serene . . . this is free from fear, 8.11.1) and which therefore may
be an instance of A, which must have the characteristics p and q.
But this suggestion too is turned down, (y. näham atra bhogyam
pasyämi, 8.11.1) for not only must Z have the characteristics/? and q
to be an instance of A, but it must also have the characteristic r (real
thoughts, satya-samkalpah). But it is seen on empirical grounds (i.e.
by introspection) that Z does not have the characteristic r; 'in truth
he does not know himself with the thought "I am he" nor indeed the
things here—he becomes one who has gone to destruction' (naha
khalv ayam evam sampraty ätmänam jänäti, ayam aham asm! ti, no
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evemäni bhütäni, vinäsam eväpito bhavati, 8.11.1). The argument u |
to this point is that the ätman cannot be identified with any aspect of
the personality, physical or psychological.
(37) Not satisfied with this purely negative conclusion empirically
arrived at, the metaphysical assumption is then made that the ätman
(not identifiable with its states) must be an unobservable entity (3
pure ego1) within the personality with all its aspects. 'The body is
mortal but is the support of the immortal bodiless ätman' (martyarn
. . . idam sariram . . . tadasyämrtasyäsarirasyätmano'dhisthänamj
8.12.1). Dogmatic utterances have now taken the place of rational
arguments and Prajäpati now indulges in his own quota of Brähmanic|
'reasoning'. He sees an analogy between 'air, clouds, lightning and
thunder' on the one hand and the ätman on the other, since both ard
bodiless (8.12.2) and argues that since the air, etc., 'reach the highest
light and appear each with its own form' (param jyotir upasampadya
svena svena rupenäbhinispadyante, 8.12.2), the ätman too, similarly
(evam, 8.11.2), 'rises up from this body and reaches the highest light
and appears in its own form' (asmäc charirät samutthäya param jyotir
upasampadya svena rupenäbhinispadyate, 8.11.3).
(38) Incidentally, it is significant that elsewhere in the Upanisads the
soul (ätman) is identified with the dream-state (Brh. 4.3.9, IO> Ch.
8.3.2) and with the state of deep sleep (Brh. 2.1.16-20) and therefore
this theory constitutes a criticism of these earlier theories (v. supra, 19).
(39) It will be seen that the Buddha in advocating the theory of anattä
follows a pattern of argument very similar to that used by Prajäpati
here in the earlier part of his theory. The Buddha like Prajäpati takes
various aspects of the personality and shows that none of them can be
identified with the ätman, since they do not have the characteristics of
the ätman. The following is a sample of such an argument:
Buddha—What think you? Is the physical personality permanent or
impermanent? (Tain kim mannasi? . . . rüpam niccam vä aniccam
vä ti, M.I. 232)
Saccaka—It is impermanent (aniccam . . . , loc. cit.)
Buddha—Is what is impermanent sorrowful or happy? (Yam panäniccam dukkham vä tarn sukham vä ti, loc. cit.)
1
On the use of this term, v. Broad, The Mind and its Place in
pp. 214 ff., 278 ff., 558 ff., and 603 ff.
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Saccaka—Sorrowful (dukkham . . . , he. cit.)
Buddha—Of what is impermanent, sorrowful and liable to change, is
it proper to regard it as 'this is mine, this I am, this is m y soul'?
(Yam panäniccam dukkham viparinämadhammam, kalian nu tarn
samanupassitum: etam mama, eso9ham asmi, eso me attä ti, M. I.233)
Saccaka—It is not (No h'idam . . . , he, cit.).
This same argument is now repeated for other aspects of the per
sonality such as feeling (vedanä), ideation (safinä), etc. (he. cit.). O n e
may compare the expression used in the Pali passage, eso aham asmi
to indicate the identification, with the corresponding expression, ayam
aham asmi (Ch. 8.11.1) used for the same purpose, in the Upanisad.
The main difference in the attitude of Prajäpati and the Buddha is that
the former assumes the existence of an ätman and on failing to identify
it with any of the states of the personality, continues to assume that
it must exist within it and is not satisfied with the results of the purely
empirical investigation, while the latter as an Empiricist makes use of
the definition of the concept of the ätman without assuming its exis
tence (or non-existence) and is satisfied with the empirical investiga
tion which shows that no such ätman exists because there is no evidence
for its existence. Was it those who reasoned in this manner basing their
reasoning on definitions (laksana-), who were called lakkhana-vädä
(Nd. I.294; v. infra, 367)?
(40) Whether these Upanisadic theories were known to Buddhism
and had an impact on the thought of Buddhism can only be determined
in the light of evidence. It is worth noting that Prajäpati's theory of
the state of the soul after death is utterly different from Uddälaka's.
In the Brahmajäla Sutta there is a reference to a theory held by a
school of brahmins (eke samam-brähmanä, D . 1.30) to the effect that
the soul after death has form (rüpi), is without defect (arogo, lit.
without disease) and is conscious (sanni) ( D . I.31). Prajäpati's theory
assigned all these characteristics to the soul after death. T h e soul has
form since 'it appears in its own form9 (svena n^näbhinispadyate,
8.12.3). It is without defect or disease since it is said that 'when crossing
that bridge (to the next world) if one is blind he becomes no longer
blind, if he is sick he becomes no longer sick' (etam setum tirtvändhah
sann anandho bhavati, viddhah sann aviddho bhavati, Ch. 8.4.2).
And the soul is conscious because if it so desires it becomes conscious
of enjoyment with women, chariots or relations (8.12.3). According to
Uddälaka's theory on the other hand the soul would be without form
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(arüpi), without defect (arogo) and without consciousness1 (asannlja
being merged in Being, which is another theory about the after-lif|
ascribed to a school of brahmins in the Brahmajäla Sutta (v. D. I.32).
(41) Let us now briefly consider some aspects of the thought of Yäjnavalkya. Yajnavalkya's importance for us lies in the fact that he too i$;
a rationalist thinker, who popularized a double negative form of;
expression, used in the Buddhist texts. His theory of survival also seems
to be known to Buddhism.2
(42) Yäjnavalkya has been called a mystic (Mystiker)2 by Ruben but
this is misleading since there is no reason to believe that Yäj navalkya'^
theories are based on any kind of mystical experience as were the
views of most of the thinkers of the Middle and Late Upanisads.;
Besides, another fact that has not been considered in the treatment of
Yäj navalkya is that the teachings ascribed to him in different places in.
the Upanisads do not seem to be of a piece, consistent with each other.
For instance, on the one hand the neti neti doctrine or the transcendent
conception of Brahman, who is describable only in terms of negative
epithets, is attributed to him (Brh. 3.9.26, 4.5.13) and on the other
hand the pantheistic doctrine totally opposed to it to the effect that
Brahman is 'made of this, made of that' (idammayah adomaya iti,
Brh. 4.4.5). The probable explanation for this is that several incom
patible doctrines were put in the mouth of an outstanding teacher.
(43) We shall confine ourselves to Yäjfiavalkya of the neti neti doctrine
and consider the passages ascribed to him in sections 2.4.1-14, 3.9.28
and 4.5.15 of the Brhadäranyaka Upanisad. Now Deussen quite
rightly traces cthe primitive source of the entire conception of the
unknowableness of the ätman'3 to the statements ascribed to Yäj
fiavalkya in this Upanisad, but it is equally necessary to emphasize the
fact that the rational unknowability of the ätman is rationally arrived
at and is not a product of mystic experience. In fact Deussen himself
points this out when examining (Brh. 2.4.12-14= 4.5.13-15), the
locus classicus of this doctrine, he says, 'On careful consideration two
thoughts will be found to be implied here: (1) the supreme ätman is
unknowable because he is the all-comprehending unity, whereas all
1
Note his saying that on reaching Being after death, 'they know not, " I am
this one", " I am that one" ' (Ch. 6.10.1).
2
Geschichte der Indischen Philosophie, p. 95.
3
The Philosophy of the Upanishads, Edinburgh, 1906, p. 79.
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knowledge presupposes a duality of subject and object; but (2) the
individual ätman also is unknowable because in all knowledge he is
the knowing subject, consequently can never be the object'.1 We agree
with Deussen that two arguments are implicit in this passage, first
that since reality is one and knowledge is dual, we cannot have know
ledge of reality and second that the subject of knowledge cannot be
known since it is never the object and 'thou canst not know the knower
of knowing' (na vijfiater vijnätäram vijäniyäh, Brh. 3.4.2). This is
reasoning and not mystic experience.
(44) Yäjnavalkya's conception of the after-life is also a product of
reasoning. At Brh. 3.9.28, he compares man to a tree. Now a tree when
it is felled at the root grows up again from the root 'but when a man
dies from what root can he grow up' (martyah svin mrtyunä vrknah
kasmän mülät prarohati, 3.9.28.4). One cannot say it is from semen
(retasa iti mä vocata, 3.9.28.5) for that is possible even while the person
is living. The answer given is cryptic for it is said that 'when born he
is not born again for who would again beget him' (jäta eva na jäyate,
konvenam janayet punah, 3.9.28.7). This is a plain denial of the
possibility of rebirth (punar janman) and his theory seems to be as he
himself states that 'after death there is no consciousness' (na pretya2
samjnästi, 4.5.13). By this he means the absence of any sense-conscious
ness, since this is possible only by the presence of the sense-organs,
the uniting place (ekäyanam) of the sense-data (3.5.12). But he is at
the same time not denying that all consciousness is absent since the
subject of consciousness, conceived by him as 'a mass of pure ex
perience' (ayam ätmä, anantaro'bähyah, krtsnah prajnäna-ghana eva,
4.5.13) persists. So the state of survival is one in which 'there is no
samjnä' nor a lack of it, i.e. no asamjfiä. Now in the Majjhima Nikäya
(II.231) there is a reference to a school of recluses and brahmins who
argued that 'the state of being neither conscious nor unconscious'
(na-eva-sannä-na-asannä) was a peaceful (santa-) and an excellent
state (panitam) because on the one hand 'normal consciousness is
defective, a disease, a thorn' ^safinä rogo sanfiä gando sannä sallam,
loc. cit.) while 'unconsciousness is utterly bewildering' (asafinä
sammohd). Yäjnavalkya's conclusion is at least the same, though his
1

Op. cit., pp. 79, 80.
In all the sixteen contexts (s.v. 'pre-' in Jacob, Concordance to the Principal
Upanisads) in which this verbal form is used in the Brhadäranyaka Upanisad, the
reference is to departure at death.
2
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argument is somewhat different but we may observe the parallel
between the use of sammoha in the Pali passage with the use of mohato denote the bewilderment of Maitreyi (mohäntam äpipipat) when
Yäjnavalkya says that 'after death there is no consciousness' at which
Yäjnavalkya replies, 'I am not speaking of a state of bewilderment'
(na vä are'ham moham bravlmi, 8.5.14) probably implying as in the
Pali passage to a state of utter blankness in which there is no con
sciousness at all.
(45) We have illustrated the use of reason by the Early Upanisadic
thinkers by the examples of Uddälaka, Prajäpati and Yäjnavalkya.
While they give unmistakable evidence of the presence of reasoning
during this period, the Chändogya Upanisad, according to the inter
pretation of Sankara, and the translations of Deussen, Hume and
Radhakrishnan speaks of Logic (vakoväkya-) as being one of the
branches of study during this period (v. infra, 51). Before we can under
stand what is meant here by vakoväkya- it is necessary to study the
origins of the debate for there is reason to believe that it was in and
out of these debates that the first conceptions of valid and invalid
reasoning arose (v. infra, 348). Brough seems to believe otherwise when
writing the ERE. article on Logic he says: 'The historical beginnings
of logical theory are to be found in the racial dispositions and social
conditions which gave occasion for the deliberate control of our trains
of thought. In India, it appears to have originated with rules in cere
monial deliberation.'1 He contrasts the example of India with that of
Greece saying that 'in Greece it originated with canons of public
debate and scientific instruction'.2 Rändle on the other hand com
menting on the Kathävatthu says that 'logic was preceded by attempts
to schematize discussion, attempts which were inevitable in view of
the habit of organized public discussion, which prevailed in early
India but which could not succeed until the nerve of argument had
been separated from the irrelevancies in which the early methodology
had obscured it and plainly exposed in the formulation of the syl
logism'.3 We cannot wholly agree with either of these verdicts. If by
'logical theory' Brough meant the problems of epistemology then
certainly some of these problems, such as whether testimony (sabda)
was a genuine means of knowledge, the meaning of words and
1

2
Vol. 8, p. 128.
Ibid.
H. N. Rändle, Indian Logic in the Early Schools, Oxford University Press,
1930, p. 14; cp. Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, pp. 27 ff.
3
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propositions, the problem of universals may perhaps be ultimatelytraced to 'ceremonial deliberation' and a significant portion of this
was contributed by the Grammarians (Vaiyäkaranas) but the first
awareness of the validity and invalidity of reasoning seems to have
arisen out of the debate as much in India as in Greece. On the other
hand, Rändle seems to imagine that the only forms of valid reasoning
must be syllogistic and it was probably this which led him to ignore
the foreshadowings of some of the theorems of the propositional
calculus in the Kathävatthu (v. infra, 703-710).
(46) The debate in the Indian context seems to have its historical
origins in the Vedic institution of the brahmodya1 (or brahmavadya).
A brief glance at the history of the brahmodya seems profitable in so
far as it gives a picture of the origin and development of the debate.
The earliest brahmodyas are riddles or religious charades which are
to be found in the Rgveda (1.164, 8.29) or the Atharvaveda (9.9, 10).
They frequently occur in the Brähmanas.2 Their general form is that
of question and answer though sometimes the answers are cryptic or
the questions presupposed.3 When the sacrifice became the reigning
institution in Brähmanic society, the brahmodya was a minor diversion
within it. Bloomfield calls it in this context 'a charade to enliven the
mechanical and technical progress of the sacrifice by impressive
intellectual pyrotechnics'.4 Keith says, 'it is a feature of the Vedic
sacrifice that at certain points are found Brahmodyas, discussions about
the Brahman, the holy power in the universe. Such theosophical
riddles are specially common at the horse sacrifice'.5 The following is
an example of such a brahmodya as related in the SB. (13.5.2.11 ff.):
11. They hold a Brahmodya in the Sadas . . .
12. Hotr—Who walketh singly? Adhvaryu—the sun.
1

v. Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas, HOS., Vol. 32, pp. 344, 345,
435; A. Ludwig, Der Rigveda oder die Heiligen Hymnen der Brahmana, Band III,
Prag, 1878, pp. 390 ff.; Bloomfield, Religion of the Veda, pp. 216 ff.; Bloomfield,
'The Marriage of Saranyü, Tvastar's Daughter', JAOS., Vol. 15, pp. 172 ff.;
M. Haug 'Vedische Räthselfragen und Räthselsprüche', Transactions of the
Munich Academy, 1875, PP- 7 ff» This last reference is quoted from Bloomfield,
JAOS., Vol. 15, fn. 4-, and I have not been able to find this article in the libraries
of London and Cambridge.
2
These references are given in the article of Bloomfield, JAOS., Vol. 15,
p . 172.
3
4
5

Bloomfield, JAOS., Vol. 15, p. 172.
Religion of the Veda, p. 215.
H O S , Vol. 32, p. 435.
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13. Adhvaryu—Whose light is equal to the sun?
Hotr—The Brahman.
15. Udgätr—Into what things has the spirit (purusah) entered?
Brahman—Into five things hath the spirit entered and they are
established in the spirit: this I reply unto thee: not superior in
wisdom art thou (to me). *
(47) These brahmodyas were uttered in the form of a dialogue,
technically called väkoväkya {lit. speech and reply? cp. väkoväkye
brahmodyam vadanti, they utter the brahmodya in the form of a
dialogue, SB. 4.6.9.20). These dialogues are formal and stereotyped
and were probably learnt by heart. They seem to have been among the
earliest passages to be so learnt for they are mentioned along with the
study of just the re, säman and yajus (madhu ha vä rcah, ghrtam ha
sämämrtam yajümsi, yaddha vä ayam väkoväkyam adhlte ksiraudanamämsaudanau haiva tau, the Re verses are honey, the Säma verses
ghee, and the Yajus formulae ambrosia, but when he utters the dialogue
it is both milk and meat, SB. 11.5.7.5). Later the list of things to be
studied becomes longer and includes vidyä, itihäsapuränam, etc. (SB.
11.5.6.8). But what is important is that a time seems to have come
when the väkoväkya was no longer a formal utterance but an ex
tempore performance and the study of väkoväkya- would have then
become the study of the nature of discussion and debate, whereby one
could outwit one's rival. It may be observed that this desire to outwit
one's rival is already seen in the example we quoted above where it is
said by the Brahman 'not superior in wisdom art thou (to me)'. Such
a 'free' väkoväkya- to which Säyana has drawn our attention2 is to be
found at SB. 11.4.1.12-15, which is not even a debate in a sacrificial
session but an open contest for victory between Uddälaka Äruni and
Svaidäyana Gautama. We have already studied samples of the reason
ing found here (y. supra, 14).
(48) When we come to the Early Upanisads this analogical reasoning
tends to lose its magical character (not altogether) and becomes more
empirical, though here too the inferences are not strictly warranted by
the observations made. Thus the observation that we perspire when
it is hot was sufficient for Uddälaka to conclude that 'Heat causes
Water' 3 (v. supra, 27). At this stage we noticed a priori reasoning as
1
2
3

SBE., Vol. 44, pp. 388, 389.
v. SBE., Vol. 5, p. 98, fn. 3.
The Milesian philosophers seem to have been at the same stage of thought.
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well, such as 'Being cannot come out of Non-Being' (v. supra, 25).
Both these forms of reasoning were made use of to construct meta
physical theories. Väkoväkya- at this stage of its development may have
signified a general study of this kind of reasoning as well as of topics,
which would help to make one a good debater.
(49) The debate at this stage seems to have been carried over from the
sacrifice to the public assembly and become an institution important
in itself and not a minor feature of a sacrificial session. Svetaketu
Äruneya goes for the purpose of debating to the assembly of the
Paficälas, which is called pancälänam parisadam (Brh. 6.2.1) and pancälänam samitim (Ch. 5.3.1). Sometimes the brahmins would go to the
courts of kings to hold such debates. Yäjfiavalkya goes to king Janaka
of Videha 'desirous of cattle' (the prize of the debate) and subtle
questions (pasün icchan anvantän, Brh. 4.1.1), and holds controversy
with him. So does Bäläki come to Ajätasatru (Kaus. 4.1) and debate
with him. It was these assemblies of the brahmins and the ksatriyas
which came to be known as the brähmana-parisä and the khattiyaparisä respectively in the Päli Nikäyas (v. infra, 349).
(50) But the debate on the sacrificial ground also seems to have con
tinued without a break, though it was no longer a formal brahmodya
but a heated contest. There is a description of such a debate at a
sacrifice at Brh. 3.1-9, which Janaka attends and where he offers a
prize to the victor (i.e. to the wisest brahmin, brahmistha). In the
Mahäbhärata, it is said describing the proceedings of a sacrifice that
'as the sacrifice progressed eloquent reasoners (vägmino hetuvädinah)
put forward many theories based on reasoning (hetuvädän) with the
intention of defeating each other'.1 It is probably these brahmins who
called the 'brahmins addicted to the debate' (brähmanä vädasilä) at
Sn. 382 (v. infra, 375). It is also probably to them that the Mahäniddesa
refers by the term hetuvädä (Nd. I.294) though the term need not be
restricted to the brahmins.2
(51) We found that the term väkoväkya- was used in the Brähmanas
to denote a branch of study and observed that at a certain stage in its
development, it probably meant 'the study of the nature of discussion
1

Tasmin yajne pravrtte 'pi vägmino hetuvädinah, hetuvädän bahün ähuh,
parasparajigisavah, Srimänmahäbhäratam, Asvamedhaparva, 86.27, Ed. T . R.
Krishacharya and T. R. Vyasacharya, Vol. 14, Bombay 1909, p. 103.
2
The Materialists were called 'haitukäh', and probably the vitandavädins
(casuists) as well; v. Das Gupta, History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. 3, p. 5 l 8 >
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and debate*. One of its latest occurrences is in the Chändogya Upanisad
(7.1.2: 7.2.1: 7.7.1), after which it does not occur at all in this sense in
Indian literature. Sankara commenting on this word explains it as
tarka-sästram1 and väkoväkya- is translated by Deussen2 as 'Dialektik'
and by Hume 3 and Radhakrishnan4 as 'Logic'. This is by no means
unreasonable, for the study of the debate may have led to or included
at this time the study of 'the elements of reasoning' and so long as
väkoväkya- as 'logic' is not taken to mean what logic (nyäyasästra-,
tarka-sästra-) later came to denote there is no insuperable objection to
this translation.
(52) That the brahmins were studying some kind of tarkasästra also
appears to be confirmed by the evidence of the Pali texts for here
lokäyata- (D. Li 1.88; A.I.163, 166; A. III.223; Vin. II.139; Sn. p. 105)
is represented as one of the branches of study of the orthodox brahmins
and this is explained as vitanda-väda-sattham5 or 'the science of
casuistry' (DA. I.24: SnA. 447) or vitanda-sattham.6 As Prof. Rhys
Davids has shown, what is stated in the Canonical texts is confirmed
by a passage in the Mahäbhärata where 'at the end of a list of the
accomplishments of learned Brahmans they are said to be masters of
the Lokäyata'.7 Thus both according to Sankara as well as the Pali
texts, the early brahmins were making a study of the elements of
reasoning or casuistry or debating topics and this is by no means
intrinsically improbable, when we find that these brahmins were
constructing the first rational metaphysical theories at this time.
(53) Faddegon has however questioned the translation of this whole
passage by Deussen and Hume on the grounds that 'the commentator
has tried to find in the Upanisad-text all sciences known in his time'8
and dismisses the translation of väkoväkya- as 'logic' as unsupported
by the use of this word at SB. 11.5.7.5 (op. cit., p. 47). He says 'we
may conclude that väkoväkya in the Chändogya-Upanisad cannot yet
1

Vakoväkyam tarka-sästram, Chandogyopanisad, Änanda Äsrama Series
No. 14, p. 393.
2
Sechzig Upanisads des Veda, Leipzig, 1921, p. 174.
3
The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, pp. 250, 251, 254.
4
The Principal Upanisads, pp. 469, 470, 475.
5
Lokäyatam vuccati vitandavädasattham.
6
Abhidhänappadlpikä, 5.12, vitandasattham vinneyyam yam tarn lokäyatam,
v. Abhidhänappadlpikä, ed. Muni Jina Vijaya, p. 18.
7
SBB, Vol. II, p. 169.
8
B. Faddegon, The Catalogue of Sciences in the Chändogya Upanisad, A O . ,
Vol. 4, p. 44.
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have signified logic, since this science was developed many centuries
later as an outcome of the technical art of philosophical discussion'
(loc. cit.). He suggests for it 'the general meaning of dialogue and
metaphorically ability and smartness in debating' (loc. cit.) or 'the
cleverness of arguing in dialogue' (op. cit., p. 53). W e would agree
with Faddegon that väkoväkyam could not have meant 'the elements
of reasoning' at SB. 11.5.7.5 but the case is different with its latest use at
Ch. 7.2.1, etc., after the institution of the brahmodya, as we have seen
(v. supra, 46-50) underwent many changes. As for Faddegon's other
argument discrediting almost the entirety of Sankara's interpretations
of this passage on the grounds that they are anachronisms, we would
like to point out that Sankara's exposition on the whole is corroborated
by what the Päli Nikäyas attribute to the brahmins as the arts and
sciences studied by them. In fact, this independently supports the
Chändogya list itself by showing that it does not contain later inter
polations. It shows that the catalogue of sciences in the Chändogya
as well as Sankara's comments on the whole are to be trusted as giving
a fair sample of Brähmanic learning at least at the time of the Päli
Nikäyas. W e may do this in the form of a table giving the Chändogya
catalogue, Sankara's comment, the word in the Päli Nikäyas which is
the equivalent either of the Chändogya catalogue or Sankara's com
ment. W e have indicated in brackets the equivalents found only in a
Päli Corny.:
Chändogya list
1. ätharvanam
caturtham
2. itihäsapuränam
pancamam
3. vedänäm vedam

Sankara's

comment

bhäratapancamänam
vyäkaranam

4. pitryam

sraddhä-kalpau

5. räsi
6. daivam
7. nidhim

ganitam
utpätajfiänam
mahakälädinidhiSästram
tarkasästram

8.

väkoväkyam

Päli equivalent
äthabbanam, Sn. 927
itihäsapaficamänam
D . 1.88
veyyäkarana-,
D . 1.88 '
saddhe, D . I.97:
ketubha-, Sn. 1020
gananä, D . I . n
utpätam, D . 1.8, v. 1

lokäyatam=(vitandavaaa-sattnam,
D A . I.247) '
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Chandogya list
9. ekäyanam

Sankara's comment
nitisästram

Pali equivalent
(nitisattham, DA.
1-93)
sivavijjä?, D. I.9
tevijjä, Sn. 594

niruktam
rgyajuhsämäkhya11.
syavidyä
bhütavijjä, D. 1.8
12. bhütavidyä
bhütatantram
khattavijjä, D. I.9
13. ksatravidyä
dhanurvedam
nakkhattam, Sn. 927
14. naksatravidyä
jyotisam
ahivijjä, D. 1.8
15. sarpa (vidyä)
gärudam
16. devajanavidyä
gandhayukti-nrtya- naccam gitam
väditam, D. 1.6
gita-vädya-silpa(54) We do not propose to scrutinize this list item by item, as it
would divert us from our present problem. But if we examine this list
as a whole, it would be noticed that five of the Pali items (1, 2, 12, 13,
14) are identical in word and meaning with the Chandogya list, while
one of them (15) is identical in meaning and one (10) doubtful. Of the
rest, no less than six Pali items (3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 16) are more or less
identical in language and sense with the comments of Sankara. This
lends authenticity to Sankara's comments in that it shows that these
sciences were cultivated by the brahmins at least during the time the
Päli Nikäyas were composed, if not earlier and Sankara could therefore
not have been making arbitrary comments particularly with regard to
items 4, 5, 6, 11, 16, which have been questioned by Faddegon. All
this implies that when Sankara was commenting on väkoväkya- as
tarkasästra- there is no reason to think that he was trying to find a place
for tarkasästra in this list, but that he was probably recording a genuine
tradition, particularly when we observe that the Buddhists have credited
the brahmins with making a study of what they in their poor opinion
of them have called the vitanda-sattha or the 'art of casuistry'.
The fact that when Pali commentaries came to be written Lokäyataexclusively meant Materialism is perhaps an added reason why the
comment vitanda-sattha, quite independently of the corroboration from
Brähmanic sources is to be considered as preserving a genuine tradition.
devavidyä
brahmavidyä

10.

(55) The etymology of the word lokäyata- however, does not even
remotely suggest any connection with logic or casuistry. On the other
hand, all the explanations of the etymology of the term by scholars1
1

v. Chattopadhyaya, Lokäyata, A Study in Ancient Indian Materialism, New
Delhi, 1959, pp. 1-4. Das Gupta, A History of Indian Philosophy-, Vol. Ill,
pp.512 ff.
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on the presumption that the word directly or indirectly means 'the
philosophy of Materialism' are utterly mistaken since the earliest use
of the word, as we have seen, does not at all betray such a connotation.
As Prof. Rhys Davids was the first to point out in his study of the
meaning of the term,1 lokäyata as used in the Nikäyas is one of the
branches of learning of the orthodox Vedic brahmins. Speaking of the
context in which the word appears he says: 'The whole paragraph is
complimentary. And though the exact connotation of one or two of
the other terms is doubtful, they are all descriptive of just those things
which a Brahman would have been rightly proud to be judged a master
of. It is evident, therefore, that the Dictionary interpretations of the word
are quite out of place in this connection.'1 It is necessary to point this
out since this statement seems to have fallen on deaf ears in the field of
scholarship3 and no attempt has been made to explain the meaning of
this earliest use of the term.
(56) Prof. Rhys Davids himself suggested that the word 'probably
meant Nature-lore—wise sayings, riddles, rhymes. . . ' (pp. cit., p. 171).
He even gave a list of passages in the Brhadäranyaka and Chändogya
Upanisads and the Aitereya Aranyaka (Joe. czV.), which he believed
contained the subject-matter of lokäyata- and suggested rather half
heartedly that with the growth of this branch of learning it came to be
associated with 'sophists and casuists' (loc. cit.). All this was pure
surmise, based on his belief that loka- meant 'nature' and that lokäyatameant the 'study of nature' and that there was evidence for this in the
Upanisadic and Äranyaka literature. Against this, Tucci has pointed
out that loka- by itself does not mean 'nature' in the Pali literature and
that for this purpose the word bhäjana-loka is used.4
(57) It is surprising that Prof. Rhys Davids and after him all the
scholars who discuss the meaning of lokäyata- missed both passages
in the Nikäyas which could have given some information about the
subject-matter of lokäyata, one occurring in the Samyutta Nikäya
(II. 77) and the other in the Anguttara Nikäya (IV.428). The former is
1

2
SBB., Vol. II, pp. 166-72.
Op. cit., p . 166.
E.g. Chattopadhyaya uncritically quotes Prof. Rhys Davids to show that
the early brahmins studied lokäyata- in the sense of Materialism (v. op. cit.,
p. 32) and says, 'Evidences like these perhaps indicate that we are in need of
revising our notion of the Brähmana, particularly of the Brähmana of Buddhist
India' (op. cit., p . 33). CA Sketch of Indian Materialism', P I P C , 1925, p. 40.
4
'A Sketch of Indian Materialism', P I P C , 1925, p . 40.
3
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quoted by Dr Malalasekera in a paragraph he has written about the
'lokayatika brähmanä' (s.v. DPPN.) ignoring the problem of the
meaning of lokäyata altogether, while the latter passage which also
mentions lokäyatikä brähmanä (loc. cit.) is not mentioned by him as
well.1 In both these contexts, 'two lokäyata brahmins' (dve lokayatika
brähmanä) approach the Buddha. This expression is translated by
Mrs Rhys Davids as 'two Brahmins wise in worldly lore' (K.S. II.53)
and by Hare as 'two brahmins skilled in metaphysics' (G.S. IV.287).
The Corny, to the Samyutta Nikäya explains lokäyatikä as 'one
versed in Lokäyata or the science of casuistry' (lokäyatiko ti vitandasatthe lokäyate kata-paricayo, SA. II.76) and in the Anguttara Corny.
the word is explained as 'students of Lokäyata' (lokäyata-pathakä,
AA. IV.200). The term lokayatika- seems to describe the brahmin who
made a special study of that branch of Brähmanic learning known at
the time as Lokäyata.
(58) These doctrines are specified in the Samyutta context as follows:
(1) Sabbam atthi ti, i.e. 'that everything exists', which is called the
oldest (jittham, Skr. jyestham) lokäyata-doctrine.
(2) Sabbam natthi ti, i.e. 'that nothing exists', called the second
(dutiyam) lokäyata-doctrine.
(3) Sabbam ekattan ti, i.e. 'that everything is a unity', called the third
(third) lokäyata-doctrine.
(4) Sabbam puthuttan ti, i.e. 'that everything is a plurality', called the
fourth (catuttham) lokäyata-doctrine.
(59) It may be observed that all these theories are about sabbam or
sarvam, which is found in the Upanisads to denote the 'cosmos' or
the universe as a whole (v. infra, 65). It will also be seen that these
four doctrines are presented in two pairs as thesis and anti-thesis:
the second and the fourth are the anti-theses of the first and the third
respectively. The Corny, explains that the first and the third are
Eternalist views2 (sassata-ditthiyo) while the second and the fourth are
Materialist views3 (uccheda-ditthiyo, lit Annihilationist views). This
dialectical opposition in these pairs of views reminds us of the Vedic
institution of the brahmodya, which found expression in the form of a
1

Lokayatika- is not even mentioned in the Volume of Indexes (A. VI) of the
Anguttara Nikäya.
2
Evam ettha sabbam atthi, sabbam ekattan ti imä dve pi sassata-ditthiyo, SA.,
11,76.
3
Sabbam natthi, sabbam puthuttan ti imä dve uccheda-ditthiyo, ibid,
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väkoväkya- (v. supra, 47), which was originally a dialogue and later a
debate (dialectics) in which one tried to outstrip the other by argu
ments, designed to disprove one's opponent's thesis and prove his
own. The other main deduction that we can make from the above
passage is based on the commentarial identification of the second and
the fourth views as those of the Materialists. This suggestion is con
firmed by the fact that there is evidence of the existence at this time
of these two schools of Materialists referred to, the pluralist school
(or schools, v. infra, 115) and the nihilist pragmatic school, which we
have argued was the school to which Dighanakha belonged (v. infra,
334) and which adumbrates the later philosophy of Jayaräsi (v. infra,
116). The fact that Lokäyata is the term which later comes into cur
rency as a general term for these Materialist schools of thought also
supports this identification. If this is so, then the later use of the term
Lokäyata to denote exclusively the Materialist doctrines is a one-sided
application and development of a term, which had a wider coverage
earlier, denoting as we see not only the Materialist doctrines but their
anti-theses, the Eternalist doctrines as well. In fact, it may be noted
that according to this passage the oldest lokäyata is not the Materialist
doctrine but the eternalist doctrine.
(60) In the Anguttara context too, 'two lokäyata brahmins' (dve
lokäyatikä brähmanä), loc. cit., meet the Buddha to discuss the problem
of the extent of the cosmos (loka-). They say that Pürana Kassapa and
Nigantha Nätaputta are 'directly opposed to each other' (annamafinam
vipaccanikavädänam, M. I.429) in regard to the views that they hold
about the extent of the universe, one holding that 'the universe is
finite' (antavantam lokam, loc. cit.) and the other that 'the universe is
infinite' (anantam lokam, loc. cit.). It is possible that these two theses
constituted a pair of lokäyata-doctrines, in which case loka- is here
used in the sense of the 'cosmos' (v. infra, 65), and lokäyata would
mean 'what relates to the cosmos' or the problems of the nature and
extent of the cosmos, studied as debating topics and based on reasoning.
(61) The Lahkävatära Sütra1 also records an encounter between the
Buddha and a lokäyatikä brahmin. This gives a long list of lokäyatadoctrines and although it is less reliable than the Nikäya passages with
regard to what it tells us about Brähmanical doctrines, we can never
theless glean some information. This passage too has been ignored by
scholars in discussing the meaning of lokäyata- and Suzuki has
1

Ed. B. Nanjio, Kyoto, 1923, Bibliotheca Otaniensis, Vol. I, pp. 176-9.
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consistently mistranslated the term as 'materialism'1 though it is
obvious from the context that it could not mean this. Here thirty-one
lokäyata-doctrines are mentioned as follows:
(i) Sarvam krtakam, i.e. everything is created, called the first
lokäyata- theory (prathamam lokäyatam).
(2) Sarvam akrtakam, i.e. nothing is created, called the second
lokäyata- theory (dvitiyam lokayatam).
(3) Sarvam anityam, i.e. everything is impermanent.
(4) Sarvam nityam, i.e. everything is permanent.
(5) Sarvam utpädyam, i.e. everything is resultant.
(6) Sarvam anutpädyam, i.e. everything is not resultant, called the
sixth lokäyata- theory (sastham lokäyatam).
(7) Sarvam ekatvam, i.e. everything is a unity.
(8) Sarvam anyatvam, i.e. everything is different (the world is a
plurality).
(9) Sarvam ubhayatvam, i.e. the world is a duality.
(10) Sarvam anubhayatvam, i.e. the world is a non-duality.
*(n) Sarvam karanädhinam, i.e. everything is subject to causation
since they are seen to proceed from a diversity of causes
(vicitra-hetu-prapatti-darsanät).
(12) Sarvam avyäkrtam, i.e. everything is inexplicable.
(13) Sarvam vyäkrtam, i.e. everything is explicable.
(14) Asty ätmä, i.e. there is a soul.
(15) Nästy ätmä, i.e. there is no soul.
(16) Asty ayam loko, i.e. this world exists.
(17) Nästy ayam loko, i.e. this world does not exist.
(18) Asti paro loko, i.e. the next world exists.
(19) Nästi paro loko, there is no next world.
*(2o) Nästy asti ca paro lokoy i.e. there is and is no next world.
(21) Asti moksah, i.e. there is salvation.
(22) Nästi moksah, i.e. there is no salvation.
(23) Sarvam ksanikam, i.e. everything is momentary.
(24) Sarvam aksanikam, i.e. nothing is momentary.
(25) Äkäsam pratisankhyänirodho nirvänam krtakam, i.e. space,
non-wilful destruction and nirvana are conditioned.
(26) Äkäsam pratisankhyänirodho nirvänam akrtakam, i.e. . . . are
not conditioned.
(27) Asty antarbhavah, i.e. there is an intermediate existence.
1

v. D . T . Suzuki, The Lankavatära Sütra, London, 1932, pp. 152-5.
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(28) Nasty antarbhavah, i.e. there is no intermediate existence.
(29) Äjnäna-trsnä-karma-hetukam . . . tribhavam, i.e. the three-fold
world is caused by ignorance, desire and karma.
(30) (tribhavam) ahetukam, i.e. the threefold-wo rid is not caused:
and it is said that 'this pair too constitutes a lokäyata (dvayamapy e t a t . . . lokayatarri).
♦(31) Sva-sämänya-laksana-patitä sarva-bhäväh, i.e. all things are
classifiable under their specific and general characteristics.
(62) The section ends by saying that 'there is lokäyata as long as the
mental activity of the dogmatic construction of the external world
persists'.1 This is an attempt to explain the origin of lokäyata-theories
on the basis of the assumptions made in the Lankävatära Sütra itself
and it is therefore not very enlightening. Even the list cannot be
considered to give us an account of Brähmanic doctrines. For instance,
theories (25) to (28) are topics on which, les sectes du petit vehicule,
to use Bareau's expression2 were divided. Thus the two theses, namely
that 'there is an intermediate existence' and its opposite (v. 27, 28)
are considered a pair of lokäyata-theories. This is a doctrine on which,
as the Kathävatthu (VIII. 2) shows the Buddhist sects were divided
and it was a subject of debate between the contending parties.3 This
use of lokäyata- to refer to the debating topics, mentioning thesis as
well as anti-thesis, on which the Buddhist order was divided seems
indirectly to throw some light on the earlier use of lokäyata to refer
to the debating topics of the brahmins, on which opposing views were
found within the orthodox circle of brahmins. It will be seen that all
the above topics excepting ( n ) , (20) and (31)—marked with an
asterisk—are stated in the form of thesis and anti-thesis and the fact
that they were considered in pairs appears to be confirmed by the
statement made about (29) and (30) namely that 'this pair too (dvayamapy etat) constitutes a lokäyata! (v. supra, 61). This would have been
1
Yävad . . . manovispanditam bähyärthabhinivesavikalpasya täval lokäyatam,
op. cit.y p. 178.
2
v. Andre Bareau, Les Sectes Bouddhique du Petit Vehicule, Publications de
l'ecole Francaise d'extreme-orient, Saigon, 1955«
3
As Bareau has shown {op. cit.) the Purvasailas (p. 101), Vatsiputriyas (p. 119),
the Sammatiyas (p. 124), the Sarvästivädin Vaibhäsikas (p. 142) and the Late
Mahisäsakas (p. 188) were of the view that an antarä-bhava exists, while the
Mahäsanghikas (p. 68), the Vibhajyavädins (p. 172), the Mahisäsakas (p. 184),
the followers of the Säriputräbhidharmasästra (p. 194) and the Theravädins
(p. 223) were of the opposite view.
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unnecessary unless they were debating topics, representing the thesis
upheld by one party and the anti-thesis defended by the opposing
party. W e may therefore surmise on this ground that the lokäyatatheories mentioned in the Samyutta Nikäya were probably stated in
the form of thesis and anti-thesis (v. supra, 59) because they were the
subjects of debate among those brahmins, whom the Suttanipäta has
described as being 'addicted to the debate' (v. infra, 375).
(63) The passage in the Samyutta Nikäya said that the oldest lokäyata
thesis was 'that everything exists' while according to the Lankävatära
Sutra, the first thesis was 'that everything was created'. N o w creation
theories have undoubtedly to be reckoned among the first cosmological
theories or the first attempts to comprehend the origin of the cosmos,
That Being or sat was the primary cause or the ultimate reality of the
universe appears to have been one of the earliest cosmological theories,
which was probably followed not very much later by the theory that
'nothing' (asat, v. RV. 10.72, 2) 1 really exists and the Näsadiya hymn
probably attempted a synthesis of these two theories (v. supra, 9).
Even if we treat these theories as pre-philosophical, we notice that
the subject is treated at a philosophical level at Ch. 6.2.1. Here the two
theories are clearly contrasted: one is that 'Being is the only reality*
(sad eva . . . äsit) and the other, which is quite clearly held by 'certain
people' (taddhaika ähuh) in opposition to this theory is that 'nothing
is real' (asad eva . . . äsit). This may be deemed to be a reference to
the nihilist school of lokäyata, which according to the Samyutta
Nikäya held the tenet that 'nothing exists' (sabbam natthi, v. supra
58) and which is described in the Lankävatära Sutra as the school
which held that 'this world does not exist' (v. 17). The other pair of
lokäyata-theses mentioned in the Samyutta Nikäya (i.e. sabbam
ekattam; sabbam puthuttam) also appear to have had their origin in
the Upanisadic period. The Bhagavadgita speaks of 'some who worship
with the offerings of knowledge with (theories) of unity as well as of
plurality' (yVzäftcz-yajnena cä'pyanye . . . upäsate ekatvena prthaktvena,
9.i5). W e may note here that ekatva- and prthaktva- in Sanskrit give
rise to ekatta- and puthutta- in Pali according to the usual phono
logical rules. N o w the Isä speaks of the absence of delusion on the
part of those who see the universe as a unity (ekatvam anupasyatah, 7)
and the Katha holding that 'there is no diversity in the universe'
(neha nänästi kincana, 2 . 1 . n ) criticizes 'those who see diversity in it'
1

asatah sad ajäyata, RV. 10.72.2, 3.
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(mrtyos sa mrtyum gacchati ya iha näneva pasyati, loc. cit.); this
criticism must have been directed against a pluralistic theory of the
universe and it is likely that this is the Materialist theory mentioned at
Katha 1.2.6 (v. infra, 116) where it is said that 'he who thinks "this
world exists, there is no other" repeatedly comes under my (i.e. of
Death) control* (ayam loko nästi para iti mäni, punah punar vasam
äpadyate me, loc. cit.) for the same fate (cp. mrtyos sa mrtyum gacchati)
was held out against those who were convinced of a pluralistic theory
of the universe.
(64) The main concepts of the lokäyata theses also appear in the
Mülapariyäya Sutta (M. Li ff.), which gives a list of categories or
concepts having a cosmological significance. Mülapariyäya has been
translated by Miss Horner as 'synopsis of fundamentals' (M.L.S.
I.3) but this translation does not make sense. We believe that mülahere means the 'root cause' or the primary cause of the world. It is in
this sense that the word is used at Aitareya Äranyaka 2.1.8.1, where
the cosmological theory that water is the first or primary cause of the
world is mooted and it is said that 'this (water) was the root (cause)
and that (i.e. the world) was the shoot9 (i.e. the effect) (etad vai mülam
adas tülam). In this Sutta we observe that this theory, namely that
water or äpa- is a müla- or a root cause is mentioned along with a
number of such cosmological theories. Pariyäya here probably means
'the nature o f as at Sn. 581. * Mülapariyäya Sutta, therefore probably
means 'the discourse on the nature of primary causes or concepts'.
Among such causes or categories explaining the origin or the nature
of the universe, we find the concepts of ekatta-, nänatta- ( = puthuttain sense), and sabba- (M. I.3).
(65) All this points to loka- in lokäyata meaning not 'nature' as Prof.
Rhys Davids imagined but the 'cosmos'. It may be seen that in the
Lankävatara list the lokäyata-theses were about sarva- (i.e. the cosmos)
or loka-. The references in the Nikäyas confirmed this (v. supra, 60).
Now the word loka- is used in a collective sense, to denote the entire
universe and this sense is in fact clearly defined at Brh. 1.5.17, where it
is said, ye vai ke ca lokäh, tesäm sarvesäm loka ity ekatä, i.e. whatever
worlds there are, they are all comprehended under the word 'world'.
We also notice that in this same context loka- is used synonymously
with brahman: tvam brahma, tvam yajna, tvam loka iti. Brahman is
1
Tasmä dhirä na socanti viditvä \oka.-pariyäyam, i.e. therefore the wise do not
grieve, knowing the nature of the world.
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also sometimes used synonymously with sarva-: etad brahma etad
sarvam, Brh. 5.3.1. In the light of all this evidence we may conclude
that these lokäyata-theses were promulgated at the brahmodyas which,
as we have shown, developed from a simple formal dialogue into a
lively debate and it was probably in preparation for these debates that
the lokäyata-theses would have been studied. They would have
constituted the possible answers to problems about the cosmos, along
with the reasons on which they were based. The study of the reasoning
would have been at first not strictly divorced from the theories them
selves and it is to these studies of the brahmins that we have to trace
the beginnings of metaphysics as well as of logic and epistemology. A
verse in the Mahäbhärata describing the sage Närada shows that
logical studies (nyäya-) went hand in hand with the study of meta
physical concepts such as 'monism' (aikya-, cp. ekatta) and 'pluralism*
(nänätva-, cp. puthutta) and that this was part of Vedic studies as a
whole:
vedopanisadäm vettä rs'ib suraganärcitah
itihäsa-puräna-jfiah, puräkalpa-visesakrt
nyäyaviddhd.rmatattva.]nah sadangavid anuttamah

ar^ya-samyoga-ncz/zarvcz-samavaya-visaradah,1
Sabhäparva, 5.2-3.
This verse may very well reflect a time when the Nyäya or logical
studies were accepted by orthodoxy and admitted into the rank of
Vedic studies but in the light of the above evidence from the Buddhist
Nikäyas, confirmed and corroborated by the Brähmanic literature, we
have to presuppose that there was a period when the study of lokäyata
or the 'elements of metaphysics and reasoning' formed a part of Vedic
studies. However, a time seems to have come when some of the lokä
yata-theses propounded in the process, were seen to oppose or under
mine the fundamental doctrines of the Vedic tradition and it no longer
seemed desirable for orthodoxy to allow brahmins the free exercise of
reason and speculation. Thus the rule was laid down that 'the brahmin
who despises the roots (of Vedic tradition) because of his dependence
on the science of reasoning (hetu-sdstra-) should be cast out by the
good (brahmins) as a nihilist, who scorns the Vedas' (yo'vamanyeta
1
'The supreme sage who was revered by the gods, knew the Vedas and
Upanisads, the histories and Puränas, was a specialist in ancient rituals, was
versed in logic, the truths of justice and the six branches (of learning) and had an
expert knowledge of the (concepts of) monism, conjunction, pluralism and
inherence.*
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te müle hetusästräsrayäd dvijah sa sädhubhir bahiskäryo nästiko
vedanindakah: Manusmrti I I . n ) . At this time Lokäyata- as a branch
of study would have been taboo to the brahmin orthodoxy and the
word lokäyata survived to denote those very doctrines, which were
opposed to Vedic teachings but which were once nurtured within the
orthodox fold itself.
(66) This sense of lokäyata- appears to be preserved in the Arthasästra,
where it is said to form part of anviksiki or 'philosophy', comprising
both metaphysics and logic: sämkhyam yogo lokäyatam anviksiki...
hetubhir anviksamänä anviksiki lokasyopakaroti,1 i.e. Sämkhya, Yoga
and Lokäyata (constitute) philosophy . . . by investigating with
reasons it serves the world; the Corny, (modern) explains lokäyata
here as 'the science of reasoning as taught by Brahma and Gärgya*
(nyäya-sästram Brahmagärgyoktam, Vol. I, p. 27). Anviksiki was
rendered by Jacobi as 'philosophic'.2 But Hacker in an article entitled
'Anviksiki'3 has questioned this translation on the ground that since
anviksiki according to Kautilya's own comment means 'examining by
reasons' and this is practised in all the sciences the term does not
exclusively mean 'philosophy'. Yet he too admits that 'anviksiki or
reasoning' is 'habitually applied to systems of philosophy because these
cultivate argument and logical thinking' (op. cit., p. 82) and his main
objection is that these terms are 'never synonymous with philosophy'
{Joe. cit.). It does not therefore disprove our contention that lokäyata
in its earliest use meant the study of metaphysical topics along with
the reasoning involved, with the idea of gaining success in debate.
(67) The ways of knowing recognized at this time are, as Keith has
shown,4 stated in the Taittiriya Äranyaka as pratyaksa (perception),
anumäna (inference), smrti (scripture) and aitihya (tradition). Keith
1

The Arthasästra of Kautalya, Ed. T. G. Sästri, Vol. I, p. 27.
v. 'Zur Frühgeschichte der indischen Philosophie' in Sit£ungberichte der
Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1911, pp. 733 ff.; cp. A. Foucher,
Le Compendium des Topiques (Tarkasamgraha) D' Annambhatta, Paris, 1949, who
translates 'anviksiki* as 'investigation rationelle' (Introduction, p. xi), which he
says is 'completement independante des textes sacres et uniquement fondee sur
Pexperience courante; et celle en embraissait, nous dit-on, le Sänkhya, le Yoga et
le Lokäyata, toutes doctrines originairement agnostique et realistes* (loc. cit.).
He classifies Nyäya and Vaisesika under 'Lokäyata' (loc. cit.).
3
Paul Hacker, 'Anviksiki' in, Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Sud- und
Ostasiens und Archiv für indische philosophie. Band II, 1958, pp. 55 ff.
4
Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas, H O S . , Vol. 32, p. 482.
2
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thinks that this represents 'a late popular view',1 but the use of the
word smrti- to denote 'scripture' rather than the late word 'sruti',
the absence of the use of the word pramäna and the general context of
the passage does not favour Keith's view.
(68) When we analyse the language of the Early Upanisads we find
the use of three or four verbal forms juxtaposed to signify the ways of
knowing accepted at the time. Thus at Ch. 7.24.1, 'pasyati . . . srnoti
. . . vijänäti', seems to sum up the different ways of knowing things.
The root drs- is used in the Early Upanisads predominantly to denote
the 'seeing' of visual objects with the eye (caksusä rupäni pasyati, Brh.
3.2.5). In this sense it is found very frequently either singly2 or in
lists where visual sensing or perception is contrasted with other forms
of sensing or sensory perception.3 These lists do not however mention
all the five senses. Brh. 2.4.14 mentions smelling (jighrati), seeing and
hearing, while Brh. 4.5.15 refers to seeing, smelling, tasting (rasayati)
and hearing and Brh. 4.3.31 and 4.4.2 add touching (sprsati) to the
list, making five in all. When the verbal forms of -v/drs- are used
without mention of the other forms of sensing or sensory perception,
it seems to denote not just visual sensing or perception but perception
in general. Thus, seeing (drstih) is used to denote perception in general
where it is defined that seeing in this instance consists in perceiving
the warmth of the body by touch (Ch. 3.13.8). The fact that the forms
of y'drs- were used predominantly to denote visual perception is
undoubtedly due to the simple fact that perhaps the largest number of
our perceptions are visual perceptions so that the word for visual
perception is gradually extended to denote perception in general.
(69) Yet auditory perception was precluded from being denoted by
\/drs- since the verbal forms of -y/sru had to be used side by side in
contexts, where ways of knowing were referred to, because of the
tremendous importance traditionally attached to hearing at this time.
This importance is due undoubtedly to the respect and reverence in
which the sacred scriptures were held and these scriptures could not
be seen4 but had to be learnt by hearing them from one's teacher. The
veneration in which hearing and learning from teachers was held is
clearly seen from one of the earliest references in the Upanisads. It is
1

Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas^ HOS., Vol. 32, p. 482.
Brh. 1.3.4; 1.4.1; 1.5.3.; 5.4.3; Ch. 1.2.4; 2.4.7; 2.24.4; 3.6.1; 5.1.7; 5.12.1;
6.12.1; 7.11.1, etc.
3
4
Brh. 2.4.14; 4.5.15; 4.3.31; 4.4.2.
See, however, supra, 13.
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said that the eye is one's human wealth for one finds it with the eye,
but that the ear is his 'divine wealth' (srotram daivam) for he hears it
with his ear (Brh. 1.4.17). Here the divine wealth referred to is un
doubtedly the sacred scriptures and the use of the epithet 'divine' to
describe what is heard as opposed to what is seen is indicative of the
authority attached to the former. It is important, however, to notice
that even in the Early Upanisads when it came to a matter of deciding
between the evidence of seeing and the testimony of report or hearing
about matters of fact in the everyday world, the decision was made in
favour of sight against hearing as being the more reliable. It is said:
'Truth is sight. Therefore if two persons come disputing, one saying
"I saw" and the other "I heard" they should trust the one who says
"I saw" (caksur vai satyam,... tasmäd yad idänim dvau vivadamänau
eyätäm aham adarsam, aham asrausam iti. Ya evam brüyät, aham
adarsam iti tasmä eva sraddadhyäma, Brh. 5.14.4)/ We find this idea
persisting later in the Maitri Upanisad, where it is said that 'here the
evidence is what is observed (by the senses)' (atra drstam näma pratyayam, 6.10). This is possibly the reason why the Taittiriya Äranyaka
distinguishes between two kinds of knowledge obtained from hearing,
namely what is authoritatively heard and remembered (smrti), that is
the sacred scriptures and what is learnt from report or tradition
(aitihya) with regard to other matters, a distinction which led to the
necessity to separate divinely revealed scripture (sruti) from fallible
human tradition (smrti).
(70) In addition to perception or hearing (or learning) there is mention
of thinking (\^rmt); vi + Vfää; ni -f V^hyä) as a means of know
ledge at this time. The verbal forms used cover the rational reflective
sources of knowledge, which the Taittiriya Äranyaka appears to indi
cate by the word anumäna, i.e. reasoning, or inference. The thinking
process is sometimes described by the single word vijänäti but at
other times a distinction appears to be drawn between the two cognitive
processes of mental conceiving and rational understanding, a dis
tinction which is not very clear. We may list the references to ways of
knowledge as reflected in the language of this period as follows:
Text

seeing or
hearing or
perceiving learning
Brh. 2.4»5> drastavyah srotavyah
4-5-6

mentally
conceiving
mantavyah

rationally
understanding
nididhyäsitavyah

6o
Text
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seeing or
perceiving
Brh. 3.4.2 pasyeh
Ch. 3.13.8 drstih
Ch. 6.1.3
Ch. 7.25.2 pasyan
Ch. 7.26.1 pasyatah

hearing or
learning
srnuyäh
srutih
srutam

mentally
conceiving
manvithäh

rationally
understanding
vijäniyäh

matam
manvänah
manvänasya

vijnätam
vijänan
vijänatah

(71) Let us consider an example. It is said that 'the ätman should be
perceived (drastavyah), learnt of (srotavyah), conceived of (mantavyah)
and rationally understood (nididhyäsitavyah) (Brh. 2.4.5, 4«5«6)- This
is put in the mouth of the Yajnavalkya, who is soon going to prove by
rational arguments that the ätman cannot be apprehended by any of
these standard ways of knowing (Brh. 2.4.14, 4.5.15), but if we con
sider this passage in the light of other passages bearing on it in this
stratum of thought, we see that there were thinkers at this time who
believed that the ätman could be known by all these usual ways of
knowing. The ätman could be seen or empirically perceived if it was
a matter of seeing your figure in a pan of water (Ch. 8.8.1) or of
perceiving the warmth of the body (Ch. 3.13.8). It could be heard or
heard of, if it was a case of hearing the sound as of a fire blazing on
closing one's ears (Ch. 3.13.8) or of hearing about it from a teacher
when 'what was not heard o f (asrutam) presumably in the sacred
scriptures becomes heard (srutam bhavati) (Ch. 6.1.3). It could like
wise be metaphysically conceived of and rationally understood by
thinking (e.g. vijajnau, Ch. 6.16.3). ^ 1S significant that even Sarikara's
comment on 'mantavyo nididhyäsitavyah' (Brh. 4.5.6) is that it can
be known through 'argument and reasoning' (tarkenopapattyä). This
was the ätman of the Early Upanisads, that could be known by the
then accepted ways of knowing, that is by perceiving empirical in
stances, by instruction, or by metaphysical reasoning or rationally
demonstrated to be unknowable in these ways.
(72) These ways of knowing are recognized in the Buddhist texts
which employ the same terminology to denote them. These terms
occur mostly in contexts which criticize these very Upanisadic doc
trines of the ätman. For example it is said that one should not regard
as the ätman 'what is seen, heard, thought of, understood or attained . . .'
{dittham sutam mutam vihnätam pattam . . ., M. 1.135). If we leave out
the last (pattam, which is a way of knowing recognized by the Middle
and Late Upanisadic thinkers, v. infra, 73, 74) we notice that the others
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are the same as the concepts occurring in the Upanisadic list. Likewise,
in the Suttanipäta we find that the forms, 'dittha-, suta-, muta-' often
used to denote the corresponding ways of knowing in the Upanisads
(v. Sn. 793, 798> 8o2> 8l3> 9 01 )(73) While perception, scripture, and reasoning were regarded as the
usual ways of knowing in this period, we find that the verbal forms
from -v/drs- acquire a new meaning (other than that of sense-percep
tion) in the Middle and Late Upanisads. The ätman now has to be
directly seen but this cannot be done by means of perception1 (v.
präptum sakyo na caksusä, i.e. one cannot attain it with the eye,
Katha, 2.3.12 cp. Katha, 2.3.9, n a caksusä pasyati kascanainam, i.e.
no one sees it with the eye). Nor can it be had from the sacred
scriptures (näyam ätmä pravacanena labhyo, i.e. this soul is not to be
attained by means of scriptural instruction, Katha, 1.2.23). 'Manifold
instruction' is of no avail (na bahunä srutena, Katha 1.2.23 — Mund.
3.2.3). The mention of manifold instruction (srutena) as distinguished
from scripture (pravacanena) is probably a reference to the diverse
metaphysical theories about the ätman in the Early Upanisads. 'Nor
is this apprehension attainable by reasoning9 (naisä tarkena matir
äpaneyä, Katha, 1.2.9). The ätman is 'not to be reasoned about'
(atarkyah, Mait. 6.17, cp. Katha, 1.2.8, aniyän hy atarkyam anupramänät, i.e. for it is inconceivable being subtler than the subtle): it
'cannot be had by the intellect9 (labhyo na medhayä, Katha, 1.2.23 =
Mund. 3.2.3). The traditional ways of knowing hitherto accepted are
discarded as far as the knowledge of the ätman goes and 'seeing'
acquires the new connotation of extrasensory perception. Thus the
ätman which is hidden within all things and does not shine forth is
seen {drsyate) by the subtle seers by their subtle awakened intuition
(drsyate tvagryayä buddhyä suksmayä suksmadarsibhih, Katha,
1.3.12). One sees (pasyate) while in meditative rapture (dhyäyamänah)
by the purification of knowledge (jnäna-prasädena) and not by any
of the sense-organs (Mund. 3.1.8). As the Svetäsvatara puts it, one
would see (pasyet) God hidden as it were by practising the drill of
meditation (dhyäna) (1.4). Here was a new way of knowing, un
recognized in the earlier tradition, acquired by means of meditation
(dhyäna = P. jhäna) though the vision or revelation itself was said
1
Cp. 'He is not grasped by the eye . . . nor by the other sense-organs9 (na
caksusä grhyate . . . nänyair devaih, Katha, 3.1.8).
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to be due to the grace of ätman or God.1 Thus by the time of the Middle
or Late Upanisads the following ways of knowing appear to have been
recognized, viz. (i) normal perception, (2) extrasensory perception,
(3) scriptural or traditional authority and (4) reason.
(74) The word that is most frequently or almost invariably used to
denote the knowledge derived from this means of extrasensory
perception is jhäna. Thus it is said that the ätman is obtained 'by right
knowledge' (samyag-jfiänena, Mund. 3.15) or by the 'peace of know
ledge' (jnäna-prasädena, Mund. 3.1.8) and those who obtain it are
'satisfied with their knowledge' (jfiäna-trptäh, Mund. 3.2.5). This
ätman or God as 'knower' is jfiah (Svet. 6.2, 16, 17) and knowing God
or having the right knowledge is denoted by verbal forms of Vjnä
(jnätvä, Katha 1.2.16; 17; 2.3.8; Svet. 1.11,2.16, 3.10; jnätum, Katha
1.2.21). But the word jfiäna is not entirely confined to this usage for
at Katha 2.3.10 it is used in the plural to mean the 'knowledge of the
five senses' (yadä pancävatisthante jnänäni manasä saha, when the
five sense knowledges together with the mind cease). Likewise other
cognitive verbs are at times employed to denote the above sense but
their occurrence is sporadic and very rare: e.g. matvä (Katha 1.2.22),
matih (Katha 1.2.9), viditvä (Katha 2.1.2), viduh (Katha 2.3.9),
vidyäm (Katha 2.3.18) and veda (Svet. 3.8).
(75) Although the contemplatives claimed a direct experience of
reality totally different in character from any kind of metaphysical
insight, it must be said that their description of these experiences is
not without interpretation and is bound up with a good deal of meta
physics and theology. A knowledge of the Vedas was in theory no
more necessary than it was in the earlier metaphysical phase.2 But
tradition could not be entirely done away with and particularly at a
1
There is a doubt whether dhätuh prasädät ought to be translated as 'through
the grace of the Creator', since Sankara interprets the phrase as 'dhätusamprasädät', i.e. through the tranquillity of the senses, an interpretation which is sup
ported by usage in this stratum of thought as Hume has shown (pp. cit.} p. 350,
fn. 1). But this does not alter the fact that it is to be conceived as a revelation as
well, since it is expressly stated that the ätman reveals himself (Katha 1.2.23;
Mund 3.2.3.).
2
In this phase it said, for instance, that Janaka has no metaphysical knowledge
of what happens to him after death although he has 'mastered the Vedas' (adhitavedah, Brh. 4.2.1); Svetaketu Äruneya returns proud and conceited 'after studying
all the Vedas* (sarvän vedän adhitya (Ch. 6.1.2) but without knowing the nature
of reality (Joe. cit.).
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time when the growing influence of heterodox schools of thought was
felt,1 it would have seemed desirable for the teachers of the Vedic
tradition to close their ranks and give a definite place to traditional
Vedic learning. This was done by the expedient of saying that there
were two kinds of knowledge, the higher and the lower and while
this new way of knowledge was regarded as the higher knowledge, the
Vedas are given a definite place in the scheme of things by calling it
lower knowledge. Thus the Mundaka says, 'two kinds of knowledge
are to be known . . . the higher and the lower' (dve vidye veditavye . . .
parä CdLiYäparä ca, Mund. 1.1.4), the lower being the study of the
Vedas and the ancillary sciences (pp. cit., 1.1.5) ' a n d the higher that
by which the imperishable is apprehended' (atha parä yäya tad
aksaram adhigamyate, loc. cit.). T h e use of the word vedänta (veda +
änta, the end or consummation of the Vedas) to denote this higher
knowledge (Mund. 3.2.6, Svet. 6.22) also reveals the same attitude of
maintaining the continuity with the Vedic tradition while regarding
this knowledge as final.
(76) Thus by the time of the Late Upanisads there were three main
schools of thought in the Vedic tradition. Firstly, there were the ortho
dox brahmins who believed in the supernatural revelation of the Vedas
and held the Vedas to be the supreme source of all knowledge.
Secondly, there were the metaphysicians of the Early Upanisadic
period, who held that the highest knowledge was to be had by rational
argument and speculation based on their faith in or acceptance of
premises, which they believed in, either because they were tradition
ally unquestioned or because there were rational or empirical grounds
for believing in them. Thirdly, there were the contemplatives, who
believed that the highest knowledge was personal and intuitional and
was to be had by an extrasensory perception, acquired partly by the
practice of a technique, though dependent ultimately on the will of
the ätman or Isvara. Each of these forms of knowledge was believed
to result in salvation, so that salvation was conceived to be possible,
inter alia^ (1) by one's metaphysical beliefs, (2) reliance on scripture,
and (3) intuitional knowledge. When, therefore, the Buddha 'says that
there is no salvation through metaphysical beliefs, revelation or
intuitional knowledge' (na ditthiyä, na sutiyä, na nänena . . . visuddhim
aha, Sn. 839), in speaking to a brahmin, it is probable that he was
referring to the theories of the above three classes of thinkers (^cp.
1

Deussen, op, cit., p. 70.
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'the sage does not say that they are "experts" by virtue of their (meta
physical) beliefs, scriptural learning and intuitional knowledge' (na
ditthiyä, na sutiyä, na nänena, m u n i . . . kusalä vadanti, Sn. 1078).
(77) During the close of this period we find in the Maitri Upanisad
the use of the word pramäna (a valid means of knowledge) in a tech
nical sense and a growing realization that our claims to knowledge
must be backed up by their being made on valid grounds. W e talk
about time but how do we know that such a thing called time exists,
This Upanisad suggests that we measure or know time from observing
the movements of the sun across the constellations. It is said: 'Because
of its subtlety this (course of the sun) is the proof 'for only in this way
is time proved (to exist)' (sauksmyatväd etat pramänam anenaiva
pramiyate hi kälah, 6.14). This is followed by the significant statement
that 'without a valid means of knowledge there is no apprehension of
objects (lit. of what is to be proved)' (na vinä pramänena prameyasyopalabdhih, loc. cit.). T h e importance attached to the study of the
pramänas or the valid means of knowledge (the central problem of
epistemology) in Indian thought may be gauged by the fact that every
school of thought, orthodox or heterodox had its theory of pramänas.
W h e n the Greeks (Strabo) referred to Indian philosophers as the
'prämänikä', 1 it is not clear whether this was a reference to all the
Indian philosophers at the time (of whom they were aware of), who
claimed to base their theories on valid means of knowledge or a class
of 'epistemologists', who made a study of the valid means of know
ledge; in any case it shows the importance of pramänas for Indian
thinkers at this time, as confirmed by the reference in the Maitri
Upanisad. There is also a reference to pamänikä in the Anguttara
Nikäya and since this is not far removed in time from the Maitri
Upanisad and the Greek reference, we may translate the term pamänikä
as 'epistemologists' since it fits the context: 'In this matter the epistemologists 2 (?) argue thus; this person and the other have identically
1
They are described as a class of brahmins 'contentious and fond of argument'
called the Pramnai; v. J. W . M'Crindle, Ancient India, p. 76. Cp. The Cambridge
History of India, Vol. I, p. 421, where E. R. Bevan, the author of the article says,
'The people intended were undoubtedly the prämänikas, the followers of the
various philosophical systems, each of which has its own view as to what con
stitutes pramäna a "means of right knowledge".'
2
The Corny, has 'those who form judgments with regard to individuals,
judge, i.e. ought to weigh and consider' (puggalesu pamäna-gähä paminanti,
pametum tuletum arahanti, AA. V.53). The P T S . translation reads, 'those who
measure thus measure . . .' (G.S. V. 98).
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the same traits, why then is one of them (considered) inferior and the
other superior' (Tatra . . . pamänikä paminanti: 'imassäpi teVa
dhammä aparassäpi teVa dhammä, kasmä nesam eko hino eko panito
ti' (A. V.140). The context indicates that pamänikä here are a class of
people who judge the truth-value of a statement in the light of evi
dence and is therefore strongly suggestive o£ the sense we have given
to it.
(78) In the above discussion we have assumed that Upanisadic
thought was known to Buddhism and has had an impact on it. The
problem of the relation between the Upanisads and Buddhism deserves
to be reviewed in respect of three questions, (1) the question as to
whether there was any contact between Buddhism and the Upanisads,
(2) if there was contact at what point (chronological) did it occur,
and (3) the question whether Buddhist thought can be considered as
a continuation of or a reaction against the main trends of Upanisadic
thought. We shall, of course, not attempt to answer any of these
questions here, but it is necessary to state that with regard to the first
question, we assume contra Thomas 1 that there was contact and the
knowledge that Buddhism shows of Upanisadic thought would we
believe justify our assumption. With regard to the second question
we find that while many scholars are inclined to place the rise of
Buddhism close to the period of the Katha Upanisad2 others prefer a
date long after even the Late Upanisads (e.g. Maitri) had been com
pleted.3 We would prefer to date the rise of Buddhism somewhat
before the Maitri Upanisad, which we believe refers to a rising Buddhist
movement.
(79) Hume, while stating that 'the usual date that is thus assigned to
the Upanishads is around 600 BC just prior to the rise of Buddhism',4
1

The History of Buddhist Thought, p. 90; most scholars, however, have
admitted influence of interaction—v. Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishadsy
pp. 6 f.; J. Przyluski and E. Lamotte, 'Buddhisme et Upanisad', BEFEO., Vol. 32,
1932, pp. 141-69; Helmuth von Glasenapp, 'Vedänta und Buddhismus', Abhand
lungen der Geistes- und Soiialwissenschaftlichen Klasse Jahrgang 1950, pp. 1013 ff.
2
v . Oldenberg, Buddha, Calcutta, 1927, pp. 53-8; J. Charpentier, 'The
Käthaka Upanisad', Indian Antiquary, Nov. 1928, p. 207; J. N . Rawson, The
Katha Upanisad, Oxford University Press, 1934? PP« 42-8.
3
E.g. Ranade and Belvalkar, who speak of the necessity of postulating a period
of thought-ferment between 'the end of the Upanishadic movement and the
commencement of the Jain-Buddhistic movements' (History of Indian Philosophy
Vol. 2, Poona, 1927, p. 443).
4
The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, p. 6.
C
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finds 'evidences of Buddhist influences' * in the Brhadäranyaka, Mundaka
and Prasna Upanisads.2 The examples he gives are of a very doubtful
character and can hardly be considered evidence of influence. Thu$
it is arbitrary to say that the karma doctrine at Brh. 3.2.13 is due to
Buddhist influence and the few philological affinities that he has shown
between the language of the early Buddhist texts and the Upanisads
ipso facto prove little. Deussen on the other hand has rather indirectly
suggested Buddhist influence on the Maitri Upanisad. He speaks of
'the polemic against the heretics which is found in Maitr. 7.8-10'/
and says that 'Brahmanism in view of the consequences which the
attitude of the earlier Upanishads had entailed in Buddhism and similar
manifestations, returns to its original position'.4 Later he states
more expressly that 'in the Maitr. Upan. is revived the ancient Vedic
standpoint in regard to tapas in the presence of Buddhist and other
errors'. 5
(80) In the section in the Maitri Upanisad, where this polemic occurs,
there is a reference to a sect wearing a 'ruddy robe' (kasäya-, 7.8).
It is said that they convert their opponents by 'rational arguments
and examples' (tarkadrstänta-, loc. cit.), deny the doctrine of the soul
(nairätmyaväda-, loc. cit.), call attention to 'a dharma which is destruc
tive of the Vedas and orthodox scriptures' (vedädisästra-himsakadharmäbhidhyänam astv iti vadanti, 7.9) and 'whose goal is the mere
attainment of pleasure' (ratimätram phalam asya, loc. cit.). We may
take it that the reference could be either to the Materialists, the
Ajivakas, the Jains or the Buddhists. There would have been many
sects other than the Buddhists wearing the red robe, although the
Dhammapada seems to regard it almost as a distinctive feature of the
Buddhist monk where it is said that 'he who dons the red robe, not
free from stain and lacking in restraint and truth is not worthy of the
red robe' (anikkasävo käsävam yo vattham paridahessati, apeto damasaccena na so käsävam arahati, 9). Now the Materialists did not value
dharma:6 but not only is dharma one of the central concepts of
Buddhism, the doctrine being known as 'the dharma' ( = P. dhamma-,
M. I.37), the Buddha is known to the brahmins, according to the
evidence of the Pali Nikäyas as a 'teacher of the dharma' (dhammavädi-); we find the brahmin Assaläyana (Skr. Asvaläyana) saying:
1
The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, p. 6.
4
3 Deussen, op. cit., p. 65.
Ibid.
6
v. D . Chattopadhyaya, Lokäyata, p. 228.

5

2
Op. cit., pp. 6, 7.
Op. cit., p. 70.
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'the recluse Gotama is a dharma-vädin; dharma-vädins are difficult to
argue with . . . ' (samano • . . Gotamo dhammavädi, dhammavädino
ca pana duppatimantiyä bhavanti, M. II. 147). The Äjivakas and the
Jains may have also had their dharma, but they retained the doctrine
of the soul (even if their concept of a soul differed from that of the
Upanisads: the Jains 'upheld the soul', ay aval = Skr. ätma-vädi,
Äcäränga Sütra, 1.1.5)1 and neither the Jain nor any of the Äjivaka
doctrines could be called a nairätmya-väda (a doctrine denying the
soul), by which Buddhism was known. The reference, ratimätram
phalam asya (mere pleasure is the fruit thereof) clearly rules out the
Jains and most of the Äjivakas, who were given to extreme forms of
ascetism and shunned pleasure; it seems to suggest the Materialists
but it should be noted that the Buddhists had a strong reputation of
being hedonists at this time. The Buddhist texts say that it was the
opinion of the 'other religious teachers and wandering ascetics' that
'the recluses who are sons of the Sakyan live in luxury (lit. are addicted
to pleasure)' (. . . anna-titthiyä paribbäjakä evam vadeyyum—
'Sukhallikänuyogam anuyuttä samanä Sakya-puttiyä viharanti ti,
D. III. 130). This is confirmed by the Sütrakrtänga, where it is said
that 'some men, Sramanas and Brähmanas, who ignore and deny these
true words, adhere (to their own tenets) and are given to pleasures'
(SBE., Vol. 45, p. 236) and which according to the Corny, is a refer
ence, among others, to the Buddhists (Joe. cit., fn. 2). Considering this
evidence the inference is unmistakable that the reference is to a rising
Buddhist movement and while the Maitri forbids the brahmins to
study what is not of the Veda (nävaidikam adhiyltäyam, 7.10), it is
noteworthy that there is much material in it which has a Buddhist
flavour. The instances are too many for us to discuss here, but mention
may be made of the contemplation of the organic substances of the
body.2 Similarly, the concept of 'the sheath of Brahma' (brahmakosa-, 6.38), which of all the classical Upanisads appears only in the
Maitri, is known to Buddhism (e.g. kosäni viceyya kevaläni, dibbam
mänusakan ca brahma-kosam, Sn. 525), but it will be noticed that while
1

The Äyäramga Sutta, ed. H. Jacobi, Part I—Text, London, 1882, p. 1.
The Upanisad mentions fifteen organic substances (1.3) while the Buddhist
texts mention thirty-one (M. I.57) and sometimes thirty-two (Khp. 2). The belief
that the earliest list contains thirty-two items is a common mistake; v. Warder,
Early Buddhism and Other Contemporary Systems, BSOAS., 1956, p. 51, fn. 1,
'the stock list of thirty-two organic substances of the body—to which the brain
is appended . . . as 33rd'.
2
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the Buddhist text speaks of three kosa-s, the Maitri has the concept of
a four-fold kosa- (caturjalam brahmakosam, loc. cit.).
(81) We may conclude from the above that the rise of Buddhism is
not far removed in time from, though it is prior to, the Maitri Upani*
sad.

CHAPTER II

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND II—
NON-VEDIC I—MATERIALISM

(82) The impact of Materialist thinking on the thought of the Canon
is strong (v. infra, 637) and it therefore seems desirable to study the
epistemological doctrines of the Materialists in so far as they seem to
have a bearing on the thought of the Canon.
(83) It is customary to regard Materialism as a heterodox school, which
grew up in violent opposition to Vedic thought, but our study of the
concept of Lokâyata has shown that Materialist philosophy emerged
within the Brähmanical fold as part of its logical and metaphysical
(lokâyata-) speculations. Even scholars, we notice, trace the origins of
Materialist thinking to the thought of the Early Upanisadic period.
(84) Das Gupta, followed in this respect by Jadunath Sinha1 and Chattopadhyaya,2 finds 'references to the lokâyata doctrine (by which he
means Materialism) . . . in the Chändogya Upanisad VIII, 7, 8, where
Virocana . . . went away satisfied with the view that the self was identical
with the body'; 3 but this is not full-fledged Materialism since this
particular brand of dehätmaväda, as Das Gupta calls it (Joe. cit.\
entertains a belief in the after-life which is quite explicit (Ch. 8.8.5).
Ruben, on the other hand, as we have seen (v. supra, 22) traces the
origins of Materialism to the thought of Uddälaka even calling him a
Materialist. There are undoubtedly certain materialistic trends in the
thought of Uddâlaka4 but we must remember that his ultimate reality
Being (sat) has the quality of sentience (tad aiksata bahu syäm, Ch.
6.2.3) an<^ creatures in some sense survive bodily death (Ch. 6.9.2.3).
It nevertheless could have furnished the germs of a Materialist philosophy if these inconsistencies were got rid of.
1

2
History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 230.
Lokäyata, p. 45.
A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. Ill, p. 528.
4
Note his materialist conception of the mind (manas), which is formed of the
finest essence of food (anna-) (Ch. 6.6.1).
3
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(85) It is perhaps not without significance that the second school of
Materialists (i.e. according to the interpretation of Silänka1) mentioned
in the Sütrakrtänga (2.i.io=SBB. 2.1.22, Vol. 45, p. 343) makes use
of Uddälaka's a priori premiss that 'Being cannot come out of NonBeing' (katham asatah saj jäyeta, Ch. 6.2.2) when it says, sato natthi
vinäso asato natthi sambhavo, which Jacobi translates, 'what is, does
not perish, from nothing nothing comes' and which literally means,
'there is no destruction of Being, there is no origination of Non-Being*.
If so Uddälaka would be the father of Indian Materialism, in the sense
in which all Materialism, according to Burnet,2 is said to depend on the
theory of Parmenides, who was the first philosopher of Being in
Greek thought to make use of this premiss.
(86) Finally, it will be noticed that the Materialists themselves seem
to trace their doctrines to the Early Upanisads when they quote a
statement attributed to Yäjnavalkya in the Upanisads in support of
their doctrines.3 It is significant that this same Yäjnavalkya asks a
question which has materialistic implications when, comparing man to
a tree, he says, 'a mortal when cut down by death by what root does he
grow up ? For if with its roots they should pull up a tree, it would
not come into being again.'4 We find this same analogy used in the
Mahäbhärata where, as the context shows, the materialist conclusion is
clearly drawn: 'If the root of a tree that is cut down does not grow up
again, though its seeds germinate, where is the person who having died
comes back again.'5 It is therefore highly significant when the com
mentary to the Digha Nikäya speaking of the epistemic origins of the
materialistic theories says that some 'accept Materialism on the basis
1
On Sü. 2.1.10, Vol. II, fol. 17, sa ca Sämkhyamatävalambi . . . Lokäyatamatävalambi vä nästiko, i.e. he depends on the Sänkhya theory . . . or is a nästika
depending on the Materialist theory.
2
Early Greek Philosophy, London and Edinburgh, 1892, pp. 194-5, Hegel,
Erdmann, Schwegler et al. traced the origins of idealistic thought to Parmenides
but Burnet says, 'Parmenides is not as some have said the father of idealism. O n
the contrary, all materialism depends upon his view'.
3
'tad ähuh, "vijnänaghana evaitebhyo bhütebhyah samutthäya tänyevanuvinasyati
na pretya samjääsü" ti,' Sarvadarsanasamgraha, by Säyana-Mädhava, Ed. V. S.
Abhyankar, Second Edition, Poona, 1951, p. 5; the quotation is from Brh. 2.4.12.
4
yat samülam ävrheyuh vrksam na punar äbhavet martyah svin mrtyunä
vrknah kasmän mulät prarohati, Brh. 3.9.28.6.
5
Chinnasya yadi vrksasya, na mülam pratirohati, bljänyasya prarohanti
rm*tah kva punar esyati, Srimanmahäbhäratam, Säntiparva, 184.14, Ed. T . R.
Krishnacharya and T. R. Vyasacharya, Vol. 12, Bombay, 1907, p. 294.
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of such arguments as 'beings are like tree-leaves (or trees and leaves),
which when they fall, do not grow up again'.1
(87) If Materialism grew up as a product of the incipient rational
temper of this period, it is not surprising that references to this doc
trine should be found by the time of the Katha Upanisad, which
mentions a class of people who hold 'this is the world, there is no
other'2 and deny survival.3 Later, in the Svetäsvatara Upanisad, it had
to be reckoned among the theories current at that time, for here
reference is made to several speculative theories about the nature of
reality and one of them is the 'doctrine of elements' (bhütäni, 1.2).
This may be identified either with the Materialist theory in the Buddhist
texts, which upheld the reality of the four elements, viz. earth, water,
fire and wind (cätummahäbhüta-),4 or the Materialist doctrine men
tioned in the Jain texts, which held that the five elements (pancamahabbhüyä, Sü. 2.1.10), viz. earth, water, fire, wind and air were alone
real and that all things were composed of them.
(88) Since we are concerned only with the epistemological theories
propounded and the nature of the arguments adduced in support of
their doctrines by the Materialists contemporary with the rise of
Buddhism, we shall confine ourselves to these aspects of their doctrines.
It is, however, difficult to determine with any degree of exactness what
portion or proportion of these doctrines could have been contemporary
with this period, since most of the informative accounts that we have
of the Materialists are of a later date. We would therefore adopt the
method of stating those doctrines, which we suspect have a bearing,
direct or indirect, on the thought of this period, even when the form
in which they are stated is comparatively late and then endeavour in
the light of the material available from the Early Jain and Buddhist
sources to sift what may be early from the late.
(89) When we consider the epistemological theories of the various
schools of Materialists, we find that with regard to the opinions and
theories held on the problem of the means of knowledge, it is possible
to classify them into three groups, viz. (1) those who upheld the
1
Yathä rukkhapannäni patitäni na puna virühanti, evam sattä ti ädinä
takkena vä ucchedam ganhanti, D A . I.120.
2
ayam loko nästi para iti mäni, 1.2.6.
3
yeyam prete vicikitsä manusye 'stityeke näyamastiti caike, 1.1.20.
4
Cp. attä rüpi cätummahäbhütiko, D . I.34; cätummahäbhütiko* yam puriso,

D

* L55.
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validity of perception alone and denied inference and other forms of
knowledge, (2) those who upheld the validity and priority of percep
tion, but admitted inference in a limited sense, denying other forms of
knowledge, (3) those who denied all means of knowledge including
perception.
(90) Group (1) is the best known. In Mädhava's (14th c.) Sarvadarsanasamgraha, which is the locus classicus for a clear and concise state
ment of what appears to be the widest known school of materialism,
it is said that 'this school holds that perception is the only source of
knowledge' (pratyaksaikapramänaväditayä, p. 3). Earlier in the
Sarvasiddhäntasamgraha of Sankara (8th c.) it is stated that according
to the Materialists 'only the perceived exists, the unperceived does not
exist by reason of its never having been perceived'.1 Perhaps, still
earlier, in a reference to materialistic doctrines, where the account is
not technical or elaborate, we find it said that the Materialists held
perception to be the only source of knowledge: 'Understand, intelligent
One, that no one exists hereafter; regard not that which is beyond
the reach of your senses, but only that which is an object of percep
tion'.2 It is not possible to determine how early this reference in the
Rämäyana could be but we find that the theory set forth here is
associated with the Materialists and is criticized in the Päli Nikäyas
D. II.328, 330). Kassapa is here arguing with the ksatriya Päyäsi
(v. infra, 136-9), who has performed a series of experiments, all based
on the assumption that it is possible to verify the existence of a soul by
sense-experience. This shows indirectly that the Materialists repre
sented, could only be satisfied by the evidence of the senses. The
argument of the Materialist is stated by his opponent as follows: 'I do
not know this, I do not see this; therefore (tasmä) it does not exist*
(Aham etam na jänämi, aham etam na passämi, tasmä tarn natthi ti,
loc. cit,). This is countered by the argument that it is wrong to infer
from 'I do not see Xy that 'Xdoes not exist'.3 An example is given of a
man born blind (jaccandho puriso) who says he cannot see black or
1
pratyaksagamyamevästi nästyadrstamadrstatah, 2.2.3. Ed. M. Rangäcärya,
Madras, 1909, p. 5.
2
sa nästi param ity etat kuru buddhim mahämate, pratyaksam yat tad ätistha
paroksam prsthatah kuru, Ayodhyäkända, 108.17, v. Ed. Sriniväsa Sästri Katti,
Vol. 2, p. 992.
3
Cp. Cowell, SDS., p. 14, 'when you deny the existence of an object on the
ground of its not being perceived, you yourself admit an inference of which
non-perception is the middle term*.
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white forms (kanhasukkäni rüpäni), forms of various colours, the stars,
the sun or the moon and argues that since he does not see them, such
things do not exist. Päyäsi is made to admit that such things do exist
and that therefore the argument that what one does not see, does not
exist, is false. We saw in the above quotation from the Rämäyana that
it was implied that there was no hereafter, since the hereafter is beyond
the reach of our senses (i.e. of perception) and therefore the hereafter
does not exist. It is the logic of this same argument that is assailed here.
The Materialist could, however, still maintain his case for perception
by arguing that even though one may be blind, visible objects exist
because they are perceived by others, whereas the other world is in
principle unobservable by anybody and therefore cannot be presumed
to exist. This objection is implied in the question that Päyäsi proceeds
to ask, viz. 'who tells you, Kassapa, that the gods exist' (ko pan'etam
bhoto Kassapassa äroceti atthi devä . . . , loc. cit.). What is meant is that
in the case of physical objects we can go on the information of others
who have perceptual evidence of them, even if we are blind but in the
case of the hereafter we cannot expect such information since no one
can be presumed to have any perceptual evidence of its existence. This
is met by the rejoinder that the 'other world cannot be observed
in the way he thinks by the human eye' (na kho . . . evam paraloko
datthabbo yathä tvam mannasi iminä mamsacakkhunä, loc. cit.) but
that it is still observable by some by means of 'clear, paranormal,
clairvoyant vision' (dibbena cakkhunä visuddhena atikkantamänusakena, loc. cit.). It is claimed that there are recluses and brahmins who
devote their lives to meditating in the forest and developing their
faculty of clairvoyant vision, whereby they can observe this world and
the next (imam eva lokam passanti param eva, loc. cit.). The Materialist
is not impressed by this argument since he repeats that he is still of the
former opinion,1 presumably because he does not believe in the possi
bility of extrasensory perception and further discussion on these lines
is dropped.
(91) It is, however, clear from the above that the Materialists at this
time attached great importance to perception as a means of knowledge,
1
Kificä'pi bhavam Kassapo evam äha, atha kho evam me ettha hoti; iti pi n'atthi
paraloko, n'atthi sattä opapätikä, N'atthi sukatadukkatänam kammänam, phalam
vipäko ti, i.e. although the reverend Kassapa says so, I am still of the opinion
that there is no other world, no surviving beings, and no result or effect of good
or evil deeds. Later ( D . I., p. 352) i t j s said that he was convinced by these
arguments.
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even if it is not clear whether they did hold that it was the only means
of knowledge. It is not possible to ascertain whether the metaphysics
of materialism preceded its epistemology or vice versa but there is
undoubtedly an intimate connection between them. Silänka, the ninthcentury 1 commentator on the Sütrakrtänga, seems to think that the
denial of the unverifiables on the part of the Materialist is based on
their epistemology and results from the acceptance of perception alone
as the only means of knowledge. Speaking of the Materialists he says,
'they argue (pramänayanti) as follows: there is no soul apart from the
(material elements such as) earth, etc., because there is no means of
knowledge to apprehend it and the only means of knowledge is percep
tion and not inference or the rest since with the latter there is no direct
sense-contact with the object and error results; as a result of error and
owing to the presence of obstacles they (i.e. these means of knowledge)
would be of a defective nature and one cannot have confidence in any
of them; it has been said that "one who runs on uneven ground groping
his way about {lit. trusting on his hands, feet, etc.) depending largely
on inference is bound to fall"—this is the characteristic of inference,
scripture and the rest (of the means of knowledge) for (with them) one
has to move as it were by groping one's way because there is no direct
contact with objects; therefore, perception is the only means of knowledge
(pratyaksamevaikam pramänam) and by means of it one cannot apprehend
a soul different from the elements and as for the consciousness (caitanyam)
found in their midst, it manifests itself only when the elements
come together in the form of a body like the intoxicating power when
the ingredients are mixed'. 2 This passage tells us why the Materialists
relied only on perception and how their philosophical beliefs depend
on this. Perception is the only valid means of knowledge since the
others are liable to error, as there is no direct sense-contact with the
object in their case; therefore, there cannot be a self-identical soul since
1

Glasenapp, Der Jainismus, p. 107.
On Sü. 1.1.8, Vol. I, fol. 15, tathä (te) hi evam pramänayanti—na prthivyädivyatirikta ätmä'sti, tadgrähakapramänäbhävät, pramänam cätra pratyaksameva,
nänumänädikam tatrendriyena säksädarthasya sambandhäbhävädvyabhicärasambhavah, sati ca vyabhicärasambhave sadrse cäbädhäsambhave düsitam syäd iti
sarvatränäsväsah, tathäcoktam—'hastasparsädivändhena, visame pathi dhävatä
anumänapradhänena, vinipäto na d u r ^ h a ! ^ anumänam cätropalaksanamägamädinäm api, säksädartha sambandhäbhäväddhastasparsaneneva pravrttiriti,
tasmät pratyaksamevaikam pramänam, tena ca bhütavyatiriktasyätmano na
grahanam, yattu caitanyas temüpalabhyate, tad bhütesv eva käyäkäraparinatesv
abhivyajyate madyängesu samuditesu madasaktivad iti.
2
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one cannot perceive it. This shows that their metaphysical beliefs had
an epistemological basis according to this account of Silänka. It may be
seen that from the earliest times the more sceptical minded were
inclined to doubt or deny the existence of what they did not see. Much
of Rgvedic scepticism was based on this principle (v. supra, 7). It
would therefore not be implausible to suggest that the birth of the
Materialist philosophy in India may have taken place when the
principle that what one does not see does not exist, was more or less
systematically worked out.1
(92) Whatever the views held by the Materialists contemporary with
or prior to Early Buddhism, there is every reason to believe that group
(1) taken as a whole denied the validity of inference altogether. This is
evident from the accounts given of the Materialist criticisms of
inference in Santaraksita's Tattvasamgraha (1457-9), Kamalasila's
Panjikä (ibid.), Jayanta'sNyäyamanjari2 and the Sarvadarsanasamgraha
(Ch. I). In this respect group (2) is in agreement with group (3), which
also criticizes anumäna (inference). A fairly adequate account of these
group (1) criticisms of inference have been given by Das Gupta3 and
Jadunath Sinha4 and we do not propose to repeat this here. A brief
account of the group (1) criticisms of inference as taught in the Nyäya
school is given by Radhakrishnan and Moore5 although the criticisms
of Jayaräsi Bhatta are specifically directed against the conceptions of
inference found both in the schools of the Nyäya as well as the Budd
hists (y. infra, 105, 106). Of these accounts, Jayaräsi's criticisms are the
most specific and elaborate while the simplest and the most general
account appears to be that given in the Sarvadarsanasamgraha. The
gist of the argument here is that inference cannot be shown to be a
valid mode of knowledge unless it can be proved that there are good
grounds for knowing the truth of universal propositions (vyäpti) as
well as their necessity. Now universal propositions or universals cannot
be known by perception, for perception whether external or internal
(i.e. introspection) is of particulars, with which we are acquainted
through sense-experience or introspection. They cannot be claimed to
be known through inference for this would lead to infinite regress. It
cannot be testimony for this is either a form of inference or implies
1
Cp. those who did not believe in gods or sacrifices in the Rgveda (RV. 8,
70.7, 71.8; 10.38.3); these contexts mention the 'godless man' (adevah).
2
Ed. Pandit S. S. Näräyana Sukla, Benares, 1936, pp. 108, 109; v. anumänaprämänyäksepah.
3
HIP. Vol. Ill, 533 ff- * H I R > V o L T> 2 3 5 ff- 5 °P- ciu> PP- 236-46.
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inference and if we accept testimony we would have to believe anything
whatsoever on authority. Nor can it be analogy (upamäna) for this
merely relates a name to a thing named. Likewise, the necessary con
nection between causes and effects asserted by universal propositions
cannot be established and the connection may very well be a coinci
dence.
(93) It is obvious that even this simplest account is far too sophisticated
to have its roots in the period of Early Buddhism. Does this mean that
the criticism of inference is a later development and that in the earliest
period inference of some kind was admitted along with perception?
If the Materialists were among the first thinkers in India to argue and
thus develop the tarkasästra—it seems prima facie unlikely that they
would have discarded anumäna so early, especially after realizing that it
was the mainstay of the hetusästra. They had to argue very sharply
against their opponents and they would have cut the ground beneath
their feet if they denied the logical basis of their reasoning altogether
and admitted its total invalidity. When we examine the reasoning
behind some of Päyäsi's experiments (v. infra, 136-9) we notice that
he makes use of inference, though it is inference based on sense-percep
tion, despite his fundamental assumptions, namely that the soul is
visible or has weight being mistaken. Besides, the argument of the
Materialists is put by the Buddhist in the form 'etam najänämi etam na
passämi, tasmä tarn natthi' and we have some reason to believe that the
phrase 'jänämi passämi' is used in the Buddhist texts (v. infra, 783) to
denote 'perception and inductive inference based on perception'
though Buddhism uses 'perception' in a wider sense to include extra
sensory perception. If this is so, then in the context of the Materialist
this phrase should mean 'sense-perception and inductive inference'.
In other words perception has priority as the basic means of knowing
though inference also plays a limited part when what is inferred is in
principle verifiable by sense-perception.
(94) Another reason for surmising that inference in this sense is
possibly a part of the early doctrine of Materialism of at least one of the
schools is that it appears to have been held by group (2), represented
by the views ascribed to Purandara in Kamalaslla's Tattvasamgrahapanjikä.1 The statement ascribed to Purandara2 is as follows:
1

1482-3, p. 41; v. Das Gupta, op. cit.y Vol. Ill, p. 536, fn. 2.
Tucci has shown that Purandara was a 'Cärväka-mate granthakära* (an
author of a book on Materialism); v. 'A Sketch of Indian Materialism*, P I P C ,
1925, p. 36.
2
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Purandaras tv äha? lokaprasiddham anumänam Cärväkairapisyata eva
yattu kaiscillaukikam märgamatikramya anumänamucyate tannisiddhyate, i.e. Purandara says that it is well known that even the
Materialists accept inference although they object to people (kaiscit)
employing inference beyond the limits of sense-perception (lit. beyond
the path of this world). This view attributed to Purandara is confirmed
by the references made to him by the Jain commentator Vädideva Süri
who, as Das Gupta has pointed out, 1 quotes in his commentary
Syädvädaratnäkara (II. 131) on his Pramänanayatattvälokälankära a
sütra of Purandara, viz. pramänasya gaunatväd anumänädarthaniscayadurlabhät, i.e. from the very nature of this means of knowledge, it
is difficult to determine (the existence of transcendent) objects by means
of inference(P). The sense of this sütra is however made clear by
Vädideva's comment, laukikahetünäm anumeyävagame nimittam sa
nästi tantrasiddhesv iti na tebhyah paroksärthävagamo nyäyyo 'ta
idamuktam anumanäd arthaniscayo durlabhah. Das Gupta's translation
of this passage appears to be more of the nature of a commentary than
a translation.2 We may translate it more or less literally as follows:
'since in transcendent proofs (tantrasiddhesu, lit. what is proved in
religious texts) the basis for inference is absent unlike in the case of
perceptual inferences, a knowledge of transcendent objects cannot be
had (nyäyyo, lit. inferred) by them; therefore has it been said that "it is
difficult to determine (the existence of transcendent) objects by means
of inference".' This shows the existence of a school of Materialists who
admitted perception and empirical inference but discarded metaphysical
inference on the grounds that what was in principle unperceivable was
unknowable. For a valid inference to be possible, it is necessary to
establish the truth of a universal proposition (vyäpti), which reveals a
concomitance between a hetu and an anumeya (=sädhya-, cp. laukik
ahetünäm anumeyävagame) and this is not possible unless both are in
principle observables. It is difficult to say whether this school asserted
that there was a necessary connection between cause and effect or
merely held that the concomitance or sequence was only probable and
therefore the inference was only probable. It is worth noting that one
of the objections against inference brought out by group (1) was that
1

Op. at., Vol. Ill, p. 536, fn. 2.
'Thus since in the supposed supra-sensuous transcendent world no case
of hetu agreeing with the presence of its sädhya can be observed, no induc
tive generalization or law of concomitance can be made relating to that
sphere/
2
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there was no necessity in the concomitance, despite our repeated
observation of several instances. As Jayanta says in elucidating the
theories of the Materialists, 'universality (vyäpti) is not established
even by the observation of several instances (bhüyodarSanagamyä'pi)
since there is the possibility of error even after observing a thousand
instances: though we come to the conclusion that smoke and fire are
concomitant (sahacäri, lit. go together) by observing several instances
we cannot know that there is no smoke in the absence of fire despite
this repeated observation'.1 But whether they made this latter qualifica
tion (which, incidentally, is the same as the objection that Hume raised
against causation and inference2) or not, it is clear that in limiting the
inferable to the sphere of the verifiable, they were tacitly assuming the
truth of the Verification Principle3 and it is therefore this group rather
than group (3) (v. supra, 89) which deserves to be called a positivist4
school of thought. Purandara's statement that it is well known
(lokaprasiddham, lit. known the world over) that the materialists
accepted inference does not make sense unless they or the majority of
them had in fact accepted the validity of both perception and inference
in the above sense up to that time. That the reference to this school is
not confined to Purandara's statements and their exposition is evident
from the reference made to it by the Jain commentator Gunaratna who
in his Tarkarahasyadipikä commenting on the phrase, mänam tvaksajameva hi, in verse 83 of the Saddarsanasamuccaya says that 'the particle
"hi" in this phrase is added to denote a distinction, the distinction
being that at times (kvacana) the Cärväkas welcome inferences such as
"smoke" (implies fire) which are limited to stating what is within the
reach of the world but not transcendent inferences (alaukikamanumänam) which (claim to) establish (the existence of) heaven, what is
1

bhüyodarSanagamyä'pi na vyäptir avakalpate sahasraso'pi taddrste vyabhicarävadhäranät bhüyo drstvä ca dhümo'gnisahacäntigamyatäm anagnau tu sa
nästiti na bhüyodarsanädgatih, Nyäyamafijari, p. 109.
2
A Treatise of Human Nature, Vol. I, Part III, Section XIV. Cp. p. 169. 'If
we define a cause to be an object precedent and contiguous to one another and
where all the objects resembling the former are placed in a like relation of priority
and contiguity to those objects that resemble the latter; we may easily conceive
that there is no absolute nor metaphysical necessity, that every beginning of
existence should be attended with such an object/
3
Warnock, English Philosophy since 1900, pp. 44 ff.
4
Basham speaks of 'the positivism of Ajita' {pp. cit., p. 271) but he does not
clarify his usage. Warder (v. infra, 97) uses the term of group (3) but as we have
shown this is quite unjustifiable.
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unseen (adrsta), etc.' The fact that Vädideva Süri and Gunaratna are
Jains and the other reference was in a Buddhist work shows that at
least the Buddhist and Jain tradition was well aware of the existence of
this school. When we consider this in the light of what we know of the
Materialists from the Early Buddhist and Jain sources it seems probable
that these early Materialists or at least one school among them believed
in the validity of both perception and inference while giving priority
to perception and restricting inference within the limits of the verifiable.
(95) The third group of Materialists, as classified according to their
epistemological theories, is represented by Jayaräsi Bhatta's Tattvo
paplavasimha, which is the only extant authentic text of the Materialists
(lokäyata). Although this work was published in 1940, very few
scholars seem to have taken note of it. Ruben ^I954),2 Jadunath Sinha
(1956)3 and Sharma (i960) 4 make no reference to it in discussing the
philosophy of the Materialists and Chattopädhyäya (1959), who
professes to make a specialized study of lokäyata-,5 begins his book by
lamenting the lack of any treatise of this school.
(96) The Tattvopaplavasimha refers to another work of the same
school, the Laksanasära (p. 20) or the 'Essence of Definition (?)',
which may be his own work since after criticizing two of the charac
teristics of perception (avyabhicäri, vyavasäyätmakam) according to
the Nyäya definition (N.S. 1.1.4) he refers the reader to the above
work for the criticism of the other characteristic (avyapadesyam). As
the editors have pointed out (pp. iii, iv), the reference in Sri Harsa's
Khandanakhandakhädya to a school of the Lokäyatas, which like the
Mädhyamika school of Buddhism and the school of Sankara is said
to have denied the validity of all means of knowledge (pramänas) is
most probably a reference to this school.
1
P. 306, hi sabdo'tra visesanärtho vartate, visesah punas Cärväkairlokayätränirvahanapravanam dhümädyanumänam isyate kvacana, na punah svargädrstädiprasädhakam alaukikam anumänam iti.
2
Op. cit.j however, he has more recently written an article on this subject
entitled, 'Über den Tattvopaplavasimha des Jayaräsi Bhatta eine Agnostizistische
Erkenntniskritik , appearing in, 'Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Süd-und
Ostasiens und Archiv für indische Philosophie, Band IF, 1958, pp. 140-53.
3
Op. cit.
* C. D . Sharma, A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, London, i960.
5
Op. cit., p. 6, '. . . in the ocean of uncertainty concerning the lost Lokayata
the only piece of definite information is that we are left with no original work
on it\
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(97) The interest of this school for us lies in the fact that it seems to
throw some light on a school of thought mentioned in the Nikäyas,
which represented a standpoint of absolute nihilism or logical scepti
cism in rejecting all views but which at the same time has been called
an 'annihilationist' (ucchedaväda-) or Materialist school (v. infra, 335).
It also appears to explain a certain usage (v. infra, 116) of a phrase
attributed to the early Materialists which would otherwise be inexplic
able. Warder has seen in this branch of Lokäyata philosophers 'not
materialists but positivists according to modern ideas' (op. cit.y p. 52)
and says that 'we may perhaps connect Jayaräsi Bhatta's theory with
Sanjaya Belatthiputta in the Sämannaphala Sutta, which, however, is
stated as merely agnostic or sceptic without positivist content' (ibid.,
p. 53). He calls Jayaräsi Bhatta 'a positivist' (ibid.) and this branch of
Lokäyata as 'the positivist branch' (ibid.) which rejected perception
whereas the 'ordinary Lokäyata as described in the Tattvasamgraha
and elsewhere allows perception as the only means of cognition' (ibid.).
He adds that this 'positivist trend may have been a later development
in the Lokäyata-Cärväka school rather than an early rival branch of
Bärhaspatya' (ibid.). The editors of this text have also expressed the
view that this work 'carries to its logical end the sceptical tendency of
the Cärväka school' (p. i) and have raised the question as to whether
the author of this work is a mere sophist who has no views of his own,
although they themselves do not think so (p. xiii).
(98) We may state at the outset that we do not agree with Warder's
assessment of this philosophy as positivism and our objection is not
that he is, as he says at the end of his paper, applying 'modern philoso
phical terms' to 'ancient doctrines' (v. op. cit., p. 62). Nor can we see
much of a connection between this philosophy and the views expressed
by the sceptic Sanjaya. And since this early school of absolute nihilists
or logical sceptics, who have also been called materialists, seems to
contain the basic concepts of this philosophy we are more inclined to
entertain the possibility that the germinal ideas or the roots of this
school go back to the period of the Päli Nikäyas and that this school
was possibly an early rival branch of the other school which at that time
accepted at least the validity of perception if not of inference as well.
(99) Since this work has been untranslated1 and largely ignored since
its publication it seems desirable to give a brief account of its nature
1
Except for a brief extract of the criticism of anumäna in the Nyäya school,
given in Radhakrishnan and Moore (op. cit., pp. 236-46).
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and contents before we form any conclusions about it. The work
claims to be, as the editors have shown (pp. xi, xii) a text of the
Lokäyata school. The author quotes Brhaspati who is sometimes
mentioned by name with great respect (pp. 45, 88) and is once called
the Sütrakära- (p. 79). In the second paragraph of his work he cites
the proposition 'earth, water, fire, air are the real elements (tattväni);
by their combination (arise) the body, the senses, objects and con
sciousness'1 which Gunaratna in his Tarkarahasyadipikä quotes2 as the
statement of Väcaspati (=Brhaspati). He also quotes with approval
the sayings 'the worldly path should be followed . . . fools and the
wise are alike in the eyes of the world' 3 which he attributes to the
wisest of men (paramärthavidbhih).
(100) And now begins the problem. He speaks of the tattvas (four
elements) of the Lokäyata, but shows that we have no grounds for
affirming that they are real. He uses an epistemological argument:
'We can talk of a means of knowledge (mäna) only if it is valid
(sallaksananibandhanam mänavyavasthänam, lit. the determination of
a means of knowledge depends on its having the characteristic of
existence) and the proof of the (existence of the) objects of knowledge
(meyasthitih) depends on the means of knowledge but if there is no
means of knowledge (tadabhäve) how can we speak of the real existence
of both (objects as well as means of knowledge)'.4 This is not claimed
to be a disproof of Brhaspati's proposition (quoted above) for it is
said that in asserting that earth, etc., were tattvas he was indirectly
referring to (pratibimbanärtham, lit. reflecting) the fact that if even
what is widely accepted as real does not bear critical examination
(vicäryamänäni na vyatisthante), then what of other things (kim
punar anyäni). But this is surely a departure from the materialist thesis,
for how can a person who does not believe in the objective existence
1

prthivyäpastejoväyuriti tattväni tatsamudäye sarirendriyavisayasamjnä, p. 1.
Gunaratna's quotation adds caitanya as a by-product of the rest, yaduväca
Väcaspatih, prthivyäpastejoväyuriti tattväni tatsamudäye sariravisayendriyasamjfiä, tebhyascaitanyam, op. eh., p. 307. It may also be noticed that visaya- is
placed before indriya- in this. The addition of caitanya- strongly suggests
that this was the view of the school which admitted an emergent ätman con
sidered a by-product, which Silänka distinguishes from the other school (v.
infra, 115).
3
laukiko margo'nusarttavyah . . . lokavyavahäramprati sadrSau bälapanditau,
p. 1.
4
sallaksananibandhanam mänavyavasthänam, mänanibandhanä ca meyasthitih,
tadabhäve tayoh sadvyavahäravisayatvam katham . . . p. 1.
2
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of the material elements be called a materialist? Jayaräsl, therefore,
cannot be reckoned a materialist, as far as his theory of the external
world is concerned. He seems to deny the real existence of both this
world as well as the next, in denying the reality of all tattvas and his
work as its name implies is intended to 'upset all principles' (tattvaupaplava-) epistemological as well as ontological, and he claims to
have done so at the end of his work (tadevam upaplutesu tattvesu,
p. 125).
(101) His epistemological argument (assuming that his disproof of
the pramänas is valid) only goes to prove that we do not or cannot
know that there are real objects of knowledge and not that such objects
do not exist. In other words, his argument should have led him to
scepticism and not to nihilism. But it is important to observe that
nowhere in his work does he claim to be a sceptic or grant the possi
bility of the existence of things even if he cannot know them. On the
contrary he even uses metaphysical arguments (v. infra, 104) to dis
prove the existence of the soul. He is therefore not a sceptic but an
absolute nihilist in his metaphysics though he may be called a logical
sceptic in so far as he is sceptical of (i.e. doubts or denies) the possi
bility of knowledge.
(102) Though he is not a materialist, we may perhaps concede that he
shows a certain partiality for materialism in that he seems to imply that
the material tattvas have a greater claim to reality by the common
consent of the world (loke prasiddhäni, p. 1). On pragmatic grounds
(vyavahärah kriyate) he says that we should believe in the existence of
the body, of physical objects (ghatädau) and of pleasure (sukha-)
(p. 1) and recommends as a wise saying that the 'way of the world
(laukiko margah) should be followed*. As he thus seems to recommend
the materialist way of life, we may call him a pragmatic but not a
metaphysical materialist.
(103) Jayaräsi's work is almost exclusively devoted to epistemology,
if not for a brief section in which he criticizes the ätman-theories of
Nyäya (pp. 74-8), Jainism (pp. 78-9), Sänkhya (pp. 79-81), Vedänta
(pp. 81-2) and Mimämsä (pp. 82-3). We shall translate a section in
which he criticizes a Vedänta theory (not that of Sankara) of the atrnan
since this would throw some light on the nature of his reasoning and
the question as to whether he is a positivist. He is criticizing the theory
that the soul (or pure ego) is of a blissful nature (änandarüpam) and is
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absolute (kaivalyam). He proceeds as follows: 'Those who posit the
blissful nature and absoluteness of the soul do not speak with reason.
Why? If the soul has a blissful nature and it is introspective (svasamvedyam), then this experience will be present (prasaktam) in its samsäric state, in which case the effort to attain salvation is futile. If on
the other hand this is not experienced in the samsäric state, the soul
would have the nature of being enveloped with primeval defilements.
Just as a jar when concealed under a cloth is not recognized as a jar,
the soul when smeared with defilements is not known as a soul but this
(argument) is false, since there is no congruity (vaisamyät) between
the instance and the example. In the case of our not recognizing the jar
when it is hidden beneath the cloth there is no contact of the jar with
the organ of sense, owing to the cloth concealing it and in its absence
the sense-cognition of the jar does not take place. But here in the case
of what is covered with defilements, what is concealed? The conceal
ment of the experiencer and the object of experience cannot take place
for the experiencer (vedaka-) and the experienced (vedyam) are of the
nature of the soul. As in the case of the consciousness (vijfiänam) of the
Buddhists (Bauddhänäm),it is experienced in the presence or the absence
of objects. Since introspectibility is of the nature of the soul, it is ex
perienced in the presence or the absence of defilements, as owing to the
inactivity (akincitkaratvät) of the defilements the soul persists as a dif
ferent object. But if the defilements are identical with the soul, then in
saying "the defilements are removed", are you not saying that the soul
is removed, in which case it can be objected that there is no salvation!'2
1

Ye'pi änandarüpam ätmanah, kaivalyam abhidadhati te'pi yuktivädino na
bhavanti. Katham? Yady ätmanah änandarüpam svasamvedyan ca, tadä samsärävasthäyäm api tat vedyam prasaktam; tatas ca moksärthaprayäso nisphalah.
Atha samsärävasthäyäm na vedyate anädimalävagunthitam ätmanah svarüpam,
yathä patäntarite ghate ghatabuddhir na bhavati, evam malalipte ätmani ätmabuddhir na bhavati; tad etad ayuktam, drstäntadärstäntikayoh vaisamyät—
patäntarite ghate patabuddhir na bhavati patäntardhäne sati indriyena säkam
sambandho nästi tadbhäväd ghate nendriyajam vijfiänam sampadyate. Iha tu
punah malavagunthanena kasya vyavadhänam kriyate? na vedyavedakayor
vyavadhänam kriyate. Vedyam vedakan ca ätmasvarüpam eva—yathä Bauddhänäm svasam vedyam vijfiänam tac ca visayasadbhäve *pi vedyate tadabhäve'pi
vedyate, yathätmanah, svasamvedyam svarüpam malasadbhäve'pi vedyate
tadasadbhäve'pi vedyate, malasyäkincitkaratväd ätmano 'rthäntaratvenävasthänät. Atha tädätmyena sthitäni maläni; tadä'maläny apanlyante* kimuktam
bhavati? Atmä'panlyate, tatas ca moksäbhävaprasangah, pp. 81, 82.
2
For a similar argument, v. Sthiramati, Madhyäntavibhägatikä, Edition par
Susumu Yamaguchi, Nagoya, 1934» PP« 60 ff.
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(104) In all his criticisms of the ätman-theories, Jayaräsi is employing
dialectical arguments to disprove his opponent's thesis. In the above
instance, it would be seen that he takes up the proposition p (ätmä
anandarüpam), put forward by his opponent. He then says that p im
plies the truth either of q (ätmä anandarüpam svasamvedyam) or not-q
(ätmä anandarüpam avedyam). Both lead to contradictions showing
that p is false, q implies r (moksärthaprayäso nisphalah), which con
tradicts one of the propositions or assumptions of his opponent's
system. Not-q is self-contradictory, since q is self-evident (cp. vedyam
vedyakan ca ätmasvarüpam eva). Therefore, his opponent's thesis p,
is false. They are not the arguments of a positivist,1 who wishes to
show that no meaning can be attached to the concept of an ätman
(soul) and hence it should be dispensed with, but the kind of argument
that any metaphysician would employ against (to use a phrase of F. H.
Bradley)2 his 'brother metaphysician'.
(105) The rest of Jayaräsi's work is devoted entirely to the discussion
of epistemological topics. He criticizes theories of the validity of
knowledge put forward by the Mimämsä school (pp. 22-7) and the
Buddhists (pp. 22-32). Almost half the work is concerned with the
criticism of the validity of perception as upheld in the Nyäya (pp. 2-22),
by the Buddhists (pp. 32-58), in the Mimämsä (pp. 58-61) and the
Sänkhya (pp. 61-4). It is followed by the criticism of the theory of
inference (anumäna) in the Nyäya (pp. 64-74) and of the Buddhists
(pp. 83-109). The concluding section is a criticism of knowledge based
on authority (sabda-, äptokti-), where the apauruseya- theory (pp.
116-20) and the views of the grammarians (pp. 120-5) are discussed.
A page or two is devoted to the criticism of the ärthäpatti (presump
tion)—theory of Mimämsä, as well as upamäna (comparison) and
abhäva (negation) as means of knowledge (pp. 109-13). Sambhava(inclusion) and aitihya- (report) are dismissed in two sentences (p. 113),
the former being subsumed under inference (anumäna) and the latter
under scriptural tradition (ägama). The space devoted to each possibly
reflects to some extent the importance attached to these theories at the
period in which he wrote, but we cannot fail to observe that he begins
his work with the criticism of perception and then only goes on to
discuss the problems of the validity of knowledge in general. Consider
ing also the space allotted to the criticisms of perception one gets the
1

Cp. Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, p. 151, Sections 5.631-3.
Appearance and Reality, Second Edition, London, 1906, p . i , 'He is a brother
metaphysician with a rival theory of first principles/
2
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impression that the author thought that if perception, which was
universally accepted and that even by some of the Materialist schools,
was demolished, it goes without saying that no means of knowledge
could be valid.
(106) His technique of argument is throughout the same and his
criticisms are almost invariably directed against some specific theory.
We may illustrate this by taking a few passages. In criticizing the
Buddhist theory of perception, he takes up the definition of perception
in the Nyäyabindu (1.4), viz. 'perception is free of construction
(kalpanä' podham) and is incorrigible (abhrantam)'.1 He argues as
follows: 'One should not say this since the sense of "free" (apohä)
in the phrase "free of construction'' is not to be found. Then is kalpanä
itself to be excluded (apohyä)? What is kalpanä? Is the consciousness
that arises with qualifications of quality, motion, species, etc., kalpanä,
or is kalpanä the consciousness that produces memory or is it of the
nature of memory, or does it arise from memory, or is it a reflection
of the contact with speech, or is it the apprehension of speech, or is it
of an unclear nature, or has it the nature of apprehending unreal objects,
or is it itself unreal or is it the seeing of objects accompanied by
inference (trirüpällinga-2 gato'rthadrs), or is it a reflection of objects
past or future?'3
1

Pratyaksam kalpanäpodham abhrantam, p. 32.
Lit. 'the middle term which has the three characteristics (of a valid syllogism)'
viz. 'the existence (of the middle term) in the probandum, in what is like the
probandum and its absence in what is not (like the probandum)' (anumeye'tha
tattulye sadbhävo nästitäsati), v. Rändle, Indian Logic in the Early Schools, pp.
181 ff.; cp. H. N . Rändle, Fragments from Dinnäga, London, 1926, pp. 22—5;
also, Bochenski, Formale Logik, p. 503, 53.10 and 53.11. He gives the formal
rules as
(1) M is present in S (the fire on the mountain)
(2) M is present in X P (there is smoke in the kitchen which has fire)
(3) M is not present in X-Not-P (there is no smoke in the lake which has no fire).
3
Iti na vaktavyam, kalpanäpodhapadasya apohyärthäsambhavät. Nanu
kalpanaiva apohyä? Ke'yam kalpanä? Kim gunacalanajätyädivisesanotpäditam
vijnänam kalpanä, äho smrtyutpädakam vijnänam kalpanä, smrtirüpam vä,
smrtyutpädyam vä, abhiläpasamsarganirbhäso vä, abhiläpavatl pratitir vä
kalpanä, aspastäkarä, vä, atättvikärthagrhltirüpä, vä, svayam vä'tättvikl,
trirüpällingagato' rthadrgvä, atltänägatärthanirbhäsä vä?
Tad yadi gunacalanajätyädi visesanotpäditam vijnänam kalpanä; tat kirn
avidyamänagunacalanajätyädiviSesanotpädyatvena kalpanä, Uta vidyamänotpädyatvena?
Tad
yadi
avidyamänagunacalanajätyädivisesanotpädyatvena
kalpanätvam tad ayuktam; avidyamänasya janakatväbhäväd eva akalpanätvam.
Atha vidyamänagunacalanajätyädivisesanotpädyatvena kaplanä, tat kirn savisayam
2
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'Now if kalpana is the consciousness that arises with the qualifica
tions of quality, motion, species, etc., does it arise from unmanifest
qualifications of quality motion, species, etc., or from manifest (qualifi
cations) ? If it is from unmanifest qualifications, it will not do, as there
would be no kalpana since it cannot be produced by what is unmanifest,
But if kalpana arises from manifest qualifications of quality, motion,
species, etc., does the knowledge of kalpanä (kalpanäjnänam) have an
object or have no object? If the knowledge of kalpanä has an object,
it will not do, for even when it produces quality, motion, species, etc.,
it will not be kalpanä, owing to the incongruity of the presence of an
appropriate object. If kalpanä has no object, then the absence of an
object being itself the cause of kalpanä, there would not arise the
qualifications of quality, motion, species, etc. If it is without an object,
then there would be no knowledge of kalpanä, nor knowledge of
no kalpanä (akalpanäjnänam) but pure knowledge. If kalpanä has
the nature of knowledge, all knowledge would be knowledge of
kalpanä.'
'Now if kalpanä is the knowledge that produces memory, it will not
do, for memory arises even from the seeing of forms, etc., and that is
not kalpanä.'
(107) It will be noticed from the above that Jayaräsi's method of attack
consists in taking the concept of kalpanä, suggesting various alternative
definitions, showing that some of these definitions (e.g. smrtyutpädakam jnänam kalpanä) do not apply, while others (e.g. gunacalanajätyädivisesanotpäditam vijnänam kalpanä) lead to contradictions. The
concept of kalpanä is therefore presumed to be self-contradictory and
a definition which contains this concept is untenable. Since the best
definitions of perception are all untenable, it is assumed that no true
account of perception is possible and therefore perception as a means
of knowledge is invalid.
(108) The criticism of the Nyäya account of perception proceeds on
similar lines. The author takes up the definition of perception as given
kalpanäjnänam, nirvisayam vä? Tad yadi savisayam sat kalpanäjnänam, tad ayuktam, gunacalanajätyädijanyatve'pi na kalpanätvam arthasämarthyasamudbhavatvasyänativrtteh. Atha nirvisayam sat kalpanä tadä nirvisayatvam eva kalpanätve
käranam na gunacalanajätyädivisesanajanyatvam; yadi ca tan nirvisayam, tadä
na kalpanäjnänam, näpyakalpanäjfiänam, jnänamätratä syät, jnänätmatayä ca
kalpanätve sarvam jnänam, kalpanäjnänam syät.
Atha smrtyutpädakam jnänam kalpanä, tad ayuktam, rüpädidarsanäd api smrtir
utpadyate, na ca kalpanätvam. Op. cit.9 pp. 32-3.
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in the Nyäyasutra (1.1.4), viz. Terception arises from contact between
sense-organ and object, is determinate (avyapadesyam), non-erroneous
(avyabhicäri) and non-erratic (vyavasäyätmakam)'.1 Jayaräsi argues
as follows:2 'It is non-erroneous (avyabhicäri) . . . (the text is here
defective and words have been omitted) . . . Does its non-erroneousness consist in its arising from an abundance of non-defective causes or
in the absence of obstacles or in the efficiency of the process or in any
other way? If its non-erroneousness arises from an abundance of nondefective causes, in what way is the non-defective nature of the causes
known? It is not from perception, since the proficiency of the eye, etc.,
is beyond the grasp of the senses. Nor is it from inference, since one
does not apprehend a basis for inference (lingäntara-). Is not (then) this
very knowledge the basis, which gives rise to the knowledge of its
excellence? If so, the mutual dependence results in a difficulty. And
what is it? A suspicion of defect in a cognition which arises in depen
dence on the virtues and defects of the senses, is not dispelled as in the
case of a consciousness of sound produced by the effort of a person'.
(109) Jayaräsi seems to have picked out the characteristic of avyabhi
cäri despite the fact that avyapadesya- occurs earlier in the definition
in order to spotlight the fact that since perception cannot be shown to
be non-erroneous it must be erroneous. This he demonstrates by
suggesting different senses of avyabhicäri and arguing that the truth
of none of them can be established.
(no) We may now draw our conclusions. The term 'positivism' has
been applied to characterize the philosophy of Comte and his successors
because of their anxiety to rid philosophy of speculative elements and
have its basis in the data and methods of the natural sciences.3 Empiri
cists like Hume and Mach have been called positivists because of their
forthright rejection of metaphysics and attempt to confine philosophy
1

indriyärthasannikarsotpannam jnänamavyapadesyamavyabhicäri vyavasäyät
makam pratyaksam, p. 2.
%
Tac cävyabhicäri... kirn adustakärakasandohotpädyatvena, ähosvid bädhärahitatvena, pravrttisämarthyena, anyathä vä? Tad yady adustakärakasandohot
pädyatvena avyabhicäritvam, saiva karanänäm adustatä kenävagamyate? Na
pratyaksena, nayanakusaläder atindriyatvät; näpyanumänena lingäntaränavagateh.
Nanu idam eva jnänam Ungarn taduttham tasya visistatäm gamayati; yady evam
itaretaräsrayatvam duruttaram äpampadyate. Kifica indriyänäm gunadosäsrayatve
tadutthe vijnäne dosäsarikä nätivartate pumvyäpärotpäditasabdavijnäna iva, op.
eh., p. 2.
3
Baldwin, Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology, s.v. Positivism.
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to the results of observation. More recently, the term has been used of
the philosophy of the Logical Positivists1 (the Vienna Circle, Witt
genstein of the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, Ayer of Language,
Truth and Logic) who while rejecting metaphysics have broken away
from the narrow empiricism and psychological atomism of positivists
like Mach and Hume and have endeavoured to base their positivism on
logical foundations.2 The term is also sometimes loosely employed to
refer to the modern Analytical Philosophers, who are really the succes
sors of Russell and Moore. None of these positivisits have attempted
to disprove the validity of perception and inference by metaphysical
arguments as Jayaräsi does. On the contrary, they have been anxious
to preserve the validity of perception and inference as recognized
methods of knowing in the natural sciences, although they have tried
to rid these concepts of speculative assumptions and linguistic con
fusions. The only point of comparison that we can see is that like
Jayaräsi the modern positivist will also say that there are no ultimate
'tattvas' in a metaphysical sense, but the latter would not try to deny
or disprove their existence and would merely hold that assertions
about such super-sensuous realities are strictly meaningless. We cannot
therefore agree with Warder's description of Jayaräsi's school as
'positivists according to modern ideas'.
( i n ) The anxiety on the part of the positivist to save science and
eliminate metaphysics led him to formulate the Verification Principle,
the acceptance of which almost became some time ago the hallmark of
a positivist. When we observe that the second group of Materialists
(group (2)) did almost the same for similar reasons in trying to dis
tinguish between empirical or verifiable inference and unverifiable or
metaphysical inference (supra, 94), it is this school which best deserves
to be called the positivist school in Indian thought.
(112) Nor can we see the connection that Warder sees between
Jayaräsi's theory and the thought of Safijaya. The most we can say is
that if Jayarasi's denial of knowledge led him to scepticism rather than
to nihilism, as it ought to have, then we may have argued that it was
possibly similar to the grounds on which Safijaya accepted scepticism,
though we have no evidence whatsoever as regards the basis of the
latter's Scepticism. All that we do know was that Safijaya was a Sceptic,
1
v. Warnock, English Philosophy since 1900, Ch. IV. Warnock uses the term
'positivism of the Logical Positivist (v. pp. 56, 58, 60).
2
v. Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic, pp. 136 ff.
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who granted the possibility of transcendent truths (e.g. hoti Tathägato
parammaranä, etc., v. infra, 176) without denying them outright and
this is a sufficient ground for us to distinguish between the philosophies
of the two.
(113) The suggestion made by the editors of this text and by Warder
that this school of thought represents a later trend which carried to its
logical end the sceptical tendency of the Lokäyata school cannot
entirely be put aside. Once the validity of inference was denied, as it
was, at some time, in the main branch of this school, it is evident that
perception could not stand for long on its own feet. Besides, it is clear
that Jayaräsi is criticizing the views prevalent during his time and from
these criticisms alone we cannot deduce that there was a primitive core
of beliefs in this school, which go back to earlier times. But when we
find a reference in the Pali Nikayas to the existence of a school of
Lokäyatikas, who were absolute nihilists and who probably denied
the truth of all views, it raises a strong presumption as to whether we
should not trace the origins of the school of Jayaräsi to an early rival
branch of the other realist school or schools of Materialism.
(114) As we have already seen (v. supra, 57, 58), in the Samyutta
Nikäya there is a mention of two brahmins, called lokäyatikä, who
interview the Buddha. One of the views that they hold is that 'nothing
exists', which according to the Corny, was a Materialist view1 (v.
supra, 59).
(114A) The view that 'nothing exists' is in fact occasionally mentioned
elsewhere in the Nikayas in contrast to its opposite, namely that
'everything exists' (sabbam atthi), both of which are said to be two
extreme views, which the Buddha following the middle way avoids.2
In a similar manner is juxtaposed the 'view of personal immortality'
(bhavaditthi) and the 'annihilationist view' (vibhavaditthi).3 It there
fore seems reasonable to suppose that the view that 'nothing exists' is
also a vibhavaditthi. Now this latter term seems to denote the Materialist
philosophies mentioned at D. I.34, 5, all of which are said to 'posit the
cutting off (ucchedam), the destruction (vinäsam) and the annihilation
(yibhavam) of the person'4. This means that it is very probable that the
1
Sabbam n'atthi sabbam puthuttan ti, imä dve uccheda ditthiyo ti veditabbä,
2
SA. II.76.
sabbam atthiti eko anto sabbam natthiti dutiyo anto, S. 11.76*
3
Dve'ma ditthiyo bhavaditthi ca vibhavaditthi ca. Ye . . . bhavaditthim
allinä . . . vibhavaditthiyä te pativiruddhä. Ye vibhavaditthim allinä . . . bhavaditthiyä te pativiruddhä, M. I. p. 65.
4
sattassa ucchedam vinäsam vibhavam panfiapenti, D . I.34.
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theory that 'nothing exists' was either one of or was closely associated
with the Materialist theories at the time of the Päli Nikäyas.
,
(115) If so, what could these two lokäyata-materialist1 views, one
holding that 'nothing exists' and the other that 'everything is a
plurality', be? We may identify the second with that school of
Materialists who upheld the reality of the elements, which is represented by Ajita Kesakambali in the Nikäyas who speaks of the existence
of at least the four elements, earth, water, fire and air (D. I.55) and
which appears to be similar to if not identical with the first school of
materialists2 propounding a theory called 'the-soul-is-the-same-as-thebody' theory (tajjivataccharira-) in the Sütrakrtänga (2.1.9=2.1.19,
SBE., Vol. 45, p. 342). According to Silänka's interpretation (y.
supra, 85) there is another school of Materialists mentioned in the
Sütrakrtänga at 2.1.10 (=2.1.21, 22, SBE., ibid.) which speaks of five
elements, including ether (äkäsa). If Silänka's identification is correct,
this latter theory clearly brings out the plurality and the reality of
elements, which are described as uncreated (animmiyä, akadä), eternal
(säsatä) and independent substances (animmavitä, no kittimä, avafijhä).
If the identity of the pluralist school with one of these schools is
correct, then the other lokäyata theory, which denied the reality of all
things looks very much similar to the absolute nihilism of Jayaräsi.
(116) Haribhadra in his Saddarsanasamuccaya speaks of the lokäyatas3
(lokäyatäh) being of the opinion that 'this world extends only as far as
what is amenable to sense-perception'.4 From this one may argue that
'lokäyata-' means 'what pertains to this world' or the 'philosophy of
this-worldliness or materialism' as Chattopadhyaya has done.5 We
cannot agree that this was the original meaning of the word (v. supra,
65, 66) but there is no reason to doubt that at least one of the schools
of the Materialists believed in the reality of this world and it is signifi
cant that the Materialist theory referred to in the Katha Upanisad
(1.2.6) speaks of the existence of this world and the denial of the next,
ayam loko, nästi para iti, which is translated by Hume as 'This is the
world! There is no other!' (op. cit., p. 346) and by Radhakrishnan as
1

lokäyata- is used in other senses and lokäyatika- for non-materialist views as
well in the Nikäyas, v. supra, 59.
2
I.e. on the basis of the language used to describe them, v. infra.
3
Op. ck.} verse 80, lokäyata vadantyevam . . ., p. 301.
4
etäväneva loko* yam yävänindriyagocarah, op. cit., verse 81, p. 301.
5
Op. cit., p. 3, 'Thus Lokäyata meant not only the philosophy of the people
but also the philosophy of this worldliness or materialism/
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'this world exists, there is no other' (PU., p. 610). Now Medhätithi
defining haitukäh at Manu. IV.30 (op. ciu> Vol. I, p. 342) asserts that
the nästikas upheld the doctrines of 'nästi paraloko, nästi dattam,
nästi hutam iti', i.e. 'there is no next world, no (value in) giving, no
(value in) sacrifice'. But the theory of the Materialists as defined in the
Päli Nikäyas is somewhat different. Whilst mentioning 'natthi dinnam
natthi hutam' (=Skr. nästi dattam, nästi hutam), it also has the phrase,
i
natthi ayatn loko, natthi paro loko' (D. I.55, M. III.71). Prof. Rhys
Davids has translated this phrase as 'there is no such thing as this
world or the next' but the phrase as it stands literally means 'this
world does not exist, the next world does not exist'. This has always
presented a problem for while it is well known that the lokäyatamaterialists denied the existence of the next world, it appears to be
strange that they should be spoken of as denying the existence of this
world as well, particularly when they were elsewhere supposed to
affirm positively the existence of this world. It is the discovery of the
philosophy of Jayaräsi which makes it possible for the first time to see
that there was a lokäyata-materialist school which denied the existence
of this world as well.
(117) We have, however, to face the problem as to how this theory,
which denies the existence of this world as well as the next, comes to be
associated with Ajita, who is represented as believing in the reality of
the four elements. Was Ajita also a pragmatic Materialist like Jayaräsi?
The more probable explanation seems to be that the Buddhists identi
fied all the known materialist views with Ajita, who symbolizes the
philosophy of Materialism, inconsistently putting together the tenets
of mutually opposed schools since they both (or all) happened to be
in some sense (metaphysical or pragmatic) materialists. This is also
possibly the reason why Ajita, while propounding the theory of the
four elements (catummahäbhütiko'yam puriso) like the first school of
Materialists, mentioned in the Brahmajäla Sutta (D. I.34, ayam attä
rüpi cätummahäbhütiko . . . ) also inconsistently speaks of the existence
of äkäsa (akäsam indriyäni samkamanti).
(118) The above evidence seems to point to the existence of at least
two schools of lokäyata-materialists, the pluralist school of meta
physical materialists, who believed in the reality of the elements and
denied only the existence of a next world and the nihilist school of
pragmatic materialists, who denied the reality of this world as well as
the next. Since the materialist philosophies (in India) as a whole and
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Jayaräsi's lokäyata in particular seem to be based on epistemological
foundations, it seems not unlikely that this early nihilist school of
lokäyata was a product of an epistemological nihilism, which denied
even the validity of perception and paved the way for the birth of
philosophical Scepticism, which almost immediately succeeds it. There
is good reason to believe that the early lokäyata speculations were
closely associated with the study of reasoning or the cultivation of the
tarka-sästra and lokäyata-materialism seems to have been an offshoot
of lokäyata speculations in general, which were a branch of brähmanical
studies at one time (v. supra, 65). It is therefore very probable that it
was this same school of nihilist lokäyata, which is represented as a
school of logical sceptics in the Dighanakha Sutta (M. I.497-501),
which denied the truth of all views, since a representative of this school
is called a materialist (ucchedavädo, v. infra, 121) in the commentary
(MA. III.204) and as we have shown there is textual evidence to
confirm this view (v. infra, 334). In the light of the evidence we have
cited, it is difficult to resist the conclusion that this early lokäyata school
of absolute nihilists, logical sceptics and pragmatic materialists were
the precursors of the philosophy of Jayaräsi and were in time at least
contemporaneous with the existence of the Päli Nikäyas.
(119) Dr Warder says that 'another materialist school seems to have
appeared among the kings themselves and especially their ministers,
including perhaps the celebrated Vassakära of Magadha, who in the
Anguttara Nikäya, Vol. II, p. 172, expresses a realist view in conformity
with Arthasästra Lokäyata' (op. eh., p. 55). But the context hardly
warrants such a grandiose conclusion. Here Vassakära says that he
holds the following view: 'If he who speaks of what he has seen as
"thus I have seen", there is nothing wrong in it . . . of what he has
heard as "thus I have heard" . . . of what he has sensed as "thus I have
sensed" . . . of what he has understood as "thus I have understood",
there is nothing wrong in it'. The Buddha does not wholly agree with
this point of view and says that one should not assert even what one
has seen, heard, sensed or known, if it is likely to be morally undesir
able. The Buddha makes the same point elsewhere (M. L395) where
he says that one's speech should not only be true but also morally
useful (atthasamhitam) and not morally harmful (anatthasamhitam).
Vassakära on the other hand seems to be satisfied if someone states and
confines himself to the bare truth, as he has experienced it, irrespective
of its moral consequences. This is not the doctrine of the Arthasästra,
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which recommends the utterance even of untruths for the sake of
political expediency but appears to be his own personal view. The
context is ethical and one can hardly draw epistemological or philoso
phical conclusions from it, especially since Vassakara's statement is
compatible with any philosophical standpoint, idealist, phenomenalist
or realist. The fact that Vassakära as an important Magadhan official
may have studied the Arthasästra and the Arthasästra gives a naive
realistic account of the world has, in our opinion, little to do with the
view expressed here.
(120) Whatever differences existed among the Materialists on epis
temological matters they seem to have all agreed in criticizing the
authority of the Vedas and the argument from authority. This probably
goes back to the earliest times. In fact, the original stimulus in the
genesis of the Materialist philosophy may have been provided by the
dissatisfaction with the Vedic tradition at a time when those who
would not still break with tradition found they could no longer agree
with the old traditional knowledge and sought to replace acceptance
of tradition and revelation with metaphysical inquiry. The statement
attributed to the Materialists in the Sarvadarsanasamgraha that 'the
impostors, who call themselves Vedic pundits are mutually destructive,
as the authority of the jnänakända (section on knowledge) is over
thrown by those who maintain the authority of the karmakända
(section on ritual), while those, who maintain the authority of the
jnänakända reject that of the karmakända', * may have a history that
goes back to the earliest phase of Materialism, though this particular
criticism itself would not have been possible at least before the termina
tion of the Early Upanisadic period for it was probably at this time
that the original Vedas as well the traditional lore including the
Upanisads (r. Brh. 2.4.10, 4.5.11) are said to have been breathed forth
by the Supreme Being.
(121) According to the Sarvadarsanasamgraha, the Materialists criti
cized the sruti or the revelational tradition as a valid means of know
ledge on the grounds that the Veda is 'invalidated by the defects of
falsity, contradiction and repetition' (anrtavyäghätapunaruktadosairdüsitatayä, p. 4). When therefore the Nyäya Sütra very much earlier
says that '(according to some the Veda) is unreliable since it has the
defects of falsity, contradiction and repetition' (tadapramänyamanrtavyäghätapunaruktadosebhyah, 2.1.58) using identical language it is
1

The Sarvadarsanasamgrahah,

Trans. E. B. Cowell, London, 1882, p. 4*
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probably trying to meet the criticisms of the Materialists in particular,
although this view was shared by the other heterodox schools as well.
At the time of the Pali Nikäyas we find the statement attributed to
Ajita, the Materialist, who says that 'those who uphold the atthikaväda
are making a false and baseless lament'.1 Here the criticism is limited
to the defect of falsity, probably because the term atthikaväda, is, in
this context, used in a wide sense to denote not only the traditional
philosophy of the Vedas but the philosophies of those heterodox sects
as well, which believed in the concepts of soul, survival, moral respon
sibility or salvation. The common factor of these heterodox schools
barring the Materialists was the belief in survival;2 so the absence of a
belief in survival is taken to be the defining characteristic of a Material
ist, who is as a consequence called one who subscribes to the natthikaväda in the Päli Nikäyas. This is clear from the use of the term
natthikaväda in the Appannaka Sutta (M. I.403), where it is employed
to denote the theory that 'there is no next world' (natthi paro loko,
M. I.403) and we observe the following polarities of usage:
micchäditthi
„
„
sammäditthi
„
„

natthikavädo, M. I.403
akiriyavädo, M. I.406
ahetuvädo, M. L408
atthikavädo, M. I.404
kiriyavädo, M. I.407
hetuvädo, M. I.409

When therefore these terms are employed together, e.g. ahetuvädä,
akiriyavädä, natthikaväda (M. III.78, A. IL31), they are not to be
treated as synonyms but as variants of micchäditthi.3 Atthikaväda-,
therefore, as used by Ajita has a wide connotation and we cannot
presume that his criticism is limited to the Vedas though it certainly
would have included it.
(122) Let us now examine the kind of argument that the Materialist
during the time of the Päli Nikäyas used in defending or proving his
own beliefs and in criticizing the theories of others. We have for this
1

Tesam tuccham musä viläpo, ye keci atthikavädam vadanti, M. I.515.
Even the Sceptics seem to have believed in survival in a pragmatic sense
(y. infra, 163).
3
The definition of natthika- as a 'sceptic, nihilist', of natthikaditthi- as
'scepticism, nihilistic view, heresy' and natthikaväda- as 'one who professes a
nihilistic doctrine' in the P T S . Dictionary (s.v.) is inacurate and misleading, in
the context of the Päli Canon.
2
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purpose to rely mainly on the account given of the Materialist schools
in the Sütrakrtänga, since the Päli Nikäyas (and their commentaries)
which briefly state the doctrines of the Materialist schools but not the
reasoning behind them, are not very informative on this subject.
(123) As for the nihilist school of lokäyata-materialists, we have no
more information than what we have stated elsewhere (v. supra, 112;
infra, 333, 334). As we have said they appear to have been logical
sceptics, who denied the truth of all views, probably on epistemological
grounds since there was no means of knowing anything, as even the
validity of perception could not be relied on. The school on which we
have the most information seems to be the positivist school (v. group
(2), supra, i n ) , which upheld the priority of perception without
denying empirical or verifiable inference. But before we deal with
them it is necessary to dispose of another school of Materialists, which,
if Silänka's interpretation is correct, relied on metaphysical or a priori
arguments to construct their thesis of Materialism.
(124) The second book of the Sütrakrtähga speaks of four kinds of
people representing four types of philosophies. Of these 'the first kind
of man is the person, who asserts that the-soul-is-the-same-as-thebody' (padhame purisajäe tajjivatacchariraetti, Sü. 2.1.9),1 i.e. the
Materialists who identified the soul with the body. This seems to be the
same as the first of the seven schools of Materialists mentioned in the
Brahmajäla Sutta, which asserts that the 'soul is of the form of the body
and is composed of the four great elements' (attä rüpi cätummahäbhütiko, D. L34). It was also probably the philosophy attributed to
Ajita, who speaks of the 'four elements composing the person'
(cätummahäbhütiko ayam puriso, D. I.55) and much of whose
language is in common with the account of the Sütrakrtänga,2 though
as we have suggested, doctrines attributed to him seem to be of a
composite character (v. supra, 117). It also appears to be the minimum
doctrine accepted on pragmatic grounds by the nihilist school of
materialists as well.3
1
The reference in Jacobi's translation is different (SBE., Vol. 45). It will be
mentioned where relevant.
2
Cp. Ard. Mag. kavotavannäni atthini bhavanti with P. käpotakäni atthini
bhavanti and Ard. Mag. äsandipaficamä purisä gämam paccägacchanti with P .
äsandipancamä purisä matam ädäya gacchanti.
3
v. Jayaräsi's quotation, prthivyäpastejoyväyuriti tattväni (op. cit., p. 1) and
the Buddha's statement to Dighanakha the materialist and logical sceptic, ayam
. . . käyo rüpi cätummahäbhütiko, M. I.500.
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(125) Now, it is said that 'the second kind of person is one who asserts
the existence of the five great elements' (docce purisajäe pancamahabbhütietti, Sü. 2.1.10). This would appear to be a second school of
Materialists, asserting the reality of the five elements including äkäsa
(äkäse paficame mahabbhüte, loc. cit.) if not for a qualification made
towards the middle of this passage and the fact that we were led from
the context to expect a different kind of philosophy. The Ardhamägadhi text reads as follows: pudhavi ege mahabbhüte, äü ducce maha
bbhüte . . . iccete pancamahabbhüyä animmiyä . . . satantä säsatä
ayacchatthä, puna ege evam ähu- sato natthi vinäso asato natthi
sambhavo (loc. cit.). The presence of the word äyacchattha- seems to
mean that the person who held the reality of the five elements also
believed in the reality of the atrnan as a sixth element, in which case
this is not a Materialist philosophy at all and the passage may be
translated as follows: 'Earth is the first element, water the second
element — thus these five elements are uncreated . . . independent and
eternal with ätman as the sixth (element); further, some say that,
"there is no destruction of that which is and no origination of that
which is not". Jacobi translates differently following Silänka1 taking
"puna ege evam ähu" with the previous sentence as follows: 'Earth
is the first element, water the second element. . . These five elements
are not created . . . are independent of directing cause or everything
else, they are eternal. Some say, however, that there is a self besides the
five elements. What is, does not perish; from nothing, nothing comes'
(SBE., Vol. 45, p. 343). This translation is permissible though it devi
ates from the form in which the text is printed, but it does not solve the
problem for it means that this passage is introducing not one but two
theories, one a Materialist theory and the other a Realist theory which
asserts the substantial existence of the soul as well. Silänka, as we pointed
out (v. supra, 85), interprets the two theories as the Lokäyata (lokäyatamata-) and the Sänkhya respectively. He distinguishes this lokäyata
from the former which he calls Tajjivatacchariraväda2 following the
Sütrakrtänga though however he still considers this a species of
lokäyata.3
1
Tadevambhütäni pancamahabhütänyätmasastäni punareke evamähuh, op. cit.,
Vol. II, fol. 18 on Sü. 2.1.10.
2
Ayafica prathamo purusastajjlvatacchariravädl, op. cit., Vol. II, fol. 17 on
Sü. 2.1.9.
3
v. T e caivamvidhastajjivatacchariravädino lokäyatikäh, op. cit., Vol. II, fol.
16 on Sü. 2.1.9.
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(126) If we accept this dualist interpretation and that one of the
theories spoken of is Materialism, it is necessary to reconcile ourselves
to the fact that it seems to be different from that of the nihilist and the
empiricist schools in that it is a product of pure reasoning. The belief
in the plurality of the elements is probably grounded on some such
premiss as 'what is distinguishable is separable in reality'.1 Since we
can distinguish between the qualities of earth, fire, etc., they have a
separate reality. Now each of the real elements being real must have
the characteristics of Being. That which is real cannot be destroyed
since 'there is no destruction of Being' (sato natthi vinäso, loc. cit.); so
each of the elements is indestructible and hence eternal (säsatä) and
without end (anihanä=Skr. anidhanäh). Likewise since 'nothing can
come from Non-Being' (asato natthi sambhavo), they must have had
the quality of Being for all time; so that these elements could not have
been created directly or indirectly (animmiyä animmävitä akadä no
kittimä no kadagä, loc. cit.) and hence have no beginning (anäiyä,
apurohitä). Again, each of these elements cannot affect the other
elements for in such a case there would be loss of their Being and
hence they are independent (satantä= Skr. svatanträh) substances
(avafijhä, i.e. not void, being plenums and not vacuums like the atoms
of Democritus). This rational Atomistic Materialist school seems
therefore to have made considerable use of Uddälaka's a priori premiss
(y. supra, 25) that 'Being cannot come out of Non-being' much in the
same way in which Empedocles and the Greek Atomists, Leucippus
and Democritus, made use of Parmenides' a priori reasoning about
Being in the history of Greek thought. 2 The only reference to this
school outside Silänka3 that we have been able to find is by
Gunaratna, who after describing the nästikas who 'spoke of
the world being composed of the four elements' (caturbhütätmakam jagadäcaksate, op. cit., p. 300) says: 'But some who are
somewhat like the Cärväkas (Cärväkaikadesiyäh) think that äkäsa
is the fifth element and speak of the world as being composed
1

Hume makes good use of this premiss or principle (as he calls it) in a different
connection, v. op. cit., p. 35. What consists of parts is distinguishable into them
and what is distinguishable is separable. Cp. p. 32.
2
v. J. Burnet, Greek Philosophy, London, 1943? PP- 69, 95> *973
Silänka mentions a school of Materialists who believed in äkäsa as the fifth
element even when he is commenting on the first school as follows: kesäficillokäyatikänämäkäsasyäpi bhütattvenäbhyupagamädbhütapancako'panyäso na dosäyeti, since some Materialists consider ether as an element the reference to five
elements is not wrong, op. cit., Vol. II, fol. 16 on Sü. 2.1.9.
D
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of five elements'. But whether they grew out of the deductive
rational basis of their doctrines and fell in line with the epistem
ological outlook of the other schools, we cannot say in the
absence of any evidence and we have therefore not included this
school in our classification of Materialist theories according to their
epistemological doctrines, particularly since Silänka's interpretation of
the passage in the Sütrakrtänga itself is doubtful.
(127) The other Positivist school of Materialists appears to have been
the more vigorous and the better known, since it seems to have
made a strong impact on the epistemological theories of Early Budd
hism. Most of the later accounts of this school take it for granted that
its Materialist beliefs are a product of its epistemology. We have
already quoted the views of Silänka, who was of the opinion that since
the Materialists held perception to be the only source of knowledge
they disbelieved in the existence of a soul (v. supra, 91). Gunaratna
says the same: 'therefore, the soul, good and evil and their fruits,
heaven and hell, etc., which others speak of, do not exist since they are
not perceived (apratyaksatvät)'.2
(128) The beliefs attributed to Ajita Kesakambali are precisely these
and we may presume that they were arrived at by this principle of
empirical reasoning, which as stated in the Nikäyas was of the form^
aham etam na jänämi, aham etam na passämi, tasmä tarn natthi, 'I do
not know and see this, therefore it does not exist'. Ajita's beliefs are as
follows:
(i) There is no soul. 'A person is composed of the four elements*
(catummahäbhütiko ayam puriso).
(ii) There is no value in morals or religious practices. * There is (no
value) in sacrifice or prayer (natthi yittham, natthi hutam)', 'there is
(no value) in giving (natthi dinnam)'; 'there are no good and evil
actions, which bear fruit' (natthi sukatadukkatänam kammänam
phalam vipäko); 'there are no (obligations to) one's parents' (natthi
mätä, natthi pitä).
(129) In holding sense-perception to be the ultimate basis of know
ledge they seem to have criticized not only the claims to the authority
1
Kecittu Cärväkaikadesiyä äkäsam pancamahäbhütam abhimanyamänäh,
pancabhütätmakam jagaditi nigadanti, op. eh., p. 300.
2
Tato yatpare jivam punyapäpe tatphalam svarganarakädikam ca prähuh,
tannästi, apratyaksatvät, op. eh., p. 302.
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of the Vedic scriptures (v. supra, 121) but the claims to extrasensory
perception or higher intuition (abhinnä) on the part of some of the
religious teachers of their times. This seems to be the significance of
Ajita's remark that * there are no well behaved recluses and brahmins
of good conduct, who can claim to know the existence of this world as
well as the next by realizing this themselves with their higher intuition'
(natthi loke samanabrähmanä sammaggatä sammäpatipannä ye
iman ca lokam parafi ca lokam sayam abhinnä sacchikatvä pavedenti, loc. cit.).
(130) That empiricism was the keynote of their arguments is evident,
when we examine the few arguments of the first school of the Material
ists recorded in the Sütrakrtänga. One of the arguments is that you
cannot observe a soul separate from the body and therefore there is no
soul apart from the body. The inference is directly drawn from obser
vation and is inductive: 'As a man draws a sword from the scabbard
(kosiö asim abhinivvattitta) and shows it saying, "this is the sword and
that is the scabbard" (ayam . . . asi ayam kosi), so nobody can draw
(the soul from the body) and show (it saying), "friend, this is the soul
and that is the body" (ayam . . . äyä iyam sariram). As a man draws a
fibre from the stalk of munja grass (rnuhiäö isiyam) and shows it saying,
"this is the stalk and that is the fibre" (ayam... munje iyam isiyam).. .\*
We have underlined these examples given to illustrate the fact that the
argument may have been suggested by what their opponents who held
that 'the soul was different from the body' 2 were claiming. For, in the
Katha Upanisad (2.3.17) it is stated that 'one should draw up from
one's own body the inner-ätman (antarätman) like a fibre from a stalk
of munja grass'3 (antarätmä . . . tarn sväccharirät pravrhen munjdd
ivesikam). This was possibly the subjective experience of a Yogin. The
Buddhists while not committing themselves on this question as to
whether the body was identical with the soul or was different from it
since it is one of 'the things on which no definite view was expressed'
1
Se jahänämae kei purise kosiö asim abhinivvattittänam uvadamsejjä ayamäüso
asi ayam kosi, evam eva natthi kei purise abhinivvattittänam uvadamsettäro,
ayamäüso äyä iyam sarirarn. Se jahänämae kei purise mufijäö isiyam abhinivvattitta
nam uvadamsejjä, ayamäüso munje iyam isiyam . . . Sü. 2.1.9, Vol. 2, fol. 11.
2
anno jlvo annam sariram, ibid. Cp. afinam jivam annarn sariram, Ud. 67,
where it is a theory put forward and debated by some recluses and brahmins.
3
Radhakrishnan has mistranslated the phrase mufijädivesikam as 'the wind
from the reed' (PU., p. 647).
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(mayä anekamsikä dhammä desitä, D. I.191), themselves claimed that
in certain jhänic states one could 'create psychic selves out of this body*
(imamhä käyä afinam käyam abhinimminäti.. . manomayam, D. I.77;
cp. the attapatiläbhas1 or 'the attainment of selves', D. 1.195), where
this 'self (käya-, attapatiläbha-) appears to be different from the body
in the same way in which 'the stalk of mufija grass is separate from the
fibre, the stalk being the one thing and the fibre another, although the
fibre is pulled out of the stalk' (ayam muhjo ayam isikä, anno muhjo
afinä isikä, munjamhä tveva islkäpavälha) (D. I.77) or in the same way
in which 'a sword is different from the scabbard, the sword being one
thing and the scabbard another, although the sword is drawn from
the scabbard' (ayam asi ayam kosi, anno asi anno kosi, kosiyä tv'eva asi
pavälho, loc. cit.). When, therefore, we consider the context of this
argument it would appear that the Materialists were questioning and
contesting the objective validity of these claims on the ground that
one could not demonstrate for all to see that such a soul or 'self was
different from the body, since such claims could not be verified from
sense-experience.
(131) The importance that the Materialists attached to verification in
the light of sense-experience is brought out in these arguments. The
point of the above argument seems to be that no meaning can be
attached to the concept of 'different from' unless it was possible to
observe a soul as separate from the body in this verifiable sense of
'difference'. In the other argument the importance of verifiability is
more explicitly brought out. One cannot speak of the existence of the
soul unless the soul is verifiable by sense-experience and since no such
soul is perceived, it is those who say that it does not exist (asante) or
it is not evident (asamvijjamäne) who would be making the 'right
statement' (suyakkhäyam=Skr. svakhyätam) about it. This argument
seems to have had its repercussions in Buddhism, where the Buddha
appears to be making a similar criticism of the concept of Brahma,
(v. infra, 550, 552) and we may state it fully following Jacobi's transla
tion: 'Those who maintain that the soul is something different from
the body cannot tell whether the soul (as separated from the body) is
long or small, whether globular or circular or triangular or square or
hexagonal or octagonal, whether black or blue or red or yellow or white,
whether of sweet smell or of bad smell, whether bitter or pungent or
astringent or sour or sweet, whether hard or soft or heavy or light or
1

v. infra, 528-535.
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cold or hot or smooth or rough. Those therefore who believe that
there is and exists no soul speak the truth'. 1 The argument is that the
soul cannot be seen since it has no visible form (long, globular)
or colour (blue); likewise, it cannot be smelt (sweet smell), tasted
(bitter) or known by touch (heavy, cold). Hence it cannot be per
ceived and one cannot speak of that which is not perceivable as
existing. The Materialists seem to have adopted Berkeley's empiricist
principle of, esse est percipi, and argued that, non percipi est non
esse.
(132) It is, however, necessary to observe that even this argument is
not an abstract one, entirely evolved by the Materialists, but seems to
have been suggested by and specifically directed against their oppo
nent's theories about the ätman or jiva. It would be seen that the
ätman has shape and size according to some Upanisadic conceptions.
At Katha 2.3.17, the ätman is 'of the size of a thumb' (angustamätrah)
and at Chändogya 3.14.3, it is said to be 'smaller than a grain of rice'
(aniyan vriheh). Likewise the Jains held that the soul (jiva) took the
shape of each body. Some of the Äjivakas seem to have believed that
the 'soul was octagonal or globular and five hundred yojanas in
extent'2 (jivo atthamso gülaparimandalo, yojanäni satä pafica, Pv. 57,
verse 29). As Basham has shown, according to late Ajivika sources the
soul was blue in colour.3 The abhijäti doctrine4 may possibly have
been based on beliefs about the colour of the soul and it may be
noticed that the colours mentioned here are also the colours of the
abhijätis and are stated in the same order though the distinction between
the white (sukka) and the pure white (paramasukka) is not made.
These conceptions may have been suggested by experiences in trance1

Anno bhavati jive annam sariram, tamhä te evam no vipadivedenti, ayamäüso,
äyä diheti vä hasseti vä parimandaleti vä vatteti vä tamseti vä caüramseti vä
äyateti vä chalamsieti vä attamseti vä kinheti vä nileti vä lohiyahälidde sukkileti
vä subbhigandheti vä dubbhigandheti vä titteti vä katueti vä kasäeti vä ambileti
vä mahureti vä kakkhadeti vä maüeti vä gurueti vä lahueti vä sieti vä usineti vä
niddheti vä lukkheti vä evam asante asamvijjamäne jesim tarn suyakkhäyam
bhavati, Sü. 2.1.9. Vol. 2, fol. 11.
2
The commentary (Paramatthadipani, III.253) says that 'the soul is some
times octagonal and sometimes globular' (jivo kadäci atthamso kadäci gülapari
mandalo).
3
Op. cit., p. 270; 'Jiva . . . was the colour of a palai fruit', which is blue.
4
Other explanations are, however, possible; v. G. P. Malalasekera and K. N .
Jayatilleke, Buddhism and the Race Question, pp- 38-9 and p. 39, fn. 1.
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states as Buddhaghosa has suggested. Even the Buddhists while dis
pensing with the concept of a substantial soul, speaks of the experience
in jhänic states of a 'consciousness (vinnänam) as being attached to
(ettha sitam, ettha patibaddham) though separate from the body of
the four elements . . . like a blue, orange, red, white, or yellow string
running through a diamond, bright, of the purest water, octagonal in
shape (atthamsa-), well-cut, clear, translucent, flawless and perfect in
every way'. 2 The Materialist criticism was, therefore, probably directed
against the objectivity of these claims in view of the fact that they could
not be demonstrated as verifiable in the light of sense-experience.
(133) That the positivism of these early Materialists was perhaps not
entirely based on this psychological empiricism is suggested by an
argument against the concept of the atrnan based on an elementary
linguistic analysis. This argument occurs as late as the verses quoted
in the Sarvadarsanasamgraha but there is some reason to suppose that
these verses preserve some of the primitive views of the Materialists.
Besides, the argument has its counterpart in the early Buddhist texts,
where the Buddha says that one should not be misled by language in
talking about an ätman (v. infra, 533). The question as to whether the
Buddhists borrowed the argument from the Materialists (or vice versa)
or whether they both used it more or less contemporaneously for a
common purpose depends on the methodological criteria that we
adopt3 but there is no gainsaying the fact that both the Materialists as
well as the early Buddhists appear to have used this argument against
the ätman-theorists, whether they were influenced by each other or
not. The argument is, however, more explicitly stated by the Material
ists and seems to be a criticism of one of the earliest conceptions of the
1
He says (DA. 1.119) that those who consider that the soul has material or
visible form (rüpl attäti) do so on the grounds that the colour of their meditational
device (kasinarüpam) is the soul, taking the consciousness that prevails in relation
to it as his own; he, however, distinguishes the Äjivikas and others who arrive at
similar conclusions on purely logical grounds. Rüpl attä'ti ädisu kasinarüpam
attäti tattha pavattasannam c'assa sannä ti gahetvä va Äjivakä'dayo viya takkamatten'eva vä.
2
Ayam kho me käyo . . . cätumahäbhütiko . . . idanca pana me vinnänam ettha
sitam ettha patibaddhan'ti. Seyyathä pi . . . mani veluriyo subho jätimä atthamso
suparikammakato accho vippasanno anävilo sabbäkärasampanno, tatra suttam
ävutam nilam vä pitam vä lohitam vä odätam vä pandusuttam vä, D . I.76.
3
I.e. if we go strictly by the principle that whatever occurs in a later text is in
fact later in origin, we would have to say that the Buddhists were the first to use
this argument but this need not necessarily be true.
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meaning of words, namely that the meaning of word is an object. T h e
word for 'meaning' and 'object' in Indian thought is the same word
'artha' and the orthodox conception as noted by Kälidäsa is that 'the
word and the object are closely allied'. 1 According to the Pürva
Mimämsä, the relation between the word and its meaning is natural,
necessary and eternal. 2 This means that the word T must have an
object which must be the substantial ego. Arguing from logic to reality
one may hold that T—statements must have as their subject a sub
stantial pure ego, which is the ontological subject of the predicates.
The Materialists contested this belief or argument urging that the
subject of statements such as 'I am fat', etc., is the body which alone has
the observable attribute of fatness, 3 while phrases such as 'my body'
have only a metaphorical significance4 and would mean 'the body that
is I' just as when we speak of 'the head of Rähu' we mean 'the head
that is Rähu'. 5 The Materialist thus seems to have pointed out on the
basis of an elementary linguistic analysis that it is false to conclude that
every proper or common name or grammatical subject entails the
existence of a specific ontological entity, to which it refers.
(134) The other arguments recorded of the Materialists are all of the
nature of destructive hypothetical syllogisms of the form modus tollendo tollens, 6 where the implicate is a proposition which is observably
false or absurd entailing the falsity of the implicans. This seems to have
been a favourite type of argument employed by disputants against
their opponents during the time of the Päli Nikäyas and the Buddhists
also use arguments of this same kind against their opponent's theories
(v. infra, 693-710). It consists in taking an assumption or proposition
of your opponent's system (say, p) and showing that it implies a
proposition q, which is observably false (or absurd), 7 thus implying
that the original assumption or proposition is false and untenable, viz.
if p, then q
not q
Therefore, not p
1

Vägarthävivasamprktau, i.e. united like the word and its object, Raghuvamsa,
2
v. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy, pp. 309 fT.
3
aham sthülah krso'smi ti sämänädhikaranyatah, dehah sthaulyädiyogäc ca sa
evätmä na cäparah, Sarvadarsanasamgraha, by Säyana-Mädhava, Ed. V. S.
Abhyankara, Second Edition, Poona, 1951, p. 7.
4
Mamadeho'yam ityuktih sambhaved aupacäriki, op. cit., p. 7.
5
Mama sariram iti vyavahäro rähoh sira ityädivad aupacärikah, op. cit., p. 6.
6
Stebbing, op. cit., p. 105.
7
This is popularly known as reductio ad absurdum.
I.I.
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In Indian logic this would fall under tarka (v. Nyäya Sütra, 1.1.40) i.e.
indirect proof or confutation. Here again the evidence is from the
Sarvadarsanasamgraha but the subject-matter appears to be early. The
arguments are sometimes stated in the form of rhetorical questions but
they can be easily converted into propositional form. We may illustrate
this by stating the arguments in propositional form and comparing
them with the actual form in which they are stated. Most of the argu
ments are against the validity of the sacrifice:
(i) If 'beings in heaven are gratified by our offering the sräddha
here' (p), then 'food given below should gratify those standing on the
housetop' 1 (q), but q is observably false and absurd, implying the
falsity of p. The implicate (i.e. q) is however stated in the form of the
rhetorical question, 'then why not give the food below . . .'.
(ii) If 'the sräddha produces gratification to those who are dead'1
(p), then '(offerings in their home should) produce gratification to
travellers' (q). But q is observably false and absurd. Here the implicate
is stated in the form of the proposition 'here, too, in the case of
travellers when they start, it is needless to give provisions for the
journey'. 1 This is really an implicate of the implicate but the logic of
the argument remains the same.
(135) There is a similar argument implying the falsity of the belief in
survival:
(iii) If 'he who departs from the body goes to another world' (p)
then 'he would come back for love of his kindred' ! (q). But p is observ
ably false implying the falsity of p.
(136) This last (i.e. iii) is among the propositions which Päyäsi puts
to the test by devising experiments to test its validity instead of being
merely satisfied with anecdotal or common-sense observations. Päyäsi,
who also appears to belong to the Positivist branch of the Materialists,
deserves to be mentioned separately since he adopts the Materialist
philosophy of life on the basis of empirical arguments and experimental
evidence.2 The dialogue between Päyäsi and Kassapa, which is re
corded in the Päyäsi Sutta (D. II.316 ff.) is said to have taken place
some time after the death of the Buddha.3 It shows that at least by this
1
Cowell's Translation, SDS., p. 10. W e have not quoted the Sanskrit text
here since it does not affect the form of the argument.
2
v. Ruben, op. cit., p. 109; Payasi machte noch ein anderes königliches
Experiment.
3
v. Prof. Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, SBB., Vol. III, p. 347.
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time, if not earlier, some people had thought of consciously devising
experiments to test the validity of a theory, however ill-conceived and
ill-devised the experiments may have been, and either accepted or
rejected the theory on the basis of the results obtained.
(137) Päyäsi recounts a series of such experiments that he has per
formed with negative results in order to test the validity of the belief
in survival. He approaches those who have led an immoral life when
they are grievously ill and about to die and enjoins them to return to
him if they survive in an unhappy state and inform him about their
condition (D. II.320). He likewise approaches those who have led a
moral life and instructs them accordingly (D.H. 323, 326). These
experiments, he says, had negative results since none of the subjects
came back after surviving death to tell him about their plight.
(138) The next set of experiments he mentions are designed to test
whether a soul escapes from the body at death. However crude his
experiments are, he seems to have taken great care in arranging them.
He puts a man (a thief) alive into a jar, closes its mouth securely,
covers it over with wet leather, puts over that a thick cement of moist
clay, places the jar on a furnace and kindles a fire. When he believes
that the man is dead, he takes down the jar, unbinds and opens its
mouth and quickly observes it with the idea of seeing whether his soul
issues out (D. III.332, 333). His failure to observe such a soul is taken
as evidence that there is no soul. Another experiment that he performs
is that of weighing (tuläya tulayitvä) a man's body before and after
death. It is presumably assumed that if the weight is less after death,
then something has left the body, namely his soul, but Päyäsi finds to
his consternation that after death the body was heavier (garutara-) so
that it was evident to him that no soul had left the body (D. III.334).
In yet another of his gruesome experiments he kills a man by stripping
off cuticle, skin, flesh, sinews, bones and marrow, turning him around
when he is almost dead to see whether any soul escapes from his body
(D. II.336). Again, he flays a man alive cutting off his integument,
flesh, nerves, bones and marrow to see whether at any stage he could
observe a soul. This is probably based on the conception of the souls
at Taittiriya Upanisad 2.1-5, which speaks of five souls2, the one
encased in the other. All these experiments assume that the soul is
either an observable or material substance, possessed of weight, located
in the body and passing out of it at death.
1

v. Uddälaka's experiment, supra, 28.
D*

2

The pancakosa theory.
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(139) Whether the problem of man's survival can be studied experi
mentally, as some modern psychical researchers believe, or not, it is
clear that Päyäsi's experiments were misguided and ill-conceived and
no results could be expected of them. But the fact that he devised and
carried them out in order to test a theory shows that he had a funda
mentally unbiased and scientific outlook to the study of a problem.
(140) W e have suggested that some of the arguments of the Material
ists implied a criticism of the objectivity of the claims of the mystics
(y. supra, 130) in that what was objectively verifiable was limited to
what was based on sense-experience. If the account given of the
Materialist schools in the Brahmajäla Sutta is to be trusted, there seems
to have been a class of Materialists who, while valuing the attainment
of yogic states from a purely pragmatic point of view, denied the
epistemic claims made on their behalf.
(141) Of the seven schools we identified the first with the first school
of the Sütrakrtänga (v. supra, 115) which asserted that the soul was
not different from the body. The second school which speaks of a
'higher 1 soul' (attä dibbo) still assuming the shape of the body (rüpl)
is probably the same as the school referred to in Gunaratna's quotations
from Vacäspati (v. supra, 99) which spoke of a Materialist school
holding that caitanya or consciousness was a distinguishable by-product
of the material entities. The description of the third to the seventh
schools are similar to the accounts given of jhänic states. Take the third
school. It is said to posit the existence of a 'higher soul' (attä dibbo)
which is described in the following phrase, rüpl manomayo sabbahgapaccahgl ahinindriyo (loc. cit,). The description is identical with the self
which is said to be created by the mind in jhäna, viz., so imimhä käyä
annam käyam abhinimminäti rüpim manomayam sabbahgapaccahgim
ahinindriyam ( D . I.77); it is the same as the 'mental self (manomayo
attapatiläbho) attained in jhäna, viz. rüpl manomayo sabbangapaccangi
ahinindriyo, ayammanomayo attapatiläbho ( D . 1.195). The souls
posited in the remaining four schools are identical in description with
the states of the four arüpajhänas. As Materialists, they are said to hold
that all these emergent souls are destroyed with the destruction of the
body. But the identity of the description of the souls with the jhänic
states makes the very existence of these Materialist schools suspect.
T h e possibility that they are hypothetical schools concocted by the
1

For this sense of'dibba-' v. O. H. de A. Wijesekera, 'Upanishadic Terms for
Sense Functions', UCR., Vol. II, pp. 23, 24.
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author of the Sutta who was anxious to present sixty-two theories in
this Sutta cannot be ruled out especially since there seems to have been
a belief at this time that there were 'sixty-two ways of life' (dvatthi
patipadä,1 D. I.54) which means that there would have to be sixty-two
theories on which these were based. On the other hand, since the
majority of the views stated here are, in our opinion, traceable to nonBuddhist sources we need not be too sceptical even of this list.2 Even
if five schools, each according to the state of jhäna mentioned, did not
exist, we need not doubt the existence of at least one school of Material
ists who claimed to attain jhänic or yogic states, while denying the
ontological or epistemological claims made about them, especially
since we seem to find some hints about the existence of such a school
from other sources. Gunaratna says that there were some yogis (yoginah) who were nästikas, where the context shows beyond doubt that
he is using the term nästika- to refer to the Materialist schools. His
statement reads as follows: käpälikä bhasmoddhülanaparä yogino
brähmanädyantyajätäsca kecana nästika bhavanti, te . . . caturbhütätmakam jagadäcaksate (op. cit., p. 300); here whether we take yoginah
as qualifying käpälikäh or as a class by themselves it is clear that some
yogis were Materialists. In the Taittiriya Upanisad, we find the cryptic
statement, asadeva sa bhavati asadbrahme'ti veda cet (2.6.1.), which is
translated by Radhakrishnan as 'non-existent, verily, does one become,
if he knows Brahman as non-being'. If the statement that 'Brahman is
non-being' was made by a person who had attained the yogic state
described as the 'attainment of Brahman' (brahmapräpta-, Katha,
2.3.18), he would be a Materialist as defined above.
(142) Now if there was a class of Materialists who had attained one of
the arüpajhänas, we can make some interesting deductions about their
beliefs. For it is stated that when the fourth jhäna is attained immedi
ately prior to entering the arüpajhänas (formless mystical states) the
mind is 'clear and cleansed' (parisuddha-, pariyodäta-, D. I.75-6) and
1

This is one of the Äjivika doctrines propounded by Makkhali Gosäla (v.
Basham, op. cit., p. 242). Basham takes it to mean 'religious systems of conduct,
of which the majjhimä patipadä of Buddhism was one' but has apparently not
noticed the correspondence of the number sixty-two with the sixty-two theories
frequently mentioned in the Buddhist texts.
2
N. Dutt following Thomas does not think that the list of views in the
Brahmajäla represents actual views current at the time; v. Early Monastic
Buddhism, 2nd Edn., Calcutta, i960, p. 36; cp. E. J. Thomas, The Life of the
Buddha, New York, 1927, p. 199*
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that when the mind is clear and cleansed, it acquires certain extrasensory
faculties whereby it is possible to have a vision of one's past births
(pubbeniväsänussatifiäna-, D. I.82) as well as the 'decease and survival
of beings' (satte cavamäne upapajjamäne, D. I.82-3). If these Material
ists acquired these 'extrasensory faculties' which ostensibly gave
alleged evidence of survival, why is it that they believed in the annihila
tion of the soul at death? Did they like some moderns hold that these
mystic states and the visions had in them, though real as experiences
were nevertheless hallucinatory, delusive and non-veridical. The com
mentary seems to offer an explanation though it does not appear to be
satisfactory. It says that 'there were two types of Materialists (lit.
annihilationists), those who have attained jhäna (läbhi) and those who
have not (aläbhi). Those who have attained it observe the decease (of
beings) but not their survival (cutim disvä upapattirn apassanto-) with
the clairvoyant vision of the worthy ones; he who is thus successful in
observing only the decease but not the survival of beings accepts the
annihilationist theory'.1 The explanation is logically sound but it does
not appear very plausible. It would be more likely that this school of
Materialists asserted the possibility of attaining these mystical states
but denied any claims regarding the validity of extrasensory perception
in that they were private experiences which gave us no objective
information.
1
Tattha dve janä ucchedaditthim ganhanti läbhi ca aläbhi ca. Läbhi arahato
dibbena cakkhunä cutim disvä upapattirn apassanto, yo vä cutimattam eva datthum
sakkoti na upapattirn so ucchedaditthim ganhäti, DA. 1.120.

CHAPTER

III

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND III—
NON-VEDIC II—SCEPTICS, AJÏVIKAS AND
JAINS

(143) In this chpater we propose to make a detailed study of the
doctrines of the Sceptics, which are mentioned in the Pâli Nikâyas.
They have influenced Early Buddhism (y. infra, 739, 813) and directly
concern us. We shall also briefly examine the epistemological and
logical doctrines of the Äjfvikas and Jains, which seem to have a bearing
on the thought of the Canon.
(144) Traces of scepticism and agnosticism we find from the time of
the Rgveda onwards (y. supra, 7). These instances are sporadic and
there is no evidence of any widespread scepticism. Radhakrishnan says
that the hymn to faith (sraddhä, R.V. 10.151) 'is not possible in a time
of unshaken faith'1 but there is nothing in the hymn itself to indicate
the presence of scepticism at the time. This scepticism, as we said,
found its latest expression in the Näsadiya hymn (v. supra, 8-10),
where it was extended to the very possibility of arriving at a final
solution to a specific problem. This Rgvedic scepticism did not develop
any further but we found certain undercurrents of doubt (vicikitsâ) in
the Brähmanas (v. supra, 15). The doubt with regard to survival was
first mooted in the Brähmanas and appears in the Early Upanisads,
where it was asked whether man can survive death, when nothing is
left over to germinate in a next life (v. supra, 15). On the other hand,
we found in the Upanisads a rational agnosticism approaching Kantian
agnosticism, where Yäjnavalkya rationally demonstrated the impossibility of knowing the ultimate reality or the ätman (v. supra, 43).
Nevertheless, it was not an agnosticism proper in that it differed from
Kantian agnosticism in one significant respect. For, although it was not
1

Radhakrishnan and Moore, op. cit., P- 34«
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possible to apprehend ultimate reality conceptually it was still con
sidered possible to have some sort of direct acquaintance with it in
deep sleep, in the next life or in a mystical state.
(145) These sceptical hints of the earlier Vedic thought and the
agnostic trends of the Upanisads could have paved the way for the
growth of sceptical schools of thought, but the impetus and the
occasion for their arising seem to have been provided by the presence
of diverse, conflicting and irreconcilable theories, pertaining to moral,
metaphysical, and religious beliefs. When there is a welter of contend
ing views, people naturally become curious as to which view is true and
in the absence of a safe criterion of truth become suspicious as to
whether any view at all could be true.
(146) When a school of thought strongly urged the belief in survival
and another vehemently denied it and both were able to adduce on the
face of it equally strong arguments for their respective points of view,
one becomes doubtful as to which view if at all could be true. When
the Katha said, 'this doubt (yicikitsa) there is with regard to a man
deceased; "he exists" say some, "he exists not" say others' (1.1.20), it
is probably echoing at least the uncertainties with regard to the
problem of survival entertained by the intellectuals at that time in the
presence of a school of Materialists, who strongly denied survival.
(147) That the intellectual confusion resulting from the presence of a
diversity of views seems to have been the main motive for the birth of
scepticism is apparent from the sayings and opinions ascribed to the
Sceptics (ajnänikäh, ajnäninah) by Silänka commenting on the
Sütrakrtänga. One has, however, to be cautious in picking out the
sayings ascribed to the Sceptics from those attributed to the ajnänikäh
or ajnäninah in general, since Silänka uses these terms in at least three
senses. Sometimes he employs the word to denote 'the ignorant'
religious teachers1 following the usage of the Sütrakrtänga which uses
the term in this sense at times (v. annäniyä, 1.1.2.16). He also uses the
term of the Buddhists who, he says, are 'more or less ajfiänikas since
they consider that karma done out of ignorance (he probably means
"unintentionally") does not result in bondage'.2 Most often, however,
1

samyagjnänavirahitä sramanä brähmanäh, Vol. I, fol. 35 on Sü. 1.1.2.16.
Säkyä api präyaso' jnänikä avijnopacitam karma bandham na yätltyevam
yatas te 'bhyupagamayanti, Vol. I, fol. 217 on Sü. 1.12.2.
2
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äjnänikäh, or ajnaninah is used as a technical term to denote the Sceptics
following the usage of the Sütrakrtänga (e.g. 1.1.2.27, 1.12.2) and in
this sense the word is defined either as 'those who claim that scepticism
is best' (ajnänam eva sreya ityevamvädinäm, Vol. I, fol. 35 on Sü.
1.1.2.17) or as 'those in whom no knowledge, i.e. scepticism, is evident'
(na jfiänamajnänam tadvidyate yesäm te'jnäninah, he, cit.; cp. ajnänam
vidyate yesäm, Vol. I, fol. 215 on Sü. 1.12.2). The term is also sarcastic
ally defined as 'those who move in ignorance or those who show
themselves off to the extent of being extraordinarily wise' (äjnänikäh)
(ajnänena vä carantityajfiänikäh; äjnänikä vä tävat pradarsayante,
Vol. I, fol. 215 on Sü 1.12.2). When, however, Silänka makes the
Statement that, Äjivikädayo Gosälamatänusärino'jiiänavädapravrttäh,
i.e. 'the Äjivikas and the others who are the followers of Gosäla's
doctrines are a product of ajnänaväda',1 (op. cit., Vol. I, fol. 36), one
is at a loss whether to translate ajnänaväda here as 'ignorance' or as
'scepticism' in the general or special senses. Since Silänka elsewhere
identifies the 'followers of Gosäla's doctrines' as the Vainayikas,2
(moralists) which Professor Basham finds a 'puzzling reference',3
it is unlikely that he thought of them as an offshoot of the Sceptics
(ajnänaväda-) since he distinguishes the Vainayikas from the Ajnänikas.
(148) Despite these variant uses of the terms äjnänikäh and ajnaninah
on the part of Silänka, it is not difficult on the whole to pick out the
references to the genuine Sceptics from the context. In one of these
contexts he ascribes a statement which, if true, leaves us in no doubt
that the conflict of theories and the consequent difficulty of discovering
the truth was the raison d'etre of scepticism. Barua has translated a part
of this passage, leaving out the latter part (which is somewhat obscure)
and has concluded from it that the Sceptics were stressing the moral
dangers of subscribing to conflicting views as the reason for their
scepticism.4 He has mistranslated the phrase, bahutaradosasambhavät,
after reducing it to 'bahu dosäh' on his own and rendering it as 'many
1
Professor Basham has not mentioned this statement where he has made a
study of similar statements, v. op. cit., pp. 174-7.
2
Op. cit., Vol. I, Fol. 151 on Sü. 1.6.27.
3
Op. cit., p. 177. Basham's attempt to explain the Vainayikas as a later schis
matic sect of the Äjivikas(?) is unsatisfactory since the Vainayikas are known as
early as the Päli Nikäyas (cp. venayiko, M. 1.140; cp. D . 1.174, santi eke samanabrähmanä silavädä).
4
Barua, op. cit., p. 330.
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moral injuries', whereas the context would have made it clear, had he
translated the whole passage that bahutaradosa- here means 'the
multitude of (intellectual) confusions' or the 'magnitude of mistakes
(arising from claims to knowledge)'. We may render this passage as
follows: 'For they (i.e. the Sceptics) say that those who claim know
ledge (jnäninah) cannot be stating actual facts since their statements are
mutually contradictory, for even with regard to the category of the
soul, some assert that the soul is omnipresent (sarvagatam) and others
that it is not omnipresent (asarvagatarri)^ some (say) it is of the size of
a digit {ahgustaparvamätrarri) others that it is of the size of a kernel ofa
grain of millet (syämäkatandulamätram) some say it both has form and
is formless (mürtamamürtatri), some that it resides in the heart
(hrdayamadhyavartinarri) and (others) that it is located in the forehead
(lalätavyavasthitam), etc.—in respect of every category there is no
uniformity in their assertions; there is no one with an outstanding
intellect whose statements may be regarded as authoritative; even if
such a person existed, he cannot be discovered by one with a limited
vision according to the maxim that "one who is not omniscient does
not know everything" for it is said "how can one desiring to know
that a certain person is omniscient at a certain time do so if he is devoid
of that person's intellect, his knowledge and his consciousness";
owing to the absence of the knowledge of the means, it cannot properly
be accomplished; it cannot be accomplished because of the mutual
dependence (of the two); for it is said "without a super-knowledge
(visistaparijnäna-) the knowledge of the means is not attained
and as a result there is no attainment of the super-knowledge
of the object"; knowledge cannot completely comprehend the nature
of the object of knowledge, for it is said, "whatever is apprehended
should have the parts, near, middle and outer but here only the near
part is apprehended and not the others since it is determined by it
(i.e. the nature of the object)"; as for exhausting the atom (paramänuparyavasänatä?) with the (knowledge of) the near portion, considering
the unrepresented parts out of the three parts, it is not possible to
apprehend the atom by those with a limited vision owing to the excel
lence of its nature; therefore, since there is no omniscient person and
since one who is not omniscient cannot comprehend the nature of an
object as it is constituted, since all the theorists (sarvavädinäm) have
conceived of the nature of the categories in a mutually contradictory
manner and those who have claimed super-knowledge (uttaraparijnäninäm) are at fault (pramädavatäm) Scepticism is best owing to the
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magnitude of the mistakes that arise (from claims to knowledge)
(bahutaradosasambhavät)'. *
(149) Even if Silänka, writing in the ninth century, has rightly repre
sented the views of the Sceptics, we have no right to assume that in the
day of the Päli Nikäyas they also held the same view. The sophisticated
argument based on certain conceptions about the nature of knowledge
in order to disprove the possibility of omniscience certainly appears
prima facie to be late but the general thesis of the Sceptics, that the
possibility of knowledge is doubtful since the claims to knowledge
were mutually contradictory, may well go back to the period of the
earliest Sceptics. Silänka often quotes this idea sometimes as a maxim
of the Sceptics as, for instance, when it is said that 'they posit the theory
that since those who claim knowledge make mutually contradictory
assertions, they cannot be stating the truth' 2 and sometimes without
specific reference to the Sceptic as for instance when he says that
'since the various theories claiming knowledge (jfiänam) have arisen
in contradiction to one another, they are not true; therefore, Scepticism
is best of all.'3 Silänka speaks of the kind of investigation (mimämsä-)
and reflection (vimarsa-) which leads to Scepticism as follows: 'Is this
theory claiming knowledge (kimetad-jfiänam) true or false? Scepticism
1
Tathähi te ücuh -ya ete jfiäninas te parasparaviruddhaväditayä na yathärthavädino bhavanti, tathähi-eke sarvagatamätmänam vadanti, tathä'nye asarvagatam,
apare arigustaparvamätram, kecana syämäkatandulamätram, anye mürtamamürtam hrdayamadhyavartinam lalätavyavasthitamityädyätmapadärtha eva sarvapadärthapurahsare tesäm naikaväkyatä, na cätisayajfiäni kascidasti yadväkyam
pramämkriyeta, na cäsau vidyamäno' py upalaksyate'rvägdarsinä, 'na sarvajnah
sarvam jänätf ti vacanät, tathä c'oktam-' sarvajfio'säviti hyetattatkäle'pi bubhutsubhih tajjnänajneyavijnänasünyairvijnäyate katham?'; na ca tasya samyak
tadupäyaparijnänäbhävät sambhavah, sambhaväbhävascetaretaräsrayatvät, tathähi
—visistaparijfiänamrte tadaväptyupäyaparijfiänam upäyamantarena ca nopeyasya
visistaparijnänasyävaptir iti, na ca jfiänam jneyasyasvarüpam paricchetum alam,
tathähi -yatkimupalabhyate tasyärvägmadhyaparabhägairnetarayoh, tenaiva
vyavahitatvät, arvägbhägasyä'pi bhägatrayakalpanät tatsarvärätiyabhägaparikalpanayä paramänuparyavasänatä, paramänosca svabhävaviprakrstatvädarvägdarsaninäni nopalabdhir iti, tadevam sarvajnasyäbhävädasarvajnasya ca yathävasthitavastusvarüpäparicchedät sarvavädinäm ca parasparavirodhena padärthasvarüpäbhyupagamät yathottaraparijfiäninäm pramädavatäm bahutaradosasambhaväd ajfiänameva sreyah, op. ck.9 Vol. I, fol. 215, 6 on Sü. 1.12.2.
2
Tairabhihitam jfiänavädinah parasparaviruddhärthaväditayä na yathärthavadinah, op. cit.f Vol. I, fol. 216 on Sü. 1.12.2.
3
Na ca täni jfiänäni parasparavirodhena pravrttatvät satyäni tasmädajfiänameva
sreyah, op. cit.} Vol. I, fol. 34 on Sü. 1.1.2.14.
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is best since with an excess of knowledge, there is an increase of
mistakes (dosätireka-)'.1
(150) Even the reference to the conflicting theories about the ätman
may be attributed to the early Sceptic, since each one of the theories
stated were current by the time of the Päli Nikäyas and all of them
could be traced to the period of the Early Upanisads. Thus the
pantheistic ätman, which is 'made of everything' (sarvamayah,
idammayah adomayah, Brh. 4.4.5) would be omnipresent (sarvagatam)
while the transcendent ätman defined negatively (neti neti, Brh. 3.9.26)
would not be so. Again at Katha 2.3.17, the ätman is of 'the size of a
digit' (angustamätrah), while at Chändogya 3.14.3, the ätman is 'smaller
than a kernel of a grain of millet'2 (atmä aniyän syämäkatandulät).
Again at Brhadäranyaka 2.3.1, Brahman which is identical with the
ätman is said 'both to have form and also be formless' (mürtam
caivämurtan ca). Likewise at Katha 2.3.17 the ätman 'resides in the
heart' (hrdaye sannivistah) while at Aitareya Aranyaka 2.1.4.6 it (i.e.
brahman=ätman) is located in the head (siro'srayata). It is not at all
surprising that the Sceptics would have been quick to see these con
tradictions in the Upanisads in an age when the Vedäntic interpretation
(or for that matter, the interpretations of Deussen or Radhakrishnan)
which tries to synthesize all these contradictions, was not known.
(151) The sophisticated argument against the concept of omniscience
appears to be too involved or complicated to belong to the early
Sceptics but here again we need not doubt that they would have
questioned the possibility of omniscience in an age when there was
more than one claimant to omniscience. The leader of the Jains claimed
omniscience according to the evidence of both the Buddhist as well as
the Jain texts (v. infra, 311) and so did Pürana Kassapa (v. infra, 196).
Omniscience is claimed for Makkhali Gosäla in the later Tamil texts
Civanänacittiyär and Nilakeci as Prof. Basham has shown (op. cit.,
p. 276), though there is no evidence that he himself claimed omniscience.
It is not unlikely that since the Buddha argued .against the claims to
1
Kimetadjnänam satyamutäsatyamiti ? Yathä ajfiänameva sreyo yathä
yathä ca jnänätisayastathä tathäca dosätireka iti, op. eh., Vol. I, fol. 35 on
Sü. 1.1.2.17,
2
Here the Upanisad is itself possibly trying to explain the contradictions in
previous theories by turning them into paradoxes since it also says that the ätman
'is greater than the earth', etc.
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omniscience on the part of religious teachers (v. infra, 311), the Sceptics
would likewise have done so. The sayings which state that with a
limited knowledge no one can know that any person is omniscient,
e.g. 'näsarvajnah sarvajiiarn jänäti'; 'sarvajno' säviti hyetattatkäle
pi bubhutsubhih tajjnänajneyavijnänarahitair gamyate katham' are
also quoted elsewhere 1 and may possibly have been old sayings of the
Sceptics. Another saying bearing on this topic specifically attributed
to the Sceptics and criticized, reads as follows: 'All teachings are like
the utterances of barbarians since they have no (epistemic) basis'
(chinnamülatvät mlecchänubhäsanavat sarvam upadesädikam, op. eh.,
Vol. I, fol. 35 on Sü. 1.1.2.17). This was possibly directed mainly
against those who claimed to speak with authority on the presumption
of their omniscience. O n the basis of these sayings we may perhaps
surmise that they argued that since the human intellect was limited no
one could claim to know everything with such a limited intellect. They
may have even extended this argument to arrive at their Scepticism.
None of the metaphysical theories claiming to be true, which are the
products of such a limited intellect, can be known to be true, since they
are mutually contradictory. Now, no new theory can also be true since
it is bound to contradict one or more of the existing theories. Therefore
nothing can be known to be true. Thus the contradictions of meta
physics and the impossibility of omniscience may have led them to
accept Scepticism. One thing we need not doubt and that is that these
Sceptics more than any other thinkers of their age appear to have been
struck by the fact that the conflicting theories not of one tradition but
of all schools seemed to cancel each other out. And in this respect the
Sceptics were really the children of the age in which they lived.
(151 A) That the period immediately preceding the rise of Buddhism
was one in which there was an interminable variety of views on matters
pertaining to metaphysics, morality and religion is clear from the
references to them in the Buddhist and Jain texts. The Brahmajäla
Sutta ( D . 1.12-38) refers to fifty-eight schools of thought other than
the four schools or types of Sceptics referred to. It is not improbable
that some of these are only possible schools not current at the time
(y. supra, 141) but there are good grounds to think that many of them
were actually existing schools in view of the independent literary
sources which refer to them. Similarly, the Sütrakrtänga mentions three
hundred and sixty-three schools. This list is artificially made up mainly
1

v. op. cit.y Vol. I, fol. 35 on Su. 1.1.2.16.
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but not solely on the basis of the categories of Jainism itself1 but there
would be little reason to deny the existence of the four main schools
of Kriyäväda, Akriyäväda, Ajnänikaväda and Vainayikaväda and
probably several subgroups among them. A brief account of the doc
trines of some of these schools is given in several contexts of the
Sütrakrtänga (j.1.1.8-18, 1.2.1-28, 1.6.27, 1.12.2-11, 2.1.14-30, 2.2.79)
and these accounts do not appear to be in the least artificial.
(152) When we consider this historical background, it is only to be ex
pected that the Sceptics should appear at this time. In the Sütrakrtänga,
they are called the 'annäniyä' (Skr. ajfiänikäh), i.e. the 'ignorant
ones' or 'sceptics' or 'those who deny knowledge' (v. supra, 147),
translated as 'agnostics' by Jacobi (SBE., Vol. 45, pp. 241, 315). They
are mentioned in a few places (Sü. 1.1.2.17, 1.6.27, 1.21.1-2, 2.2.79)
and are considered one of the four important schools of thought. But
the information given about them in the texts themselves is meagre. It
is said that 'the speculations (vmiamsä) of the Sceptics do not land
them in ignorance (as they ought to); when they cannot instruct
themselves in the truth (param), how can they instruct others'
(annäniyänam vimamsä annäne na viniyacchai, appano ya param
nälam, kuto annänusasiüm), Sü. 1.1.2.17). Jacobi translates annäne na
viniyacchai, as 'cannot lead to knowledge' {op. cit., p. 241) but this is
not supported by the text or the commentary. Even if we translate, na
vi-niyacchai (Skr. na vi-niyacchati) as 'cannot lead to', annäne (Skr.
1

Silänka makes up the list of 363 'schools' as follows (v. op. cit., Vol. I, fol.

212, 3 ) :

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Kriyävädins
Akriyävadins
Ajnänikas
Vainayikas

180
84
67
32

(kriyävadinämasltyadhikm satama bhavati)
(akriyävadinäm . . . caturasiti)
(ajfiänikänäm . . . saptasastih)
(vainayikänäm . . . dvätrimsat)

363

Total

(i) The 180 Kriyävädins are as follows: the variables are—the nine categories
of Jainism such as jiva-, etc., the two principles of svatah and paratah, the two
attributes of nitya- and anitya-, the five concepts of käla,- sävabhäva-, niyati-,
isvara- and ätman-. This gives 9 X 2 X 2 X 5 = 1 8 0 .
(ii) The variables are—the 7 categories of jiva-, etc., taken negatively, the
two principles of svatah and paratah, the six concepts (note the difference of these
concepts from those enumerated in (i)), viz. käla-, yadrcchä-, niyati-, svabhäva-,
isvara-, ätma-. This gives 7 X 2 X 6 = 8 4 .
(iii) For Ajfianikas, v. infra, 157.
(iv) The variables are the four duties (of manas-, väk-, käya-, and däna-)
towards seven types of people; 7 X 4 = 2 8 .
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ajfiäne) is not 'knowledge' but the opposite of it; the commentary
explains the phrase as follows: 'Ajfiäne' ajnänavisaye 'na niyacchati'
na niscayena yacchati, nävatarati (op. cit., Vol. I, fol. 35), which means,
the '(speculations) do not definitely take them or place them in the
realm of ignorance'. What is meant is that their scepticism should
lead them logically to the conclusion that they know nothing whatso
ever, but in fact their 'reflections have the features of knowledge'
(paryälocanasya jnänarüpatvät, loc. cit.) and 'one cannot understand'
(na budhyate, loc. cit.) how they claim to know such propositions as
'ignorance is best' (ajnanameva sreyah, loc. cit.), etc. So when they
claim that they are Sceptics they are (according to this Jain criticism)
in fact claiming to have some knowledge as revealed by their dicta and
thereby they are contradicting themselves. The other context in which
something informative is asserted about the Sceptics states that 'these
Sceptics being "experts" are uncommitted' (asamthuyä—asambaddhäh)
(commentary, op. cit., Vol I, fol. 215); Jacobi translates as "reason
incoherently" (pp. cit., p. 316) but they have not overcome doubt;
unskilled they teach the unskilled and utter falsehood without dis
crimination' (annäniyä tä kusalävi santä, asanthuyä no vitigicchatinnä,
akoviyä ähu akoviyehim, anänuvittu musam vayanti, Sü. 1.12.2).
(153) Though the Sütrakrtänga itself tells us little, Silänka's commen
tary, as we have already seen, is more informative. The main difference
that we notice between Silänka's account and that in the Päli Nikäyas
is that the former stresses the intellectual grounds for their scepticism,
while the emphasis in the latter is on the practical value or the prag
matic reasons for Scepticism. While the general argument for scepti
cism appears to have been the one we outlined above (v. supra, 148),
an often quoted saying of the Sceptic throws a little more light on the
rational basis of their scepticism. It is said that the Sceptics hold that
'scepticism is the best since it is difficult to gauge the thought processes
of another' (paracetovrttinäm duranvayatvädajnänameva sreyah, op.
cit., Vol. I, fol. 35 on Sü. 1.1.2.17; cp. paracetovrttinäm duranvayatvät,
op. cit., Vol. I, fol. 216 on Sü. 1.12.1). The difficulty of knowing
another's mind seems to be one of the reasons why the Sceptics held
to their other dictum that 'all teachings are like the utterances of
barbarians since they have no (epistemic) basic' (v. supra, 151).
Silänka himself following the Sütrakrtänga makes use of this idea in
another connection and observes that 'owing to the difficulty of know
ing another's mind, they do not grasp what is intended by the words
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of their teacher and thus repeat the other's words like a barbarian with
out understanding the real meaning'.1 This idea seems to be borrowed
from the Sceptics. The fact that Silänka himself does not as a Jain believe
that one cannot know another's mind is clear from his criticism of this
sceptical view. He says it is false (asat), because the Sceptics themselves
cannot believe this. For they put forward views such as 'scepticism is
best' (ajnänameva sreyah, v. supra, 147) intended to instruct others,
He quotes in his favour a non-sceptical view which says that 'the inner
mind of another can be apprehended by his external features, gestures,
movements, gait, speech and the changes in his eyes and face'.2
(154) Here again, we do not know on what grounds the Sceptic held
the view that one cannot know another's mind but it is evident that
this theory itself could have led him to scepticism. If one cannot know
another's mind, communication is impossible and knowledge no longer
becomes objective. We may profitably compare this view with that of
the Greek sophist, who believed in the incommunicability of what we
claim to know. In Gorgias' book 3 on 'Nature or the Non-existent', he
sets forth three propositions, viz. (1) that nothing exists, (2) that if
anything exists it cannot be known, and (3) that if it can be known, the
knowledge cannot be communicated. The Ajnänikas seem to have
agreed with propositions (2) and (3) but not (1) since quite con
sistently with their scepticism they could not categorically hold that
'nothing exists' but only that 'nothing could be known to exist'. This
is the same as proposition (2), thus granting the possibility of existence.
Now Gorgias proves proposition (2) by showing that knowledge is
identical with sense-perception and that since sense-impressions differ
with different people, no two people can have the same sense-impres
sions with regard to an object. Therefore knowledge, which must
necessarily be objective, is not possible because of this subjectivity.
For the same reason this knowledge being identical with sensation,
cannot be communicated. The Indian Sceptics may possibly have
reasoned on similar lines, though one cannot be quite certain about
this, due to the lack of any definite evidence. The argument against the
possibility of complete knowledge (v. supra, 148) seems to give a faint
1
Evam paracetovrttlnäm duranvayatvädupadesturapi yathävasthitavivaksayä
grahanäsambhavänniscayärthamajänänä mlecchavadaparoktam anubhäsanta eva,
op. cit,, Vol. I, fol. 35 on Sü. 1.1.2.16.
2
äkärairirigitairgatyä cestayä bhäsitena ca netravaktravikäraisca grhyate
'ntargatam manah, op. eh., Vol. I, fol. 35 on Sü. 1.1.2.17.
3
W . T, Stace, A Critical History of Greek Philosophy, pp. 116-7.
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indication of this. Here it was said that whatever we apprehend has the
three parts, near (arväk-), middle (madhya-), and outer (para-) and
that we in fact apprehend only the near part (tasyärvägbhägasyevopalabdhih, loc. cit.). N o w this is certainly true of visual perception and in a
sense of sense-perception in general. W e see only the near side (the
side facing us) of objects, so that what each person sees of the object
would be different according to the individual perspective. So if we are
arväg-darsinah (a term which is frequently used in the sayings of
Sceptics) or 'near-side-seers', our knowledge at least of physical
objects, being dependent on our individual perspectives, would be
subjective since these perspectives would be different with different
individuals. In the absence of objectivity, there is no knowledge at all
and the private experiences or impressions of the different individuals
would be incommunicable. Whether the early Sceptics would have
employed such reasoning or not it is difficult to say but they certainly
seem to have held that one could not know another's mind and this
seems to have been one of the grounds of their Scepticism.
(155) As we have seen, Silänka's account stresses the intellectual basis
of their scepticism rather than the pragmatic or moral reasons for it,
but the fact that they were also present is evident from some of his
observations about the Sceptics. According to Silänka 'the Sceptics . . .
conceive that even if there was knowledge it is useless (nisphalam)
since it has many disadvantages (bahudosavat)' (Ajnänikänäm . . .
jnänam tu sadapi nisphalam bahudosavaccetyevamabhyupagamavatäm,
op. cit., Vol. I, fol. 215). This shows that they not only considered
knowledge to be impossible but that it was useless. In enumerating the
sixty-seven 'types' of Sceptics, Silänka puts the question of the
Sceptic in two forms, viz. ' W h o knows that the soul exists? Of what
use is this knowledge? W h o knows that the soul does not exist? O f
what use is this knowledge? e t c ' (san jivah ko vetti? kirn vä tena
jnänena? asan jivah ko vetti? kirn vä tena jnänena? op. cit., Vol. I,
fol. 36 on Sü. 1.1.2.20; also Vol. I, fol. 212). T h e second of these forms
is clearly meant to imply that they adopted Scepticism on pragmatic
considerations as well.
(156) Silänka does not shed any more light on what the Sceptics
considered as the defects or disadvantages (dosa-) of knowledge but
as we shall see the accounts in the Päli Nikäyas pay a good deal of
attention to this aspect of their scepticism. But since we shall be dealing
with each school of Sceptics mentioned in the Brahmajäla Sutta
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separately, we may briefly state here what the Sceptics seem to have
considered to be the defects or disadvantages of knowledge. The sense
in which the term dosa- is used by Silanka in elucidating the views of
the Sceptics is not very clear. In the passage in which knowledge was
condemned ((v. supra, 148) as giving rise to a multitude of dosa(bahutaradosasambhavät), it was apparent from the context that the
word meant 'intellectual confusions' and not 'moral injuries' as sugges
ted by Barua (v. supra, 148), who was probably influenced by the picture
of the Sceptic as drawn in the Buddhist texts. The other uses (e.g. 'the
greater the knowledge the greater the dosa', yathä yathä ca jnänätisayas
tathä tathä ca dosätireka-, op. ciu, Vol. I, fol. 35 on Sü. 1.1.2.17)
were less clear and dosa- could here have meant (ambiguously) 'moral
disadvantages'. In the Brahmajäla Sutta, however, we find that the
first two schools of Sceptics held that there were undesirable psycho
logical and moral consequences of claiming knowledge under condi
tions, when it was impossible to know the facts for certain. According
to the first school (v. infra, 159), we have a liking or bias for (chando,
rägo) a proposition and a dislike or a bias against its contradictory
(doso, patigho), when we come to accept it as true without valid
grounds. Since this is grounded on one's prejudices for and against,
the proposition itself is said to be false and its acceptance wrong or
mistaken (musä). Now, uttering a falsehood or doing a wrong thing
is a source of remorse (vighäto) and is a moral danger (antaräyo).
According to the second school (v. infra, 166), the bias for or against
is an entanglement (upädänam) which is again a moral danger
(antaräyo). The third school (v. infra, 167) seems to have been
impressed by the psychologically and morally disastrous consequences
of debating their theories, on the part of those who claimed to know
and believe in them. We must not forget that during this period not
only were there a variety of theories but a good many of them were
being hotly debated (v. infra, Ch. V), resulting in one party having to
undergo the miseries of defeat. Sometimes these debates seem to have
given rise to bickering and quarrels among the contending parties.
This third school of Sceptics, if not the first and second as well, seem
to have concluded that all this self-imposed unhappiness was due to
baseless claims to knowledge and that Scepticism was superior to
making such claims. It is probable that these were among the defects
or disadvantages (dosa-) of knowledge spoken of in some of Silänka's
quotations from the Sceptics. If so it would be seen that there were
both pragmatic as well as intellectual grounds for their scepticism.
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(157) As we have mentioned {v. supra, 151) Silänka speaks of sixtyseven 'types' of Sceptics in order to make up the figure three hundred
and sixty-three, the number of schools of thought, mentioned in the
Sütrakrtänga. But they are neither schools nor types and the list is
artificially made up mainly but not solely out of the concepts of Jainism
itself. He takes the nine categories (navapadärtha-) of Jainism, each
according to the seven forms of predication (saptabhangakäh). This
gives sixty three (i.e. 9X7) forms of sceptical questions, which are
considered to represent sixty three 'types' of Sceptics asking these
questions. The last four 'types' are more interesting and possibly
represent a kind of question, which the Sceptics themselves asked.
They are as follows:
(i) Sati bhävotpattih ko vetti? Who knows whether there is an
arising of psychological states ?
(ii) Asati bhävotpattih ko vetti? Who knows whether there is no
arising of psychological states?
(iii) Sadasati bhävotpattih ko vetti? Who knows whether there is
and is no arising of psychological states ?
(iv) Avaktavyo bhävotpattih ko vetti? Who knows whether the
arising of psychological states is impredicable? Silänka comments
that the 'other three possibilities of predication do not apply in the
case of the arising of psychological states'1. The question of 'the
arising of consciousness' (saniiuppäda-) is one on which there
seems to have been a good deal of speculation during the period
of the Päli Nikäyas and four different theories on this subject
are mentioned in the Potthapäda Sutta (D. 1.180). This could have
easily provoked these sceptical questions, but what is interesting is the
fourfold mode of predication adopted. It is possible that Silänka did
this merely to complete the figure of sixty-seven and his explanation
that this subject does not admit of the other forms of predication is too
puerile to be taken seriously. But it is also not unlikely that the Sceptics
in fact adopted a fourfold scheme of predication as we have suggested
(v. infra, 184) in discussing the evidence from the Päli texts.
(158) The Päli term used to refer to the Sceptics, namely, Amarävikkhepikäy seems to be a nickname and has probably been correctly
translated as 'eel-wrigglers' (Prof. Rhys Davids, SBB., Vol. II,
pp. 37 ff.). It is however a word whose meaning is obscure and the
1
Uttaram bhangatrayam . . . bhävotpattau na sambhavatiti, op. cit.y Vol. I,
fol. 213.
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commentary offers two explanations of it. It is said that it may mean
'those who are confused by their endless beliefs and words'. 1 The
alternative explanation is that amarä stands for a species of fish, who
are in the habit of running about in the water, constantly emerging and
diving down so that it is difficult to get hold of them and that similarly
this theory (Scepticism) runs hither and thither without arriving at a
definite conclusion.2 The fact that the commentator gives two alterna
tive explanations of the word shows that he himself was uncertain
about its meaning. The latter is probably to be preferred since amarä
as meaning endless (pariyantarahita-) is far-fetched. Väcävikkhepa- is
used as a synonym of amarävikkhepa-,3 and probably means Verbal
jugglery' in view of the fact that these thinkers would have appeared
in the eyes of their opponents to evade committing themselves with
regard to the truth or falsity of a proposition. When Ajätasattu refers
to the theory as just vikkhepam he probably means the same, i.e.
'jugglery' or 'confusion'.
(159) The Buddhist texts refer to and briefly define the views of
different schools of Sceptics. They are spoken of collectively as 'some
recluses and brahmins who wriggle like eels. For when a question is
put to them on this or that matter they resort to verbal jugglery and
eel-wriggling on four grounds'. 4 The first of these schools is described
as follows: 'Herein a certain recluse or brahmin does not understand,
as it really is, that this is good or this is evil. And it occurs to him:
I do not understand what is good or evil as it really is. Not under
standing what is good or evil, as it really is, if I were to assert that this
is good and this is evil, that will be due to my likes, desires, aversions
or resentments. If it were due to my likes, desires, aversions or resent
ments, it would be wrong. And if I were wrong, it would cause me
worry (vighäto) and worry would be a moral danger to me (antaräyo).
Thus, through fear of being wrong (musävädabhayä) and the abhor
rence of being wrong, he does not assert anything to be good or evil
and on questions being put to him on this or that matter he resorts to
verbal jugglery and eel-wriggling, saying: I do not say so, I do not
1

Amaräya ditthiyä väcäya vikkhepo ti amarävikkhepo. DA. 1.115.
Aparo nayo. Amarä näma macchajäti, sä ummujjana-nimujjanädivasena
udake sandhävamänä gahetum na sakkoti. Evam eva ayam pi vädo ito c'ito ca
sandhävati gäham na upagacchati ti amarävikkhepo vuccati, loc. c'it.
3
. . . väcävikkhepam äpajjati amarävikkhepam, D . I.27.
4
Santi. . . eke samanabrähmanä amarävikkhepikä, tattha tattha pafiham putthä
samänä väcävikkhepam äpajjanti amarä vikkhepam catühi vatthühi, D . I.24.
2
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say thus, I do not say otherwise, I do not say no, I deny the denials
{lit. I do not say, "no, no")'. 1
(160) This description as it stands obviously admits of more than one
interpretation. On a very literal interpretation of it, it need not repre
sent the point of view of a Sceptic at all, unless we mean by a Sceptic
a person who suspends his judgment on the truth or falsity of a
proposition, in the absence of adequate evidence or grounds for believ
ing in its truth or falsity. If this class of thinkers merely refused to
assert that something was positively good or evil, unless they had
objective grounds for doing so, without being misled by subjective
bias due to their likes and dislikes, they would not be Sceptics but
critical thinkers recommending the outlook of science or intelligent
commonsense. The only difference from scientific scepticism, which
advocates the suspension of judgment in the absence of good evidence
or valid grounds for asserting the truth or falsity of a proposition,
would be that these thinkers did not merely consider that it was
intellectually unsatisfactory not to suspend judgment under such
circumstances, but that it was a moral danger (antaräyo) as well not
to do so.
(161) Such an evaluation, however, is prima facie improbable. For if
they suspended judgment only until knowledge was possible without
ruling out the possibility of knowledge altogether, they would not
have been known to their opponents as having persistently refused to
commit themselves by asserting or denying all the logically possible
alternatives at least in respect of ethical propositions. It is, therefore,
very probable that they not merely denied knowledge of ethical pro
positions but claimed that such propositions were, in principle,
unknowable, and that if we held that such propositions were either
true or false, as the case may be, we would be guided by our prejudices.
1
Idha . . . ekacco samano vä brähmano vä idam kusalan ti yathäbhütam na
ppajänäti, idam akusalan ti yathäbhütam nappajänäti. Tassa evam hoti: Aham
kho idam kusalan ti yathäbhütam nappajänämi, idam akusalanti yathäbhütam
nappajänämi. Ahan c'eva kho pana idam kusalan ti yathäbhütam appajänanto,
idam akusalan ti yathäbhütam appajänanto idam kusalan ti vä vyäkareyyam,
idam akusalan ti vä vyäkareyyam, tattha me assa chando vä rägo vä doso vä
patigho vä tarn mam'assa musä. Yam mam'assa musä so mam'assa
vighäto. Yo mam'assa vighäto so mam'assaa ntaräyo ti. Iti so musävädabhayä
musävädaparijegucchä n'ev'idam kusalan ti vyäkaroti na pana idam akusalan ti
vyäkaroti, tattha tattha panham puttho samäno väcävikkhepam äpajjati amarävikkhepam: Evam pi me no. Tathä ti pi me no. Annatha ti pi me no. No ti pi me
no. No no ti pi me no ti. D . I.24-5.
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Hence it would be wrong on our part to make these assertions or these
assertions (or denials) would be false. Although their scepticism, with
regard to ethical propositions (what was good and evil) is specifically
referred to, it is not unlikely that their scepticism extended to all
propositions and that they denied the possibility of any knowledge
whatsoever in view of the fact that they are said to have given sceptical
answers 'when questioned on this or that matter' (tattha tattha panham
puttho, loc. cit.).
(162) This school of Sceptics is differentiated from the others on the
grounds that they adopted scepticism 'through fear or aversion to
asserting what was false (musä-vädabhäyä musävädapanjegucchä)',
since what was asserted (or denied) would be false if the assertion was
due merely to one's likes or dislikes. Strictly speaking, however, an
assertion made out of subjective bias need not necessarily be false,
although it would be wrong to make the assertion unless there were
good grounds for doing so. Therefore what is probably meant in this
context is that in the absence of objective criteria for judging what was
good or evil (or for asserting any proposition) we are led to hold some
view or another out of subjective bias and that this is wrong. Whatever
the explanation may be, it was the fear of believing in a proposition
out of prejudice in the absence of certain knowledge that made them
Sceptics. Their Scepticism is therefore due primarily to intellectual
reasons but from the account given of it a moral reason was also
present in that they hold that doing the wrong thing or uttering a false
hood could cause worry or remorse (vighäto) and be a moral danger
(antaräyo) as well.
(163) This shows that despite their scepticism with regard to the
objectivity or the knowability of moral judgments, they held certain
subjective traits to be desirable. The commentary explains antaräyaas 'a hindrance to heaven or salvation'.1 If this comment is relevant
then this class of thinkers were not purely intellectual Sceptics but seem
to have adopted scepticism on the grounds that knowledge was not
only impossible but was a danger to moral development and salvation,
a view which may have influenced Buddhism in regard to its attitude
to the 'indeterminate questions' (avyäkatas) (y. infra, 813). In the
Sütrakrtänga, it is said that the Sceptics (Ajfiänikavädäh) along with
the other three main philosophical schools (Kriyäväda, Akriyäväda,
Vainayikaväda) 'teach final beatitude and final deliverance' (2.2.79,
1

Saggassa c'eva maggassa ca antaräyo, DA. 1.155.
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SBE., Vol. 45, p. 385). As Jacobi points out, in the commentary on the
Uttarädhyayana Sütra (18.23), it is said that the Sceptics (Ajnänavädinah) 'contend that knowledge is not necessary for salvation but
tapas'1 is, and Jacobi commenting on this says that 'this seems identical
with the karmapatha'.1
(164) The sacrificial brahmins of the Brähmanas proper, who continued
in the Upanisadic period recommending the path of action (karmamärga-), were undoubtedly against the claims to metaphysical and
intuitive knowledge on the part of the Upanisadic thinkers. However,
there is no reason to think that they were sceptics or agnostics in the
matter of knowledge. They certainly claimed the veracity of certain
ethical propositions. The modified theory of the path of action (karmamärga- or karmapatha-) to be found in the Isä Upanisad and later in the
Bhagavadgitä is less averse to knowledge. The Isä, while condemning
those who delight in knowledge as being in greater darkness than
those who are ignorant,2 nevertheless speaks of some kind of know
ledge with which immortality is obtained (vidyayämrtam asnute, op.
cit., 11). Barua calls the thinkers of the Kena Upanisad, viz. the Keniyas, 'sceptics' (op. cit., pp. 261, 319). However, they were properly
agnostics, who denied the possibility of conceptual or sensory know
ledge of reality3 while not denying that reality 'was known by an
awakening' (pratibodhaviditam4). Likewise, faith (sraddhä) in the
Upanisads was never divorced from knowledge and there is no
evidence of a faith movement in the Upanisads, which decried know
ledge. It is those who have both knowledge and faith5 who attain
immortality. Moreover, faith (sraddhä) is said to accompany both tapas
and knowledge.6
(165) It is not intrinsically impossible that there were a set of thinkers
in the Vedic tradition who, because they believed in the efficacy of
1

SBE., Vol. 15, p. 83, fn. 2.
Tato bhüya iva te tamo ya u vidyäyäm ratäh, 9.
3
Na tatra caksur gacchati na vag gacchati na manah na vidmo na vijänimo
yathaitad anusisyät, 3; cp. 7; 2.2.3.
4
2.4. Radhakrishnan translates the phrase as 'when it is known through every
state of cognition' and quotes in support a cryptic comment of Safikara (bodham
bodham prati viditam) but this surely contradicts what is stated one verse earlier,
namely that 'it is not understood by those who understand it' (avijfiätam vijänatäm, 2.3).
5
Brh. 6.2.15, te ya evam etad viduh, ye cam! aranye sraddhäm satyam
upäsate,...
6
Mund. 1.2.11, tapah sraddhe ye hy upavasanty aranye säntä vidvämso . . .
2
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rituals and the value of faith, pronounced that knowledge, whether
empirical, metaphysical, or intuitive was a hindrance to moral progress
and salvation. But their existence is not testified in the literature itself
and it would be methodologically unsound to believe in their existence
since we would have to depend on an argumentum e silentio. Even if
they existed without leaving a trace of their doctrines in the Vedic
literature, they cannot be identified with the first school of Sceptics as
we know them from the passage under discussion. For in that case
they should not declare the impossibility of knowledge but merely
denounce it as morally dangerous. As we have shown (y. supra, 148150) it is unlikely that this first school of Sceptics would have come
into being before the air was polluted (or rather enriched) with a
multitude of contending theories. Thus people came to feel on the one
hand that knowledge was uncertain and on the other that claims to
knowledge were morally dangerous in that one might believe in what
was in fact untrue and/or lead a factious and contentious life engaged
in dispute and debate in defending one's beliefs. It is in such circum
stances that we can expect to find an intellectual scepticism at the
theoretical level coupled with the practice of the good life as it was
traditionally known or best understood at the time.
(166) The description of the second school of Sceptics is almost
identical with that of the first except for the difference that according to
these thinkers, to be led to believe in a proposition by one's likes,
desires, aversions and resentments would be an entanglement (upädänam, D. 1.25-6). Such entanglement would be a source of worry
(vighäto) and as such a moral danger (antaräyo). Upädäna- literally
means 'grasping' or 'clinging' (PTS. Dictionary, s.v. sense 2) but since
these words express a pro-attitude1 in that we grasp what we like or
desire but not what we hate or are averse to, it would be better to
translate the word as 'entanglement' or 'act of involvement'. For it is
obviously intended to include the objects that we like as well as dislike.
Prof. Rhys Davids translates the word as 'grasping condition of the
heart which causes rebirth' (op. cit.^ p. 38) but this, as standing for a
concept of the Sceptics, need not, and indeed cannot, from the context
have the same technical significance as it has in Buddhism. In the
Buddhist context the word commonly means 'the entanglement or
involvement that leads to becoming or survival in the next life'
1
On the use of this word see P. H. Nowell-Smith, Ethics, Penguin Books,
pp. 112-21.
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(upädänapaccayäbhavo, D. 11-57) but there is no need to believe that
these Sceptics, would have had such a definite belief in survival or
rebirth, though they would not have dismissed the possibility. If as
was said in the Sütrakrtänga, the Sceptics too entertained beliefs about
heaven and salvation (v. supra, 613) it is possible that they held them
on pragmatic grounds without claiming actual knowledge. For, if
Silänka's observations are correct, a favourite dictum of theirs was
'Of what use is this knowledge' (kirn vä tena jnänena? v. supra, 155)
as they did not believe that claims to knowledge had any pragmatic
value. However, based on what is implied from the context, the more
probable explanation is that this school of Sceptics merely considered
it undesirable to be involved in beliefs based on one's likes or dislikes.
They held this view not on the grounds that such involvement would
lead to rebirth or survival but rather because such beliefs would be a
source of worry and mental disquietude (vighäta-). In any case, it is
clear that this school of thinkers, unlike the first, adopted Scepticism
primarily out of moral considerations rather than for intellectual
reasons although the latter were not absent.
(167) The next school of sceptical thinkers is said to argue as follows:
T do not know, as it really is, what is good and what is evil and not
knowing, if I were to pronounce that this is good or this is evil, then
I would have to join issue, argue and debate with recluses and brahmins,
learned, subtle, hair-splitters, skilled in controversy, who go about
debunking with their intellect the theories of others. If I were to join
issue, argue and debate with them, I would not be able to explain to
them. If I were unable to explain to them, that would cause me worry
(vighäta-) and be moral danger (antaräyo).' Thus because he fears and
detests interrogation (anuyoga-)1 he does not 'pronounce this to be
good nor that to be evil'.2
1
This is a technical term associated with the debate defined in the Caraka
Samhitä, v. infra, 322.
2
Aham kho idam kusalan ti yathäbhütam nappajänämi, idam akusalan ti yathä
bhütam nappajänämi. Ahan c'eva kho pana idam kusalan ti yathäbhütam appajänanto, idam akusalan ti yathäbhütam appajänanto idam kusalan ti vä vyäkareyyam—santi hi kho pana samanabrähmanä panditä nipunä kataparappavädä
valavedhirüpä vobhindantä manne caranti panfiägatena ditthigatäni -te mam
tattha samanuyunjeyyum samanugäheyyum samanubhäseyyum. Ye mam tattha
samanuyunjeyyum samanugäheyyum, tesäham na sampäyeyyam. Yesäham na
sampäyeyyam so mam'assa vighäto so mam'assa antaräyo ti. Iti so anuyogabhayä
anuyogaparijegucchä n'ev'idam kusalan ti vyäkaroti, na pan'idam akusalan ti
vyäkaroti . . ., D . I.26.
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(168) This passage is again obscure. As it stands it merely states that
there were a set of thinkers, who, because of their ignorance of the
truth or falsity of moral propositions, did not desire to engage in
debate with skilled dialecticians. For they would not be able to con
vince them of their scepticism and this would be a source of worry
and a moral danger to them.
(169) What is not clear from the above account is whether they
wished to avoid debate because they were Sceptics or whether they
adopted Scepticism because they wanted to avoid debate. The passage
seems to be suggesting or saying both at once. On the one hand it
seems to be saying that these thinkers 'do not know' that something is
definitely good or evil and that their scepticism leads them to avoid
debate, while on the other hand it seems to be saying that they do not
want to 'pronounce that this is good or this is evil' because they feared
debate. In the former case, as Sceptics, they would probably have found
that they partially agreed with any or every thesis that their opponents
put forward except of course the thesis that 'there is knowledge'. They
had no particular thesis of their own that their opponents could dis
prove unless it be their scepticism itself. Thus it would have been
difficult to convince their opponents of their scepticism inasmuch as
according to the current rules of debate it was required that one party
put forward a definite proposition to be proved (v. infra, 344). In the
latter case, they would have adopted scepticism either because they saw
the futility of debate where skilled dialecticians could apparently prove
thesis as well as anti-thesis and/or because they saw the moral dangers
of debate since debates resulted in the defeat of one party or the other
and frayed tempers as well. They would have seen that there was no
point or purpose in debate since one was nowhere nearer the truth at
the end of it and at the same time feared debate because it could result
in loss of their mental equanimity which they valued. This seems to be
the more probable explanation judging from what we learned about
these sceptics from Silänka's account.
(170) We have hitherto spoken of three schools of Sceptical thinkers,
namely those who adopted scepticism primarily through fear of false
hood (musävädabhayä), through fear of involvement (upädänabhayä)
or fear of interrogation in debate (anuyogabhayä). All three schools
considered the consequences of falsehood, involvement and interroga
tion psychologically undesirable in that they cause remorse or worry
(vighäta-), which was a (moral) danger or hindrance (antaräya-). It
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seems to be clear from this that there was much in common between
these three schools or types of Sceptics and that they valued mental
stability if not the cultivation of some sort of ideal state of mind.
(171) Apart from the few hints that we get about these Sceptics from
Buddhist and Jain sources, we have not been able to trace any positive
reference to them elsewhere in Indian thought. But the account given
of the scepticism of Pyrrho, who is said to have been influenced by
Indian thought, * bears a remarkable similarity to the point of view
of these Sceptics. The quotation preserved by Aristocles from one of
Timon's prose works and which is supposed to represent the views of
Timon's teacher, Pyrrho, reads as follows: 'He himself (Pyrrho) has
left nothing in writing but his disciple Timon says that the man who is
to be happy must look to these three things: (1) what is the nature of
things, (2) what attitude should we take to them, and (3) what those
who take this attitude will gain by it. He says that he declared that
things were in an equal degree indifferent and unstable and incapable
of being tested. For this reason neither our senses nor our opinions are
true or false. So we must not put our trust in them but be free from
beliefs and inclinations and unshaken, saying of each thing in turn that
it no more is than it is not or that it both is and is not or that it neither
is nor is not. And those who take this attitude, Timon says will first
gain speechlessness (abasia) and then imperturbability (ara/xx^a)'. 2
(172) One difference that we seem to observe on the surface is that
Pyrrho's scepticism appears to be all-embracing while the scepticism
of the three schools outlined above seems to have been more or less
confined to moral propositions. But this appearance is deceptive. With
regard to all three of these schools, it is stated, that they gave sceptical
answers 'when questioned on each and every matter' (tattha tattha
panham puttho, D.I., pp. 24, 25, 26). The reason for high-lighting
the ethical examples was probably due to the Buddhists themselves
being mainly concerned with this aspect of their teachings just as much
as the account given by Silänka of the different 'types' of Sceptics
(v. supra, 157) gave one the impression that the Sceptics were mainly
interested in the concepts and categories of Jainism.
(173) If we compare the doctrines of the above three schools of
Sceptics with the account given above of the scepticism of Pyrrho, it
1

ERE., Vol. 11, p. 228, v. 'Sceptics'; he is said to have 'studied philosophy
under Indian Gymnosophists and Chaldean Magi'.
2
Loc. eh., p. 229.
E
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would be interesting to observe that both hold that (1) there were no
beliefs or opinions which were true or false and therefore (2) we should
give no positive answer to any of the logical alternatives. It would also
be seen that (3) the four logical alternatives mentioned in Timon's
account (i.e. is, is not, both is and is not, neither is nor is not) are
identical with that of Sanjaya, the Buddhists and perhaps also of the
three schools of Sceptics as we have shown below (y. infra, 184).
Lastly (4) the value of the sceptical attitude is said by Pyrrho to lie in
the fact that it promotes speechlessness (aphasia) and mental imperturbability (ataraxia), which seem to be the states of mind regarded as
ideal by the above schools of Sceptics since they held that anything
that caused mental instability was a hindrance. Because of Pyrrho's
love of quietism, Burnet1 thinks that Pyrrho is more of a quietist than
a sceptic and is inclined to regard him as being nearer the Buddhist
ideal: 'We see that those who knew Pyrrho well described him as a
sort of Buddhist arhat and that is doubtless how we should regard him.
He is not so much a sceptic as an ascetic and a quietist'. But when we
see that Pyrrho's scepticism as well as his quietism are shared by the
above schools of Sceptics, it would be more appropriate to regard him
as having a closer kinship with them rather than with the Buddhists,
who were opposed to their scepticism.
(174) Barua compares the school of Pyrrho with that of Sanjaya (pp.
cit., p. 32) but as indicated below (y. infra, 180) it is not said of the
school of Sanjaya, unlike in the case of the previous three schools, that
it held non-scepticism to be a source of vexation or a hindrance. We
therefore have no evidence that the school of Sanjaya valued mental
equanimity. In the circumstances we would have to hold that Pyrrhonean scepticism would be nearer the three schools mentioned above
than the school of Sanjaya, which in our opinion does not seem to have .
valued mental quietude at all.
(175) The fourth school of Sceptics is described in language identical
with that used to define the philosophy of Sanjaya so that we may
presume that Sanjaya was one of the foremost representatives if not
the leader of this school. Sanjaya is described along with the other five
teachers, who were contemporaries of the Buddha as being a wellknown (näto), celebrated (yasassï) teacher and a leader of a sect
(titthakaro) who was held in high esteem by the common folk (sädhusammato bahujanassa); he is also said to have a following (sanghï
1

Loc. cit.y p. 229.
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1

gani). This description occurs in a stereotyped sentence, which is used
of all the six heretical teachers several times in the Nikäyas (D. 1.150,
M. I.4, S. 1.68, J. L509). But since it is complimentary we need not
doubt that it contained a good deal of truth. He may have been
Sariputta's teacher prior to the latter's conversion to Buddhism.2
Barua doubts this. He says that 'one may reasonably object to the
identification of Sanjaya the Sceptic, who is designated in the Sämanfiaphala Sutta as Sanjaya Belatthaputta (or Belatthiputta) with Sanjaya
described in the Vinaya Mahävagga and the Dhammapada commentary
as a Paribbajaka' (pp. ciu, p. 325). However, if the commentarial
tradition that Suppiya Paribbajaka was a disciple of Sanjaya3 is correct,
we need not doubt that Sanjaya himself was a Paribbajaka and was
sometimes known as such.
(176) The sceptical philosophy of this school is defined as follows:
'Herein a certain recluse or brahmin is dull, stupid. And by reason of
his dullness and stupidity, when questioned on this or that matter, he
resorts to verbal jugglery or eel-wriggling: "If you ask me whether
there is a next world, then if it were to occur to me (iti ce me assa) that
there is a next world, I would pronounce that there is a next world.
Yet, I do not say so, I do not say thus, I do not say otherwise, I do not
say no, I deny the denials. Similarly with regard to the propositions,
"there is no next world", "there is and is not a next world", "there
neither is nor is not a next world", "there are beings who survive
(death)", "there are no beings who survive", "there are and are no
beings who survive", "there neither are nor are there no beings who
survive", "there is a result and a consequence of good and evil
actions", "there is no result or consequence of good or evil actions",
"there is and is no result or consequence of good or evil actions", "the
Perfect One (Tathägato) exists after death", "the Perfect One does not
exist after death", "the Perfect One both exists and does not exist after
death", "the Perfect One neither exists nor does not exist after death"'. 4
1
sanghino ganino ganäcariyä fiätä yasassino titthakarä sädhusammatä ca
bahujanassa, loc. cit.
2
v. Malalasekera, D P P N . , s.v. Sanjaya Belatthiputta.
3
Paribbäjako ti Safijayassa anteväsi, DA. I.35.
4
Idha . . . ekacco samano vä brähmano vä mando hoti momüho. So mandattä
momühattä tattha tattha panham puttho samano väcävikkhepam äpajjati amarävikkhepam: * Atthi paro loko?' ti iti ce mam pucchasi, 'Atthi paro loko* ti ce me
assa, "atthi paro loko" 'ti iti te nam vyäkareyyam. Evam pi me no.Tathä pi me no.
Afinathä pi me no. No ti pi me no. No no ti pi me no. "Natthi paro loko?" t i . . .
pe . . / Atthi ca natthi ca paro loko ? N'ev'atthi na n'atthi paro loko ? Atthi sattä
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(177) Professor Basham, dissenting from Barua's view that the passage
mentioned above represents a doctrine that was held in good faith by a
school of Pyrrhonists, thinks that the passage is 'probably satirical, a
tilt at agnostic teachers who were unwilling to give a definite answer to
any metaphysical question put to them' (op. cit., p. 17). He adds that
'its agnosticism was never a part of the Äjivika creed, and it may be
omitted from further consideration' (loc. cit.).
(178) This seems to be unclear. For it may be asked whether (1) there
was at least one school of Sceptics, (2) Sanjaya was a Sceptic, and (3) if
Sanjaya was a Sceptic, he was an Äjivika. If (2) and (3) are denied there
is a contradiction inasmuch as elsewhere Professor Basham ascribes
the 'sceptical philosophy' outlined in the Sandaka Sutta to Sanjaya
(pp. cit., p. 19). Moreover, he states (y. infra, 195) that 'the Sandaka
Sutta seems to embrace all six of the heretical teachers . . . in the
category of Äjivikas' (pp. cit., p. 96). From this it may be inferred that
he considers 'agnosticism' or 'scepticism' (v. op. cit., p. 19—both words
are used indiscriminately) as part of the Äjivika creed(s) in Barua's
second sense of the term Äjivika,1 with which Basham agrees.2
Nevertheless, at the beginning of his work he states the very opposite.
Moreover, Professor Basham omits to discuss Silänka's statement to
the effect that 'the Äjivikas and others, who are followers of Gosäla's
doctrines are a product of ajnänaväda' (supra, 147), whatever ajnänaväda may mean here.
(179) We are not anxious to prove that scepticism is part of the
Äjivika doctrines or not, though we would like to be clear about the
use of the term Äjivika, so as to avoid confusion (v. infra, 196). But if
Prof. Basham is saying that there was no school (or schools) of Sceptics,
but only 'agnostic teachers' who were sceptics only with regard to
metaphysical questions, it is necessary to urge that, as we have shown
above, the independent evidence and testimony of both the Buddhist
as well as the Jain texts seem to point in the opposite direction. But
opapätikä? N'atthi sattä opapätikä? Atthi ca natthi ca sattä opapätikä? N'ev'atthi
na natthi sattä opapätikä. Atthi sukatadukkatänam kammänam phalam vipäko?
Natthi sukatadukkatänam kammänam phalam vipäko ? Atthi ca natthi ca sukata
dukkatänam kammänam phalam vipäko? N'ev'atthi na n'atthi sukatadukkatänam
kammänam phalam vipäko? Hoti Tathägato parammaranä? Na hoti Tathägato
parammaranä? Hoti ca na hoti ca Tathägato parammaranä? N'eva hoti na na hoti
Tathägato parammaranä? . . . D . I.27.
1
Äjivika—what it means', A B O R L , Vol. 8, 1927, p. 183.
2
Op. cit., pp. 96, 97. 'We have seen that the second usage is very common in
early Buddhist literature* (p. 98).
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Safijaya's scepticism may very well have been confined to metaphysical
questions, as we ourselves consider to be a possibility following the
suggestion of Jacobi (v. infra, 181).
(180) We are inclined to agree with Basham when he says that the
above passage is 'satirical' but only in the sense that it seems to give a
rather inexact version of the philosophy of Sanjaya, to whom the
Buddhists seem to have been somewhat antipathetic. In fact, the
account given gives the impression that Sanjaya was a naive Sceptic,
who adopted Scepticism out of sheer stupidity, either because he did
not know the answers to the questions put to him or the fact that one
of the logical alternatives must be true. Both the Brahmajäla Sutta and
the Sämannaphala Sutta (D. I.58-9) versions emphasize the dullness
and stupidity of this thinker as a result of which scepticism is the out
come. In the Brahmajäla Sutta, out of the sixtytwo philosophical
schools, whose views are stated, this is the only one that is picked out
as being 'a product of sheer stupidity' (mandattä momühattä, loc. cit.).
In the Sämannaphala Sutta, it is stated as the impression of Ajätasattu
that Sanjaya 'was the most foolish and stupid'1 of all the recluses and
brahmins. If Säriputta, who is lauded for his intelligence, could have
been at one time the disciple of Sanjaya,2 Sanjaya could not have been
as stupid as he is made out to be and besides he would not have
attracted such a large following. What then could be the motive for
singling out this particular school of Scepticism as a product of folly?
One difference that we notice is that in the former three schools of
Sceptics there seems to be some conception of the good life, whether
they believed in salvation or not, and the sceptical attitude seems at
least to have been regarded as psychologically desirable in promoting
one's peace of mind. Sanjaya on the other hand may have been a more
thorough-going sceptic, who made no pretence about the desirability
of scepticism as a way of life. He would thus have been much more
outspoken and critical of the views of his opponents. As a result the
Buddhists may have regarded him as being more deluded than the
other Sceptics who in spite of their theoretical scepticism had the good
sense to cultivate the tranquillity of mind, which was highly valued in
Buddhism as well.
(181) Safijaya's scepticism may have extended to the whole field of
knowledge for he too is supposed to have given sceptical answers to
1
2

Ayan ca imesam samanabrähmanänam sabbabälo sabbamülho, D . I.59.
v. D P P N . , s.v. Säriputta.
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all questions put to him. But if we examine the actual list of proposi
tions mentioned (and here a whole list is given unlike in the case of the
previous schools), it would be seen that they pertain to metaphysics
(the next world, survival, transcendent existence) and morals (the
consequences of good and evil). It is therefore not improbable that his
scepticism was directed only to those questions, the answers to which
were unverifiable and therefore unknowable or as Jacobi says 'trans
cendent or beyond human experience' (op. cit., p. xxvii). In this respect
the philosophy of Sanjaya may be compared with that of the positivist
branch of the Lokäyata (i.e. group (2), v. supra, 89, 94), the difference
being that these positivists seem to have denied the truth of these
propositions or suggested that they do not make sense1 while Sanjaya
seems to grant the possibility of their truth, though denying that we
have any means of knowing this. If so Sanjaya seems to have examined
the truth-value of propositions in the light of relevant evidence. His
philosophy, therefore, is as Ui sums it up 'a scepticism on the one hand
and a primitive step of criticism of knowledge on the other hand, like
the sophists2 in the Greek philosophy'.3
(182) Another fact to be noted in the account given of Sanjaya's
philosophy is that the propositions are arranged in a four-fold order
of expression and the logical alternatives are not confined to simple
assertions and denials. For instance, we find not only the expressions
'there is (atthi) a next world' and 'there is no (natthi) next world' but
also the forms 'there is and is not (atthi ca natthi ca) a next world' and
'there neither is nor is there no (n'ev'atthi na n'atthi) next world'. This
four-fold mode of expression, as we have shown later (y. infra, 581)
appears to have been adopted in the Päli Nikäyas alongside the usual
two-fold mode. Keith gives the credit to Sanjaya for initiating this
new four-fold logic: 'he seems as an agnostic to have been the first to
formulate the four possibilities of existence, non-existence, both and
neither.. .' 4
(183) This is certainly a possibility that cannot be ruled out. His very
scepticism may have led him to include the modes of expression 'both
is and is not' and 'neither is nor is not', both of which are expres
sions sometimes used in common speech in addition to the ordinary
1

The closest that the early Materialists came to saying this is their statement
recorded in the Sutrakrtänga (v. supra, Ch. II, p. 46), viz. 'it is those who say
that the (soul) does not exist or is not evident, who would be making the right
2
statement about it*.
v. infra, 326.
3
4
The Vaisesika Philosophy, p. 23.
Buddhist Philosophy, p. 303.
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assertions and denials, so as to make his scepticism and his scruples for
truth appear more comprehensive. O n the other hand there are two
other alternatives worth considering, which appear to be more plaus
ible than the one suggested.
(184) One of the alternatives is that the four-fold schema was not the
innovation of Sanjaya but was held in common by all the schools of
the Sceptics; in such a case Buddhism would have either borrowed this
classification from the Sceptics or shared it with them. The other
alternative is that the innovation was on the part of the Buddhists and
that the Sceptics themselves including Sanjaya were not concerned
with such problems.
(185) Let us consider the first alternative. W e have already seen how
Silänka arranged the only example he seems to have taken from the
Sceptics themselves in a four-fold schema (v. supra, 157). He may have
done this merely to complete his figure of sixty seven 'categories' of
Sceptics: but the fact that the example he took was not based on Jain
concepts and his own admission that this particular example did not
admit of more than a four-fold order of predications are possibly
pointers to the fact that he was borrowing not only the example but
the four-fold formula itself from the Sceptics. The adoption of such
different Schemas was perhaps characteristic of this period and was
probably necessitated by the variety of doctrines, which had to be
considered apart (v. infra, 573). D r Basham has some evidence to show
that the Äjivikas under Makkhali Gosäla and the schismatic Jain sect
of the Trairäsikas adopted a scheme of classifying propositions into
three logical 'heaps' (räsi) or categories (v. infra, 217-20). N o w there
is no known school of Indian thinkers apart from the Buddhist (barring
Sanjaya who is known only through the references in Buddhist litera
ture) who adopted a four-fold schema, but the five-fold formula of
denial, which according to the accounts given, is common to all the
schools of Sceptics, seems to be based on the acceptance of a four-fold
form of predication. Let us examine this formula:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Evampi me no—I do not say so.
Tathä pi me n o — I do not say thus.
Afmatha pi me no—I do not say otherwise.
N o ti pi me no—I do not say no.
N o no ti pi me no—lit. I do not say 'no, no.'

The commentary offers two explanations 1 of the meaning of this
1

DA. 1.115-6.
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formula. According to the first explanation, proposition (1) is an
indefinite rejection or denial (aniyämitavikkhepo. DA. 1.115). Pro
position (2) is the denial of a specific proposition, e.g. the denial of the
eternity view (sassataväda-) when asked whether the world and the
soul are eternal. Proposition (3) is the denial of a variant of (2), e.g. the
rejection of the semi-eternal theory (ekaccasassatam), which is said to
be somewhat different from (annathä) from the eternity theory.
Proposition (4) is the denial of the contrary of (2), e.g. the denial of
the annihilationist theory (ucchedam) when asked whether a being
(tathägato) does not exist after death. Proposition (5) is the rejection
of the dialectician's view (takkivädam)l of a double denial, e.g. denying
the position if asked whether a being neither exists nor does not exist
after death.
(186) If we adopt the notations p. notp,2 p.notp, not (p.notp) to
represent the usual four-fold propositional formula of predication in
Buddhism (i.e. corresponding to, is, is not, is and is not, neither is nor
is not), we may represent the above commentarial explanation in
symbolic form as follows, using the notation p= for an indefinite
proposition; and—to express denial:
1. - ( p = )
2.

-(p)

3. —(p.notp)
4. —(notp)
5. — (not(p.notp))
It will be seen from the above that 2, 4, 3 and 5 (in this order) are the
denials of the usual four propositional types in the order in which we
stated them. The identifications of the commentator has some basis in
the wording. He has seen that there was a double 'na' (two 'nots') in 5
(no no ti p i . . . ) and identified it as a denial of a proposition of the form
na eva . . . na (na) . . . Where he saw a single 'na' in 4 {no ti pi . . .)
he identified it as a denial of a proposition of the form 'na . . . ' . He then
identified 2 (tathä pi . . .) as the denial of a simple assertion. In 4
(annathä pi . . .) he saw a slight variation of 2 and identified it as a
denial of a partial assertion. But what is most unsatisfactory is the
1
This is called takki-vädam, i.e. the thesis of the sophist (vitandavädin) since
he rejects or argues against both thesis as well as anti-thesis; he neither asserts
p nor not-p.
2
W e are not using the negation sign (~p) or the form 'not p* since 'notp* is
not the contradictory of p (v. infra, 575).
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identification of 1. What does Buddhaghosa mean by an aniyämitavikkhepo? He can only mean the rejection of any one of the logical
alternatives (which he has exhausted in 2, 4, 3 and 5) without specifica
tion, but the language (evampi me no) hardly suggests this.
(187) According to the second explanation, proposition (1) is the
denial of an assertion e.g. if asked whether this is good, he denies it.
Proposition (2) is the denial of a simple negation, e.g. if asked whether
this is not good, denies it. Proposition (3) is a denial that what you are
stating is different from both (1) and (2), e.g. if asked whether his
position is different from both (1) and (2) (ubhayato afinathä), denies
it. Proposition (4) is a denial that you are stating a point of view
different from the above, e.g. if asked whether his thesis (laddhi) is
different from the three earlier points of view (tividhenä'pi na hoti),
denies it. Proposition (5) is a denial of the denials, e.g. if asked whether
his thesis is to deny everything (no no te laddhi ti) he denies it. Thus
he does not take his stand (na titthati) on any of the logical alternatives
(ekasmim pi pakkhe). We may represent this explanation using sym
bols as explained above, as follows:
i- - ( p )
2. —(notp)
3. - ( - ( 1 , 2))
4- - ( - ( 1 , 2, 3))

5- ~ ( J ? 2> 3> 4)
We have used the numerals as well, as equivalent to the formula that
follows for otherwise the notation would appear too complicated and
the point of adopting it would be lost. Thus, 3 means that 'you deny
that your thesis is different from both your previous denial of the
assertion and the denial of the negation'. The purpose of the com
mentator in both his explanations has been to show that the Sceptic
does not take his stand on any of the logical alternatives. But this
second explanation is less satisfactory than the first, since the explana
tions of propositions 3 and 4 appear to be very arbitrary and hardly
related to the language used.
(188) We would like to suggest a third alternative explanation, which
has the merit of being the simplest and the one having the closest
affinities to the language used. Buddhaghosa's second explanation
made the suggestion that the last proposition (no no ti pi me no) is a
denial of the rejection of all the possible logical alternatives. This
appears to be plausible since the statement literally means 'I do not
E*
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say " n o , n o " \ If so the others constitute the rejection of the usual
four-fold logical alternatives. W e may take them in the usual order
and when we do so it would be noticed that on the whole they corre
spond with the language used. W e may state this explanation in
symbolic form, as follows:
i2.
3.
4.
5.

-(p)
— (notp)
-(p.notp)
— (not(p.notp))
— (1, 2, 3, 4)

(189) If this five-fold formula of denial implies or is based on the four
fold modes of predication of logical alternatives, then in the light of
the independent evidence from Silänka as well (v. supra, 157), the
credit for adopting this schema should not go to Sanjaya alone, but
should be shared by all these Sceptical schools of thought.
(190) It also appears to be equally plausible that it were the Buddhists
who were the first to innovate and adopt this four-fold schema. W e
noticed that when Silänka tried to explain the existence of sixty-seven
'categories' of Sceptics, he did so by making them ask questions
according to the seven-fold mode of predication (saptabhafigi) adopted
by the Jains. From this we cannot argue that the Sceptics were the first
to adopt the saptabhafigi formula, as Keith has done in the case of
Sanjaya on precisely the same kind of evidence. In order to explain
their sceptical attitude it was necessary for their opponents to represent
them as not committing themselves on any one of the logical alterna
tives and it is natural for them to do this by showing them as dismissing
the logical alternatives as they themselves understood them. It is
therefore not surprising that the Jains should represent them as dis
missing a proposition in all the seven modes of predication known to
them, while the Buddhists picture them as discarding the four. Both
these alternatives are more plausible than the one that Keith has
offered in that they have some independent evidence to confirm them.
W e cannot therefore agree with Keith, when he dogmatically gives the
credit to Sanjaya for being the 'first to formulate the four possibilities'
(Joe. cit.), when we know nothing about Sanjaya apart from the
accounts we get of him in the Buddhist texts.
(191) Jacobi thinks that 'in opposition to the Agnosticism of Sanjaya,
Mahävira has established the syädväda* (pp. cit., p. xxvii). Superficially,
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there seems to be some truth in this observation. The Jain syädväda
appears to be the opposite reaction to that of the Sceptics when faced
with the same epistemological problem. The Sceptic doubts or denies
all the logical possibilities, whereas the Jain asserts that they are all
true in some sense or another. But this appearance of a radical contrast
is deceptive and in fact although the two have to be distinguished, it
would be quite wrong to consider them as being poles apart.
(192) The Buddhist in depicting the Sceptic as denying all the logical
possibilities and denying these denials as well, has not given an accurate
account of the point of view of the Sceptic in his anxiety to show that
the latter is making self-contradictory assertions. It would appear that
in denying the denials (no no ti pi me no, loc. cit.) the Sceptic was
contradicting himself, but in fact he does not seem to have denied the
possibilities outright. He would most probably have merely stated that
he does not agree that p is the case quite categorically (as his opponent
would have liked him to), since p may be true or p may be false and
one cannot know this. This is different from a categorical denial of the
possibilities. The position of the Sceptic would in fact be disclosed as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

p may (or may not) be the case
Notp
„
p.notp
Not(p.notp)
„

(193) We may compare this with the standpoints of the Jains, which
we may state as follows, confining ourselves to the first four possi
bilities only for the sake of the comparison:
1.
2.
3.
4.

p may be the case
Notp
„
p.notp
„
(p. is inexpressible)

„

syädasti
syännästi
syädastinästi
syädavaktavyah

(194) It would now appear as if, far from being poles apart, it is
difficult to distinguish the two points of view. The difference is no
doubt there for, by say, syädasti, the Jains do not mean that 'p may be
the case' in the sceptical sense but that 'p is in fact the case from a
certain point of view (naya)' (v. infra, 236-8). Instead of one develop
ing in opposition to the other as Jacobi has suggested the two seem to
have a common origin, though they part company at a certain point.
When both were faced with the problem of diverse theories (which
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could be stated as logical alternatives), both wondered whether any of
them could be true. But while the Sceptic seems to have concluded that
none of them could be known to be true, the Jain appears to have
formed the conclusion that each one may be true (v. infra, 236). In the
eyes of their opponents, both would have appeared to contradict them
selves, the former by violating the Law of Excluded Middle (or rather
the Law of Exclusion, since there were more than two logical alterna
tives, v. infra, 582) and the latter the Law of Contradiction (y. infra,
582).
(195) Another influential class of religious teachers who made their
own contribution to the development of logical and epistemological
thought were the Äjivikas, who are distinguished from the Jains
(niganthas) in the Suttanipäta (v. infra, 375). Although the word,
Äjivikäh, was used primarily of the followers of Makkhali Gosäla and
secondarily in a loose sense, as shown by Barua1 and Basham,2 there
is no evidence that the term was used of the Jains at least at the time
of the Päli Nikäyas. Dr Basham's deduction that 'the Sandaka Sutta
seems to embrace all six of the heretical teachers, including the great
leader of the niganthas, Nigantha Nätaputta or Mahävira, in the
general category of Äjivikas' (op. cit., p. 96) seems to be based on a
misinterpretation. Since we have inferred that some of the doctrines
criticized in the Sandaka Sutta are those of the Brähmanic tradition
(v. infra, 196) and Basham's assumption that 'the propagators of all the
objectionable teachings (i.e. in the Sandaka Sutta) are classed together
under the broad title of äjivikas' (op. ciu, 20) would adversely affect
some of our own conclusions, it seems necessary to point out why and
where we differ from Professor Basham.
(196) The Sandaka Sutta criticizes four types of religions which are
false (abrahmacariyaväsä) and four which are unsatisfactory (anassäsikam brahmacariyam) but not necessarily false. Nowhere in the Sutta
are these teachings associated with the names of individuals. It is
Basham who identifies these teachings with those of certain teachers
on the basis of the wording (op. cit., p. 19). He seems to have identified
'the teacher claiming omniscience' (loc. cit.) with Mahävira, for other
wise he would not have come to the above conclusion. This identifica
tion is arbitrary for the Sutta itself as we have said, mentions the
omniscient teacher as a type and the Päli Nikäyas themselves refer to
1
2

B. M. Barua, 'Äjivika-What it means', ABORL, Vol. 8, 1927, p. 183.
Op. cit., p. 97 ff.
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both Pürana Kassapa (v. infra, 383) as well as Nigantha Nätaputta as
claiming omniscience. Secondly, Basham has refrained from identifying
the traditionalist (anussavika-) as well as the rationalist (takki vimamsi).
Had he done so he would have found that the traditionalists were
mainly though not solely the Vedic brahmins as defined at M. II.211—
santi, Bhäradväja, eke samana-brähmanä anussavikä . . . seyyathä'pi
brahmanä Tevijjä. The 'rationalists' as we have shown, were both
brahmins as well as Samanas (v. infra, 375). Now Basham says that
'the conclusion of the Sutta is surprising' (op. cit., p. 19) but had he
made the above identification, to make his list complete, he would have
found that his own conclusion would have been still more surprising,
namely that even the Vedic brahmins would have to be called Ajivikas
according to this Sutta. Thirdly, Dr Basham seems to have assumed
without justification that the 'Äjivikä' in the quotation on which his
entire conclusion is based, viz. Ime pan' Ajlvikä puttamatäya puttä,
attänan c'eva ukkamsenti pare ca vambhenti, tayo c'eva niyyätäro
pannapenti, seyyath'idam Nandam Vaccham, Kisam Sankiccam,
Makkhali Gosälan ti (Joe. cit., fn. 7) are identical with the religious
teachers with whom he has associated the teachings mentioned in it.
But the context of this quotation seems to tell a different story. It
occurs in a digression at the end of the Sutta, when Sandaka Paribbäjaka
asks Änanda a few questions, the last of which is, Kiva bahukä . . .
imasmim dhammavinaye niyyätäro} How many saints1 are there in
this religion? This question seems to have little to do with the earlier
sermon of Änanda on the different types of religions or religious
teachers. Änanda replies that there are over five hundred, to which
Sandaka Paribbäjaka, who is probably an Äjivika in the loose sense of
the term, says that as for the Äjivikas 'they (can) claim only three
saints' (tayo c'eva niyyätäro pannapenti). Lastly, Professor Basham
quotes Chalmers's translation, which is inaccurate: 'yet they have only
produced three shining lights'; even if we retain 'shining lights' as a
free rendering of niyyätäro, which means 'those who have attained
salvation' (v.fn. below), pannapenti (=Skr. prajnäpayanti, from pra+
\/jnä+ causative suffix and not from pra~(- Vj a n ) c a n o n ly mean
1
Formed from nis + A / y ä + t r , it is the intransitive sense that is evident in the
usage; e.g. niyyanti dhirä lokamhä, the wise go out of the world, S.V.6—in this
sense niyyätäro would be 'those who have gone out', i.e. 'the saved', 'the saints';
cp. so niyyäti . . . sammä dukkhakkhayäya M. 1.68. If as the P T S . Dictionary
suggests (s.v.) the word is formed from nis + A / y a m w e should have niyyanta-,
niyyantäro on the analogy of ganta- from -y/g3111- It cannot therefore mean
'guide, leader'.
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'proclaim' or 'claim' (lit. make known). Thus the interpretation of
'the omniscient teacher' as a personal reference to the Jain leader
irrespective of the other claimants, the failure to see the references to
the Vedic religion and the Brähmanic tradition, the failure to note the
strict context of the quotation and perhaps even the mistranslation
seem to have led Dr Basham to the above conclusion, with which we
cannot agree for the reasons stated.
(197) In the general sense of the term Äjivika-, even the Sceptics, whom
Silänka seems to have associated with them were Äjivikas. However,
since it is necessary to consider the doctrines of the Sceptics separately
we shall confine our usage of Äjivikas to denote those Samanas, who
were neither Jains, Materialists or Sceptics.
(198) To turn to our main problem, the Äjivikas seem to have been
influenced both by the rational tradition of the Early Upanisads as well
as by the claims to intuitive knowledge on the part of the Middle and
Late Upanisadic thinkers. One of their main metaphysical interests
seems to have been the problems of time and change. Basham does not
believe that Äjivikism 'derived from Vedic or Brahmanical sources'
(op. cit., p. 98) but the hymns to Käla in the Atharvaveda (19. 53, 54)
seem to contain the germs of the determinist thesis, if determinism
(niyati-) was one of the main doctrines of the Äjivikas. In these hymns,
Time (Käla-) conceived as an hypostatized entity having everything
under its control and 'beyond which there is no other greater force',1
is said to have 'produced both the past and the future'2 while it is itself
eternally existent.3
(199) Now the main argument for niyati seems to have been based on
the same a priori premiss of Uddälaka (y. supra, 25), which led to
Metaphysical Materialism on the one hand (v. supra, 85, 115) and to
the proto-Vaisesika Realism of another Äjivika thinker, Pakudha
Kaccäyana (y. infra, 428). As Dr Basham has shown, the Jain com
mentators Silänka, Jnänavimala and Abhayadeva quote a verse ascribed
to the niyativädins, which has the significant statement 'na "bhavyam
bhavati na bhävino" sti näsah' (op. cit., p. 221, fn.i) which means
'that which is not to be will not be, nor does that which is to be perish'.
This is very similar to the a priori premiss, sato natthi vinäso asato
1

Tasmäd vai nä'nyatparamasti tejah, 53.4.
Kalo ha bhütam bhavyan ca . . . ajanayat, 19.54.3.
3
Käla- is said to be 'eternal' (ajarah, 19.53.1) a n d 'its axle is immortality'
(amrtam nyaksah, 19.53.2).
2
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natthi sambhavo (v, supra, 85), the only difference being that what is
conceived to be Being is not Vhat is' but 'what will be' and what is
Non-being is not Vhat is not' but 'that which is not to be'. Now Being
cannot be destroyed nor Non-Being come to be. Therefore Vhat will
be' cannot be destroyed, i.e. cannot be otherwise and 'that which is not
to be' cannot come into being, i.e. will not be. The apparent self-evi
dence of the proposition that Vhat will be cannot be otherwise' is
based on the misconception that the future event which actually comes
to pass in the course of time, 'exists' or has Being. Once this is accepted,
the determinist conclusion follows; the same argument can be used to
show that the past could not have been different from what in fact it
was. So everything, past, present and future is unalterable and fixed.
It is probably this very argument of the niyativädin, which provoked
the Buddha to draw attention to the past, present and future usages of
the verb 'to be' (ahosi, atthi, bhavissati) and enjoin the desirability of
keeping 'these three linguistic conventions' (tayo'me niruttipathä)
apart without confusing them, so that one may see that one cannot
argue that 'what will be' (bhavissati) has existence (atthi) for the future
that has not come into being and manifested itself has to be reckoned
as 'what will be' (bhavissati) and cannot be reckoned as 'what is'
(atthi)1. It is significant that it is said at the end of this section that even
'the ahetuvädins, the akiriyavädins and the natthikavädins cannot
afford to condemn or reject these three linguistic conventions for
otherwise they would be liable to censure'.2 Here the akiriyavädin is a
reference to Pürana Kassapa, whose doctrine is called akiriyam at
D. I.53, while a doctrine stated in identical language is called akiriyaväda- at M. 1.404-5 (v. supra, 121). He seems to have been an outright
niyativädin as his later reputation3 shows. Ahetuvädin on the other
hand is probably a reference to Makkhali Gosäla, but his doctrine is
called samsära-suddhi (salvation by transmigration) at D. I.53 though
at M. II.408, the same stated in identical language minus the cosmology
is called ahetuväda-. His ahetuväda- is evident from his language in
1

S. III.71, Tayo 'me niruttipathä adhivacanapathä pannattipathä asamkinnä
asamkinnapubbä na samkiyanti na samkiyissanti appatikutthä samanehi brähmanehi vinnühi. Katame tayo. Yam rüpam . . . vedanä . . . sannä . . . sankhärä . . .
vinnänam atitam ahositi tassa sankhä, na tassa sankhä atthiti na tassa sankhä
bhavissatiti. Yam rüpam . . . pe . . . vinfiänam, ajätam apätubhütam bhavissatiti
tassa sankhä na tassa sankhä atthi ti na tassa sankhä ahosi ti . . . (v. infra, 527).
2
v. infra, 527.
3
According to Gunaratna, Pürana holds the view that the world is a product
of niyati; Pürano rayotfi-jankam, op. cit.y p. 20.
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that he denied a cause (hetu) for moral degeneration or salvation1 but
at the same time it may be noted that it was Pürana who was called a
ahetu-vädin in the Mahäbodhi Jätaka (J. V., pp. 237, 246; cp. Basham,
op. cit., p. 18). Makkhali seems to have been a syncretist thinker whose
doctrine was highly eclectic in character. He appears to have believed
in niyati- as well as svabhäva (=bhäva) and yadrcchä (=sangati) and
possibly even in parinäma. This is probably the reason why these
central concepts of different schools are welded together in his doc
trines. According to him all beings (sabbe sattä . . . bhütä . . . jivä)
undergo development (parinäma). This culminates in the course of
time (samsärasuddhi) in final salvation to which all beings are destined
under the impact of the factors of niyati, bhäva and sahgati (niyatisangati-bhäva-parinatä). It is probably this eclecticism which helped
him to bring together the scattered forces of the Äjivikas differing
among themselves and earn their leadership.2 It was probably this same
eclecticism which made it difficult for others to specify exactly what
his doctrine was. Hence he has been called (in addition to ahetuvädin)
a Vainayikavädin (v. Basham, op. cit., p. 176) and an Ajfiänavädin
(v. supra, 147) by Silänka, while the Mahäbodhi Jätaka calls him a
Theist (Issarakäranavädin, v. Basham, op. cit., p. 18). His belief in
'sixty two ways of life'3 to be lived out in samsära shows that he
believed that all doctrines had their part to play in man's development,
though man himself had no contribution to make.
(200) This differs from Dr Basham's assessment of Makkhali's doc
trine and depends on what interpretation is given to the phrase niyatisangati-bhäva-parinata-. We cannot discuss this problem in detail
since it does not directly concern us. Professor Basham himself trans
lates the above phrase following Buddhaghosa as 'developed by
Destiny (niyati), change (sangati) and nature (bhäva)' (pp. cit.y p. 225)
and affirms that he prefers 'to follow Buddhaghosa and to take the
three first elements of the compound as in dvandva relationship,
translating the phrase as above' (loc. cit.). Two pages later, however, he
says 'sangati and hhäva, the manifestations of niyati in individuals,
were only apparent and illusory modifications of the one principle,
and did not in fact introduce new causal factors into the universal
process' (op. cit., p. 227). We differ from Dr Basham in following
Buddhaghosa's interpretation consistently (since it is supported by
1
2

Natthi hetu natthi paccayo sattänam samkilesaya . . . visuddhiyä, D . L53.
3
v. Basham, op. cit.y p. 34.
Dvatthi patipadä, D . I.54.
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other evidence) without giving an exaggerated importance to the
concept of niyati-. According to this interpretation Makkhali does not
become a Strict Determinist since the opposite category of 'chance' or
Indeterminism plays a significant part in his system. He therefore
subscribed to niyativäda- only in the sense that he thought that some
future events like salvation for all (v. samsärasuddhi sabbesam, J. VI,
p. 229) were strictly determined. In holding thus that some events of
the future had Being he would also have shared in the above a priori
argument. But this does not mean that he thought that human effort
had anything to do with shaping the future since he denies this
altogether. 1
(201) W e cannot also entirely agree with Professor Basham's theory
that 'for the niyativädin causation was illusory' (op. cit., p. 227). Since
the causal conceptions of the niyativädin may be, in our opinion,
important for understanding the Buddhist concept of causation we
may pursue this problem here. Basham is led to this opinion on the
basis that if Time was illusory, then motion and change are illusory
and causation which is intimately bound up with these concepts must
be illusory too (v. op. cit., p. 236). He thinks, however, that this was a
later development 2 influenced by 'the new doctrine of avicalita-nityatvam or a completely static universe' (op. cit., p. 236). This assumption
appears to be incorrect for, on the contrary, there is evidence to
show that this doctrine of avicalita-nityatvam or the concept of a
universe, motionless and permanent, was known in the time of the
Päli Nikäyas (v. infra, 402-8). As D r Basham himself has suggested
this doctrine was probably the result of the same kind of a priori
reasoning as found in Parmenides (loc. cit.). Whether a niyativädin like
Pürana would also have shared this concept, it is difficult to say. It is
certainly one of the logical implications of the doctrine of the unreality
of Time, which seems to have been either a corollary of or the basis of
the determinist thesis. If it was held by the niyativädin, then the doc
trine of a double standard of truth (v. Basham, op. cit., p. 230) could
have been utilized to resolve the contradiction, which is probably what
Parmenides himself does in speaking of a 'Way of Truth' and 'Way of
Opinion'. This would mean that deterministic causation had a relative
reality and not that it was entirely illusory.
1

v. natthi attakäre . . . purisakäre, D . I.53.
v. 'The universe seems to have been thought of as a continuous process,
which was recognized by some later Äjivikas to be on the ultimate analysis
illusory', op. cit., p. 227.
2
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(202) Whether for the niyativädin, causation in the ultimate analysis
was unreal or not, the fact of causation seems to have been accepted
by him at least at the level of conventional truth. That even the later
Ajivika rigidly believed in causation in a strictly determinist sense is
evident from the argument for niyati in Gunaratna's (14th C.) work,
according to which it is necessary to posit the existence of the force of
niyati in order to account for causes and effects (käryakärana). Pro
fessor Basham has given the gist of this argument but has failed to
quote the sentence, which seems to imply a belief in causation on the
part of the niyati-vädin. We may translate the argument as stated by
Gunaratna as follows: 'Whatever happens at any time, anywhere, is to
be conceived as happening in the form of niyati only. Otherwise there
would be no definite sequence of causes and effects (kärya-käranavyavastha) or a fixed pattern of anything, owing to the absence of a
controlling agent'.1
(203) When we consider the arguments of the niyativädin as stated by
Silanka (9th C.) we find that arguments based on the two principles of
causal determination play a fundamental role. As Mill stated in his 'A
System of Logic', the methods of discovering a causal connection are
'two in number' {op. cit., 253) of which 'one is, by comparing together
different instances in which the phenomenon occurs. The other is, by
comparing instances in which the phenomenon does occur, with
instances in other respects similar in which it does not. These two
methods may be respectively denominated the Method of Agreement
and the Method of Difference' (loc. cit.). These two principles known
in Indian logic as the anvaya-vyatireka-riti first appear in a concrete
form in the causal formula of the Päli Nikäyas. But this notion is
constantly made use of by the niyativädin in arguing against his
opponent. One of the arguments of the believer in karma, is that there
is a causal connection between good karma and pleasant consequences
and evil karma and unpleasant consequences. The niyativädin shows
by applying the two principles of causal determination to what is
observable in this world, that there is no such causal connection. Good
is not always followed by happiness nor evil by grief, nor is the
absence of good followed by the absence of happiness and the absence
of evil by the absence of grief. The argument is actually stated as
1
Yadyadä yato bhavati tattadä tata eva niyaten'aiva rüpena bhavad upalabhyate. Anyathä käryakäranavyavasthä pratiniyatarüpavyavasthä
ca na bhavet,
niyämakäbhävät, op. eh., p. 12. D r Basham in his quotation (op. cit., p. 235,
fn. 2) has omitted the phrase underlined.
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follows: 'In this world, grief does not arise for a man even though he
delights in evil courses, while for another person who does good, it
does'.1 It is thus concluded that there is no causal connection between
evil and grief or good and happiness.
(204) The argument against the causal connection said to hold
between human exertion and its fruits is again shown to be false by
appeal to observation based on the two principles. If there was a causal
connection then we should have the following sequences:
Presence of human exertion
Presence of its fruits
Absence of
„
„
Absence of „ „
But what we observe is as follows:
Presence of human exertion
Absence of fruits
(Purusa-käre sati)
(phalä'präptih)
Absence of human exertion
Presence of fruits
(Vyäpärä'bhave)
(visistaphalä'väptih)
Thus it is argued that 'nothing is achieved by human effort'.2 If we
examine this argument we find that it is based on the assumption that
'equal effort (samäne purusakäre sati) must be followed by equal
results',3 which is based on the principle that variations in the cause are
correlated with variations in the effect. This is explicitly stated in the
argument that 'Time is not a causal factor, for since Time is uniform,
its effects in the world could not be multiform. There are variations in
the effect only when there are variations in the cause (Kärana-bhede hi
kärya-bhedo bhavati, n'äbhede)'.4 This is similar to Mill's 'Fifth
Canon',5 an extension of the two original principles.
(205) These subtleties probably developed later, but there is some
reason to believe that the basic argument based on the belief in the
1
Atr'aikasy äsadanusthänaratasy 'äpi na dukkham utpadyate, parasya tu
sadanusthäyino tad bhavati, Silänka, op. cit.} Vol. II, fol. 26, on Sü. 2.1.12;
quoted by Basham, op. cit., p. 234, fn. 3.
2
Yadi purusakärakrtam sukhädyanubhüyeta tatah sevakavanikkarsakädmäm
samäne purusakäre sati phalapräptivaisadrsyam phalä'praptisca na bhavet.
Kasya cittu sevädivyäparä'bhäve 'pi visistaphalä'väptir drsyata iti. Ato na purusakärät kincid äsadyate. Silänka, op. eh., Vol. I, fol. 30 on Sü. 1.1.2.2.
3
The phrase, samäne purusakäre sati, implies samäna-phalapräptih as the
expected consequence.
4
Nä'pi kälah kartä, tasy'aikarüpatväj jagati phalavaicitryä 'nupapatteh.
Käranabhede hi käryabhedo bhavati, nä'bhede, Silänka, loc. cit.
5
'Whatever phenomenon varies in any manner whenever another varies in
some particular manner, is either a cause or an effect of that phenomenon, or is
connected with it through some fact of causation', op. cit., p. 263.
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two principles of causal determination went back to the earliest times,
since we seem to find a reference to it in the Sütrakrtänga itself.
(206) In introducing the 'fourth type of person' (caütthe purisajäe),
who is a niyativädin (niyativa'ietti), the Sütrakrtänga (2.1.12) places
the causal argument in the mouth of the Determinist as follows: iha
khalu duve purisä bhavanti—ege purise kiriyamäikkhai, ege purise
nokiriyamä'ikkhai, je ya purise kiriyamäikkhai je ya purise nokiriyamäikkhai, dovi te purisä tullä egatthä, käranam ävannä, i.e. here are
two persons, one person maintains (the efficacy of) action while the
other person denies (the efficacy of) action, but both of them are
(ultimately) equal and alike on account of the cause (being niyati)'.
Here the crucial phrase käranamävannä seems to have presented a
difficulty to the translator. Jacobi renders käranamävannä as 'they are
actuated by the same force' (op. cit., p. 317) but in a footnote (fn. 2) he
says that 'this is the interpretation of the commentators. But to the
phrase käranamäpannä they give here a meaning different from that
in the following paragraphs. I therefore propose the following trans
lation of the end of the paragraph: "are equally (wrong), (err) alike as
regards the cause (of actions)" '. Dr Basham follows Jacobi's first
translation, viz. 'Both equally and alike are affected by (a single) cause'
(op. cit.y p. 233). We have closely followed Silänka who says, ata
ekärthävekakäranäpannatväditi niyati-vasen'aiva tau niyativädam
aniyativädam cäsritäviti bhävah,1 i.e. thus (both are) alike since they
are affected by the same cause, the sense being that by the force of
niyati alone they have followed the niyativäda and the aniyativäda.
Jacobi's second translation cannot be accepted since it is too much
of a periphrasis which introduces concepts like 'wrong' and 'err' which
are not found in or suggested by the context. But whether we translate
käranamävannä as 'on account of the (same) cause' or 'as regards the
cause' the significance that kärana- had for the person using this term
is clear from the example cited. He takes the case of two persons alike
in other respects except for the fact that one is a kiriyavadin and the
other an akiriyavädin and finds that latterly they are both still alike.
This is the application of Mill's Method of Difference with negative
results and may be represented symbolically2 thus:
ABC—b c
BC—be
where A=belief in niyativäda. From observing the two sequences one
1

Op. cit., Vol. II, fol. 25 on Sü. 2.2.12.

2

Stebbing, op. cit.3 p. 334.
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may draw the conclusion that A is not a causal factor; so is not-A not
a causal factor for the absence of A has made no difference to the result.
So both those who claim that kiriya (the act) is a cause or that akiriya
(the non-act) is a cause are equally wrong as regards the cause—this is
in fact supported by Jacobi's second translation, though it is not
supported by the actual wording of the argument. Although this
negative conclusion—that belief in kiriya or akiriya cannot be the
cause—seems to be implied, the actual conclusion that is drawn is a
positive one, namely that niyati must be the causal factor. But this is
an assumption, since niyati is a metaphysical factor, which is unobservable and cannot be discovered experimentally. Yet what is most
significant is that the niyativädin seems to have been convinced in some
sense of the fact of causation and made use of the causal argument,
based on a belief in the principles of causal determination to show that
his opponent was wrong. The problem is whether these concepts were
borrowed from another school or were intrinsic to his own system.
(207) According to the argument of the niyativädin as stated by
Gunaratna {v. supra, 202), the niyativädin believed in a 'fixed pattern
of causes and effects' (kärya-käranavyavasthä) but we saw at the same
time that Pürana, the niyativädin, was called an upholder of the
'doctrine of causelessness'l (ahetuväda-). The reason for these con
tradictory evaluations would be clear if we can comprehend the niya
tivädin's concept of causation. He denied whatever was held as the
causes of events natural or metaphysical, by his opponents (e.g.
purusakära-, karma-, käla-, Isvara-). This would have made him appear
in the eyes of his opponents as one who denied all causes, internal or
external, of events. But all his criticisms imply a belief in causation,
which in the ultimate analysis turns out to be a belief in niyati conceived
as the first and the efficient cause of all phenomena. Nature to him was
a single rigidly deterministic system, in which no individual or separate
causal lines2 or processes were discoverable or distinguishable. All
events and processes were caused but caused by the all-embracing
metaphysical principle of niyati. For such a rigid determinist individual
causal processes could not be conceived in isolation from the entire
system. This would have appeared to be the very denial of causation
as understood by some of their opponents and it is difficult to believe
1
v. supra, 199. The term may also have been employed in the Nikäya period
to denote yadrcchä-väda or 'Indeterminism' (—sangati) and Makkhali was
probably an ahetukavädin in both these senses.
2
On the use of the term 'causal lines', v. Russell, Human Knowledge, p. 333 #•
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that the conception of the principles of causal determination could have
arisen in such a system. On the other hand if niyati was only a meta
physical controlling force which guaranteed the operation of the laws
of cause and effect, as Gunaratna's argument of the niyativädin would
make us understand, we would have to say that he believed in causation
with the difference that for him the supreme Cause of causes and causal
processes was the factor of niyati. In such a case he would be an
ahetukavädin only in the sense of denying the metaphysical validity
of what his opponents conceived to be the hetu-s of things.
(208) Whatever the answer to this question, it seems probable that it
was people who made use of the causal arguments of the kind em
ployed by the niyati vädins, who were called the * causal argumenta
tions ts' (kärana-vädä)l in the Mahäniddesa (v. infra, 367). This work
comments on and defines the different types of 'expert debaters'
(kusalä) referred to in the Suttanipäta, among whom the niyativädins
have undoubtedly to be reckoned.
(209) The other arguments of the niyativädin as given by Silänka
have been translated by Basham (op. ciu> pp. 231-4) and if we study
them it would be seen that almost all of them are dialectical arguments
having the following form: If p is true, then either q or not-q is true,
but q implies r and not-q implies s, each of which (i.e. s, r) contradicts
one of the assumptions or propositions posited by his opponent.
(210) We may illustrate this with an example.2 Thus the theory that
happiness and grief come about through the agency of God (Isvara-)
is criticized by showing that the concept of God's existence leads to
contradictions, as follows: ' "If God exists" (p), then either "God has
form" (q, Isvaro mürtah) or "God has no form" (not-q, Isvaro*
mürtah). If q, then "he, like an ordinary person, is not omnipotent"
(r, präkrtapurusasy'eva sarvakartrtväbhävah); and if not-q, then "his
inactivity is greater than space" (s, äkäsasy'eva sutaräm niskriyatvam).
Now both r and s contradict the definition of God, that he is omnipo
tent and all-active.
(211) This is one of the standard dialectical metaphysical arguments
employed in later times and one may well doubt whether they were
those of the early niyativädin, but we need not doubt that the early
1

Kärana-vädä can also mean 'those who debated about the first cause'; cp.
Kim käranam? Brahma?, Svet. 1.1.
2
v. Basham, op. cit., p. 231, where the full text and the translation is given.
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niyativädin did argue against his opponents and that his opponents
were these same protagonists as mentioned by Silänka. Silänka states
the fact that the niyativädin argued against those who claimed that the
effort of the person (purusakära-), Time (käla-), God (Isvara-),
Intrinsic Nature (svabhäva-) and Karma were respectively the causes
of 'pleasurable and painful experience' (sukhadukkha-). The Svetäsvarara Upanisad mentions that one of the questions debated by the
brahmavädins is as follows: adhisthitäh kena sukhetaresu vartämahe,
where Sankara explains sukhetaresu as sukhadukkhesu1 and the sentence
may be translated as 'governed by whom (or what) do we live in
pleasure and pain'. Now, it is recorded in the Päli Nikäyas not only
that this was one of the topics that was hotly debated at the time
(v. infra, 395) but that the parties to these debates were these same
theorists. The opponents of the niyativädin according to Silänka are
the following:
1. Yzdi purusakärakrtam sukhadukkhädyanubhüyeta... v. Basham,
op. cit., p. 230, fn. 1.
2. N'äpi kälah kartä . . . ibid,, p. 231, fn. 1.
3. Isvarakamk€^\ sukhadukkhe na bhavatah . . . ibid., fn. 2.
4. Svabhävasy api sukhadukkhädikartrtva . . . ibid., p. 232, fn. 1.
5. Karmamh, sukhadukkham prati kartrtvam . . ., ibid., fn. 2.
Now it would be noted that four of these theories are specifically
mentioned in connection with this very problem in the Devadaha
Sutta (M. II.222). We may state them under the numbers correspond
ing to Silanka's list:
1.
3.
4.
5.

Ditthadhamma-^a£/tama 2 -hetu sukhadukkham patisamvedenti.
Issaranimmänahetu sukhadukkham patisamvedenti.
Sangati-Mcmz3-hetu sukhadukkham patisamvedenti.
Pubbekata-4hetu sukhadukkham patisamvedenti.

(212) We may conclude from what we have said above that some of
the Ajivikas were rationalists who not only constructed their theories
by reasoning but also defended them against their opponents by
1
Adhisthitä niyamitäh kena sukhetaresu sukhaduhkhesu vartämahe, Änanda
Äsrama Series, No. 17, p. 18 on Svet. 1.1.
2
This is probably the same as purisa-parakkama-, A. IV. 190, which is a
synonym of purisa-thäma- and purisa-viriya-.
3
bhäva-=sabhäva-, v. Basham, op. cit., p. 226.
4
Cp. the theory of purätana-karma-krtam, mentioned by Gunaratna, op. cit.,

p. 20.
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employing reason to demolish their theories. But there is also some
reason to think that these theories were not merely constructed a
priori but had some basis in claims to paranormal perception or super
human insight as well.
(213) Basham says that both 'Nigantha Nataputta and Makkhali
Gosäla certainly seemed to have laid claim to full enlightenment' (op.
cit., p. 92). In the case of Nigantha Nataputta we have sufficient
evidence to believe that he claimed omniscience. But in the case of the
latter, although omniscience is claimed for him in later times (v. supra,
151), there is no evidence that he himself claimed omniscience. Yet as
Basham has pointed out, he is said to have practised penance in order
'to acquire magic power and superhuman insight' {pp. cit., p. 50). Dr
Basham goes to the extent of saying that on the evidence of the Budd
hist and Jain texts 'it appears that he was capable, either honestly or by
fraud, of producing psychic phenomena' (op. cit., p. 51). The belief in
prophecy, it would appear, should be the natural outcome of their
determinist theory; if the future was wholly or partly determined, it
should be possible to know this in some way or another, because the
future exists in the same sense in which the present exists (v. supra, 199),
which was the niyativädin's assumption. But it is also possible that
for the niyativädin part of the reasons for believing in his determinist
thesis were actuated by his belief in prophecy as the story of 'Gosäla
and the Sesamum Plant' (op. cit., pp. 47-9) seems to suggest. Basham
does not exclude 'the possibility that the story has some basis in fact'
(p. 49). One of the central features of the story was that it was possible
to have precognitive experiences about at least some events in the
future by means of one's intuitive knowledge. In fact it is said that it
was for the purpose of acquiring this kind of intuitive knowledge that
Gosäla practised meditation and penance (op. cit., p. 50). On the evi
dence alleged, the possibility cannot be altogether excluded that these
ascetics may have had or seem to have believed that they had a few
precognitive experiences of the future, which either led them to or
reinforced their determinist thesis. Nothing is knowable unless it is a
fact; if the future is knowable it is a fact and this is not possible unless
the future exists in some sense in or like the present—which is the
determinist thesis.
(214) It is probable that some of the Äjivika beliefs about the size and
colour of the soul (v. supra, 132) are an externalization of experiences
had in trance-states. It is, however, curious that Buddhaghosa says
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quite the opposite. In explaining the epistemic origin of the beliefe in
the soul having size and form after death, he says that these arethe
result of meditative experiences.l As an alternative, he suggests that it
is the result 'purely of reasoning as in the case of the Äjivikas and
others' (äjivikädayo viya takkamatteneva vä, DA. 1.119). The
historical truth behind this assertion is probably that Buddhaghosa was
greatly impressed by the rational tradition of the Äjivikas. While he
was also aware that claims with regard to the size and colour of the
soul were made on the basis of trance experiences, he did not identify
these with the Äjivikas because he thought that they were mere
dialecticians (takki-), which they probably were at the time at which
he wrote.
(215) While there is no evidence to show that Makkhali Gosäla
claimed omniscience, there is good evidence that Pürana Kassapa, the
pure Determinist, did so. Two brahmins meet the Buddha and tell him
about Pürana's claim to omniscience and what he claims to know in
the following words: Türana Kassapa claims to be omniscient and allseeing and to be possessed of an infinite knowledge and insight such
that whenever he walks or stands, sleeps or keeps awake, his knowledge
and insight is constantly present continuously at all times. This is what
he says, "I abide knowing and seeing a finite world with my infinite
knowledge" \ 2 As a determinist he probably claimed to know fully not
only the past and the present but the future as well. The theory that
'the world was finite' (antavä loko) was one of those, which was
debated at this time (v. infra, 382, 383). It is likely that arguments were
evolved to 'prove' the validity of theories believed in on the basis of
mystic experiences.
(216) While the doctrines of the Äjivikas appear to have been held
mainly on the basis of reasoning and perhaps of personal claims to
supernormal insights as well, we cannot entirely discount the belief in
tradition on the part of even the early Äjivikas. According to a state
ment of Siläiika, quoted by Basham (pp. cit., p. 175, fn. 3) they seem to
1
DA. Li 19. RupT attä'ti ädisu kasinarüpam attä ti tattha pavattasannan c'assa
sannä ti gahetvä . . . (They hold that) the soul has form (after death), etc., think
ing that the soul has the form (colour) of the meditational device and taking its
after-image as their own consciousness.
2
A. IV.428. Pürano . . . Kassapo sabbannü sabbadassävi aparisesanänadassanam patijänäti carato ca me titthato ca suttassa ca jägarassa ca satatam samitam
nänadassanam paccupatthitan ti. So evam äha 'aham anantena fiänena antavantam
lokam jänam passam viharämi 'ti.
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have had their own traditional scriptures: 'the Trairäsikas, who follow
the doctrine of Gosäla, and who have twenty-one sütras, arranged
according to the order of the Trairäsika sütras in the Pürvas\ Now, the
Suttanipäta makes a reference to 'the Vedas of the Samanas as well as
those of the brahmins'.1 Since the Samanas were classified in the
Suttanipäta as the Äjivikas and the Niganthas (v. infra, 375), it is likely
that these collections of scriptures of the Äjivikas are among the
'Vedas of the Samanas' referred to. It shows that at least some of the
Äjivikas had a sacred scripture as early as the period of the Pali
Nikäyas, a fact which is confirmed by the quotations or adaptations
from them, found in the early Buddhist and Jain texts.2
(217) The reference to the 'followers of Gosäla' (Gosälamatä'nusärino), elsewhere called the Äjivikas, as the Trairäsikas in the above
statement of Silänka, is significant and points to the contribution made
by them to epistemology and logic. While the Sceptics and the
Buddhists evolved or adopted a four-fold logic, the Äjivikas who were
the followers of Makkhali Gosäla appear to have classified propositions
into three mutually exclusive categories and had a theory of three-fold
standpoints (naya-). Haribhadra in his Vrtti on the Nandi-Sütra
identifies the Trairäsikas with the Äjivikas: Trairäsikäsc Äjivikä
ev'ocyante.3 As Basham has shown4 Abhayadeva states in the com
mentary to the Samavayänga-Sütra that 'these Äjivikas were called
Trairäsikas'.5 On the basis of Silänka's statements Hoernle6 had
identified these Trairäsikas with the schismatic Jain sect of Trairäsikas,
which came into existence over five centuries after Mahävira, but we
agree with Dr Basham's contention7 that the two have to be dis
tinguished.
(218) Dr Basham says that 'the distinctive characteristic of the
Äjivika system of epistemology . . . was the division of propositions
into three categories' {op. cit., p. 274); but in fact there is another
distinctive feature, namely the adoption of three standpoints (nayas)
instead of the seven (or the two?) of Jainism. The passage quoted by
1

Vedäni viceyya kevaläni, Samanänam yäni p'atthi Brähmanänam, Sn. 529.
Basham, op. cit., p. 214 ff., 216 ff.
3
Nandi Sütra, by Devaväcaka (Devarddhi Gani). With the Cürni (gloss) of
Jinadäsa Gani and the Vrtti (commentary) of Haribhadra. Ed. Vijayadäna Süri,
4
1931, Fol. 114.
Op. cit., p. 179, fn. 3.
5
Ta eva c'Äjivikäs Trairäsika bhanitäh, fol. 120 on Sam. 147.
6
7
ERE., Vol. I, p. 262.
Op. cit., p. 178.
2
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Basham from the Nandi commentary, fol. 113 (v. op, cit., p. 274, fn. 5)
does not in fact appear in the edition of the commentary, that we have
used (i.e. Nandi Sütra, with the comms. of Jinadäsa and Haribhadra,
ed. Vijayadäna Süri, Indore, 1931). In this edition, there are two
passages more or less identical, which explain these aspects of the
epistemology and logic of the Äjivikas: one is by Jinadäsa Gani in his
Cürni appearing on fol. n o and the other is in the Vrtti by Haribhadra
in another form of Prakrit appearing on fols. 113, 114. The difference
is merely dialectical, e.g. the Cürni has 'te c'eva Äjivikä teräsiyä
bhanitä', etc., while the Vrtti reads, 'te c'eva Ajiviyä teräsiyä bhaniyä'.
These passages differ in a significant respect (v. infra) from the passage
cited by Basham.
(219) We may take the Sanskrit version in Abhayadeva's commentary
on the Samavayänga-Sütra, which reads as follows: 'These Äjivikas
are called Trairäsikas. Why? The reason is that they entertain (icchanti)
everything to be of a triple nature, viz. soul, non-soul, soul and nonsoul; world, non-world, world and non-world; being, non-being,
being and non-being, etc. Even in (api) considering standpoints they
entertain a three-fold standpoint such as the substantial, the modal and
the dual'.1 Thus according to Abhayadeva, they are called Trairäsikas
for two reasons, in having a three-fold mode of predication and a
three-fold set of standpoints.
(220) The Prakrit versions are almost identically similar to this, the
only difference being that instead of sarvam tryätmakam icchanti they
have, savvam jagam tryätmakam icchanti, which makes no material
difference. But the passage quoted by Basham has significant variations.
It defines Trairäsikäh in an additional sentence as follows: Tatas tribhi
räsibhiscarantiti Trairäsikäh, i.e. thus, since they work with three
heaps they are (called) Trairäsikas. Since this definition occurs
immediately after mentioning their three-fold standpoints (naya), the
'heaps' (räsi) seem to refer to the different types of predication as well
as the standpoints. The notable difference in this passage is that it speaks
of the three nayas as 'dravy'ästikam paryäyästikam ubhayästikan ca',
whereas Abhayadeva has (v. fn. supra) 'dravyärthikah paryäyärthikah
1
Ta eva c'äjivikäs Trairasikä bhanitäh. Kasmäd?—ucyate, yasmätte sarvam
tryätmakam icchanti yathä jivo'ajivo jiväjivah, loko'loko lokälokah, sad asat
sadasat ityevam adi, nayacintäyäm api te trividham nayam icchanti tadyathä
dravyärthikah paryäyärthikah ubhayärthikah, Samaväyängasütram, with
Abhayadeva's commentary, Ed. Näginadäsa Nemachanda, 1938, fol. 120 on
Sam. 147.
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ubhayärthikah' corresponding to the Prakrit 'davvatthiko pajjavatthiko ubhayatthiko ya' (Nandi Sütra) (fol. n o ) . Are we to regard
the latter as preserving a more faithful tradition, since the two funda
mental nayas of the Jains are called the dravyärthikanayaand
paryäyärthikanaydi-l and the Prakrit versions of the Nandi commen
taries agree with the Sanskrit version of the Samavayänga com
mentary?
(221) According to D r Basham, 'the Äjivikas . . . seem to have
accepted the basic principle of Jaina epistemology, without going to
the over-refined extreme of sapta-bhangi, as in the orthodox Jaina
syädväda and Nayaväda
{pp. cit., p. 275). This implies that the
Äjivikas were aware of the seven-fold formulae of the Jains and sim
plified them. But judged by the fact that the three-fold schema of
predication is simpler than the four-fold schema of the Sceptics and
Buddhists and the corresponding seven-fold schema of the Jains, it
would appear to be earlier than both the Buddhist and the Jain
Schemas, with which the Äjivikas could not have been acquainted
when they evolved theirs.
(222) In fact, it can be shown that in the earliest Buddhist and Jain
texts the very doctrine of the Trairäsikas, which seems to have
necessitated the three-fold schema, is mentioned, thus making it highly
probable that it was at least earlier than the Jain schema. For while the
earliest stratum of the Pali Nikäyas knows of the four-fold schema,
one of the earliest books of the Jain Canon, the Sütrakrtänga, which
makes an independent reference to this Trairäsika doctrine, does not
mention the seven-fold schema, although it is aware of the basic
principle of syädväda (v. infra, 233).
(223) The Brahmajäla Sutta mentions a class of religious teachers,
who were semi-eternalists (samana-brähmanä . . . ekacca-sassatikä
ekacca-asassatikä, D . 1.19), who hold that the world and the soul were
partly eternal and partly not (ekaccam sassatam ekaccam asassatam
attänan ca lokan ca pannapenti, loc. cit.). It is probably this same theory
that is elsewhere referred to as the view that holds that the soul and
the world are both eternal and not eternal (sassato ca asassato ca attä
ca loko ca, M. II.233, Ud. 69). Four varieties of these semi-eternalists
are mentioned in the Sutta, of which the second believes in the existence
of an ethereal group of Khiddä-padosika gods (santi . . . Khiddäpadosikä näma devä, loc. cit.). N o w it is said that those who over1

v. Guerinot, La Religion Djaina, pp. 130-1.
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1

indulge in sporting in this Heaven lose their memory, fall from this
state and are reborn on earth (tamhä käyä cavitvä itthattham ägacchati,
loc. cit.). Such a person leaves the household life (anagäriyam pabbajati), practises meditation and attains a jhänic state (ätappam anväya . . .
ceto-samädhim phusati, loc, cit.), whereby he sees this past life of his
and realizes that in that world there are beings who do not over
indulge, and who are eternal (ye . . . na ativelam hassa-khiddä-ratidhamma-samäpannä viharanti . . . te . . . na cavanti, niccä dhuvä
sassatä aviparinämadhammä sassati-samam tath'eva thassanti, loc. cit.)y
while the others are liable to fall. The account given of this school may
perhaps have undergone some distortion, but we can gather from what
is stated that according to this school, there are three types of beings:
1. the eternal beings (sassatä) who live for ever in that state (sassatisamam tath'eva thassanti, loc. cit.).
2. the temporal beings who live in this world.
3. the partly eternal and partly temporal beings (ekaccam sassatam
ekaccam asassatam) who fall from the eternal state and perhaps
go back again after a life of restraint and meditation.
(224) W e can see here more than the rudiments of the doctrine of
mandala-moksa or cyclic salvation (y. Basham, op. cit., 257-61). T h e
eternal beings would correspond to the cempotakars of the Civanänacittiyär, while those who fall would be the mantalars (y. op. cit.,
p. 260), the main difference being that a different reason is given here
as to why the mantalars return from that state. Now, D r Basham
says that this doctrine of cyclic salvation 'appears to have emerged
some time after the death of Gosäla' (y. op. cit.y p. 259). He does not
explain why it was necessary to await the death of Gosäla for the doc
trine to emerge, but he has seen that it is mentioned as early as the
Sutrakrtänga. However, it is not correct to say that 'it is first men
tioned in the Sutrakrtänga' {loc. cit.). W e may quote the original
version in the Sutrakrtänga since the identity in language with the Pali
version is significant:
Suddhe apävae äyä iham egesim ähiyam
Puno kiddä-padosenam so tattha avarajjhai
Iha samvude muni jäe pacchä hoi apävae
Viyadambu jahä bhujjo nirayam sarayam tahä.
S ü . 1.1.3.11-2.
1

We have used capital H for 'Heaven' here to denote that in the opinion of
this school it was an eternal state.
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We may translate this as follows: I t is said by some that the soul is
pure and sinless, but again it sins (avarajjhai) in that state owing to
kiddä-padosa- (pleasure and hatred? corruption through pleasure?);
born here, he later (pacchä) becomes sinless as a restrained ascetic. As
pure water free from pollution becomes again polluted (so does he
again become sinful).' This stanza appears in fact to summarize what
was stated in the Pali version. The Pali version explicitly stated
that some beings were eternal although all the beings were
called Khiddä-padosikä devä and Khiddä- padosa- (Ard. Mag.
kiddä-padosa-) was the cause of the fall according to both the
Buddhist and the Jain accounts.
(225) Now, as Dr Basham has pointed out, Silänka identifies this
doctrine of the Sütrakrtänga with that of the Trairäsika followers of
Gosäla (loc. cit.). But interpreting this verse Silänka gives a different
explanation of kiddä-padosa- from that suggested in the Pali texts,
which tries to make out that the cause is excessive debauchery (ativelam
hassa-khiddä-rati-dhamma-samäpannä, loc. cit.), Silänka gives a more
sublime reason for their fall, which was probably the reason that the
Trairäsikas themselves would have given, namely that the eternal soul
has feelings about the true religion and 'is elated when his religion is
revered (on earth) and other religions are looked down upon and is
angry when his own religion is despised' * explaining kiddä- and padosaas this joy and anger respectively. It is possible that when the Buddha
warned his disciples not to be elated when people praise his religion
and not to be angry when people condemn it (Brahmajäla Sutta,
D. L3, v. infra, 739) he was influenced by what he believed to be the
plight of the Äjivika as a result of his elation and anger about his own
religion. At the same time the Buddhist criticism that falling a prey to
temptation was the cause of their fall may have had some basis in the
Äjivika beliefs themselves, since one of the greatest fears of the
Äjivika ascetic was that he may succumb to the caresses of 'the gods
Punnabhadda and Manibhadda' who tempt him on the verge of death
(y. Basham, op. cit., p. 257 ff.).
(226) Basham does not mention this Pali parallel to the verse in the
Sütrakrtänga, which was the reason why he thought that this doctrine,
1

Op. cit., Vol. I, fol. 45 on Sü. 1.1.3.11.2. Svasäsanapüjam upalabhyä'nyasäsana-paräbhavam c'opalabhya . . . pramodah safijäyate, svasäsananyakkäradarsanäc ca dvesah.
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was not so important for the early Äjivika. 1 But unless it was one of
the cardinal doctrines both the Jains as well as the Buddhists would
not have stated it in summarizing their views.
(227) This Trairäsika doctrine which found it necessary to posit three
kinds of souls and perhaps three kinds of worlds corresponding to
them as well as three kinds of being, appears therefore to be quite early.
The evidence points to its having its origin in a sect of Ajivikas (in the
loose sense) independently of Gosäla, though it may have accepted
Gosäla's leadership or merged with the followers of Gosäla later on.
It is to this doctrine that Basham traces the necessity for the Trairäsika
to posit a third possibility: 'The Äjivika postulate of a third possibility,
neither being nor non-being, must have formed a convenient logical
basis for the unusual doctrine that some souls were compelled to return
even from nirvana. These would be classified in the third category,
sadasat—emancipated from samsära and yet not emancipated' (op. cit.,
p. 275). W e agree with this conclusion though not in the form in which
Dr Basham states it, since the third possibility is not 'neither being
nor non-being' but 'both being and non-being' (sadasat), which has
to be distinguished from the former since the distinction was drawn in
the time of the Päli Nikäyas. The thesis of this school is, as we said,
stated in the Päli Nikäyas as 'sassato ca asassato ca and ca loko ca
which would probably have been equivalent to 'sanasanjlvasca lokasca9
in the terminology of the Trairäsika. This, it may be observed, is not a
logical proposition which is contradictory as would appear from its
form (since it seems to violate the Law of Excluded Middle) but an
empirical proposition which is contingent (v. infra, 579). Thus, for this
school the three logical alternatives would be: (1) p, (2) notp, (3)
p.notp and not the usual two (i.p, 2.not-p) according to the Aristo
telian schema.
(228) W e are on less certain ground with regard to its doctrine of
nayas in respect of its antiquity and significance. D r Basham assumes
that it is a simpler version of the seven-fold nayas of Jainism (op. cit.>
p. 275). But there is another possibility.
One has to compare these three nayas considering the terminology
with the two fundamental nayas of Jainism:
1
v. his remark, 'This doctrine is not elsewhere mentioned in the Päli or Jaina
Prakrit texts, and seems not to have loomed large in the minds of the earlier
Ajivikas' (op. cit., p. 259).
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Ajivika
i. Dravyärthika(Substantial)
2. Paryäyärthika(Modal)

3. Ubhayärthika(Dual)

Jainism
Dravyärthika- (3) naigama-,
samgraha-,
vyavahära-.
Paryäyärthika- (4) rjusütra-,
sabda-,
samabhirüdha-,
evambhüta-.
—

It will be seen that the Ajivika is more complex if we consider the fact
that Jainism has nothing corresponding to the ubhayärthikanaya-, but
on the other hand the Ajivika has not subdivided (as far as our
knowledge goes) the first two nayas. The fact that the first two nayas
are held in common, points to a common origin, though later the
Jains made further elaborations of these while the Äjivikas added the
third.
(229) One suspects a close connection between the three forms of
predication and the three nayas. Are we to say that each of the forms
of predication was possible only from one of the nayas, viz.
(1) Sat—according to the dravyärthikanaya(2) Asat—according to the paryäyärthikanaya(3) Sadasat—according to the ubhayärthikanayae.g.
(1) A chariot exists as a substance, i.e. from a substantial point of view.
(2) A chariot does not exist as a collection of attributes, i.e. from the
modal point of view (cp. the chariot simile in the Nikäyas (S. 1.134)
and the Milinda Panha, 27).
(3) A chariot does and does not exist as a substance and as a collection
of attributes, i.e. from the substantial-cum-modal or dual points
of view.
(230) We find this usage substantiated in the Jain Canonical texts,
which sometimes speak of something having the characteristic q from
one standpoint, the characteristic not-q from another and the character
istics q and not-q from both standpoints. The Trairäsika usage was,
therefore, probably not different from this. It also shows that though
the Jains did not actually posit a separate dual standpoint they made
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use of the substantial-cum-modal standpoint in principle. We may
illustrate this by an example in the Bhagavati Sutra,1 where the question
is asked of Mahävira, 'Are souls . . . eternal or non-eternal?' (Jivä . . .
kirn säsayä asäsayä?) and it is replied that 'souls would be both eternal
and non-eternal' (jivä siya säsayä, siya asäsayä) and this is further ex
plained by saying that 'they are eternal in respect of their substance and
non-eternal in respect of their states' (davvatthayäe säsayä, bhävatthayäe asäsayä).
(231) Jainism is undoubtedly another well-known pre-Buddhistic
school of thought which seems to have influenced Early Buddhism.
But the Jain Canonical texts, as we have them, are on the whole later
than the Päli Nikäyas so that we cannot be at all certain of the degree to
which and the direction in which this influence was felt by a study of
their contents. Whatever the influence of Jain epistemological and
logical theories on Buddhism and vice versa, both schools seem to have
profited by the critical outlook of the Materialists and the Sceptics as
well as the logical experiments of the Sceptics and the Äjivikas. Since
the Jain theory of knowledge is fairly well known 2 we would confine
ourselves to stating those elements of the theory with which Early
Buddhism, in our opinion, is likely to have been acquainted with.
(232) Barua was of the opinion that 'there is nowhere to be found in
the older texts any systematic exposition of Mahävira's theory of
knowledge' {pp. cit., p. 403) but Tatia assumes on the basis of some
evidence that he adduces that 'the theory of knowledge of the Ägamas
is very old and perhaps originated in the pre-Mahävira period' (op.
cit., p. 27). Since this evidence is drawn solely from the Jain texts one
cannot accept this conclusion. However, when we consider the
historical background and the metaphysics of Jainism it would seem
reasonable to suppose that at least the basic notions of its theory of
knowledge formed an integral part ofthat stratum of Jain thought with
which early Buddhism was acquainted.
1
Bhagavati Sutra, with Abhayadeva's commentary, 1939, Vol. I, fol. 545,
7, 2, 273.^
2
Guerinot, op. cit., devotes a Chapter to the 'Theorie de la Connaisance et
Lo gique* (pp. 120-33), where he mentions the main concepts in bare outline.
Nathmal Tatia, Studies in Jaina Philosophy, Banaras, 1951, makes a detailed
comparative study, but with a poor historical sense, v. also Das Gupta, op. cit.,
Vol. I, pp. 165-8; Umesha Mishra, History of Indian Philosophy, Allahabad, 1957*
Vol. I, 279-304; Jadunath Sinha, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 183-208; C. Sharma, op. cit.,
pp. 48-62.
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( 33) Jainism recommends a cautious critical attitude to the problem
of truth. This is reflected in its non-categorical theory of truth (anekantaväda), which has given rise to the use of conditional propositions.
It is said that 'the wise man should not joke or explain without (recourse
to) conditional propositions' (na yä vi panne parihäsakujjä, na ya
siyäväya1 viyägarejjä, Sü. 1.14.19). He should 'expound the analytical
theory (yibhajjaväyam ca viyägarejjä) and use the two (permitted)
kinds of speech, living among virtuous men, impartial and wise'.2
Since the Buddha himself claims to be a vibhajja-vädin (v. infra, 446)
we may here pause to consider Silänka's comment on this term.
(234) Silänka first explains the phrase, vibajjaväyam (ca vibyägarejjä),
saying that it means 'one should expound the theory which unravels
separate meanings' (prthagarthanirnayavädam vyägrniyät, op. cit.9
Vol. I, fol. 256) and then goes on to suggest two alternative meanings
for the term vibhajjaväda-: 'Either vibhajya-väda- is syädväda, which
he should expound as it is nowhere at fault, is comprehensive since it
is not contradicted by conventional usage, and is validated by one's
own experience; or he should analyse, i.e. distinguish the senses
properly (samyagarthän . . . prthakkrtvä) and make his statement, viz.
he should speak of permanence from the substantial standpoint and of
impermanence from the modal standpoint; likewise (he may say that)
all things exist from the point of view of their own substance, place,
time and states and do not exist from the point of view of other
substances, etc.; thus has it been said "he who would not entertain
everything as existing from the four points of view of its form, etc., and
as not existing from the opposite points of view, cannot take any
stand"—he should resort to analytical statements of this sort.'3 This
explanation is largely based on Jain epistemological beliefs; but the
general sense of vibhajja-väda that Silänka speaks of was probably the
original sense. It shows that the early Jains like the Buddhists who were
1

Silänka, however, explains the phrase differently, taking it to mean, nä'pi
c'äsirvadam . . . vyägrniyät, nor should he utter blessings; op. cit., fol. 255.
2
Samkejja yä'samkitabhäva bhikkhü, vibhajjaväyam ca viyägarejjä, bhäsäduyam dhamma-samutthitehim, viyägarejjä samayä supanne, Sü. 1.14.22.
3
Tathä vibhajjavädam prthagarthanirnayavädam vyägrniyät, yadi vä vibhajyavädah, syädvädastam sarvaträskhalitam lokavyavahäravisamväditayä sarvavyäpinam svänubhavasiddham vadet, athavä samyagarthän vibhajya, prthakkrtvä
tadvädam vadet, tadyathä, nityavädam, tathä svadravyaksetrakälabhävaihi
sarve'pi padärthäh santi, paradravyädibhis tu na santi, tathä c'oktam, 'sadeva
sarvam ko n'ecchetsvarüpädicatustayät, asadeva viparyäsänna cenna vyavatisthate* ityädikam vibhajya-vädam vadet iti, op. cit.5 Vol. I, fol. 256 on Sü. 1.14.22.
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to follow them made use of analysis in understanding the meanings of
statements (v. infra, 446 ff.).
(235) It would be seen that Sü. 1.14.22, quoted above, mentions 'two
(permitted) kinds of speech' (bhäsäduyam). This is a subject on which
the early Jains as well as the Buddhists placed restrictions, necessitating
classifications of propositions (speech) according to their truth-value,
though these classifications are different in each case {v. infra, 594).
According to the Jainism, 'there are four kinds of speech; the first is
truth, the second is untruth, the third is truth mixed with untruth;
what is neither truth, nor untruth, nor truth mixed with untruth, that
is the fourth kind of speech: neither truth nor untruth'. 1 What is not
permitted are the second and the third. The third kind—the half-truth
or the mixed truth—is specially condemned (tatthimä tai'yä bhäsä, jam
vadittä'nutappati, jam channam tarn na vattavvam, esä änä niyanthiyä,
Sü. 1.9.26).
(236) The attitude of relativism or non-categorical assertion (anekäntaväda-) is in a sense the opposite reaction to that of the Sceptic, when
faced with the same problem (v. supra, 191). When the Sceptic was
faced with a variety of conflicting theories, he came to the conclusion
that none of them can be known to be true since all may be false and
there was no criterion of deciding as to which was true. The Jain
attitude seems to have been that each of these conflicting theories may
contain an element of truth and as such be partly true and partly false
or true from one point of view and false from another.
(237) This attitude is reflected in Mahävira's solution to at least some
metaphysical problems. For instance, at this time the Materialists on
the one hand held that the body and the soul were identical or that
there was no soul apart from the body (v. supra, 130); on the other
hand the eternalists held that the soul was different from the body
(y. infra, 384-7). It is said that when Mahävira was asked whether 'the
body was (identical with) the soul or different from it' (äyä, bhante,
käye anne käye? Bhagavati Sütra, 13.7.495, op. cit., fol. 1141), he is
said to have replied that 'the body is (identical with) the soul as well
as different from it' (äyä vi käye anne vi käye, loc. cit.). The same kind
of reply is given in this context to the questions as to whether the body
1

Cattäri bhäsäjäyäim, tarn jahä: saccam egam padhamam bhäsäjäyam blyam
mosam tai'yam saccämosam jam n'eva saccam n'eva mosam n'eva saccämosam
asaccämosam tarn caüttham bhäsäjätam, Äyäramga Sutta, 2.4.1.4.
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has form (rüvim) or has no form (arüvim), is conscious (sacitte) or is
not conscious (acitte), is a 'jlva or is an ajiva' (jive vi käye ajive vi
käye, loc. cit.). These would appear to be self-contradictory proposi
tions to assert, but Mahavlra would have resolved the contradiction by
saying that the soul is identical with the body from one point of view
and different from the body in another point of view (naya-). It is only
when 'one understands the true nature of all substance by all the
standard means of knowledge (pramäna) and all the points of view
(naya) that one's knowledge is comprehensive'.1
(238) These nayas are classified as seven in number ranging from the
most general (naigama2) to the most specific (evambhüta). But there
seems to have been a school, which believed only in four nayas, called
the Catuskanayikas. Dr Basham is of the opinion that this is a 'small
sub-sect of the Jainas with a somewhat unorthodox epistemology'
(op. cit., 327). Abhayadeva says in considering their origin that this
school 'in considering standpoints believes that naigama is two-fold,
being both general and specific, and that the general falls into the
general and the specific into the specific—thus there are the general
(samgraha-), the specific (vyavahära-) and the existential (rjusütra)
standpoints; the verbal standpoints are all the same and thus there are
four standpoints'.3 This seems to suggest that the Catuskanayikas
simplified the Jain schema, but it is by no means conclusive that this
simplicity is due to the simplication of the complex rather than to the
priority (in time) of the simpler. The passage that Weber4 has quoted
from a Nandi commentary contrasts the Äjivikas, the Catuskanayikas
and the Trairäsikas from each other as well as from the Jains, viz.
' C h a . . . sasamaiyäni, satta äjlviyäni, cha caükkanaiyäni satta teräsiyäni\
They are all considered alien to 'one's own religion' (sva-samaya-,
v. sasama'iyäni) so that the Catuskanayikas could not strictly have
been a sub-sect tolerated by the Jains.
1

Davväna savvabhävä savva-pamänehi jassa uvaladdhä, savvähi nayavihihim
vitthärarul tti näyavvo, Uttarädhyayanasütram, 28.24.
2
There are, however, two explanations of this term (v. Jadunath Sinha, op. cit.,
Vol. II, pp. 200-1).
3
Nayacintä, tatra naigamo dvividhah, sämgrähiko 'sämgrähikasca tatra
sämgrähikah samgraham, pravisto' sämgrähikasca vyavahäram, tasmät samgraho
vyavahäro rjusütrah sabdädayascaika ev'etyevam catväro nayäh, Samavayängasütram, with Abhayadeva's commentary, Ed. Näginadäsa Nemachanda, 1938,
fol. 120 on Sam. 147.
4
A. Weber, Indische Studien, Beiträge für die Kunde des indischen Alterthums,
Band 16, Leipzig, 1883, p. 364*
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(239) The attitude of mind that favoured this kind of relativism was
also suspicious of the possibility of the truth lying in extreme points
of view. We already found this in the compromise solutions of
Mahävira who uses the expressions 'both . . . and' (syädastinästi) like
the Trairäsikas with their sadasat to express the fact that two opposing
points of view are both right and wrong and that their falsity consists
in taking each extreme point of view to be the sole truth. At times
Mahävira expressly states the truth is not to be found in extremes. It is
said: 'He should not believe that (this world) is without beginning or
without end, eternal or not eternal, according to the argumentation (of
the heretics). From these alternatives you cannot arrive at truth; from
these alternatives you are led to error' (Jacobi's Translation, SBE.,
Vol. 45, pp. 405, 406). The text reads: anädiyam parinnäyä anavadaggeti vä guno, säsayamasäsae vä iti ditthim na dhärae, eehim dohim
thänehim vavahäro na vijjai. eehim dohimthänehim anäyäram tu jänae
(Sü. 2.5.2, 3). This point of view is in a sense a corollary of Jain
relativism but, as would be seen, it plays a central role in Buddhism
(v. infra9 607-9).
(240) When we examine the Jain sütras we find classifications of
various types of knowledge. These formal classifications may be late
and belong to the post-Buddhistic era but there is little reason to doubt
that the kinds of knowledge referred to were known in the preBuddhistic phase of Jain thought. Thus in the Sthänänga and the
Nandi Sütras, as pointed out by Vidyäbhüsana (op. ciu, p. 161, fn. 5),
jnäna, which is the general term for knowledge is classified as follows:
Jnäna

Aparoksa

Kevala

Paroksa

Akevala
I

I

Abhinibodha
(Mati)

Sruti

I

Avadhi
Manahparyäya
(241) We find here a classification that is peculiarly Jain, based as it is
on the metaphysics of Jainism. Only extrasensory perception is
denoted by aparoksa or direct knowledge, while normal perception
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would be classified under indirect knowledge (paroksa) as mati or
opinion which includes both normal perception as well as inference.
Scripture or tradition also has a secondary place as indirect knowledge
in strong contrast to the early Vedic valuation. Direct knowledge
(aparoksa) covers both absolute knowledge (kevala) which is infallible
and is omniscience itself as well as the non-absolutist forms of direct
knowledge, which are liable to error. These latter are avadhi or the
direct perception of things extended in time or space without the
mediation of the sense-organs and manahparyaya or telepathy. In fact
direct knowledge is called direct perception (mukhya-pratyaksa-1) in
contrast to normal or common perception (samvyavahärika-pratyaksa-1).
(242) This theory is a product of the Jain conception of the soul
(jiva-), which is intrinsically omniscient. As it is cluttered up in the
body with material karmic particles clouding its vision and as it has to
see through the openings of the senses, normal perceptual vision can
only be indirect. In fact all knowledge before the actual attainment of
omniscience including kevala- itself, which is intrinsically present in
every soul, are affected by these subtle karmic particles. There are eight
varieties of them2 but only three of them are epistemologically interest
ing, viz. (1) knowledge-obscuring karmas (jnänavaraniya-), which
affect the entirety of knowledge in all its forms (i.e. kevala, avadhi,
manahparyaya, mati and Sruti), (2) perception-obscuring karmas
(darsanavaraniya-), which affect normal perception, both visual
(caksus) and non-visual (acaksus), paranormal perception such as
avadhi and kevala (but not manahparyaya) as well as the psychological
states such as the different forms of sleep, and deluding karmas
(mohanlya^)^ which obscure our intellectual vision (darsana-mohaniyd)
and affect our moral nature (cäritra-mohaniya) through the passions.
(243) It is only when the influx of karmic particles is at an end by the
complete exhaustion of past karma that the soul shines forth with its
natural vision and intrinsic lustre. While much of the epistemological
material of the Jain texts, judged from the elaborate details into which
they go, may be deemed to be later than Early Buddhism it is very
1
v. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 159. Mukhyapratyaksa- is
also called päramärthika-pratyaksa-, subdivided into the complete (sakala- i.e.
kevala) and the incomplete (vikala-, i.e. avadhi and manahparyaya), y. Jadunath
Sinha, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 189.
2
v. Jadunath Sinha, op. cit., p. 224.
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likely that the main elements of the theory and the different kinds of
knowledge mentioned were known at a time at least coeval if not prior
to Early Buddhism. If we consider the ways of knowing recorded in
the Jain scriptures as shown above, without the valuation or interpreta
tion given to them in accordance with Jain metaphysics we would have
to say that the following means of knowledge are acknowledged in
them namely, (1) perception, sensory and para-normal, (2) inference,
(3) scripture or tradition. Paranormal or extrasensory perception
would include (i) absolute knowledge or omniscience (kevala), (ii)
clairvoyance and clairaudience (avadhi), and (iii) telepathy (manahparyäya). The Sütras, however, regard upamä or comparison (analogy)
as a means of knowledge different from inference. We have seen that
the word pramäna was used in the sense of a 'means of knowledge' in
the above quotation from the Uttarädhyayana Sütra (v. supra, 237),
but since the word appears to have come into currency in its technical
sense during the time of Early Buddhism or at least not very much
later (v. supra, 77), we cannot say how early or late its use in the Jain
scriptures is. The earlier Jain word for a means of knowledge appears
to have been not pramäna but hetu. We may see this in the classification
of hetu-s in the sense of pramänas in the Bhagavati and Sthänänga
Sütras as shown by Vidyäbhüsana (op. cit., p. 162): athavä heil cauvvihe
pannatte tarn jahä, paccakkhe anumäne uvame ägame, i.e. the means of
knowledge have been declared to be four-fold, viz. perception, infer
ence, analogy and tradition. This is confirmed by the definition of the
term in the Caraka Samhitä, which as we have shown appears to have
preserved an earlier logical terminology current at the time of the Pali
Nikäyas (v. infra, 323). This definition reads as follows: Hetur
nämopalabdhikäranam tatpratyaksam anumänam aitihyam aupamyam
ity ebhir hetubhir yad upalabhyate tat tattvam (3.8.6.25), i.e. Hetu
stands for the means of apprehension, viz. perception, inference,
tradition and analogy; what is apprehended by means of these hetu-s
is truth. We may note that of the hetu-s pratyaksa- and anumänacorrespond to paccakkhe and anumäne of the Jain list, while aitihyam
corresponds to ägame and aupamyam to uvame (—Skr. upamä). It is
difficult, however, to say whether the Jains were the first to use the
word in this sense. The Materialists are often called the 'haitukas',1
probably because they used epistemological arguments or arguments
based on hetu- in the sense of 'means of knowledge' to prove their
1

v. Das Gupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. Ill, pp.

S^l-^)*
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theories or disprove their opponents (v. supra, 91). They may very
well have been the first to use the term in this sense. The fact that the
Jains did not use the term exclusively in the epistemological sense is
clear from the rest of the quotation of Vidyäbhüsana from the Bhagavati and the Sthänänga Sütra, where heil is used in the sense of 'reason'
in a formula bearing a close resemblance to the general causal formula
appearing in the Päli Nikäyas (v. infra, 771): athavä heü cauvvihe
pannatte tarn jahä, atthi tarn atthi so heü, atthi tarn natthi so heü, natthi
tarn atthi so heü, natthi tarn natthi so heü, i.e. the reasons (heü) are
declared to be four-fold, the reason why something exists because
something else exists, the reason why something exists because some
thing else does not exist, the reason why something does not exist
because something else exists, the reason why something does not exist
because something else does not exist. As the examples given by
Vidyäbhüsana would show (loc. cit.), they are four kinds of possible
correlations between causally connected events or things. Thus, if
x (fire) and y (smoke) are causally connected we can say that x is
present because y is present, y being the reason (hetu) why we say
that x is present. We may represent the four instances thus:
1. It is (atthi tarn)
because (heü)
2.
„
„
3. It is not (natthi tarn)
„
4.
„
„

that
that
that
that

is (atthi)
is not (natthi)
is (atthi)
is not (natthi)

It may be observed that the causal formula of Buddhism states 1 and 4
(v. infra, 771). The similarity is obvious but the nature of the historical
connection, if any, is difficult to determine.

CHAPTER IV

THE ATTITUDE TO AUTHORITY

(244) When we tried to classify the thinkers of the pre-Buddhistic era
in accordance with their epistemological outlook and approach to
problems, we found in Chapter I that the Vedic thinkers up to the
time of Buddhism seemed to fall into three groups. Firstly, there were
the traditionalists coming down from the period of the Brähmanas
who considered the sacred scriptures to be the most valuable source of
knowledge. Secondly, there were the thinkers of the Äranyakas and
Early Upanisads, who, while not entirely discarding scripture, thought
that knowledge of reality was possible by reasoning and metaphysical
speculation. While this second school of thinkers would have con
tinued independently to evolve their own speculative theories there
arose thirdly, the contemplatives of the Middle and Late Upanisads,
who while relegating scripture to the realm of lower knowledge
(aparä vidyä) and discarding reason (tarka) as an adequate means of
obtaining knowledge of reality claimed that the only means of know
ing reality was by having a personal and direct acquaintance or
experience of it, by practising meditative techniques (yoga) and
depending on the grace of God for the final vision or revelation.
(245) A study of the ways of knowing of the non-Vedic thinkers
shows that they can be classified along with the second and third
groups of the Vedic thinkers. There is little doubt that the Materialists
made use of reason both in evolving as well as in propagating their
views though reason for them was on the whole subservient to per
ception. The Sceptics likewise seemed to have reasoned their way into
scepticism though with the exception of the school of Safijaya, they
made little use of it since they kept aloof from controversy. The
Ajivakas were a mixed lot; they were primarily rational metaphysicians
and dialecticians though some of them seem to have claimed personal
intuitional insights. Similarly the Jains or at least their leader claimed
F*
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personal and direct knowledge of things, while making use of reason
in debate.
(246) If therefore we take the pre-Buddhistic background of thought
as a whole these thinkers fall into three classes according to the stress
they laid on a particular way of knowing, viz.
(1) The Traditionalists, who derived their knowledge wholly from a
scriptural tradition and interpretations based on it. Prominent
in this class were the brahmins who upheld the sacred authority
of the Vedas.
(2) The Rationalists, who derived their knowledge from reasoning
and speculation without any claims to extrasensory perception.
The metaphysicians of the Early Upanisads, the Sceptics, the
Materialists and most of the Äjivakas fell into this class.
(3) The 'Experientialists', who depended on direct personal know
ledge and experience, including extrasensory perception on the
basis of which their theories were founded. Many of the thinkers
of the Middle and Late Upanisads, some of the Äjivakas and
Jains are classifiable in this group. The Materialists, as empiricists,
would also fall under this category if not for the fact that they
denied the validity of claims to extrasensory perception.
(247) This classification, however, should not be too rigidly inter
preted so as to consider these groups as mutually exclusive. Such was
not the case, for the Traditionalists did not deny or fail to give a place
to perception and reason. The Rationalists of the Early Upanisads
likewise did not entirely do away with scripture, although the Materi
alists did. The Äjivakas and later the Jains also had their scriptures
which they held in great respect. The Experientialists of the Middle
and Late Upanisads in like manner give a very limited place to scripture
though they discard reason altogether. So what we can claim for this
grouping is that when we consider the epistemological standpoints
of these groups as a whole, the essential or final knowledge claimed by
them is said to be derived mainly if not wholly from each of the sources
of knowledge emphasized by each group.
(248) In examining the ways of knowledge recognized or accepted in
Buddhism it would be pertinent to ask whether the Buddha or Early
Buddhism can be classified under any of the above groups or to see
what attitude Buddhism adopted towards them in respect of its own
epistemological standpoint.
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(249) There is a passage in the Sangärava Sutta which throws a good
deal of light on this problem. Here the Buddha is talking with a brahmin
student versed in the Vedas and Vedic lore, who asks him the following
question: 'There are . . . some recluses and brahmins who profess the
basis of a religion (ädibrahmacariyakam) after finding a final and
ultimate insight (ditthadhammäbhifinävosänapäramippattä) in this life.
Now where does the venerable Gotama stand among them?' 1 The
Buddha replies as follows: 'I say that there is a difference among those
who profess the basis of a religion after finding a final and ultimate
insight in this life. There are . . . some recluses and brahmins who are
Traditionalists (anussavikä), who profess the basis of a religion after
finding a final and ultimate insight in this life, such as the brahmins of
the Three Vedas (Tevijjä). There are also . . . some recluses and
brahmins who profess the basis of a religion after finding a final and
ultimate insight in this life on mere belief alone (kevalam saddhämattakena) such as the Reasoners (takki) and Metaphysicians (vimamsl,
lit. speculators). There are other recluses and brahmins who profess
the basis of a religion after finding a final and ultimate insight in this
life by gaining a higher knowledge personally (sämam yeva) of a
doctrine (dhammam) among doctrines not traditionally heard of
before. Now
I am one of those who profess the basis of a religion
after finding a final and ultimate insight in this life by gaining a higher
knowledge personally of a doctrine among doctrines not traditionally
heard of before.'2
(250) We find here the Buddha classifying his predecessors and con
temporaries in respect of their ways of knowing into three classes,
1

Santi . . . eke samanabrähmanä ditthadhammäbhinnävosänapäramippattä
ädibrahmacariyakam patijänanti. Tatra bho Gotama ye te samanabrähmanä
ditthadhammäbhiMävosänapäramippattä ädibrahmacariyakam patijänanti, tesam
bhavam Gotamo katamo ti? M.II.211.
2
Ditthadhammäbhinnävosänapäramippattänam ädibrahmacariyam patijänantänam pi kho . . . vemattatam vadämi. Santi. . . eke samanabrähmanä anussavikä,
te anussavena ditthadhammäbhinnävosänapäramippattä ädibrahmacariyam pati
jänanti, seyyathäpi brähmanä Tevijjä. Santi pana . . . eke samanabrähmanä
kevalam saddhämattakena ditthadhammäbhinnävosänaparamippattä ädibrah
macariyam patijänanti, seyyathäpi Takki Vimamsi. Santi eke samanabrähmanä
pubbe ananussutesu dhammesu sämam yeva dhammam abhinfiäya ditthadhammäbhinnävosänapäramippattä ädibrahmacariyam patijänanti. Tatra ye te saman
abrähmanä pubbe ananussutesu dhammesu sämam yeva dhammam abhinfiäya
ditthadhammäbhinnävosänapäramippattäädibrahmacariyam patijänanti, tesäham
asmi. M. II.211.
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viz. (1) the Traditionalists (Anussavikä), (2) Rationalists and Meta
physicians (Takki Vimamsl), and (3) the 'Experientialists* who had
a personal higher knowledge of the truth of their doctrines. He also
identifies himself with members of this third group. These groups
appear prima facie to be the same as the groups we found after a
historical analysis of the background of Early Buddhist thought.
(251) Let us start with the criticism of the anussavikä. Now we find
that anussava- is only one of many alleged means of knowledge
criticized in the Päli Nikäyas. It heads a list of ten possible ways of
claiming knowledge which are condemned as unsatisfactory by the
Buddha in addressing the Kälämas (A. 1.189) and on another occasion
in a discourse to Bhaddiya Licchavi (A. II. 191-3). On examining this
list it will be noticed (v. infra, 259) that six of the items have reference
to knowledge which is claimed on the basis of some sort of authority.
It would therefore be better to consider the authoritative criterion of
knowledge as a whole and inquire into the Buddhist attitude to it.
(252) The argument from authority may take many forms. If we
confine ourselves to the Indian context, we find that many different
types of knowledge from authority were accepted as valid by Indian
thinkers. A brief resume of these different types as recognized in
post-Buddhist thought would not only help us to see the Early Buddhist
criticism of authority in a better light, but also enable us to distinguish
between the earlier pre-Buddhistic claims to knowledge based on
authority, from the later forms.
(253) That the argument from authority was accepted by the ortho
dox schools is evident from the fact that sabda was accorded the
dignity of a pramäna (i.e. a valid means of knowledge) by all of them
excepting the Vaisesika. The Pürva-Mimämsä preserves the earliest
and the most orthodox view of sabda and uses the term to denote the
authority of the Vedas alone. Even among Vedic assertions priority
is claimed for the injunctive statements, i.e. commands (vidhi) and
prohibitions (nisedha) while explanatory assertions (arthaväda) are
given a secondary status (M.S. 1.2.1) inasmuch as they are said to be
dependent on the former. We see here reflected the attitude of the
earliest ritualistic brahmins who valued the karmakända alone above
all else and upheld the absolute authority of the Vedas (v. our first
group of Vedic thinkers).
(254) In contrast to this attitude is that of the Naiyäyikas for whom
6abda means verbal testimony in general without specific reference to
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the Vedic scriptures and stands for the testimony of experts. Vedic
statements are included only as a special case of such testimony and
are authoritative because God is all-knowing and presumably trust
worthy (N.S. 2.1.68), the existence of God being independently
proved by a metaphysical analogical argument (sämänyatodrsta).
(255) The testimony of people who may be of any class, 'rsis? äryas
or mlecchas'1 relate to empirical facts (drstärtha) while that of the
Vedas relates to non-empirical facts (adrstärtha). Even if the early
Nyäya was atheistic,2 it is not likely that the Vedas were rejected
altogether for it seems to have been argued that the human authors of
the Vedas, namely the rsis, were äptas or reliable persons whose state
ments even with regard to non-empirical facts may be accepted
(N.B. 1.1.8, 2.1.68). But what is significant is that the Mimämsä claim
to an absolute authoritativeness of the Vedas is criticized (N.S. 2.2.1340) and that its authority is considered derivative from the general
authority of reliable testimony, in this school which specialized in the
study of logic. The Vaisesika school, which became closely attached
to the Nyäya, not only criticizes the absolute claim to authority of
the Vedas (V.S. 2.2.21-37, 6.1.1. ff.) but does not treat sabda as a
separate pramäna at all. It nevertheless subsumes both tradition
(aitihya) as well as verbal testimony (sabda) under inference3 and
treats scriptural statements as sabda or testimony acceptable on the
reliability of the seers. We thus see logicians of the Nyäya school
treating the scriptural statements of the Vedas as a sub-class of verbal
testimony and the metaphysicians of the Vaisesika school treating
them as a sub-class of inferential propositions. This attitude to the
Vedas seems to bear some affinity to that of our second group of
Vedic thinkers (v. supra, 244).
(256) The other schools represent a point of view midway between
that of the Mimämsä and the Nyäya-Vaisesika. The Sänkhya as a
metaphysical system accepts reliable assertions (äptavacana) as an
independent source of knowledge (S.K. 4). Unlike the Naiyäyikas, it
admits its non-personal authorship (S.P.S. 5.46) and independent
1

rsy-ärya-mecchänäm samänam laksanam, N.B. 1.1.7. v. Änanda Äsrama
Series No. 91, p. 25.
2
v. Garbe, Philosophy of Ancient India, p. 23; cp. Muir, Original Sanskrit
Texts, Vol. 3, p. 133.
3
v. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. 2, p. 182.
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validity (S.P.S. 5.51) but it makes the Vedas superfluous by saying
that the saved do not need it and the unsaved cannot grasp it (S.P.S.
5.47). Furthermore, it undermines its foundations by relying on reason
alone in deducing its metaphysics. The Yoga likewise, while nominally
accepting scripture as a separate source of knowledge (Y.S. 1,7),
treats it as being of secondary utility in developing the highest yogic
intuition (Y.B. 1.48). The Advaita Vedänta of Sankara treats Vedic
statements as falling within the scope of sabda, which for him is an
independent pramäna. However, unlike the Prabhakara school of
Mimämsä, and like the others, it regards assertive statements as being
of the same status as injunctive statements; but here again knowledge.
through the pramänas is sublated in the highest intuition. Incidentally
it will be noticed that all these schools of Sänkhya, Yoga and Advaita
Vedänta, while utilizing and upholding reason and granting the
validity of scripture, claim the possibility of an ultimate personal
knowledge which relegates both inference and scripture to a lower
status. The Sänkhya comes closest to upholding reason but since it
finds that its metaphysics leads to the conclusion that all empirical and
rational knowledge is the result of a confusion between purusa and
buddhi, it has to rely on yoga to resolve this confusion.
There is another important distinction made with regard to the
authority of the Vedas, which has to be briefly examined before we
investigate the fact and/or nature of the Early Buddhist criticism of
the authoritarian claims of the Vedic thinkers. We find in postBuddhistic times a controversy in the orthodox schools as to whether
the Vedas derived their authority from a personal authorship, human
or divine (pauruseya), or from the lack of personal authorship (apauruseya). The Naiyäyikas deduced the reliability of the Veda from the
omniscience and trustworthiness of a personal Being (Isvara) who
revealed it or from the reliability of the seers who uttered the Vedic
statements. On the other hand the Mimämsakas asserted the reliability
of the Vedas on the grounds of their eternity and argued that it had no
human authors or divine founders and hence it was not affected by the
defects of an instrument of knowledge (käranadosa). Since it dealt with
matters which were unverifiable it could not be contradicted. The
Advaita Vedänta agrees with the Mimämsä in this matter though it
affects a compromise with the personal (pauruseya) view in claiming
that God resuscitates the Vedas at the beginning of each epoch. It
would be pertinent to investigate whether the Buddhist criticisms
have any bearing on this problem.
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(258) The different senses of sabda and the different forms of
authoritative knowledge claimed in the post-Buddhistic philosophical
tradition make it possible for us to see that the argument from
authority took the following forms at least in this tradition:
(1) The authority of Vedic scripture (a) as being eternal, flawless
and irrefutable in that it has no personal author or authors, human
or divine; (b) as being revealed by an omniscient and perfect
Being; (c) as statements of reliable (wise and good) persons.
(2) The authority of tradition, strictly non-scriptural but associated
with the Vedic tradition (smrti, aitihya).
(3) The authority of non-Vedic traditions.
(4) The authority of any reliable person.
(259) We stated that of ten possible ways of claiming knowledge
criticized by the Buddha (y. supra, 251) six had reference to the
acceptance of authority. These six in their order of appearance are as
follows: (1) anussavena, (2) paramparäya, (3) itikiräya, (4) pitakasampadäya, (5) bhavyarüpatäya, (6) samano no garu. The mention of
anussava in the top of the list and the singling out of the anussavika as
the first class of thinkers, who found a religion on anussava, possibly
betrays the importance which was attached to anussava as a source of
knowledge at this time. When we find that anussava is used in reference
to the Vedic tradition we are led to believe that according to Early
Buddhism this tradition was accepted on anussava.
(260) If we make a preliminary classification of what the words appear
to mean in terms of the forms of authoritative knowledge they have
reference to, we may group them as follows for purposes of discussion:
The authority of
(1) the Vedic tradition as accepted on anussava though this term is
not restricted to this sense.
(2) tradition in general, not necessarily Vedic (paramparä-)
(3) scripture in general as a collection of sacred sayings or dicta
theologica of a religious group (pitaka-sampadä-)
(4) testimony of experts (bhavyarüpatä-, samano no garu)
(5) report or hearsay (itikirä-)
Let us examine the respective claims and criticisms made.
(261) Anussava has been translated by Woodward as 'report' (G.S.
II.200) and Miss Horner uses the same word very often in her transla
tions of the term (M.L.S. II. 199, 360, 400) but renders it on two
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occasions by 'tradition' (M.L.S. III.6, 20). What is puzzling is that she
has rendered the term as 'report' even where the Vedic tradition is
clearly indicated by the word (M.L.S. 11.360, 400). Now the word is
certainly used in the sense of 'hearsay' or 'report' in certain popular
contexts (J. IV.441) and this sense has even been given semi-technical
recognition where it is said that Kali is the 'chiefest among laywomen
who believe on hearsay' (aggam upäsikänam anussavappasannänam, A.
I.26) for she is said to have overheard a conversation that took place
between two people about the excellence of the Buddha and his
teaching and attained the rank of sotäpanna thereby (DPPN., 1.587).
(262) But this sense looks very odd and unsatisfactory when the
reference is clearly to the Vedic tradition. The Vedic brahmins cer
tainly did not accept the Vedic scriptures on the basis of report. When
it was said that the anussavikä profess a religion on anussava and the
brahmins of the Three Vedas are said to be doing this, it is surely not
the case that they were propounding a religion on just hearsay but on
the unquestioned authority of their religious texts traditionally handed
down. The translation of anussava as 'tradition' seems to suit this
context better than 'report'. But even 'tradition' does not seem
to convey fully the meaning of the term as may be evident from
examining another context (M. II. 170).
(263) Here (Canki Sutta) the Buddha is conversing with a brahmin
student who has 'mastered the Vedic scriptures' (tevijjake pävacane
katam). The latter wishes to know the Buddha's views on the claims
of the brahmins 'who came absolutely to the conclusion that this alone
is true and all else is false' (ekarnsena nittham gacchanti: idam eva saccam
mogham afifiam, loc. cit.) in respect of that which is a 'scriptural
statement or hymn' (mantapadam, loc. cit.) of the ancient brahmins.
The Buddha replies that neither the present brahmins nor their
teachers nor their teachers' teachers up to several generations nor even
the 'original seers who composed and uttered the hymns' (pubbakä
isayo mantänam kattäro mantänam pavattäro, loc. cit.) claimed direct
personal knowledge of the truth of their statements saying 'I know
this, I see this: this alone is true, all else is false' (aham etam jänämi,
aham etam passämi idam eva saccam mogham annam, loc. cit.). In
such circumstances, it was a 'blind tradition' (andhaveni, loc. cit.)
and the faith (saddhä) of the brahmins in the categorical truth of these
statements was 'baseless' (amülikä). To this it is replied that 'the
brahmins do not merely go by faith in this matter, they also go by
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anussava' (na kho 'ttha . . . brähmanä saddhäya yeva payirupäsanti
anussavä p'ettha payirupäsanti, loc. cit.). The significance of this reply
is lost if anussava is translated by 'report' as Miss Horner does. It
would seem from this context that the brahmins were claiming the
absolute authority and validity of Vedic scripture not merely out of
faith in a tradition but out of faith in a sacred, holy or revelational
tradition. The brahmin's reply has the effect of saying that the brahmins
revere (payirupäsanti) the Vedas not out of faith alone, but on the
grounds of revelation as well.
(264) We may inquire whether anussava has such a meaning in the
Vedic tradition. There is no doubt that in the Upanisads what was
heard as Vedic teaching was considered divine (daivam) or holy (Brh.
1.4.17). But there is no attested instance ofanu + Vsni used in
reference to the Vedas in the Vedas, Brähmanas or the classical Upani
sads. In early Vedic usage anu + \/sv\x is used merely in the sense of
'hearing about' (anususräva kascana, A.V. 11.4.23d) but in an Upanisadic use the significance of the prefix anu is felt where it is said that
'one hears again' in one's dreams what one has heard in waking life
(srutam anusrnoti, Prasna 4.5). By the time of the Yoga Sütra of
Patanjali 'anusravika-' is however used in the sense in which sruta
was used in the Upanisads to denote 'Vedic teaching' (drstänuiraW/tavisayavitrsnasya vasikärasamjnä vairägyam, Y.S. 1.15; v.
Corny, gurumukhäd anusrüyata ityanusravo vedah) and after that
anu 4* \/svu has the connotation of'hearing from the Vedic tradition'.1
Monier Williams gives the following meanings for anu + V$ru (s-vSanskrit-English Dictionary), 'to hear repeatedly, especially from a
sacred authority; anu-6rava, Vedic tradition (acquired by repeated
hearing); anu-sruta, handed down by Vedic tradition'.
(265) This shows that sometime before the Y.S. and probably during
the time of Early Buddhism anussava had come to mean the 'sacred
Vedic tradition'. The word was better fitted to convey the idea than
just sruta- because of the force of the prefix anu- implying a repeated
systematic handing down of a tradition (cp. gitam pavuttam samihitam
tad aftz/gäyanti tad cmzzbhäsanti bhäsitam <z#zzbhäsanti väcitam anuväcenti, D. I.241; M. II. 169, 170). Now in what did the sacredness or
authority of the Veda depend on for these pre-Buddhistic Vedic
1

Cp. rco yajümsi sämäni nirame yajnasiddhaye . . . sädhyäs tair ayajan devän
ityevani anususruma, Harivamsa, 1.1.3 8—40; v* Srimän Mahäbhäratam Harivamsaparvan, Ed. E. Kinjawadekar, Poona, 1936, p. 6.
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thinkers. Was it on 'the continuity (unbrokenness) of the tradition
and the absence of a known personal author' (sampradäyävicchede
sati asmaryamänakartrkatvät) as the Mimämsä contends according to
the Naiyäyikas.l Certainly the continuity of the tradition had weight
but it is unlikely that at this time the conception of the non-personal
authorship of the Vedas was at all seriously entertained.
(266) The Vedas were undoubtedly considered to have been handed
down by an unbroken succession of teachers right down to historical
times and this continuity of the tradition is tacitly assumed or in part
asserted in the Buddhist criticisms as well. If they were considered to
be divine in character it was because they were derived from God
Himself according to the Vedic thinkers of these times.
(267) According to the earliest account of the divine origin of the
Vedas2 they are produced by the sacrifice of the Cosmic Person
(Purusa, RV. 10.90). At a time when monistic principles of explanation
were current, the Vedas were produced from them. Thus the Vedas as
well as even the original rsis (rsayah prathamajäh) at times are derived
from Skambha, the Ontological Framework (AV. 10.7.14) or Käla,
Time (AV. 19.54.3) or Väk (vägaksaram . . . vedänäm mätä, Tait.
Br. 2.8.8.5). B u t before long the origin of the Vedas is ascribed to a
personal divine being, possibly due to the influence of the Purusasükta; Prajäpati is very often credited with the task of creating it.
Thus, Prajäpatih Somam räjänam asrjata, tarn trayo vedä anvasrjyanta
(Tait. Br. 2.3.10.1); Präjäpatyo vedah (Tait. Br. 3.3.2.1). In the S.Br.,
too, it is he who creates the Veda (6.1.1.8). It is significant that Prajä
pati is identified with Brahma in the Brähmanas: Präjäpatyo Brahma
(Tait. 3.3.8.3), Präjäpatyo vai Brahma (Gopatha Uttarabhäga 3.18).
It should also be noted that in the Brähmanas, Brahma is very inti
mately associated with the Three Vedas (yenevämum trayyai vidyäyai
tejo rasam prävrhat tena Brahma Brahma bhavati, Kaus. Br. 6.11;
atha kena brahmatvam kriyata iti traiyyä vidyayeti bruyät, Ait. Br.
5.33; atha kena brahmatvam (Jmyate) ityanayä traiyyä vidyayeti ha
brüyät, S.Br. 11.5.8.7).
(268) When we come to the earliest phase of the Upanisads we find
Prajäpati continuing in his role as creator of the Vedas (Ch. 4.17.1-2).
1

Sarvadarsanasamgraha, Ed. V. S. Abhyankar, Poona, 1951, pp- 270-71.
At RV. 7.66.11, however, the re (ream) is created (dadhuh) by the kings
Varuna, Mitra and Äryaman.
2
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He is also a teacher of religious students (Brh. 5.2.1, Ch. 8.7-12).
This role is soon taken over by Brahma who is represented as the
creator as well as the first teacher of the Vedas. A fact that needs to be
taken account of is that while the conceptions of Brahman (neut.)
as well as Brahma (masc.) are found in the Brähmanas,1 the essential
identity of the two is shown in the Brähmanas by the formula that
'Brahman became Brahma on his own' (Brahma brahmäbhavat
svayam, Tait. Br. 3.12.9.3). This identity is important in observing
the close affinity that subsists between the two especially in the early
Upanisads. This identity has again possibly been influenced by the
Purusa-sukta. Thus it is said at Brh. 1.4.1 that in the beginning this
world was Ätman alone in the form of a Person (purusavidhah) and
soon after (Brh. 1.4.10) that in the beginning the world was Brahman
which knew Himself (with the thought) T am Brahma'.
(269) It is this reality sometimes referred to as Brahman (neut.) and
more often as Brahma (masc.) who is the first teacher of the Vedas.
We see in the list of successive teachers at Brh. 2.6.1-3 an<^ again at
Brh. 4.6.1. and 6.5.1-4 that the line is traced right up to Brahman
(neut.) which is translated by Radhakrishnan, inconsistently with the
grammar and consistently with the meaning as Brahma (PU. p. 210).
The Upanisads themselves are not consistent in this usage.2 At
Ch. 8.15 we find it expressly stated that Vedic knowledge comes
from Brahma (masc.) who discloses it to Prajäpati who in turn tells
Manu who tells human beings (taddhaitad brahmä präjäpatye uväca
. . . ) . Even when in the Middle and Late Upanisads the personal con
ception of Brahmä (masc.) came to be sharply distinguished from
Brahman (neut.), the importance of this personal conception of
Brahmä as the first deliverer of the Vedas and the creator of the world
was so great that the earlier idea was still retained. At Mundaka 1.1.1
all knowledge is traced to Brahmä (masc.) the first born of the gods
and the maker of the universe (brahmä devänäm prathamah sambabhüva
visvasya kartä . . .). Similarly at Svet. 6.18 the ultimate source of all
knowledge (i.e. Brahman (neut.)) (cp. Svet. 1.7) creates Brahmä
1

Keith, Rgveda Brähmanas Translated, HOS., Vol. 25, p. 27.
At Brh. 2.4.10 where the Vedas and Vedic literature are said to have been
breathed forth by the Great Being (mahadbhutam) and at Brh. 4.5.11 where the
entire world is thus breathed forth the impersonal conception dominates but this
is probably due to the agnostic non-dualistic metaphysical theory propounded
here.
2
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(masc.) and delivers the Vedas to him. We may, therefore, conclude
from this that at some time after the period of the AV. and before the
Middle Upanisads there was a strong belief that the Vedas were
created or taught by an omniscient personal Being, who came to be
identified with Brahma; at this time the Vedas were considered to be a
sacred tradition and its sanctity lay primarily in the fact that it was
ultimately heard from and handed down by Brahma (or Prajäpati
who is identified with Brahma) in an unbroken tradition. When
anussava is thus used by the brahmins versed in the Vedas as repre
sented in the Buddhist texts to refer to the ground on which the Vedic
scriptures were accepted, it seems to signify that the authority and
veracity of the scriptures lay in the fact that they have been systema
tically heard (anu-sruta) by each generation of teachers going right
back to the teacher, namely the omniscient Brahma himself (cp.
sarvavid brahmä, Gopatha Br. Pürvabhäga, 2.18).
(270) That the brahmins who upheld the Vedic and the Brähmanic
tradition did so on the grounds that the knowledge contained therein
was derived from a superhuman source seems to be implied, though it
is not actually stated as such, in a criticism that brahmins are supposed
to have directed against the class of religious teachers to which the
Buddha belonged. Subha, the brahmin student, is upholding the
superiority of householders' (gahattha) life to that of the recluse
(pabbajita) (M. II. 197); this point of view is reminiscent of the earlier
Pürvamimässä thinkers who valued the three aims of life (trivarga)
namely dharma, the practice of the ceremonial religion, artha the
pursuit of wealth and käma the pursuit of worldly pleasure and
decried moksa or salvation as unattainable in this life. He speaks of
five virtues which the brahmins are expected to cultivate, namely
truth (saccam), austerity (tapam), religious practice (brahmacariyam),1
study (ajjhenam) and generosity (cägam)—virtues which are all
emphasized at Tait. Upanisad 1.9-n. The Buddha criticizes these
ethical recommendations on the grounds that neither the brahmins
nor their teachers up to several generations nor even the original seers
claimed to know the consequences of practising these virtues after
realizing the fact with their higher knowledge (abhinnä sacchikatvä)
1

It is clear from the general context that brahmacariya- here means the practice
of the ceremonial religion and not 'celibacy', cp. the Tait. Upanisad 1.9—11,
where the importance of offspring (prajä), begetting (prajananah) and procreation
(prajätih) and also the necessity of 'not cutting off the line of progeny* (prajätantum mä vyavacchetsih) is stressed.
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although the Buddha himself could do so. Subha is enraged at this
and says that one of the senior brahmins, Pokkharasäti, was of the
opinion that these recluses and brahmins who claim 'an adequate
spiritual kind of knowledge and vision' (alamariyafiänadassanavisesam) which is superhuman (uttarimanussadhammä) are making an
assertion that is ridiculous (hassakam), worthless, empty and vain. For
how can a mere human (manussabhüto) have such a kind of knowledge
(M. II.200, 201). This statement that superhuman knowledge is not
possible (netam thänam vijjati, loc. cit.) for a mere human being and
that the claim to such knowledge was ridiculous seems to imply or
suggest by contrast that the knowledge of the Vedic and Brähmanic
tradition was not based on personal human claims to knowledge but
on the fact that the tradition itself is inspired, revealed or was of a
superhuman origin. If this interpretation is correct, we may conclude
that the early Buddhists were aware of the brahmins' claim that at
least the knowledge pertaining to matters of morality and religion in
the Vedic tradition was of a superhuman or divine origin.
(271) The late word for 'revelation' in the Indian tradition namely
sruti (P. suti) is found in one of the earliest books of the Pali Canon,
the Suttanipäta, but its usage is obscure and it does not seem to have a
clear-cut sense of 'divine revelation' as opposed to 'human tradition'
as defined later in the Mänavadharmasästra 2.10 (srutis tu vedo vijneyo
dharmasästram tu vai smrtih). The PTS. Dictionary gives the follow
ing meanings of the term as occurring at Sn. 839, 1078 (na ditthiyä,
na sutiyä, na nänena): 'hearing, tradition, inspiration, knowledge of
the Vedas' (s.v. suti) and at another place (s.v. näna), translates
'ditthi, suti, nana' as 'doctrine, revelation, personal knowledge'.
There is a pun on the word when we examine the context, which makes
it possible for the word to be interpreted to mean 'the Buddhist
tradition'. The commentarial explanation (Mahäniddesa, 1.188) at
least of the word in the negative form (assutiyä) certainly does not
favour the meaning of 'revelation' or 'Vedic tradition'. It explains
suti- as 'what is heard or learnt' and says that such hearing or learning
is desirable (savanam pi icchitabbam) and is of two sorts, the hearing
from other sources or traditions (parato ghoso) and the hearing of
Buddhist texts (suttam, geyyam . . . ) . In the classical Upanisads the
word sruti- occurs three times merely in the sense of the 'hearing of
the ear' (Brh. 3.4.2; 4.3.27) or the 'hearing of the sound of the soul
when one's ears are closed with one's hands' (Ch. 3.13.8). It cannot
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therefore be argued that the word 'suti' means 'revelation' in the
later sense of the term, though the meaning of 'Vedic tradition'
cannot be ruled out entirely in translating the term at Sn. 839 and 1078
at least in the positive occurrence 'sutiyä'. The sense of 'Vedic tradi
tion' or even 'revelation' may be attributed to suti- in certain contexts
of the Suttanipäta, which are very much reminiscent of the use of the
term to denote 'what was learnt from the Vedic tradition' in the
Upanisadic uses. For instance, when it is said that "some claim salva
tion (suddhim, lit. purification) by suta-" (sutenäpi vadanti suddhim,
Sn. 1079) the reference can very well be to 'the acceptance of the Vedic
revelation' though it may also be interpreted as the (literal) hearing of
the ätman as at Ch. 3.13.8 (v. supra, 71).
(272) One logical difference between the use of suta- or suti- on the
one hand and of anussava- on the other is that the latter denotes fairly
clearly a definite means of knowledge whereas in the uses of suta(Skr. sruta-) and suti- (Skr. sruti-) in both the Upanisadic and Early
Buddhist contexts, the distinction between sabda ( = sruta) as a
prameya or 'object of knowledge' and of sabda as a pramäna or a
'means of knowledge' can only be determined by studying these
contexts.
(272A) Let us now advert our attention to the criticism of anussava
as a means of knowledge in the Buddhist texts. We found three possible
senses in which the word is used: (1) as used of the Vedic tradition
the word could mean 'divine revelation', systematically handed down;
(2) it could also have meant 'authoritative tradition' the source of its
authority being not clearly perceived or defined—in this sense it
could have meant any tradition including or other than the Vedic;
(3) lastly, it could have meant a 'report' come from mouth to mouth
(cp. J. Li58, which comments on the particle 'kira' used in statements
conveying information received from 'hearsay', as anussavatthe nipäto,
i.e. a particle in the sense of 'hearsay').
(273) In the Buddhist texts we find an indirect criticism of the claim
that the Vedas constitute a divine revelation and a direct criticism that
the Vedic tradition was authoritative.
(274) The indirect1 crticism of the claim to revelation is met with in
the Tevijja Sutta. Here it is said that none of the teachers of the Vedic
1

The Buddha is here not primarily concerned with criticizing the authority of
the Vedic tradition but the claims made about the nature of Brahma and the way
of fellowship with him.
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tradition, not even the original seers have had a direct knowledge or
vision of Brahma. They have not claimed to have 'seen Brahma face
to face' (Brahma sakkhidittho, D. I.238) and they did not say, 'we
know this, we see this (namely) where, in which direction and in
which place Brahma is' (mayam etam jänama mayam etam passäma
yattha va brahmä yena va brahmä yahim va brahmä ti, D. I.239).
(275) Radhakrishnan concludes from examining this Sutta that the
'Buddha does not like the idea of basing the reality of Brahman on
Vedic authority, for when once we admit the evidence of revelation
there is no end to it' (IP. I. p. 467). This conclusion appears to be
strictly unwarranted by the context, which makes it clear that the
Buddha is merely denying that the knowledge of /or about Brahmä
in the Vedic tradition is not based on a direct vision or revelation of
Brahmä at all, whatever the views the Buddha may have had on the
validity of revelation itself. The Buddha does not prima facie appear to
be averse to the 'idea of basing the reality of Brahman on Vedic
authority* provided a valid claim to a real, personal knowledge of
Brahmä was made by at least one of the teachers, on whom this tradi
tion was based. The criticism made here is that the Vedic tradition as
such is not, and cannot claim to be, a revelation. It is not a denial of
the possibility of revelation altogether, though of course, the admission
of such a possibility would be incompatible with the non-theistic
character of Buddhism.
(276) We have already referred to the direct criticism of the Canki
Sutta (r. supra, 263) where the Buddha criticizes the claims of the
brahmins to the absolute and exclusive authority and validity of
scripture (mantapadam) on the grounds that none of the seers claimed
direct personal knowledge of its truth. This is in fact an express denial
that the Vedic seers or their successors were experts whose testimony
could be trusted in regard to what they said, by virtue of the fact that
they themselves did not claim expert personal knowledge of the validity
of what they asserted. This denial of any special insight to the seers
was tantamount to a denial that they were competent persons (äpta-)
whose testimony could be accepted.
(277) That the brahmins whom the Buddha converses with, are not
the most orthodox brahmins of the Vedic tradition, has been the
contention of Thomas 1 partly following Oldenberg.2 We, on the
1
2

History of Buddhist Thought, pp. 82-91.
Die Lehre der Upanishaden und die Anfänge des Buddhismus, pp-
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contrary, are maintaining that Early Buddhism was acquainted with
the most orthodox Brähmanic literature of the main Vedic schools
(caranas) * in criticizing one of its most treasured conceptions, namely
the sacred authority of the Vedic tradition. Since it would strictly fall
outside the scope of our inquiry to examine the evidence that would go
to prove the acquaintance that Buddhism shows of the main stream
of the Vedic and Brähmanic tradition and since this criticism affects
our main contention in this Chapter, we have briefly indicated in an
Appendix (v. Appendix I) how we differ from Thomas in his evalua
tion of the Tevijja Sutta made in the light of his presuppositions.
(278) The general criticism of anussava as a valid means of knowledge
is such that it could apply to any of the three meanings, which we
ascribed to the term, namely divine revelation, authoritative tradition
and report. The Buddha says: 'There are five things which have a
twofold result in this life. What five? (Belief based on) faith, likes,
anussava, superficial reflection and approval of a theory thought
about . . .; even if I hear something on the profoundest revelation
(tradition or report) (svänussutam) that may be empty, hollow and
false, while what I do not hear on the profoundest revelation (tradition
or report) may be factual (bhütam), true and not otherwise. It is not
proper (na alam) for an intelligent person, safeguarding the truth to
come categorically (ekamsena) to the conclusion in this matter that
this alone is true and whatever else is false'.2 At this, his interlocutor
asks: 'To what extent, Gotama, is there safeguarding of the truth. To
what extent does one safeguard the truth, we question Gotama on the
safeguarding of truth?' 3 The Buddha replies: 'If a person has heard
(from a revelation, tradition or report) then in saying "this is what I
have heard" (from a revelation, tradition or report), he safeguards the
1

v. Wijesekera, 'A Pali Reference to Brähmana-Carana-s' in Adyar Library
Bulletin, Vol. 20, Parts 3—4, pp. 294—309.
2
Panca kho ime . . . dhammä ditthe va dhamme dvidhä vipäkä. Katame panca?
Saddhä, ruci, anussavo, äkäraparivitakho, ditthinijjhänakkhanti . . . Api ca
svänussutam yeva hoti tafica hoti rittam tuccham musä; no ce pi svänussutam,
taiica hoti bhütam tuccham ananfiathä . . . Saccam anurakkhatä . . . vifinunä
purisena nälam ettha ekamsena nittham gantum: idam eva saccam mogham
annan ti. M. II. 170, 1.
3
Kittävatä pana, bho Gotama, saccänurakkhanä hoti? Kittävatä saccam
anurakkhati? Saccänurakkhanam mayam bhavantam Gotamam pucchämä ti.
Loc. cit,
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truth, so long as he does not as yet come categorically to the conclusion
that it alone is true and whatever else is false.'1
(279) We find here the Buddha asserting that a belief based on anussava
can have the twofold result of turning out to be either true or false.
Even if the assertion be from the most reliable revelation, tradition or
report (anussava), there is no guarantee that it is true and it may very
well be false. The right attitude to take is to suspend judgment
regarding the truth of the assertion or proposition thus heard and say
that 'I have heard p from anussava- but I do not claim to know p
since p maybe false!' This is clearly a rejection of revelation, tradition
or report as a pramäna or a valid means of knowledge. For the truth
or falsity of such a statement is to be judged by factors other than that
of its claim to be the most reliable or authoritative revelation, tradition
or report (svänussutam). The criticism also seems to presuppose that
it is possible to determine the veracity of all the assertions by other
means than that of revelation, etc., in so far as it is stated that what is
accepted as reliable may prove to be in fact true or false. At the same
time it should be noted that there is no rejection of revelation, tradition
or report as being necessarily false since the possibility of truth is not
ruled out. The attitude recommended towards these propositions
bears some similarity to that of the Sceptics (amarävikkhepikä) who
likewise suspended judgment when faced with propositions, which
may be true or false but differs radically from it, in view of the possi
bility, positively entertained, of knowing whether these propositions
were in fact true or false in this life itself (note dittheva dhamme dvidhä
vipäkä).
(280) In the Sandaka Sutta there is a criticism of religion based on
anussava which throws a little more light as to why anussava was
regarded as unsatisfactory as a means of knowledge. Here the speaker
is Änanda but he is supposed to be reporting2 what the Buddha himself
has declared (tena bhagavatä . . . akkhätä, M. 1.518, 521). The second
of the religions which are unsatisfactory but not necessarily false is
said to be one based on anussava. It is said: 'Herein a certain religious
teacher is a Traditionalist (anussaviko) who holds to the truth of
1

Anussavo ce pi . . . purisassa hoti, evam me anussavo ti vadam saccam
anurakkhati, na tveva täva ekamsena nittham gacchati: idameva saccam mogham
annan ti. Loc. cit.
2
Not in the sense that he is alleged to be reporting every Sutta which begins
with the words, evam me sutam.
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anussava (anussava-sacco) and preaches a doctrine according to
anussava, according to what is traditionally handed down (itihaitihaparamparäya), according to the authority of scripture (pitaka
sampadäya). Now a teacher who is a Traditionalist and holds to the
truth of anussava would have well-remembered it (sussatam pi hoti)
or ill-remembered it (dussatam) and it would be true (tathä pi hoti)
and it would be false (annathä). On this an intelligent person reflects
thus—this venerable teacher is a Traditionalist . . . so seeing that his
religion is unsatisfactory (anassäsikam) he loses interest and leaves it'. 1
(281) We find here a good reason why an assertion that was handed
down as a revelation, tradition or report was held to be untrustworthy.
For even assuming that its origins were reliable it may be wellremembered (sussutam — Skr. su-smrtam) or ill-remembered and
the lapses of memory on the part of people transmitting a revelational
or authoritative tradition or report can seriously affect the content of
it so that what was originally a true proposition may in the course of
time be so badly distorted as to make it false or unreliable.
(282) It is not so clear as to what is meant by 'tathäpi hoti annathapi
hoti'. Miss Homer's translation 'he is both right and wrong' (M.L.S.
II.200) is grammatically unjustifiable for satthuno (genitive case)
cannot obviously be the subject of hoti. The subject of hoti is that
which is sussatam and dussatam, namely the tradition (understood).
Now annathä {lit. otherwise) is an adverbial usage and its opposite
anafinathä functions adjectivally and means 'true', e.g. tarn ca hoti
bhütam taccham anahnathä (M. II. 170). Annathä therefore may be
presumed to mean 'false' while tathä would appear to mean the
opposite from the context, namely 'true'. This usage is found else
where as well; tarn tatheva hoti no annathä, i.e. all of it would cer
tainly be true and not false, D. III. 135. So in this context the sentence
would mean that 'the tradition (anussava) would be true as well as
false'. But it would be self-contradictory to say that a tradition is true
or false in the same sense at the same time. Although there may be a
conception of partial truth (paccekasacca, v. infra. 599-601) in the
Buddhist texts, it is unlikely that what is being said, is that every
1
. . . idh' ekacco satthä anussaviko hoti anussavasacco, so anussavena
itihaitihaparamparäya pitakasampadäya dhammam deseti. Anussavikassa kho
pana . . . satthuno anussavasaccassa sussatampi hoti dussatampi hoti, tathä pi hoti
afinatha pi hoti. Tatra vifiriü puriso iti patisancikkhati: Ayam kho bhavam satthä
anussaviko . . . So anassäsikam idam brahmacariyan ti iti viditvä tasmä brahmacariyä nibbijja pakkamati. M. I.520.
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tradition is partially true or has some truth in it, and is partially false
and has some falsity in it as well. On this interpretation all traditions
and reports would have some truth in them. It seems even to tally
with the explanation as to why a religion based on anussava is criticized
only as being 'unsatisfactory' (anassäsikam) and not a 'false religion'
(abrahmacariyakam) since there is an element of truth in it.
(283) But this explanation does not seem to be probable since it
contradicts what was already said in the Canki Sutta (v. supra, 278)
where it was pointed out that even the profoundest tradition (revela
tion or report) may turn out to be entirely false. The statement can
be interpreted to mean either '(a tradition) is (partly) true and (partly)
false' or '(a tradition) is (sometimes) true and (sometimes) false'.
The first of these two interpretations is not different in meaning from
the above. The second is to be preferred since it confirms what was
already said in the Canki Sutta. On this interpretation a revelation,
tradition or report though Veil-remembered' may be false and though
'ill-remembered' may be true since there are four alternative possi
bilities.
1. sussatam tathä
2. sussatam annathä

3. dussatamtathä
4. dussatam afinathä

So what is probably meant is that a tradition (revelation or report)
may be well-remembered or ill-remembered, and even if wellremembered, it may be true or false, for the reliability in the trans
mission of a tradition is no guarantee of its intrinsic truth.
(284) Still, a fact to be considered is that in this Sutta a religion based
on anussava is criticized as being unsatisfactory rather than as being
false. The reason for this would become clear if we note the fact that
the 'religions' that are condemned as false are (1) Materialism (M.
•'••5I5)? ( 2 ) a religion denying moral values (i.e. that there is no punfia
or päpa, M. I.516), (3) a religion denying moral responsibility (i.e.
there is no cause—hetu—for moral degeneration, regeneration or
salvation (M. I.517), and (4) a religion denying freewill (akiriyäväda,
M. I.517-8), It would seem that the four religions deemed to be
unsatisfactory and not necessarily false would not have the defects
of the four false religions. This means that in this context anussava
could not have referred to the traditions of the Materialists or of any
of the other three false religions. Therefore judging from the context
the religion based on anussava here would have been one which, in
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some sense, asserted survival, the reality of moral values, moral
responsibility and freewill. On the other hand it is clear that when
anussava was used in reference to a specific tradition it was almost
invariably the Vedic tradition (M. II.170, 211). Now quite indepen
dently of the Buddhist texts we know that the Vedic and Brähmanic
religion at this time sponsored a belief in survival, had a code of ethics
and a conception of moral reward and retribution. Although the
Buddha criticizes the ancient seers (pubbakä isayo) for their lack of
knowledge, he has the highest regard for them as virtuous men
(isayo pubbakä äsum sanfiatattä tapassino, i.e. the ancient seers were
restrained ascetics, Sn. 284 ff.). The brahmins are likewise in the.
Buddhist texts represented as saying of the Buddha that he upholds
kamma and freewill and does not desire evil for the brahmin race
(samano Gotamo kammavädi kiriyavädi apäpapurekkhäro brahmannäya pajäya D. I.115, M. II.167). There is no bitterness or open
antagonism towards the Vedic tradition nor a downright condemna
tion of it.1 The evidence points to the fact that the Buddhists were more
opposed to the Materialists than to the Vedic tradition and that the
Buddhist criticism of the Vedic tradition is of a different character
from that of the Materialists.
(285) The Materialist condemnation of the Vedic tradition, as we have
shown above, was absolute. According to them the authors of the
Vedas were both utterly ignorant as well as vicious; they are called
'buffoons, knaves and demons'2 (v. supra, 121) but the Buddhists held
that the original seers who were the authors of the Vedas merely
lacked a special insight (abhinnä) but did not doubt their honesty or
virtue (silam ca ajjavam . . . avannayum, i.e. they praised virtue and
rectitude, Sn. 292). The Materialists categorically repudiated the
Vedas as false (anrta), self-contradictory (vyäghäta) and repetitious
(punarukta). Among the false beliefs taught in the Vedic tradition the
Materialists would point to the belief in sacrifices, in a soul, in survival,
in moral values and in moral retribution. The Buddhists on the other
hand seemed to have held that the traditional beliefs of the Vedas were
not wholly false. They criticized the Vedic conception of the sacrifice
and denied the concept of a soul but agreed with the Vedas in asserting
survival, moral values and moral retribution which are among the
1
2

v. Oldenberg, Buddha, Tr. Hoey, London, 1882, pp. 170 ff.
Trayo vedasya kartäro bhayda-dhürta-nisäcaräh, Sarvadarsanasamgraha, p. 14.
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beliefs which formed part of the right philosophy of life (sammäditthi) as defined at M. III.72.1
(286) Even the Buddhist criticism of the institution of the sacrifice
is not on the same level with that of the Materialists. The Materialists
saw nothing but deception and fraud in the brahmanical conception
of the sacrifice and would eschew the word yajna from their vocabu
lary altogether. The Buddhists while condemning the elaborate
brahman sacrifices of the time as wasteful and immoral in that they
involved a waste of effort and of valuable resources as well as the
killing of animals (D. 1.141), was not averse to the simple sacrificial
offerings of the earliest brahmins who killed no animals for the
occasion (Sn. 245) and made their offerings in good faith (dhammena).
It was probably such sacrifices where there was no slaughter of
animals that the Arahants could approach (nirärambham yannam
upasankamanti arahanto, i.e. the Arahants attend sacrifices in which
there is no slaughter, A. 11.43, S. I.76). We find Buddhism interpreting
yanna at its best to be the highest religious life as advocated in
Buddhism (Katamo yanno . . . mahapphalataro ca mahänisamsataro
ca . . . ? D. I.i47ff.) just as much as the Upanisads attempt to re
interpret yajna as the religious life (atha yad yajna ity äcaksate
brahmacaryam eva tat, i.e. now what people call the sacrifice is just
this religious life, Ch. 8.5.1). The significant difference, apart from the
difference in the conception of the religious life, is that the Upanisads
as part of the Vedic tradition generally did not directly attack yajna
and are careful even when advocating ahimsä to make the single
exception of the sacrifice (ahimsan sarvabhütänyanyatra tirthebhyah,
i.e. showing compassion to all creatures except at the sacrificial
grounds, Ch. 8.15.1). The reason for this exception is obvious. To
deny the sacrifice was to deny the authority of the injunctive assertions
of the Veda and to deny the sacred authority of the Vedic tradition
itself. This the Buddha did but the Upanisads never dared to do;
however much of their speculations may have been at variance with
orthodoxy.
(287) Just as much as the Materialists show the Veda to be contra
dictory the Buddhist texts too tend to show up the contradictions of
the Brahmanical literature, placing the statements in the mouths of the
1

'There is (value in) alms, sacrifice and prayer, there is consequence and result
of good and evil actions, etc.* (atthi dinnam, atthi yittam, atthi hutam, atthi
sukatadukkatänam kammänam phalam vipäko . . .)•
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brahmins themselves (e.g. brähmanä nänämagge panfiapenti, i.e. the
brahmins propose diverse paths—to salvation, D. I.237). But some
times when this is done, the Buddha agrees with one of the points of
view expressed by the brahmins. Two brahmin students, both of
whom have mastered the Vedas came to the Buddha and confess that
there is a dispute (viväda) between them as to whether one is a brahmin
by birth (jätiyä brähmano hoti Bhäradväjo iti bhäsati, Sn. 596) or by
virtue of one's duties (aham ca kammanä brümi, loc. cit.). The Buddha
agrees with the latter point of view (kammanä brähmano hoti, Sn.
650). Whether it was part of the intention of these citations to expose
the contradictions of the Brahmanical literature, is not clear but there
is not much reason to doubt that they were genuine contradictions
actually found in the Brahmanical literature. For example in the
Vajrasücikä Upanisad of the Säma Veda where it is debated as to
what makes a brahmin, two of the points of view put forward, both
of which are criticized, are the very ones put forward by the two
brahmin students above (tarhi jätir brähmanä iti cet tan na, 5 and tarhi
karma brähmanä iti cet tan na, 7).
(288) We thus see that while the Materialists proclaimed the utter
falsity and self-contradictory nature of the Vedic literature the Buddhist
criticism of the Vedic tradition was different. Buddhism undoubtedly^
undermined the authority of Vedic scriptures in denouncing the
institution of the sacrifice, thus questioning the authority of the Vedic
injunctions. It also found on epistemological grounds that the state
ments of any tradition may be true or false and cannot be accepted on
the authority of the tradition, however sacred it may be, but it actually
found on examination that some of the Vedic teachings were in fact
true and acceptable unlike the Materialists, who condemned them all.
(289) Let us look at the Buddhist criticisms of the Vedic tradition in
the light of the later claims which we have outlined above (v. supra,
2
53"~257)> made on behalf of this tradition by the orthodox schools.
The main Buddhist criticism was that the authors of the Vedas or their
successors did not have any special insight nor did they admit seeing
directly the truth of their assertions and claim infallibility for them.
The denial that the seers had a direct vision and knowledge of Brahma
was also tantamount to a denial that the Vedic tradition could claim
to have been derived from Brahma. Now both these criticisms are of
a pauruseya-theory, which was advocated later by the NyäyaVaisesika only out of all the orthodox schools. We have already
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stated the evidence which seemed to indicate how in the Brähmanic
and Early Upanisadic tradition, Vedic knowledge was deemed to be
derived directly from a divine omniscient being, namely Prajäpati
or Brahma. At the same time there seems to have arisen about this
time the belief that the original seers had a special intuitive knowledge
of the Vedic dharma. This is apparent from Yäska's statement:
säksätkrtadharmänah rsayo babhüvuh, i.e. the seers had a direct
personal knowledge of dharma, Nirukta, 1.20. It is this notion which
the Nyäya utilizes to define the competency of the seers when it bases
Vedic authority on the testimony of experts (äptäh): kirn punar
äptänäm prämänyam, säksätkrtadharmatä bhütadayä yathäbhütärthachikyäpayisä iti,1 i.e. wherein lies the validity of experts—(it lies in)
the fact that they have a direct knowledge of dharma, compassion for
beings and a desire to speak the truth. It seems to have been this very
notion which was the main target of the criticism of the Buddhists who
granted the honesty and trustworthiness of the seers but denied any
special knowledge to them.
(290) It is very likely that in the pre-Buddhistic and pre-Materialistic
phase of the Vedic tradition there was no clearly formulated theory of
the basis of Vedic authority although belief in Vedic authority was
undoubtedly present and it is natural that clear-cut theories should
begin to emerge only after this authority was questioned, as it was, by
the heterodox schools. Judging from the material, the pauruseya
theory would seem to have had strong potentialities at this time. But
it is retained only by a school or schools, which may be considered
the least orthodox and the least concerned about knowledge based on
authority because of its preoccupation with logic and its emphasis on
reason. There seems to be more than one reason for this but one of the
factors, why the pauruseya-theory was not generally favoured, may be
the criticisms of this theory on the part of the Buddhists.
(291) The Pürva-Mfmämsä which represents the views of the most
orthodox brahmins who pre-eminently valued Vedic dharma gives
up the pauruseya-theory altogether (M.S. 1.8.27) and bases the
authority of the Vedas on the novel theory of the eternity of words
(M.S. 1.7 ff.) and the very absence of a personal author. The theory
that the truth or falsity of Vedic injunctions cannot be verified by any
1
Vätsyäyana, Nyäyabhäsyam, Ananda Asrama Series No. 91, p. 145 on N.S.
2.1.68 (2.1.69, SBH. Edition).
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of the other means of knowledge available to humans (M.S. 1.4)
also appears to meet an objection implied in the Buddhist criticism
that the assertion of a tradition may be true or false. The Buddhist
point of view assumes and entails the possibility that the assertions of
a tradition or revelation can be verified by other means of knowledge
available to us. For otherwise they cannot turn out to be true or false.
The Pürva-Mimämsä appears to meet this objection when it safe
guards Vedic propositions against the possibility of error at the cost
of making them unverifiable.
(292) Whether the Pürva-Mimämsä is actually trying to meet the
criticisms of Buddhism, it is in fact difficult to say with any degree of
certitude. We cannot also fully agree with Radhakrishnan when he
says that the Mimämsä Sütra 'may belong to the period immediately
after the rise of Buddhism' (IP., II, p. 376, fn. 1) merely because
Rumania's interpretation of M.S. 1.3.5 a n d 6 constitutes a criticism
of the authoritativeness of the statements of the Buddha. Neverthe
less the apparent attempt to meet the Buddhist criticisms by pro
pounding quite a novel theory cannot be entirely ignored, especially
when taken in the light of Kumärila's observations. While the Nyäya
and Vaisesika, if they were originally atheistic, would have pro
pounded the pauruseya-theory in the sense of the competency of the
human Vedic seers, Bädaräyana the author of the Brahmasütra has
been credited with the perpetuation of the other form of the pauruseyatheory that the Vedas sprang from the personal Brahma at the be
ginning of creation (y. Muir, op, cit., p. 208). Since Jaimini was
acquainted with Bädaräyana, whom he refers to by name in no less
than five places1 in the M.S. (1.1.5; 5-2-I9? 6.1.8; 10.8.44; 11.1.63)
and with whose views he generally agrees, there is little reason to
think that he was ill-acquainted with the worth of the pauruseyatheory when he decided to reject it, owing to its vulnerability.
(293) There is one criticism however which does not seem to have
been met by any of the apologists on behalf of the infallibility of the
Vedas. From the time of the Brähmanas it was generally assumed that
the seers were not the authors or composers of the Vedas, which they
saw by some supernatural insight or vision (v. supra, 13). The
Buddhists not only denied any higher insight (abhinnä, the term for
extrasensory perception in Buddhism) on the part of the seers but
1

v. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 376, fn. 1.
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quite emphatically stated that the hymns were composed by them. The
original seers (pubbakä isayo) are constantly described as 'the makers
and the utterers of the hymns' (mantänam kattäro mantänam pavattäro, D. 1.242, M. II. 169) even though it is seemingly admitted that
they practised tapas (isayo pubbakä . . . tapassino, Sn. 284). With the
emergence of the conception of the eternity of the Vedas, it could not
possibly have been held that the seers composed them, for even if they
were de facto composing them, they were giving utterance to some
thing that was eternal (v. the argument that a word is the same even
if it is uttered several times or by several persons, M.S. 1.6.19.20).
The brahmin interlocutors concur with the Buddha in regard to the
criticisms made. This is undoubtedly due partly to the fact that what is
reported is not a live discussion with real brahmin opponents but a
Buddhist version of it. But it is of significance that, as Muir has
shown, after a careful sifting of the evidence that 'the Vedic rsis
themselves . . . do not seem to have had any idea, either of their
hymns being uncreated or derived from the eternal Brahma or of
their being infallible' (op. cit., Ill, p. 283). The Vedic seers claim to
make (^/kr), compose (-\Aaks), produce (\/jan) (op, cit., p. 232 fr.)
and we may add utter (avadannrtäni . . . RV. 1.179.2; cp. P. pavattäro) the hymns but do not claim to see them, although Radhakrishnan
says with no historical justification 'that the rsi of the Vedic hymns
calls himself not so much the composer of the hymns as the seer of
them' (IP. I. p. 128). Even the Vedic Anukramani-s speak of the rsis
as the authors of the hymns (yasya väkyam sa rsih) as Muir (op. cit.,
p. 85), following Colebrooke1 had already pointed out. It is only
later that it is urged that they 'see the Veda by means of an extra
sensory perception' (atmdriyärthadrastärah rsayah . . . , Vedärthaprakäsa on Taittiriya Samhitä, quoted ibid.). The Buddhist criticisms
therefore appear to be realistic in so far as they were made in the
light of the objective facts as they saw them.
(294) As we saw above, the term anussavikä (Traditionalists) was not
exclusively used in reference to the teachers of the Vedic tradition,
although when it came to a matter of criticizing a specific tradition it
was more often than not the Vedic tradition that was being assailed.
This shows that despite the presence of other traditions the Vedic
tradition was the most influential and all attention is focused on
questioning its authority. Two of the other terms used in the criticism
1

G

Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. I, p. 12.
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of the various forms of traditional authority, namely paramparäand pitakasampadä- are also actually used in close association with the
Vedic tradition (brähmanänam puränam mantapadam itihaitihaparamparäya pitakasampadäya, M. II. 169; anussavena itihaitihaparamparäya dhammam deseti, M. I.5201). The word paramparämeans a 'series or a succession' {s.v. PTS. Dictionary) and the Buddha
compares the generations of Vedic teachers to a string of blind men
(andhaveni)2 clinging to one behind the other in succession (paramparäsattä, D. 1.239, M. II. 170). Paramparä can also denote the
'unbroken succession of the teaching' rather than of the teachers, an
interpretation which would fit in better with the meaning of itihaitihaparamparäya (i.e. according to the successively handed down
teaching) which would be equivalent to Skr. aitihyapäramparyayä
(v. Vrtti on Pänini 5.4.23, upadesapäramparye aitihyam, Böhtlinck,
Pänini's acht Bücher Grammatischer Regeln, Band I, p. 342). There is,
however, no basic difference in the two meanings and paramparäas denoting the 'unbroken succession of the teaching or teachers' is
undoubtedly one of the important factors which counted for the
authoritativeness of the tradition as is always recognized (cp. sampradäyävicchede sati . . . i.e. in the absence of a break in the tradition,
S.D.S., p. 127).
(295) Though paramparä thus occurs in connection with the Vedic
tradition, the fact that it is used in distinction to that of anussava as a
means of knowledge, quite apart from the meaning of the word itself
which has no intrinsic connection with the Vedas, is a sufficient indi
cation that what is criticized at A. 1.189 and A. II. 191 (mä anussavena,
mä paramparäya . ..) is the acceptance of a tradition in general on the
grounds that it has been successively handed down or the belief in a
teacher on the grounds that he belongs to a successive line of teachers,
handing down a tradition (cp. Corny., paramparäkathäya mä ganhittha,
do not accept on the grounds of a traditional teaching, AA. II.305).
In this connection it is important to remember that Buddhism refers
1
Here there is no verbal mention of the Vedic tradition but as we have shown
by an analysis of this context, it is the Vedic tradition that the author of the text
had primarily in mind.
2
There is some confusion as to whether the second word of this compound
is v e n i = string or venu=bamboo. Andhavenüpamam ( D . I.239) or andhavenüpamam (v.l). can be decompounded as either veni+upamam or venu+iipamam
but the v. 1. andhavenumafine (M. II, 170, fn. 3) can only be v e n u = b a m b o o ,
succession—Skr. vamsah, used of the line of teachers at Brh. 2.6.1; 4.6.1; 6.5.1.
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to 'the Vedas of the Samanas as much as to the Vedas of the Brähmanas'.1
(296) Today, it may appear strange as to why anyone should accept
an assertion merely because it is in a tradition. But in the context
of Ancient India, we must not forget that the antiquity of a continuous
tradition was itself a criterion in favour of its acceptance. This was
probably the reason why the Jains and later even the Buddhists vied
with each other in claiming the antiquity of their respective traditions
over all others.
(297) The next kind of knowledge based on authority which is
criticized is said to be due to 'itikirä(f)' (itikiräya, Nd. I.360, 400,
482, Nd. II. 108) which has been translated as 'hearsay' (Woodward,
G.S. II.200; s.v. PTS. Dictionary). There is a variant reading 'itikiri
yäya' which is sometimes preferred by the editors (Poussinand
Thomas) to 'itikiräya' (Nd. I.400, ed. Poussin and Thomas; cp.
Nd. II. 108, ed. Stede). The Niddesa represents a later stratum within
the Canon itself, as it is a commentary on two sections of the Suttanipäta and the form itikiriyäya is either due to an attempt to 'correct'
itikiräya on the misunderstanding that the nominal base is itikiriyäor is the result of an attempt to form an abstract noun, viz. *itikirya->
itikiriya- which by contamination with kiriyä gives itikiriyäya for the
instrumental case. The earlier form itikiräya is certainly to be preferred
as the more authentic reading. Now there seems to be some corre
spondence in usage between itikira- and itihaitiha- (cp. mä paramparäya
mä itikiräya mä pitakasampadäya, A. I.189 with itihitiha (v. 1.
itihitiha) paramparäya pitakasampadäya, M. I.520, II. 169). The latter
is formed by the base (particle) iti with the addition of the particles
-ha and -kira both of which are used in introducing anecdotal material.
Itiha also occurs in the texts in introducing a supposedly historical
fact (D. Li, M. 1.151) or a legendary circumstance (M. I.331). But this
usage is not consistent, for it often occurs as a connective translated
as 'in this way' (M. 1.168). The negative anitiha (v. 1. anitiha) is in
fact semantically the negative not of itiha but of itihitiha and is used to
denote 'what is not based on hearsay or tradition'. Thus the Buddha
is said to have preached 'a religion not based on itiha' (brahmacariyam
anitiham . . . adesayi so Bhagavä, A. II.26). An elder is said to have
attained and realized 'the dhamma which is not based on itiha' (dhammo
anitiho, Th. I.331). Again, the Buddha is said to proclaim 'a dhamma
1

Vedäni viceyya kevaläni, samanänam yäni p'atthi brähmanänam, Sn. 529.
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which is not based on itiha, knowing which in this life itself . . . '
(kittayissämi dhammam ditthe dhamme anitiham yam viditvä . . . Sn.
1053) one would transcend the world.
(298) In contrast to this is the use of itihaitiha always in reference to
the Vedic religion (Sn. 1084, M. 1.520,11.169, S. I * ^ ) - At Sn. 1053,
a brahmin student tells the Buddha that what was taught him 'outside
the religion of Gotama' (huram Gotamasäsanä) was of the form ' "so
it has been" "so it will be", all of which is based on itiha and all of
which increases speculation' (iccäsi iti bhavissati sabbam tarn itihitiham sabbam tarn takkavaddhanam). The contrast is between the
means of knowledge in the Buddha's religion and the means of
knowledge in the Brahmanical religion. The Buddha's religion is
personally verifiable in this life (sacchikato sayam, Th. I.331; ditthe
dhamme viditvä, Sn. 1053) and is not based on itiha while the Brah
manical religion is presumably not so, is based on itiha and is specu
lative.
(299) What is itiha? From the above analysis it would appear that it
included the speculative material in the Brähmanic religion pertaining
to the religious life. Now we saw above that the Tait. Ar. distinguished
between two kinds of material in tradition namely scripture (smrti)
and traditional instruction (aitihya) (v. supra, 67). The very use of
smrti rather than sruti to denote the main textual tradition is perhaps
an indication of the antiquity of this usage1 and shows that \ / s m r a n d
y/itw were indiscriminately employed in reference to scripture at
this time. (Note a similar confusion in the Pali texts—dussatam =
du-smrtam and sussatam = su-smrtam of anussavikä = anu-srav-ika-,
\/sru at M. I.520.) That part of the tradition which was not classifiable
under smrti seems to have been listed under aitihya. Now aitihya is
an abstract noun, formed from itiha- according to Panini's rule 5.4.2
(ananta-ävasatha-itiha-bhesajannyah) and the fact that he thought the
function of the word was worth explaining is perhaps an index to the
antiquity of the conception of aitihya, which is defined in the Vrtti
as 'ityesa nipätasamudäye upadesapäramparye aitihyam' (v. supra, 294).
So aitihya is the basis for the belief in the validity of 'traditional
instruction' which may have comprehended all the ancillary sciences
of the Vedas including the legendary lore and the speculative theories
of the Brahmanical tradition. When the Suttanipäta (Sn. 1053) spoke
1
Mishra, History of Indian Philosophy, I, p. 88, translates smrti as 'memory*
but it is unlikely that memory was distinguished from pratyaksa at this time.
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of itihltiha as constituting speculative theories of the form 'so it has
been* (iccäsi = iti äsi) and 'so it will be' (iti bhavissati) the reference
is probably to the cosmological and eschatological theories of the
Brähmanas and the Early Upanisads.
(300) Aitihya would have almost certainly included 'the legendary
and historical lore' (itihäsa-puränam) part of which formed the material
of the later Puränas. Itihäsa and puränam are mentioned as separate
items at Brh. 2.4.10 but as a single item at Ch. 3.4.1, 2 (itihäsapuränam).
Later they are mentioned together as the fifth item of Vedic study
(ätharvanam caturtham itihäsapuränam pancamam, Ch. 7.1.2, 4;
7.2.1; 7.7.1; itihäsah is the fifth item though not specifically called the
fifth even at Brh. 2.4.10). The Buddhist texts, too, always speak of
itihäsa as the fifth item of Vedic studies (itihäsapancamam, D. 1.88,
A. I.163, III.223). It may be noticed that itihäsa is the first item after
the three Vedas and the Ätharvanam and we may perhaps conjecture
that all the Vedic branches of study from itihäsa1 onwards were
originally classified under aitihya, derived from itiha- used in intro
ducing a legendary tale (v. iti ha äsa). With the expansion of the
concept of sruti and the definition of the validity of smrti in terms of
sruti, aitihya would have shrunk in meaning until it came to denote
a rumour of uncertain origin generally introduced with the words
'iti ha ücuh\ 2 This is the sense in which the Nyäya knows of aitihya
as a means of knowledge and which in the Nyäya Sütra is not rejected
but subsumed under anumäna or 'inference' (N.S. 2.2.1). For the
Pauränikas, it was too precious a term and concept to be rejected as
the validity of their literature depended on it. Thus they of all the
schools regard aitihya as a separate source of knowledge.
(301) The Carakasamhitä on the other hand preserves the earlier
wider meaning of aitihya. In fact it goes so far as to include the whole
of scripture as a source of knowledge under aitihya alone, the sources
of knowledge being perception (pratyaksa) inference (anumäna),
1

Sankara comments on itihäsapuränam as bhäratapancamänam at Ch. 7.1.2,
but on Brh. 2.4.10 he speaks of itihäsa as ürvasipurüravasoh samvädädir 'ürvasi
häpsarä ityädi brähmanam eva (cp. S.Br. 11.5.1.1) and of puränam as asad vä
idam agra äsid ityädi (cp. S.Br. 6.1.1.1). The difference reveals the bias in
Sankara's comments; on this v. B. Faddegon, 'The Catalogue of Sciences in the
Chändogya Upanisad* in Acta Orientalia, IV, 42-54.
2
'iti hocuh* ityanirdistapravaktrkam pravädapäramparyam (Vätsyäyana
Nyäyasütrabhäsya, p. 93). Other definitions similar to this from Nyäya literature,
v. B. Jhalakikar, Nyäyakosa, s.v.
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scripture (aitihya) and comparison (aupamya).1 Aitihya is defined as
'consisting of reliable assertions of the Veda, etc' (aitihyamnäma
äptopadesa vedädi, 3.8.6.33). The Epics distinguish aitihya and
scripture (ägama) though it is difficult to see what exactly is meant by
aitihya here.2 It seems clear, therefore, that when the Buddhist texts
spoke of Vedic theories and speculations being based on itihaitiha
as contrasted with Buddhist theories which are anitiha, it was using
the word in the earlier wider sense, according to which aitihya would
have embraced all the Vedic learning other than the bare textual
scriptural tradition.
(302) The Niddesa defines anitiham as *na itihltiham, na itikiräya, na
paramparäya, na pitakasampadäya, na takkahetu, na nayahetu, na
äkäraparivitakkena, na ditthinijjhänakkhantiyä, sämam sayam abhinfiätam attapaccakkham dhammam' (II.49). Likewise the positive form
itihltiham is defined in identical language (itikiriyäya- v. 1. itikiräyaparamparäya . . . na attapaccakkham dhammam, Nd. II. 108). The
essence and point of this definition is that what is not itihltiham or in
other words knowledge in Buddhism, is not derived from any of the
authoritative criteria or from any kind of logical reflection or specula
tion, while it is claimed that Vedic knowledge is so derived. The
criticism seems to be directed at the validity of the legendary and
historical material as well as the speculative theories of the Brähmanas, Äranyakas and possibly the Early Upanisads, all of which were
probably classified under aitihya in the Brähmanical tradition at this
time.
(303) Although we find a certain correspondence in the usages of
itikirä and itihaitiha it may be noticed that the Niddesa definitions do
not identify the two. According to this definition itikirä as a means of.
knowledge is a sub-class of itihitiha. The latter denotes any kind of
authoritative or reflective knowledge while the former refers to one
specific kind of authoritative knowledge. On this analysis itikirä may
at least mean 'hearsay or rumour' as a source of knowledge. This is
the later sense of aitihya as found in the Nyäya or at most 'legendary
history' as a source of knowledge, which was probably the sense in
which the Pauränikas used the term. The particle kira- according to
1

v. Carakasamhitä, 3.8.6.31-34.
v. aitihyam anumänafi ca pratyaksamapi cägamam, Räm. 5.87.23 (reference
as given in the St Petersburg Dictionary, s.v. aitihyam); also in the Mahäbhärata,
v. Prasad, History of Indian Epistemology, p. 84.
2
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the earlier and the later commentarial tradition is used to convey a
'report by hearsay' (kirasaddo anussavatthe, J. 1.158, kirä ti anussavatthe nipäto, J. 11.430, kirasaddo anussavane, PvA. 103; in all these
instances anussava is used in the later sense of 'report'). But since the
Niddesa as being a commentary within the Canon represents a later
stratum within the Canon itself, it is difficult to say whether itikirä has
the same meaning1 in its possibly earlier context in the Anguttara
Nikäya (it does not occur elsewhere in the Canon other than in the
Niddesa). It remains a problem as to why itihitiha is not mentioned as a
source of knowledge in the Anguttara list especially when the concept
is often referred to and is known early (cp. Sn. 1053, 1084, etc.) in the
Canon. Was it because at this time it was conceived to be identical
with itikirä? Was it just an omission on the part of the author of this
text or is it that he has analysed the subcategories within itihitiha as
set forth in the Niddesa definition? Another curious fact is the omission
of anussava in the Niddesa definitions. Was it because itikirä was iden
tical with anussava at that time (v. supra definitions of kira at J. 1.158
and IL430). The evidence is too meagre and it is futile to speculate.
(304) The next source of authoritative knowledge criticized is
pitakasampadä. This term appears to present no difficulty and it
seems to mean the acceptance 'on the authority of the scriptural
texts', presumably on the principle that whatever propositions agree
with these texts are true and whatever disagree are false. But there
seems to be a difference of opinion between the translator, the com
mentator and the PTS. Dictionary on the rendering of this term. The
PTS. Dictionary knows of only two meanings of pitaka (s.v.) namely
(1) basket and (2) (fig.) a technical term for the three main divisions
of the Pali Canon and pitakasampadä is rendered as 'according to the
Pitaka tradition or on the grounds of the authority of the Pitaka'
(s.v. sampadä, PTS. Dictionary). This means that the statement has
reference only to the concept of authority within Buddhism since by
pitaka is to be understood only one of the Pitakas or the three main
collections of texts of the Theraväda and other Buddhists. Since, as we
have seen, the word (pitaka) is used in reference to the Vedic tradition
(M. I.520, II. 169), this interpretation is not correct as the word is
employed to denote the collections of texts of other schools. The
Buddhist texts are aware of the hymns (manta-) having been put
1
The Corny. (AA. II.305) is not very helpful. It merely says acceptance on the
grounds that 'it is so' (evam kira etan ti).
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together or collected (samihitam, D. L238; cp. Skr. samhitä) and refer
to the Vedas of the Samanas as well (v. supra, 295); by pitaka they seem
to have meant such a collection of texts. This general sense of pitaka
in Buddhism should, therefore, be treated as prior to its later exclusive
use of the term.
(305) Now, Woodward translates the term as 'on the proficiency of the
collections' (G.S. II.200) but the commentary would favour 'according
to the conformity with the texts' since it explains the term as accept
ance 'on the ground that it agrees with the statements of our text'
(amhäkam pitakatantiyä saddhim sametl ti, AA. II.305). Woodward's
translation is admissible since sampadä can mean 'proficiency' (e.g.
silasampadä, pannäsampadä) but the word may perhaps denote a
characteristic of pitaka (pitakassa sampadä) and mean lit, 'the worth of
the pitaka' and therefore 'the authority of the pitaka'. It is not unlikely
that the Vedic brahmins and even the other schools at this time were
in the habit of weighing the truth or falsity of propositions in the light
of their conformity with their respective scriptures. In fact it is this
same principle which is later recognized as a formal criterion for
judging the value (i.e. the truth-value) of a statement in a traditional
text (smrti), namely by its conformity or disagreement with the sruti or
revealed scripture.
(306) The other two forms of acceptance or authority in our inter
pretation fall under the category of the testimony of reliable persons
or what was later accepted as äptopadesa in the Nyäya school (y.
äptopadesah sabdah, N.S. 1.1.7). It is said that one should not accept
a proposition as true on the grounds of bhavyarüpatä- translated as
'because it fits becoming'1 (G.S. II.200). This translation is obscure
and the translator appears to have been trying to give an over literal
rendering of bhavya- (from <\/bh.vL to be, become) and rüpa (having
the nature of, fitting) but even so it is not strictly correct for bhavyameans 'ought to be or become' rather than 'becoming'. A strictly
literal translation would be 'because of its having the nature of what
ought to be'. A free rendering of this same sense would be 'because of
its propriety or fittingness'. It would mean the acceptance of a pro
position on the grounds of its being specifically fitting or appropriate
to a context or situation. Ethical theorists have sometimes advocated
1
Mrs Rhys Davids too quotes this approvingly, v. Wayfarer*s Words, Vol.
Ill, p. 1104.
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'fittingness' as a criterion for the Tightness of an action. * According
to them, an action would be right if it is the appropriate or proper
action in the situation. It is a notion that could be extended to the
field of truth. This interpretation of bhavyarüpatä though possible is
unlikely, for it is too abstract a conception for the sixth century
BC and for Indian thought in general, which loves the concrete rather
than the abstract. An alternative interpretation would be to regard
bhavyarüpatä (propriety) as referring to the person from whom a
proposition is accepted rather than to the proposition itself. In fact,
quite often bhabba- ( = bhavya-) in the sense of 'suitable or capable'
qualifies persons rather than non-persons (e.g. bhabbä te antakiriyäya,
It. 106; bhabbo dhammam vinfiätum, Ud. 49 but see bhabbarüpo,
Ud. 79). This interpretation would also have the merit of being
supported by the commentary (ayam bhikkhu bhabbarüpo imassa
katham gaheturn yuttam, i.e. this monk is a capable person, one ought
to accept his statement, AA. II.305). We may then translate the phrase
as 'on the ground of the competence (or reliability) of the person'. This
would be in effect the same as verbal testimony (äptopadesa, äptavacana) as a means of knowledge, as recognized in the late Indian
philosophical tradition.
(307) The next kind of authoritative knowledge is also of the same
character. Woodward translates, samano no garu, as 'out of respect for
a recluse* (G.S. II.200). But the phrase as it stands admits of three
slightly different renderings. We may translate it as 'our (no) recluse
(samano) is a respected teacher (garu)' or 'our recluse is esteemed2
(garu)' or '(this) recluse is respected by us (no)'. The first two senses
were probably not strictly distinguished from the last for elsewhere we
find the statement: satthä no garu, satthugäravena ca mayam vadema,
i.e. our teacher is respected, we speak out of respect for the teacher,
M. I.265. On the whole it would have meant the acceptance of a state
ment on the prestige-value of the person uttering it. The former
(bhabbarüpatä) takes account of the intrinsic qualities or worth of the
person, while the latter his prestige, which is quite a different thing.
The distinction it may be noted is drawn in the Pali texts. Thus it is
urged that one may have a reputation as a good preacher of the
dhamma (dhammakathika-) even though one may not be capable,
when the audience happens to be foolish, while a capable preacher may
1

P. H. Nowell Smith, Ethics, Penguin, 1954, PP« 120-1, 186-7.
The word can mean 'teacher' or 'respected*.
G*
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not have the reputation of being a good preacher with the same
audience (A. II. 13 8).
(308) We have now discussed the several forms of knowledge based
on authority mentioned in the list given in the Anguttara Nikäya.
With the exception of anussava, which came in for detailed criticism
as the form of authoritative knowledge par excellence, no reasons are
given here or elsewhere as to why the other forms of knowledge based
on authority were unsatisfactory or unacceptable. Perhaps we have
to assume that the same reasons for which anussava was unsatisfactory
apply to the rest, namely, that such assertions may turn out to be true
or false and therefore there is no guarantee that they are true on the
grounds on which they are accepted. Another reason is suggested by
the Niddesa when it is said that the knowledge based on the various
forms of authority and reasoning (V. supra, 259; infra, 314) is not
'personally realized and directly verified by oneself (sämam sayam
abhinnätam attapaccakkhadhammam, loc. cit.). Thus even if a belief
based on authority is true, it is not the same as knowledge as defined
and accepted in Buddhism and therefore it is not to be regarded as
knowledge (v. infra, 714, 783).
(309) The Anguttara Nikäya list, which we have discussed cannot
also be assumed to be exhaustive. We have already noticed that it
appeared to omit itihitiha- unless (1) this was considered to be identical
with itikirä, or (2) the list from itikirä to ditthinijjhänakkhanti con
stituted an analysis of the categories within itihitiha as the Niddesa
definition would seem to imply. There is a general antagonism to the
acceptance of knowledge based on any kind of authority in the Pali
Nikäyas, especially external non-Buddhist sources of knowledge and
this finds expression occasionally against other forms than those we
have discussed. Thus when Saccaka in debate with the Buddha invokes
the opinion of the majority (mahati janatä, M. I.230) in favour of the
truth of a belief that he holds, he is quietly rebuked with the remark that
the belief of the majority has nothing to do with the truth of the thesis
in question (kim hi te . . . mahati janatä karissati, ingha tvam sakam
yeva vädam nibbethehi, i.e. what has the opinion of the majority to do
here . . . try to extricate your own thesis, M. I.230).
(310) Another form which the criticism of the acceptance of authority
has taken in Buddhism is perhaps the denial of omniscience. One of the
religions criticized as unsatisfactory is that which is claimed to be based
on the omniscience of the teacher. The claim to omniscience is defined
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as follows: 'Herein a certain teacher claims infinite knowledge and
vision as being omniscient and all-seeing (saying that) when he walks
or stands still, when he is asleep or awake there is knowledge and
vision present to him constantly and continually'1 (M. L519). This is
criticized on the assumption that no person can be omniscient in this
sense. The assumption is not that of the Theist, who would argue that
God alone is omniscient but not any created being, since omniscience
is denied of Brahma as well. Brahma is not omniscient (anfiadatthudaso) despite what he and those who revere him believe, since there
are some things that he does not know, which are known to the
Buddha (D. I.17, 18, M. L326-9). In fact even if the Rgvedic seers
claimed a direct revelation from Brahma, this lack of perfect know
ledge on his part according to Buddhism would have constituted the
Buddhist criticism of the complete veracity of this revelation. As for
human omniscience, the criticism is not that there are certain things
that a human teacher claiming omniscience does not know but that
'there is no recluse or brahmin who would know or see everything
all at once
for such a thing is impossible* (natthi so samano vä
brähmano vä yo sakideva sabban nassati sabbam dakkhiti . . . n'etan
thänäm vijjati, M. II. 127). It is said that the Buddha makes this observa
tion with good reason (heturüpam . . . äha, saheturüpam . . . aha, loc.
cit.) but the reason is not given anywhere in the Pali texts, and far from
it being expressly denied, the possibility is in fact indirectly granted
that with the above qualification there can be a person, who can claim
to be omniscient (Ye te . . . evam ähamsu: samano Gotamo evam aha:
natthi so samano vä brähmano vä yo sabbannü sabbadassävi aparisesam
nänadassanam patijänissati, n'etam thänan vijjati ti na me te vuttavädino abbhäcikkhanti ca pana mam te asatä abhütenä ti, i.e. those who
say that the recluse Gotama denies that there can be a recluse or
brahmin who would claim to be omniscient, all-seeing and having an
infinite knowledge and vision, for such a thing is impossible, are not
reporting me accurately and are accusing me of saying what is untrue
and false, loc. cit.).
(311) The teacher who claims to be omniscient constantly and con
tinually at all times whether asleep or awake is criticized on the grounds
that his lack of omniscience would be evident from his actions. For
instance he enters an empty house and receives no alms, a dog bites
1
Idha . . . ekacco satthä sabbannü sabbadassävi aparisesam nänadassanam
patijänäti: carato ca me titthato ca suttassa ca jägarassa ca satatam samitam
nänadassanam paccupatthitam.
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him, he meets a fierce elephant, horse or bull, has to ask for the names
of people, of villages or hamlets or to find his way. The text is aware that
these criticisms can be met by the rejoinder (and this was probably
the case) that all these eventualities were inevitable but foreseen (cp.
sunnam me agäram pavisitabbam ahosi, tena pävisim . . . i.e. I had to
enter an empty house, therefore I entered, M. I.519). One of the re
ligions thus criticized is undoubtedly Jainism; we are often told that
the Nigantha Nätaputta claimed omniscience (M. II.31, A. III.74) and
this, we know, was 'one of the fundamental dogmas of the Jainas'
(v. Jacobi, Jaina Sütras, Part II, SBE., Vol. 15, p. xvi). But as we have
shown there were other claimants to omniscience at this time (v. supra,
196) and the above criticism is levelled against a type of religion rather
than a specific one. What could have been the reason (hetu) that the
author of the text (M. 1.127) was thinking of when he denied the
possibility of omniscience in the above sense but left the possibility
open for someone to be omniscient in the tautological sense of having
the potentiality of knowing anything but not knowing everything all
at once (sakideva) ? We can understand why the continuity of omni
science in all the states of the individual is not considered possible—
no one would think that one can have knowledge when one is asleep
(sutta-). But why is this further qualification made that one cannot
know everything all at once? Buddhism makes much of the principle
that the infinite cannot be grasped by a finite measure. It is said that
'there is no measure of the person who has attained the goal (i.e.
Nirvana)' (attham gatassa na pamänam atthi, Sn. 1076). A calculator
(ganaka), accountant (muddikä) or 'statistician' (sankhäyaka) cannot
measure the amount of the grains of sand in the Ganges or the water
of the ocean, presumably considered infinite (S. IV.376). If omniscience
was reckoned to consist in knowing an infinite set of propositions all at
once, then this was not possible for a finite mind. And, perhaps, no
objection was seen in principle to the possibility of a finite mind
knowing any finite set of such propositions at any particular time. In
any case a claim to omniscience in any sense was not to be accepted
without examining the validity of such a claim, at least, negatively by
the simple tests of common sense.
(312) We have dealt here with the Buddhist criticism of the argument
from authority as found in traditions which Buddhism criticizes. We
are still left with the problem of the role of authority within Buddhism,
which we have considered in a later chapter (y. Ch. VIII).

CHAPTER V

THE ATTITUDE TO REASON

(313) In this Chapter we propose to examine the Buddhist attitude
to reason, as employed by their opponents. This involves an investigation into the grounds on which the takkï (?) were criticized and this
entails the inquiry as to who the takkï (D. 1.16, etc.) or takkikä (Ud. 73)
v/ere. Were they a class of sophists who employed fallacious reasoning
for destructive purposes merely to outwit their opponents in debate,
without having any theories of their own? Or were they thinkers, who
made a rational defence of their theories or even rational metaphysicians, who founded speculative theories on the basis of reason?
Or is the word takkï (or takkikä) used in a wider sense to include and
refer to both these classes of people? We shall be concerned primarily
with the examination of the conception of takka- and the Buddhist
criticism of it.
(314) In the list from the Anguttara Nikâya, claims to knowledge
made on ten grounds m all are criticized as unsatisfactory (y. supra,
251). Six had reference to claims to knowledge on the basis of some
kind of authority and these we dealt with in the previous chapter. The
remaining four are claims to knowledge on the basis of some kind of
reasoning or reflection. This appears to be in agreement with the
Buddha's contention that he does not belong to the class of teachers
who are reasoners (takkï) and speculators (vïmamsï), who base their
knowledge on reasoning and speculation. The four grounds of knowledge condemned were:
(1) takka-hetu
(2) naya-hetu

(3) äkära-parivitakkena
(4) ditthi-nijjhäna-kkhantiyä

(315) Just as anussava played a predominant rôle in the list of six,
takka- seems to be the keyword here. The commentary explains
takka-hetu as 'takka-gähena' (AA. II.305), which may be translated as
either 'by comprehending reasons' or 'by adhering to logic'. But
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gähena is not the semantical equivalent of hetu and a more literal
translation would be 'on the grounds of takka' since hetu means
(i) cause, reason, condition or (2) suitability (s.v. PTS. Dictionary)
in the Pali Canon and in this context it would probably mean 'reason'
or 'ground'. This is in fact the earlier meaning1 of the term in the
Upanisads, e.g. etasya hetor vyänam evodgitham upäsita, i.e. for this
reason one should meditate on the diffused breath as Udgitha (Ch.
1.3.5). But in this context it could mean not just 'ground' but even
'epistemological ground' (pramäna), a sense which is found in the
Jain Canonical scriptures (v. supra, 243) and is retained in the Carakasamhitä which defines the word as follows: hetur nämopalabdhikäranam tatpratyaksamanumanamaitihyam aupamyam ity ebhir hetubhir
yad upalabhyate tattattvam, i.e. hetu is the cause of apprehension,
viz. perception, inference, tradition and comparison and what is
apprehended by these means is true, 3.8.6.25.
(316) As for takka (which we have provisionally rendered as 'reason'
or 'logic') it does not make much sense however the word may be
translated, unless we know who the takki and takkikä were and what
kind of takka they employed. We can do this by examining the specific
theories associated with them with a view to determining the nature of
their reasoning. In the Nyäya Sütra, tarka- is an 'indirect proof used
to demolish the opponents' theory (N.S. 1.2.1) and this use has resulted
in tarka- being regarded on the whole as 'mere destructive criticism'.
However, it would be our endeavour to show that it had a positive
connotation in the Nikäya usage, where it is used primarily to denote
the reasoning that was employed to construct and defend metaphysical
theories and perhaps meant the reasoning of sophists and dialecticians
only in a secondary sense. Needless to say this goes against the assump
tions of almost all scholars (v. infra) although it is necessary to add that
Schayer had noticed a more positive use of tarka- in the scholastic
period: 'In der Epoche der scholastischen Synthese wurde diese Typ
des mittelbaren Beweises als tarka bezeichnet mit ausdrücklicher
Hervorhebung, dass &Q Aufgabe des tarka nicht bloss die negative
Kritik (vitandä, düsana) des Gegners, sondern die positive Begrün
dung der eigenen These ist.'2
1

The later uses recorded exclusively denote the sense of 'cause' (Svet. 5.12;
6.5, 16, 17; Mait. 6.30).
2
'Altindishe Antizipationen der Aussagenlogik, Studien zur indischen Logik
IF in Extrait du Bulletin de VAcademie Polonaise des Sciences et des Lettres,
Cracovic 1933, p- 93«
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(317) Scholars have often referred to the takki as 'sophists' even using
the word 'sceptics' interchangeably with it (v. infra, 319). It was
probably Oldenberg who set the tone for using the word 'sophist' in
this loose sense. He speaks of a 'species of Indian sophistic' (eine Art
indischer Sophistik1) and compares it with the Greek sophistic move
ments, as though the two were exactly parallel developments: 'Certain
phenomena which developed themselves in the busy bustle of the
ascetic and philosophizing circles, may be described as a species of
Indian sophistic; wherever a Socrates appears, sophists cannot fail to
follow. The conditions under which this sophistic arose were quite
similar to those which gave birth to their Greek counterpart... there
followed Gorgiases and Protagorases and a whole host of ingenious,
species, somewhat frivolous virtuosi, dealers in dialectic and rhetoric.
In exactly the same way there came after the earnest thinkers of the
masculine classical period of Brahmanical speculation a younger
generation of dialecticians.'2 When he goes on to enumerate these
'dialecticians' he seems to include almost all those thinkers mentioned
in the Pali Canon, who did not belong to the Vedic tradition, leaving
out the Jains. The list is as follows, though we have to infer on the
basis of his remarks whom probably Oldenberg had in mind when his
references are not quite specific:
(a) ' . . . the professed controversialists with an overweening
materialist or sceptical air, who were not deficient in either the readi
ness or the vitality to show up all sides of the ideas of their great
predecessors, to modify them, to turn them into their opposites' (op.
cit.y p. 69). Is this a reference to the amarävikkhepikä (Sceptics) who
looked at all sides of a question without committing themselves to any
point of view, though they were certainly not Materialists ?
(b) Those who discussed about the 'eternity or transitoriness . . .
infiniteness or finiteness of the world' (Joe. cit.). This seems to be a
reference to the diverse schools of religions which held these mutually
opposed views referred to at Ud. 66-70, etc., although the list is far
from complete.
(c) Then spring up the beginnings of a logical scepticism, the two
doctrines, of which the fundamental propositions run, 'everything
appears to me true' and 'everything appears to me untrue" (loc. cit.).
This appears to be a reference not to 'the two doctrines', but to the
1
J

Buddha, Sein, Leben, Seine Lehre, Seine Gemeinde, 13 Anflage, Stuttgart,

959> P- 792
Buddha, Tr. W . Hoey, London, 1882, pp. 68-9.
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three doctrines attributed to three schools or religious teachers who
opposed each other, the third doctrine being 'some views appear to me
true and some false' (ekaccam me khamati ekaccam me na khamati,
M. L498), which was opposed to both the above.
(d) 'Men wrangle over the existence of a world beyond, over the
continuance after death'. This is either a reference to Ajita Kesakambali
(D. I.55), the Materialist or to the Materialists in general (D. I.34, 35)
or to certain mutually opposed theories such as 'tarn jivam tarn
sarlram' (the soul is the same as the body, D. I.160) and its opposite
or 'hoti tathägato parammaranä' (the soul exists after death, D. 1.188)
and the other three possibilities, interpreted on the assumption that
'tathägato' here means 'soul' (DA. 1.118).
(e) Makkhali Gosäla, who denies 'freewill' (D. I.53).
( f) Pürana Kassapa, who denies 'moral government' (loc. cit.)
(V. D . I . S 2 ) . '

(g) Saccaka, who boasts about his dialectical invincibility (M.
I.227 ff).
(318) It is curious that although Oldenberg speaks of the above
'sophists' as 'dialecticians' and probably has the takki in mind, not one
of the above persons or classes of thinkers have expressly been called
takki in any specific context in the Pali Canon. Besides, it could be seen
that the word 'sophists' is used in a very wide and loose sense to
include the moral sceptics (amarävikkhepikä), the logical sceptics (c)
dialecticians like Saccaka (g), Materialists (d) and others who held
positive theories about the nature of man, morals or the universe
(b and d). This loose use of the word 'sophist' is perpetuated by Mrs
Rhys Davids, who also uses the word 'sceptic' almost as synonym of
'sophistical'. She says: 'There appears to have been parallel with the
Absolutist beliefs, a good deal of scepticism current when Buddhism
arose.... The most important of the sceptic schools was that of the
Äjivakas'.1 She then goes on to speak of 'another sophistical school
headed by Ajita of the Hair-garment' (ibid., p. 86). In a later work she
speaks of 'Sanjaya the sophist' and of Sariputta as being 'fed up with
Safijaya's sceptical sophisms'.2
(319) Vidyabhusana was one of the first to suggest not only that the
term takki in the Pali Canon refers to sophists, but that they may have
belonged to the Buddhist, Jain or the Brähmanical communities: 'It is
1
2

Buddhism, undated, Williams and Norgate, p. 85.
Sakya or Buddhist Origins, p. 136.
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not known whether these men were Buddhists, Jainas or Brahmanas,
perhaps they were recruited from all communities. They were not
logicians in the proper sense of the term but they appear to me to
have been sophists, who indulged in quibble and casuistry.1' He speaks
of the takki as 'sophists' and 'argumentationists' and of the vimamsi
as 'casuists'. Keith quotes Vidyabhusana and apparently accepts his
interpretation of takki: 'The old Pali texts ignore the names Nyäya
or Vaisesika: in the Brahmajäla Sutta we hear in lieu of them only of
takki, sophists and vimamsi, casuists, and in the Udäna takkikas appear
as in the Epic and Puränas.'2
(320) It seems desirable, therefore, that we have a clear idea of the
meaning of the term 'sophist' before we apply it in the Indian context
to refer to any of the thinkers mentioned in the Pali Canon. Its meaning
derives from its usage in reference to the itinerant teachers of Athens in
the fifth century BC. These 'Gorgiases and Protagorases' as Oldenberg calls them were first and foremost sceptics who denied the
objectivity of knowledge and therefore the possibility of knowledge.
They were also the first to found schools for the study of rhetoric and
reasoning. But since they did not believe that reasoning led to valid
knowledge, they cultivated and taught for a fee the art of using
fallacious reasoning merely for the sake of victory in debate or dis
cussion.3 Thus the Concise Oxford Dictionary defines a 'sophist' as
an 'ancient Greek paid teacher of philosophy and rhetoric; captious or
fallacious reasoner, quibbler' (s.v.) and 'sophism' as a 'false argument
intended to deceive' (s.v.).
(321) The Greek sceptics were sophists, but how correct is it to say
that the Indian sceptics, if we mean by the latter the amarävikkhepikä
of the Buddhist texts and the annäniä of the Jain texts, were also
sophists? It is possible that they arrived at their scepticism by some
kind of reasoning (v. supra, 151, 154). But what matters for the defi
nition of'sophist' and the use of the term to apply to them is whether
they employed a fallacious reasoning merely for the sake of victory in
debate without any scruples for truth.
(322) Now most of these sceptics shunned debate and we can be
quite certain that the third school of sceptics did so (v. supra, 169)
either because of their scepticism, which induced them to believe no
1
3

2
History of Indian Logic, p. 227.
Indian Logic and Atomism, p. 13.
Russell, A History of Western Philosophy, p. 94 ff.
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particular thesis could be known to be either true or false or because
they adopted scepticism out of intellectual cowardice with the intention
of avoiding debate. The key term or phrase in this passage stated that
their scepticism was due to 'fear or disgust at anuyoga' (anuyogabhayä
anuyogaparijegucchä, D. I.26). Now anuyoga is a technical term in
logic but as a technical term it is found in the combined form, niranuyojyänuyogah (censuring the non-censurable), which is one of the
occasions for rebuke (nigrahasthäna, N.S. 5.2.1) and is defined as
consisting of rebuking a person who does not deserve rebuke (anigrahasthäne nigrahasthänäbhiyogo, N.S. 5.2.23). This gives the
possible meaning of 'censure' for anuyoga but the general word for
censure would be niggaha (Skr. nigraha-) which is also found in the
same stratum (cp. niggahito 'si, D. 1.8) in at least a semi-technical
sense. We should therefore have expected the author of this passage
to have said niggaha-bhayä if he had the idea of censure in mind. There
is another reason why the meaning of 'censure' would not suit this
context. Niggaha- can only occur towards the end of a debate, but
these sceptics were afraid of the very idea of joining issue in a debate
and Prof. Rhys Davids considering the context translates the above
phrase as 'fearing and abhorring the joinder of issue' (SBB., II, p. 39).
This is in fact nearer the original etymology as well, as being formed
from anu + V yuj to join. The PTS. Dictionary does not record this
unusual semi-technical use of anuyoga- but gives 'invitation, appeal,
question' (s.v.) as possible meanings of the term. Now the verb
anuyunjati is used in the sense of 'asking a question, call to account,
take to task' (Vin. II.79; s.v. PTS. Dictionary). This raises the question
as to whether anuyoga could mean 'interrogation' by skilled dialec
ticians as the context demands. And this is precisely the sense in which
the term is defined as a technical term of logic in the Caraka Samhitä,
where it was said that 'anuyoga is an inquiry made about the sub
stance or text of some science or other by a person versed in them, for
the purpose of testing someone's knowledge, understanding or replies
or (the inquiry) 'what is the cause' when one's opponent proposes
(the thesis) 'the soul is eternal": anuyogo näma yattadvidyänäm
tadvidyair eva särdham tantre tantraikadese vä prasnaikadeso vä
jnänavijnänavacanaprativacanapariksärtham ädisyate, yathä nityah
purusa iti pratijnäte yatparah ko hetur ityäha so'nuyogah 3.8.6.44.
This is just what these sceptics feared, namely interrogation on the
part of skilled dialecticians (panditä nipunä kataparappavädä välavedhirüpä, D. I.26). The alternative definition gives a possible reason why
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they did not wish to make positive assertions, for it is when something
is posited or a positive assertion is made (pratijnäte) that the others
could then question them whereas if there were no truths that they
could uphold, they were quite immune to the attacks of able con
troversialists owing to their very scepticism.
(323) Incidentally, we have already noticed two logical terms pre
served in the Caraka Samhitä in older senses attested by the Jain or the
Buddhist texts. One was 'hetu' in the sense of 'pramäna' (y. supra, 315)
and the other is anuyoga. Keith has expressed the view that the
variations in the meanings of logical terms in the Caraka Samhitä
from that of the Nyäya Sütra were due to the ignorance of the
author of Caraka Samhitä of the standard terminology.1 This is an
unwarranted assumption for if this terminology is independently
supported by the usages of the Buddhist or Jain texts, it shows not that
the author of the Caraka Samhitä was ignorant of the meanings of these
terms, but that these terms are from an earlier logical tradition not
made use of by the author of the Nyäyasütra, though the latter may
have been aware of them and consciously rejected them.
(324) If, thus, the third school of sceptics clearly shunned debate
altogether, the picture they present would be the very opposite of that
of the Greek sceptic, who welcomed debate in order to prove the
worth of his scepticism by disproving each and every thesis that came
in his way. There is also no reason to think, as we have said, that the
first two schools of Sceptics were in principle different from the third
in this respect. The fact that the first school was said to be 'afraid of
falsehood' (musävädabhayä, D. 1.25) showed that they had certain
scruples for truth and they would therefore not try to denounce every
theory that was put forward in debate merely because they did not
believe in it. Besides these first three schools regarded the moral
consequences of non-scepticism, for different reasons, to be a source
of worry or vexation (vighäta-) and since they may have realized that
Vexation could result from debate' (viväde sati vighäto, M. I.499) xt ls
unlikely that they would have debated their scepticism at all. There is,
however, one respect in which the outlook of these three schools of
Scepticism may be compared with that of Protagoras, though not of
1
'Nor can any stress be laid on the variations from the Nyäya school; an
unscientific exposition of this kind need reflect nothing more than the lack of
knowledge of its author and sheds no light on the early history of the school',
op, cit.3 p. 13.
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the later Greek Sceptics. We have shown that despite their moral
scepticism at the intellectual level, they probably subscribed to the
traditionally or conventionally accepted moral and religious practices.
Now it is said that Protagoras in spite of his disbelief in objective
truth 'was led to a defence of law and convention and traditional
morality. While as we saw, he did not know whether the gods existed,
he was sure they ought to be worshipped'.1 The significant difference
however was that the Indian Sceptic even regarded non-scepticism as a
moral danger.
(325) We have tried to show that if takki means 'sophist' then at least
the three schools of Sceptics we spoke of above were not sophists and
much of the confusion in calling them sophists seems to have sprung
from the assumption that since the Greek sceptics were sophists, the
Indian sceptics were probably the same.
(326) The case is, however, different with the school of Sanjaya who,
we suggested, did engage in debate in defence of his scepticism
(y. supra, 180). Among the propositions which he refused to declare
were either true or false, was, hoti Tathägato parammaranä (the
Tathägata exists after death) and its other three alternatives (D. I.27).
These are among the very propositions the truth of which was said
to have been hotly debated by various religious theorists at this time
(v. Ud. 67). Could Sanjaya have been criticizing one of these theses
at one time and an opposing thesis at another? Did he do so because
he felt that the arguments against each of these alternatives were
equally strong, though he did not discard the possibility that any one
of them could be true? Or did he merely criticize these theories to
display his dialectical skill, regardless of the cause of truth because he
felt that truth was impossible in these matters? The context seems to
favour on the whole the former interpretation. On both interpretations
Sanjaya would have been using takka (tarka) merely to disprove his
opponent's thesis—the sense in which the word is used in the Nyäya
Sütra (v. supra, 316). But if the latter interpretation was true he would
come close to being the Indian counterpart of the Greek scepticsophist, with the difference that while the Greek scepticism was all
embracing in scope Safijaya's was probably limited to the range of
transcendent propositions. Apart from the tentative character of this
identification there is no reason to think that Sanjaya represented a
1

Russell, op. cit., p. 97-
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widespread movement in Indian thought at this time. Even if our
identification is correct, he seems to be the exception rather than the
rule in the Indian context.
(327) Let us now examine the theories which Oldenberg thought
constituted 'the beginnings of a logical scepticism', to see what their
logical and epistemological foundations were. The reference is evidently
to the three kinds of theories about Views' (ditthi) mentioned in the
Dighanakha Sutta and which are as follows:
(1) sabbam me khamati—-I agree with every (view)
(2) sabbam me na khamati—I agree with no (view)
(3) ekaccam me khamati, ekaccam me na khamati—I agree with
some (views) and disagree with other (views).
(328) It is said that 'those who firmly hold and dogmatically assert
that any one of these theories is alone true and the others false' (imam
ditthim thämasä parämassa abhinivissa vohareyyam: idameva saccam
mogham afinan ti (M. I.498) is likely to engage in contentious debate
with their other two opponents (dvihi assa viggaho, he. cit.) resulting
in 'dispute, vexation and worry' (viggahe sati vivädo, viväde sati
vighäto, vighäte sati vihesä, he. cit.). The Buddha speaks well of the
second point of view (i.e. 2) as tending towards dispassion (asarägäya
santike, he. cit.) and lack of attachment, excitement, dogmatism and
involvement (asamyogaya . . . anabhinandanäya . . . anajjhosänäya . . .
anupädänäya santike, he. cit.), whereas the first and the third views
have the opposite qualities. Dighanakha, his interlocutor, is exceedingly
pleased at this, since it was his own view but the Buddha goes on to
explain that holding the second view dogmatically and clinging to it
is as bad as holding the other views.1
(329) A distinction appears to be drawn between two ways of holding
view (2). The first is to hold dogmatically to this view with the readi
ness to defend it against its contrary and contradictory. This involves
'not giving it up as a view and the possibility of changing it for
another' (tail ca ditthim nappajahanti afinan ca ditthim upädiyanti,
M. I.398). The other way of holding (2) is to hold it non-dogmatically
and disinterestedly 'giving it up as a view and with no possibility of
changing it for another' (tan e'eva ditthim pajahanti annafi ca ditthim
1
Yä ca kho me ay am ditthi: sabbam me na khamati ti, imafi ce aham ditthim
. . . abhinivissa vohareyyam . . . dvihi me assa viggaho, i.e. if one dogmatically
clings to this theory namely *I do not agree with any view* he would be at logger
heads with two parties, M. I.499.
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na upädiyanti, loc. cit.) as a result of which he does not enter into
debate to defend any view (since he is disinterested in all views) and
does not suffer the consequences of debate.
(330) If we call the former way of subscribing to view (2), 2(a) and
the latter way 2(b) it would appear from the context that Dighanakha
is holding 2(a). This is evident from the introductory dialogue:
Dighanakha: I hold the view that I disagree with every view (aham
. . . evamditthi: sabbam me na khamati ti, M. 1.397).
Buddha: Do you agree with the view that you hold, namely that
you disagree with every view (Yä . . . esä . . . ditthi: sabbam me na
khamatiti, esä pi te ditthi na khamati ti, loc. cit.).
Dighanakha: Even if I agree with this view, it is all the same (Esä
ce me ditthi . . . ditthi khameyya, tarn p'assa tädisameva, tarn p'assa
tädisam eva, loc. cit.).
(331) The purpose of Buddha's question, judging from the rest of the
context, seems to be to elicit this information, although it gives the
appearance of a dialectical trap in a paradox situation. Asserting 'I do
not agree with any view' is a paradox situation of the same logical
type as saying 'everything I say is false', which appears to be false
if true and true if false. For if I agree with the view that 'I do not agree
with any view* than I am agreeing with some view and my statement
is false, whereas if I do not agree with the view that 'I do not agree
with any view', then I am contradicting myself. Dighanakha's reply,
in fact, amounts to saying that even if he agrees with this view it still
remains a fact that he does not agree with all other views. Since this is
not followed up by an attempt to show that Dighanakha is thereby
making a false statement or is contradicting himself, the Buddha's
rejoinder is not meant to be a criticism of Dighanakha's point of view,
but is apparently intended to elicit the information as to whether he is
dogmatically holding to this theory, as he appears to be from the
subsequent discussion. 2(b) on the other hand is the view that the
Buddha speaks well of and which he ascribes to 'certain recluses and
brahmins' (eke samanabrähmanä, M. I.398).
(332) Who could these 'recluses and brahmins' be who subscribed to
the view 'sabbam me na khamati', which among other things is said
to be 'anupädänäya santike' (tending to the absence of involvement,
M. I.498)? It is very probable that they were no others than those
Sceptics (amarävikkhepikä), who valued mental tranquillity, avoided
debate and anything that causes vexation (vighäta, cp. D. 1.25, 26)
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and among whom at least one school (the second) is said to have
regarded non-scepticism as an upädäna (involvement) of which they
were afraid and with which they were disgusted (cp. z//?ä</<z/za-bhayä
#/?<z^z/za-parijegucchä, D. I.26 and anupädänäya santike, M. L498).
That the Buddhist attitude to the amarävikkhepikä was on the whole a
favourable one is also apparent from the place they receive in the
Sandaka Sutta (M. 1.520, 521), where the religion of these Sceptics
was classified as one of the four unsatisfactory but not totally false
religions. It also tends to confirm our supposition that the Sceptics,
despite their intellectual scepticism had a conception of the moral and
religious life.
(333) We said that 2(a) seems to be the theory that Dighanakha
himself held. Now, according to the commentary not only is Dighan
akha said to be a Materialist (uccheda-vädo — lit. annihilationist, but
synonymous with 'Materialist' at this time) but 'sabbarn me na
khamati' is interpreted differently. 'Sabbarn' is said to be 'all rebirths
and conceptions, which do not please him' (sabbä me uppattiyo . . .
patisandhiyo na khamanti, MA. III. 204). Miss Horner disagreeing with
this comment, says that 'Gotama, however, takes "all" in its literal
sense' (M.L.S. II. 176, fn. 6) but does not clarify what this literal sense
was. She translates 'sabbam me na khamati' as 'all is not pleasing to me'
{loc. cit.) but if we interpret 'all5 here to mean just 'everything in the
universe' or even as 'sense-data and thoughts' according to the defini
tion of sabba- at S. IV. 15, it is difficult to see the reason for conflict and
debate between three people who held the views 'everything pleases
me', 'nothing pleases me' and 'some things please me'. The context
makes it evident that ditthi (views) form the content of sabbam for
when Dighanakha says 'sabbam me na khamati', the Buddha asks
'esä pi te ditthi na khamati' {loc. cit.) and it is replied 'esä me . . . ditthi
khameyya' {loc. cit.). From this we may presume that sabbam here
means 'all (ditthi-s)'. The fact that the radical form of khamati is
closely associated in usage with ditthi (e.g. ditthi-nij)h.äna-kkhanti,
S. II.iis; IV.139; A. I.189; II.191; M. II.170) lends support to our
view. We may therefore translate the statement, sabbam me na khamati,
as we have done, as 'I approve of or agree with no (view)' and it is
evident that Oldenberg himself took it in this sense, for otherwise he
would not have seen here the 'beginnings of a logical scepticism'.
(334) It is a problem as to which school of thought Dighanakha
belonged. As a nihilist who disagreed with and denied every thesis that
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was put forward by his opponents in debate, Dighanakha, the paribbäjaka,1 (Dighanakho paribbäjako M. I.497) may have belonged to
Sanjaya's school of paribbäjakas, the only school of debating sceptics.
The only historical connection that we can see, is that Dighanakha
was a nephew of Säriputta (DPPN., s.v. Dighanakha) and Säriputta
is presumed to have been an adherent of Sanjaya before he joined the
Buddha. But this does not explain how tradition came to associate him
with the Materialists and identify him as a member of that group.
This commentarial identification of him as a Materialist is in fact con
firmed by the text as well. In the course of the dialogue the Buddha
tells Dighanakha that he should regard 'the body which has form,.is
composed of the four primary elements and arises from father and
mother (käyo rüpl cätummahäbhütiko mätapettika-sambhavo, M.
I.500) as not a soul (anattato samanupassitabbo, loc. cit.J. The wording
is unusual,2 occurs rarely and is identical with the phraseology used
to describe the first school of the Materialists (viz. attä rüpl cätum
mahäbhütiko mätäpettikasambhavo, D. I.34). It appears as if the
Buddha was making a specific criticism of the Materialist theory.
There is therefore reason to think that Dighanakha was in fact a
Materialist. As a nihilist Materialist, he may be identified with the
school of nihilist Lokäyata, which denied the truth of every thesis
(v. supra, 113). We do not know what kind of arguments they em
ployed but if they were called takki (and we have no evidence that
they were) they would have employed takka for purely destructive
criticism in order to pull down their opponents' theories.
(335) The opposite of Dighanakha's view 'sabbam me khamati' (I
agree with every view) is also said to be held by a school of recluses
and brahmins (eke samanabrähmanä, loc. eh.). This point of view
resembles, if it is not identical with the anekäntaväda of the Jains.
According to this theory every view is true from some standpoint
(naya) or other and in general3 no view can be categorically false. The
proposition 'S is P' (syädasti) as well as 'S is not P' (syännästi) can
both be true according to different standpoints (y. infra, 589). This
logic would entail the truth in some sense of all views. The doctrine
of naya is mentioned in some of the early Jain sütras (y. supra, 237)
and it is not impossible that it was known, when the Pali Nikäyas
1

I.e. a wandering ascetic.
The normal formula would have been rüpam attato na samanupassitabbam,
vedanä . . . sanfia, etc.
3
The Jains did, however, have a conception of falsity (y. infra 589).
2
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came to be composed. It seems to have also been a doctrine of the
Trairäsika Äjivikas (v. supra, 227). While the Sceptics (amarävikkhepikä) disagree with every view, anekäntaväda represents the opposite
point of view of agreeing with every view for some reason or other
denying the Law of Contradiction or giving it a new meaning alto
gether (v, infra, 589, 590). Since there is good evidence for the exis
tence of the Sceptics there is little reason to doubt the more or less
contemporaneous existence of the opposing theory on the evidence of
the Jain scriptures. The commentary is not helpful in identifying this
view since it makes no direct comment on it, but it seems indirectly to
suggest or assume that 'Sabbam me khamati' is the eternalist view being
the opposite of Dighanakha's Materialist position while 'ekaccam me
khamati...' (I agree with some views) is said to be the semi-eternalist
view. But this explanation is far-fetched and therefore inadmissible
for had the compiler of this sutta been thinking of the eternalist or
semi-eternalist views there is no reason why he should not have
employed more direct and less ambiguous language and said 'sassatam
(or sassata-ditthi) me khamati' instead of 'sabbam me khamati' and
'ekaccasassatam (or ekaccasassata-ditthi) me khamati' instead of
'ekaccam me khamati ekaccam me na khamati'.
(336) This relativism of the Jain would have been opposed in debate
to the scepticism of Sanjaya, the nihilism of that branch of Lokäyata
and the 'particularism'l of the others but their reasoning can hardly be
called sophistical. With the possible but doubtful exception of Sanjaya,
we do not find in Indian soil the Greek counterpart of the scepticsophist. The nihilist Lokäyatika, judging by the example of Jayaräsi,
would have been too forthright in his condemnation of all theses to be
adjudged a sceptic and in any case we know very little about the
reasoning of this early school of nihilist Lokäyata for us to come to any
positive conclusions.
(337) O n t n e other hand there is a constant reference in Indian thought
to vitanda and the vitandavädin. The vitandavädin is neither a sceptic
nor a sophist though this latter term is often mistakenly employed in
translating the term. He has no views of his own but merely indulges in
eristic (s.v. Runes, Dictionary of Philosophy) for the purpose of
securing victory in argument. The Nyäyasütra defines vitanda as 'the
1
1 am using this word to denote those who held that some views were true
(i.e. agreed with some views).
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criticism of the proofs of the opposite side' (svapratipaksasthäpanähino
vitanda, 1.2.3) but the word has a derogatory connotation. In the
Carakasamhitä it is defined as 'merely imputing faults to one's op
ponents' theory' (parapakse dosavacanamätram eva, 3.8.6.20). It is a
form of wrangling which is closely associated with, though strictly
distinguished from, jalpa, defined in the N.S. as 'the defence (lit.
proof) or attack of a proposition in the aforesaid manner by quibbles
(chala), analogues (jäti) and other processes which deserve censure'.1
The Carakasamhitä, on the other hand, defines jalpa as 'proving ones
own thesis by one's own reasons and thereby discrediting the opposing
thesis'.2 The difference in the definitions probably show that there
was no standard usage of these terms, but it can be seen that both texts
use vitandä to denote mere attacks on the opposite side for the purpose
of gaining victory in debate. Both jalpa and vitandä, which are un
scrupulous and fallacious forms of reasoning, are recommended in the
N.S. in dealing with opponents 'for safeguarding the interests of truth,
just as fences of thorny boughs are used to protect the growth of
seeds'3 but this represents a late view after the Nyaya was accepted by
orthodoxy.
(338) One of the earliest occurrences of the word vitanda, is in
Pänini's Astädhyäyi (4.4.102). The word does not occur in the Pali
Nikäyas, but Buddhaghosa comments on lokäyata (D. 1.88), lokäyatika- (S. II.77) and lokakkhäyika- (D. 1.8) as vitanda- (v. supra, 57).
But what was 'the art of casuistry' (vitandasattha, vitandavädasattha-)
for Buddhaghosa, it must be remembered was 'the art of reasoning'
(tarkasästra-) for Sankara (y. supra, 54) and we cannot conclude from
this that the brahmins were cultivating the art of casuistry at this time
for any special reason. While Buddhaghosa associates this vitanda
sattha- with the brahmins, the Saddaniti associates it with the titthiyas
(lokäyatam näma . . . titthiyasattham)4 a word which has a wider
connotation and at least includes the Samanas (v. nänätitthiyä samanabrähmanä . . . i.e. various recluses and brahmins who were heretics,
Ud. 66). The examples given both by Buddhaghosa and Aggavamsa
1

Yathoktopapannas chalajätinigrahasthänasädhanopälambho jalpah 1.2.2.
Svapaksam svahetubhih sthäpayatah tatparapaksamudbhävayatah esa jalpah,
3.8.6.20.
3
Tattvädhyavasäyasamraksanärtham jalpavitande vljaprarohasamraksanärtham kantakasäkhävaranavat, 4.2.50.
4
v. Saddaniti, La Grammaire Palie D'Aggavamsa,
Ed. Helmer Smith,
London, 1928, p. 361.
2
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(v. SBB., II. p. 167 f.) are similar but it would be noticed that an argu
ment pertaining to the creation of the world is placed on the same
footing as an argument that the crow is white or the crane is black.
We cannot on this evidence argue that there were vitandavadins at
this time, but if we have reason to believe that the art of reason had
been cultivated from the time of the early Upanisads, we have no
reason to disbelieve that vitandavadins or casuists may have existed
both among the Samanas and the brahmins at this time, if there is any
independent evidence for their existence.
(339) We may therefore inquire whether there was a class of people,
who may be called vitandavadins or casuists in as much as they were
primarily interested in displaying their dialectical skill and defeating
their opponents, regardless of the nature of the arguments used.
Saccaka (v. (g), supra, 317) to some extent answers to this description.
He is described as 'one who indulged in debate, a learned controver
sialist, who was held in high esteem by the common people' (bhassappavädako panditavädo sädhu sammato bahujanassa, M. I.227, 237).
There is no reason to doubt that he was one 'who excelled in debate'
(bhassappavädako, s.v. PTS. Dictionary, where it is explained as 'one
who proposes disputation, one who is fond of debate and discussions')
for otherwise his opponents would not have given him the credit for
this. He is said to have held debates (vädena vädam samärabhitä, M.
I.250) with the six famous teachers Pürana Kassapa, Makhali Gosäla,
etc. The list includes Nigantha Nätaputta, although he is described as a
follower of Nigantha (nigantha-putto, M. I.227, 237). It is implied
that he defeated them in debate, Saccaka is made to say that when he
joined them in debate, they evaded in one way or another (anilena
annam paticari, M. I.250), shifted the topic of discussion (bahiddhä
katham apanesi, loc. cit.) and showed signs of irritation, anger and
displeasure. These are among the recognized 'occasions for censure'
(nigrahasthäna, v. infra, 372) and their mention here implies that
Saccaka was victorious in these debates. Saccaka boasts (or is repre
sented as boasting) about his dialectical skill in magniloquent language.l
This exaggerated picture of his dialectical attainments is however not
justified by his actual performance, at least as reported by his opponents
in the Cüla-Saccaka Sutta (M. L.227 ff.) for he falls a victim to a simple
dialectical argument of the Buddha. Even if we call him a casuist
because of his eagerness merely to display his dialectical skill, according
1

M. I.227 v. Oldenberg, Buddha 3 Tr. Hoey, p. 7°«
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to the picture drawn of him, it is clear even from the presented
version of the debate, that Saccaka had his own private convictions and
tried to defend them with his own reasons. He holds the theory that
the individual (purisapuggalo) is composed of five selves, the bodily
self (rüpattä-Skr. rüpätmä, M. I.230), the hedonic self (vedanattä),
the mental self (sannattä), the active self (sankhärattä) and the cog
nitive self (vinnänattä) on the grounds that all activities including the
possibility of moral behaviour depend on their substantial existence
{loc. eh.). This theory bears some resemblance to the theory that the
person (purusah) is composed of five selves (ätmä) as propounded in
the Taittiriya Upanisad (2.2.5). The concepts of the selves and their
order is not identical, but the two theories are sufficiently similar to
bear comparison as may be seen from the following:
Saccaka
rüpattä (has bodily form as the
soul)
sankhärattä (has dispositions as
the soul)
sannattä (has ideation as the
soul)
vinnänattä (has cognition as the
soul)
vedanattä (has feeling as the
soul)

Taittiriya Upanisad
annarasamaya (-atrna)1 (the soul
consisting of the essence of food)
ätmä pränamayah2 (the soul consisting of organic activities)
ätmä manomayah (the soul consisting of the mind)
ätmä vijnänamayah (the soul consisting of cognition)
ätmä änandamayah (the soul consisting of bliss)

Even the argument that the first ätman is composed of the essence of
food since all life that dwells on the earth (prajäh . . . yäh käs ca
prthivim sritäh, 2.3.1) depend on food (annäd jäyante . . . annena
vardhante, loc. cit.) is similar to Saccaka's argument that man has his
body as ätman (rüpattä) because among other things all organic and
sentient life (bijagämabhütagäma, M. I.230) grows to maturity in
dependence on the earth (pathavim nissäya, loc. cit.). If this Upanisadic
teaching was not the source of Saccaka's inspiration and he was in fact
a strict adherent of Nigantha's doctrine (v. DPPN., Vol. 2, s.v. Saccaka),
1
Note that rüpa (bodily form) is described as 'formed of the four great
elements and thriving on gross food' (cätummahäbhütiko kabalihkärähärabhakkho,
D . Li86), i.e. annamaya (formed of food).
%
The sankhära-s include 'in and out breathing' (assäsapassäsä . . . käyasankhäro, M. I.301), which is equivalent to präna in the Upanisads (v. Brh. 3.9.26;
Katha, 2.2.5.).
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then the closest teaching to the one that he propounds would be the
theory of the five asti-käyas (jiva, äkäsa, dharma, adharma, pudgala)
all of which have a substantial existence, being dravyas,1 although in
that case only two of the astikäyas (i.e. jiva and pudgala) would in
any way correspond with his five selves (i.e. with vififiäna and rüpa
respectively).2 Whatever the origin of Saccaka's theory he seems
anxious to defend it and therefore he cannot be called a casuist
(vitandavädi-), who was merely interested in outwitting others in
debate in order to display his dialectical skill.
(340) Another set of thinkers who appear prima facie to be vitandavädins are the recluses and brahmins, whom the third school of
Sceptics (v. supra, 167) feared would engage them in debate. They
were described as 'learned (panditä), subtle (nipunä), hairsplitters
(välavedhirüpä), who have mastered the doctrines of others (kataparappavädä)3 and who go about shattering (vobhindantä) with their
intelligence (pannägatena) the theories put forward (ditthigatäni)' (D.
L26). The fact that they were called 'hairsplitters' who make it their
business to study the theories of others in order to controvert them
strongly suggests that they were a class of vitandavädins primarily
interested in exhibiting their dialectical skill by defeating their
opponents in debate.
(341) There seems to be an eye-witness's account of these 'recluses
and brahmins' (samanabrähmanä) in action at S.V.73, where Kundaliya
tells the Buddha that he rests in parks (ärämanisädi) and frequents
assemblies (parisävacaro) and that it is a habit of his to wander in the
afternoon from park to park and from pleasaunce to pleasaunce where
he sees (passämi) certain recluses and brahmins (eke samana-brähmane)
holding debates (katham kathente), merely for the merit of defending
their own theories (itivädapamokkhänisamsam eva) and of censuring
(their opponents' theories) (upärambhänisamsam).
(342) The only other place in the Nikäyas, where the two terms occur
together is in the Alagaddüpama Sutta where it is said, te (i.e. ekacce
moghapurisä) upärambhänisamsä c'eva dhammam pariyäpunanti
1

Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 161.
Cp. Sakkäyaditthi (Sakkäya—sat käya?=astikäya? v. Franke, Dighanikayo,
p. 45; Geiger, Pali Grammar, para. 24; Kern, Toev. II 52; JRAS., 1894, p. 324.
3
Prof. Rhys Davids has 'experienced in controversy , (SBB., II.38). The
Corny, on M. I.176 gives both meanings, kataparappavade te vinnäta-parappaväde
c*eva parehi saddhim katavädaparicaye (MA. II. 197).
2
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itivädapamokkhänisamsä, which Miss Horner translates 'they master
this dhamma simply for the advantage of reproaching others and for
the advantage of gossiping' (M.L.S. I.171). Itivädapamokkhänisamsattham (A. II.26) has likewise been rendered by Woodward as 'con
cerned with a flood of gossip' (G.S. II.28). This sense is favoured by
the PTS. Dictionary as well, which explains itiväda- (s.v.) as 'speaking
so and so, talk, gossip' and itivädappamokkha- (s.v. pamokkha-) as
'pouring out gossip'. But this is a sense which does not at all suit the
translation of the term vädapamokkhäya in the sentence, 'cara vädapamokkhäya' (D. 1.8) where Prof. Rhys Davids following the
Corny, and the demands of the context has translated the phrase, as
'set to work to clear your views' (SBB., II. 15) although in a footnote
(fn. 3) he has suggested Gogerly's alternative rendering '(depart) that
you may be freed from this disputation' on the grounds that the parallel
passage at M. 1.133 seems to support such a meaning. Prof. Rhys
Davids calls this 'the only parallel passage' (loc. cit.) but in fact the
word vädapamokkha- occurs elsewhere (A. II.9, S. V.73) and Gogerly's
rendering certainly would not suit S. V.73, f° r t n e s ^ 'recluses and
brahmins' could surely not have been discussing or debating (katham
kathenti) 'for the advantage of being freed from discussion'.
(343) We would favour the commentarial explanation which is sup
ported by the etymology of the word, the several contexts as well as by
independent evidence. Commenting on itivädappamokkhänisamsa
(M. 1.133), it is said that it means 'for the advantage of (änisamsä)
defending (lit. freeing) one's theory (vädapamokkha-) in this manner
(evam)'.1 This is further explained as 'when one's opponents (pare)
raise objections (lit. impute defects, dose äropite) to one's own theory
(sakaväde), then we shall remove those objections (lit. free it from that
defect, tarn dosam mocessäma) in such and such a manner'.2 Upärambhänisamsä is likewise explained as 'for the advantage of finding
fault (lit. imputing defects, dosäropanänisamsä) with a theory of one's
opponents (paresam väde)'.3 So what is meant according to this ex
planation is that some people learn the Dhamma either for the mere
sake of defending it against others' criticisms or for the sake of
criticizing with its help the theories of others. And this is condemned,
1

Evam vädappamokkhänisamsä, MA. II. 107.
Parehi sakaväde dose äropite tarn dosam evafi ca evafi ca mocessäma ti
iminä ca käranena pariyäpunanti ti attho, MA. II. 107.
3
Paresam väde dosäropanänisamsä, MA. II. 106, 107.
2
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for the Dhamma according to this Sutta is to be regarded as a plan
of action and not as a theory to be clung to and pitted against other
theories in debate either for the purposes of defending it or criticizing
with its aid opposing theories. The moral that the Dhamma should not
be studied purely out of a dialectical interest in it possibly reflects the
intellectual climate of these times, when theories were being defended
and attacked largely for the sake of displaying one's dialectical skill.
It confirms the picture that we get from the statement of Kundaliya
who reported that he saw recluses and brahmins in parks defending and
attacking theories merely for the advantage of (änisamsam eva) of such
defence (itivädappamokkha-) and attack (upärambha-).
(344) According to the Nyäyasütra (1.2.1) a debate (väda) comprises
'defence and attack' (sädhana-upälambha), the defence of one's own
theory by means of the genuine criteria of knowledge (pramäna) and the
criticism of one's opponent's theory by means of indirect arguments
(tarka). But when defence and attack become an end in itself merely
for the sake of victory in debate and any means are employed for the
purpose it is called jalpa (yathoktopapannas chalajätinigrahasthänasädhanopälambho jalpah, N.S. 1.2.3). T h e usage of this term in the
Caraka Samhitä, as we saw above (v. supray 337), was somewhat
different. Here jalpa- and vitandä were not used in a derogatory sense
and jalpa- was defined as proving one's own theory on its own grounds
and vitandä as 'merely imputing faults to one's opponent's theory'
(parapakse dosavacanamzxxdccii eva). One may compare this definition
of vitandä with the Pali commentarial definition of upärambha as
paresam väde dosäropanam, i.e. imputing defects to the theory of one's
opponents. N o w upälambha also occurs in the Caraka Samhitä as a
technical term and is defined as 'the imputation of defect to the reason
adduced' (upälambho näma hetor dosavacanam, 3.8.6.51) and this in
the context of the debate would be very similar to vitandä as under
stood in both the Caraka Samhitä and the Nyäya Sütra.
(345) From the above, we cannot fail to observe the identity in word
and meaning between upärambha- as used in the Pali passages in the
context of the debate and upälambha as used in the Nyäyasütra and as
defined in the Caraka Samhitä (Skr. upälambha- > P. upärambha-,
v. Geiger, Pali Literatur und Sprache, p. 60, section 45). It is also in
sense not strictly distinguishable from vitandä as defined both in the
Caraka Samhitä and the N.S. One can also observe a certain similarity
in meaning between sädhana as employed in the N.S., jalpa as used in
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the Caraka Samhitä and itiväda-ppamokkha- as used in the Pali
Nikäyas and as explained in the Corny. The difference is that while
sädhana and jalpa are used in the positive sense of proving one's own
thesis, itivädapamokkha- has a negative connotation of defending one's
own theory against the defects imputed to it by one's opponents.
(346) Since these ardent dialecticians are said to have been primarily
motivated by the advantage of (anisamsä) of successful defence or
attack, it is not unlikely that at least some of them were vitandavädins
in the later sense of the term but in the absence of any authentic
samples of these debates and in our ignorance of the kind of reasoning
employed by them we cannot adjudicate on this problem with any
degree of certitude.
(347) The use of jalpa and vitanda in a non-derogatory sense in the
Caraka Samhitä is, however, not without significance, since it probably
harks back to a time when the dialectical devices of these debaters
were not still recognized as casuistry and the distinction between good
and bad reasoning was either not drawn or was very thin. Victory and
defeat depended largely on the whims of the audience (parisad) and
the decision would have varied greatly with the nature of the audience
for some audiences are said to be learned (jnänavati parisad, C.S.
3.8.6.13) and others foolish (müdhaparisad, C.S., loc, cit.). The Caraka
Samhitä speaks of the expedient of not debating further with a person
who is anxious to continue a debate once the audience has shouted
him down as having been vanquished.x It is obvious that the prejudices
and beliefs of the audience played a large part in the decisions they
gave. This at least appears to be the view of the Buddha, who re
counts the following situations in which the decisions of the audience
(parisä) need not be objective when it is acclaimed that someone is
learned and victorious:
'A certain person
(1) suppresses an unrighteous theory (adhammikam vädam) with
an unrighteous theory (adhammikena vädena). This pleases an un
righteous audience (adhammikam parisam ranjeti) which, with a loud
uproar, acclaims him learned (uccäsaddä mahäsaddä hoti pandito
vata bho pandito vata bho ti).
1

Cp. sakrd apihi pariksepikam nihitam nihitam ähur iti n'äsyayogahkartavyali,
i.e. one should not endeavour (to continue to debate with) one who has been
rejected even once on the grounds that he has been vanquished, C.S. 3.8.6.13,
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(2) suppresses a righteous theory with an unrighteous theory. This
pleases an unrighteous audience, which acclaims him learned.
(3) suppresses a partly righteous and partly unrighteous theory
(dhammikan ca vädam adhammikafi ca vädam) with an unrighteous
theory. This pleases an unrighteous audience which acclaims him
learned' (A. V.230).
(348) When victory depended on the decisions of a fickle audience, it
would be natural that the reasoning would have been largely directed
at winning it over by any dialectical device at the command of the
debater rather than be aimed at unravelling the nature of truth. But
with critical audiences and a growing knowledge of the nature of
sophisms (chala, jäti, ahetu, väkyadosa, etc.) perhaps among this very
class of people who cultivated this art, a time would have come when
it was possible to distinguish good reasoning from fallacious reasoning.
This time seems to be coeval with the composition of some of the
Suttas since the Sandaka Sutta recognizes a difference between what is
'well-reasoned' (su-takkitam) and 'ill-reasoned' (du-ttakkitam) (M.
I.520).
(349) This class of dialecticians called 'hairsplitters' (välavedhirüpä)
is restricted to the class of 'recluses and brahmins' (samana-brähmanä)
in the first book of the Digha Nikäya (v. D. I.26, 162) but elsewhere
the same description is used of a wider class of people (v. M. 1.176;
M. II. 122, 123). In these contexts, it is said that there are 'certain
learned ksatriyas, brahmins, householders and recluses\ subtle hairsplitters who go about shattering with their intelligence the theories
(of others) ( . . . ekacce khattiyapandite . . . brähmanapandite . . .
gahapatipandite . . . samanapandite . . . nipune kataparappaväde
välavedhirüpe, vobhindantä1 manne caranti pafifiägatena ditthigatäni).
These 'learned men' (panditä) of these four classes are referred to in
other places as well (y. M. I.396; S. III.6) and the four kinds of 'de
bating assemblies' (parisä) are formed of these four classes of people,
if we leave out the celestial beings (khattiyaparisä, brähmanaparisä,
gahapatiparisä, samanaparisä . . . D. III.260; M. I.72; A. IV.307).
(350) These controversialists, who had made a study of the theories
of others and who were anxious to display their dialectical skill are
said to 'frame questions' (panham abhisankharonti) when they hear
that the recluse Gotama is about the place, with the intention of
1

H

At M. II. 123 bhindantä occurs in place of vobhindantä.
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questioning him (M. 1.176, II. 122, 123; cp. M. I.396; S. III.6). It is
said that they frame questions in such a manner that 'if they questioned
thus and he answers thus, we shall join issue with him thus and if
questioned thus he answers thus we shall join issue with him thus'
(evafi ce no puttho evam byäkarissati, evam pi'ssa mayam vädam
aropessama, evafi ce pi no puttho evam byäkarissati, evam pi'ssa mayam
vädam aropessama ti, M. I.176, II. 122). This description seems to
suggest that the favourite questions that they devised were in the form
of dilemmas.1 There are two examples of such dilemmas or 'twopronged questions' (ubhatokotikam panham, M. I.393, S. IV.323),
which are known in Indian logic in general as 'questions with a double
noose' (ubhayatahpäsä, v. Bagchi, Inductive Reasoning, pp. 182, 183).
Both these questions are asked by ksatriyas and they are said to be
instigated by Nigantha Nätaputta. One is by Prince Abhaya (Abhayarä
jakumära) and the other by the headman (gämani) Asibandhakaputta.
From the concluding section of the Abhayaräjakumära Sutta, it is
evident that this question is to be reckoned among the class of questions
framed and asked by these controversialist learned men (M. I.395, 396)«
They are the earliest dilemmas to be recorded in the history of Indian
thought.
(351) The dilemma is 'a form of argument, the purpose of which is
to show that from either of two alternatives, an unwelcome conclusion
follows'.2 This fact is exhibited in the form in which the argument is
stated at M. I.392, 393. The propositions constituting the argument
may be stated as follows:
p—bhäseyya nu kho . . . Tathägato tarn väcam, yä sä väcä paresam
appiyä amanäpä, i.e. would the Tathägata make statements which
are displeasing and unpleasant to others.
q—atha kincarahi . . . puthujjanena nänäkaranam, puthujjano pi hi
tarn väcam bhäseyya, yä sä väcä paresam appiyä amanäpä, i.e.
then how is he different from the ordinary individual, who also
makes statements which are displeasing and unpleasant to others.
r — ( = not-p) -na . . . Tathägato tarn väcam bhäsati yä sä väcä
paresam appiyä amanäpä, i.e. the Tathägata would not make
Statements which are displeasing and unpleasant to others.
1

In addition to dilemmas (dupadam panham), the Corny, mentions trilemmas
(tipadam panham) and quadrilemmas (catuppadam panham) as well (MA. II.
197), but I have not found any examples of trilemmas or quadrilemmas in the
Pali Canon.
2
Stebbing, A Modern Introduction to Logic, p. 107.
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n—atha kincarahi . . . Devadatto byäkato: äpäyiko Devadatto atekiccho Devadatto, i.e. then why has he pronounced about Devadatta
that he is doomed to h e l l . . . that he is incorrigible?
(352) The argument is stated in a form adapted to the needs of
conversation, but if we restate p, q, r, and n in the indicative mood in
the light of what is meant, the form of the argument is as follows:
If p, then not q; and if r (== not-p), then not-n,
But either p or r ( = not-p)
(Law of Excluded Middle);
Therefore, either not-q or not-n.
(353) It will be seen that this is a complex constructive dilemma
(v. Stebbing, op. cit., p. 108). The Buddha is faced with the prospect
of either admitting that 'he is not different from the ordinary individual
who also makes statements which are displeasing and unpleasant to
others' (not-q) or of admitting that 'he has not pronounced about
Devadatta that he is doomed to hell
that he is incorrigible' (not-n).
The latter admission would be evidently false and the former damaging
to his reputation. In fact we have here a subsidiary argument of the
form modus tollendo ponensi1
Either not-q or not-n (conclusion of the above),
Not (not-n) (since not-n is evidently false),
Therefore not-q.
(354) The Buddha escapes from this dilemma by admitting p in a
qualified sense (na . . . ekamsena, i.e. not categorically, M. 1.393)
which does not imply not-q and is therefore not led to accept not-q.
There is no reason to suppose that the person who framed this question
was aware of the logical form of the arguments as we have represented
them but there is no doubt that the question as stated in this Sutta
embodies a valid dilemma.
(355) Asibandhakaputta's question (S. IV.323 fT.) which has also been
called an 'ubhatokotikam panham' is not so explicitly stated as the one
above. Besides, it contains a conception of consistency which formal
logic does not take account of. This is the sense in which one's actions
may be said to be consistent or inconsistent with the views that one
claims to hold (v. infra, 598 for the definition of this concept of
consistency). In addition, the second prong of the dilemma is not
1

v. Stebbing, op. ciu, p. 105.
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stated but merely implied and it is only the fact that it is called a
dilemma (ubhatokotikam panham) that justifies our reconstruction
of it. The statements that constitute the argument are as follows:
p (== B asserts t)—Bhagavä anekapariyäyena kulänam anuddayam
vanned.*
q ( = B acts as if he does not believe t)—Bhagavä dubbhikkhe . . .
mahatä bhikkhusanghena saddhim cärikam carati, ucchedäya
Bhagavä kulänam patipanno.2
We have to assume that the second half of the dilemma is made up
of the following implicative premiss:
If not-p; then r, where not-p = 'B does not assert t' and r = 'B is
not different from an ordinary person'. We may now state the dilemma
as follows:
If p (B asserts t) then not-q (B acts as if he does believe t) and if
not-p (B does not assert t) than r (B is not different from an ordinary
person).
But, either p or not-p (Law of Excluded Middle).
Therefore, either not-q or r.
(356) This again would be a complex constructive dilemma, although
we are less certain of its form owing to the qualifications that had to be
made.
(357) Even if these ksatriyas did cultivate the elements of reasoning,
as appears to be evident from the questions that they have framed,
there is no reason to believe judging from these questions that they
were casuists (vitandavädins) for the questions are about what may
have appeared to intelligent people at this time as the contradictions
of the Buddha. They are quite straightforward and there is no quibbling
in them. In fact, the attitude that the Buddha himself had towards this
intelligentsia provides ample proof that this class of people as a whole
cannot be classified as quibblers and casuists. The Buddha himself
says that he agrees with them on certain matters and disagrees with
them on other matters (y. santi eke samanabrähmanä panditä nipunä
kataparappavädä välavedhirüpä vobhindantä manne caranti pannä1
The Exalted One in various ways speaks well of showing compassion to
people.
2
The Exalted One during a famine . . . goes about (for alms) with a large
concourse of monks and (thus) behaves in a way detrimental (to the interests of)
people.
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gatena ditthigatäni. Tehi pi me saddhim ekaccesu thänesu sameti,
ekaccesu thänesu na sameti, D. 1.162). It is said that what they assert to
be good (sädhu) and bad (na sädhu) at times, the Buddha too pro
nounces to be good and bad and vice versa {loc. cit.) but at times what
they assert to be good, the Buddha asserts to be bad and vice versa (loc.
cit.). This clearly shows that these 'learned men' (panditä) were not all
dialecticians or casuists but were intelligent critics, who made a
rational assessment of the views they studied. The Buddha claims to
have made many converts from among them, even without the
necessity of answering their questions or engaging them in debate
(na . . . panham pucchanti kuto vädam äropessanti, anfiadatthu
Bhagavato saväkä sampajjanti, M. I.176, II. 123). In fact, the questions
that they ask are not always intended to display their dialectical skill
but are critical and fact-finding, if we may judge from the sample of
questions, the answers to which are taught to a monk who intends to
go to the Pacchäbhüma country, where it is said that there are many
such 'learned khattiyas, brahmins, householders and recluses' (khattiya-panditä pi brähmana-panditä pi gahapati-panditä pi samanapanditä pi, S. III.6-8), who are 'investigators' (yimamsaka), who will
ask him such questions (panham pucchitäro, loc. cit.).
(358) The Buddha goes on to say that they more often than not
praise him, after making a comparative study of the doctrines and
lives of different religious teachers (amhe va tattha yebhuyyena
pasamseyyum, D. 1.163). They seem to have been no other than the
intelligentsia of the age, who made a critical study of the various
theories prevalent at the time and cultivated what knowledge they
could lay their hands on. The Buddha calls them 'the intelligent or
rational ones' (vinfiü, D. 1.163-5) and he seems primarily to have
addressed this class of people and put his theories to the test at their
hands. This is probably the reason why a good person (sappuriso)
is defined as one who is blameless in the eyes of the vinfiü (ananuvajjo
vifinünam, A. II.228), while the entire teaching of the Buddha (i.e.
the Dhamma) was described as one 'which was to be realized in
dividually by the vihhu (dhammo . . . paccattam veditabbo vinnühi,
A. II.56). The vinfiü represented for the Buddha the impartial critic
at the level of intelligent common sense and the Buddha and his dis
ciples sometimes introduce the 'vinnü puriso' or the hypothetical
rational critic when it seems necessary to make an impartial and in
telligent assessment of the relative worth of conflicting theories
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(v. M. 1.403fr., 515fr.). There is no evidence that this class of people
were called takki in the sense of 'reasoners' or 'rationalists', although
vlmamsakä 'investigators' is used as an epithet on one occasion to
describe them (S. III.6) and it may be noted that vlmamsl (investigator)
is a term used conjointly with takki very often (cp. takki vimamsi,
D . I.16, 21, 23, 29; M. II.211).

(359) From our investigations so far we found that with the possible
exception of Sanjaya's school there was little evidence for the existence
of sophists in the Greek sense of the term. It is however not unlikely
that there were quite a few vitandavädins among the dialecticians
(kataparappavädä . . . vobhindantä caranti) but as we have shown
there is no reason to believe that the majority of them belonged to
this class. There is no evidence in Pali literature that either of these
two classes were called takki, although the word takka (tarka) was
later employed in the Nyäyasütra to denote an indirect argument used
to disprove one's opponent's thesis.
(360) We are now in a position to consider classes (b), (d), (e) and ( f)
of our list (v. supra, 317). All of them represent definite theories
about the nature of man, his destiny or the universe and some of them
were attributed to well-known teachers at this time. All these theories
mentioned by Oldenberg constitute only a sample of the many theories,
which on the evidence of the texts can be shown to have been debated
during this period. It can be shown that some of these theories were
constructed by takka and presumably all of them were defended by
takka against the attacks of their opponents. The word is clearly
employed to denote the kind of reasoning on which these debated
theories were being defended or criticized in the course of discussion.
It is said in the context of the debate that 'people say the two things
"true" and "false" employing takka on views' (takkan ca ditthisu
pakappayitvä 'saccam, musä' ti dvayadhammam ähu, Sn. 886). In the
light of the evidence that we have, these debaters have to be distin
guished on the whole from the sophists, casuists (vitandavädi) and
dialecticians, discussed above. There is no sense in calling these
theorists sophists for they were not sceptic-sophists in the Greek
sense of the term, nor were they vitandavädins for despite their
anxiety to score a victory in debate, there is little doubt that they
cherished the truth of their own theories. Whether and to what extent
they used, consciously or unconsciously, fallacious forms of reasoning
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in the rational defence of theories and in the criticism of their op
ponents, it is difficult to determine in the absence of positive evidence.
But a study of the institution of the debate as it was conducted at this
time gives some glimpses of what could have been meant by the word
'takka' as employed to denote the procedure of reasoning used in these
discussions.
(361) We have shown in a previous Chapter that the debate was a
flourishing institution before the rise of Buddhism (v. supra, 50).
When, therefore, the Suttanipäta says that 'these debates have arisen
among the Samanas' (ete vivädä samanesu jätä, Sn. 828), it almost
seems to imply that it was a practice which existed earlier but which has
caught on among this class of people. The use of the term kathojjam
(Sn. 925, 828) to denote the 'debate' among the Samanas seems to bear
indirect testimony to this fact. Kathojjam is explained in the Corny.
as a 'quarrel or debate' (kathojjam vuccati kalaho . . . vivädo, Nd.
1.163). It is translated in the PTS. Dictionary as 'dispute, quarrel' (s.v.)
but it seems to be a technical term for the debate (e.g. virame kathoj
jam, one should desist from the debate, Sn. 838) and is obviously
derived from kathä + udya giving *kathodya > P. kathojja- and
seems to be a word coined on the analogy of brahmodya, which was
the early Brähmanic term for this institution (v. supra, 46). The
kathojja- seems to have taken the place among the Samanas of the
brahmodya among the brahmins.
(362) Frequent reference is made to the debate in the Dutthatthaka-,
Pasüra-, Cülaviyüha-and the Mahäviyüha Suttas of the Atthakavagga
of the Sutta Nipäta, one of the earliest sections of the Pali Canon. It
is called the väda (vädan ca jätam muni no upeti, Sn. 780; cp. Sn. 825,
859). The term viväda is also used (Sn. 796, 862, 863, 828, 896, 912).
So is kathä (yutto toAäyam parisäya majjhe, Sn. 825). These words
have later become the commonly accepted terms for the debate and
have been given formal definitions by writers of textbooks on logic.
But we have no right to assume that any of these formal definitions
are applicable to the debate as understood and conducted at this time.
The definition in the Nyäya Sütra (1.2.1) is already elaborate. It not
merely mentions the adoption of a thesis and anti-thesis (paksapratipaksa-parigraho) but speaks of the employment of the fivemembered syllogism (pancävayavopapannah) but it is interesting as it
states, as we have already seen, that tarka (indirect proofs) is used to
demolish the opponent's theory. The simplest definition is again in the
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Caraka Samhitä (vädo näma yatparasparena saha Sästrapürvakarp.
vigrhya kathayati, i.e. a debate is that in which there is mutual con
tentious discussion based on texts, 3.8.6.20) and this seems to apply
to the debate as we find it pictured in the Pali Canon (v. infra, 368),
(363) The Caraka Samhitä speaks of two kinds of debate, the friendly
debate (sandhäya-sambhäsä, 3.8.6.10) and the hostile debate (vigrhyasambhäsä, loc. cit.) and we seem to find this distinction already in the
Sutta Nipäta where in the context of the väda (debate) it is said that
'some hold controversy (vadanti) in a hostile spirit (dutthamanä)
while others do so in a spirit of truth (saccamanä)' (Sn. 780). In the
Nikäyas the words samvadati and vivadati respectively, seem to be
used to indicate this distinction as for example at M. I.500, na kena ci
samvadati, na kena ci vivadati, where the Corny, draws the dis
tinction by saying that when an 'Eternalist' (sassata-vädi) argues with
an 'Eternalist' it is samvadati but when an 'Eternalist' argues with a
'Semi-Eternalist' (ekacca-sassata-vädi) it is vivadati (MA. III.208).
But the fact that the Caraka Samhitä used vigrhya kathayati for the
definition of väda (v. supra, 362) probably indicates that this was the
commonest type of debate. This seems to be the case even in the
Suttanipäta where the expressions viggayha vadanti (Sn. 878, Skr.
vigrhya vadanti) and viggayha vivädiyanti (Sn. 879, 883, 904) are the
commonest and a viggayhaväda is defined as one in which a person
claims his own theory to be the 'real truth' (saccam tathiyam, Sn. 883),
while condemning his opponent's theory as 'utterly false' (tuccham
musä, loc. cit.) or claims 'completeness' (paripunnam, Sn. 904) for his
own theory (sakam dhammam, loc. cit.) while condemning his op
ponent's theory as 'inferior' (hinam, loc. cit.). It is not only the theory
that is condemned but the person. It is said: 'Diverse "experts" hold
hostile debates, clinging to their own theories (saying) "he who knows
thus, knows the truth, while he who criticizes this, is ignorant". They
call their opponent an inexpert fool—thus do they hold hostile
debate'.1 'The criterion with which he dubs the other a fool is the
one with which he claims to be an expert; himself claiming himself
to be an expert (kusalo)—so does he speak.'2 The term kusala-, it
may be observed, is the same as that employed in the Caraka Samhitä
1

Sakam sakam ditthi paribbasänä, viggayha nänä kusalä vadanti: 'yo evam
jänäti sa vedi dhammam, idam patikkosam akevali s o \ Evam pi viggayha
vivädiyanti, 'bälo paro akusalo* ti cähu, Sn. 878, 879, cp. 882.
a
Yen'eva bälo ti param dahäti, tenätumänam kusalo ti cäha, sayam attanä so
kusalo vadäno, anfiam vimäneti tath'eva pävä, Sn. 888.
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to denote one who has expert knowledge of the debate (e.g. . . .
prasamsanti kusaläh, 3.8.6.13). This use of impolite language may have
easily led to frayed tempers giving the impression of, if not actually
resulting in, quarrels. The C.S. says that contentious language
(vigrhyabhäsä, 3.8.6.15) may arouse keen hatred in some and there
is nothing that such an infuriated person is incapable of doing or
saying, but experts (kusaläh) who speak aptly condemn quarrelling
(kalaham, loc. cit.) among good people. This seems to be the reason
why in the Päli Nikäyas, the words for 'quarrel' and 'debate' are some
times used synonymously.1
(364) This does not mean that there was no formal procedure in such
a debate, for this seems to be implied in the following observation
(to quote Woodward's translation): 'If this person on being asked a
question does not abide by the conclusions, whether right or wrong,
does not abide by an assumption, does not abide by recognized
arguments, does not abide by usual procedure—in such a case this
person is incompetent to discuss' (G.S. 1.179). Woodward has trans
lated thänäthäne as 'conclusions whether right or wrong' but the
Corny, explains this term as meaning 'reasons and non-reasons'
(thänäthäne na santhäti ti käranäkärane na santhäti, AA. II.309). He
has likewise translated akaccho as 'incompetent to discuss' but it
literally means 'not to be debated with' ( = Skr. akathyah). It shows
that debates or discussions were to be held only with persons who
abided by the set procedure (patipadä, A. 1.197) and not with those who
violated it, implying that there was a recognized procedure in debates.
(365) The Päli Nikäyas, as well as the Caraka Samhitä, call the debate
viggähika-kathä (cp. vädo . . . vigrhya kathayati, v. supra, 362) and
speak of a class of recluses and brahmins (eke samana-brähmanä),
who are 'addicted to the debate' (viggähikakatham anuyuttä, D. 1.8),
which Prof. Rhys Davids renders as 'addicted to the use of wrangling
phrases' (SBB. II. 14). There is a stereotyped passage here which is
repeated elsewhere in the Nikäyas (M. II.243; S. III. 11) and which is
introduced by the sentence, katham viggayha kattä hoti, i.e. how is one
a contentious debater (at S. II.11); this shows that Prof. Rhys Davids'
translation is strictly incorrect. It is intended to be a brief account of
1
Kuto pasütä kalahä vivädä, Sn. 862; dkthi-kalahäni,
ditthi-bhandanäni,
ditthi-viggahäni ditthi-vivädäni, ditthi-medhagäni, Nd. I.103; bhandanajätä
kalahafitä vivädäpannä describing nänätitthiyä samanabrähmanä paribbäjakä,
holding different theories, Ud. 66; £a/aAaviggaha-viväda-, D . I.59.
H*
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the language used in the debate and meagre as it is, it gives us a glimpse
of what took place. We may pick out those statements that seem to have
a bearing on the kind of reasoning that was employed in these debates,
viz.
(i) Sahitam me, asahitam te, i.e. the text is on my side, there is no
text on your side.
(2) Pure vacaniyam pacchä avaca, i.e. you state later what ought to
be stated earlier.
(3) Pacchä vacaniyam pure avaca, i.e. you state earlier what ought
to be stated later.
(4) Äropito te vädo, niggahito 'si, i.e. you put forward the thesis,
(now) you are censured.
(366) These statements tend to make it very probable that there was a
conception of valid and invalid reasoning at this time.
(367) We have differed in our translation of, sahitam me, from Prof.
Rhys Davids who renders it as 'I am speaking to the point' and from
the Corny, which explains the phrase as 'my language is apt (silittham),
meaningful (atthayuttam) and accompanied by reasons (käranayuttam)' (DA. I.91). This commentarial explanation cannot, however, be
entirely set aside as it may be preserving a genuine tradition. Our
language would be meaningful and substantial if it lacks the defects
of speech (väkyadosa), of which the C.S. enumerates five types1
(3.8.6.46) namely (1) saying too little (nyünam), which occurs when
there is an omission of the reason (hetu), the example (udäharana-)
the application (upanaya) and the conclusion (nigamana), (ii) saying
too much (ädhikyam) consisting of irrelevancy or repetition, (iii)
meaninglessness (anarthakam), where there is a mere collection of
words, (iv) incoherence (apärthakam), where there is a disparateness
of categories (parasparena ayujyamänärthakam, loc. cit.) and, lastly,
(v) contradiction (viruddha), consisting of opposition to the example
(drstänta), established tenet (siddhänta), or context (samaya). The
concepts are too elaborate and developed to belong to the period of the
Pali Nikäyas. The technical uses of udäharana (— äharana), upanaya
and nigamana ( = niggamana) are not earlier than the Kathävatthu,2
which is one of the latest books of the Pali Canon.3 But the two basic
1

v. Vidyabhusana, History of Indian Logic, p. 34.
Aung and Rhys Davids, Points of Controversy, pp. xxix ff.
3
v. Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, University of Calcutta,
*933> P« 171; cp. Geschichte der indischen Litteratur, Vol. II, 1, 137; Aung and
Rhys Davids, Points of Controversy, p. 1.
2
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concepts in this definition of sahitam, namely that such language is
meaningful and accompanied by reasons are not foreign to the earliest
books of the Pali Nikäyas (y. infra, 543). Besides, kusalä (experts),
which was used both in the Suttanipäta and the C.S. to denote those
who were 'experts' at debating, is defined in the Mahäniddesa, a
commentary on the Atthakavagga incorporated in the Nikäyas
(Khuddaka Nikäya) as 'hetuvädä, lakkhanavädä, käranavädä, thäna
vädä sakäya laddhiyä', i.e. those who spoke with reasons (hetu-käranavada) spoke exactly (lakkhanavädä, i.e. lit. spoke with definitions),
and spoke aptly in accordance with each one's theory (thänavädä),
(Nd.I 294). Thänavädä would literally mean 'those who speak accord
ing to the occasion' and who would thereby escape the defect of speech
(väkyadosa) called viruddha (v. supra), which would arise if the
language would not conform to the context (samaya). We have
therefore enough evidence within the Nikäyas to support the meaning
that the Corny, gives to sahitam but the usage of this word is ob
scure. It may etymologically mean 'what is well put together' (sam -fpast passive participle of -\/dhä, to place) and come to mean language
that is so constructed but such a word is not attested elsewhere.
(368) On the other hand, samihitam (— samhitam, cp. samhita) in
the sense of 'a collection of texts' is found in the Nikäyas (v. supra,
304). This explanation is supported by the Sanna (sub-commentary)
which is quoted by Prof. Rhys Davids (SBB. II.14, fn. 6). It also
appears to be confirmed by the definition of väda in the C.S. where it
said that the discussion was 'based on scriptural texts' (sästrapürvakam,
v. supra, 362). If this explanation is correct, it shows that the argument
from authority played an important part in the reasoning. Where the
two parties to a debate subscribed to two different scriptural traditions
there would appear to be not much scope for such arguments. But even
then the scriptures held sacred by the other side could always be
quoted against them.1
(369) The statement, pure vacaniyam pacchä avaca (2) looks very
much like criticizing one's opponent with employing the fallacy of atitakäla- or kälätita-. Kälätita- is defined in the N.S. (1.2.9.) as the 'reason
which is adduced when the time is past, when it might hold good'
(kälätyayäpadistah kälätitah) and atita-käla is reckoned among one of
the five fallacies of reason (hetväbhäsah, N.S. 1.2.4). The definition of
1
It is likely that the Materialist cited the text Brh. 2.4.12 against their Vedic
opponents since they appear to have quoted this in support of their own doctrines.
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atitakala- in the C.S. (3.8.6.50) leaves us in no doubt that our identifi
cation is correct. It is said, atitakälam näma yat pürvam väcyam tat
pascäd ucyate^ (i.e. atitakala- occurs when what ought to be stated
earlier is stated later), which is the same as, pure vacanlyam pacchä
avaca. According to this definition the fallacy of atitakala 'occurs
when that which ought to be stated earlier is asserted later and then
it is untenable owing to the lapse in time or it occurs when one censures
later instead of censuring when the time for censure (nigraha) has
arisen and then owing to the lapse in time, the censure is ineffective'.1
(370) If the above identification is correct then statement (3) is a
likely reference to the opposite fallacy of petitio principii, namely of
stating or assuming earlier in the premisses what ought to follow later
in the conclusion. The N.S. knows of two kinds of petitio principii,
prakaranasama 'equal to the question' ('begging the question') and
sädhyasama 'equal to what is to be proved' both of which are classed as
fallacies (1.2.4). Prakaranasama is defined as 'the reason which pro
vokes the very question for the solution of which it was employed'2
in the N.S. In the C.S. prakaranasama is said to be a kind of fallacy
or non-reason (ahetu) for 'that which is the thesis (paksah) cannot be
the reason'.3 An example is given. In order to prove, anyad sariräd
ätmä nityah, the soul is different from the body and is eternal, you
proceed as follows: 'The soul is different from the body, therefore it is
eternal. The body is not eternal, therefore the soul must be different
from it'. 4 Here the thesis that is to be proved is the compound
proposition 'the soul is different from the body and is eternal'. If in
the proof one assumes the truth of one of its constituents, as the ex
ample suggests, one is committing the fallacy of prakaranasama or
'begging the question'. Incidentally, it may be observed that the two
propositions in the example adduced are among the very theories the
truth of which is said to be hotly debated during the time of the Pali
Nikäyas. 'Sariräd anya ätmä' or 'anyah sariräd ätmä' is the theory that
the 'soul is different from the body' and is the same as Pali 'afinam
1
. . . yatpürvam väcyam, tat pascäd ucyate, tatkälätitatväd agrähyam bhavati
ti pürvam vä nigrahapräptam anigrhya paksäntaritam paScännigrhite tattasyätitakälatvän nigrahavacanam asamartham bhavati ti, loc. eh.
2
Yasmät prakaranacintä sa nirnayärtham apadistah prakaranasamah, 1.2.7.
3
nahi ya eva paksah, sa eva hetuh, 3.8.6.49.
4
anyah sariräd ätmä nitya iti pakse brüyät yasmäd anyah sariräd ätmä, tasmännityah, §ariram hyanityam ato vidharminä c'ätmanä bhavitavyam ityesa c'ähetuh,
3.8.6.49.
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jivam anfiam sanram' to which was opposed the theory 'tarn jivam
tarn sariram', i.e. the 'soul is identical with the body' (Ud. 67, v. infra,
379, 384, 387). Ätmä nityah, 'the soul is eternal' is the same as sassato
attä (M. II.233) t o which was opposed the theory asassato attä (M.
II.233). Sädhyasama is defined in the N.S. as 'that which is indistin
guishable from what has to be proved, since it has to be proved' 1
(1.2.8). The C.S. knows of two kinds of petitio principii, namely the
samsayasama and varnyasama. Samsayasama is said to occur Vhen
that which is the cause of doubt is regarded as dispelling the doubt', 2
and varnyasama 'when the reason is not different from the subject'.3
We cannot assume that all these various forms of the fallacy of petitio
principii were known during the time of the composition of the Pali
Nikäyas, but we are merely making the minimum inference that
statement (3) seems to betray some awareness of the fallacy of petitio
principii, however this might have been understood at the time.
(371) Statement (4) contains one of the key terms of the debate
(niggahltdsi), which was used when there arose an 'occasion for
censure' (nigrahasthanam), which according to the N.S. occurred
when 'there was misunderstanding or lack of understanding'4 on the
part of one's opponent. The N.S. enumerates no less than twenty-four
such occasions for censure (5.2.1). The C.S. also gives a strict definition
of the term although it does not enumerate the different occasions for
censure as such. According to the C.S. it results in defeat (paräjayapräptih) and occurs 'when the disputant either fails to understand
what the audience understands, when repeated thrice or when one
censures that which is not censurable or refrains from censuring that
which is censurable'.5
(372) One of the nigrahasthänas is fallacies (hetväbhäsäh) (N.S.
5.2.1) and there is no reason to suspect that the fallacies indicated by
statements (2) and (3) were not regarded as such. There is no direct
mention of individual nigrahasthanas in the Päli Nikäyas but a few
indirect references are made to them. Where the Buddha engages the
1

sädhyävisistas sädhyatvät sädhyasamah, 1.2.8.
ya eva sam§aya-hetuh sa eva samsaya-ccheda-hetuh, 3.8.6.49.
3
yo heturvarnyävisistah, ibid.
4
vipratipattir apratipattis ca nigrahasthanam, 1.2.19.
5
trirabhihitasya väkyasyäparijfiänam parisadi vijfiänavatyäm yad vä ananuyojyasyänuyogo'nuyojyasya c'änanuyogah, 3.8.6.57.
2
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Nigantha Nätaputta in debate on questions 'relating to the prior end*
(pubbantam ärabbha, M. IL31) and Saccaka is said to have engaged
the famous six teachers in debate (M. 1.251, v. supra, 339) their
opponents are said to have 'shifted the topic of conversation' (bahiddhä katham apanesi), which is an indirect way of saying that they were
defeated as is implied by the context, since this is identical with the
nigrahasthana of arthäntaram or 'shifting the topic' (N.S. 5.2.1).
In the account of the Buddha's debate with Ambattha on the problem
of caste, there are again a few indirect references to nigrahasthänas.
Here it is said that when the Buddha questions someone up to a third
time (yäva tatiyakam, D. I.95) according to the rules and the latter
fails to answer then 'his head would split into seven pieces'.* This is a
picturesque way of saying that his opponent would suffer ignominious
defeat in such circumstances, for as we can see from the definition of
nigrahasthana in the C.S. (v. supra), when a question was asked in
debate three times and the opponent failed to answer, then it was an
occasion for nigraha- or defeat. Now this Sutta enumerates the
occasions on which the opponent would incur this defeat and mentions
them as (a) na vyäkarissasi; (b) annena vä afinam paticarissasi; (c)
tunhl va bhavissasi and (d) pakkamissasi. Of these (c) which means
remaining silent is easily identifiable with the nigrahasthana of
ananubhäsanam or 'silence' (N.S. 5.2.1), (d) which means 'going
away' is most probably the same as viksepah, lit. 'throwing off,
postponing' (N.S. 5.2.1), which is defined by Gotama as 'stopping a
debate on the pretext of some duty', 2 and by Vätsyäyana in the
Gotamasütrabhäsyam as 'when one interrupts a debate on the pretext
of some duty (saying) "I find I have this business to attend to; when
that is over I shall resume the debate" (then) there is the nigrahasthana
called viksepa';3 (a), which means 'not explaining clearly' has to be
distinguished from (c), which means remaining silent or not answering.
Prof. Rhys Davids has translated it as 'if you do not give a clear
reply' (op. cit., 116). If this is correct, it may imply the forms of
meaningless and incoherent speech which have been reckoned among
the nigrahasthänas such as nirarthakam (meaningless), avijnätärthakam
1
Cp. S. Br. n.4.19 (v. SBE., Vol. 44, p. 53, fn. 2) asya purusasya mürdhä
vipatet, 'the head of this person will fall apart' (said in the context of the debate).
2
Käryavyäsangät kathävicchedo viksepah, 5.2.20.
3
Yatra kartavyam vyäsajya kathärn vyavacchinatti'idam me karaniyam
vidyate tasminnavasite kathayisyami' ti viksepo näma nigrahasthänam, Bhäsya
on N.S. 5.2.20.
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(unintelligible), apärthakam (incoherent) and apräptakälam (in
opportune) (N.S. 5.2.1). We are left with the phrase, annena vä
anfiam paticarissasi (b), which is translated by Prof. Rhys Davids as
'go off upon another issue' {op. cit., p. 116). It is, explained in the
Corny, as 'covering up or concealing* (ajjhottharati paticchädeti, DA.
I.264). The literal rendering of this sentence as 'if you will evade in
one way or another* seems to give the best sense and refers most
probably to some of the many ways of evasion such as 'shifting the
proposition' (pratijnäntaram), 'renouncing the proposition' (pratijnänyäsah), 'shifting the reason' (hetväntaram), etc. (N.S. 5.2.1),
which are mentioned among the nigrahasthänas, although it is difficult
to determine which of them could have been intended owing to our
ignorance of the extent of the knowledge of nigrahasthänas at this
time. The paribbäjaka Ajita tells the Buddha that a friend of his called
Pandita has thought of (cintitäni) about five hundred thoughtsituations (paficamattäni cittatthäna-satäni) in which other religious
teachers (annatitthiyä), when censured (upäraddhä) would realize
that they were censured (A.V. 230). The context is that of the debate
and although the number five hundred is undoubtedly an exaggeration,
one wonders whether the reference could in any way be to the
nigrahasthänas; but the statement is altogether too vague and obscure
for us to make any surmises on the basis of it.
(373) However, it seems to be justifiable to infer from this brief
account of the debate that reasons were being adduced in proof of the
theories put forward by various proponents at this time and that the
validity of this reasoning was being questioned by their opponents.
There seems to have been, therefore, a conception of valid and in
valid reasoning (cp. sutakkitam p i . . . duttakkitam pi hoti, M. L520) at
this time. This reasoning is called takka (Sn. 885, 886) and as we have
seen, it is said that 'people say the two things "true" and "false" by
employing takka on views' (Sn. 886). What is probably meant is that
in the process of debating people utilize reason to prove that certain
theories are true and others false. The Corny. (Nd.I 295), however,
gives a somewhat different explanation. It says, 'by reasoning, thinking
and reflection they construct, create and evolve theories and then assert
and declare that mine is true and yours false'.1 According to this
1

takkayitva vitakkayitvä samkappayitvä ditthigatäni janenti safijanenti
nibbattenti . . . ditthigatäni janetvä sanjanetvä nibbattetvä . . . mayham saccam,
tuyham musä ti evam ähamsu, evam kathenti, evam bhananti. . .
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explanation it is the theory that is constructed by takka, but this cannot
account for the syntax unless we change the wording to, takkena
ditthim pakappayitvä (having fashioned a view by takka). As it is,
takkam ca ditthisu pakappayitvä, can be construed in one of two ways,
consistently with the grammar and syntax, viz. (1) * thinking about
(many) views, having constructed (pakappayitvä) (one) . . . ' , taking
takkam as the present participle or (ii) 'employing reason on the
views', taking takka- as the object of pakappayitvä. We would prefer
(ii) as it does not involve a periphrasis. The commentator would not
be averse to the meaning we suggest, since he suggests both alterna
tives in commenting on udähu te takkam anussaranti (Sn. 885), where
he says that 'they (i.e. these debaters) are led by and carried away by
their reasoning, thinking and imagination or they declare and assert
what is beaten out by logic and speculative inquiry and is self-evident
to them'. 1 The problem is whether these theories were both con
structed by takka- as well as defended by takka-. There is no doubt
that all these theories that were debated were defended or criticized
by takka, but it is doubtful whether all of them were also constructed
by takka, although no doubt a good many of them probably were

(y. infra, 435).
(374) Of the sixty two theories mentioned in the Brahmajäla Sutta
only four (D. 1.16, 21, 23, 29) are specifically associated with the takki
and are said to be 'constructed by takka' takka-pariyähatam, loc. ciu
As for the others it is implied that some (e.g. the three 'Eternalist'
(sassataväda) and the three 'Semi-Eternalist' (ekacca-sassata-väda)
theories (other than the two attributed to takka), are at least not wholly
due to takka (v. infra, 416) but to jhänic perception, while it is not
specified whether the others (e.g. the Materialist and Survivalist
theories) are due to takka or not. Now the Suttanipäta speaks of'sixty
three (theories) associated with the debates of the Samanas' (yäni
ca tini yäni ca satthi, samana-ppavädasitäni, Sn. 538). Assuming that
these 'sixty three' theories included at least many of the sixty two
theories of the Brahmajäla Sutta, the possibility is left open as to
whether some of the theories which were not constructed by takka
were still debated and defended by takka. The Mahäniddesa, which we
must not forget is a book belonging to the Nikäyas, speaks of the 'sixty
two theories' (dväsatthi-ditthigatäni), presumably of the Brahmajäla
1
takkena vitakkena samkappena yäyanti niyyanti vuyhanti. . . athavä takkapariyähatani vimamsänucaritam sayampatibhänam vadanti kathenti..., Nd. 1.294.
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Sutta as being 'fashioned' (pakappitani) in the sense of being 'thought
out (kappita), constructed by the mind (abhisankhata) and put to
gether (santhapita)' (p. 186), but this does not mean fashioned or
constructed by takka- in the sense of takka-pariyähata. So when the
Suttanipäta says that these 'doctrines are fashioned and constructed'
(pakkappitä sankhatä yassa dhamrna, Sn. 783), there is no reason to
assume that they were rationally constructed, though being debated
they were probably rationally defended and attacked.
(375) At D. 1.8 it was said that the people who were addicted to
debating were 'samanas and brähmanas' (v. supra, 365). In the Suttani
päta more often than not, it is the samanas who are mentioned in
connection with these debates (Sn. 828, 883, 884, 890). It may be that
the word Samana1 is being used at least at times in a loose sense to
include the brahmins as well, since among the sixty three theories
associated with them, would have been many of the sixty two theories
attributed conjointly to the 'samanas and brähmanas' (samanabrähmanä, D. 1.12 fT.) in the Brahmajäla Sutta. Sometimes the theories
are associated with the tithyä (Sn. 891, 892) and sometimes called
'the opinions of individuals' (sammutiyo puthujjä, Sn. 897, 911). The
titthiyä, who habitually debate (vädasilä) are classified as the Äjivikas
(äjivikä) and the Niganthas (niganthä) (Sn. 381). There is, however,
no doubt that the debates of the brahmins were also known, since in
the same context there is a mention of 'those brahmins who habitually
debate and (among whom) there are some old brahmins' (Ye . . .
brähmanä vädasilä, vuddhä cä'pi brähmanä santi keci, Sn. 382). The
classification of the debaters, as mentioned in the Suttanipäta, would
therefore be as follows:
vädasilä

titthiyä ( = samanä?)

Äjivikä

brähmanä

Niganthä

The picture that we get elsewhere in the Nikäyas of these debaters is
very much the same, except that there is a mention of paribbäjakas as
1
Brh. 4.3.22 mentions Sramana- and täpasa- as religious sects presumably other
than the brahmins.
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well, as for example at Ud. 66-9, where there is a reference to nänätitthiyä samanabrähmanä paribbäjaka,1 who are said to be 'debating
and making verbal thrusts at each other* (vivädäpannä annamannam
mukhasattihi vitudantä viharanti, Ud. 67).
(367) The evidence that we have adduced shows that there were
theories backed by reasoning, which were being debated at this time,
both by the brahmins as well as the samanas. When therefore the Pali
Nikäyas give lists of such theories, which are said to be debated, we
need not doubt their authenticity. Since the word takka was employed
to denote the kind of reasoning that was employed in these debates,
takki may very well have meant the 'reasoners' or debaters who
participated in these debates.
(377) One of the earliest lists of topics said to be vigorously debated
by 'many and various heretical teachers, recluses, brahmins and
paribbäjakas' (sambahulä nänätitthiyä samanabrähmanä paribbäjaka,
Ud. 66) contains the ten theses on which the Buddha refused to express
an opinion, namely the avyäkatas. Each of these theses is said to be held
by a school of recluses and brahmins (santi eke samanabrähmanä
evamvädino evam-ditthino, loc. cit.) who were at loggerheads with
each other in maintaining the truth of its own thesis (vivädäpannä . . .
vitudantä viharanti, ediso dhammo, n'ediso dhammo, n'ediso dhammo
ediso dhammo, loc, cit.). At M. I.426 where this same list of ten is
mentioned, it is introduced as follows: yän'imäni ditthigatäni Bhagavatä avyäkatäni thapitäni patikkhittäni. This is translated by Miss
Horner as 'those (speculative) views that are not explained, set aside
and ignored by the Lord' (M.L.S. II.97). Here thapitäni can certainly
mean 'set aside' and we do not disagree with this translation, but it is
also possible that thapita-, here means 'established' (s.v. PTS. Diction
ary) in the sense of 'proved or demonstrated' and the sentence may
then be translated as 'all these theories which have not been explained
by the Buddha and which are demonstrated and rejected (by various
schools)'. We suggest this as a possibility for two reasons. Firstly, we
find that neither thapita- nor patikkhitta- find a place in a list of
synonyms, meaning 'put aside' used in reference to these very theories.
Thus, at A. 11.41, where it is said that these ten views were put aside
by the Buddha, the language used is as follows: sabbäni 'ssa täni
nunnäni honti cattäni vantäni muttäni pahinäni patinissatthäni. The
1

The Jäbäla Upanisad mentions how a brahmin may become a paribbäjaka,
v- 5-
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same sentence occurs again in the same Nikäya with the addition of
panunnäni after honti (V.31: this is a v.l. even at II.41) but both
thapitäni and patikkhittäni are conspicuous by their absence, which is
very unusual for the normal Pali idiom. Secondly, we find that
sthäpanä (from ^/ sthä) is a technical term, used in the sense of
formally demonstrating the truth of a theory in the C.S. and is defined
as 'the proof of the proposition by means of reasons, examples, ap
plications and conclusions' (tasya eva pratijnäyä hetubhir drstäntopanayanigamaih sthäpanä, 3.8.6.23), It is also significant that the pro
position taken to illustrate the process of sthäpanä is nityah purusah,
i.e. 'the soul is eternal' and which is the same as the proposition
'sassato attä' given in a longer list of propositions said to be debated
at this time (v. Ud. 69).
(378) It is worth trying to identify the schools which put forward each
of these theses to see what kind of arguments were adduced in support
of them. The theses are as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

sassato loko, the world is eternal.
asassato loko, the world is not eternal.
antavä loko, the world is finite.
anantavä loko, the world is infinite.
tarn jivam tarn sariram, the soul is identical with the body.
afinam jivam annam sariram, the soul is different from the body.
hoti tathägato param maranä, the saint exists after death.
na hoti tathägato param maranä, the saint does not exist after death.
hoti ca na ca hoti tathägato param maranä, the saint does and
does not exist after death.
(10) n'eva hoti na na hoti tathägato param maranä, the saint neither
exists nor does not exist after death.
(379) The easiest to identify is (5), which is evidently the main
thesis of the Tajjivatacchariraväda school of Materialists (v. supra, 124).
In a general sense, however, the thesis was maintained by all the
Materialist schools.1 It was based on the epistemological argument
1
Buddhaghosa identifies the thesis as that of the Materialists (tena vo vädo
ucchedavädo hoti ti, D A . I.319 on D . 1.159, 160). Dhammapäla (UdA. 340),
however, identifies this view with the Äjivikas: jivam ca sarirafi ca advayam
samanupassati, etena Äjivakänäm viya rüpl attä, ayam vädo dassito hoti, i.e. he
sees the soul and the body as non-dual; by this is indicated the theory of the
Äjivikas, who hold that the soul has form. But this is unlikely, since the Äjivikas
believed in survival and therefore distinguished the soul from the body; see,
however, the theory of re-animation (Basham, op. cit,, pp. 28, 31-3, 49)»
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that there was no observable soul, apart from the body and only
the observable exists (v. supra, 91). The Materialists also probably
held (8), and perhaps (3) and (2) as well.
(380) (8) is interpreted to mean in the Corny, that 'the soul does not
exist after death'; hoti tathägato ti ädisu, satto tathägato ti adhippeto,
i.e. in the statements, hoti tathägato, etc., by tathägata- is meant the
'soul', DA. 1.118; cp. tathägato ti attä, the tathägata is the 'soul',
UdA. 340. But the contemporary evidence of the Nikäyas themselves
shows beyond doubt that the word 'tathägato' was used to denote
the 'perfect person' or the 'saint' as understood in each religion. It is
said that religious teachers used to 'declare about the state of survival
of their best and highest disciples, who had attained the highest attain
ment, after they were dead and gone'* (yo pi'ssa sävako uttamapuriso
paramapuriso paramapattipatto tarn pi sävakam abbhatitam kalakatam
upapattisu vyäkaroti, S. IV.398) and elsewhere we find that the phrase,
uttamapuriso paramapuriso paramappattipatto used as a synonym of
tathägato, viz. yo pi so avuso tathägato uttamapuriso paramapuriso
paramapattipatto tarn tathägatam imesu catusu thänesu pafinapayamäno panfiapeti: hoti tathägato param maranä ti vä. Na hoti . . . , S.
IV. 3 80. The Materialist would, of course, not have a conception of
the perfect person, but he would have certainly denied the truth of this
statement even in this sense.2
(381) The epistemological arguments of the Materialists may have
been extended to show that the world was finite in space (3) and time (2)
but we have no definite evidence that they did so. Since the observable
world is finite in space and time, they may have argued that the world
was in fact finite in space and time and we find Dhammapäla com
menting on thesis (2) identifying it as the view of the Materialists
(asassato ti satta pi ucchedavädä dassitä, i.e. (by the thesis), 'the world
is not eternal' was indicated the seven Materialist schools, UdA. 344).
(382) Thesis (3) was certainly put forward by the school of Finitists,
mentioned in the Brahmajäla Sutta of the Buddhists and the Sthänäriga Sütra of the Jains. In the latter work, eight classes of Akiriyavädins are mentioned, of whom the third is called mitavädl (Finitists).
1
Ajita, the Materialist, is included among the religious leaders who make these
pronouncements, but this is obviously a mistake which would have occurred in
the course of the oral transmission of the texts.
2
Cp. 'the fool and the wise man are utterly annihilated at the destruction of the
body and does not exist after death* (bale ca pandite ca käyassa bhedä ucchijjanti
na honti param maranä, D . I.55).
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According to the commentary, they are called by this name because
they held that the souls were limited in size and number and the
world was finite in extent. It is said that 'they hold that the world is
finite since it comprises the seven continents and the ocean' (atha
mitam saptadvipasamudrätmakatayä lokam vadanti, Sthänänga Sütra,
ed. Venicandra Suracandra, Bombay 1920, Vol. II, fol. 425). These
Mitavädins are contrasted with the Annihilationists (Ard. Mag.
samuccheda-väti, loc. cit.) and with the Deniers-of-the-next-world
(na-santi-paraloka-väti, loc. cit.). [This last class is clearly identifiable
with the Materialists, according to their description in the commentary
where it is said that they argue 'that there is no soul, since it is not
cognizable by perception or any other means of knowledge and in its
absence there can be no karma having the characteristics of good or
evil or a next world or salvation'.1] From this it is clear that among
those who held this thesis (3) were non-Materialists. It is an argument
based on a popular belief and this kind of argument has been called
anussutika-takka2 by Buddhaghosa (v. infra, 416). The Mitavädins
have been included in the class of Antänantikä (i.e. Finitists and Infinitists) in the Brahmajäla Sutta but here the thesis that the world is
finite (antavä ayam loko parivatumo, the world is finite and spherical,
D. I.22) is not based on reasoning, but yogic perception.
(383) This latter theory (in the Brahmajäla Sutta) is similar if not the
same as that of Pürana Kassapa, who says that 'with his infinite in
telligence he has a direct knowledge of a world that is finite' (aham
anantena nänena antavantam lokam jänam passam viharamiti, A.
IV.428). The Corny, to the Brahmajäla Sutta tries to make out that
this is an erroneous inference, on the basis of a yogic experience. It
says: '. . . without developing the corresponding image to the limits
of the world-sphere, he takes it as the world and abides in the awareness
that the world is finite' ( . . . patibhäganimittam cakkavälapariyantam
avaddhetvä tarn loko ti gahetvä anta-sanni lokasmim viharati, DA.
I.115). The person whose reasoning is based on yogic perception is
called by Buddhaghosa a läbhitakki (v. supra, 146). If Pürana's claim
to omniscience was equivalent to the Jain claim to kevala-jfiäna
1

nästyätmä pratyaksädipramänävisayatvät . . . tadabhävän na punyapäpalaksanam karma, tadabhävän na paraloko näpi moksa iti, Sthänänga Sütra, Vol. II,
fol. 426.
2
Buddhaghosa says that 'reasoners are of four types' (catubbidho takki,
DA. Li06) and enumerates the anussutika- as the first.
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(y. supra, 242) he would have denied this altogether, since there was no
possibility of such knowledge being erroneous. We do not know what
reasoning Pürana employed in debating this theory if he did so,
although we know that the Äjivikas, who used reason, also claimed
yogic perception (v. supra, 212-15).
(384) Thesis (6) is again identifiable with more than one school. It
would have been a tenet of the school of Pakudha (v. infra, 428) who
maintained the integral existence of a soul, distinct from the body,
probably on the basis of a priori reasoning (v. infra, 428). It was un
doubtedly held also in the first three 'schools' of Eternalists mentioned
in the Brahmajäla Sutta (D. 1.13-16), which maintained 'the eternity
of the soul and the world' (sassatan attänan ca lokah ca, loc. cit.).
Since these three 'schools' differed only in regard to the difference in
the degree of their claims to retrocognition (v. pubbeniväsam anussarati, D. 1.13 ff.) we may treat them as one school. The argument
seems to have been that since pre-existence, as perceived by jhäna or
yoga (v. ätappamanväya . . . anuyogamanväya . . . ceto samädhim
phusati, loc. cit.), was a fact, it was necessary to posit the existence of
an eternal soul to account for it. Buddhaghosa describes this argument
as follows: 'Remembering two or three (previous) births, if he argues
"I myself existed in such and such a place in the past, therefore the
soul is eternal", then he is one who reasons on the basis of remember
ing his past births' (dve tisso jätiyo saritvä 'aham eva pubbe asukasmim näma ahosim, tasmä sassato attä' ti takkayanto Jatissaratafckt
näma, DA. 1.107). In arguing that the soul was eternal they probably
inferred that the soul was different from the body, which was evidently
not eternal.
(385) It is possible to identify this school with some degree of proba
bility with one of the Upanisadic schools of thought. In the Sutrakrtänga, where the Materialists (Tajjivatacchariravadins) criticized the
thesis that the 'soul is different from the body' (anno jivo annam
sarlram, 2.1.9, op. cit., Vol. II, fol. 11 = P. annam jivam annam
sarlram), they argued that their opponents could not point to the
soul as a separate entity from the body, just as one may remove 'a
fibre from a munja stalk' (munjäo isiyam, loc. cit.) and show it separ
ately. Now this example, as we have shown {v. supra, 130), is found
in the Katha Upanisad and known in the Päli Nikäyas. The use of this
simile signifies the practice of jhäna or yoga since it was said that 'one
should draw out (the ätman) from one's own body, like an arrow-shaft
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1

from a reed'. In fact it is even specifically stated that 'the soul shines
not forth but is seen by subtle seers with superior and subtle awakened
intellect' (ätmä na prakäsate, drsyate tvagryayä buddhyä süksmayä
süksmadarsibhih, Katha 1.3.12) in a context which enjoins the practice
of yoga (pp. cit., 1.3.13). Now in this Upanisad, it is stated that 'the
ätman is constant and eternal . . . and is not slain when the body is
slain' (nityah sasvatd yam . . . na hanyate hanyamäne sarlre, 1.2.18).
According to the Upanisad the ätman is claimed to be seen by these
yogis as distinct from the body as a result of the practice of yoga,
against which the Materialists argued (v. supra, 131) that this could not
be objectively demonstrated. This is a somewhat different argument
from the one stated in the Brahmajäla Sutta but both these schools
seem to be very similar in their outlook.
(386) Even the schools of the Semi-eternalists mentioned in the
Brahmajäla Sutta (D. 1.17-22) in so far as they believed in the integrity
of the soul, may be deemed to have subscribed to the theory that 'the
soul was different from the body'. The fourth school is said to have
argued (v. takki, D. I.21) that 'the soul as consciousness, mind, or
intelligence is eternal' (cittam ti vä mano ti vä vinnänan ti vä ayam
attä nicco dhuvo sassato, loc. cit.) while the soul consisting of the senseorgans is not eternal (cakkhun ti sotan t i , . . ayam attä asassato). This
implies that consciousness regarded as the soul is eternal and different
from the body. The theory results from metaphysical arguments based
on empirical premisses (v. infra, 430).
(387) The Caraka Samhitä too records an argument of the same type
of a school which held the thesis that 'the soul is different from the
body'. It reads as follows: 'Since when the eternal soul is present in
the body, the signs of life are cognizable and (they) are not cognizable
at the departure (of the soul), the eternal soul is different from the
body' (yathä nityamätmani sarirasthe jivalingänyupalabhyante tasya
cäpagamännopalabhyante tasmäd anyah sariräd ätmä nityasc9eti9
3.8.6.52). It is difficult to identify the school which put forward this
argument but one may compare the phrase ätmä nityah in this passage
with attänicco in the Pali version in the previous paragraph. This
argument is also a metaphysical (causal) argument based on empirical
premisses; when the soul is present, the signs of life are present and
when the soul is absent, the signs of life are absent. Therefore the soul
is the cause of the signs of life and not the body, which must be
1

v. Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanisads, p. 361.
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different from it. The argument is metaphysical since the soul is an
unveriflable.
(388) Thesis (1) seems to have been held in the same schools, which
asserted the eternity of the soul, since later we find the view presented
in the form sassato attä ca loko ca (y. infra, 395). We do not find any
where in the literature of this period a view which combined the
eternity of the soul with the non-eternity of the world and vice versa.
The probable reason for this is that there was a logical connection
between the concepts of attä and loka- at this time. We saw that the
Mitavädins (v. supra, 382) held that the soul as well as the world was
finite (mita-) in size. This intimate relation between ätman and loka-,
goes back to the Brähmanic analogy between the microcosm and the
macrocosm, which weighed heavily in the minds of thinkers even at
this time. It finds explicit expression in the Upanisads where it is said
that 'one should regard the ätman as his loka-' (ätmänam eva lokam
upäsita, Brh. 1.4.16). As such the arguments for the eternity of the
soul would have been considered as ipso facto arguments for the
eternity of the world as well. We may notice that even in Buddhism the
end of the world is where one's experiences cease to be (v. Näham . . .
sandhävanikäya lokassa antam fiätayyam . . . ti vadämi. Na c'äham . . .
appatvä' va lokassa antam dukkhass' antakiriyam vadämi, A. IV.430).
(389) Thesis (7) would have been held in any school which believed
in the eternity of the soul in a personal sense. Among them probably
were some of the Early Upanisadic schools for we find it said both in
the Brhadäranyaka and the Chändogya Upanisads that those who
practised religion in the highest sense of the word, live for ever in
the Brahma worlds. There is no impersonal conception in these con
texts of a union with Brahman. At Brh. 6.2.15 it is said that 'those who
meditate on the truth with faith in the forest' (aranye sraddhäm satyam
upäsate) are after death conducted to 'the Brahma worlds where they
dwell for ever and in their case there is no return' (te tesu brahmalokesu
paräh parävato vasanti, tesäm na punar ävrttih). The use of brahmal
okesu (in the plural) and the fact that they are conducted to them by a
'divine spirit' (puruso mänasah, Brh. 6.2.15 = puruso'mänavah, Ch.
4.15.5) is indicative of the pluralist and personal conception. We have
no evidence regarding the possible reasons that were adduced in
support of this belief, in the eternal existence of the perfect person.
We can only make a suggestion. There was a widespread belief at this
time in the a priori premiss that 'what exists cannot cease to exist'.
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We find it in the Jain Sütras (saw natthi vinaso, v. supra, 126) and we
find the Buddha accusing the Materialists of asserting the 'destruction
of an existent being' (saw sattassa . . . vinäsam, D. I.34). It is possible
that this same premiss was made use of to argue that the perfect person
who had the quality of 'existence* (sat) could not cease to be and there
fore lived eternally in this state.
(390) Thesis (9) was held by the Trairäsika Äjivikas, who posited the
state of sadasat (being and non-being) primarily for this reason,
though it is difficult to see how this theory was defended (v. supra,
227).

(391) Many theories can be adduced in regard to the school in which
thesis (10) was probably held. The Commentator Dhammapäla
identifies it with the Sceptics: 'one should understand that the Sceptics
are indicated by (the thesis) "the tathägata neither exists nor does not
exist after death" ' (n'eva hoti na na hoti tathägato param maranä ti
iminä pana amarävikkhepavädä dassitä honti ti veditabbam, UdA. 340).
This is an ingenious suggestion. The Sceptic, for Dhammapäla is
apparently the casuist (vitandavädin) who denies the truth of both
thesis as well as anti-thesis and holds that 'neither p nor not-p' is the
case. But this is not supported by the texts for not only was there no
evidence that the Sceptics were vitandavädins, but it was quite clear
on the evidence of the texts that Sanjaya, the amarävikkhepika,
rejected this latter alternative as well. If we accept Dhammapäla's
suggestion we would have to make a drastic revision of the texts,
which is too radical an undertaking.
(392) Both Mrs Rhys Davids and Barua have suggested that this type
of expression is employed to denote that no real attributes can be
asserted or denied of unreal objects (v. infra, 573) but there is no
evidence that even the Materialists did in fact regard 'tathägata* as an
unreal concept. It is more likely that this particular theory was held
in a school or schools, which claimed that neither existence nor nonexistence can be predicated of the saint after death, since personal
epithets cannot be predicated of impersonal being. We find two such
schools of thought in the Upanisads, (i) the rational impersonalism
of Yäjnavalkya, who asserted that 'after death' (pretya), there was
'neither consciousness' (na samjfiä), 'nor a state of blankness' (na
moha-) *—which is equivalent to saying, he neither exists in our sense
1

v. supra, 44.
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of existence nor does not, since a living person who exists (hoti) is
said to be 'possessed of consciousness' (savinfiänaka, A. 1.132) and a
dead body which has ceased to exist is called 'devoid of consciousness'
(apetavinnäna, Dh. 41); and (ii) the mystic impersonalism of the
Middle and Late Upanisads. The Svetäsvatara Upanisad speaks of 'a
third stage after death which is a product of meditation' (tasyäbhidhänäd trtiyam dehabhede, 1.11), presumably a stage which is describable as neither existence nor non-existence and in the late Mändükya this 'double na' form of expression is used to describe a 'fourth
stage' (caturtham), which is described as 'neither cognition nor noncognition' (na präjnam näprajnam, 7) and is said to be strictly 'in
describable' (avyapadesyam, loc. cit.). We do not, however, know on
what grounds these theories were defended, if they were debated.
(393) Lastly, thesis (4) is probably that of the Jains. The theory is
ascribed to Nigantha Nätaputta, who, it is said, claims omniscience
and says that 'with his infinite intelligence he has a direct knowledge of
a world that is infinite' (aham anantena nänena anantam lokam jänam
passam viharämi, A. IV.429). We have changed the reading in the
PTS. text from, antavantena nänena antavantam lokam, to, anantena
nänena anantam lokam, on the basis of the variae lecdones. The reason
for doing so is that as the translator Hare has observed,1 if both
Pürana Kassapa and Nigantha Nätaputta, who are mentioned here, are
said to be omniscient, then their knowledge (näna-) must be infinite.
As for loka-, it is obvious from the fact that both are said to be 'in
direct contradiction with each other' (afinamannam ujuvipaccanikavädänam, loc. cit.) that one held that the world is finite and the
other that it was infinite. The variant readings offer both possibilities
for each, but we have ascribed to Pürana the view that the world is
finite and therefore it is necessary to emend the reading from anta
vantam to anantam in the case of Nigantha Nätaputta. The Jain texts
are not very helpful in solving this problem for, according to the Jain
theory, space is classified as 'mundane' (lokäkäsa) and 'supramundane'
(alokäkäsa).2 If the former was intended by loka- in the Buddhist
context, then it is finite since it is contained within alokäkäSa, but the
latter is infinite (ananta-) and is said to be 'perceivable by omniscience*
(sarvajfiadrstigocara).3 In the Brahmajäla Sutta, this theory is said to
1
2

3

G.S. IV. 288, fn. 2.
v. Jadunath Sinha, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 233.
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be a product of developing yoga and attaining with regard to the world
the consciousness that it is infinite (ananta-sannl lokasmim, D. I.27)
as a result of which one holds that 'the world is infinite and unbounded'
(ananto ayam loko apariyanto, he. cit.). The Corny, explains saying
that 'one who has developed one's meditational device beyond the
limits of the world-sphere becomes conscious of its infinitude'
(cakkaväla-pariyantam katvä vaddhitakasino pano anantasanni hoti,
DA. I . n s ) . Such a person is said to oppose the falsity of the theory
that the world is finite and spherical ('antava ayam loko parivatumo'
ti tesam musä, D. 1.23), but it is difficult to see how two theories, both
based on mystical experiences, could have been opposed in debate
unless they were defended or criticized on rational grounds as well.
The Upanisads too support the mystical basis of this view, where space
(äkasa) identified with one's soul presumably in a yogic mystical
experience, is said to be infinite (ananto) and unbounded (aparimito)
in all directions. 'Verily in the beginning this world was Brahman, the
infinite one—infinite to the east, infinite to the south, infinite to the
west, infinite to the north, above and below, infinite in every direc
tion . . . unbounded
the soul that is space.'1
(394) The commentator of the Udäna identifies this theory with
that of Kapila (i.e. Sänkhya) and Kanada (i.e. VaiSesika) though not
exclusively: etena KapilaKanädädi vädä dassitä honti, by this the
theories of Kapila and Kanada, etc., are specified, UdA. 339. Now
Sänkhya certainly considers space as infinite.2 So does Vai£esika
consider äkasa or space to be all-pervading.3 But there is no evidence
that these theories in any developed form existed at the time of the
Päli Nikäyas.4
1

Brahma ha vä idam agra äsit, eko'nantah, präg ananto daksinato'nantah,
praticyananta udicy ananta ürdhvafi c'avän ca sarvato'nantah . . . aparimito . . .
äkäsätmä, Mait. 6. 17.
2
Sänkhyapravacanabhäsya, 2.12.
3
v. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy; II, p. 189.
4
Jacobi believed in an extensive influence of Sänkhya on Buddhism; v. 'Der
Ursprung des Buddhismus aus dem sänkhyayoga', Nachrichten von der Königliche
Geselschaft der Wissenschaften %u Göttingen, philosophisch-historisch Klasse,
1896. Pischel agreed with him; v. Leben und Lehre des Buddha, p. 61. So did
Schayer; v. Vorarbeiten %ur Geschichte der Mahqyanistischen Erlösungslehren,
München, 1921, p. 235. But these speculations are groundless as shown by
Oldenberg (v. Die Lehre der Upanishaden und die Anfänge des Buddhismus,
P* 357) and Thomas, History of Buddhist Thought, pp. 77-81.
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(395) In addition to the above ten theses, which are said to be debated
by rival groups 'deeply attached to their respective theories which
they cherish' (nänäditthi-nissaya-nissitä, Ud. 67), there is another list
of sixteen theories in this same context, which are said to be similarly
debated. They may be classified under four groups according to the
topics discussed:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

I. The duration of the soul and the world:
sassato attä ca loko ca, the soul and the world are eternal.
asassato attä ca loko ca, the soul and the world are not eternal.
sassato asassato ca, the soul and the world are both eternal and not
eternal.
n'eva sassato n'äsassato, the soul and the world are neither eternal
nor not eternal.
II. The cause of the soul and the world:
sayamkato attä ca loko ca, the soul and the world are self-caused.
paramkato attä ca loko ca, the soul and the world are caused by
external agency.
sayamkato ca paramkato ca attä ca loko ca, the soul and the world
are both self-caused as well as caused by external agency.
asayamkäro ca aparamkäro ca adhicca-samuppanno, the soul and
the world have neither self nor external agency as a causal factor
and are uncaused.

III. The duration of the experiences of pleasure and pain as well as of
the soul and the world:
(a) sassatam sukhadukkham attä ca loko ca, the experiences of pleasure
and pain, the soul and the world are eternal.
(b) asassatam sukhadukkham attä ca loko ca, the experiences of
pleasure and pain, the soul and the world are not eternal.
(c) sassatan ca asassatan c a . . . loko ca, the experiences of pleasure and
pain, the soul and the world are both eternal and not eternal.
(d) n'eva sassatan ca n'asassatail c a . . . loko ca, the experiences of
pleasure and pain, the soul and the world are neither eternal
nor not eternal.
IV. The cause of the experiences of pleasure and pain, the soul and
the world:
(a) sayamkatam sukhadukkham attä ca loko ca, the experiences of
pleasure and pain, the soul and the world are self-caused.
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(b) paramkatam sukhadukkham attä ca loko ca, the experiences of
pleasure and pain, the soul and the world are caused by external
agency.
(c) sayamkatan ca paramkatan c a . . . loko ca, the experiences of
pleasure and pain, the soul and the world are both self-caused as
well as caused by external agency.
(d) asayamkäram aparamkäram adhiccasamuppannam ca . . . loko ca,
the experiences of pleasure and pain, the soul and the world have
neither self nor external agency as a causal factor and are un
caused.
(396) Prima facie this looks an artificial list, but it is not difficult to
show that it contains a summary of views which were probably
debated at this time. It will be seen, however, from scrutinizing the list
that the views set forth under I and II are contained in the correspond
ing groups under III and IV respectively. The reason for distinguishing
them is due either to the fact that the topics under I and II used to be
discussed separately or the author of this passage tried to magnify
the list by separating them. We may therefore ignore I and II and
consider III and IV.
(397) The views listed under III appear to be mere extensions of the
avyäkata-theses, sassato loko (v.l. supra, 378) and asassato loko (y. 2,
supra, 378). As we have shown, there is a logical connection between
the concepts of attä (soul) and loka- (world) (v. supra, 388) so that
the school which held the view sassato loko would also have sub
scribed to the view sassato attä, such that, sassato attä ca loko ca, would
be in fact the thesis of one and the same school.* There seems to be a
similar connection between the presence of the ätman (attä) and its
experiences (sukhadukkha) such that if the ätman was eternal, its
experiences (sukhadukkha) will also be eternal. We may therefore
conclude that (i) sassato loko, (ii) sassato attä ca loko ca, (ii) sassatam
sukhadukkham attä ca loko ca, are substantially one and the same
view, since (i) implies (ii) and (iii). By a similar train of reasoning it
may be shown that III (b) is implied by the thesis asassato loko, which
we identified with the Materialist school of thought (v. supra, 379).
(398) III (c) and (d) are the other two logical alternatives according
to the fourfold scheme. The problem is whether they were merely
1

It may be observed that there is no school which combined the eternity of
the soul with the non-eternity of the world and vice versa.
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hypothetical possibilities or actual schools of thought existing at this
time.
(399) The Corny, identifies III (c) with the doctrines of the four
schools 'which maintain that the soul and the world are partly eternal
and partly not eternal' (ekaccam sassatam ekaccam asassatam attänah
ca lokah ca, D. 1.17) in the Brahmajäla Sutta. The second of these
schools, as we observed, was that of the Trairäsika Äjivikas, which
posited the new category of sadasat {v. supra, 227). There is nothing
intrinsically objectionable in this identification.
(400) It is difficult exactly to identify III (d), but we can suggest two
plausible hypotheses. It will be seen that if the highest reality was
conceived as Timeless, it is natural that it should be thought that
temporal epithets having a durational significance cannot be predicated
of it. Now both sassata- (eternal) and asassata- (non-eternal) in their
normal use have a durational connotation and if atman and the loka*
were conceived as Timeless, then the attributes sassata- and asassatacannot be predicated of it and these concepts would be describable as
'neither sassata nor asassata' (n'eva sassato na asassato). In the Mait.
Upanisad it is said that 'there are two forms of Brahman, time and the
timeless (akälah); that which is prior to the sun is the timeless, without
parts, but that which begins with the sun is time, which has parts' (dve
väva brahmano rüpe kälas cäkälas cätha yah präg ädityät so'kälo'kalo'
tha ya adityäd yah sa kälah, sakalah . . . 6.15). Later this Brahman is
called 'the atman of the sun' (adityätmä brahma, loc. cit.). While all
things are subject to time, time itself is under the control of the time
less as explained in the verse:
kälah pacati bhutäni sarväny eva mahätmani
yasmin tu pacyate kälo yas tarn veda sa vedavit,
(Mait. 6.14.)
i.e. time cooks all things in the great atman; he who knows in what
time is cooked, knows the Veda, loc. cit... .; a similar verse is quoted
in the Jätakas:
kälo ghasati bhütäni sabbän'eva sahattanä
yo ca kalaghaso bhüto so bhütapacanim paci,
(J. II.260.)
i.e. time consumes all beings including one's self; the being who
consumes time cooks the cooker of beings.
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(401) This shows that the Buddhist texts were aware of the concept
of the timeless, since the concept of what 'consumes time' is the same
as 'that in which time is consumed (lit. cooked)' (yasmin tu pacyate
kälah). It is therefore possible that it was this theory that was alluded
to by III (d). The only problem is that in such a case it is difficult to see
how sukhadukkha- the 'experience of pleasure and pain' could be
timeless! A possible explanation is that the author of this passage in
cluded this in order to preserve the symmetry of his classifications.
(402) A more plausible hypothesis would be to identify III (d) with an
Ajivika doctrine which denied the reality of time altogether and
seems to have been a product of a priori reasoning. According to this
theory time was illusory in a static universe in which there was no
multiplicity or motion. It is the doctrine of avicalita-nityatvam (lit.
motionless permanence), which Basham mistakenly believed was a
later development of the Ajivika school (op. cit., p. 236) since he failed
to see the evidence for the existence of this doctrine in both the
Buddhist as well as the Jain texts. The version of the doctrine given
in the Sütrakrtänga misled even Silänka, who erroneously identified
it with the Sünyaväda school of Buddhism and this in turn misled
Jacobi (v. infra). The Sütrakrtänga (1.12, 6, 7) associates the doctrine
with a school of akiriyavädins and states it as follows: 'Te evam
akkhanti abujjhamänä virüva-rüväni akiriyaväi . . . näicco uei na
atthameti, na candimä vaddhati häyati vä salilä na sandanti na vanti
väyä vanjho niyato kasine hu loe', i.e. those Akiriyavädins, who have
no understanding propose diverse (theories) . . . the sun does not
rise or set, the moon does not wax or wane, rivers do not flow and
winds do not blow; the whole world is deemed (niyato = niscitah,
Corny.) to be unreal (vanjho = Skr. vandhyah, lit. void). This is a
doctrine which denies the reality of multiplicity and motion and
asserts that the world of appearance is unreal. Now Jacobi translating
the above passage says in a footnote quoting Silänka that 'this is the
opinion of the Sünyavädins' (SBE., Vol. 45, p. 317, fn. 1) meaning by
the Sünyavädins the Buddhist school of Sünyaväda and in his Intro
duction (op. cit., p. xxv) Jacobi himself considers this identification as
correct. Now, in the first place, Jacobi's footnote is misleading and
inaccurate, since Silänka identifies this theory with both the Buddhists
as well as the Materialists. Commenting on te evam akkhanti, he says
'te CärväkaBauddhädayo 'kriyävädino evam äcaksate', i.e. those
Materialists, Buddhists and others, who are akriyävädins say so, op. cit.>
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Vol. I, fol. 220 on Sü. 1.12.6). The ascription of this theory to the
Materialists would have been strange if not for the fact that we now
know that there was a school of nihilist Lokäyata which denied the
reality of this world as well. Silänka's comments show beyond doubt
that he had in mind this nihilist school to which Jayaräsi belonged,
since he criticizes with the help of a quotation the main epistemological
argument on which the whole thesis of this school, as we have shown
(v. supra, 100), was based, viz. Lokäyatikänäm sarvasünyatve pratipädyatvena pramänam asti, tathä c'oktam tattvänyupaplutäni ti
yuktyabhäve na siddhyate sä'sti cet saiva nastattvam tatsiddhau
sarvam astu sat, loc. eh., i.e. the Lokayatikas do have a means of
knowledge in putting forward the theory that nothing exists for it
has been said, 'that all principles have been upset' is not proved in the
absence of reason, but if reason exists, then that is a principle for us
and when that is proven, everything should exist'. As an alternative
Silänka considers this doctrine as a corollary of the ksanikaväda of the
Buddhists, viz. Bauddhänäm apyatyantaksanikatvena vastutväbhavah
prasajati, loc. cit., i.e. owing to the (doctrine of) excessive momentariness the Buddhists deny the real existence of things. In this it can
be shown that both Silänka and Jacobi who followed him are mis
taken, since this identical doctrine is mentioned in one context in the
Pali Canon as a heretical teaching (ditthi): Na vätä väyanti, na najjo
sandanti, na gabbhiniyo vijäyanti, na candimasuriyä udenti väapenti vä
esikatthäyitthitä (S. III.202), i.e. winds do not blow, rivers do not
flow, women with child do not give birth, the sun and the moon does
not rise or set, (they all) stand firm as pillars'.
(403) We may therefore safely rule out the contention of Silänka and
Jacobi that this is a view of the Buddhists. It is not so easy to rule out
the possibility that this view was held in the nihilist school of Lokä
yata, particularly since there was some evidence for the early existence
of this school (v. supra, 334) but nothing that is contained in the
passage suggests that it could belong to this school and it is clear that
Silänka was himself merely suggesting plausible hypotheses. Besides,
it is unlikely that the nihilist Materialists would have made a detailed
denial of the reality of motion since they merely denied the existence
of the world as such on epistemological grounds, because there were
no valid means of knowing it.
(404) Barua had noticed this passage in the Sütrakrtänga, though not
its Pali parallel, and boldly identifies it with certain doctrines in the
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Upanisads. He says: 'Referring obviously to the Mundakas, the
Gautamakas, the Katyäyanas and others Sudharman adds: They
declare that the sun does not rise there (in the Brahma-world), nor
does it s e t . . . ' (op. cit.9 p. 197). By adding the words 'in the Brahmaworld' in his translation, unsupported by the original, he has distorted
its meaning since the original says that the sun does not rise, etc., in
this world (implied by the examples given). If the Brahma-wo rid was
meant by the passage, it is surely absurd to say according to this
passage that the Brahma-world was 'barren' (vafijho). Barua is evi
dently thinking of the stanza which occurs at Katha 2.2.15 ~ Mund.
2.2.11 = Svet. 6.14; viz. na tatra süryo bhäti na candratärakam n'emä
vidyuto bhänti kuto'yam agnih, i.e. the sun shines not there, nor the
moon nor stars, these lightnings shine not, much less this fire. Now the
counterpart of this Upanisadic verse is found in the Udäna as Barua
himself was the first to point out (pp. cit., p. 424) and reads as follows:
na tattha sukkä jotanti ädicco nappakäsatiy na tattha candimä bhäti
tamo tattha na vijjati, Ud. 9. It appears from the context that this is a
description of the Buddhist state of Nibbäna. Since Barua was ignorant
of the Pali parallel to the Sütrakrtänga passage, he failed to observe
that his identification, dependent on the slender basis of the mere
similarity of a sentence, did not hold water, since the Buddhists could
not have been criticizing their own views, which would be the case if
Barua's identification was correct. We cannot therefore agree with
Barua's attempt to see in this passage this particular Upanisadic
doctrine.
(405) If we compare the Jain and the Buddhist versions we observe
that according to the former account the world is unreal or void
(vafijha) and according to the latter account everything is firm
(esikatthäyitthitä). Now, these two epithets occur together in the
description of the doctrine of Pakudha Kaccäyana, viz. vafijha
kütatthä esikatthäyitthitä, a phrase which recurs in the description of
the soul (attä) and the world (loko) in each of the eternalist theories
(D. L14, 15, 16). At the same time it may be noticed that, as Basham
has observed, the doctrine of immobility was part of Pakudha
Kaccäyana's theory.1 This was the reason why he surmised that the
'new doctrine of Avicalita-nityatvam' was 'imported into the Äjivika
1
He speaks of Pakudha's 'Parmenidean doctrine of immobility , (op. cit.} p. 17)
and says that he 'maintained that elementary categories were as firm as mountains,
neither moving . . .' (op. cit., p. 236).
I
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system by the school of Pakudha' (op. cit., p. 236). It would therefore
appear most plausible to suggest that here was the original doctrine
of avicalita-nityatvam, which was part and parcel of Pakudha's
theories from their very inception. Plausible as this may appear, there
is a serious difficulty which makes it necessary to distinguish between
the two theories, which seem to us to have had an independent origin,
though they have fused together in later Äjivikism.
(406) Pakudha, it may be observed, was a realist (v. infra, 427). His
categories were real and in this sense they were 'firm as pillars' (esikatthäyitthitä). But the Sütrakrtänga version of the other passage
speaks of 'the whole world' (kasine loe = Skr. krtsnah lokah) as
being 'unreal or void' (vanjho = Skr. vandhyah = artha-sünyah,
devoid of objects, Silänka, loc. cit.). This passage does not speak of
separate categories as in the case of Pakudha's theory but says of the
entire world that it is unreal, while for Pakudha at least his elemental
categories were real. If so, it may be asked why Pakudha's categories
are also called vafijha ( = Skr. vandhyah). In fact, as we have shown
(v. infra, 426) Pakudha's categories should have been called not vanjha
but avanjha as in fact they are called in the Sütrakrtänga parallel
passage to Pakudha's doctrines (v. infra, 425), which neither Rhys
Davids nor Basham seem to have compared with the Pali version.
But vanjha- is ambiguous and Buddhaghosa explains the word as
meaning 'barren' (v. infra, 426) in the sense that these categories being
substances could not affect or produce other substances. Vanjha- in the
sense of 'unreal' does not fit the context of Sü. 1.12.6, where quite
clearly the world of appearance as opposed to reality is considered
unreal. We therefore have to distinguish the two doctrines. Pakudha
was a realist who believed in the reality of the elements and denied the
reality of motion but not of multiplicity, while the unknown author
of the other doctrine was probably an idealist who believed in the
unreality of the empirical world and denied the reality of motion and
of multiplicity as well.
(407) To return to the problem we were discussing, we find according
to this theory that motion or change and hence time was considered
unreal. If so, temporal epithets like sassata- (eternal) and asassata(non-eternal) could not be predicated of a world in which time was
unreal. Hence they put forward the theory III (d).
(408) The theory appears to be a product of reasoning rather than of
imagination or mystic experience. Dr Basham has suggested that the
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doctrine of avicalita-nityatvam is a corollary of the niyativädin's
thesis that time is unreal, from which it follows that motion and change
are unreal; he has seen a similarity with 'the system of Parmenides'
{op. at., p. 236). We agree with this last observation, but we think that
the simplest explanation is to regard it as a corollary of the most widely
accepted premiss at this time, namely that 'being was real'. From this it
follows that being is changeless and therefore what appears to change
or move must be unreal. The world of appearance, which is a world of
motion and change is therefore unreal, so that from the ultimate point
of view nothing moves or changes.
(409) The commentator Dhammapäla gives a different explanation of
III (d): 'The proposition "neva sassato näsassato . . . " represents the
theory of the Sceptic. They see the defects in the theory of the Eternalists and the Non-eternalists and adopt this sceptical view' (n'eva
sassato n'äsassato ti iminä amarävikkhepavädo dassito. Te hi sassataväde ca asassataväde ca dosam disvä 'n'eva sassato näsassato attä ca
loko cä'ti vikkhepam karontä vicaranti, UdA. 344). We have already
seen why this kind of explanation of the Sceptic's point of view is un
satisfactory {v. supra, 391).
(410) The fact that the propositions constituting IV (a)-(d) concerning
the cause of the experience of pleasure and pain, the soul and the world
were vexed questions which were being debated at this time, finds
independent confirmation from the Upanisads and the Jain texts. The
Svetäsvatara Upanisad represents the brahmavädins (brahmavädinah,
1.1), presumably in the brahmodyas {v. supra, 46) holding disputes with
regard to the following questions, (i) kim karanam, what is the cause,
(ii) kutah sma jätäh, whence are we born, (iii) jiväma kena, whereby
do we live, (iv) kva ca sampratisthäh, on what are we established, (v)
adhisthitäh kena sukhetaresu vartämahe, ruled by what do we dwell in
pleasure and pain (sukhetaresu = sukhadukkhesu, Sankara). It may be
noted that problems (i)-(iv) concern the ultimate cause of things, i.e.
of the world and the soul, and (v) the cause of the experiences
of pleasure and pain. The confirmation from the Jain texts has
already been noticed {v. surpa, 211) and would be evident from the
sequel.
(411) We do not propose to make a detailed study of the numerous
theories mentioned in the Buddhist and Jain texts, which have to be
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included under IV, since considerations of space forbid us from doing
so. We shall confine ourselves to making a few observations.
(412) Proposition IV (b), for instance, is identified with various
schools by the commentator as follows: 'It means that the soul and the
world are made or created by another, i.e. by Isvara, Purusa, Prajäpari,%
Time or Prakrti' (atthato parena Issarena vä Purisena vä Pajäpatinä
vä kälena vä pakatiyä vä attä ca loko ca nimmito ti attho, UdA. 345).
Let us confine ourselves only to the first theory.
(413) Issara- in the sense of God as the creator is known in the
Nikäyas. At D. III.28, the theory that the origin of the universe is. to
be traced to creation by Issara is mentioned as a theory put forward
by one of the current schools of thought (santi eke samanabrähmanä
Issarakuttam . . . agganfiam pafifiapenti, i.e. there are some recluses
and brahmins who propose the theory that the origin of the world is
(to be traced to) creation on the part of Issara). Elsewhere, we find
that 'pleasure and pain may be due to creation by Issara ( = Skr.
IsVara)' stated as one of the current theories (sattä Issaranimmänahetu
sukhadukkham patisamvedenti, M. II.222, A. I.273). In the SvetäsVatara Upanisad we find that Isvara, who is the 'highest God of the
gods' (lsvaränäm paramam mahesvaram, 6.7) is considered the ul
timate 'cause' (käranam, 6.9). In the Jain texts, the theory that Isvara
is the cause of the world (loe), souls (jiva-) as well as of pleasure and
pain (suhadukkha-) is expressly stated; Isarena kade loe . . . jiväjivasamaütte suhadukkha samannie, i.e. the world has been created by
Isvara . . . endowed with souls and non-souls, pleasure and pain, Sü*
1.1.3.6). Here Silänka mentions the argument from design as the
argument put forward by the Theists. The argument as stated by
Silänka takes as its major premiss the proposition that 'whatever is
characterized by design is seen to be preceded by an intelligent cause'
(yadyatsamsthänavisesavattattadbuddhimatkära(na)pürvakam, op. cit.9
Vol. I, fol. 42 on Sü. 1.1.3.6); the things in the world, it is said, are
characterized by design and (considering the nature of the design)
'the author of the whole universe cannot be an ordinary person but
must be Isvara himself (yasca samastasyäsya jagatah kartä sa sämänyapuruso na bhavatityasävisvara iti, loe. cit.). It is an inductive argu
ment with a metaphysical conclusion, an argument from empirical
facts to transcendent reality which, the positivist school of Materialists
argued, does not come within the sphere of inference proper (v.
supra, 94). There is no direct evidence that the argument was known
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to the Päli Nikäyas, but the argument from evil against the possibility
of a creator (v. infra, 698), which is an extension of the argument
from design, showing that if God exists evil must be part of the
design, may have been intended to counter an argument of the above
sort.
(414) Proposition IV (c) is explained in the Corny, as the theory that
holds that both God as well as oneself are causal factors in the genesis
of the experiences of pleasure and pain: 'It is the belief of some that
God, etc., in creating the soul and the world do not create entirely of
their own accord but take into consideration the good and evil of
each being (considered as) a co-operative cause and thus the soul and
the world is self-caused and caused by another' (yasmä attänan ca
lokan ca nimminantä Issarädayo na kevalam sayam eva nimminanti,
atha kho tesam tesam sattänam dhamm'ädhammänam sahakärikäranam
labhitvä'va tasmä sayam kato ca parakato ca attä ca loko cä ti ekaccänam laddhi, UdA. 345). We find traces of this theory in the Svetäsvatara Upanisad although Isvara here is in general the one primary
and sole cause of all things. While God remains the creator, each
person assumes various forms according to his deeds (karmänugäny
anukramena dehi sthänesu rüpäny abhi samprapadyate, 5.11). Thus
karma- is also a causal factor in addition to Isvara.
(415) It is necessary to understand what is meant by adhiccasamuppannam in proposition IV (d), if we are to identify any of the schools
which put forward this thesis. As we have shown (v. infra, 763) it
seemed to have been originally coined to denote the concept of
yadrcchä which means 'chance' or 'fortuitous circumstance* in sense
equivalent to sangati or 'what happens to come together'. Thus, it
denoted a casual occurrence as opposed to a causal occurrence. But
before long it seemed to have been extended to denote any noncausal occurrence, which was non-causal in the sense of being opposed
to a causal occurrence (paticca-samuppanna-) as understood in
Buddhism. In this latter sense it was apparently equated with ahetuappaccayä (A. 1.173). Thus, in this sense it came to denote both the
niyativäda-, which is a Strict Determinism as well as yadrcchä-väda-,
which is its opposite or Indeterminism. While the usage within the
Nikäyas supports this explanation, it also has the sanction of the com
mentator Dhammapäla who says: 'Adhiccasamuppanna- means
*'arisen by chance"; it is called the theory of fortuitous origination as
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(events) arise without any cause. Therefore (tena) even the ahetukaväda- is to be included in it' (adhicca-samuppano ti yadicchäya samuppanno, kena ci käranena vinä uppanno ti adhiccasamuppannavädo
dassito. Tena ahetukavädo pi sangahito hoti, UdA. 345). We have
discussed some o£ these theories and the kind of reasoning they
employed in the second chapter (v. supra, 198-210).
(416) We have discussed above the theories which were said to have
been actually debated at this time. We may observe that they represent
a wider variety of schools than envisaged by classes (b), (d), (e) and
(f) of our list {v. supray 317). We have been able to identify many, of
the schools in which these theories were held, but it would have been
noticed that the kinds of reasoning employed by these theorists were
many and various. It is necessary to distinguish between (a) the kind
of consideration which led to the construction of the theory from (b)
the reasons employed in the defence of the theory against their
opponents' criticisms. In so far as reason played a part in (a), we may
observe that some theories (v. supra, 379, 387, 389, 408, 413, 415)
were the product of pure reasoning, while in the case of others reason
ing played only a minor role. These latter are classifiable into those in
which reasoning is employed on the alleged data of extrasensory
perception (v. supra, 383, 384, 393) and those in which reasoning is
based on premisses derived from report (v. supra, 382). In fact,
Buddhaghosa's list of different kinds oV reasoners (takki) proves useful
in classifying the above theorists. This is what he says: * There are
four types of reasoners, one who reasons on a premiss based on
tradition (or report), one who reasons on a premiss based on retro- .
cognition, one who reasons on a premiss based on jhänic experience
and the pure reasoner. In this connection, he who hears such a state
ment as "there was a king named Vessantara" and argues on the basis
of it that "if Vessantara is identical with the Exalted One, then the
soul is eternal" and accepts this theory is one who reasons on a premiss
based on tradition (anussutiko). One who remembers one or two
(prior) births and argues that since it was he who existed in the past
in such and such a place, therefore the soul is eternal, is one who
reasons on a premiss based on retrocognition (jatissara-takki). He
who, because of his jhänic experience, argues that since his soul is
happy in the present, it must have been so in the past and it will be so
in the future and accepts the theory (that the soul is eternal) is an in
tuitionist reasoner (labhi takkiko). But a pure reasoner (suddhatakkiko)
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is one who accepts this theory on pure reasoning of the form if p is
true, q is true or if p is true, q is not true'. 1
(417) While we do not meet with any instance of the use of the word
takkika- to mean 'sophists' or 'casuists' (vitandavädi) in the Pali
Canon, there is some reason to suggest that the word is used in the
above sense of 'reasoners'. We have to draw our conclusions from the
suggested meaning of the word takkika- in its only occurrence at
Ud. 73 : evam obhäsitam eva titthiyänam yäva sammäsambuddhä loke
n'uppajjanti, na takkikä sujjhanti na c'äpi sävakä, dudditthï na
dukkhä pamuccare ti, i.e. so long as the perfectly enlightened ones do
not arise in the world, neither the takkikas nor the disciples would
attain salvation; holding false theories (dudditthï), they would not be
released from suffering. This passage occurs in the general context
of debates and controversies which are the subject of discussion continuously from pp. 66-72 and in which all the debated theories that we
discussed are mentioned (pp. 66-70). The other clue that the passage
gives is the obvious reference of takkika- to the titthiyas (y. titthiyänam) and in the general context of the passage we note that titthiyä
is used in reference to 'the recluses, brahmins and/or wandering
ascetics', who held the various philosophical theories and debated
them: sambahulä nänätitthiyä samanabrähmanä paribbäjakä . . .
mnäditt/iikä, Ud., 66.7.
(418) It may be argued that takkika- here means 'quibbler' on the
ground that the suffix -ka has a derogatory connotation (cp. samana&z,
D. I.90; pandita/kz, bahussuta&z, tevijjafoz, D. 1.107). But it may be
noted that this same suffix is often added with hardly any change of
meaning (cp. kanta- = thorn, Miln. 351 and kantaka, Sn. 845; manca,
Sn. 401 and manca^a, S. 1.121). The fact that it was necessary to add
the affix ku- in front to give a really derogatory meaning to the word
(kutärkika-, s.v. Monier-Williams, Sanskrit English Dictionary) in
Sanskrit, shows that the word by itself did not necessarily have such a
meaning. We may also note that takkikä in the above passage are
1

Tattha catubhidho takki, anussutiko jâtissaro lâbhî suddhatakkiko ti. Tattha
yo 'Vessantaro näma räjä ahosï' ti âdïni sutvä, tena hi 'yéicU Vessantaro' va Bhagavä sassato attä ti takkayanto ditthim ganhäti, ayam anussutiko näma. Dve tisso
jàtiyo saritvä, 'aham eva pubbe asukasmim näma ahosim, tasmä sassato attä' ti
takkayanto jatissara-takkï näma. Yo pana läbhitäya, 'vcirirä me idäni attä sukhito
atïte evam äsi, anägate pi evam bhavissatï 'ti takkayitvä ditthim ganhäti, ayam
tabhï takkiko näma. 'Evam sati idam hoti, evam sati idam na hotï 'ti takkamatten'
e
va pana ganhanto suddha-takkiko näma, DA. I.106, 107.
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discussed on a level with the sävakä 'the disciples of the Buddha' and
that the attitude to the takki in the Sandaka Sutta (v. M. I.520) is a
comparatively favourable one, since they are classified not among the
upholders of false religions but of religions which are unsatisfactory
or unconsoling. In the light of the above evidence it seems reasonable
to suggest, as against Vidyabhusana and Keith, et al.9 that takkikä is
used here to mean 'reasoners' or 'debaters' in general and not for a
narrow class of quibblers or sophists.
(419) Whatever the meaning of takkika- in the above context, the
term takki is quite clearly used of a 'rationalist' in the sense of a 'pure
reasoner' (suddha-takkika) who constructed a metaphysical theory on
the basis of reasoning. In this sense takki and vimamsi (investigator,
speculator) go together. There are four such theories mentioned in the
Brahmajäla Sutta, as being the product of such rational speculation.
We may examine them to see the kind of reasoning on which they are
based.
(420) The first is described as follows: 'Herein a certain recluse or
brahmin is a reasoner and speculator. By the exercise of reason and
speculative inquiry, he arrives at the following self-evident (con
clusion): the soul and the world are eternal, independent, steadfast as
mountain peaks and as firm as pillars—these beings transmigrate and
fare on, die and are reborn and exist for ever and for ever.' *
(421) Oldenberg saw in this passage the Sänkhya dualism of the
eternal purusa and prakrti and noting the fact that purusa is called
kütastha in Sänkhya held that this was an inexact description of
Sänkhya. Thomas, half-heartedly following Oldenberg, says, adverting
to the inaccuracy of the description that this passage (along with
another of the same type) 'speak(s) of doctrines that were rejected even
without being understood'.2 Since Sänkhya applies the epithet kütastha
only to the purusa3 it is admitted that this is not an exact account of the
essentials of Sänkhya thought. We would conclude from this as against
Oldenberg and Thomas that this is not a reference to Sänkhya philo
sophy at all.
1
Idha . . . ekacco samano vä brähmano vä takki hoti vimamsi. So takkapariyähatam vimamsänucaritam sayam-patibhänam evam äha: Sassato attä ca
loko ca vanjho kütattho esikatthäyitthito, te ca sattä sandhävanti samsaranti
cavanti upapajjanti, atthi tveva sassati-saman ti, D . 1.16.
2
3
History of Buddhist Thought, p. 77.
Ibid.
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(422) The description exactly fits the account given of Pakudha's
philosophy at D. I.56. The epithets vanjha-, kütattha- and esikatthäyltthita- qualify the soul (attä-) and the world (loko) in the accounts
given of the other three Eternalist theories as well (v. D. 1.14, 15, 16)
but the only theory which we know independently to be a product of
reasoning and in which the soul (jive = attä) as well as the categories
that comprise the world are described with the same set of epithets,
is that of Pakudha Kaccäyana.
(423) Now, Jacobi had observed the parallel to Pakudha Kaccäyana's
philosophy in the äyacchatthaväda ( = Skr. ätma-sastha-väda) men
tioned in the Sütrakrtänga. Of this, he says: 'This seems to have been
a primitive or a popular form of the philosophy which we now know
under the name of Vaiseshika. To this school of philosophy we must
perhaps assign Pakudha Kaccäyana of Buddhist record' (SBE., Vol. 45,
p. xxiv). Jacobi does not give any reasons for these identifications but
judging from what he says he seems to have been struck by the
pluralistic realism, which is a feature common of the philosophies of
Vaisesika, Pakudha Kaccäyana and the Ätmasasthaväda.
(424) The Ätmasasthaväda asserts the reality of the five material
elements and the soul, each regarded as a permanent substance: santi
panca-maha-bbhüyä, ihamegesi ahiyä äyacchattho puno ähu, äyä löge
ya säsae (Sü. 1.1.1.15), i.e. herein it is asserted by some that there are
five great elements; further they say that the soul is the sixth (sub
stance) and that the soul and the world are eternal. The statement,
äyä löge ya säsae ( = Skr. ätmä lokasca säsvatah) which is equivalent
to Päli, attä loko ca sassato (cp. sassato attä ca loko ca, D. 1.16) makes
it quite evident that this was one of the theories, which held that the
soul and the world were eternal.
(425) The other passage from the Sütrakrtänga which we have
already quoted (v. supra, 126) in discussing the theory of metaphysical
materialism, which is also promulgated in it, tells us one of the pre
misses on which the reasoning of this school was based. That it is
identical with the theory described at Sü. 1.1.1.15 cannot be doubted
when we note the identity of the description: iccete pancamahabbhüyä animmiyä animmävitä akadä no kittimä no kadagä anäi'yä
anihanä avanjhä apurohitä satantä säsatä äyacchatthä, puna ege evam
ähu—sato natthi vinäso asato natthi sambhavo.
(426) Superficially there is a difference between this theory and that
of Pakudha Kaccäyana, since the latter speaks of the 'soul as the
1*
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seventh (substance)' (jiva-sattame, D. I.56) whereas the former speaks
of the 'soul as the sixth (substance)' (atma-sastha-). The difference is
due to the fact that the Buddhist version does not mention äkäsa(corresponding to ägäse pancame mahabbhüte, Sü. 2.1.10= SBB.,
2.1.22) though it mentions the other four elements in the same order
as the Jain version; at the same time it mentions sukha- and dukkhaas substances (käya-), which are omitted in the Jain account probably
because they play a different role to that of the other substances
(v. infra) and are therefore not on the same footing. But these differ
ences do not touch the core of the doctrine. The close similarity or
identity of the two theories is seen from the identity of the descriptions
of the material elements and the soul in the two accounts: Pakudha
Kaccäyana's substances (käyä) are described with the epithets akatä
(not made), animmita (not created) and animmätä (not caused to be
created,1 i.e. not indirectly created). The same epithets qualify the
material elements and the soul in the Jain version; viz. akadd ( = P.
akatä), animmiyä ( = P. animmitä), animmävitä (— P. animmäpitä).
There is however an apparent difference which we have already dis
cussed (v. supra, 406), when the Buddhist version says that the sub
stances were vanjha- whereas the Jain version says that that they were
avanjha-j but there is no contradiction since vanjha- is here used in
the sense of 'barren'2 meaning 'unproductive' or 'independent*
corresponding to satantä ( = Skr. sva-tanträh) in the Jain account
whereas avahjha- in the latter means 'not void' or 'real'; the Buddhist
account too makes it quite clear that the elements were real and
permament substances.
(427) The metaphysics of Vaisesika bears a general similarity to the
philosophical outlook of the above theory. The atomistic pluralism
of Vaisesika posits the real and independent existence of the soul
(ätman) as well as the five elements, all of which are regarded as
substances3 as in the above theory. Obvious differences no doubt
exist, such as the fact that the Vaisesika is a Kriyäväda philosophy,4
1
The Jain parallel (animmävitä) and the Corny, (animmätä ti animmäpitä,
D A . 1.167) support this translation.
2
i.e. unproductive; D r Basham says following the Corny., 'they are barren
(vanjha), which must imply that they do not multiply as do living beings' {op. cit.,
p. 262). What is meant by that they do not produce or affect anything else being
independent substances.
3
v. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 229.
4
Jacobi points this out, v. SBE., Vol. 45, p. xxv.
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which posits the existence of more substances and categories than are
envisaged in the above theory. It is therefore difficult to say whether
this was a proto-Vaisesika theory or the nucleus from which the later
Vaisesika theory emerged, but it is necessary to observe that the
similarity seems to extend to another important feature of the two
philosophies. The Caraka Samhitä, which as we have seen, appears to
have preserved an earlier logical terminology than that of the Nyäya
tradition (y. supra, 323), seems also to have preserved an earlier
definition of two central concepts in the philosophy of Vaisesika,
sämänya- and visesa-:1
sarvadä sarvabhävänäm sämänyam vrddhikäranam
hräsahetur visesasca pravrttir ubhayasya tu,
i.e. sämänya is the cause of the increase and visesa the cause of decline
of all events at all times and there is a continuity of both. This is
certainly different from the meanings of 'universals' and 'particularity'
attached to these concepts in orthodox Vaisesika and shows at least
what changes this philosophy underwent before assuming its present
shape. Now Keith had noticed a correspondence between the six
elements of Pakudha Kaccäyana and the six factors of Empedocles,2
which means that sukha- (pleasure) and dukkha- (pain) are comparable
to Empedocles' principles of Harmony and Strife. Whether they played
a similar role in the philosophy of Pakudha Kaccäyana, it is difficult
to say in the absence of positive evidence, but the fact that they were
not mentioned in the Sütrakrtänga account nor in some of the later
Ajivika accounts3 which were aware of them, possibly indicates that
they played a different role in his theory from that of the other
elements, perhaps, analogous to the role of sämänya and visesa in the
proto-Vaisesika philosophy, as found in the Caraka Samhitä.
(428) The philosophy of Pakudha Kaccäyana seems to be a perfect
product of a priori reasoning and we have already shown the steps of
this reasoning in discussing the genesis of this philosophy, without
the concept of the soul (v. supra, 126). The presence of the concept
of the soul makes no difference to the argument and we need not
repeat this here. It is important to reiterate that two premisses seem to
have been accepted as self-evident, (i) that what is distinguishable has
1
v. 1.1.43; Prasad, History of Indian Epistemology, p. 123, where the reference
is wrongly given as Sarlra, I.43, whereas the verse occurs in Sütrasthäna, 1.43.
2
Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas, HOS., Vol. 32, p. 611.
3
Basham, op. cit., p. 91»
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a separate reality—a basic assumption or premiss of the Vaisesika
philosophy,1 and (ii) that being cannot be destroyed nor come from
non-being. This latter premiss is actually stated at Sü. 2.1.9 ( ~ SBE.,
2.1.22), which gives an account of this philosophy and Pakudha seems
to have made use of it in the same way in which Empedocles makes
use of this same premiss, which he derived from Parmenides.2 From
these premisses it follows in a few self-evident steps that there must be
discrete independent substances (the material substances and the soul),
uncreated and indestructible. Being independent (Ard. Mag. satantä,
P. vafijhä) substances, they do not affect each other (na annamannam
vyäbädhenti, lit. do not obstruct each other, loc. cit.) and Keith is
certainly mistaken in talking about their 'interaction' (loc. cit.),
(429) This theory which is said to be a 'product of (rational) thinking
and (metaphysical) speculation' (takka-pariyähatam vimamsänucaritam, loc. cit.) is also said to be sayam-patibhanam^ which we have
rendered as 'self-evident' and which has been translated by Prof.
Rhys Davids as 'conclusion of his own' (SBB., Vol. II, 29). The
Corny, explains this as 'what has become merely evident to him'
(attanä patibhänamattasanjätam, DA. I.106). Pati-bhäti (Skr. prati+
\/ bhä, to appear)3 means 'to appear, to be evident, to be before one's
mind, to occur to one, to be clear' (s.v. PTS. Dictionary) and sayampatibhänam would therefore mean 'what appears clearly and distinctly
before oneself, which is the same as 'self-evident'. This, coupled with
the fact that 'sato natthi vinäso, asato natthi sambhavo' is an a priori
premiss and the conclusion was evidently reached by a priori reasoning,
'self-evident' here almost has the connotation of 'known a priori9.
There is however no evidence that the distinction between a priori
reasoning and empirical reasoning was recognized in the Nikäyas,
although there appears to be a distinction between takka- and anumänawhich roughly corresponds to a distinction between logical reasoning
and empirical reasoning (v. infra, 757 f.). We may therefore conclude
that sayam-patibhänam here has at least a psychological connotation
of 'self-evident', if not a logical connotation.
1
The very word Vaisesika is formed from visesa- which means 'difference',
the central concept of Vaisesika philosophy.
2
Stace, A Critical History of Greek Philosophy, p. 82; 'Parmenides . . . had
taught that whatever is, remains always the same, no change or transformation
being possible. Empedocles here too follows Parmenides. . . .'
3
Cp. Points of Controversy, pp. 378 ff.
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(430) The thesis of the second theory which is said to be a product
of reason and speculation and which is introduced in identical language
to that of the first, is as follows: 'That which is called the eye, the ear,
smell, taste and touch is a self which is impermanent, unstable, not
eternal and subject to change. But that which is called thought, mind
or consciousness is a soul which is permanent, steadfast, eternal and
not subject to change, it abides for ever and ever'.1 Thomas following
Oldenberg considers this passage too as an account of Sänkhya. But
he considers it an inexact account, since according to Sänkhya *not
only the five senses but also the group to which mind belongs, stands
on the side of material nature' {op. cit., p. 77). The Corny, says that it
is the argument of one who holds that the sense-organs are des
tructible but that the mind is indestructible: 'He sees the dissolution of
the eye, etc. But since thoughts cease no sooner the antecedent states
have given rise to the consequent states, he fails to observe the more
rapid dissolution of the mind. Not seeing that, he believes that just as
much as birds leave one tree and hide in another, so when this per
sonality breaks up, the mind goes elsewhere'.2
(431) We may dismiss the identification with the Sänkhya theory
altogether for there is no similarity or point of comparison between
the two at all. The theory can be partly traced to one of the many
Upanisadic theories about the ätman. At Brh. 5.6.1, the person con
sisting of the mind is said to be the supreme reality: manomayo 'yam
purusah . . . sa esa sarvasyesvarab, i.e. this person consisting of the
mind . . . is the lord of all. In the same section, it is said that when a
person departs from this world at death he goes to a world where he
dwells (as a person) eternally: yadä vai puruso 'smällokätpraiti . . . sa
lokam ägacchaty asokam ahimam, tasmim vasati säsvatlh samäh, i.e.
when this person departs from this world . . . he goes to a world
where there is no heat or cold and there abides for ever, 5.10.1. We
may compare the use here of säsvatlh samäh with sassati-samam in the
1

Yam kho idam vuccati cakkhun ti pi sotan ti pi ghänan ti pi jivhä ti pi käyo
ti pi ayam attä anicco addhuvo asassato viparinämadhammo. Yan ca kho idam
vuccati cittan ti vä mano ti vä vinnänan ti vä ayam attä nicco dhuvo sassato
aviparinämadhammo sassatisamam tath'eva thassati ti, D . I.21.
2
Ayam cakkhädmam bhedam passati. Cittam pana yasmä purimam purimam
pacchimassa pacchimassa paccayam datva' va nirujjhati, tasmä cakkhädlnam
bhedato balavataram pi cittassa bhedam na passati. So tarn apassanto yathä näma
sakunä evam rukkham jahitvä anfiasmim niliyante, evam eva imasmim attabhäve
bhinne cittam annattha gacchati ti . . ., DA. 1.114.
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Pali version. Unfortunately, we are not given the reasoning behind this
view, which is often the case with Upanisadic theories. Buddhaghosa's
analogy of the bird (compared to the soul) and the tree is found in the
Upanisads (Prasna 4.7; Svet. 4.6) but not in the context that he
suggests. The argument based on observation that the person can exist
without the sense-organs but not without präna or the life-breath
(identified with the 'intelligential self in the Kausitaki Upanisad1) is
often mentioned (Brh. 1.3.1-7, 1.7-13) but in these contexts, manas
(mind) is treated as one of the sense-organs. We have not been suc
cessful in tracing the argument in pre-Buddhistic thought. The
argument possibly was that sense-organs being material were des
tructible while the mind being immaterial was indestructible and that
what was indestructible was immortal, but this is pure surmise.
(432) The next thesis based on reasoning and speculation and intro
duced in identical language as the first reads as follows: 'This world is
neither finite nor infinite. Those recluses and brahmins who say that
the world is finite and spherical are wrong. Those recluses and brah
mins who say the world is infinite and without limit are also wrong.
And so are the recluses and brahmins who say that the world is both
finite and infinite'.2 The Corny, is unhelpful and it is difficult to see
what the reasoning of this school could have been. We would tenta
tively suggest that it could be the view of the school which held the
doctrine of avicalitanityatvam (y. supra, 402-8) and which, probably on
the basis of a priori arguments, proved the unreality of multiplicity,
motion and of the world. According to this theory if the world was
unreal (vanjha), then space was unreal and therefore the spatial
epithets 'finite' or 'infinite' could not be predicated of it. So the world
is 'neither finite nor infinite' and the three other logical alternatives
based on the conception that space was real are proved to be false.
(433) The next rational thesis is: 'The soul and the world are noncausal in origin' (adhicca-samuppanno attä ca loko ca, D. I.29). Prof.
Rhys Davids translates the phrase as 'fortuitous in origin' but as we
1
This is the main theme of this Upanisad; v. . . . präno'smi prajfiätmä, 3.2,
'I am the breathing spirit, the intelligential self (Hume, The Thirteen Principal
Upanishads, p. 321).
2
N'eväyam loko antavä na panänanto. Ye te samana-brähmanä evam ähamsu:
'Antavä ayam loko parivatumo' ti tesam musä. Ye pi te samana-brähmanä evam
ähamsu: 'Ananto ayam loko apariyanto' ti tesam pi musä. Ye pi te samanabrähmanä evam ähamsu: 'Antavä ca ayam loko ananto cä 'ti tesam pi musä . . .
D . I.23, 24.
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have shown (v. supra, 4 5; v. infra, 763) whatever the original etymo
logical meaning of the word, we find that in usage it referred to either
(a) a purely Deterministic theory or (b) a purely Indeterministic
theory. If it was the former, it could be identified with the niyativädin's thesis, which as we have shown (v. supra, 199) was a product
of a priori reasoning; the Corny, explains adhiccasamuppanna- as 'noncausal in origin' (akärana-samuppannam, DA. Li 18) and this may very
well imply the niyativäda-, which has been called the ahetuka-väda (the
non-causal theory, v. supra, 415) in the Nikäyas.
(434) The above four theories are the only four which are stated in
the Nikäyas to be exclusively the product of takka- (cp. takkapariyähatam) and according to the Corny, those who constructed these
theories would have to be classified as suddha-takkikä or 'pure
reasoners'. There are, however, a few theories mentioned in the
Pancattaya Sutta of the Majjhima Nikäya, which according to the
commentary are a product of various kinds of reasoning (v. supra, 416)
including pure reasoning. Thus the theory that 'the soul and the world
were extremely happy' (ekanta-sukhi attä ca loko ca, M. II.233) in our
pre-existent state1 is said to be a theory that can have one of three
epistemic origins: 'This theory may arise as that of the mystic (who
reasons on the data of his experiences), the person who remembers his
past births (and reasons on this basis) and the (pure) reasoner. In the
case of the mystic, the theory arises as a result of his recalling by means
of his retrocognitive knowledge his (past) life in a ksatriya family as
extremely happy; similarly in the case of the person remembering his
prior births, who experiences happiness in this life and recalls that his
soul was in the same state in the previous seven lives. In the case of the
(pure) reasoner, it arises as a result of his experiencing happiness in this
life and arguing that he was identically the same in the past'.2
(435) We are now in a position to see that the term takka- meant in
the Päli Nikäyas either (i) the kind of reasoning with which the
theories, which were debated at this time, were defended or criticized,
even if they may not have been in origin products of reasoning at all, or
1

Note that this theory is a pubbantänuditthi, 'a theory relating to the prior
end (i.e. pre-existence)', M. I.233.
2
Ayam ditthi läbhi-jätissara-takkinam vasena uppajjati: läbhino hi pubbeniväsafiänena khattiyakule ekantasukham eva attano jätim anussarantassa evam
ditthi uppajjati, tathä jätissarassa paccuppannam sukham anubhavato atitäsu
sattasu jätisu tadisam eva attabhävam anussarantassa, takkissa pana idha sukhasamangino ante p'äham evam eva ahosin ti takkerieva uppajjati, MA. IV.24,
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(ii) the kind of reasoning with which the speculative, rational meta
physical theories were constructed and which the commentator has
called 'pure reasoning'. We found that these latter appear to have been
constructed on the basis of a priori reasoning, but the instances were
too few and their identity too uncertain for us to be quite sure about
this. So when it was enjoined that 'one should not accept (a theory)
on the grounds of takka-' (mä takka-hetu, v. supra, 314), it meant that
'reasoning' of the type (i) or (ii) should not be considered as giving
knowledge of the truth of these theories.
(436) This is further clarified in the Sandaka Sutta, where it is said
that one of the four types of religions which are said to be unsatis
factory but not necessarily false is that based on 'reason and specula
tion'. It says: 'Herein... a certain teacher is a reasoner and investigator;
he teaches a doctrine which is self-evident and is a product of reasoning
and the pursuit of speculation. But in the case of a person who reasons
and speculates, his reasoning may be good or bad, true or false'.1 In
this passage too we have the same problem that we met with in the
passage referring to the anussavikä- {v. supra, 282). The text reads:
takkissa . . . satthuno . . . sutakkitam pi hoti duttakkitam pi hoti,
tathä pi hoti annathä pi hoti, which is translated by Miss Horner as,
'If a teacher is a reasoner . . . part is well-reasoned and part is badly
reasoned and is both right and wrong' (M.L.S. II.200). For the same
reasons, which we urged against a similar translation of the previous
passage (v. supra, 282, 283), we would prefer to translate this (literally)
as 'It is (sometimes) well-reasoned and (sometimes) ill-reasoned by a
teacher who is a reasoner and it is (sometimes) true and (sometimes)
false'. This would give the four possibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

sutakkitam tathä, i.e. well-reasoned true
sutakkitam annathä, i.e. well-reasoned false
duttakkitam tathä, i.e. ill-reasoned true
duttakkitam annathä, i.e. ill-reasoned false.

If this explanation is correct, it means that the truth or falsity of a
theory in relation to fact cannot be judged by the consistency of its
reasoning, for even a well-reasoned theory may be false in the light
of contingent facts and an ill-reasoned theory true. The soundness of
1
Idh'ekacco satthä takki hoti vimamsi, so takkapariyähatam, vimamsänucaritam sayam patibhänam dhammam deseti. Takkissa kho pana . . . satthuno
vimamsissa sutakkitam pi hoti duttakkitam pi hoti, tathä pi hoti annathä pi hoti,
M. I.520.
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the reasoning is no guarantee of truth in the same way in which (as it
was said) what was accepted on the best authority may be false (v.
supra, 279).
(437) The next ground for accepting a proposition which is said to be
unsatisfactory is nayahetu {v. supra, 314). There are two senses of nayawith an epistemological import, which were probably current at this
time. One is the sense of 'standpoint' as found in the school of the
Trairäsika Äjivikas and the Jains (v. supra, 218, 228), while the other
was the sense of 'inference'. The former sense is not met with else
where in the Canon, while the latter is viewed with favour. Thus at
S. II.58 and Vbh. 329 (v. infra, 758) it is not all considered illegitimate
or unsatisfactory in any way to infer from an observed present causal
occurrence that it would have held true in the past and would hold
true in the future. In one place in the Jätakas (IV.241) naya- is used for
'right inference' (nayam nayati medhävi, i.e. the wise man draws a
right inference) as opposed to anaya- for 'wrong inference'1 (anayam
nayati dummedho, i.e. the fool draws a wrong inference). One there
fore wonders whether it is not preferable to render naya- here as
'standpoint' or 'point of view' and translate nayahetu as 'because it is a
standpoint or a point of view', which is appropriate to the context.
There is, however, a context in the same stratum as the passage under
discussion in which 'nayena nayati' is used for 'infers in this manner'
where it is not clear whether the inference is legitimate or not. It is
said that the brahmin Todeyya 'infers in this manner' (iminä nayena
neti, A. II. 180). Here the inference seems to be that from the premisses
p and q (v. infra) he infers r:
p—pandito räjä Eleyyo, the king Eleyya is wise.
q—(yasmä) . . . samano Rämaputto ranno Eleyyassa panditena panditataro, (since) . . . the recluse Ramaputta is wiser than the wise king
Eleyya.
r—tasmä, räjä Eleyyo samane Rämaputte abhippasanno, therefore the
king Eleyya is exceedingly pleased with the recluse Ramaputta.
This instance is given to illustrate the general principle that 'it is
impossible . . . for an evil person to recognize an evil person' (atthänam . . . yam asappuriso asappurisam jäneyya, loc. cit.) and it seems
1
The Corny, (loc. cit.) explains anayam neti as akäranam käranan ti ganhäti,
i.e. takes as a reason what is not a reason.
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as if the above inference is considered illegitimate.1 The context is
obscure and although the verb neti is used in the sense of 'infers', nayais not used in the sense of 'inference' but of 'method' or 'manner of
inference' which was probably the origin of the secondary meaning
of 'inference', which the term has acquired.
(438) The next ground on which it is said that one should not accept
a proposition as true is that of äkära-parivitakka-, translated by
Woodward as 'after considering reasons' (G.S. II.200), following the
commentary which has 'thinking that this is a good reason after
reflecting over reasons in this manner' (sundaram idam käranan ti
evam kärana-parivitakkena, A A. II. 3 05).
(439) The sense is attested in the PTS. Dictionary (s.v.) which gives
'reason, ground, account' as the fifth meaning of äkära- and gives
D. 1.138, 139 as the instances in the Canon. But the term does not
occur in the sense of 'reason' in this context. The text reads: dasah*
äkärehi patiggähakesu vippatisäram pativinodetum, which has been
correctly rendered by Prof. Rhys Davids as 'in order to prevent any
compunction that might afterwards in ten ways arise ...' (SBB., II. 179).
The term, however, does occur in the sense of 'reason' at M. 1.320.
This context throws much light on the exact use of äkära- in this sense.
Here it is said that if others were to question a monk as to 'what were
the reasons (äkära) or the grounds (anvayä) on which he says that "the
Exalted One is perfectly enlightened" ' (ke . . . äkära ke anvayä1
yen'äyasmä evam vadesi: sammäsambuddho Bhagavä . . . loc. cit.), he
should be in a position to reply that he has studied the dhamma and 'had
come to realize by his own personal higher knowledge the truth of
part of the dhamma and has come to the conclusion (on this basis) that
"the Exalted One was perfectly enlightened" ' (tathä thatä 'ham
tasmim dhamme abhinnäya idh'ekaccam dhammam dhammesu
nittham agamam . . . sammäsambuddho Bhagavä . .., loc. cit.). Such a
belief based on reasons is said to be 'a belief based on reasons and
grounded in personal experience' (äkärä-vaü saddhä dassana-mülikä,
loc. cit.). This äkära- is here used to denote the 'reasons' which are
adequate for one to have a rational belief (saddhä) not amounting to
knowledge (fiäna, v. infra, 666). When, therefore, it is said that 'one
1
As an exercise in logic it is clear that one cannot infer r from p and q, unless
one assumes an extra premiss.
2
Cp. anvaye nänam (v. supra, 758) for 'inductive knowledge'; probably in
origin, lit. 'knowledge of causes'.
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should not accept (anything as true) after reflecting on reasons' what is
meant is reflecting on reasons, not quite adequate for one to claim
knowledge.
(440) The next ground is that of ditthi-nijjhäna-kkhanti translated as
'reflection on and approval of some theory' (G.S. IL200). The Corny.
suggests 'because it agrees with our theory accepted after consideration
and after being convinced of it' (amhäkam nijjhäyitvä khamitvä
gahita-ditthiyä saddhim sameti, AA. II. 305). We have seen that
khamati occurs with ditthi in the sense of 'approving of or 'agreeing
with' some theory (e.g. sabbam me khamati, M. I.497, v. supra, 333).
But nijjhänam khamati occurs as a single phrase to describe the con
viction that dawns after thinking about a theory (or the dhamma) and
intelligently examining its meaning, viz. te tarn dhammam pariyäpunitvä tesam dhammänam pannäya attham na upaparikkhanti, tesamte
dhammänam pannäya attham anupaparikkhatam na nijjhänam khamanti. . ., i.e. they learn a doctrine but do not intelligently examine its
meaning, and not intelligently examining its meaning they do not
become convinced of it, M. 1.133. The positive use is also found:
sutvä dhammam dhäreti, dhatänam dhammänam attham upaparikkhati,
attham upaparikkhato dhammä nijjhänam khamanti dhammä nijjhänakkhantiyä sati chando jäyati, i.e. having heard the doctrine he bears
it in mind, and examines the meaning of doctrines borne in mind; in
examining the meaning he becomes convinced of the doctrines borne
in mind and being convinced of its meaning there arises the desire (to
live up to it). We may observe from these passages that nijjhänakkhanti occurs after intelligent consideration of a theory is followed by
the desire to act in accordance with it (cp. chando jäyati . . . ussahati,
loc. cit.). This implies that nijjhänakkhanti means the 'conviction that
results from thinking about a theory' (nijjhäna- = ni + -yMhyä, to
think, cp. ätmä . . . ni-didhyasitzvyah, Brh. 2.4.5, 4-5-6). So the phrase
ditthi-nijjhäna-kkhantiyä would mean 'because one is convinced of
some theory'. This would favour the meaning suggested by the Corny.
rather than the translator, e.g. one accepts that p is true because it
agrees with a theory that one is convinced of.
(441) The Pancattaya Sutta records sixteen theories, which are said
to be accepted on subjective considerations (saddhäya, out of faith;
ruciyä, out of one's likes, authority (anussava-, v. supra, 261-93) a s
well as the kind of rational reflection defined above as äkära-parivitakka and ditthi-nijjhäna-kkhanti). After enumerating the theories it
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says: 'It is impossible that one should have a perfect and clear personal
knowledge of these (theories) apart from believing in them out of
faith, likes, authority, consideration of some reasons (äkära-parivitakka-) or conviction based on reflecting on them (ditthi-nijjhänakkhanti). In the absence of a perfect and clear personal knowledge,
even if these recluses and brahmins acquire a partial knowledge {lit,
clarify only a part of their knowledge) of them, it would be an en
tanglement (upädäna-) of theirs' (. . . tesam vata anfiatr'eva saddhäya
afinatra ruciyä afinatra anussavä afinatra äkäraparivitakkä annatra
ditthinijjhänakkhantiyä paccattam yeva nänam bhavissati parisuddham
pariyodätan ti n'etam thänam vijjati. Paccattam kho pana fiäne asati
parisuddhe pariyodäte, yad api te bhonto samanabrähmanä tattha
nänabhägamattam eva pariyodapenti, tad api tesam bhavatam samanabrähmanänam upädänam akkhäyati, M. L234).
(442) It will be seen that one cannot hope to have perfect knowledge
(näna) of a proposition or theory by the consideration of some reasons
for it (äkära-parivitakka-) or by the conviction that dawns by merely
reflecting on it (ditthi-nijjhäna-kkhanti). Belief on the basis of these
two kinds of rational reflection, is placed on the same footing on
epistemological grounds as faith (saddhä), authority (anussava-) or
purely subjective considerations like likes or dislikes (ruci). We have
already observed that in the Canki Sutta it was said that these five
grounds of acceptance of a theory or proposition (viz. saddhä, ruci,
anussava-, äkäraparivitakkä-, ditthinijjhänakkhanti-) were said to have
a 'twofold result in this life itself (ditthe'va dhamme dvidhä vipäkä,
M. Li70, v. supra, 278, 279) namely of turning out to be either true or
false for 'even that which is well reflected upon (suparivitakkitam,
M. L171) or well thought out (sunijjhäyitam, loc. cit.) is liable tobe
baseless, unfounded and false, while that which is not well reflected
upon or not well thought may turn out to be true, factual and not false*
(api ca . . . suparivitakkitam yeva hoti . . . sunijjhäyitam yeva hoti,
tan ca hoti rittam tuccham musä; no ce pi suparivitakkitam hoti, no ce
pi sunijjhäyitam hoti, tan ca hoti bhütam tuccham anannathä, loc. cit.).
The moral was that 'an intelligent person safeguarding the truth should
come absolutely to the conclusion that p is true and not-p false*
(vinnunä purisena nälam ettha ekamsena nitttham gantum: idam eva
saccam, mogham afinan ti, loc. cit.) on any of the above grounds.

CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS AND MEANING

(443) In this Chapter we propose to examine the nature of the analy
tical outlook, which is one of the features of the thought of the Pali
Canon. It is to this outlook that we have to trace the tendency towards
classification, definition and the delimitation of the meaning of terms,
which becomes very marked in the Abhidhamma Pitaka. Earlier in the
Nikäyas the analytical approach, combined with an empiricism,
results in certain important insights and observations with regard to
the meaning of propositions.
(444) The cautious critical and analytical approach towards the study
of the nature of things is undoubtedly an inheritance of Buddhism
from the mood of the age in which it takes its rise. The Materialists
had discarded all that was hitherto taken on faith or trust in the most
hallowed of traditions and contrasted baseless belief with the know
ledge of what can be directly perceived and proved on the basis of
perception. The Sceptics went a step further and denied the possi
bility of knowledge altogether, in the face of a medly of conflicting
theories and probably doubted the evidence of the senses as well (v.
supra, 154). All this could not but have an impact on the elite of the
age, the vihhü purisä, perhaps typified by a person like Päyäsi (v.
supra, 136 fT.), who tried to salvage what he could of the old beliefs
with the new methodology and critical outlook though with negative
results.
(445) Since Buddhism tried to appeal to this intelligentsia (v. supra,
358), it could not afford to establish itself by dogmatic appeals, but
had to rely on rational persuasion based on a critical outlook. The
appeal to reason seems to have been quite common at this time,
judging by the fact that both the orthodox as well as their opponents
resorted to it. The Buddhist and Jain works, as we have seen (v.
supra, 378 fT.), mention many metaphysical theories belonging to
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diverse schools of thought, orthodox and heterodox, which were
rationally constructed if not rationally defended against each other.
The Maitri Upanisad reinforces and confirms what we learn from the
heterodox literature (v. supra, 77). It stresses the importance of basing
our claims to knowledge on valid means of knowledge. At the same
time it presents a picture of the atmosphere of confusion and con
troversy which was a product of the rational temper of the age. It
mentions the 'hindrances to knowledge' (jnänopasargäh, 7.8) present
at this time when there were those 'who love to distract the believers
in the Veda by the jugglery of false arguments, comparisons and
paralogisms' (ye . . . vrthä tarka-drstänta-kuhakendrajälair vaidikesu
paristhätum icchanti, loc. sit.). It warns Vedic students not to asso
ciate with them (taih saha na samvaset, loc. cit.) and laments that 'the
world disturbed by false reasoning (lit. false comparisons and proofs)
does not discern the difference between the wisdom of the Vedas and
the rest of knowledge' (. . . mithyä-drstänta-hetubhih bhrämyan loko
na jänäti veda-vidyäntarantu yat, loc. cit.).
(446) In the face of a critical audience, those who wished to propagate
their doctrines, had to be critical themselves. It is not surprising
therefore that the leader of the Jains recommends the importance of
'analysis' or 'vibhajyaväda' (v. supra, 233) in the exposition of doc
trines and the Buddha himself claims to be 'an analyst and not (a
dogmatist), who makes categorical assertions' (vibhajjavädo . . . ahani
. . . näham . . . ekamsavädo, M. II. 197).
(447) What is meant by this claim is clear from the context. The
Buddha is asked for his opinion as to the truth of the two proposi
tions: 'The householder succeeds in attaining what is right, just and
good' (gahattho ärädhako hoti näyam dhammam kusalam, loc. cit.);
'the monk does not succeed in attaining what is right, just and good'
(na pabbajito ärädhako hoti näyam dhammam kusalam, loc. cit.). The
Buddha says that one cannot make a categorical assertion (na . . .
ekamsavädo) as to the truth or falsity of propositions of this sort.1
In the case of the first of the above propositions, if the subject had
the characteristic, micchä-patipanna- (of bad conduct), then the
proposition is false, but if the subject had the opposite characteristic
(i.e. sammä-patipanna-, 'of good conduct'), the proposition would be
true (loc. cit.). It is implied that there are certain propositions of which
1

More examples are given in this Sutta.
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it is not possible to say whether they are true or false, without clearing
up ambiguities and making certain qualifications and the Buddha is an
analyst in so far as he analyses such propositions and makes the
requisite qualifications without asserting that they are categorically
true or false.
(448) This is similar to though not identical with the Jain point of view,
which advocates the attitude of non-absolutism or anekäntaväda with
regard to the truth-value of propositions. Propositions according to
Jainism are true or false only in respect of certain standpoints or
nayas (v. supra, 228) and not in any absolute or categorical sense. This
means that certain qualifications have to be made or the naya (stand
point) in respect of which the proposition is asserted has to be specified
before we can ascertain its truth or falsity.
(449) While in the case of Jainism no proposition could in theory be
asserted to be categorically true or false, irrespective of the standpoint
from which it was made, in Buddhism such categorical assertions
were considered possible in the case of some propositions. But the
fact that the Buddha did not make a categorical assertion as to the
truth-value of some propositions (e.g. the avyakata-s or unanswered
questions),1 the truth of which was being hotly debated at this time
(y. supra, 378) seemed to have earned him the reputation in certain
circles of being one who did not make any categorical assertions at
all. The wandering ascetic Potthapäda says 'we do not know of any
categorical doctrine preached by the recluse Gotama' (na kho pana
mayam kind samanassa Gotamassa ekamsikam dhammam desitam äjänäma, D. I.189) supporting this statement of his, by referring to the fact
that the Buddha has not categorically declared that any of the avyäkatatheses were either true or false. The Buddha in reply says, T have
taught and laid down doctrines (of which it is possible to make)
categorical (assertions) and I have taught and laid down doctrines (of
which it is not possible to make) categorical (assertions)' (ekamsikä
p i . . . mayä dhammä desitä pannattä, anekamsikä p i . . . mayä dhammä
desitä pannattä, D. I.191). The former are illustrated by the example
of the four noble truths 2 and the latter by the avyäkata-theses.3
1
We are using this word to denote the ten unanswered questions considered
as propositions in the indicative form (v. supra, 378).
2
Katame . . . ekamsikä dhammä desitä . . .? 'Idam dukkhan ti, etc.', D . I.191.
3
Katame . . . anekamsikä dhammä desitä . . .? 'Sassato loko* ti vä . . ., etc.,
loc. cit.
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Prof. Rhys Davids translates ekamsika- here as 'certain' (SBB., Vol.
II, p. 256) and anekamsika- as 'uncertain' (Joe. cit.) but this is a strictly
incorrect rendering of ekamsika- and anekamsika-. The PTS. Dic
tionary also supports this translation; it explains ekamsika- as 'certain'
and anekamsika- as 'uncertain, indefinite' in referring to this context
(s.v. ekamsika-). Indefinite is certainly better than 'uncertain' in
bringing out the epistemological import of the word, if it could mean
a proposition of which 'one cannot definitely say that it is true or
false' not because of any uncertainty on the part of the knowing subject
but on the very nature of the proposition itself (v. infra, 477). In the
contexts of ekamsa- (M. I.393) and ekamsa-väda- (M. II.197, A. V.
190) the word clearly means a categorical assertion as opposed to a
conditional assertion (vibhajja-väda-). Here a conditional assertion
(vibhajja-väda-) would be an anekamsa- (or anekamsika-) väda. In
Jainism the two classes coincided. For according to the anekäntaväda,
only conditional assertions (note, vibhajjaväyam ca viyägarejjä, v.
supra, 233) were possible. The obvious similarity of the etymology
and meaning of the two words, anekamsika- and anekänta- may also
be noted. Anekamsika = an + ek(a) + ams(d) -f- ika and anekänta= an -f ek(a) -f anta and while amsa means 'part, corner or edge'
(s.v. amsa, PTS. Dictionary) anta means 'end or edge'.
(450) But in Buddhism it is necessary to note that while not all pro
positions were anekamsika; those which were, fell into at least two
categories, (1) those which after analysis (vibhajja-) could be known
to be true or false (v. supa, 447), and (2) those like the avyäkata-theses,
which could not be thus known. Besides, in the Pali Canon there was
nothing strictly corresponding to the naya-doctrine of the Äjivakas
and the Jains, although the theory of double truth (v. infra, 615, 618)
functions in a way essentially like the naya-theory. In Jainism all
statements would be relative (anaikäntika-) because of the relativity
of the standpoints. In Buddhism one could not say of all non-categori
cal statements (anekamsika-) that they were true or false from some
standpoint or another. In a sense we may say this of the propositions,
which it was considered necessary to analyse further before deter
mining their truth or falsity. Thus we could say that the proposition,
'gahattho äradhako hoti näyam dhammam kusalam' (v. supra, 447)
is true from one point of view, namely if 'gahattho' is qualified by
'sammä-patipanno' but is false from another point of view namely if
'gahattho' is qualified by 'micchä-patipanno'. But in the case of the
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avyäkata-theses it was not possible to determine their truth or false
hood even after analysis or from any point of view (however, v. infra,
814).
(451) So while the analytic approach appears to be partly inspired by
the Jain example, it takes a different turn in Buddhism, when we
consider the epistemology of the two systems.
(452) The division of statements according to their truth-value into
the categorical and the non-categorical and the latter into the analysable
and the non-analysable which seems to be implied by the contexts
referred to above, is reflected in the analysis of questions which are
said to be of four types. It is said that 'a person is not a fit person to
debate (or discuss with) if he, when asked a question does not cate
gorically explain a question which ought to be categorically explained,
does not analytically explain a question which ought to be explained
analytically, does not explain with a counter-question a question which
ought to be explained with a counter-question and does not set aside
a question which ought to be set aside'.1 In the same context a person
who does the opposite is said to be a 'fit person to debate with' (kaccho
hoti, loc. cit.). More generally it stated elsewhere that 'there are these
four kinds of explanations of questions' (cattar'imäni . . . panhavyäkaranäni, A. II.46). The four are as follows:
(1) panho ekamsa-vyäkaranlyo, i.e. a question which ought to be
explained categorically.
(2) panho patipucchä-vyäkaranlyo, i.e. a question which ought to be
replied with a counter-question.
(3) panho thapanlyo, i.e. a question that should be set aside.
(4) panho vibhajja-vyäkaraniyo, i.e. a question which ought to be
explained analytically.
(453) It may be noticed that the order in which these questions are
mentioned is different from that of the previous passage, but a verse
that follows, which may possibly be earlier than the prose passage,
preserves the order at A. 1.197:
ekamsa-vacanam ekam vibhajja-vacanam param
tatiyam patipuccheyya catuttham pana thäpaye,
loc. ciu
1

Sacäyam . . . puggalo panham puttho samäno ekamsa-vyäkaraniyam panham
na ekamsena vyäkaroti, vibhajja-vyäkaraniyam panham na vibhajja vyäkaroti,
patipucchä-vyäkaraniyam panham na patipucchä vyäkaroti, thapaniyam panham
na thapeti, evam santäyam . . . puggalo akaccho hoti, A. I.197.
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(454) It is possible that the earliest division was into (1) ekamsavyäkaranlya-pafiha- and (2) anekamsa-vyakara-niyapanha- corre
sponding to the two kinds of statements (ekamsikä dhammä and
anekamsikä dhammä) mentioned at D. 1.191. Later, the latter class
would have been subdivided into the (a) vibhajja-vyäkaranlya- and
the (b) thapaniya-, corresponding to the two classes of statements
that were not ekamsika- (v. supra, 450). Patipucchä-vyäkaraniya is,
in fact, a sub-class of vibhajja-vyakaranlya, as will be seen below.
(455) Although this classification of questions is found in the Nikäyas,
nowhere in the Pali Canon is there an attempt to explain and illustrate
what is meant by these four kinds of questions. We have to seek these
explanations in the Corny, to the Anguttara Nikäya (AA. II.308, 309),
the Milindapanha (pp. 144, 145), the Abhidharmakosa,1 the Sphutärthäbhidharmakosavyäkhyä2 and Poussin's account of the Abhidhar
makosa commentaries.3
(456) The Mahävyutpatti (83, p. 29) records the four kinds of ex
planations (of questions) in the order in which they are stated in the
Anguttara verse (v. supra, 453) and the prose passage at A. 1.197
(v. supra, 452): ekamsa-vyäkaranam, vibhajya-, pariprcchä-, sthäpaniyavyakaranam. The only innovation it makes is to add vyäkaranam
after sthäpamya- whereas the Pali account (A. II.46) merely says
thapaniya-, while mentioning vyäkarana- along with the other three
types. We cannot deduce from this that thapaniya- 'setting aside' was
not really considered an explanation of the question since there is the
mention of, cattäri.... panhavyäkaranäni (loc. cit.).
(457) While the Pali Abhidhamma is strangely silent about these
questions, the Abhidharmakosa records a verse mentioning not only
the four types of questions but four examples illustrating them as well,
viz.
ekämsena vibhägena prcchätah sthäpaniyatah
vyäkrtam maranotpattivisistätmänyatädivat,
loc. cit.
(458) These examples, as will be observed, are different from those
we meet with in the Pali tradition and we cannot assume that the
original division in the Nikäyas was intended to be illustrated by
examples of the sort adduced, especially when we find that there was
1

5.22, Ed. R. Sankrtyäyana, Benares, 1955, p- 137«
Yasomitra, Ed. U. Wogihara, Tokyo, 1932-6, pp. 465-7.
3
v. L/Abhidharmakosa, Poussin, Vol. 5, sections 21, 22.
2
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no agreement in this regard within the non-Päli traditions themselves.
This does not mean that we can trust the Pali tradition as giving a
wholly correct account of the four types of questions and it is neces
sary to examine the illustrations in the light of what we can glean from
the Nikäyas themselves as to the meaning of these questions.
(459) There is little doubt about the kind of question to which a
categorical reply is due, although there is no attempt to demarcate its
exact logical boundaries. The Milindapanha gives the example of the
impermanence of the skandhas (i.e. the constituent factors of one's
personality) and puts the question in the form 'rüpam aniccan ti?
vedanä . . . safifiä . . . sankhärä . . . vinfiänam aniccan ti?' (i.e. Is form
impermanent? Feelings . . . ideas . . . conative dispositions . . . cogni
tion impermanent? p. 145). The Äbhidharmikas,1 explained in the
Vyäkhyä as the satpädäbhidharmapäthin-s,2 i.e. most probably the
Sarvästiväda school3 give the same example among other examples.4
So do the Mahäsanghikas.5 Buddhaghosa gives the example of 'cakkhum aniccam?' (i.e. is the eye impermanent? AA. II.308)—to which
we must answer categorically 'äma, aniccam' (i.e. yes, it is imper
manent). All the above examples are taken from the Nikäyas them
selves.6
(460) The clearest example of a categorical question which the Nikäyas
would have envisaged would be one based on the assertion that the
ekamsikä dhammä were the four truths (v. supra, 449). The question
would be of the form, I s the world full of suffering?' It is possibly
an attempt to base their illustrations on these examples which led the
Äbhidharmikas to mention the following questions as categorically
answerable, viz. 'Le doleur est-elle bien definie . . . le chemin est-il
bien defini?' (Poussin, op, cit., p. 45).
(461) The example given by the Vaibhäsikas in the Abhidharmakosakärikä is the question of the form, sarve marisyanti ti, i.e. does
everyone die?7 to which one should reply categorically, marisyanti,
i.e. they die.
1

2
Vibhäsä 15.13; v. Poussin, op. cit.} Vol. V, p. 45, fn. 3.
Ibid.
Cp. Jnänaprasthänasästra of Katyäyaniputra, Tr. and Ed. S. B. Sästri, Vol. I,
Säntiniketan, 1955, Foreword, 'Of the seven Sarvästiväda texts, the Jnänapras
thänasästra is the principal work and the other six which are called päda are only
4
supplements to it.'
Poussin, op. eh., Vol. V, p. 45.
5
6v s n I2
Poussin, op. cit., Vol. V, p. 47- - - 4 and S. II.244 ff.
7
Poussin, op. cit.3 Vol. V, p. 44«
3
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(462) There is no agreement in the different traditions in the examples
given to illustrate the nature of a question which ought to be answered
after analysis. The Milindapanha gives the example, 'aniccam pana
rüpan ti?' (i.e. impermanent, it seems, is matter?) after giving 'rüpam
aniccan ti?' as an example of a categorically answerable question.
Buddhaghosa, who seems to be following the model of the Milinda
panha in framing his examples, has 'aniccam narna cakkhun ti?' (i.e.
impermanent, it seems, is the eye?) as an example of this type of
question (after giving cakkhum aniccan ti ? as an example of the first
type). Both these examples do not seem to differ in principle from the
examples given by them to illustrate the categorical question, since
these examples admit of a categorical reply. Thus the answer one
would normally expect to the question, 'aniccam pana rüpan ti?'
would be a straightforward 'yes' or 'äma, aniccam rüpam'. But both
the Milindapanha as well as Buddhaghosa seem to find that this
question has a certain ambiguity or obliqueness, which has to be
cleared up analytically when answering it. Thus the suggested answer
to aniccam näma cakkhun ti? is 'na cakkhum eva sotam pi aniccam,
ghänam pi aniccam . . . ' i.e. 'it is not the eye alone (that is imper
manent), the ear and the organ of smell are impermanent as well'.
Thus, this kind of answer is intended to clear up any ambiguities in
the questions concerned.
(463) The Abhidharmakosakärikä illustrates this question with the
example, 'sarve janisyanti ti?' 1 for which the suggested reply is
saklesä janisyanti na niklesa', i.e. as Poussin translates, 'les etres
revetus de passion naitront; les etres exempts de passion ne näitront
pas' (loc. cit.). At first sight it would seem that this question too admits
of a categorical reply; one may answer the question by saying, na sarve
janisyanti, i.e. all are not born. This is, in fact, the suggestion of
Bhadanta Räma who 'disent que la deuxieme question appelle, comme
la premiere, une reponse categorique
' (Poussin, op. cit., p. 45). But
if the purpose of an answer is to clear up as far as possible the doubts of
the question it is not served by this kind of reply. Na sarve janisyanti,
may mean that 'no one is reborn' or that 'some are reborn'. If it means
the second, one would still not be certain as to which types of persons
would be reborn and which not. The suggested answer apparently clears
up these doubts in the mind of the questioner by analytically examining
1

Ibid., i.e. 'Is everyone reborn?'
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the doubts and ambiguities implicit in the question. So we cannot
entirely agree with Bhadanta Rama's dissent.
(464) The Äbhidharmikas give a much more elaborate example.1
If a deceitful person desires instruction about the dharmas, he should
make distinctions and say in reply that the dharmas are numerous,
past, future and present and ask him about which dharmas he wants
to know. If he replies that he wants to know about past dharmas, he
should distinguish and say that past dharmas are many such as rüpa,
samjnä, etc., and ask him about which past dharmas he wishes to
know. If he asks about rüpa one should distinguish and say that there
are three rüpas, good, bad and undefined. This is a very unsatis
factory example. To say, 'Je desire que le Venerable me dise les
dharmas9 2 is strictly not to ask a question. The question would strictly
be, 'What are the dharmas?' to which it would be possible to answer
categorically by enumerating all the dharmas and making in the process
the necessary distinctions as well. Besides it is necessary to find out
the intentions of the questioner before deciding upon the nature of
the question and it is therefore not surprising that the Äbhidharmikas
should say that 'le meme question, posee par un homme perfide, est
la question ä laquelle il faut repondre par question' (Poussin, op, cit.,
46). Even without this complication the suggested answer contains a
counter-question (e.g. les dharmas sont nombreux, passes, futures,
presents. Lesquels desires-tu que je dise?) and it would therefore be
difficult to distinguish it from the third type of question. We cannot
therefore consider this as a valid example of a vibhajja-vyakaraniya
question as understood in the Nikäyas.
(465) An example of such a question is mentioned in the Nikäyas in
another context than that which we have already discussed (v. supra,
447). It is said that 'the foolish person Samiddhi gave a categorical
reply to a question of the wandering ascetic Potaliputta, which ought
to have been replied after analysis' (Samiddhinä moghapurisena
Potaliputtassa paribbäjakassa vibhajja-byäkaraniyo panho ekamsena
byäkato, M. III.208). The question referred to is, 'sancetanikam . . .
kammam katvä käyena väcäya manasä, kirn so vediyati ti?' (i.e.
having performed a volitional act with one's body, speech or mind,
what does he experience?, M. III.207). Samiddhi replies this cate
gorically saying, 'sancetanikam . . . kammam katvä käyena väcäya
manasä dukkham so vediyati ti' (having performed a volitional act
1
2
Poussin, op. cit., p. 46.
Ibid.
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with one's body, speech or mind one experiences suffering, loc, cit.).
This reply is erroneous probably because the term sancetanikam
kammam (volitional act) is ambiguous and can mean (i) sancetanikam
kusalam kammam (a good volitional act), (ii) sancetanikam akusalam
kammam (an evil volitional act), or (iii) sancetanikam avyäkatam
kammam (a neutral volitional act) and the reply will differ in each
case. The Mahäsanghikas seem to have noticed this instance in the
Nikäyas and give it as an example of this kind of question (Poussin,
op, cit., p. 47). The analysis (vibhajya) required in answering this kind
of question consists therefore in clearing up the ambiguities implicit
or even remotely implied in the terms or the form in which the
question is put.
(466) The third kind of question, the patipucchävyäkaraniya-, appears
in fact to be only a subdivision of the second type, since the necessity
for the counter-question is again due to the ambiguities in the original
question, which in fact can be cleared up by an analytical answer instead
of putting the onus on the questioner by asking him what he means
by this or that term. The Milindapanha in illustrating this type of
question merely gives the example, 'cakkhunä sabbam vijänati ti?'
(does one know everything with the eye? loc. cit,) but does not tell
us what the counter-question should be. The counter-question
probably would be a request to clear up the ambiguity of 'sabbam'
by asking, sabbam rüpam udähu sabbam saddam . . . ? (Is it every
form or every sound or . . . ?). The question is therefore not logically
different from a question of the second kind since it could be analyti
cally answered as follows: cakkhunä sabbam rüpam vijänati, api ca na
sabbam saddam vijänati . . ., i.e. one knows every form with the eye
but one does not know any sound
Buddhaghosa gives the example,
'yathä cakkhum tathä sotam, yathä sotam tathä cakkhun ti?' (Is the
eye the same as the ear and the ear the same as the eye? loc, cit,)
It is said that one should counter-question the questioner and ask him
in what sense he is using the word 'same'. If he answers that it is 'in
the sense of seeing' (dassanatthena) one's reply should be (no' and if
it is 'in the sense of impermanence' (aniccatthena) one's reply should be
'yes'. It is clear that this ambiguity could have been dealt with, without
the necessity for the counter-question.
(467) The Abhidharmako£akärikä gives the example, 'Is man superior
or inferior?' (Poussin, op, cit., p. 44). One should reply this with the
question, 'In relation to whom?' (loc. cit.) and if he says, 'In relation
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to the gods' (Joe. cit.), he should reply 'he is inferior' (he. cit.), but
if he says, I n relation to the beings of the lower worlds' (etres des
mauvaises destinees, loc. cit.), he should reply, 'he is superior' (Joe.
cit.). Here again the counter-question which is necessitated by the
ambiguity of the terms 'visista-' (superior) and 'hfna' (inferior) may
be cleared up in the very first answer by specifying the senses in which
man is inferior and superior respectively. Bhadanta Räma thought
that this question was of the first type and one could reply it cate
gorically as follows: 'L'homme, en effet, est en raeme temps superior
et inferieur d'apres le point de comparaison' (Poussin, op. cit., p. 45).
But this is a mistake since in specifying, 'd'apres le point de comparison'
one is making an 'analysis'. The Abhidharmikas, as we have already
remarked, do not strictly distinguish this type of question from the
second. It is the same question as the second, which becomes patipucchä-vyakaranfya and is intended to confuse and confound the
questioner when he happens to be a deceitful person (satha) (v.
Poussin, op. cit., p. 46).
(468) The Mahäsanghikas have the merit of picking on an example
taken directly from the Nikäyas. When the Buddha is asked the
question, sannä nu kho . . . purisassa attä, udähu annä sannä anno
attä, i.e. is consciousness a person's soul or is consciousness one thing
and the soul another? D. 1.185, he replies with the question, kim pana
tvam . . . attänam paccesi, i.e. what do take to be the soul?, loc. cit.
The Mahäsanghikas give this same example.1 In this context perhaps
the counter-question may be justified for one of the words (attä, soul)
used by the questioner admitted of such a variety of usages at this
time that no one but the user could have known exactly the sense in
which he was employing the term. But even here it may be noted that
the reply is based on an analysis of the meaning of the term attä.
(469) The next kind of question mentioned, the thapanlya-, is in
teresting in so far as it seems to have a modern parallel in the kind of
question which the Positivist dismisses as meaningless and therefore
unanswerable. The Milindapanha (p. 145), the Anguttara Corny.2
(AA. II.309), the Mahäsanghikas (Poussin, op. cit., p. 48), and even
1
Poussin, op. cit., p. 47, Poussin has mistakenly given the reference as Dlgha,
i. 195 when it should be D . I.185.
2
Here it is said, tarn jivam tarn sariran ti ädini putthena pana, 'avyakatam
etam Bhagavata'ti thapetabbo, i.e. when questioned whether the 'soul is the same
as the body', etc., one should set it aside as unexplained by the Exalted One.
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Äbhidharmikas (Poussin, op. cit., p. 47) agree in giving the avyäkatatheses in question form as examples of this kind of question. The
Mahäsanghikas mention fourteen theses by extending the theses,
antavä loko and sassato loko, into the four logical alternatives (v.
infra, 571) instead of the two, but curiously enough this extension is
not made in the Pali Canon, which knows of only ten avyäkatatheses.
(470) There is no doubt that these theses were regarded in the
Nikäyas as those doctrines about which no categorical assertion was
made (v. supra, 449). At M. I.426 it was said: yän'imäni ditthigatäni
Bhagavatä abyäkatäni thapitäni patikkhittäni—sassato loko iti pi
asassato loko iti pi . . . , i.e. those metaphysical theories which have
not been explained and which have been set aside and rejected by the
Exalted One (v. supra, 377). This shows that the Nikäyas clearly
recognized these questions as those which were to be set aside.
(471) The problem is why these questions were set aside. Buddhaghosa
defines a thapanlya panha as 'a question which ought not to be ex
plained and which ought to be set aside on the ground that it was not
explained by the Exalted One' (avyäkatam etam Bhagavatä ti thapetabbo, eso panho na vattabbo, ayam thapaniyo panho, AA. II.309).
This is not very helpful, for he is virtually saying that these questions
ought to be set aside because they have been set aside by the Buddha.
But the problem really is why the Buddha considered these questions
as * those which ought to be set aside'.
(472) Did these questions have a certain property which made them
unanswerable or were they in principle answerable categorically or
analytically though set aside for a special reason. If the latter was the
case, the questions do not belong to a logically different type whereas
if the former is the case, they would fall into a class of their own. It is
also possible that the questions which were classified as thapanlya
were a mixed lot, of which some were to be set aside for the former
reason and others for the latter.
(473) We have discussed in a later Chapter what consideration lead us
to conclude that these questions were 'to be set aside' (thapanlya) on
pragmatic grounds since belief in any of the possible answers was
considered irrelevant and otiose for our purpose (v. infra, 814). It is
possible to argue that these questions were regarded to be in principle
answerable categorically though dismissed for pragmatic reasons but
it is necessary to note that nowhere is it directly stated that these
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beliefs were either categorically true or categorically false. They were
only pacceka-saccas (individual or partial truths, v. infra, 599-601)
and a product of wrong reflection.1 When we consider all the evidence
it is clear that at least some of these questions were considered to have
such a logical nature that no answer or no categorical answer could be
given to them.
(474) Four of the avyäkata-questions concern the existence of the
Tathägata (v. supra, 378) after death. If a categorical asnwer to the
question as to whether the Tathägata exists or is born (upapajjati,
v. infra, 477) after death was possible, it should be possible to say
according to the laws of logic (v. infra, 582, 583) that one of the four
alternatives must be true. Now we observe that the Buddha takes the
four (logically) possible answers and shows that none of them 'fit the
case' (upeti), or adequately describe the situation, viz. upapajjati ti
. . . na upeti na upapajjati t i . . . na upeti, upapajjati ca na ca upapajjati
ti . . . na upeti, n'eva upapajjati na na upapajjati ti . . . upeti, i.e. (to
say) that he is born . . . does not fit the case, that he is not born . . .
does not fit the case, that he is and is not born . . . does not fit the
case, that he is neither born nor not born . . . does not fit the case,
M. I.486. This means that no categorical answer to the question,
vimutta-citto . . . kuhim upapajjati ti? (i.e. where is the one whose
mind is emancipated . . . born? loc. cit.), which is in intent the same
as the question, hoti Tathagato param maranä? i.e. does the Perfect
One exist after death?
(475) Vaccha, the interlocutor in the above context, is confounded by
this reply2 of the Buddha apparently because he thought that one
of the logical alternatives must be true and says that he has lost what
ever faith he derived from the earlier part of the discourse. The
Buddha then reassures Vaccha saying that there is no cause here for
lack of discernment or confusion and goes on to illustrate with a
simile why none of the possible answers 'fit the case'. Since this
simile is important we shall reproduce it here:
Buddha: If this fire in front of you were to go out (lit. blow out),
would you know 'this fire in front of me has gone out (lit. blown
out)9 (sace te . . . purato so aggi nibbäyeyya jäneyyasi tvam: ayam
me purato aggi nibbuto ti, M. I.487).
1
. . . Sassato loko . . . asassato loko . . . antavä loko . . . anantavä loko . . .
ayam . . . ditthi. . . ayonisomanasikärahetu uppannä . . ., A. V.187.
2
Cp. Etthäham bho Gotama annänam äpädiin, ettha sammoham äpädim . . . ,
M. I.487.
K
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Vaccha: If the fire in front of me were to go out, I would know,
'this fire in front of me has gone out' (sace me . . . purato so aggi
nibbäyeyya jäneyyäham: ayam me purato aggi nibbuto ti, beA
cit.).
Buddha: Now if someone were to ask you, 'this fire in front of you,
which has gone out, in which direction has it gone, eastern, western^
northern or southern', questioned thus, how would you reply?
(sace pana tarn . . . evam puccheyya: yo te ayam purato aggi nibbuto
so aggi ito katamam disam gato puratthimam vä pacchimam vä
uttaram vä dakkhinam vä ti, evam puttho tvam . . . kin ti byäka*
reyyäsi ti?).
Vaccha: (I would say) It does not fit the case. The fire, which blazed
on account of the fuel of grass and sticks, comes to be reckoned as
(sankham gacchati) 'gone out', since it had consumed (the fuel)
and was not fed with more (fuel) (na upeti . . . yam hi so . . . aggi
tina-katthupädänam paticca ajali, tassa ca pariyädänä annassa ca
anupähärä nibbuto t'eva sankham gacchati ti, loc. cit.),
(476) This simile clearly illustrates that the question, 'in which
direction has the fire gone?' is one to which no categorical reply by
means of any of the (logical) alternatives is possible by the very nature
(logical) of the question. No categorical reply would aptly describe
the situation. The question is grammatically correct in its form and
appears to have meaning owing to the logic of 'go out'. This verb
is used with person words and it makes sense in such usages to ask 'in
what direction has he gone out?'. A categorical and meaningful
answer specifying the direction is possible to this question. Now our
symbolism or linguistic usage permits us to extend the use of 'go out'
for such processes as fires or lights, but in such situations we would
be committing a category mistake1 if we assume that the going out
takes place in a specific direction. It therefore makes no sense to ask
'in which direction has the fire gone?' 2 for we would be making a
category mistake and thereby asking a nonsensical question, to which
no meaningful answer is possible. In fact, Wittgenstein gives the same
example to illustrate this kind of question which our symbolism
apparently permits, though it is based on a confusion of the logic of
1

v. Gilbert Ryle, 'Categories' in, Logic and Language, ed. A. G. N . Flew,
Second Series, p. 75.
2
W e can ask, 'in which direction did the fire spread?' but this is different.
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concepts, 'Thus it can come about that we aren't able to rid ourselves
of the implications of our symbolism, which seems to admit of a
question like, "Where does the flame of a candle go to when it's
blown out}" "Where does the light go to?" We have become obsessed
with out symbolism.—We may say that we are led into puzzlement
by an analogy which irresistibly drags us on.' 2
(477) It is therefore clear that the author of this Sutta considered this
question as a meaningless one and as falling into a type of questions
which were by their very nature (logical) unanswerable and have there
fore to be 'set aside'. This question is given as an example to illustrate
the nature of the question, Vimuttacitto . . . kuhim upapajjati ti?'
(y. supra, 474) which is also said to be one to which no categorical
reply is possible and since this is in effect intended to be in intent the
same question as, 'hoti Tathägato param maranä?' we may presume
that at least these questions were considered to be thapaniya in the
sense that 'they ought to be set aside as unanswerable' as, owing to
the very form in which the quesion is put, it is strictly meaningless
and no meaningful answer in any of the logical alternatives was
therefore possible.
(478) The Abhidharmakosakärikä alone gives the following example
to illustrate this kind of question: 'Les skandhas sont-ils la meme
chose que le sattva ou etre-vivant, ou en sont-ils difTerents?' (Poussin,
op, ciu, p. 44). The explanation given clearly classifies it as a meaning
less question, that is a question whose logical character is such, as to
make it impossible of being answered by a categorical reply. It is
said that the term 'etre-vivant' in the question does not refer to any
entity and it is therefore like the question, 'Is the son of a barren
woman white or black?' (loc. cit.). Here the descriptive phrase 'the
son of a barren woman' does not refer to anything since it is logically
impossible for a barren woman to have a son. Hence the question,
which asks for the relationship between an existent thing (the skandhas)
and a non-entity is literally meaningless and has to be set aside. This
example does not occur in the Pali Canon, although it is stated here
that the Tathägata is not to be identified with the skandhas nor
considered separate from them (S. III.111; S. IV.383) and Buddhaghosa identifies Tathägata- with satta- ( = a being) though we think
1
Cp. Ninian Smart, A Dialogue of Religions, London, i960, p. 47, makes CB.
(i.e. Ceylon Buddhist) say in reference to this assertion, 'The assertion has no
clear meaning: a flame neither goes North nor in any other direction . . . \
2
Ludwig Wittgenstein, The Blue and Brown Books, Oxford, 1958, p . 108.
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he is mistaken in this (v. supra, 380). The Sütra-krtänga however
refers to the Buddhist view as follows: 'Some fools say that there are
five skandhas of momentary existence. They do not admit that (the
soul) is different from nor identical with (the elements) . . .'*
(479) There are a number of questions regarded as 'inappropriate
questions' (na kallo panho, v. infra) which are set aside in the Nikäyas
on the ground that they are literally meaningless. Thus the question
'What is decay and death and of whom is this decay and death?' is said
to be 'a misleading question' (na kallo panho) to ask. The reason is
given: 'If one were to say "what is decay and death?" and "of whom
is this decay and death?" or if one were to say decay and death is
one thing and this decay and death belong to another, both these
(questions) are the same (in meaning), only the wording is different.'2
The question is supposed to assume and imply that the subject of the
attributes is ontologically different from the atttributes themselves
and is thus considered to give a misleading picture of the facts. In the
context are mentioned the two avyäkata-theses, 'tarn jivam tarn sariram,
annam jivam annam sariram' (S. II.61, v. infra, 814). Such questions
which are suggested by the grammar of the language but which give
or imply a false or distorted picture of the nature of reality were
considered 'inappropriate' (na kallo) and were presumably set aside.
A long list of such inappropriate questions of the same model or
logical structure are mentioned (v. loc. cit.). Elsewhere, the question,
'Who feeds on the food of consciousness?' (ko nu kho . . . vinnänähäram ähäreti?, S. II. 13) is given as an example of an inappropriate
question. Here too the question implies the existence of an agent of
the action apart from the action itself. Similar questions mentioned in
the context are: ko nu kho phusati . . . vediyati . . . tasati . . . upädiyati?, i.e. who indeed (is the agent who) touches . . . experiences . . .
recoils . . . grasps? loc. cit.).
(480) Another example of a somewhat different character from the
above is the question 'Is there anything else after complete detach
ment from and cessation of the six spheres of experiences ?' (channam
. . . phassäyatanänam asesaviräganirodhä atth'annam kinci ti? A.
1

Panca khandhe vayantege, bälä u khana-joi'no anno ananno nevähu, heüyam,
ca aheüyam, op. cit., Vol. I, fol. 25.
2
katamam jarämaranam kassa ca panidam jarämaranan ti iti vä . . . yo vadeyya,
anfiam jarämaranam aMassa ca panidam jarämaranan ti vä . . . yo vadeyya,
ubhayam etam ekattam vyafijanam eva nänam, S. II.60, 61.
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II. 161). The question is put in its four logically alternative forms and
dismissed with the answer 'do not (ask) thus' (mä h'evam, loc. cit.).
This means that the question is a thapaniya-panha. The reason given
is that, 'in talking thus one ascribes phenomenal reality1 to what is not
phenomenally real' (iti vadam appapaficam papanceti, loc. cit.). The
realm of sensory and mind experience constitutes the realm of the
phenomenally real (yävatä channam phassäyatanänam gati, tävatä
papancassa gati, yävatä papancassa gati, tävatä channam phassäya
tanänam gati, loc. cit.) and with the cessation of the former, the latter
ceases to be for oneself (channam . . . asesäviräganirodhä papancavüpasamo, loc. cit.). The objection to the question seems to be that the
question imputes to transcendent reality the characteristics of 'exis
tence', 'non-existence', etc., which have a valid application only within
the realm of experience.2
(481) There are questions mentioned, where all four of the logical
alternatives may be false (v. infra, 585) but these questions are not to
be treated as thapaniya-panha since the questions have been cate
gorically answered. The Nikäyas distinguish between the two types
by using the formula 'mä h'evam' (do not (say) so) for all the four
alternatives of a thapanlya-, while in the former case the usual nega
tion, 'no h'idam' (it is not so) is used for each of the four alternatives
(y. A. II. 163).
(482) The term vi + -v/khaj- is found in another important sense in
the Pali Canon to denote 'a detailed classification, exposition or
explanation' of a brief statement or title, e.g. ye c'ime bhotä Udenena
cattäro puggalä samkhittena vuttä vitthärena avibhattä sädhu me
bhavam Udeno ime cattäro puggalä vitthärena vibhajatu anukampam
upädäya, M. II. 161. The brief statement is called an uddesa which has
to be analysed and explained in detail: ko nu kho . . . Bhagavatä
samkhittena uddesassa udditthassa vitthärena attham avibhattassa
vitthärena attham vibhajeyya (M. III. 193; cp. 198, 223). Such a detailed
analysis and explanation is called a vibhahga as opposed to its uddesa;
uddesan ca vibhangah ca (M. III. 187, 192). There are a number of
Suttas, which are called vibhahgas in this sense, e.g. Cülakamma1

For a discussion and elucidation of this sense of papanca, v. Sarathchandra,
Buddhist Psychology of Perception, The Ceylon University Press, Colombo,
J
9 5 ^ PP. 4-IO.
2
Cp. the condemnation of the question as to what the 'antithesis' (patibhäga)
of Nirvana was (M. I.304).
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vibhanga, Mahäkammavibhanga, Saläyatanavibhanga, \]ddesavibhangay
Aranavibhanga, Dhätuvibhanga, Saccavibhanga, Dakkhinavibhanga
(M. III.202-257). It is also in this sense that the second book of the
Abhidhammapitaka is called a 'Vibhanga', as is evident from the
contents.
(483) Vibhanga in this sense involves both classification as well as
definition. Mrs Rhys Davids speaking of the 'logical analysis of the
skandhas' in the Vibhanga (and the Dhammasangani) says that 'it
resembles our more modern logical procedure known as Determina
tion or the conjunctive and disjunctive combination of terms far
more than the older system of classification by way of genus, species
and differentia. This latter method would of course, have been
repugnant to Buddhists, as involving the philosophical principle of
substance and co-inhering qualities. . . . For the Buddhist, things and
ideas of things were not analysable into substance and qualities. They
were aggregates—the interpretations by mano or vinnäna of the
various forms of impression or 'contact'—phassa. These were analys
able into a number of relations and aspects making up the Buddhist
view of life and the universe. And to understand any given term or
name of an aggregate was to know it in all the relations under all the
aspects that were recognized in their philosophy and ethics' (Vbh.
p. xvii). Elsewhere, speaking of definition in the Abhidhamma she
says, 'they consist very largely of enumerations of synonymous or
partly synonymous terms of as it were overlapping circles'.1 She
expresses the same view in her article on 'Logic (Buddhist)': 'hence
their definitions consist in the laying together of mutually intercrossing,
over-lapping or partially coinciding notions'. 2
(484) These observations, while not being entirely beside the point,
stand in need of qualification in many respects. It is probably true
that for the Buddhist, things and ideas were not analysable into sub
stance and qualities in the ontological sense. This is clear from the
fact that, as we have seen (v. supra, 479), certain questions were
dismissed as misleading by virtue of the fact that in the form in which
they were put they seemed to imply a difference in an ontological sense
between a subject and its attributes or appendages. But this does not
mean that things were regarded in Buddhism as not having attributes
but only relations. In the later Buddhist theory of definition as Mrs
1
2

Buddhist Psychology, Second Edition, London, 1924, p. 139.
ERE., Vol. 8, p. 133-
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Rhys Davids herself has shown, it was necessary in defining a concept
to state its lakkhana (essential characteristic), rasa (basic function),
paccupatthäna (antecedent condition) and padatthäna (resultant con
dition). We note here that stating the lakkhana or 'essential attribute'
is of first and foremost importance and although this theory of defini
tion in its developed form is met with for the first time only with the
commentators Buddhaghosa and Buddhadatta,2 its origin can be traced
to the Nettippakarana, which mentions not only lakkhana and pada
tthäna, but paccupatthäna as well, although Mrs Rhys Davids in
correctly says that the Nettippakarana 'gives the first and last of
Buddhaghosa's four heads'.3 The Nettippakarana undoubtedly places
great stress on the concepts of lakkhana and padatthäna which it
classifies among the 'sixteen guides (to salvation)' (solasa-härä, p. i),
which are its main topics of investigation, but some of the definitions
do mention the concept of paccupatthäna as well.
(485) In the section on padatthäna (pp. 27 ff.), a number of words are
defined in terms of lakkhana and padatthäna. We may then consider
the following representative examples:
(i) 'Greed' has the characteristic of wanting, its resultant condition is
stealing (patthanalakkhano lobho, tassa adinnädänam padatthä
nam, 27).
(ii) 'Desire' has the characteristic of attachment; its resultant condition
is (the interest in) what is attractive and pleasant (ajjhosänalakkhano tanhä, tassa piyarüpam sätarüpam padatthänam, loc. eh.).
(iii) 'Absence of hatred' has the characteristic of not harming; its
resultant condition is absence of killing (abyäpajjhalakkhano
adoso, tassa pänätipätä veramani padatthänam, loc. cit.).
Here lakkhana is used to denote the 'basic characteristic' of a concept
which distinguishes it from everything else, but in the section on
lakkhana, the term is used in the sense of a 'property' common to
members of a class, e.g. all the six internal spheres (of sense) have a
common property in the sense of being 'executioners' (sabbäni hi cha
ajjhattikäni äyatanäni vadhakatthena ekalakkhanäni, 30). These two
'senses' are basically the same in that the essential characteristic of a
1
Buddhist Psychology, Second Edition, 1924, p. 189; ERE., Vol. 8, p. 139;
Points of Controversy, London, 1915, p. Ii2
v. Atthasälini, 109, 263 ff.; Abhidhammävatära, 2 ff.
3
v. 'Logic (Buddhist)' in ERE., Vol. 8, p. 133 under Literature.
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thing is a property common to members of the class to which it
belongs. The word padatthäna is not used consistently. It is sometimes/
the 'antecedent causal condition' which is a predominant factor in
bringing about an effect. Thus in the following sequences:
pämujjam pitiyä padatthänam, i.e. exultation is the antecedent con
dition of joy
piti passaddhiyä padatthänam, i.e. joy is the antecedent condition of
composure
passaddhi sukhassz padatthänam, i.e. composure is the antecedent con
dition of happiness
sukham samädhissa padatthänam, i.e. happiness is the antecedent con
dition of concentration and insight
samädhi yathäbhütanänadassanassa padatthänam, i.e. concentration is
the antecedent condition of true knowledge and insight, p. 29,
each preceding state is said to be the precedent or 'antecedent con
dition' (padatthäna-) of what follows. Its definition is given: 'whatever
is a condition by way of decisive support and is a causal factor is a
padatthäna (yo ko ci upanissayo yo ko ci paccayo, sabbo so padatthänam, 29). But when 'stealing' (adinnädänam) was said to be the
padatthäna- of 'greed' (y. supra), padatthäna is the resultant condition
and not the antecedent cause. Its identification with upanissaya-, which
is a phenomenon which 'will belong either to the past or the future' 1
according to the Patthäna implies this same ambiguity. The two senses
seem to have been distinguished only after paccupatthana came to be
consistently employed to denote the 'antecedent condition' and
padatthäna came to mean the 'resultant condition'. But paccupatthana
is a concept which is also employed in the Nettippakarana, contrary to
Mrs Rhys Davids' remark {v. supra, 484). Thus saddhä is defined in
two ways, once with the concept of paccupatthana- and again with
padatthäna-:
(i) 'Faith' (saddhä) has the characteristic of submission and the
antecedent condition of inclination (okappanalakkhanä saddhä
a&himvitnpaccupatthänä, 28)
(ii) 'Faith' (saddhä) has the characteristic of aspiring towards; its
resultant condition is unshakable conviction (abhipatthayanalakkhano saddhä tassa aveccappasädo padatthänam, loc. cit.).
1
Nyanatiloka, Guide Through the Abhidhamma
Colombo, 1957? p. 121.

Pitaka,

Second Edition,
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So is pasäda defined in both ways:
(i) 'Faith* (pasädo) has the characteristic of placidity (Jit. nonturbulence) and the antecedent condition of tranquillity (anävilalakkhano pasädo sampasidana/>acc&/?<z#Aättö, loc. cit.)
(ii) 'Faith' (pasädo) has the characteristic of placidity and its resultant
condition is belief (anävilalakkhano pasädo tassa szddhä padatthänam, loc. cit.).
(486) The fact that things have a certain basic characteristic or
characteristics, which justify our use of certain terms to denote them
is taken for granted in the Nikäyas as well. Thus it was assumed in the
Upanisads that whatever was ätman must have the characteristics of
intrinsic control, permanence and happiness, viz. the ätman is the
'inner controller' (antaryämin, Brh. 3.7.1) is 'ageless' (vijarah, Ch.
8.7.1) and 'free from sorrow' (v. supra, 33). These are assumed to be
the attributes or characteristics of the ätman, where Saccaka argues
with the Buddha and claims the truth of the proposition, 'my body
is my ätman' (rupam me attä, M. I.232). The Buddha points out that
rüpa- has none of the characteristics of an ätman. It does not change
according to one's will (v. vattati te tasmim rüpe vaso: evam me
rüpam hotu, evam me rüpam mä ahosi ti—no h'idam, i.e. do you
have control of your body (such that you could determine): 'thus let
my body be and thus let my body not be'—It is not the case, loc. cit.);
it is 'impermanent and sorrowful' (aniccam dukkham, loc. cit.). We
thus see that both Saccaka and the Buddha assume that whatever is
ätman must have these characteristics (lakkhana-).
(487) Terms are formally defined sometimes in the Nikäyas and more
often in the Abhidhammapitaka but no consistent pattern of definition
is followed. This is perhaps due partly to the nature and importance of
the terms defined and the influence of the Brähmanic tradition as well,
but it is also due to the absence of a clear conception of definition.
(488) While the Brähmanas resorted to fanciful etymologies in
defining the use of words 1 we find often in the Nikäyas an attempt to
define the meaning of terms with wrong (i.e. historically incorrect)
definitions. This was possibly done intentionally in order to suggest
a new use of these terms. Thus it is said that a 'brähmana' (a brahmin)
should be so called 'because he has cast out evil' (bähitapäpo ti
1

K*

Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas, HOS., Vol. 32, p. 483.
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brähmano, Dh. 388). 'Rüpa- is that by which one is afflicted with heat,
cold, etc' (ruppati ti tasmä rüpan ti vuccati, kena ruppati? sitena,
unhena . .., S. III.86), although it is doubtful whether the etymology
of rüpa is in any way connected with the verbal root of ruppati, to
be hurt.
(489) The etymology is not always wrong, for there are many
instances in which the correct verbal root is indicated, e.g. when
sannä is defined by correctly relating it with the verbal form sanjänäti
and by mentioning a few typical instances of sannä: sanjänäti ti . . 4
tasmä sannä ti vuccati, kifica sanjänäti... nilakam pi sanjänäti pitakam.
pi sanjänäti... lohitakam p i . . . odätam pi, i.e. it is called sannä, because
one recognizes (with it), what does one recognize? One recognizes
what is blue, yellow, red, white, M. I.293. This kind of definition in
extension1 is at times resorted to with greater exactness in the Abhidhammapitaka, though sometimes a definition in intention or even
several such definitions are given along with it.
(490) Thus that rüpa which is denoted by the term 'rüpäyatanam'
(the field of visual phenomena) is defined as follows: * whatever form,
which is dependent on the four great elements, is possessed of hue,
brightness and visual appearance, and causes impressions (such as)
what is blue, yellow, red, white, black . . . long, short, shall, large,
circular, globular, square, hexagonal . . . depth (ninna-thalam) . . .
shade, light, brightness, darkness, mist, cloud . . . the hue and bright
ness of the moon, the sun, the stars . . . , etc. (yam vä pana annam pi
atthi rüpam . . .), which one has seen (passi), is seeing (passati), will
see (passissati) or would see (passe) with the eye, which is itself
unobservable, though possessed of impressions, is form, the field of
visual phenomena and the sphere of form—this is the field of visual
phenomena' (yam rüpam catunnam mahäbhütänam upädäya vannanibhä-sanidassanam sappatigham nilam pitakam lohitakam odätam
kälakam . . . digham rassam anum thülam vattam parimandalam
caturamsam chalamsam . . . ninna-thalam chäyä ätapo äloko andhakäro
abbhä mahikä
canda-mandalassa vanna-nibhä suriya-mandalassa
vanna-nibhä tärakarüpänam vanna-nibhä . . . yam vä panafinam pi
atthi rüpam . . . yam . . . cakkhunä anidassanena sappatighena passi vä
passati vä passissati vä passe vä rüpam p'etarn rüpäyatanam p'etam
rüpa-dhätu p'esä—idam tarn rüpam rüpäyatanam, DhS., 617, p. 139.
1

Stebbing, op. cit.j p. 422.
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(491) Several ways of defining are combined in this complex definition
of the term rüpäyatanam. We notice a definition in extension enumer
ating typical instances of different kinds of visual phenomena such
as hues (blue, yellow, etc.), shapes (long, short, square, etc.), depth,
darkness, light, shade and degrees of brightness. Then there is a
definition in intention by stating that they all have the property of
being observable in an actual or hypothetical (v. passe, would see)
sense by the eye. Then again one may possibly discern a definition by
definite description,1 when it is said that it is 'the form which is
dependent on the four great elements, is possessed of hue, brightness
and visual appearance and causes impressions'. Finally there is a
substitution of partly synonymous verbal phrases, e.g. rüpam p'etam
. . . rüpadhätu p'esä, which Johnson calls 'biverbal definition'.2
(492) This is not all. More definitions of rüpäyatanam follow, all
given in intension and where the characteristics mentioned are, (i) that
on which the eye focuses itself {lit. strikes) in an actual or hypothetical
sense (yam rüpam . . . cakkhum patihanni vä patihannati vä patihafinissati vä patihanne vä, DhS., 618, p. 140), (ii) that which would
cause an impression in an actual or hypothetical sense on the eye
(yam
cakkhumhi . . . patihanni, etc., DhS., 619), (iii) that which in
conjunction with the eye gives rise to a visual impression in an actual
or hypothetical sense (yam . . . cakkhum nissäya cakkhu-samphasso
uppajji vä, etc., DhS., 620), (iv) that which in conjunction with the eye
gives rise to, in an actual or hypothetical sense, feeling, percepts,
volitions and visual cognitions resulting from visual impressions
(yam . . . cakkhum nissäya cakkhu-samphassajä vedanä . . . sanfiä . . .
cetanä . . . cakkhuvinnänam uppajji vä uppajjati vä uppajjissati vä
uppajje vä, DhS., 620).
(493) We do find many instances of bi-verbal definitions, where there
is a mere substitution of verbal phrases and which as Mrs Rhys
Davids pointed out were 'over-lapping or partially coinciding notions'
(r. supra, 483). As a typical example we quote the definition of jam:
yä tesam tesam sattänam tamhi tamhi sattanikäye jarä jiranatä khandiccam päliccam valittacatä äyuno samhäni indriyänam paripäko, Vbh.,
99. We may compare this with the definition of rüpassa jaratä: yä
rüpassa jarä jiranatä . . . indriyänam paripäko, DhS., 644, p. 144—
where the phrase, 'tesam tesam sattänam tamhi tamhi sattanikäye' is
1

Stebbing, op. cit,, p. 424.

3

W. E. Johnson, Logic, Part I, p. 103 ff.
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omitted as the concept defined has a more restricted connotation than
the concept jarä. This shows that there was an attempt to secure
exactness within the framework of these definitions. Besides, the use
of overlapping synonyms cannot by itself be considered a defect
specially in view of the finding that words in use do not have an exact
connotation and that general terms unite things by virtue of 'family
resemblances' rather than by properties that all the members of the
class referred to have in common.1
(494) Judged by traditional Western conceptions of definition we may
say that the definiens is equivalent to (except where there is over
lapping) and is not wider or narrower than the definiendum2 but the
rules concerned with the purpose of definition3 are often violated.
Expressions occurring in the definiendum recur in the definiens.
Obscure terms less well known that the term defined occur in the
definiens and negative expressions are used in the definition, even
when the definiendum is not negative. Take the following examples:
(a) Katamam tarn rüpam rüpassa lahutä?
Yä rupassa lahutä /aAzz-parinämatä adandhanatä avitthanatä—
idam tarn rüpam rüpassa lahutä (DhS., 639, p. 144).
(b) Tattha katamam sammä-äjivo ?
Idha ariya-sävako micchä-äjivam pahäya sammäjivena jivitam
kappeti: ayam vuccati sammä-äjivo (Vbh., 105).
(c) Tattha katamo samma-äjfvo?
Yä micchä-äjivä ärati virati pativirati veramani akiriyä akaranam
anajjhäpatti velänatikkhamo setughäto sammä-äjivo maggangam
maggapariyäpannam: ayam vuccati sammä-äjivo (Vbh., 107).
(495) It may be observed that in (a) lahutä and lahu recur in the
definiens with negative expressions (adandhanatä, avitthanatä), which
are at the same time more obscure,4 than the definiendum. Likewise
(b) and (c) are two alternative definitions of sammä-äjiva showing that
even in the same stratum a single standard definition was not given.
1

v. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, Vol. I, p. 3ie; cp. G. J.
Warnock, English Philosophy Since 1900, pp. 68 fT.
2
Stebbing, op. cit.} p. 424.
3
Ibid., p. 425.
4
This is, of course, to some extent arbitrary. The definition throws light on
the use of lahutä to someone acquainted with the meaning of adandhanatä,
avitthanatä but not acquainted with the meaning of lahutä.
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Sammä-äjiva is repeated in the definiens, which seeks to define the
expression negatively in terms of micchä-äjiva.
(496) Despite these obvious defects, the definitions occasionally give
us an insight into the exact technical use of the term. This is especially
so when the definition is by definite description. Take the following
definition of mäyä (deceit): Idh'ekacco käyena duccaritam caritvä
väcäya duccaritam caritvä manasä duccaritam duccaritvä tassa paricchädanahetu päpikam iccham paridahati: mä mam jannä ti icchati, mä
mam jannä ti samkappeti, mä mam jannä ti väcam bhäsati, mä mam
jannä ti käyena parakkamati: yä evarüpä mäyä mäyävitä accasarä
vancanä . . . päpakiriyä-ayam vuccati mäyä, i.e. here a certain person
commits a misdeed with body, speech or mind and in order to conceal
it, forms evil resolve; he wishes that he be not found out, he h o p e s , . . .
he prays . . . he endeavours by his behaviour that he be not found out—
deceit of this sort, fraud, trickery, guile, . . . evil-doing is called
'deceit' {maya). Here we find a definition by definite description
followed by a bi-verbal definition. At DhS., 646 (p. 144) kabalinkäro
ähäro (gross food) is defined in extension followed by a definite
description. Thus there is a good deal of variety in the definitions
employed contrary to what Mrs Rhys Davids has led us to believe
and it is necessary to judge each of them on its own merits, when we
assess their value as definitions.
(497) Speaking of classification, which in fact goes hand in hand with
definition, Mrs Rhys Davids says: 'The import of a number of terms
is set out, usually in dichotomic division but sometimes in the dis
tinctively Indian method of presenting the by-us so called Laws of
Thought thus, Is A B? If not, is A not B? If not, is A both B and
not B? If not, is A neither B nor not B (in other words is A a chimaera?)'1 This statement too is misleading for it does not give an
exact account of the kind of classification found in the Pali Canon.
(498) If we take the term fiäna- (knowledge), for instance, as classified
in the Vibhanga (v. Näna-vibhanga, pp. 306-334), we find that there
is no attempt to give a single comprehensive classification of nänaby a process of dichotomous division. Instead, we find a number of
different classifications separately listed. The only order followed is a
numerical order. Firstly, we find mentioned the single characteristics
ERE., Vol. 8, p. 133.
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of näna- as used in various senses and contexts. Then follows a list of
classifications where 'knowledge' (näna-) in some sense is twö-föld,
viz.
(a)

knowledge (pafinä)

mundane
(lokiya)
(b)

supra-mundane
(lokuttara) Vbh., 322
knowledge (pafinä)

actual
(kena ci vifineyyä)
(c)

hypothetical
(na kena ci vinneyya) loc. cit.
knowledge (pafinä)

cogitative
(savitakka-)

non-cogitative
(avitakka-) Vbh., 323

Each is a separate dichotomous division. This is followed by lists of
three, viz.
knowledge (pafinä)

cintä-maya(arising from
thinking)

suta-maya(arising from
testimony)

bhävanä-maya(arising from
contemplation,
i.e. jhänic
experience) Vbh., 324

As the explanation makes clear, this classification is based on a strictly
dichotomous division, which is implied rather than stated and this may
be exhibited as follows:
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knowledge (pafinä)

Of the mystic
(samäpannassa)
= bhävanä-maya-

Not of the mystic
(asamäpannassa)

that which one obtains
that which one
by hearing from another
obtains (without
(parato sutvä
hearing) from another
patilabhati)
(parato assutvä
= sutamayapatilabhati)
= cinta-mayaVbh., 324
Then follow lists of three, four, etc., up to ten. An examination of these
lists would show that the classes are mutually exclusive and the fallacy
of cross-division or of over-lapping classes1 is not met with. The
division is exhaustive and the sum of the sub-classes equals the whole
class that is divided or classified, but the successive steps of the division
do not proceed by gradual stages and in this sense we do not have
a strictly dichotomous division. Thus panna (knowledge) is classified
under four sub-classes as (1) kämävacara (of the sense-sphere), (2)
rüpävacara (of the form-sphere), (3) arüpävacara (of the formless
sphere), and (4) apariyäpanna (unbounded), but if the principle of
dichotomous division was adopted we should have the following
classification:
pafinä

(na kämävacara)

kämävacara

rüpävacara

(na rüpävacara)

arüpävacara
1

(na arüpävacara)
apariyäpanna, loc. ch,

v. Stebbing, op. eh., p. 435.
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(499) Sometimes the classification is based on the four logical alter
natives according the four-fold logic {v. infra, 561-591; supra, 497),
which Mrs Rhys Davids has mistakenly called the 'Laws of Thought'
(v. supra, 497). Thus pannä (knowledge) is classified as four-fold in
respect of the concept of äcaya- (amassing or accumulation for rebirth),
viz.
(1) pannä äcayäya (no apacayäya), i.e. knowledge which makes for
accumulation and not non-accumulation ( = kämävacarakusalapanfiä, i.e. knowledge relating to good acts of the sense-sphere).
(2) pannä (apacayäya) no äcayäya ( = catusu maggesu pannä, i.e.
knowledge relating to the four stages on the path to salvation)(3) pannä äcayäya c'eva apacayäya ca ( = rüpävacarärüpävacarakusalapanfiä, i.e. knowledge relating to good acts in the form and form
less spheres)
(4) pannä n'eva äcayäya no apacayäya ( = avasesä pannä, the rest of
knowledge).
Vbh., 330.
This kind of classification is frequently met with in the Nikäyas as
well, e.g. the classification of individuals into the four types: (1)
attantapo, i.e. one who torments himself, (2) parantapo, i.e. one who
torments others, (3) attantapo ca parantapo ca, i.e. one who torments
himself as well as others, and (4) n'evattantapo na parantapo ca, i.e.
one who neither torments himself nor others, M. I.432-344. Where
one of the alternatives presents a null class, only the other alternatives
are mentioned, viz. the classification of pannä (knowledge) under:
(1) sekha = catusu maggesu tisu phalesu pannä, i.e. knowledge of
the four stages of the path and the three fruits.
(2) asekha = uparitthime arahatta-phale pannä, i.e. knowledge of the
fruit of sainthood which stands at the very top.
(3) n'eva sekhä näsekhä = tisu bhümisu kusale tisu bhümisu kiriyävyäkate pannä, i.e. knowledge pertaining to the good acts,
their consequences and the ethically neutral acts in the three
planes of existence.
Vbh., 326.
(500) Though classification is prominent in the Abhidhammapitaka,
it is found in the Nikäyas, predominantly in the Anguttara Nikäya
and was probably not absent in the earliest stratum of the Canon,
since it has a history which goes back to Vedic times. *
1

G. C. Pande, Studies in the Origins of Buddhism, Allahabad, I957> PP- 2 5 &
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(501) One of the epistemological problems connected with classifica
tion is posed in the Kathävatthu. Classification appears to presuppose
the necessity of general or abstract ideas, as opposed to particular ideas
denoting particular things. The general term 'cow' refers to a class of
cows as opposed to this or that particular cow. How can a single word
signify a whole class of things? Berkeley argued against Locke's theory
of abstract ideas though he did not deny that words can have a general
as well as a particular connotation.1 Some schools2 seemed to have
argued against the Theravädins on the ground that 'there do not
exist any ideas which can be grouped together by other ideas' (n'atthi
keci dhammä kehici dhammehi sangahitä, Kvu. 335). This is one of the
earliest references to the problem of universals.
(502) These opponents of the Theravädins seem to have argued that
one cannot group together ideas by means of other ideas 'in the same
way as two bullocks may be grouped together by a rope or a yoke'
(yathä dämena vä yottena vä dve balivaddä sangahitä, Kvu. 336).
This means that general ideas, which refer to a whole class of things,
grouped together are considered impossible. It is difficult to see the
reason for their opinion but they probably held that physical analogies
could not be extended to the realm of ideas, which was probably the
reason, why they also held the opinion that 'there are no mental
states connected with other mental states (n'atthi keci dhammä kehici
dhammehi sampayuttä, Kvu. 337), in the way that 'oil pervades
sesamum or sugar pervades cane' (yathä tilamhi telam anugatam
anupavittham, ucchumhi raso anugato anupavittho, Kvu. 338). The
argument probably was that ideas cannot be manipulated like physical
objects. Therefore they cannot be grouped together by a general idea
in the way one physically puts together material things. The Theravädin argues against them by making them admit that things can be
conceived as a class or whole and that this implies the existence of
general ideas: 'But you do not also deny that ideas may combine or
be included with other ideas under a concept of totality or universality?
e.g. pleasant, painful or neutral feelings are computed under the class
of 'feeling' (Nanu atthi keci dhammä kehici dhammehi gananam
gacchanti, uddesam gacchanti, pariyäpannä ti? Sukhä vedanä . . .
dukkhä vedanä . . . adukkhamasukhä vedanä katamam khandhagananam gacchati ti? Vedanäkkhandhagananam gacchati ti, Kvu. 335> 33^)*
1

v. G. J. Warnock, Berkeley, Penguin Books, 1953, pp. 60-71.
According to the Corny, the 'Räjagirikas and Siddhatthikas' (y. Points of
Controversy, p. 195).
2
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(503) The adoption of classification and definition betrays a desire to
avoid ambiguity and achieve exactness in the use of terms for the sake
of clarity of thought. This same motive seems to underlie the process
of defining and delimiting the use of terms by means of pairs of state
ments1 in the Yamaka. But the nature (logical) and significance of
these statements seem to have been wholly misunderstood by Mrs
Rhys Davids, who edited this text and Keith, who appears to have
been influenced by her opinions.
(504) Mrs Rhys Davids expressed the view that 'the world probably
contains no other such study in the applied logic of conversion as the
Yamaka* (p. xvi). Since conversion is not possible without a knowledge
of the distribution of terms, it was assumed that the author of the
Yamaka was aware of the distribution of terms. And probably since
this was not possible without a certain development in the study of
logic, it was assumed that the Yamaka 'was compiled in order to
develop a new growing logic or in order to apply such a logic, taught
already in the abstract' (p. xviii). Keith who is normally very sceptical
of such claims says that 'in the Yamaka . . . the distribution of terms
is known and the process of conversion is elaborately illustrated, but
without a trace of appreciation of logical theory'. 2 Thus Keith too
admits a knowledge of conversion and the distribution of terms on the
part of the Yamaka, though he is not prepared to grant a knowledge
of the logical theory behind it.
(505) Let us first be clear about the use of the term 'conversion'. As
Stebbing says, 'by the converse of a proposition we ordinarily mean
another proposition in which the terms have been interchanged' {op.
cit., p. 63). Thus 'All P is S' would be the conversion in this sense of
'All S is P\ But this would violate the rules of distribution and there
fore conversion in the legitimate logical sense is defined as 'a form of
immediate inference in which from a given proposition another is
inferred having for its subject the predicate of the given proposition'
(Joe. cit.). In this legitimate sense of the term, the conversion of 'All
S is P9 is not 'All P is S9 but 'Some P is S9.
(506) Now assuming that the word 'conversion' was used by Mrs
Rhys Davids and Keith in the proper technical sense of the term, it
would follow that of the pairs of statements in the Yamaka (and the
whole work consists of such statements), one was an immediate
1

v. Yamaka (PTS. edition), p. xv.

2

Buddhist Philosophy, p. 304.
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inference from, being the conversion of the other. But an examination
of these statements will reveal nothing of the sort.
(507) Let us examine a set of statements from the Khandha Yamaka
(p. 16). We find sets of pairs in the form of question and answer. Take
the first set.
It consists of a pair of questions and answers:
(i) Rüpam rüpakkhando ti? Piyarüpam sätarüpam, na rüpakkhandho;
rüpakkhandho rüpan c'eva rüpakkhandho ca, i.e. Is (all) form
(classifiable as) the aggregate of form. What is attractive-form
(piyarüpa-) and pleasant-form (sätarüpa-) is form, but not (classi
fiable as) the aggregate of form. The aggregate of form consti
tutes both form as well as the aggregate of form.
(ii) Rüpakkhandho rüpan ti? Ämantä, i.e. Is the aggregate form
(classifiable as) form? Yes.
(508) These two statements1 together tell us the exact logical boun
daries of the use of the term rüpam and rüpakkhandho and in the light
of this information, we may diagrammatically represent the relation
ship as follows:

(509) We can see that not all rüpa is rupakkhandha- for piyarüpa- and
sätarüpa- are rüpa-, but not rupakkhandha-. But as the next statement
1

Cp. Wittgenstein, op. eh., p. ioe: ' W e might very well also write every
statement in the form of a question followed by a "Yes"; for instance: 'Is it raining?
Yes!" Would this show that every statement contained a question?'
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tells us, all rüpakkhandha- is rüpa. We may restate the statements
(i) and (ii) without the question form1 as follows:
(i) Some rüpa- is rüpakkhandha-, i.e. Some S is P (SiP)
(ii) All rüpakkhandha- is rüpa, i.e. All P is S (PaS)
It is clear that (ii) is not the converse of (i), 2 though (i) could be
regarded as the converse of (ii), but it is obvious that it could not
have been the intention of the author to regard it as such, for if so
he would have in the first place stated (ii) first.
(510) Let us consider the next pair:
(i) Vedanä vedanäkkhandho ti? Amantä, i.e. Is (all) feeling (classifiable
as) the aggregate of feeling? Yes.
(ii) Vedanäkkhandho vedanä ti? Ämantä, i.e. Is (all that belongs to)
the aggregate of feeling (classifiable as) feeling? Yes.
(511) Here the two concepts coincide, for all that is vedanä is vedanä
kkhandha- and all that is vedanäkkhandha- is vedanä and we may
diagrammatically represent this as:

(512) We may eliminate the question (and answer) form and restate
the propositions asserted as follows:
(i) All vedanä is vedanäkkhandho, i.e. All S is P (SaP)
(ii) All vedanäkkhandho is vedanä, i.e. All P is S (PaS)
1

v. fn.i, previous page.

2

v. Stebbing, op. at., p. 68.
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1

Now any textbook on logic would tell us that (ii) is not the converse
of (i) nor (i) the converse of (ii). One is not an immediate inference
from the other but they are independent statements giving us infor
mation about the relative use of the concepts contained in them. To
regard (ii) as the converse of (i) would be to violate the rule of dis
tribution, which states that 'no term may be distributed in an inferred
proposition unless it is distributed in the original proposition'.2 Now
in a universal affirmative proposition (i.e. SaP), the subject is dis
tributed and the predicate is undistributed.3 If we convert it as PaS,
an undistributed term in the original gets distributed and the rule is
violated, resulting in an illegitimate conversion.
(5X3) Now are we going to say that the author of the Yamaka, in the
light of the above evidence, was ignorant of the distribution of terms
and the process of conversion. All this is absurd. The Yamaka does
not consist of a set of logical exercises and is not a textbook on applied
logic at all. The members of the pairs of statements do not stand to
each other in the logical relation of one being an immediate inference
of the other. To conceive them as such is wholly to misunderstand
the purpose of the book, which is not an exercise in logical gymnastics,
but is intended to convey to the reader the exact logical boundaries of
important concepts in the light of their actual technical usage. The
fact that some of these statements may in fact turn out to be the
converse of the other is to be counted as purely accidental and is not
due to any conscious intention on the part of the author to make an
immediate inference from the one statement. As an example of this
type we may state the following:
(i) Dukkham dukkhasaccan ti? Amantä, i.e. Is suffering (classifiable
as) the truth of suffering? Yes.
(ii) Dukkhasaccam dukkhan ti? Käyikam dukkham cetasikam dukk
ham thapetvä avasesam dukkhasaccam dukkhasaccam na dukk
ham, käyikam dukkham cetasikam dukkham dukkhan c'eva
dukkhasaccan ca, i.e. Is all that (is classifiable as) the truth of
suffering, suffering? Excepting physical and mental suffering the
rest of the truth of suffering is the truth of suffering: physical and
mental suffering (is classifiable) both as suffering and as the truth
of suffering.
Yamaka, 174.
1
2

J. Welton, A Manual of Logic, London, 1922, p. 257.
3
Stebbing, op. cit., p. 63.
Ibid., p. 49.
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This may be diagrammatically represented as follows:

In propositional form we have:
(i) All dukkha- is dukkhasacca-, i.e. All S is P (SaP)
(ii) Some dukkhasacca- is dukkha-, i.e. Some P is S (PiS)
(514) Here (ii) is a valid conversion of (i) but it is evident from the
context that it was not intended as a conversion. It merely happens
to be so in view of the fact that the denotation of dukkha-saccaincludes members not included under dukkha-.
(515) Perhaps examples of this sort which are not infrequently found,
led Mrs Rhys Davids and Keith to the mistaken theory that here we
have (as Keith put it) 'the process of conversion elaborately illustrated',
but it is even possible that Mrs Rhys Davids has misunderstood the
process of conversion as known in logic for she, in fact, suggests the
following illegitimate example of a conversion, 'e.g. "All Y is M";
now does this mean that all M is Y? For unless it does (italics mine),
we cannot pass on to say, All X is Y just because all X happens to be
also M3 (Yamaka, p. xvii).
(516) The emphasis on 'analysis' in the Pali Canon is reflected in the
importance attached to the concept of catu-patisambhidä or the 'four
branches of logical analysis' (s.v. PTS. Dictionary) corresponding to
pratisamvidä of the Buddhist Sanskrit texts.* One who has mastered
them is said 'to attain the imperturbable state before long' (na cirass
1

v. Edgerton, BHS. Dictionary, s.v.
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eva akuppam pativijjhati, A. III. 119) and 'to be held in great esteem'
(garu ca bhavamyo ca, A. III. 113) by one's co-religionists. Säriputta,
who is held up as an example unto others1 is said to have mastered
these techniques in a comparatively short time (A. II. 160). One of the
books of the Khuddaka Nikäya is called the Patisambhidämagga and
a chapter of the Vibhanga is called the Patisambhidävibhanga
(pp. 293-305). According to the explanation given of the four kinds
of analysis2 atthapatisambhidä stands for analysis of meanings 'in
extension', dhammapatisambhidä for analysis of reasons, conditions or
causal relations, niruttipatisambhidä for analysis of (meanings 'in
intension' as given in) definitions and patibhänasambhidä for analysis
of intellect to which things knowable by the foregoing processes are
presented.
(517) Aung and Mrs Rhys Davids tell us that ' "attha" does not
refer to verbal meanings'3 but this is quite unhistorical and incorrect.
The Vibhanga (294) quite clearly says that one of the senses of attha
in the compound attha-patisambhidä is 'the meaning of what is
spoken', namely of words and sentences, viz. so tassa tass'eva bhäsitassa attham jänäti: ayam imassa bhäsitassa attho ayam imassa bhäsitassa attho ti: ayam vuccati attha-patisambhida, i.e. he comprehends
the meaning of whatever is spoken (such as) 'this is the meaning of
this sentence' 'that is the meaning of that sentence'—this is called
the analysis of meaning. The monks apparently learned the dhamma
by heart and then examined the meaning of what they learnt (cp.
sutvä dhammam dhäreti, dhäritänam dhammänam attham upaparikkhati, i.e. hearing the dhamma they bear it in mind and then examine
the meaning of what they have learnt by heart, M. II. 173). This
examination of meaning probably constituted part of attha-patisam
bhida. The clearing of ambiguities by analysis and the giving of
detailed exegeses of short titles learnt (i.e. the two meanings of vi +
<\/bhaj) in all likelihood also constituted attha-patisambhidä for in
mentioning the attainment of atthapatisambhidä by Säriputta, it is
said that he could 'reveal, analyse and clarify' (vivarämi, vibhajämi
üttänikaromi, A. II. 160) and 'exegetically explain' questions put to him
(v. so mam pafihena—aham veyyäkaranena, loc. cit.). Attha- is also
1

Cp. Esä tulä etam pamänam mama sävakänam bhikkhünam yadidam
Säriputta-Moggallänä ti, i.e. Säriputta and Moggalläna represent the standard and
the ideal for my disciples and monks, A. II. 164.
2
v. Points of Controversy, pp. 377-382; Corny, to the Patisambhidämagga
(PTS. edition), Vol. II, p. 147 f
' Points of Controversy, p. 378.
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used in this context in the Vibhanga for 'resultant phenomena' as
Aung and Mrs Rhys Davids have shown (op. cit., p. 379).
(518) In this latter sense atthapatisambhidä is distinguished in the
Vibhanga from dhamma-patisambhidä or the analysis of antecedent
phenomena or causes.1 Nirutti-patisambhidä is nowhere clearly defined
in the Canonical texts. Edgerton gives 'explanation not necessarily
etymological of the meaning of a word or text' (s.v. nirukti- in BHS.
Dictionary) on the basis of the Buddhist Sanskrit usages and it is
defined in the Vibhanga as '-abhiläpe nänam' (p. 294), i.e. 'knowledge
of the utterance'. If it means what Aung and Mrs Rhys Davids tell
us it means, all definitions would fall under it.
(519) Patibhänä-sambhidä is constantly defined in the Vibhanga as
'nänesu nänam' (Vbh., 293flf.)i.e. 'knowledge about knowledge'. As
such all analyses of knowledge from a psycho-ethical or epistemological standpoint, as for instance in the Näna-vibhanga of the Vibhanga
(pp. 306-334) or in the Näna-kathä of the Patisambhidämagga
(pp. 4-134) would fall under it.
(520) This analysis of language, meaning and knowledge combined
with an empiricist outlook (v. infra, 536, 793) seems to have resulted
in a few important insights about the nature of language, meaning and
its relation to truth. This analytical approach to the study of language
and meaning, it must be remembered, is not new to Buddhism but can
be traced to the Brähmanic period, when great advances were made in
grammatical and linguistic studies as is evidenced by Yäska's Nirukta.2
Yäska refers to two classes of scholars in linguistics, the Nairuktas or
etymologists and the Vaiyäkaranas or the grammarians3 and the
Nikäyas represent the orthodox brahmin as being a padaka4 and a
veyyakärana (padako veyyäkarano, D. 1.88). The first lessons in
linguistic analysis would have been learnt in studying vyäkarana- for
as Goldstücker says 'vyäkarana means "undoing", i.e. it undoes words
and undoes sentences which consist of words . . . and likewise un
folds all the linguistic phenomena, which are inseparable from the
1
Cp. hetumhi nänam dhamma-patisambhidä, hetuphale nänam attha-patisambhidä, i.e. the knowledge of a cause is dhammapatisambhidä and the knowledge
of the effect is atthapatisambhidä, Vbh., 293.
2
Keith, HOS., Vol. 32, p. 488.
3
v. T . Goldstücker, Panini, London, 1861, p. 171.
4
v. L. Sarup, The Nighantu and the Nirukta, Oxford University Press, 1920,
p. 57; Etymology (i.e. nirukti) is necessary for the analysis of the Sanhitä text
into the pada-pätha and of words into their component elements.
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meeting of words'. 1 By the time of the Päli Nikäyas this word
(veyyäkarana) seems to have acquired an extra-grammatical connota
tion and come to mean any kind of 'analytical exposition'. It is prob
ably in this sense that the Brahmajala Sutta which contains an analysis
and classification of current philosophical theories is called a 'veyyä
karana-' (D. 1.46), though the word is also used in the more general
sense of a 'reply' to a question (D. I.223, A. II.160).
(521) Let us examine what the Nikäyas have to say on the nature of
the words and sentences in relation to meaning and knowledge.
(522) In Indian linguistic philosophy there were two schools of
thought in regard to what was considered to be the fundamental units
of expression. One held that the statement as a whole (väkya-) or the
proposition was fundamental while the other held that the terms
(pada-) were fundamental. As Sästri says, 'there are primarily two
schools of thought on the nature of the proposition. Of these two one
believes in the indivisibility of the proposition, while the other admits
its divisibility. The former is usually called the väkya-vädin while the
latter is known as the padavädin.1 Now it is a curious fact, as Jaini
has pointed out, 3 that in the Päli Nikäyas and in fact in the Buddhist
tradition as a whole, the word pada- is used to denote the whole
statement and not just its words or terms. Whether this implies that
the Buddhists considered the whole statement as the fundamental unit
as against the Brahmins, who were analysing the statement into its
component terms (cp. pada-pätha, padaka, v. supra, 520), it is difficult
to say, but it is worthy of note that both in the Nikäyas (v. infra,
536) and in the Kathävatthu (v. infra, 708), the meaning of a proposi
tion is considered as a whole.
(523) In any case, with regard to the use of both words and sentences,
we find that the Buddha is anxious to avoid disputes which are purely
verbal in character and the confusions which arise when we transgress
the limits of linguistic convention. He says that 'one should not cling
to dialectical usage nor go beyond the limits of convention* (janapadaniruttim näbhiniveseyya sämannam nätidhäveyya, M. III.230, 234).
The detailed explanation makes clear what is meant. 'And how does
one cling to dialectical usage and go beyond convention ? Here people
1
2
3

Op. cit., p. 196.
G. Sastri, The Philosophy of Word and Meaning, Calcutta, 1959? P« 95*
P. S. Jaini, T h e Vaibhäsika Theory of W o r d s / BSOAS., Vol. XXII,

Part I, i959> PP- 98> 99-
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recognize the same object in some parts of the country as a "vessel"
(pati), (in other parts) they recognize it as a "bowl" (pattam) . . . a
"cup" (vittham) . . . a "goblet" (sarävam) . . . In the circumstances, if
one were to dogmatically accept and cling to each one of these (usages)
in the different parts of the country, saying "this alone is the true
(usage), the rest are false", then there would be a clinging to dialectical
usage and a transgression of convention . . . If in the circumstances
one were to use these terms as used in the different parts of the
country saying "they use these (terms) to refer to this (object)"
without dogmatically clinging to any one of them, then there would be
no clinging to dialectical usage and no transgression of convention.'l
(524) This illustrates the kind of verbal dispute and confusion that
can arise by transgressing the limits of convention. If someone says,
'this is a vessel' and someone else says, 'no, this is a bowl' referring
to one and the same object, we have a purely verbal dispute which
cannot be settled by having a closer look at the facts but only by
discerning the limits of the conventional usages of the words Vessel'
and 'bowl'. These verbal disputes which can easily arise when people
who speak the same language with dialectical differences come to
gether. But differences of this sort were probably aggravated at this
time by the acceptance of what was probably the orthodox theory of
the meaning of words. Speaking of the relation of a word and its object
the Pürva Mimämsä says 'autpattikas tu sabdasyärthena . . . ' (1.1.5),
which is rendered by Pandit Mohan Lai Sandal as 'certainly there is
an eternal connection between the word and its meaning . . . ' 2 and by
Jha as 'on the other hand the relation of the word with its meaning is
inborn (and eternal) . . .'. 3 The critics of this theory are said to argue,
inter alia, from the evanescent nature of words. Words are caused
because they are perceptible (karmaika tatra darsanät, 1.1.6), they do
not persist (asthänät, 1.1.7), they are constructed (karoti sabdät, 1.1.8)
and have original and modified forms (prakrtivikrtyas ca, 1.1.10).
According to the Brhadäranyaka Upanisad, the world is composed of
1

Kathan ca janapadaniruttiyä ca abhiniveso hoti samannäya ca atisäro? Idha
tad ev'ekaccesu janapadesu'päti' ti sanjänanti 'pattan* ti sanjänanti, Vittham* . . .
'sarävam' . . . Iti yathä yathä nam tesu tesu janapadesu sanjänanti, tathä tathä
thämasä parämassa abhinivissa voharati: idam eva saccam mogham annan ti.
Evam kho janapadaniruttiyä ca abhiniveso hoti samannäya ca atisäro . . . Iti
yathä yathä nam tesu tesu janapadesu sanjänanti: idam kira 'me äyasmanto sandhäya voharanti ti, tathä tathä voharati aparämasam. Evam kho janapadaniruttiyä
ca anabhiniveso hoti samannäya ca anatisäro, M. III.234-5.
2
3
SBH., Vol. 27, Part I, p. 2.
SBH., Vol. 10, p. 8.
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a triad, each thing presumably having its specific name (näma), form
(rüpa) and function (karma) (1.6.1-3); name and form are real
(nämarüpa- satyam, loc. ciu). The world was created by Brahma with
each thing being given its own name and form (tarn nämarüpäbhyäm
eva vyäkriyate asau näma, ayam idam rüpa iti, 1.4.7). Even if things
perish, the name does not perish 'for the name is eternal' (anantam vai
näma, 3.2.12). As against this, we find the Buddhists pointing to not
only the dialectical variations in language but the changes in nomen
clature that take place with time. Thus it is pointed out that 'the hill
Vebhära had a different name and designation' (Vebhärassa pabbatassa
afinä va samannä ahosi annä pafinatti, M. 111.68) at different times.
The name of the hill Vepula and the people resident in its environs
differed from age to age (S. II. 190-2).
(525) In the Nikäyas we often notice attempts to avoid ambiguity
and vagueness by specifying whether expressions have the same
meaning or not. Thus it is asked 'whether the expressions appamänä
cetovimutti, äkincafinä cetovimutti, sufinatä cetovimutti and animittä
cetovimutti have different meanings, the words too being different
or have the same meaning, (despite) the words being different'
(nänatthä c'eva nänäbyanjanä ca, udähu ekatthä, byanjanam eva
nänan ti, M. I.297, cp. S. IV.296). The answer is that 'there is a sense
in which the meanings are different as well as the words and a sense
in which the meanings are the same, the words alone being different'.1
This shows that it was not assumed that a difference in language neces
sarily implies a difference in meaning, which judging from what Yaska
says appears to have been the prevailing theory of meaning at the time.
(526) Yäska lays down his principle of the meaning of words as
follows: täni cet samänakarmäni samäna-nirvacanäni nänakarmäni cen
nänä-nirvacanäni,2 i.e. (as translated by Sarup3) 'if their meanings are
the same, their etymologies should be the same; if their meanings are
different their etymologies also should be different'. It may be noticed
that the word used for 'meaning' is karmäni which literally means
'functions' or 'uses'.4
1

Atthi kho . . . pariyäyo yam pariyäyam ägamma ime dhammä nänatthä c'eva
nänäbyanjanä ca atthi ca kho . . . pariyäyo yam pariyäyam ägamma ime dhammä
ekatthä, byanjanam eva nänam, M. I.297.
2
The Nighantu and the Nirukta, ed. L. Sarup, University of Punjab, 1927, p. 48.
3
The Nighantu and the Nirukta, O.U.P., 1920, p. 58.
4
Note Wittgenstein's theory that the meaning of a word is its 'use', The Blue
and Brown Books, p. 67.
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(527) Of greater epistemological significance is the importance
attached to linguistic convention. We have already noticed the saying
that 'one should not overstep the limits of conventional usage' (v.
supra, 523). This is illustrated by the following passage: 'There are
these three linguistic conventions or usages of words or terms which
are distinct, have been distinct in the past, are distinct at present and will
be distinct in the future and which are not ignored by the recluses and
brahmins who are wise. Which three? Whatever material form there
has been, which has ceased to be, which is past and has changed is
called, reckoned and termed "has been" (ahosi), it is not reckoned as
"it exists" (atthi) nor as "it will be" (bhavissati)1 . . . (It is the same
with) whatever feelings, percepts, dispositions, consciousness . . . ;
whatever material form is not arisen, nor come to be, is called,
reckoned or termed "it will be" and it is not reckoned as "it exists"
or "it has been" . . .; whatever material form has arisen and has
manifested itself, is called, reckoned and termed "it exists" and it is
not reckoned as "it has been" nor as "it will be" . . . Even the ahetukavädins, the akriyävädins and the nästikas should think that these three
linguistic conventions, usages of terms or words should not be flouted
and violated. And why is that? Because of the fear of being blamed,
found fault with and censured.'2 This, as we have shown (v. supray
199), is probably a criticism of the a priori arguments of the Determinists (v. ahetukaväda-, akiriyaväda-) which presuppose a violation
of these conventions. The mention of the nästika-scan possibly be a
reference to the school of Metaphysical Materialists, whose existence
was doubtful but who made use of the a priori premiss of the reality
of Being (v. supra, 126). The very concept of Being is not possible
without a violation of this convention. If Being — what exists, then
only the specious present has being, for the past and the future do
1

For a discussion of puzzle questions arising from the problem of 'existence'
in the time scale, v. Wittgenstein, The Blue and Brown Books, p. 109.
2
Tayo me . . . nirutti-pathä adhivacana-pathä pafinatti-pathä asamkinnä
asamkinnapubbä na samkiyanti na samkiyissanti appatikutthä samanehi brähmanehi vinnühi. Katame tayo ? Yam h i . . . rüpam atitam niruddham viparinatam
ahosi ti tassa sankhä ahosi ti tassa samannä ahosi ti tassa pannatti. Na tassa
sankhä atthi ti na tassa sankhä bhavissati ti . . . vedanä . . . sannä . . . sahkhärä
. . . vifinanam. Yam . . . rüpam ajätam apätubhütam bhavissati ti tassa sankhä . . .
tassa samannä . . . tassa pannatti . . . yam rüpam jätam pätubhütam atthi ti tassa
sankhä . . . tassa samannä . . . tassa pannatti. Na tassa sankhä ahosi ti na tassa
sankhä bhavissati ti . . . Ye pi . . . ahetuvädä akiriyaväda natthikavädä te pi'me
tayo niruttipathä adhivacanapathä pafinattipathä na garahitabbam na patikkositabbam amafmimsu. Tarn kissa hetu? Nindäbyärosanä-bhayä ti. S. 111.70-73.
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not exist at the present moment. But when we talk of the concept 'Being'
without a time reference, we violate this convention and assume that
the past as well as the future has existence in the sense in which the
present has existence. On the other hand the philosophers of NonBeing, the nihilist Lokayatikas (v. supra, 116) were also guilty of
violating this convention for they deny that even the present has Being
because it passes away. For them the past does not exist, the present
does not exist and the future does not exist, for everything passes
away, while the opposite is true for his opponent. As it is said, 'the
world rests on the two doctrines Being (atthitam) and Non-Being
(natthitam) but he who rightly sees the arising of the world as it
really is, does not hold that there is Non-Being in the world and he
who rightly sees the cessation of things, as it really is, does not hold
that there is Being in the world . . . that 'everything exists' is one
extreme and that 'nothing exists' is the other extreme . . . (Dvayanissito . . . loko yebhuyyena atthitan c'eva natthitan ca. Lokasamudayam . •. yathäbhütam sammappannäya passato yä loke natthitä
sä na hoti, lokanirodham . . . yathäbhütam sammappannäya passato
yä loke atthitä sä na h o t i . . . sabbam atthi ti kho ayam eko anto,
sabbam natthi ti ayam dutiyo anto, S. II. 17). The importance attached
to not transgressing the boundaries of linguistic convention thus
appears to have been directed against certain metaphysical theories
which resulted from it.
(528) While it was necessary to observe convention in order to avoid
misleading forms of expression, certain conventions could by their
very nature give rise to misunderstanding. So while observing con
vention it is necessary not to be led astray by it. 'The emancipated
person' is said 'to make use of current forms of speech without being
led astray by them' (vimuttacitto . . . yan ca loke vuttam tena voharati
aparämasan1 ti, M. I.500). The Potthapäda Sutta gives atta-patiläbha
as an example of an expression which may be misleading.
(529) In order to understand the significance of this criticism, it is
necessary to compare the doctrine criticized in the Potthapäda Sutta
with its corresponding Upanisadic doctrine. The amz-patiläbhas or
'obtainments of selves' are said to be three in number:
(1) Rüpi cätummahäbhütiko kabalihkärähärabhakkho = oläriko attapatiläbho, i.e. the obtainment of the gross self, which has form,
is made of the four great elements and feeds on gross food.
1

lit. without grasping at it.
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(2) rüpi manomayo sabbangapaccangi ahinindriyo = manomayo atta
patiläbho, i.e. the obtainment of the mental self having form,
mental, in perfect possession of its parts and not lacking in
faculties.
(3) Arüpi sannämayo = arüpo attapatiläbho, i.e. the obtainment of
the formless self formless and possessed of consciousness.
D. I.195.*
(530) They are trance-states described as the 'selves' of a person and
correspond to the conception of the selves as described in the Taittiriya
Upanisad (2.2-5),2 where it may be noted, five selves (the pancakosa) are mentioned of which three seem to correspond to their
counterparts above, viz.
(1) annarasamaya-ätman, i.e. the self formed of the essence of food,
2,1.1.

(2) manomaya- ätman, i.e. the mental self, 2.3.1.
(3) vijnänamaya-ätman,3 the conscious cognitive self, 2.4.1.
(531) Now in the Potthapäda Sutta, we find the Buddha arguing
against the theory that there were integral selves or entities, which
constituted the person. It is argued that from the experiential point
of view when self (1) is real (sacco), selves (2) and (3) are not real
and when self (2) is real, selves (1) and (3) are not real, etc. (yasmim
samaye oläriko attapatiläbho hoti,raog-A'assatasmim samaye mano
mayo attapatiläbho hoti, mogho arüpo attapatiläbho hoti, oläriko assa
attapatiläbho tasmim samaye sacco hoti. Yasmim samaye manomayo
attapatiläbho hoti, mogh'zssa tasmim samaye oläriko attapatiläbho hoti
mogho arüpo attapatiläbho hoti, manomayo assa attapatiläbho tasmim
samaye sacco hoti . .., D. L199). Since these 'selves' were attained at
different times, it does not make sense, it is said, to say that any one of
them is real in an absolute sense but only that each is real at the time
of attaining it while the others were not real at that time (yo me ahosi
atito attapatiläbho sveva me attapatiläbho tasmim samaye sacco ahosi
mogho anägato attapatiläbho, mogho paccuppanno . . . , D. 1.201). This
1
Cp. the doctrine of the two käyas at D . I.76-7, where the (1) material self—
described as, rupi cätummahäbhütiko odänakummäsüpacayo, and (2) the mental
self-—rupi manomayo sabbangapaccangi ahinindriyo correspond to (1) and (2)
above, v. also the 'selves' posited by the Materialists at D . I.34 (v. supra, 130).
2
Cp. Katha Upanisad 3.13, where there is a progressive emergence of the
selves in the Yogic process; cp. Pancattaya Sutta, M. II.237.
3
Note that vmrtänancäyatana- is one of the arüpa states,
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is apparently directed against the metaphysical views held with regard
to these selves by some of the Upanisadic thinkers, as for instance
when it is urged at Tait. 2.2.1-5 t n a t a ^ these selves were real or at
Katha 2.3.17, where it is assumed that 'the person . . . ever seated in
the heart of creatures is the (real) inner self, which one should draw
out from one's own body like a shaft from a reed1 (puriso'ntar ätmä
sadä janänäm hrdaye sannivistah tarn sväc chanrät pravrhen mufijäd
ivesikam . . .).
(532) The Buddha uses the term attapatiläbha- to describe these
states but does not assume that there is an entity or entities corre
sponding to the word 'atta-' within one's person or body. This is
illustrated by the example of the milk which changes into cream,
yoghurt, curd and butter (khiramhä dadhi dadhimha navanitam
navanitamhä sappi sappimhä sappimando, D. I.201). At the stage
when milk has turned into any of these states it cannot be called by
any other name than the name appropriate to describe each state
(yasmim samaye khiram hoti, n'eva tasmim samaye 'dadhf ti sankham
gacchati . . . loc. cit.). To this extent one cannot overstep convention.
Nor should one assume that each of these names signifies an entity
within the changing process.
(533) The fact that we use the word T constantly to refer to our
selves seems to imply the existence of an ontological subject corre
sponding to the grammatical subject T of the sentences we use. In
many of the Upanisads where the identity between the individual soul
and the ultimate world-ground was being taught there was little
doubt that 'aham' in sentences like, eso aham asmi (this I am) (Ch.
8.11.1) meant the personal ego conceived as a substantial entity and
generally considered to reside within the body (r. supra, 531). Against
this the Materialists argued that the personal pronoun T (also 'my')
in T-sentences referred to the body and not to a mental substance
(v. supra, 133). The Buddhists appeared to have opposed both these
schools of substantialists by contending that there was no permanent
substantial entity that could be observed to correspond to the term or
concept T or 'soul' (cp. n'eso aham asmi, na m'eso attä, M. I.40)
and that we should not be misled by the apparent implications of the
use of language. Words like amz-patilabha- are 'expressions, turns of
speech, designations in common use in the world which the Tathägata
1

Note that this very simile is mentioned where these selves are mentioned at
D. I. 77 .
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makes use of without being led astray by them* (Itimä . . . lokasamannä lokaniruttiyo lokavohärä lokapafinattiyo yähi Tathägato
voharati aparämasan ti, D. I.202). On the basis of this sentence, though
perhaps with little knowledge of its specific context, Ogden and
Richards1 have observed that 'the rejection of misleading forms of
language was carried still further by Buddhist writers in their rejection
of the "sour".
(534) Jaini, referring to this passage in the Potthapäda Sutta, gives a
different twist to it both in his comments as well as in the translation
of the passage itself. He says: 'The term pahhatti occurs several times,
in the Suttas, always referring to designations or concepts recognized;
as unreal in themselves nevertheless used in common parlance. In the
Photthapäda-sutta,2 for instance, the Buddha, while speaking onj
various speculations on the nature of self, says that a word like attaA
patilabha or expressions like past, present or future or milk, curds, I
butter, ghee, etc., are merely names, expressions, turns of speech,'
designations in common use in the world. The Tathägata, although he
makes use of these is not led astray by them (i.e. knows them as
unreal').3 In the first place, that pahhatti is used in the Suttas (Jaini
does not himself quote any instances) for 'concepts recognized as
unreal in themselves' is incorrect as, for instance, the use of the term
dukkha-pahhatti (S. IV.39) clearly shows—we cannot say that accord
ing to the Suttas, dukkha- is unreal! On the other hand in the context
of the Potthapäda Sutta, the Buddha quite explicitly approves of the
statement to the effect that the empirical self was real in the past
is real in the present and will be real in the future, viz. 'I did exist
in the past, not that I did not; I will exist in the future, not that I will
not, and / do exist in the present, not that I do not' (Ahos'äham atitam
addhänam näham nähosim, bhavissäm'äham anägatam addhänam
näham na bhavissämi, atthäham etarahi näham natthi ti, D. I.200).
Besides, a careful study of the context will show that it was not the
intention of the author to say that 'milk, curds, butter, ghee, etc/,
are mere words which do not denote anything real (as Jaini says) but
that in the first place we should not overstep convention by calling
what comes to be called (sankham gacchati, D. I.201) 'curds' by the
names 'milk', 'butter', etc., and secondly assume that 'milk' or 'butter'
1

The Meaning of Meaning, London, 1923, pp. 53-4.
This is probably a misprint for Potthapäda Sutta.
3
The Vaibhäsika Theory of Words and Meanings, BSOAS., Vol. 22, Part I,
J
959> PP- 99> 100.
2
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is in some mysterious way present as an entity in 'curds' so that each
of these terms like the term 'ätman' (atta-) denotes an entity that per
sists in some mysterious fashion without being perceived. Lastly,
Jaini's use of the term 'merely (in his translation) is without justifi
cation considering that the original has nothing corresponding to it
and in no way suggests it. In this respect, Jaini is probably merely
following Prof. Rhys Davids, who also had 'merely names' though he
interprets the passage correctly (v. SBB., Vol. II, p. 263, fn. 1). Perhaps
Prof. Rhys Davids was influenced by the use of the Upanisadic
expression 'väcärambhanam vikäro nämadheyam'1 ('the modification
is merely a verbal distinction, a name', Hume, op. ciuy p. 241) which
is used to signify that what is perceived (e.g. fire) is only an appearance
or modification (vikärah) of the essences (the three forms, trini
rüpäni, Ch. 6.4.1) or of the ultimate reality Being (sat). But the Pali
passage constitutes the very denial of this idea.
(535) These observations, despite their antiquity do in fact fore
shadow some of the criticisms made by the modern Analytical Philo
sophers. Russell says that 'substance in a word is a metaphysical
mistake, due to the transference to the world-structure of the structure
of sentences composed of a subject and predicate'2 and Wittgenstein
observes that 'the idea that the real " I " lives in my body is connected
with the peculiar grammar of the word " I " and the misunderstandings
that this grammar is liable to give rise to'. 3 The statements of the
Päli Nikäyas on this subject are perhaps less explicit but there is little
doubt that they are on the same lines.
(536) Of greater significance is the concept of the 'meaningless
statement', which probably resulted from this analysis of the nature
and meaning of statements. The Buddha refers to statements (bhäsitam)
of a certain character as 'appätihirakatam . . . sampajjati' (D. 1.193,
*94> 195, 239, 241, 242, 243, 244, M. IL33, 4 1 ) an<3 statements of the
opposite character as 'sappätihirakatam (bhäsitam) sampajjati' (D.
I.1984). Likewise the dhamma- (doctrine) as taught by the Buddha is
said to be 'not appätihäriya-' (M. II.9) but 'sappätihäriya-' (D. II. 104;
111.125; M. II.9; A.I.276; S. V.260, 261; Ud. 63; Kvu. 561).
1

2
Ch. 6.1.6.
A History of Western Philosophy, p. 225.
The Blue and Brown Books, p. 66.
4
The reference *D. III.121' in the P T S . Dictionary {s.v. sappätihirakata-) is
erroneous.
L
3
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(537) There are many problems associated with the meaning of these
terms. Are the characteristics of bhäsitam (a statement) described by
the phrases 'appätihirakatam sampajjati' and 'sappätihirakatam sam
pajjati' equivalent to the characteristics 'appätihäriya-' and 'sappä
tihäriya-' respectively? What is this characteristic or in other words
what do these phrases mean? Lastly, what is the etymology of these
words?
(538) There seems to be a certain measure of unanimity with regard
to the answer to the first question in that scholars seem to refer to the
other usage as being synonymous.1 The PTS. Dictionary even goes
to the extent of confusing the one expression with the other.2
(539) We notice that 'appätihirakata-' and 'sappätihirakata-' occur in
the first book of the Digha Nikäya and once in the Majjhima Nikäya,
while 'appätihäriya' and 'sappätihäriya-' do not occur in the first book,
although they are found in the second book and occur in all the Nikäyas
in similar though not identical contexts. They seem to have replaced
the more cumbersome earlier expressions with a simple adjectival
phrase (appätihäriya-; sappätihäriya-).
(540) Scholars are divided as to the answer to the second question.
The translations proffered are many and various. We wish to put
forward the theory that statements (bhäsitam) characterized as 'appä
tihirakatam sampajjati' or 'appätihäriyam' are in some sense 'lacking
in meaning'. An examination of the contexts of the kinds of statements
which are so described shows that in an important sense they 'do not
make sense' and are 'meaningless' (niratthakam) as explained in one
of the commentaries (MA. III.273, appatihirakatan ti . . . niratthakam
sampajjati). The etymology of the word, however, is obscure but
usage is the surer clue to the meaning of the term than its etymology.
(540A) The meanings suggested are quite a few and may be classified
as follows:
I (a) appätihirakatam bhäsitam
(b) sappätihirakatam bhäsitam
1. Talk without ground
1. Talk well-grounded
(Prof. Rhys Davids,
(Prof. Rhys Davids,
SBB., II, pp. 257, 259)
SBB., II, p. 262).
1

v. Prof. Rhys Davids who while commenting on appätihirakata- and
sappätihirakata- refers to sappätihäriya as 'a closely allied expression', SBB., II,
p. 257, fn. 3; cp. Horner, M.L.S. II.210, fn. 2.
2
Thus it gives one of the references of sappätihäriya- (s.v.) as D . 1.198,
whereas the actual word found is sappätihirakata-.
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2. Witless talk; Foolish talk
2. Apposite (talk)
(Prof. Rhys Davids, SBB.,
(Prof. Rhys Davids,
II, pp. 258, 259, 307
ff.)
SBB., II, p. 257, fn. 3).
3. Not apposite (talk)
(Prof. Rhys Davids,
SBB., II, p. 257, fn. 3).
4. Incomprehensible talk (Horner, M.L.S. II.230)
Gerede, das ohne Überlegung (Franke, Digha Nikäya,
p. 155, fn. 3)
Gerede, das ohne vorsichtige Zurückhaltung (loc. eh.)
5. Unüberlegtes Gerede (Franke, op. eh., p. 155)
6. Indisputables (Franke, op. eh., p. 155, fn. 3)
Nicht erst noch zu Widerlegendes (loc. eh.)
7. Ungeniesbares Geshwatz (loc. cit.)
II (a) appätihäriya1. unconvincing (talk)
(Horner, M.L.S. II.210)
2. (talk) without arguments
(Horner, M.L.S. II.210,
fn. 2)
3. Witless (talk)
(Horner, loc. cit.)

(b) sappätihäriya1. convincing (talk)
(Horner, loc. eh.)
2. Accompanied by wonders
(Woodward, G.S. I.254)

4. Unreliable talk
(Horner, loc. eh.)
5. Without wonders
(Woodward, G.S. I.254)

3. Intelligible1
(Neumann, Majjhima
Nikäyo, II, p. 318)
4. A thing of saving grace
(Prof. Rhys Davids,
SBB.)
That brings salvation
with it
(Mrs Rhys Davids,
K.S. V.232; v. fn. 2)

6. Incomprehensible1
(Neumann, Majjhima Nikäyo,
II, p. 318)
(541) Of the above, Franke's suggestions are based on various con
jectural etymologies of the word, considering the context as well. The
PTS. Dictionary is largely influenced by the belief that the term is
derived from the word P. pätihariya- > P. pätihera- (both attested in
Pali) meaning 'miracle' and regards the idea of 'substantiated' and
1

v. PTS. Dictionary, s.v. pätihariya; Neumann has '(rucht) unerfassbar'.
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'well-founded* as derivative from it. Thus it explains sappätihirakata-.
as 'made with wonders, substantiated by wonders, substantiated, wellfounded', (s.v.) sappätihäriya- as 'accompanied by wonders' (s.v.
pätihäriya-).
(542) Even if the word is etymologically the same as pätihira =
miracle, the meaning is not at all suggestive of the sense of 'wonder*
or 'miracle' and all translations suggesting it are strictly unwarranted
by the contexts. In fact, Prof. Rhys Davids had already noticed this
when he said 'the Pali word for miracle comes from the same root
( p r a t i + \ / h a r ) ; but to render here "unmiraculous" would make
nonsense of the passage and both my own andWindisch's rendering of
the word in M.P.S. ("Buddhist Suttas", p. 43; Mära und Buddha, p. 71),
must be also modified accordingly' (SBB., II., p. 257, fn. 3). Besides to
translate sappätihäriya- as 'accompanied by miracles' goes against the
grain of what is said about the preaching of the dhamma in the Nikäyas
themselves. For instance, in the Kevaddha Sutta the Buddha specifi
cally says that he has asked his monks not to perform miracles before
laymen for the purpose of conversion.* He speaks of the dangers of
performing wonders2 and of thought-reading in public,3 while speak
ing in praise of 'the miracle of instruction' (anusäsanipätihäriyam,
D. I.214), which in fact was instruction without miracle. It is possible
that there is here a pun on the word pätihäriya- which we are unable
to appreciate, since we are unacquainted with the meaning of pätihäriyain the above contexts where there is no sense of or association with
'miracle'.
(543) Most of the translations follow several suggestions of the com
mentaries, none of which incidentally support a direct or derivative
meaning of 'miracle'. Thus the Comy. explains sappätihäriya- at
M. II.9 as 'sakärana-' (MA. III.241), i.e. 'with cause' on the basis of
which scholars have suggested I (a) 1, I (b) 1, II (a) 1 and 2, and
II (b) 1. But this translation does not suit all the contexts (e.g. M.
II.41) nor even the context for which it is suggested. Here it is stated:
abhinnäya Samano Gotamo dhammam deseti, no anabhinfiäya
sanidänam Samano Gotamo dhammam deseti, no anidänam
sappätihäriyam Samano Gotamo dhammam deseti, no appätihäriyam
(M.II.9).
1
Na kho aham . . . evam dhammam desemi: etha tumhe . . . gihinam . . .
2
iddhipätihäriyam karotha, D . I.212.
iddhi-pätihäriyam, v. D . I.212, 213.
3
ädesanä-pätihäriyam, V.D. I..213, 214.
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It is obvious that abhinfiäya and sanidänam are not used synony
mously and therefore we have no grounds for surmising that sappäti
häriyam is synonymous with sanidänam, which clearly means 'with
causes or reasons'.
(544) Similarly I (a) 2 and II (a) 3 have been suggested by the com
ment, patibhäna-virahitam (DA. II.3 80, v. 1), i.e. void of intelligence.
This sense is too wide for it is possible to conceive of instances when
a statement could be 'unintelligent' but not describable as appäti
hirakata- or appätihäriya-. Some of the suggestions of the commen
taries are suitable for certain contexts, but their inaptness is seen by
their inapplicability to others. Thus the comment on sappätihäriyaat A. I.226 (v. G.S. I.254, fn. 3) is, paccanikapatiharanena sappäti
häriyam eva katvä kathema (AA. II.3 74) i.e. by striking a blow at my
adversaries, I speak with striking effect. This suits several contexts
where the following sentence occurs, viz. uppannam parappavädam
sahadhammena suniggahitam niggahetvä sappätihäriyam dhammam
desetum (D. II. 104, III. 125, Ud. 63), i.e. to preach the doctrine with
striking effect after righteously refuting a criticism that has arisen.
But this meaning especially in its negative form 'without striking
effect' would be totally unsuited for contexts like D. 1.193 ff., 239 ff.
and M. II.33. Another such suggestion is yäva niyyänikam katvä, i.e.
'making it salutary or efficacious for salvation', which is the comment1
on sappätihäriyam at S. V.260, 261 and, aniyyänikam sampajjati
(MA. IIL273), i.e. 'becomes not efficacious for salvation' which is the
comment on appätihirakata- at M. II.33. This has suggested II (b) 4,
but it is a typically scholastic sentiment and hardly describes the
statements of the brahmins as given at D. 1.193 ff. and M. II.33.
(545) Prof. Rhys Davids' suggestion of 'apposite' and 'non-apposite'
for sappätihirakata- and appätihirakata- respectively on the basis of
Buddhaghosa's comment sappätiviharanam2 (DA. II.381; v. Prof.
Rhys Davids, SBB., II, p. 257, fn. 3) seems to come very close to
describing the character of these statements. So does Neumann's3
'intelligible' and 'incomprehensible'. Of the numerous commentarial
explanations, the one that fits the contexts best is the comment,
amülakam niratthakam sampajjati (MA. III.273), i.e. 'becomes baseless
and meaningless' and of the two suggestions 'baseless' and 'meaningless'
1

2

v. K.S. V.223, fn. 2.

This is only a v . i , the reading being sappätiharanam.
3
v. PTS. Dictionary, s.v. pätihäriya-.
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the latter is to be preferred but we can do so only after a careful study
of the nature of these statements as they appear in their contexts.
(546) The standard example of an appätihirakatam bhäsitam and one
that is often repeated is the following: aham yä imasmim janapade
janapadakalyäni tarn icchami tarn kamemi ti (D. 1.193, 241, M. II. 3 3),
i.e. I like and am in love with the beauty queen of this country. Now
the expression 'the beauty queen of this country' is a definite descrip
tion1 and it is held that 'sentences containing definite or indefinite
descriptions are logically inappropriate expressions';2 but this does not
mean that the statement is meaningless, in the sense in which this term
is used by the Positivists.
(547) Wherein then lies the 'baselessness' (amülakam) or 'meaninglessness' (niratthakam) of this statement. Before we examine the context
in greater detail we may observe an ambiguity in the use of the definite
description, 'the beauty queen of this country'. Such descriptions may
be of three sorts, viz. (1) where what is described is existentially
exemplified (i.e. there is an instance of it), e.g. 'the queen of England'
where there is a person answering to the description, (2) where there
is no instance although an instance is conceivable, e.g. 'the queen of
France', and (3) where an instance is not even conceivable the situation
being purely ideal, e.g. 'the queen of Utopia'. Now the expression
'the beauty queen of this country' is ambiguous in that it may belong
to categories (1) or (2) and we are not sure which it is. In other words,
there may or may not be instances of this definite description. Let us
assume that there aren't. Let us assume that we are in a country in
which no one has been given the title (officially or unofficially) 'the
beauty queen of this country'. Then if someone in this country were
to say, 'I love the beauty queen of this country' we would find this
statement extremely odd, because the expression, 'the beauty queen
of this country' does not stand for anything and 'expressions con
taining words "which do not stand for anything" ' would be meaning
less statements.3 This is, in fact, according to Ewing one 'of the
conditions under which verbal expressions could be said to be mean
ingless'.4
(548) But supposing the definite description has an instance and there
is a person answering to the description 'the beauty queen of this
1

2
Stebbing, op. cit., p. 149.
Ibid., p. 151.
v. K. N. Jayatilleke, 'Factual Meaning and Verification' in UCR., Vol. 13,
4
pp. 6, 8.
A. C. Ewing, 'Meaninglessness' in Mind, 1937? P- 359*
3
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country', could we still say that the statement, 'I love the beauty
queen of this country' is meaningless ? Modern Positivists would say
that this statement is not meaningless at all, but according to the
Päli Nikäyas, it would seem that the context can render such a state
ment meaningless. From the account given, it is in fact the context
which makes the above statement meaningless. T h e context is one in
which the person who makes this statement confesses that he does not
know whether this beauty queen whom he professes to love was 'a
ksatriya, a brahmin, a vaisya or südra' (khattiyi vä brähmani vä
vessi vä suddi vä, D . I.241), does not know 'what family or personal
name she had' (evam nämä evam gottä ti vä, loc. cit.), does not know
'whether she was tall, short, dark, brunette or golden in colour or in
what village or town or city she dwells' (dighä vä rassä vä käli vä
sämä vä manguracchavi vä ti, amukasmim gäme vä nigame vä nagare
vä ti, loc. cit.). In other words he claims to like and love a person whom
he has not 'seen or known' (najänäsi mpassasi, loc. cit.).
(549) According to this account it would appear that X's statement
'I love Y' is meaningless since (i) one is not sure whether there is an
instance of Y, and (ii) even if there is, it does not make sense for X
to say that he loves Y unless he has some acquaintance direct or
indirect with Y, such that he could specify at least one of the charac
teristics of Y. (ii) alone can give meaning to the use of the word 'love'
which (in this context) must have a person as object and its use
would otherwise be lacking in meaning. In other words, there is no
verifiable content to the statement from the point of view of X who
is making it.
(550) The similarity as well as the difference of this example from
that of an argument that the Materialists used against the concept of
the 'soul' (v. supra, 131) is worth noting. The Materialists argued that
we could not speak of the existence of the soul unless we could specify
whether the soul was 'long or small, globular, circular or triangular . . .
black, blue . . . of sweet smell or of bad s m e l l . . . was bitter or pungent
. . . hard or soft, etc.9 Since their opponents did not attach a verifiable
content to the concept of soul (ätman), one could not talk of its
existence. Here in the Nikäyas it is considered meaningless to make a
statement unless the speaker could attach a verifiable content to each
of its terms. In the Sütrakrtänga account it is not specifically said that
a statement containing the word 'soul' is meaningless, since it is an
empty concept with no verifiable content but the Päli Nikäyas seem
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to be saying that a statement in which no verification or meaning is
attached to one of its terms (by the speaker) is in fact meaningless.
(551) The other example given is that of 'a person who makes a
stairway in a public square to ascend a mansion' (puriso catummahäpathe nissenim kareyya päsädassa ärohanäya, D. I.243) but when asked
to describe the 'mansion' is unable to give any account whatsoever.
He is unable to say where the mansion is situated 'whether in the
eastern direction, southern, western, or northern' (puratthimäya
disäya dakkhinäya disäya pacchimäya disäya uttaräya disäya, loc. cit.)
and whether the mansion was 'high, low or of medium height' (ucco
vä nico vä majjho vä ti, loc. cit.). In other words, he claims to make a
stairway to ascend a mansion which he has neither seen nor known.
His statement is considered meaningless since he can attach no meaning
or verification to the term 'mansion' which is one of the terms of his
statement.
(552) Now the above are only examples intended to illustrate state
ments which are describable as appätihirakatam . . . sampajjati, i.e.
become meaningless. Let us examine the original statements so con
sidered. The following is such a statement attributed to the Vedic
brahmins, viz. ayam eva ujumaggo, ayam anjasäyano niyyäniko
niyyäti takkarassa Brahmasahavyatäya (D. I.241), i.e. this is the
straight path, this is the direct way which makes for salvation and
leads him who acts according to it to a state of companionship with
Brahma. This statement is considered meaningless, since no meaning
or verification is attached by those who make it to the term 'Brahma*
(God). None of the brahmins or their several generations of teachers
are said to have claimed 'a direct vision of Brahma' (Brahma sakkhidittho, loc. cit.); they 'do not claim to know where, whence or whither
Brahma is' (te — na evam ähamsu, mayam etam jänäma, mayam
etam passäma yattha vä Brahma yahim vä Brahma, loc. cit.) but 'they
claim to teach a path to the companionship of Him, whom they have
not seen or known' (te . . . yam na jänanti yam na passanti tassa
sahavyatäya maggam desessanti, loc. cit.).
(553) Likewise a statement made by recluses and brahmins, namely
that 'the soul is extremely happy and without defect after death'
(ekantasukhi attä hoti arogo param maranä, D. L192) is considered
meaningless. This is because those who make it are considered unable
to attach any meaning to the term 'ekantasukhi' (extremely happy)
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not having experienced a feeling of extreme happiness themselves;1
nor can they attach any meaning to the concept of 'an after-life in
which one is extremely happy' (ekantasukhi attä . . . param maranä,
loc. cit.), since they cannot claim to have directly seen or known of the
existence of such a world2 nor indirectly acquired any information
about such a world;3 they have no knowledge of the path that leads
to a direct vision of such a world.4 In other words, they can attach no
verifiable content to the statement or to the concepts in it.
(554) We meet with another example in the Cüjasakuludäyi Sutta,
which is of a slightly different character. As the context is important,
we may translate the dialogue as we find it in the Pali, as follows:
Buddha: What, Udäyi, is your teacher's teaching? (Kin ti pana te,
Udäyi, sake äcariyake evam hotl ti?, M. II.32)
Udäyi: Our teacher's teaching is that 'this is the highest colour, this
is the highest colour' (amhäkam sake äcariyake evam hoti: ayam
paramo vanno, ayam paramo vanno ti, loc. cit.)
Buddha: What is that colour? (Katamo so paramo vanno ti? loc. cit.)
Udäyi: That colour than which there is no other colour which is
higher or better, is the highest colour (yasmä vannä anno vanno
uttaritaro vä panitataro vä natthi, so paramo vanno ti, loc. cit.)
Buddha: What is that colour than which there is no colour higher
or better? (katamo pana so vanno yasmä vannä anno vanno uttaritaro
vä panitataro vä natthi ti? loc. cit.)
Udäyi: That colour than which there is no other colour which is higher or
better, is the highest colour (yasmä vannä anno vanno uttaritaro vä
panitataro vä natthi, so paramo vanno ti, loc. cit.)
Buddha: You say that the 'highest colour' is that than which there is
no other, which is higher or better. But you do not specify that colour.
It is like a person saying, 'I like and am in love with the beauty
1

Tyäham evam vadämi: Api pana tumhe . . . ekam vä rattim ekam vä divasam
upaddham vä rattim upaddham vä diviasam ekantasukhim attänam sanjänäthä ti
(Joe. cit.), i.e. I ask them whether they have experienced extreme happiness within
themselves for one night or day or even for half a night or day and they reply
that they have not.
2
Tyäham evam vadämi: Api pana tumhe . . . ekantasukham lokam jänam
passam viharathä ti? Iti putthä no ti vadanti, loc. cit.
3
Api pana tumhe . . . yä tä devatä ekantasukkham lokam uppannä täsam
bhäsamänänam Saddam sunätha . . . Iti putthä no ti vadanti, loc. cit.
4
Api pana tumhe jänätha: 'Ayam maggo ayam patipadä ekantasukhassa
lokassa sacchikiriyäyä' ti? Iti putthä no ti vadanti, loc. cit.
L*
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queen of this country' . . . (yasmä vannä anno vanno uttaritaro vä
panltataro vä natthi, so paramo vanno ti vadasi; tan ca vannam na
pannapesi. Seyyathä pi puriso evam vadeyya: Aham yä imasmim
janapade janapadakalyäni, tarn icchämi tarn kämemi t i . . . (loc. cit.)
(555) Here the statement, 'that colour than which there is no other
colour which is higher or better is the highest colour' is said to be
'meaningless' (appätihirakatam bhäsitam, M. II.33) because what is
meant by 'the highest colour' is not specified. No meaning by way of
anything verifiable is attached to the phrase 'the highest colour' in this
context. The statement is a tautology or a definition when the answer
(to the question asked) should be in the form of a contingent pro
position. It is like someone when asked 'what is the best beer?' replying
'that beer than which there is none better'. It lacks contextual propriety
and this is another consideration, which may render it meaningless.1
(556) We thus observe that all the above statements have a certain
characteristic in common, namely that no verifiable content is attached
by the speaker to some of the symbols or words contained in them.
On the other hand, the statement, which can be described as having
the opposite characteristic namely, sappätihirakatam bhäsitam, is said
to be the following: The Buddha is asked a question: 'What is the
attainment of a formless self for the elimination of which you preach
a doctrine, so that the corrupt states of those who follow it decline,
the pure states increase and one realizes oneself with one's higher
knowledge, attains to and abides in the perfection of wisdom and
maturity' ? (katamo pana so arüpo attapatiläbho yassa tumhe pahänäya
dhammam desetha yathä patipannänam vo samkilesikä dhammä
pahlyissanti vodäniyä dhammä abhivaddhissanti, pannäpäripürim
vepullatan ca ditthe va dhamme sayam abhinnä sacchikatvä upasampajja viharissathä ti? D. I.198). The reply consists in demonstrating
the means of attaining and abiding in the state described, viz. 'this
is the attainment of the formless self...' (ayam vä so arüpo attapatil
äbho . . ., loc. cit,). The example is given of a person who claims to be
constructing a stairway to ascend a mansion but unlike in the previous
case (v. supra, 551) is able to indicate or show what the mansion is and
what it is like.1 In other words, these statements have a meaning
1

v. K. N . Jayatilleke, op. cit., p. 12.
So ce evam vadeyya: Ayam vä so . . . päsädo yassäham ärohanäya nissenim
karomi, tass' eva päsädassa hetthä ti, D . I.198, i.e. He would answer in this
manner: 'This is the mansion beneath which I am constructing my stairway in
order to ascend i t \
1
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for the words constituting them, in that there is a method of verifi
cation for discovering what is meant, whether the statement be true
or false.
(557) In a sense the statements which are called appätihirakata- are
baseless (amülakam, v. supra, 545) in that the persons making them
do not do so on the basis of any evidence or arguments which justify
their assertion. But this seems to be incidental in that this explanation
does not hold good for the example given at M. II.33 (v. supra, 554).
We would, therefore, considering the above contexts prefer the mean
ing of 'meaningless' (niratthakam, v. supra, 540) for appätihirakataand appätihäriya-, a sense which, it may be observed, is attested by the
Corny, as well.
(558) It is necessary, however, both to compare as well as to dis
tinguish this sense of 'meaningless' from the sense in which Positivists
have considered certain statements meaningless, when they did not
conform to the Verification Principle. In the above contexts, the state
ments were not considered apart from the speaker and the context in
which they were uttered, whereas the Positivists examine the meaningfulness of statements irrespective of the speakers or their contexts. For
the Positivist, a statement to have meaning must be in principle
verifiable but verification for him is solely in respect of sense-experi
ence, whereas the Päli Nikäyas would admit extrasensory experience
as well {v. infra, 750 ff.). While therefore some statements that the
Positivist considers to be meaningless would also be considered
meaningless by the Buddhist, many statements which would be
verifiable and meaningful for Early Buddhism would be unverifiable
and meaningless for the Positivist. The statement 'God exists' would
be meaningless for the Positivist for it is unverifiable in his sense of the
term. We found similarly that statements about the existence of
Brahma {v. supra, 552) were considered appätihirakata- but this is not
because these statements were unverifiable and meaningless in prin
ciple, but because no meaning was attached to them by the people
asserting them, though in principle it was possible to do so.1 Likewise,
1
This is apparent from the conclusion of the Tevijja Sutta ( D . I.249 fT.)
where the Buddha says that just as much as one born and bred in Manasäkata
does not hesitate or falter in his reply if someone were to ask him for the road to
Manasäkata-, the Buddha as having a direct knowledge and vision of Brahma,
can vouch for his existence (though not in the Theistic sense) and point out the
way leading to survival in his world.
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some statements that would be meaningless for Early Buddhism would
be meaningful for the Positivist. Thus the statement T am constructing
a stairway to ascend a mansion' would be quite meaningful for the
Positivist but this same statement, as we have seen (v. supra, 551, 556)
would be meaningless in one context and meaningful in another for
the Buddhist.
(559) Franke said that, die Übersetzung von appätihirakata- ist nicht
sicher (op. cit., p. 155, fn. 3) but it is not so much the translation but the
etymology of the term that is not certain. Since there is no connection
of pätihira- in this context with the sense of 'wonder' it is doubtful
whether its meaning could be derived from pätihira = miracle. Franke
himself suggests several etymologies inconclusively.l The closest that
the commentary comes to offering an etymological explanation is,
patiharana-virahitam (DA. II.380) for appätihirakata-. Now, ud + ä
+ Vhf? is used for 'utter' in this stratum (cp. dhammam panitam tarn
udähareyya, i.e. let him utter that excellent dhamma, Sn. 389), pre
supposing a hypothetical udaharana- for 'utterance' though udäharanaitself comes to mean before long an 'illustration or example' which
throws light on an utterance (cp. udäharanam äharitva dassento, taking
an example and showing, J. III.401). Could prati-harana- have meant
the 'sense' or 'basis' of the utterance or 'that on account of which
(prati-) (there was an) utterance (harana-)'? If so, is appätihirakata- =
patiharana-virahita (v. supra) = sense-less, baseless. Pätihira- is a
contracted form of pätihäriya- (v. sappätihäriya- and appätihäriya-);
by metathesis, pätihäriya- > *pätihira- > pätihira- (PTS. Dictionary,
s.v. pätihira-). We have to consider pätihäriya-, 'having sense' on the
above hypothesis as an adjectival formation from pati-hara- with the
above meaning of patiharana-, but it is necessary to emphasize the
fact that all this is very conjectural.
1

(1) A participle of necessity from prati + \ / h r c to throw back* which he says
fits very well the meaning of sappätihäriyam at D . II. 104, but this would not
suit other contexts; (2) prati + \ / h r , 'to take up, eat, enjoy' (cp. ä-här-a = food)
giving the meaning 'unenjoyable' 'indigestible* for appätihira-. This is far
fetched; (3) absolutive from prati -f-\/hr, in the sense of 'weighing carefully' or
'holding back' in the sense of not committing yourself immediately, but as
Franke admits such a root does not exist; (4) prati -j—y/hr also in the sense of
'hold back' but of roots ending in r (short) no such absolutive, as Franke says,
could be formed., loc. du

CHAPTER VII

LOGIC AND TRUTH

(560) In this chapter we propose to investigate what is meant by the
four forms of predication or the four logical alternatives (v. supra, 182)
as they appear in the Buddhist texts. This will be followed up by an
inquiry into the nature of truth, as understood in the Buddhist texts.
(561) There seems to be considerable confusion among scholars as to
what was meant by this four-fold schema. Poussin speaks of it as 'a
four-branched dilemma* of Buddhist dialectic and believes that it
violates the principle of Contradiction. He says, 'Indians do not make
a clear distinction between facts and ideas, between ideas and words;
they have never clearly recognized the principle of contradiction.
Buddhist dialectic has a four-branched dilemma: Nirvana is existence
or non-existence or both existence and non-existence or neither
existence nor non-existence. We are helpless'.1 Mrs Rhys Davids in a
passage that we have already quoted (y. supra, 497), suggested that
they are 'Laws of Thought'. Later, referring to this same passage, she
says, 'To revert to the Laws of Thought—the way in which Indian
logic presented the second and third of these (Contradiction and
Excluded Middle) has been mentioned'.2 Barua too favours this interpretation and in fact calls them 'the four laws of thought': 3 '. . . the
happy result of this mode of discussion or "wrangling" among the
learned wanderers was that in the time of Buddha the four laws of
thought were recognized as a matter of course. These are in their
applications to propositions:
1. ( I f A i s B ) , A i s B .
2. A cannot be both B and not-B.
3. A is either B or not-B.
4. A is neither B nor not-B.' (Joe. cit.)
1

The Way to Nirvana, Cambridge University Press, 1917, p. 111.
ERE., Vol. 8, p. 133, Article on 'Logic (Buddhist)'.
3
A History of Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, University of Calcutta, p. 47>
1921.
2
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He adds that 'these are implied in such interrogative propositions as
are met with throughout the Buddhist canonical texts' (loc. cit.).
(562) Now neither Poussin's view that this logic is due to a failure to
understand or respect the principle of Contradiction nor the views of
Mrs Rhys Davids and Barua that they are laws of thought, bear
critical examination. We find as early as Uddälaka an awareness in
Indian thought of the importance of consistency and the principle of
Contradiction, when it was held that it could not both be true that
Being came out of Being and Non-Being (v. supra, 25). In the Nikäyas,
consistency is regarded as a criterion of truth (v. infra, 597) and it is
stated that 'truth is one and not two', ekam hi saccam na dutiyam atthi,
Sn. 884; v. infra, 597. The dilemmas present two alternatives one of
which is the contradiction of the other (M. L392, v. supra, 351-6).
In fact, in one place in the Samyutta Nikäya, we come very close to a
formal statement of the principle of Non-Contradiction. Nigantha
Nätaputta converses with Citta and in the course of the discussion, the
former makes the following two observations about the latter:1
(i) passantu yäva ujuko c'äyam Citto gahapati yäva asatho . . .
amäyävi (p), i.e. see how upright, honest and sincere Citta, the
householder, is.
(ii) passantu yäva anujuko c'äyam Citto gahapati yäva satho . . .
mäyävi ( ^ p ) , i.e. see how Citta, the householder, is not
upright, honest or sincere.
Citta is anxious to show that Nigantha Nätaputta is contradicting him
self and says, sace purimam saccam pacchimam te micchä, sace pacchimam saccam purimam te micchä, i.e. if your former statement (p) is
true, your latter statement ( ^ p ) is false and if your latter statement
( ^ p ) is true, your former statement (p) is false. In other words, in the
above situation when the • statements are of the form p and *—'p, it
cannot be the case that both p and ^ p are true ( ^ ( p . ~ p ) ) ? which is
the formal statement of the principle of Contradiction.2 Barua has
likewise drawn our attention to a passage in the Kathävatthu3 where it
is pointed out that it is self-contradictory to assert that something
'exists' and 'does not exist' in the same sense at the same time.
(563) The contentions of Mrs Rhys Davids and Barua that they are
laws of thought are equally fantastic. The 'four laws of thought' that
1
3

S. IV.208. 299.
Op. cit., p. 49; v. Kvu. 159.

2

Stebbing, op. cit., p. 191.
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Barua is speaking of are presumably the law of Identity (see below, 1),
the law of Contradiction (see below, 2), the law of Excluded Middle
(see below, 3) and 'the law of Double Negation'1 (see below, 4). In the
first place Barua's 'A is neither B nor not~B' is not the principle of
Double Negation as understood in Western logic, where it is defined
as equivalent to 'A is not not-A'. 2 'A is neither B nor not-B' appears
in fact to be a violation of the principle of Excluded Middle, which
states that 'A is either B or not-B'. Secondly, a study of the four forms
of predication, as they stand, is sufficient to show that they are not
laws of thought. The four forms of predication are:
1. S is P, e.g. atthi paro loko (there is a next world).
2. S is not P, e.g. natthi paro loko (there is no next world).
3. S is and is not P, e.g. atthi ca natthi ca paro loko (there is and is
no next world).
4. S neither is nor is not P, e.g. n'ev'atthi na natthi paro loko (there
neither is nor is there no next world).
(564) It will be seen that (1) is not the law of Identity but a simple
affirmative categorical assertion; (2) is not the law of Contradiction
but a negative assertion or denial, it being a problem as to whether it
is the contradictory or merely the contrary of (1); (3) and (4) are
assertions not recognized in Aristotelian logic although statements of
this form sometimes occur in everyday parlance even in Western
languages.3 Considered as laws of thought or in the light of their
conformity to them (3) violates (i.e. is the negation of) the law of
Contradiction and (4) violates the law of Excluded Middle. Judged by
their form in the light of Aristotelian logic (3) and (4) are necessarily
(logically) false propositions. No wonder Poussin said 'we are helpless!'
(565) Now what do these propositions really mean? We have already
attempted to answer this question in an article entitled 'Some Problems
of Translation and Interpretation II', 4 and we do not propose to repeat
this here. We intend merely to summarize briefly the gist of what we
have said and make some added observations.
(566) Since then there have been a few articles written around this
subject but in none of them is there a serious attempt to clarify the
problems involved. The first is that of P. T. Raju writing in the
1

2
Barua, ibid.
Stebbing, op. cit., p. 191.
v. Article by C. Lewy on 'Calculuses of Logic and Arithmetic' in Proceedings
of the Aristotelian Society, Supplementary Vol. 20, pp. 36> 374
UCR., Vol. 8, pp. 45-55, 19503
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'Review of Metaphysics* (Vol. 7, 1953-4, pp. 694-713) on 'The Princi
ple of Four-Cornered Negation in Indian Philosophy'. Raju is mainly
concerned in this article with Nägärjuna's negations or denials of the
truth of propositions, expressed according the above four-fold formula.
He compares them with similar negations of Sankara. However, it did
not occur to him that before we can understand the nature of these
negations, it was necessary to know exactly what he was negating or
in other words the nature of these four types of assertions. He says that
'the principle seems to have been first used by Sanjaya' (op. cit., p. 694)
adding that 'those philosophers who gave a negative answer to all four
questions were called "eel-wrigglers" by the Buddhists' (Joe. cit.).
Without giving an iota of evidence he goes on to say that 'Gautama the
founder of the school of Nyäya . . . called such philosophers vitandavädtns (op. cit., p. 695). He then gives an account of the seven forms
of Jain predication, which is found in most textbooks on Jainism.
Where he has tried to throw some light, in passing, on the four-fold
formula of the Päli Nikäyas, it is either not backed up with good
evidence or it is plainly self-contradictory. Thus he seems to identify
the Jain syäd avaktavya ( m a y be, it is unpredicable) with the Buddhist
assertion of the form 'S is neither P nor not-P'. But all that he says on
this subject is as follows: 'Now indescribability means that S is neither
P nor not-P. P and not-P are opposites and therefore cannot be applied
simultaneously to the same subject... It is the same as saying that'S is
neither P nor not-P' (op. cit., p. 699). In trying further to explain the
statement 'S is neither P nor not-P' he says that 'in mathematics
"sünya" means "zero" and in metaphysics it means "that which is
neither positive nor negative" (op. cit., p. 701), but one page later
without further ado, he denies even this: "then zero becomes a
quantity of which all the four alternatives are denied; it is neither
positive, nor negative, nor both positive and negative nor neither
positive nor negative" (op. cit., p. 702; italics mine)'.
(567) The next article to appear on this subject is by Professor Archie
J. Bahm on the intriguing subject of 'Does Seven-fold Predication
Equal Four-Cornered Negation Reversed?'1 But his attempt is dis
appointing, since as he admits and as is evident from the article itself,
his knowledge of the subject is gleaned from 'reading Raju's article'
(op. cit., p. 130) and 'his conclusion did not result from a study of the
sources' (loc. cit.). He says that 'this study purports to show that an
1

Philosophy East and West, Vol. 7, Nos. 3 and 4, pp. 127-30.
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attempt to reverse the principle of four-cornered negation, so that one
may have a four (or more)—fold principle of affirmation, results
naturally and logically in the seven-fold system of predication' (op.
eh., p. 128). Despite these obvious defects in Bahm's article, he does
make a significant contribution towards solving the riddle (logical) of
the four-fold assertions when he says, 'To affirm "is", "is not", "both
is and is not" and "neither is nor is not" jointly when "is" and "is
not" are interpreted as contradictories and "neither is nor is not" as
involving1 an excluded middle is to assert contradictorily. But if on
the other hand, "is" and "is not" (or "a" and "non-a") are interpreted
as opposites rather than as contradictories and "neither is nor is not"
(or "neither a nor non-a") is interpreted not as involving an excluded
middle but as presupposing that there is something which is neither
the one nor the other (its opposite), then no contradiction is involved'
(op. cit.y p. 128). According to this theory we do not fall into logical
difficulties if we treat not-P (in the four assertions) as the contrary and
not the contradictory of P. This is in principle the solution that we
had offered in our own treatment of the subject and we shall further
examine this solution below.
(568) The latest article to appear on this subject is by Shosun
Miyamoto, entitled 'The Logic of Relativity as the Common Ground
for the Development of the Middle Way' 2 Miyamoto takes (2) to (5) of
the five-fold assertions (v. supra, 185) which he attributes to Sanjaya
(but which in fact are either shared by all the Sceptics or were exclusively
Buddhist, v. supra, 184-90) and says that four of them are equivalent
to (I) to (IV) 3 of the four-fold formula, viz.
The four-fold
formula

1
2
3

I

—

II

=

III
IV

=
=

Sanjaya's statements
1. I do not think of them in such a manner (evam pi
me no).
2. I do not think of them as being identical (tathä ti
pi me no).
3. I do not think of them as being different (annatha
ti pi me no).
4. I do not think of denying them (no ti pi me no).
5. I do not think ofnot denying them (no no ti pi me no).
(op. cit., p. 75).

What he probably means is 'violating the principle of Excluded Middle'.
Buddhism and Culture, ed. Susumu Yamaguchi, Kyoto, i960, pp. 67-88.
We shall use these roman numerals to refer to the four forms of predication.
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(569) This is different from our identification of equivalence {v. supra,
188) but Miyamoto does not give any reasons for his identifications,
nor is he consistent for he later equates (IV) with (1) {op. cit., p. 81)»
He considers that Sanjaya's 'system is quite near to the Buddhist
standpoint of indescribable or inexpressible' (avyäkata-, avyäkrta-)'
{op. cit., p. 71) and holds that 'Sanjaya's thought is not far removed
from the logic of Sünya of the Mädhyamika' {loc. cit.). On the logic of
the four-fold formula itself he sheds little light: 'This type of a logical
view of nature could not entertain any preconceptions nor be com
promising by maintaining one particular view only. It expresses a
desire to view nature in her actual state, a logic in pursuit' {op. cit.,
p. 75). This seems to stress the similarity of this logic with the anekäntaväda- of Jainism. But a few pages later he holds without offering any
explanation that Jain syädväda stands midway between the position of
Sanjaya and the Buddhist point of view: 'The Jains maintained the
indeterminate non-exclusive view of nature (anekäntaväda), a half-way
position between the Sanjaya non-committal no-standpoint view and
the Buddhist Middle Way view' {op. cit., p. 79). A page later, however,
he identifies the Jain scheme with the four membered logic of Buddhism
as follows:
Jain schema
syäd asti (may be, it is)
syän nästi (may be, it is not)
syäd asti nästi (may be, it is and it is not)
syäd avaktavya (may be, it is unpredicable)
ayäd asti avaktavya (may be, it is and it is
unpredicable
6. syän nästi avaktavya (may be, it is not and y
it is unpredicable
7. syäd asti nästi avaktavya (may be, it is and
it is not, and is unpredicable

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buddhist schema
==
I
=
II
=
HI

=

IV

(570) He observes that since the term 'avaktavya-' (the inexpressible)
occurs in (4) to (7) ' "It may be inexpressible" refers to member four
of the Buddhist logic' and adds 'while at the same time it also refers to
the first member of the Sanjaya logic', i.e. 'I do not understand them
(questions) in such a manner' {op. cit., p. 81), contradicting what he
had said earlier {v. supra, 568). He sees a similarity between the systems
of Sanjaya, Jainism and Buddhism, though he is not clear as to what he
means: 'The crucial fact however about the three logical systems
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compared above is that in each what corresponds to the fourth member
expresses "neither is nor is not", "denial", "inexpressible" and the
non-causal (ahetu) and that in these systems Sanjaya, Jaina and
Buddhism firmly stand on the side against any form of nihilism' {op.
ciu, p. 81).
(571) In determining what is meant by the four forms of predication,
we cannot decide a priori what is meant by these particular forms of
speech. We have to proceed empirically and examine what is meant in
the light of historical and contextual considerations. The Nikäyas seem
to regard them as 'the four possible positions' or logical alternatives1
that a proposition can take. Thus, other religious teachers, it is said, in
fixing the status of the Tathägata or the perfect person (v. supra, 380)
after death do so 'according to these four positions' (imesu catusu
thänesu, S. IV.380) and not 'outside these four positions' (annatra
imehi catuhi thänehi, loc. ciu) meaning by the four positions statements
of theform'hotiTathägato param maranä', etc., in the four alternatives.
The fact that it was thought that one could not posit the status of the
Tathägata outside these four positions is significant; it shows that these
four positions were considered to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive
or in other words to be the possible logical alternatives.
(572) Of the four alternatives, the first is a simple affirmative categori
cal assertion. The second appears to be the opposite of this, but
whether it is the contrary or the contradictory is a problem that needs
to be examined. Judged by Aristotelian standards, the third and fourth
alternatives appear to be very problematic (v. supra, 564).
(573) We have seen that the third, which was a double-ca (and) type
of assertion ('ca (and) . . . ca (and)') was introduced by the Trairäsika
Ajivikas (v. supra, 222-7) to denote a class of things which could not
be described by propositions of the first or second type. We may also
note the fact that the fourth or double-na (not) type of assertion comes
down from the earliest times. It first appears in the Näsadiya hymn
(v. na asad äsit na u sad äsid tadänim, RV. 10.129.1) and is made use
of by Yäjnavalkya (neti neu, Brh. 4.5.15; v. supra, 44, 392) and the
1
Mrs Rhys Davids, refers to them as 'logical alternatives' in one place
notwithstanding her other pronouncements: '. . . the Indian mind playing about
with its four logical alternatives, A is B, A is not B, A is both B and not B, A is
neither B nor not B, Buddhist Psychology, Second Edition, London, 1924,
p. 248; Keith comes near to this when he says they are 'the four possible modes
of framing a proposition' (Buddhist Philosophy, p. 137).
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Mändükya Upanisad (v. supra, 392). This kind of expression is used to
denote the fact that conceptual epithets cannot be predicated of the
non-conceptual (the ultimate reality, the highest mystical state, the
impersonal state after death as conceived by Yäjnavalkya). Both Mrs
Rhys Davids1 and Barua2 have suggested that this kind of expression
could be employed to denote that no real attributes could be ascribed
to what was unreal, but they have not given any examples of such an
usage in Indian thought. It is however a plausible suggestion and we
have ourselves shown that what was meant by the expression, 'N'eva
sassato na asassato . . . loko', i.e. 'the world . . . is neither eternal nor
not eternal' was that temporal epithets (sassata, asassata) cannot be
predicated of a world (loko) which is timeless (v. supra, 400) or unreal
(v. supra, 407). As for the suggestion of the Corny, that the Sceptic
holds that 'neither p nor not p' is the case in rejecting both thesis as
well as anti-thesis, we found that it was not corroborated by the
evidence of the texts (v. supra, 391).
(574) Now if we refer to the four forms of predication by the Roman
numerals I, II, III, IV respectively, what we intended to show in our
article {v. supra, 565) was that III and IV, despite their form, were
contingent propositions, purporting to give us information about some
alleged state of affairs. Let us take an example, where we are quite
certain about the meaning of III and IV:
I Antavä ayam loko (parivatumo), i.e. this world is finite (and
bounded all round).
II Ananto ayam loko (apariyanto), i.e. this world is infinite (and
not bounded all round)
III Antavä ca ayam loko ananto ca, i.e. this world is both finite and
infinite.
IV N'eväyam loko antavä na panänanto, i.e. this world is neither
finite nor infinite.
D . I.22, 23.

Here (I) states that the world has the characteristic 'finite' in all
respects; this is clear from the further qualification, parivatumo,
'bounded all round'. II states that the world has the opposite or the
contrary characteristic of being 'infinite' in all respects (y. apariyanto).
1

'If not, is A neither B nor not-B (in other words is A a chimaera)', v. supra,

497.
2
'The fourth Law . . . is applicable to . . . the conception of something which
is really nothing . . .', op. cit.} p. 49.
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Now III does not state that the world is both finite in all respects (I) and
infinite in all respects (II). This would be self-contradictory, if we mean
by loka- the same thing in both cases. It states that the world is both
finite in some respect and infinite in another respect. For it is said that
those who hold this theory 'conceive the world to be finite in one
dimension and infinite in another' (uddham adho antasafmi lokasmim
viharati tiriyam anantasanni, (D. I.23). IV is said to be the point of
view of a 'reasoner' (takki, loc. cit.\ according to whom the epithets
'finite' and 'infinite' cannot be predicated of the world and hence it is
said that he disagrees with I, II, and III (loc. cit.). This too, it may be
noted, is not a contradictory statement but a different point of view
quite distinct from I, II and III. It resembles the point of view of Kant
who showed in his 'Critique of Pure Reason' that one could on the
one hand argue that 'the world was finite (in space and time)' and also
that 'the world was infinite'. However, since the conclusions contradict
each other we are faced with an antinomy, the truth being that spatial
(and temporal) attributes (e.g. finite, infinite) are subjective.1 It will be
noticed that according to this four-fold logic, a person who denies that
'the world is finite' and asserts the contradictory, namely that 'it is not
the case that the world is finite' may be one who holds II, III, or IV.
The Aristotelian logic of two alternatives tends to obscure these finer
distinctions while the above logic of four alternatives tends to high
light them, showing them as separate logical alternatives.
(575) It is, however, necessary for the purpose of this four-fold logic
to interpret II, as Bahm pointed out (v. supra, 567), as the contrary or
opposite and not as the contradictory of (I). For example, if we take
the epithet sukhl- (experiencing pleasure, happy), we can have the
assertion, I, so sukhl, 'he is happy'. Since 'na sukhl' is the contradictory
and 'dukkhi' (unhappy) the contrary of sukhl-, i.e. II would be 'so
dukkhi'. Ill would be 'so sukhi ca dukkhi ca' and IV 'so n'eva sukhl
na dukkhi'. Ill and IV are here not self-contradictory statements.
Ill describes the person, who experiences both pleasurable as well as
painful sensations and IV the person whose experiences have a neutral
hedonic tone, being neither pleasurable nor painful. We find in fact the
following four-fold predication about the hedonic experiences of the
1
Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, Tr. by N. K. Smith, London, 1933;
for the proofs that the world is finite and that it is infinite, v. pp. 396-402; space
is an a priori form of intuition, not reality, pp. 7 1 #•> 77> 80-91, 123, 163, 244,
399-400, 440, 449.
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soul, which are mutually exclusive and together exhaustive of all the
possibilities:
I Ekanta-sukhi attä hoti, i.e. the soul is extremely happy.
II Ekanta-dukkhi attä hoti, i.e. the soul is extremely unhappy.
III Sukha-dukkhl attä hoti, i.e. the soul (has mixed feelings of)
happiness and unhappiness.
IV Adukkhamasukhi attä hoti, i.e. the soul has no (feelings of)
happiness or unhappiness.
D.I.31.
(576) We may cite numerous examples of this type from the Canon»
To take an example which is often repeated:
I Puggalo attantapo . . ., i.e. the person, who torments himself
(e.g. the ascetic).
II Puggalo parantapo . . ., i.e. the person, who torments others
(e.g. the hunter).
III Puggalo attantapo parantapo ca . . ., i.e. the person who tor
ments himself as well as others (e.g. the king who initiates
and participates in a sacrifice causing the destruction of life
with much discomfiture to himself).
IV Puggalo n'evattantapo na parantapo . . ., i.e. the person who
neither torments himself nor others (e.g. the arhant).
M. 1.341 fi.; Pug. Pan. 55 ff.
One of the reasons for adopting this logic seems to be the fact that this
four-fold schema gave a better and finer classification of the empirical
data (thus preventing much ambiguity in utterances) than that offered
by the strictly dichotomous division.
(577) While the majority of the four forms of predication are explicable
on the above basis, taking (II) as the contrary and not the contradictory
of (I), there are some instances where we are faced with an apparent
difficulty. This is where (II) appears by virtue of its form, to be the
contradictory of (I):
e.g. I
II
III
IV

atthi paro loko, i.e. there is another world.
natthi paro loko, i.e. there is no other world.
atthi ca natthi ca paro loko, i.e. there is and is no other world.
n'ev'atthi na n'atthi paro loko, i.e. there neither is nor is there
no other world.
D. I.27.
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(S7^) Are we to regard, natthi paro loko, as the contradictory or the
contrary of atthi paro loko? Going purely on the morphology or the
word-form of the sentence it would appear to be the contradictory.
But this is due to the ambiquity of language. As Stebbing says, 'A
considerable amount of dispute turns up upon the fact that our words
have ragged edges. We cannot always be sure whether the propositions
we are concerned to maintain contradicts our opponent's assertion or is
merely incompatible with it. If the two assertions are contradictory,
then in disproving our opponent's assertion we thereby establish our
own. But if they are contraries, the disproof of his assertions leaves our
own still to be established' {op. cit., p. 62). We maintain that, the
proposition, natthi paro loko, should according to its context be treated
as the contrary and not the contradictory of, atthi paro loko, despite
the linguistic form. The reason for this would be clearer if we proceed
from the unambiguous to the ambiguous cases. In the unambiguous
case the difference between the contrary and the contradictory is
reflected in the linguistic form, viz.
-,.
-,.
IT so sukhi—so na sukhi
_..
(
^

.
^

f
<
[_

II so dukkhi (contrary)
111111111 so sukhadukkhi

TTT

IV so adukkhamasukhl

The distinction is less clear, but still noticeable in:
T
_ .
_ .
1 so rupi—na
so rupi
r
.
,.
N
(contradictory)
J

f
II so arüpi (contrary)
_ _
.
TTr
< 111
so rupi ca arupi ca
,
_._
T^7
(^ IV so n eva rupi narupi
The difference is not noticeable but nevertheless has to be maintained
in the following, since the contradictory of (I) is ambiguous and could
mean II, III or IV.

I atthi paro loko—na (atthi paro
loko) (contradictory)

II natthi paro loko (con
trary)
III atthi ca natthi ca paro
loko
IV n'evatthi na natthi paro
loko.

(579) The fact that propositions of the form, 'S is P' and 'S is not P'
are not always mutually contradictory in actual usage is clear from the
fact that together they do not always exhaust the possibilities as they
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ought to according to the law of Excluded Middle. Lewy1 in discussing
this problem says that in the case of Mr Braithwaite we are inclined to
say that 'Mr Braithwaite is neither bald nor not bald' without saying
that either the proposition 'Mr Braithwaite is bald' or the proposition
'Mr Braithwaite is not bald' is true. Lewy suggests at the end of this
article that one of the ways of avoiding this problem is 'to contract a
logical calculus' in which the principle of Excluded Middle does not
hold. But it is just this kind of logical calculus, as we have shown in
our article (v. supra, 565), that is being used in the Pali Canon, treating
statements of the form, 'S is both P and notP' and 'S is neither P nor
notP' (giving a different use for each of these two types) as contingent
propositions which are empirically meaningful in certain situations in
which, considering the facts, we are not justified in using the propositional forms, 'S is P' or 'S is not P'. 2
(580) Sometimes in adopting this four-fold schema for purposes of
classification only three of the possible four alternatives are mentioned,
presumably when no instances are found for the other alternative.
Thus, we have:
I. sanm-vädä, D. I.31.
II. asanni-vädä, D. I.32.
IV. n'evasanni-näsanni-vädä, D. I.33.
But there is no mention of sannäsanni-vädä, presumably because there
were no instances of theories which asserted that 'the soul was both
conscious and unconscious' after death. This is added evidence that the
list of theories in the Brahmajäla Sutta need not be considered a merely
artificial list, giving mere logical possibilities (v. supra, 141).
(581) Whether the four-fold logical alternatives were adopted by the
Buddhists from the Sceptics or not (v. supra, 190), the logic of it was
the same. The difference lay in the different uses to which they put the
schema. The Sceptics used it to show that each of the four alternatives
may or may not be true and that the truth cannot be known. The
Buddhists considered at least one of the alternatives to be true in any
particular case and made use of it for purposes of logical classification,
when they did not resort to dichotomous division (based on the two
fold logic, v. supra, 497 f.). They also rejected all four alternatives,
1
v. C. Lewy, 'Calculuses of Logic and Arithmetic', pp. 36 ff. in PAS.,
Supplementary Vol. 20.
2
For a full discussion of this problem, v. pp. 49~55 in our article.
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when they considered the question meaningless (i.e. a thapanlya panha)
and rarely negated all four alternatives when they considered the
answer 'yes' to each of the alternatives as misleading (v. supra, 481).
(582) Let us illustrate all this. When we have four alternatives, then
according to the Law of Non-Contradiction,1 not more than one
alternative can be true and according to the Law of Exclusion (for
there is no Middle2 since we are dealing with four possibilities) at least
one alternative must be true. Now in the case of a two-fold logic or a
logic with two alternatives (like the Aristotelian) we have four truthpossibilities since each of the possibilities p or not-p may be true or
false. We may represent this by a truth-table as follows:
1

p
not-p

2

T
F

3

F
T

4

T
T

F
F

Of the four possibilities (3) and (4) are excluded by the Laws (NonContradiction and Excluded Middle) of the system and we are left with
(1) and (2) as the logical alternatives or the alternative possibilities.
Likewise, in a four-fold logic or a logic of four alternatives, we are left
with only four possibilities, the others being ruled out by the Laws
(Non-Contradiction and Exclusion) governing the system. If we draw
up a truth-table it will be seen that out of sixteen truth-possibilities,
only four (v. 1-4, below) alternatives are permissible:
1

I.
II.
III.
IV.

p
notp (contrary)
both p and notp
neither p nor notp

(T)
F
F
F

2

F
(T)
F
F

3

4

F
F
(T)
F

F
F
F
(T)

5 6 7
etc., up to 16
T F T
T F T
T F T
T F F

(583) Let us take an example from the Nikäyas that confirms this.
Supposing I say ' / know what has been seen, heard, sensed, thought,
attained, sought and reflected upon by the class of recluses and
brahmins, then it would be false for me to say, / do not know what has
been seen, heard . . . it would likewise be false for me to say, I know and
1

v. K. N . Jayatilleke, op. eh., p. 52.
We can still speak of the recognition of the Law of the Excluded Middle in
the sense that no 'middle* between 'true* and 'false* is recognized but owing to
the ambiguity of the phrase 'Excluded Middle' we have dropped it.
2
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do not know what has been seen, heard . . . and false for me to say, /
neither know nor do not know what has been seen, heard . . . ' . Now this
is a literal translation of a passage appearing at A. II.25, viz. yam . . ,
sassamana-brähmaniyä pajäya . . . dittham sutam mutam vinnatam
pattam pariyesitam anuvicaritam manasä tarn ahamjänämi... Yam . . .
dittham sutam . . . tarn aham na1 jänäml ti vadeyyam tarn mama assa
musä, tarn ahamjänämi na ca jänäml ti vadeyyam tamp'assa tadisam
eva, tarn aham nevajänämi na najanämi ti vadeyyam tarn mama assa
kali. This example illustrates the fact that when one alternative was
taken as true, it was assumed that every one of the other alternatives
were false. In this case when (I) is true, it is said that each of the
alternatives (II), (III) and (IV) were false.
(584) When the four alternatives happened to be those of a thapaniya
panha or a meaningless question all four alternatives were rejected
rather than negated because the question in each of the alternatives was
not considered to be a proper question (kallo panho). Thus we have
the four alternatives:
I. Channam phassäyatanänam asesaviräganirodhä atth'annam
kind ti?
i.e. is there anything else after complete detachment from and
cessation of the six spheres of experience?
II. . . . natth'annam kind ti?
III. . . . atthi ca n'atthi c'annam kind ti?
IV. . . . n'ev'atthi no n'atth'annam kind ti?
The replies to each of these questions is of the form 'ma h'evam', i.e.
do not say so (A. II. 161). The response to the other avyäkata-questions
is also similar since these questions are 'not answered but set aside'
(avyäkatäni thapitäni, M. I.426; v. supra, 481). In other words these
questions were not negated but rejected. Raju (v. supra, $66) and Bahm
(v. supra, 567) have therefore misdescribed their nature as far as the
Pali Canonical position is concerned by calling this doctrine that of
'four-cornered negation' when it ought properly to be called Tourcornered rejection5.
(585) In fact, it is all the more necessary to distinguish the fourcornered rejection from four-cornered negation, which is also rarely
1

This na has been erroneously omitted from the text.
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met with in the Nikäyas. Consider the answers to the following four
alternative forms of a question:
I. Kin nu kho . •. vijjäya antakaro hot! ti? Is it the case that one
attains the goal by means of knowledge?
II. Kin nu kho . . . caranena antakaro hot! ti? Is it the case that
one attains the goal by means of conduct?
III. Kin nu kho . . . vijjäcaranena antakaro hot! ti? Is it the case that
one attains the goal by means of both knowledge and conduct?
IV. Kin nu kho . . . annatra vijjäcaranena antakaro hot! ti? Is it the
case that one attains the goal without knowledge and conduct?
Taking II as the contrary of (I), the question is in the form of the four
logical alternatives. The answer to each of these four alternatives is of
the form 'na h'idam', i.e. it is not so (note the difference from the
above), the reason being that while 'knowledge' and 'conduct' are
necessary conditions for final salvation they are not sufficient condi
tions. This denial of all the four logical alternatives is in apparent
violation of the Law of Exclusion (v. supra, 582), but this is not a
peculiarity of this logic, since we meet with this paradoxical situation
even with Aristotelian logic, e.g. when a non-smoker is confronted
with the question 'have you given up smoking?'
(586) It is necessary to distinguish the above four-fold logic from the
logic of the Jain syädväda, which is radically different from it. We
shall refer to the seven forms of predication of Jainism by the Indian
numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and the four logical alternatives by the
Roman numerals I, II, III and IV. Now it was the contention of Raju,
Bahm and Miyamoto (v. supra, 566, 567, 569) that 4 (syädavaktavya-)
was the same as IV (S is neither P nor notP), while Bahm and Miya
moto further identified (v. supra, 567, 569) 1, 2, 3 of Jainism with I, II,
III of Buddhism respectively. This is mistaken and is due to a failure
to understand the logic of each system, as a result of which they seem
to have been misled by mere superficial similarities. It appears on the
face of it that we could identify 1, 2, 3, 4 with I, II, III, IV respectively:
Jain
1. syäd asti (may be, it is)
2. syäd nästi (maybe , it is not)
3. syäd asti nästi (may be, it is
and it is not)
4. syäd avaktavyam (may be, it is
unpredicable)

Buddhist
I. atthi (it is)
II. natthi (it is not)
III. atthi ca natthi ca (it is and
it is not)
IV. n'ev'atthi na ca natthi (it
neither is nor is not)
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But if we examine the interpretation and usage of each we may observe
the radical difference behind the superficial resemblance. The interpre
tation given of syäd avaktavyam1 is that it is logically impossible to
assert i and 2 of an object simultaneously (3 asserts them successively).
It is implied that the object has a mysterious character, which is
impredicable. IV has no such implication and asserts on the contrary
that there is an instance of S, such that it does not have the characteristic
P or its contrary notP. For example, one of the four possible types of
individuals is called 'n'ev'attahitäya patipanno na parahitäya' (i.e. he
does not act in his own welfare nor for the welfare of others, A. 11.95),
which means that there is an individual S such that he does not have
the characteristic 'attahitäya patipanno' (P) nor the characteristic
'parahitäya patipanno' (notP). It does not mean that S is indescribable
in any way nor that there are no individuals, of whom the characteristics
P and notP cannot be predicated simultaneously for in fact the person
described as 'attahitäya ca patipanno parahitäya ca' (loc. cit.) has these
characteristics simultaneously.
(587) Another significant difference is that I, II, III, and IV are logical
alternatives in Buddhism, whereas this is not the case with the seven
forms of predication in Jainism. In Buddhism, as in Aristotelian logic,
only one alternative could be true, but in Jainism each of the seven
alternate forms of description (or any disjunction of them) could be
true. According to Buddhism an object correctly describable by I
cannot at the same time be correctly described by II, III, or IV, whereas
in Jainism an object correctly describable by 1 is also correctly describ
able by 2-7, which supplement 1 and do not exclude it.
(588) We may define the difference between the Jain logic and the
Aristotelian (which is similar in this respect to the Buddhist, v. supra,
582, 587) by drawing up truth-tables to illustrate the possibilities that
each allows for. For Aristotelian logic, as we have already shown, we
have four truth-possibilities of which two, i.e. the cases in which p and
not-p are both true and both false are ruled out by the laws of the
system. But according to Jain logic, if we confine ourselves to the first
two forms of predication only (to avoid complexity) all four truthpossibilities are permissible, viz.:
1

p (syäd asti)
not-p (syän nästi)
1

T
F

2

F
T

3

4

T
T

F
F

v. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 303; cp. Raju, op. cit., p. 700.
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(589) It will be noticed that (3) and (4) are not ruled out, since p may
be true from one standpoint and not-p from another; similarly p may
be false from one standpoint while not-p is also false from another
standpoint. It is necessary to remember that Jain logic admits of falsity
(nayäbhäsa). This happens when the particular assertion is not possible
from the standpoint from which it is made. For instance, if I assert
that a thing (which exists) does not exist (syäd nästi) from the point of
view of its own form (svarüpa), substance (svadravya), place (svaksetra) and time (svakäla), the statement would be false. So in drawing
up our truth-table to represent the possibilities according to Jain logic,
it is necessary to take account of another variable (in addition to the
truth-value), namely the standpoint (naya). Let us for the sake of
simplicity, take two alternative forms of predication (syäd asti and syäd
nästi) and two standpoints, x and y. This gives sixteen truth-possibilities
in all, since there would be four possibilities for each of the four
possibilities in the above table, viz.:
1

(p) syäd asti

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Tx Tx Ty Ty Fx Fx Fy Fy

(not-p) syän nästi Tx Ty Tx Ty Fx Fy Fx Fy
9

(p) syäd asti

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Tx Tx Ty Ty Fx Fx Fy Fy

(not-p) syän nästi Fx Fy Fx Fy Tx Ty Tx Ty
(590) Since it would be self-contradictory to assert jointly the truth
or the falsity of both alternates from the same standpoint we can rule
out possibilities 1, 4, 5 and 8 by this Law of Non-Contradiction, which
holds good for this system. Then again, if we know that p can be true
only from standpoint x and not-p only from standpoint y, then it
would follow (logically) that p is false from standpoint y and not-p
false from standpoint x. This means that p would have the truthpossibilities Tx and Fy only and not-p the truth-possibilities Ty and
Fx only, all other possibilities (i.e. 3, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 in
addition to the above) being ruled out. This leaves us with four truthpossibilities as follows:
1

2

3

4

p (syäd asti)

Tx Fy Tx Fy

not-p (syäd nästi)

Ty Fx Fx Ty
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(591) This shows the radical difference between the logic of syädvädb
and of the catuskoti, i.e. the Buddhist logic of 'four alternatives'. The
former represents seven forms of predication, which supplement each
other, each of which may be true simultaneously with the others from
its own standpoint. The latter represents four alternatives of which (as
understood in the Canon) * only one could be true. In this respect, this
logic resembles the Aristotelian, except for the fact that the latter is a
two-valued logic of two alternatives while the former is a two-valued
logic of four alternatives. Until recently it was believed in the Western
world that Aristotelian logic was the only logic and that it reflected the
structure of reality but, with the discovery of many-valued logics by
Lucasiewicz and Lobochevsky, this view is no longer universally held.
This means that our choice of a logical system is to some extent
arbitrary and dependent on the needs and nature of our discussion.
The Buddhist four-fold logic is in this respect no more true or false
than the Aristotelian and its merits should be judged by its adequacy
for the purposes for which it is used. It is not at all necessary to feel
helpless before it (as Poussin did!), if its nature and significance is
understood.
(592) Before we leave this topic, we may make some observations on
an article by Robinson,2 in which he makes a few comments on the
catuskoti He calls this the Tetralemma (pp. cit., p. 301), but since we
have treated the four alternatives as propositional functions, following
Schayer,3 and since they are basic to a whole system of logic, we prefer
to call this 'the four-fold logic'; we do not call Aristotelian logic 'the
dilemma' because it is a logic of two alternatives. We agree with
Robinson when he says that 'the four members' (i.e. the four alterna
tives) are 'in a relation of exclusive disjunction' ('one of but not more
than one of "a", "b", "c", "d" is true') (Joe. cit.); this we have actually
shown to be the case (v. supra, 583). We cannot agree with his
observation that 'the tetralemma resembles the four Aristotelian forms
in some ways. Both sets comprise propositions constructed from two
1

Nägärjuna's position is different but this is beyond the scope of our study.
Richard H. Robinson, 'Some Logical Aspects of Nägärjuna's System' in,
Philosophy East and West, Vol. 6, No. 4, January 1957, pp. 291-308.
3
'Altindische Antizipationen der Aussagenlogik' in Studien zur indischen
Logik, Extrait du Bulletin de l'Academie Polonaise des Sciences et des Lettres
cracovic 1933, p. 93; Schayer represents the four alternatives as p, ^ p , (p.'"^/p),
( ^ / p . ^ 0 — P ) ) - W e are, however not treating 'p* as the contradictory of ' p ' and
hence we have written 'notp' instead (v. supra, 186).
2
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terms and the constants (functors) 'all', 'some', and 'not' \op. cit.,
p. 303). If we do so, we treat (I) as an universal affirmative proposition,
which it is not (at least always) (v. supra, 574). For similar reasons, the
explanation of II as corresponding to an Aristotelian E-type proposi
tion, of III as 'the conjunction of I and O forms' (Joe. cit.) and IV as the
'conjunction of E and A forms' (loc. cit.) is unsatisfactory. His proposal
to interpret the fourth alternative as: 'No x is A and no x is not A'
(pp. cit., p. 302), which is true 'when x is null' (loc. cit.) is contradicted
by usage in the Päli Nikäyas (v. supra, 576, IV).
(593) Let us examine the conception of truth as we find it in the
Nikäyas. There is no direct inquiry into the nature of truth (in the
epistemological sense) in them, but the value placed on truth (in the
wider sense) was so great that some observations about the nature of
truth (in the above sense) were, perhaps, inevitable.
(594) In the Abhayaräjakumära Sutta, we find statements classified
according to their truth-value, utility (or disutility) and pleasantness
(or unpleasantness). The intention of the classification is to tell us
what kinds of propositions the Buddha asserts. If propositions could
be true (bhütam, taccham) or false (abhütam, ataccham), useful
(atthasamhitam) or useless (anatthasamhitam), pleasant (paresam piyä
manäpä) or unpleasant (paresam appiyä amanäpä), we get eight
possibilities in all as follows:
True

useful
useless

5)

False
55

»

5?

useful
useless
??

pleasant
unpleasant
pleasant
unpleasant
pleasant
unpleasant
pleasant
unpleasant

The text reads as follows: 'The Tathägata does not assert a statement
which he knows to be untrue, false, useless, disagreeable and unpleas
ant to others (i.e 8). He does not assert a statement which he knows
to be true, factual, useless, disagreeable and unpleasant to others (i.e. 4).
He would assert at the proper time a statement which he knows to be
true, factual, useful, disagreeable and unpleasant to others (i.e. 2). He
would not assert a statement which he knows to be untrue, false, use
less, agreeable and pleasant to others (i.e. 7). He would not assert a
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statement which he knows to be true, factual, useless, agreeable and
pleasant to others (i.e. 3). He would assert at the proper time a state
ment which he knows to be true, factual, useful, agreeable and pleasant
to others (i.e. i)'. 1 We may observe that possibilities 5 and 6 are omitted

(y. infra, 605).
(595) According to this passage the Buddha asserts propositions which
are true, useful and are either pleasant or unpleasant at the right
occasion. This appears to be a departure from the earlier statement in
the Suttanipäta, where it is said that 'one should say only what is
pleasant' (piyaväcam eva bhäseyya, Sn. 452), unless we say that this
apparent exception holds good only in the case of the Tathägata. The
reason given is that sometimes it is necessary to say what is unpleasant
for the good of an individual, just as out of love for a child one has to
cause a certain amount of pain in order to remove something that has
got stuck in its throat (M. I.394, 395).
(596) But the interest of this passage for us, lies in its disclosing the
relationships of truth to utility (and pleasantness). Let us first inquire
as to what could be meant by 'true' in these contexts. The word used
is 'bhütam, taccham' (cp. bhütam, taccham anannathä, M. II. 170). The
use of bhütam in the sense of 'true' is significant for it literally means
'fact, i.e. what has become, taken place or happened'. Likewise
yathäbhütam, which means lm accordance with fact', is often used
synonymously with truth. It is the object of knowledge—'one knows
what is in accordance with fact' (yathäbhütam pajänäti, D. I.83, 84).
This tacitly implies the acceptance of a correspondence theory of truth.
In the Apannaka Sutta there is a conscious avowal of this theory.
Falsity is here defined as the denial of fact or as what does not accord
with fact. A false belief, a false conception and a false statement are
defined as follows: 'When in fact there is a next world, the belief occurs
to me that there is no next world, that would be a false belief. When in
1
. . . yam Tathägato väcam jänäti abhütam ataccham anatthasamhitam, sä ca
paresam appiyä amanäpä, na tarn Tathägato väcam bhäsati; yam pi väcam jänäti
bhütam taccham anatthasamhitam, sä ca paresam appiyä amanäpä, tarn pi väcam
na bhäsati; yan ca kho väcam jänäti bhütam taccham atthasamhitam, sä ca paresam
appiyä amanäpä, tatra kälafinü hoti tassa väcäya veyyäkaranäya. Yam väcam
jänäti abhütam ataccham anatthasamhitam, sä ca paresam piyä manäpä, na tarn
väcam bhäsati; yam pi väcam jänäti bhütam taccham anatthasamhitam sä ca pare
sam piyä manäpä, tarn pi väcam na bhäsati; yafi ca kho väcam jänäti bhütam
taccham atthasamhitam, sä ca paresam piyä manäpä, tatra kälannü hoti tassa
väcäya veyyäkaranäya. M. 1.395*
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fact there is a next world, if one thinks that there is no next world, that
would be a false conception. When in fact there is a next world, one
asserts the statement that there is no next world, that would be a false
statement' (Santam yeva kho pana param lokam; natthi paro loko
ti'ssa ditthi hoti, sä'ssa hoti micchäditthi. Santam yeva kho pana param
lokam: natthi paro loko ti sankappeti, svässa hoti micchäsankappo.
Santam yeva kho pana param lokam: natthi paro loko ti väcam
bhäsati, sä'ssa hoti micchäväcä, M. I.402). Thus, while false proposi
tions entertained as beliefs or conceptions or expressed as statements
are considered false, when they do not correspond with or deny facts,
true beliefs, conceptions or statements are said to be those which
reflect or correspond with fact. The words used for true beliefs, con
ceptions or statements are sammäditthi, sammäsankappo and sammäväcä respectively, which literally mean 'right belief, etc.', but here
'right' (sammä) being the opposite of 'micchä' (false) is synonymous
with 'true': 'When in fact there is a next world, the belief occurs to me
that there is a next world, that would be a true belief.. .' (Santam yeva
kho pana param lokam: atthi paro loko ti'ssa ditthi hoti, sä'ssa hoti
sammä ditthi, M. L403).
(597) Though truth is defined in terms of correspondence with fact,
consistency or coherence is also considered a criterion of truth. We
have already cited an example from the Nikäyas, where it is clearly
shown that, when two statements contradict each other, it cannot be
the case that both statements are true for 'if p is true, not-p is false and
if not-p is true, p is false' (v. supra, 562). In the Suttanipäta referring
to numerous theses put forward by various theorists the question is
asked 'Claiming to be experts, why do (they) put forward diverse
theories—are truths many and various
?' (kasmä nu saccäni vadanti
nänä . . . kusalä vadänä: saccäni su täni bahüni nänä . . . Sn. 885) and
answered: 'Truths, indeed, are not many and various' (na h'eva
saccäni bahüni nänä... Sn. 886). It is in this context that the statement
is made that 'truth is one without a second' (ekam hi saccam na
dutiyam atthi, Sn. 884). The Buddha in arguing with his opponents
appeals to this principle of consistency by showing that their theories
are false because they are contradicting themselves. Thus, in the debate
with Saccaka, the Buddha says at a certain stage in the discussion,
referring to his opponent's statements that 'his later statement is not
compatible with the former nor the former with the later' (na kho te
sandhiyati purimena vä pacchimam, pacchimena vä purimam, M. I.232).
M
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Here the consistency called for is the coherence with the various
statements and implications of a theory.
(598) But it is important to note that there is another sense of con
sistency recognized in the Nikäyas. This is the consistency between
the behaviour of a person and his statements. In this sense, it is claimed
that the Buddha 'practised what he preached and preached what he
practised' (yathävädi tathäkäri, yathäkäri tathävädi, It. 122). One does
not normally speak of this kind of consistency as logical consistency;
but when Toynbee says that 'the Buddha was an illogical evangelist''/
and speaks of his 'sublime inconsistency' (op. cit., p. 64) or 'sublimely
illogical practice' (op. cit., p. 73) he is using 'illogical' in this novel
sense. W e have tried to state more precisely what is meant by 'illogical'
here 2 and have found two senses, (1) when A asserts p and acts as if
he believes p is false, and (2) where A asserts p and p is false (where p
is a statement descriptive of A's behaviour, which is directly relevant
to the truth-value of p).
(599) Despite this emphasis on consistency, which runs through the
Nikäyas, we find an early reference to the concept of pacceka-sacca,
i.e. individual (private) or partial truth (?). Prima facie this notion
appears to run counter to the conception of truth as being consistent.
This concept first appears in the Suttanipäta in reference to the diverse
theories put forward by controversialist debaters. It is said that 'these
individuals dogmatically cling to (lit. are immersed in) individual (or
partial?) truths' (pacceka-saccesu puthü nivitthä, Sn. 824). T h e term
is also used to denote the avyäkata-theories, which as we have shown
were also debated (v. supra, 378). These theories are called 'the several
paccekasaccas of the several recluses and brahmins' (puthusamanabrähmanänam puthupaccekasaccäni, A. II.41; V.29). N o w paccekaliterälly means 'each one' (s.v. P T S . Dictionary) or 'individual' and
the BHS. Dictionary suggests 'individual (alleged) truths' for pratyekasatya (s.v.). What could be the significance of the use of this term?
Could we interpret this to mean that each of these theories had an
element of truth and were in fact 'partial truths'. This is very strongly
suggested by the parable of the blind men and the elephant (Ud. 68).
A number of men born blind (jaccandhä) are assembled by the king
who instructs that they be shown (dassesi), i.e. made to touch an
1

An Historian s Approach to Religion, p. 77.
v. K. N . Jayatilleke, 'A Recent Criticism of Buddhism' in UCR., Vol. 15,
Nos. 3 and 4, pp. 136 ff.
2
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elephant. They touch various parts of the elephant such as the forehead,
ears, tusks, etc. They are then asked to describe the elephant and each
reports mistaking the part for the whole that the elephant was like that
portion of the elephant which was felt by him. There are ten conflicting
accounts in all corresponding in description to the ten parts touched
and these are compared to the ten avyäkata-theses put forward by the
various recluses and brahmins. If we interpret the parable literally one
would have to say that their theses too mistakenly describe the part for
the whole and in so far as they constitute descriptions of their partial
experience, they have an element of truth but are deluded in ascribing
to the whole of reality what is true only of the part or in other words
what is partially true. Since it were these very avyäkata-theses that
were called pacceka-saccas it would appear to be not without justifica
tion to translate this word as 'partial truths'. One may in fact even
suggest, though with little historical justification, that these theses were
'indeterminate' (avyäkata-) in the sense of being neither true nor false1
analogous to the sense in which avyäkata- is used to denote what is
'neutral' in moral contexts where 'what is indeterminate (avyäkata-)
are acts which are neither good nor evil . . .' (ye ca dhammä kiriyä
n'eva kusalä na akusalä . . . ime dhamma avyäkata, DhS., 583, p. 124).
If such an interpretation is to be justified, we would have to say that
these avyäkata-theses were a product of partial descriptions of reality,
their error consisting in regarding these partial accounts as descriptions
of the whole of reality. They would be the misdescribed experiences of
different thinkers like the blind men's accounts of the elephant. In fact,
it is almost suggested in the Brahmajäla Sutta that not merely the
avyäkata-theses but all the sixty two philosophical theories 'result
from impressions' (phassapaccayä, D. I.42, 43; cp. te vata annatra
phassä patisamvedissanti ti n'etam thänam vijjati, i.e. it is impossible
that they would entertain (these theories) without the impressions they
had, D. I.43, 44)—i.e. perceptive, sensory and extrasensory and
cognitive experience—and that these theories were presumably only
partial accounts of reality.
(600) But this conception of truth is not developed in the Nikäyas and
if we hold the above account of pacceka-sacca as a 'partial truth' we
1
This is in fact a sense in which 'indeterminate' is used in logic, e.g. '. . . if a
three-valued logic is proposed in which the law of the excluded middle is replaced
by the trichotomy every proposition is either true or false or indeterminate . . .'
A. Pap, Semantics and Necessary Truth, Yale University Press, New Haven,
1958, p. 169.
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would have to regard this conception as a remnant of early Jain
influence on Buddhism. The conception of partial or relative truth was
basically a Jain conception, for according to Jainism a number of
apparently conflicting theories could each be true according to a stand
point (v. supra, 588-90). As such the parable of the blind men and the
elephant is much more appropriate to the context of Jainism and it is
probable that the Buddhists borrowed it from a Jain source, since as
Radhakrishnan says 'the Jains are fond of quoting the old story of the
six1 blind men, who each laid hands on a different part of the elephant
and tried to describe the whole animal'.2
(601) We feel, however, that the more probable explanation of the
use of the term pacceka-sacca- is that it is sarcastic and means as
Edgerton says 'individual (alleged) truth, applied to doctrines of
heretical sects' (s.v. pratyeka-satya-, BHS. Dictionary). The reason
for this is that the theory that truth is one (ekam) and not two (dutiyam)
or many (nänä) is promulgated in the very stratum in which the term
paccekasacca occurs (v. supra, 597). But while denying the objective
truth of several incompatible theories, the Buddhists do not seem to
have doubted the reality of those experiences on the basis of which
these theories were propounded. Sn. 886 says that 'there are not many
and various permanent truths in the world apart from conscious
experience' (na h'eva saccäni bahüni nänä, anfiatra sannäya niccäni
loke). This phrase 'apart from conscious experience' seems to make the
same point as the parable of the elephant and the blind men and the
statement in the Brahmajala Sutta quoted above (v. supra, 599), that
the sixty two views were based on our (subjective) impressions, which
though real do not make the theories true.
(602) If truth is what corresponds with fact and is consistent within
itself, what was the relation of truth to utility? Mrs Rhys Davids,
arguing against the theory that the Buddha was a rationalist suggests
that he be called an 'utilitarian' in the sense of being a pragmatist, for
whom truth is what 'works'. 3 She says: ' "Utilitarian" might be urged
with some weight. "Rationalistic" surely not. In the very Sutta chosen
to illustrate the latter assertion, the Käläma discourse, the rational
grounds for testing a gospel are only cited to be put aside.... The one
1
In the Buddhist (Udäna, 68) version there are at least ten blind men, though
their number is not specified.
2
Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 301.
3
v. Ewing, The Fundamental Questions of Philosophy, p. 56.
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test to be used is "What effect will this teaching produce on my life" P'1
Poussin too calls Early Buddhism 'pragmatic': 'nous avons defini
Pancienne dogmatique comme une doctrine essentiellement "pragmatique" . . . ' 2
(603) This pragmatism of Buddhism is also strongly suggested by the
parable of the arrow (M. I.429) and the parable of the raft (M. 1.134).
The parable of the arrow occurs in reference to the avyäkata-theses
and the gist of it is that a man struck with a poisoned arrow should be
concerned with removing the arrow and getting well rather than be
interested in purely theoretical questions (about the nature of the
arrow, who shot it, etc.), which have no practical utility. The moral is
that man should only be interested in truths which have a practical
bearing on his life. In the same context it was said that the avyäkataquestions were not answered because 'it was not useful, not related to
the fundamentals of religion, and not conducive to revulsion, dispassion, cessation, peace, higher knowledge, realization and Nirvana'
(na h'etam atthasamhitam n'ädibrahmacariyakam, na nibbidäya na
virägäya na nirodhäya na upasamäya na abhinnäya na sambodhäya na
nibbänäya samvattati, M. I.431). The parable of the raft has the same
motive and is intended to indicate the utilitarian character of the
teachings or the 'truth' of Buddhism. The truths are useful for salvation
but even they should not be clung to however useful they may have
been. It is said: 'I preach you a dhamma comparable to a raft for the
sake of crossing over and not for the sake of clinging to it . . .'
(Kullüpamam vo . . . dhammam desissämi nittharanatthäya no gahanatthäya... M. 1.134). A person intending to cross a river and get to the
other bank, where it is safe and secure makes a raft and with its help
safely reaches the other bank but however useful the raft may have been
(bahukäro me ayam kullo, loc. cit.), he would throw it aside3 and go
his way without carrying it on his shoulders; so it is said that 'those
who realize the dhamma to be like a raft should discard the dhamma as
well, not to speak of what is not dhamma' (kullüpamam vo — äjänantehi dhammä pi vo pahätabbä, pag'eva adhammä, M. I.135). We cannot
1

Wayfarer's Words, Vol. Ill, pp. 1103, 1104.
Bouddhisme, Third Edition, Paris, 1925, p. 129.
3
Cp. Wittgenstein, 'My statements are elucidatory in this way: he who
understands me finally recognizes them as senseless, when he has climbed out
through them, on them, over them. (He must so to speak throw away the ladder,
after he has climbed up on it.)' Tractatus Logico-philosophicus, 6.54, p. 189.
According to the Mädhyamika, even the 'right view* (sammaditthi) is a view
although it has a pragmatic value and all views (ditthi-s) are false.
2
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interpret this to mean that the dhamma is true only by virtue of its
utility and that it ceases to be true when it ceases to be useful. What is
meant is that unlike the answers to the avyäkata-questions (which
were 'not useful' (na atthasamhitam, v. infra, 811) for salvation, the
dhamma was useful for salvation and its value (though not its truthvalue) lay in its utility. It ceases to have value, though it does not cease
to be true, when one has achieved one's purpose with its help by attain
ing salvation.
(604) We may conclude from this that the truths of Buddhism were
also considered to be useful (atthasamhitam) for each person until one
attains salvation. This is confirmed by what is stated in the passage
quoted above (y. supra, 594) where it was said that the Buddha speaks
only what is true and useful, whether pleasant or unpleasant. We may
sum this up by saying that the truths of Buddhism were considered to
be pragmatic in the Buddhist sense of the term, but it does not mean
that Early Buddhism believes in a pragmatist theory of truth.
(605) According to the pragmatist theory of truth 'a belief is true if it
is useful and false, if it is not, or more widely . . . a belief is true if
"it works'". 1 Now in the passage quoted above (v. supra, 594), the
possibility was granted that there could be statements which were true
but useless. This means that a statement could be useless without being
false, thus showing that utility (atthasamhitam) was not considered to
be a definition or an infallible criterion of truth. But on the other hand,
it is curious that the list of possibilities mentioned in the passage are
only six and as we have shown (v. supra, 594) there is a failure to
mention statements which are both false as well as useful (pleasant or
unpleasant). It is difficult to say whether this omission was accidental
or intentional, for we have to depend on an argumentum e silentio. If it
was intentional, we would have to say that it was not reckoned one of
the possibilities either because it was considered self-contradictory to
say of a statement that it was false but useful2 or because such state
ments did not in fact exist. This (i.e. both these latter alternatives) seem
likely not because of any pragmatist theory of truth but because of the
peculiarly Buddhist use of the term 'useless' (na atthasamhitam). Here
attha- (s.v. PTS. Dictionary) is not just 'what is advantageous' in the
1

A. D . Woozley, The Theory of Knowledge, p. 134.
v. Woozley, op. cit., p. 134; 'But that it is useful is surely not what is meant
by saying that it is true. For if it were what is meant, then the proposition "that
belief was false but it was useful" would be self-contradictory'.
2
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broad utilitarian sense of the term, but what is morally good in the
sense of being useful for the attainment of the goal of Nirvana. Since
falsehood or the assertion of a statement which is false (musäväda) was
considered a moral evil, it would have been held to be logically or
causally impossible for what is false, i.e. what is morally evil to result
in what was useful in the sense of being morally advantageous or good
(atthasamhitam).
(606) While truth is not defined in terms of utility it seems to have been
held that the claims of a belief to be true were to be tested in the light
of personally verifiable consequences. Mrs Rhys Davids says that
according to the Käläma Sutta 'the one test to be used is "what effect
will this teaching produce on my life" ' (v. supra, 602). What the Sutta
states is that 'you should reject those beliefs (as false) when you your
self realize that when they are accepted and lived up to they conduce to
lack of welfare and unhappiness' (yadä . . . tumhe attanä va jäneyyatha
. . . ime dhammä samattä samädinnä ahitäya dukkhäya samvattantiatha . . . tumhe pajaheyyätha, A. II. 191). As we have shown in the
light of other evidence (v. infra, 797) verifiability in the light of
experience, sensory and extrasensory, is considered a characteristic of
truth but what is thus claimed to be true is held to be true only by virtue
of its 'correspondence with fact' (yathäbhutam). Thus, verifiability is
a test of truth but does not itself constitute truth.
(607) Many of the important truths in Buddhism are considered to lie
midway between two extreme points of view. Extreme realism, which
says that 'everything exists' (sabbam atthi ti) is one extreme (eko anto)
and extreme nihilism which asserts that 'nothing exists' (sabbam natthi
ti) is the other extreme (dutiyo anto)—the truth lies in the middle
(S. II.76). Similar anti-theses which are false are the doctrines of
eternalism (sassataditthi) and annihilationism (ucchedaditthi) (S. II.20,
III.98), the Materialist conception that the body and the soul are
identical (tarn jivam tarn sariram, S. II.60) and the dualist conception
that they are different (annam jivam annam sariram, loc. cit.), the Deter
minist thesis (sabbam pubbekatahetu, A. 1.173) and the Indeterminist
thesis (sabbam ahetuappaccayä, loc. cit.), that we are entirely personally
responsible for our unhappiness (so karoti so patisamvediyati, S. II.20)
and that we are not at all responsible for our unhappiness (anno karoti
anno patisamvediyati, he. cit.), extreme hedonism (kämasukhallikänuyogo, S. IV.330, V.421) and extreme asceticism (attakilamathänuyogo,
loc. cit.). In all these instances it is said that the Buddha 'without falling
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into these two extremes preaches the dhamma in the middle (ete ubho
ante anupagamma majjhena . . . dhammam deseti). Thus the mean
between two extreme views is held to be true. The 'middle way*
(majjhimä patipadä) which is a mean both in the matter of belief1 as
well as of conduct is said to 'make for knowledge . . . and bring about
intuition and realization' (näna-karani. . . abhinnäya sambodhäya . . .
samvattati, M. 1.15).
(608) Logically, there is no reason why the truth should lie in the
middle rather than in one of the two extremes though most people
would be inclined to think that a moderate view, which takes count of
the elements of truth in all the extreme views with regard to a particular
matter, is more likely to be true than any of the extreme views. The
problem, however, is whether it was dogmatically assumed that the
truth must lie in the middle or on the other hand whether it was con
sidered that the truth in the above instances happened to lie between
two extremes. The second appears to be the more plausible alternative
in the light of the facts. When the Buddha held that neither the paths
of over-indulgence nor of extreme asceticism makes for spiritual
progress and happiness, this is considered to be a finding based on his
experiences and experiments {v. infra, 794-7). Likewise the truth of
the other syntheses or the middle views is claimed to be established
independently.
(609) This attempt to reconcile opposing theses was not an entirely
new venture in the history of Indian thought. We first met with it in
Näsadiya hymn, which tries to effect a synthesis between mutually
contradictory theories (v. supra, 9). Even the idea of the fruitful mean
appears to be foreshadowed in the Aitareya Äranyaka, where it is said
that one should not be over-generous or miserly but avoiding both
extremes should give at the proper time: \ . . if a man says om (yes) to
everything then that which he gives away is wanting to him here. If
he says om (yes) to everything then he would empty himself and would
not be capable of any enjoyments . . . If a man says "no" to everything
then his reputation would become evil and that would ruin him even
here. Therefore let a man give at the proper time, not at the wrong
time. Thus he unites the true and the untrue and from the union oj these
two he grows and becomes greater and greater' (Ait. Ar. 2.3.6.11-13;
1
Cp. Sthiramati, Madhyäntavibhägatikä, ed. S. Yamaguchi, Nagoya, 1934,
v. Antadvayavarjane pratipattih (the principle of the avoidance of the two

extremes), pp. 233-251.
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v. SBE., Vol. i, pp. 230-1). We find here the idea of synthesis and the
fruitful mean which makes for growth and development (v. supra, 607)
and which may have suggested the idea of the mean in Buddhism,
though, of course, the mean in Buddhism is not a synthesis between
truth and untruth.
(610) The doctrine of the two kinds of knowledge, the higher and the
lower, which made its appearance in the Middle and Late Upanisads
(v. supra, 75) and the theory of standpoints adopted by the Trairäsika
Äjivikas (v. supra, 228, 229) and the Jains (v. supra, 228) has its
counterpart in Buddhism in the doctrine of the two kinds of truth,
conventional-truth (sammuti-sacca) and absolute truth (paramatthasacca). There is, however, no clear-cut distinction between these two
kinds of truth in the Pali Canon. What we do find is a distinction
between two types of Suttas (Discourses) which seems to have provided
a basis for the later emergence of the doctrine of the two kinds of truth
in medieval times; but even this latter theory, which appears in the
commentaries, must be distinguished from the doctrine as understood
by modern orthodoxy.1
(611) The two kinds of Suttas are the nitattha- (Vnh t o infer+attha=
meaning) or 'those of direct meaning' and the neyyattha- or 'those of
indirect meaning'.2 In one place in the Anguttara Nikäya the importance
of distinguishing between these two types of Suttas is stressed and it is
said that those who confuse the two misrepresent the Buddha: 'There
are these two who misrepresent the Tathägata. Which two? He who
represents a Sutta of indirect meaning as a Sutta of direct meaning and
he who represents a Sutta of direct meaning as a Sutta of indirect
meaning'.3 On the basis of this Edgerton has remarked that Tn Pali
neither is ipso facto preferred to the other; one errs only in interpreting
one as if it were the other' (BHS. Dictionary, s.v. nitartha-). On the
other hand Edgerton says that 'in BHS. a nitartha t e x t . . . is recom
mended as a guide in preference to one that is neyärtha' (be. cit.).
This is certainly so.4 But even in the Pali the very fact that one is called
1
v. Ledi Sadaw, 'Some Points in Buddhist Doctrine' in JPTS., 1914, pp. 115163; cp. Nyanatiloka, A Guide Through the Abhidhamma Pitaka, p. 2.
2
v. Poussin, L'Abhidharmakosa, Vol. IX, p. 247; St Schayer, 'Pre-Canonical
Buddhism' in Archiv Orientalni, Vol. 7, 1935, p. 121, has 'texts with literal mean
ing' for nitattha- and 'of symbolical (meaning)' for neyyattha-.
3
Dve'me Tathägatam abbhäcikkhanti. Katame dve? Yo ca neyyattham
suttantam nitattho suttanto ti dipeti; yo ca nitattham suttantam neyyattho
suttanto ti dipeti, A. I.60.
* v. Poussin, op. cit., Vol. IX, p. 246, fn. 2.
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a nitattha Sutta, whose meaning is plain and direct and the other a
neyyattha- in the sense that its meaning should be inferred in the light
of the former, gives the former a definite precedence over the latter.
(612) No examples are given in the Canon of the two kinds of Suttas,
referred to, and we have to seek this information in the commentaries.
The commentary on the above passage tries to illustrate the difference:
'A Sutta of the form "there is one individual, O monks", "there are
two individuals, O monks", "there are three individuals, O monks"
. . . , etc., is a Sutta of indirect meaning. Here although the perfectly
Enlightened One speaks of "there is one person, O monks", etc., its
sense has to be inferred since there is no individual in the absolute sense
{paramatthato). But a person because of his folly may take this as a
Sutta of direct meaning and would argue that the Tathägata would not
have said "there is one individual, O monks", etc., unless a person
existed in the absolute sense. Accepting the fact that since he has said
so there must be a person in the absolute sense, he represents a Sutta
of indirect meaning as a Sutta of direct meaning. One should speak of
a Sutta of direct meaning (as of the form), "this is impermanent^
sorrowful and devoid of substance (soul)". Here the sense is that what
is permanent is at the same time sorrowful and lacking in substance.
But because of his folly, this person takes this as a Sutta of indirect
meaning and extracts its sense saying, "there is something which is
eternal, happy and is the soul" and thus represents a Sutta of direct
meaning as a Sutta of indirect meaning'.1
(613) This explanation seems to trace the distinction between these
two kinds of discourse to the statement of the Buddha that there were
'expressions, turns of speech, designations in common use in the world
which the Tathägata makes use of without being led astray by them'
v. supra, 533). For according to this statement, the Buddha is con
strained to use language which has misleading implications and we have
1
Ekapuggalo bhikkhave, dve'me bhikkhave puggalä, tayo'me bhikkhave
puggalä . . . ti evarüpo suttanto neyyattho näma. Ettha hi kincäpi sammäsambuddhena ekapuggalo bhikkhave ti ädi vuttam, paramatthato pana puggalo näma
natthi ti evam assa attho netabbo va hoti. Ayam pana attano bälataya nitattho
ayam suttanto: paramatthato hi puggale asati, na Tathägato ekapuggalo bhikkhave
ti ädini vadeyya. Yasmä pana tena vuttam, tasmä paramatthato atthi puggalo ti
ganhanto tarn neyyattham suttantam nitattho suttanto ti dipeti. Nitatthan ti
aniccam dukkham anattä ti evam kathitattham. Ettha hi aniccam eva dukkham
eva anattä yevä ti attho. Ayam pana attano bälataya neyyattho ayam suttanto
attham assa äharissami ti niccam näma atthi, sukham näma atthi, attä nama atthi
ti ganhanto nitattham suttantam neyyattho suttanto ti dipeti näma, AA. II. 118.
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to infer what he means, without these implications, if we are to under
stand him rightly. In other words when he is speaking about things or
persons we should not presume that he is speaking about entities or
substances; to this extent his meaning is to be inferred (neyyattha-).
But when he is pointing out the misleading implications of speech or
using language without these implications, his meaning is plain and
direct and nothing is to be inferred (nitattha-). This is a valid distinc
tion which certainly holds good for the Nikäyas at least, in the light
of the above-statement.
(614) When the commentaries distinguish these two kinds of discourse
as absolute (paramattha-) and conventional (sammuti-), they are
making this same distinction. We have already seen the use of the term
'absolute' (paramattha-) to imply the direct discourse (nitattha-) of the
Buddha {supra, p. 629, fn. 1). We find this more explicitly stated at
another place in the Anguttara Corny.: ' "Individual" refers to con
ventional speech and not to absolute speech. Two-fold is the teaching
of the Buddha, the Exalted One, viz. conventional teaching and
absolute teaching. Here such (sayings as refer to) a person, a being . . .
(constitutes) conventional teaching. Such (speech as refers to) the im
permanent, the sorrowful, the soulless, constituents . . . (constitute) the
absolute teaching . . .V The Corny, to the Kathävatthu says the same.2
(615) But the commentaries go a step further. They characterize these
two kinds of discourse, the direct (nitattha-) and the corrigible
(neyyattha-) as two kinds of truth. A verse, which is quoted in the
commentaries to the Anguttara and the Kathävatthu in the same
contexts as the above, reads as follows (with a slight variation in the
fourth line):
Duve saccäni akkhäsi Sambuddho vadatam varo
sammutim paramatthan ca tatlyam nüpalabbhati
sanketavacanam saccam lokasammutikäranam
paramatthavacanam saccam—dhammänam tathalakkhanam
(KvuA., op. cit., p. 34)
—dhammänam bhütalakkhanam
(AA.I.9S),'
1
Puggalo ti sammutikathä, na paramatthakathä. Buddhassa hi bhagavato
duvidhä desanä: sammutidesanä paramatthadesanä cä ti. Tattha puggalo satto . . .
ti evarupä sammutidesanä. Aniccam dukkham anattä khandhä . . . ti evarüpä
paramattha-desanä . . . , AA. I.94.
2
Kathävatthuppakarana-Afthakathä, JPTS. ? 1889, p. 34«
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i.e. 'The Perfectly Enlightened One, the best of teachers, spoke two
truths, viz. conventional and absolute—one does not come across a
third; a conventional statement is true because of convention and an
absolute statement is true as (disclosing) the true characteristics of
things'.
(616) This step is not taken in the Pali Canon, where probably the
impact of the statement of the Suttanipäta that 'truth was one without
a second' (ekam hi saccam na dutiyam atthi, v. supra, 597) was strongly
felt. This statement seems in fact to have had a wide currency for as
Poussin points out we meet with the question in the Vibhäsä, 'si les
verites sont quatre, pourquoi Bhagavat dit-il qu'il y a une verite?'1
Even in the Bodhisattvabhümi, where truth (satya-) is classified under
one to ten divisions, the first is that 'truth is one in the sense of being
non-contradictory' (avitathärthena tävad ekam eva satyam na dvitiyam) 2 although the second says that 'truth is two-fold as samvrti and
paramärtha (dvividham satyam samvrtisatyam paramärthasatyaii
ca). The saying that there is one truth but not a second contradicts
this later saying (v. supra, 615) that there are two truths but not a
third.
(617) But although the commentaries speak of these two kinds of
truth, it is necessary to note that they do not imply that what is true
in the one sense, is false in the other or even that the one kind of truth
was superior to the other, notwithstanding the use of the term
'paramattha' (absolute) to denote one of them. The Corny, to the
Anguttara says, 'the Exalted One preaches the conventional teaching
to those who are capable of listening to this conventional teaching and
penetrating the meaning, discarding ignorance and acquiring eminence.
But to those who are capable of listening to his absolute teaching and
penetrating the truth, discarding ignorance and attaining distinction,
he preaches the absolute truth. There is this simile on this matter. Just
as if there were a teacher, who explains the meaning of the Three Vedas
and is versed in the regional languages; to those who would understand
the meaning if he spoke in the Tamil language, he explains it in the
Tamil language and to another who would understand (if he spoke in)
1

'Documents D'Abhidharma Les Deux, les Quatre, les Trois Verites, Extraits
de la Vibhäsä et du Kosa de Samghabhadra , in Melanges Chinois et Bouddhiques,
Vol. 5, Bruxelles, 1937? P- 161.
2
Ed. U. Wogihara, Tokyo, 1930-6, p. 292.
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the Ändhra language, he speaks in that language'. We note that the
penetration of the truth is possible by either teaching, conventional or
absolute; it is like using the language that a person readily understands
and there is no implication that one language is superior to the other.
The Corny, to the Kathävatthu also emphatically says, 'But whether
they use conventional speech or absolute speech, they speak what is
true, what is factual and not false'.2
(618) But the view of modern orthodoxy differs from even that of the
Corny. It is necessary to point this out, though it is strictly outside our
scope, since frequent reference is made by scholars to the article of
Ledi Sadaw3 for enlightenment on this subject. Sadaw, speaking of
'two kinds of truth' goes on to say that a conventional truth is 'just an
erroneous view' (op. ciu, p. 129). Ultimate truth for Sadaw 'is estab
lished by the nature of things (sabhävasiddham), it is opposed to mere
opinion' (loc. cit.). But this view is contradicted by the Corny, where
it was said, te sammutikatham kathentä pi saccam eva sabhävam eva
amusä'va kathenti (translated above). According to Sadaw, what is
true according to conventional truth, i.e. 'a person exists' (to take his
own example) is false* according to ultimate truth. This is a doctrine
of standpoints, as in Jainism (v. supra, 228), where p is true from
standpoint x and false from standpoint y. But this does not represent
the position of the Nikäyas, where it would be true to say, 'a person
exists in the present' (v. supra, 534) so long as one does not mean by
'person' a substance enduring in time. Convention requires that I use
such words as T or 'person' but so long as one is not misled by their
1
. . . Bhagavä ye sammutivasena desanam sutvä attham pativijjhitvä moham
pahäya visesam adigantum samatthä tesam sammutidesanam deseti. Ye pana
paramatthavasena desanam sutvä attham pativijjhitvä moham pahäya visesam
adhigantum samatthä tesam paramatthadesanam deseti. Taträyam upamä: yathä
hi desabhäsakusalo tinnam vedänam atthasamvannako äcariyo ye damilabhäsäya
vutte attham jänanti tesam damilabhäsäya äcikkhati, ye andhabhäsädisu annataräya tesam täya bhäsäya . . ., AA. I.94, 95.
3
Te sammutikatham kathentä pi saccam eva sabhävam eva amusä'va kathenti.
Paramatthakatham kathentä pi saccam eva sabhävam eva amusä'va kathenti.
K v u A . , J P T S . , 1889, p. 34.
3
'Some Points in Buddhist Doctrine' in JPTS., 1914, pp. 115-63; referred to
in P T S . Dictionary, s.v. paramattha-; Points of Controversy, p. 180, fn. 1;
Poussin, op. cit., Vol. VI, p . 139, fn. 5.
4
Cp. 'Nevertheless it is just an erroneous view. How so ? Because a being who
in reality (sabhävato) does not exist, is spoken of as if he existed. According to
ultimate truth, to say 'there is no personal entity' is neither untruthful nor mere
opinion' (loc. cit.).
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implications (of a perduring entity) the statement is true. Nyänätiloka's
contention that 'in the Sutta the doctrines are more or less explained
in the words of the philosophically incorrect "conventional" everyday
language (vohäravacana) understood by anyone, whilst the Abhidhamma on the other hand makes use of purely philosophical terms true
in the absolute sense (paramatthavacana)' * ignores in the first place the
distinction between the direct (nitattha-) and the indirect (neyyattha-)
Suttas within the Nikäyas; this is not suggested even by the commentarial tradition and is contradicted by the presence of the Puggatapahnatti within the Abhidhamma.
(619) The origin of this theory of double truth in Buddhism is, there
fore, as we said, based on this distinction of the two types of discourse
(v. supra, 614). This close connection between the two has been
noticed by Oltramare who places vyavahära and paramärtha, samvrti
and tattva side by side with neyärtha and nitärtha2 and call them 'les
deux verites', although he does not trace the nature of the connection
between the two. But the use of the words sammuti and paramattha in
the Pali Canon also has much to do with the later emergence of this
theory.
(620) In its earliest use, sammuti denotes the 'commonly accepted
(theories or beliefs)' of the various debating recluses and brahmins*3
Close to the sense of 'conventional truth' is the use of sammuti at
S. 1.135, where it is said that 'just as much as the word "chariot" is
used when the parts are put together, there is the use (sammuti) of the
term "being" (satto) when the (psycho-physical) constituents are
present' (yathä pi angasambhärä hoti saddo ratho iti evam khandhesu
santesu hoti satto ti sammuti, Quoted Kvu. 66). Paramattha is used
for 'the highest goal' in the earliest phase,4 while in the latest phase in
the Canon paramatthena5 means 'in the absolute sense'. The two words,
sammuti and paramattha- are nowhere contrasted in the Canon though
1

Guide Through the Abhidhamma Pitaka, p. 2.
U Histoire des Idees Theosophiques dans Uinde-La Theosophie Bouddhique9
Paris, 1923, p. 300.
3
Cp. Yä kä ci sammutiyo (=dväsatthi-ditthigatäni, No. 1, 308) puthujjä,
Sn. 897; sakam sakam sammutim ähu saccam, Sn. 904; natvä ca so sammutiyo
puthujjä, Sn. 911; cp. yä käs cana samvrtayo hi loke, Bodhisattvabhümi, 48.
4
Cp. paramattha-pattiyä, Sn. 68; paramattha-dassim, Sn. 219.
5
Puggalo n'upalabbhati saccikattha-paramatthena, i.e. a person is not found
in the real and absolute sense, Kvu. 1.
2
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we meet with the term sammuti-sacca (conventional truth) on one
occasion in the Kathavatthu, without the term paramattha-sacca
(y. infra, 621).
(621) We do, however, find sammuti-näna (conventional knowledge)
though not its counterpart paramattha-näna just as much as we find
päramatthena but not sammuti—atthena. The Sangiti Sutta says that
'there are four (forms of knowledge)—the (direct) knowledge of
dhamma, the inductive knowledge (of dhamma, v. infra, 611),
knowledge of the limits (of others' minds) and conventional know
ledge' (cattäri nänäni—dhamme nänam, anvaye nänam, paricchede
nänam, sammutinänam, D. III.226). The list occurs in the Vibhahga,
where they are explained in greater detail, but even here all that is said
about conventional knowledge is that leaving out the first three kinds
of knowledge, the rest of knowledge is conventional knowledge.1 The
Corny, on the Digha Nikäya says the same,2 following the Vibhanga,
and the only additional comment that the Corny, to the Vibhanga
makes is that 'it is conventional knowledge because it is commonly
believed to be knowledge'.3 The Kathavatthu reveals a difference of
opinion as to whether 'conventional knowledge has only truth as its
object and nothing else (sammutinänam saccärammanan fieva na
anfiärammanan ti, Kvu. 310). According to the Corny, 'this discourse
is to purge the incorrect tenet held by the Andhakas,4 that the word
"truth" is to be applied without any distinction being drawn between
popular and philosophical truth'. 5 If this comment is relevant, the
distinction that is drawn by the orthodox Theravädin is that 'the
knowledge pertaining to medical requisites on the part of a donor of
them falls into the category of "conventional truth" ' (gilänapaccayabhesajjaparikkhäram dadantassa atthi nänam, gilänapaccayabhesajjaparikkhäro ca sammutisaccamhi, Kvu. 311). Since the opponent is
made to admit that 'with this (conventional) knowledge one does not
comprehend sorrow, does not abandon its cause, does not realize its
cessation and does not cultivate the path' (tena fiänena dukkham
parijänäti, samudayam pajahati, nirodham sacchikaroti, maggam
1
Thapetvä dhamme nänam anvaye fiänam paricce nänam avavesä pannä
sammutinänam, Vbh. 330.
2
Thapetvä dhamme nänam, thapetvä anvaye fiänam, thapetvä paricce fiänam
avasesam sammutinänam, DA. III. 1020.
3
fiänan tisammatattä sammutinänam näma hoti, VbhA.,417 (Sammohavinodani,
4
London, 1923).
Bareau, op. cit., pp. 92, 220.
5
Aung and Mrs Rhys Davids, Points of Controversy, p. 180.
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bhaveti ti? Na h'evam . . . , loc. cit.)y we have to presume that this kind
of knowledge is absolute knowledge (paramatthafiäna) and comes
within the realm of absolute truth (paramatthasacca), although neither
of these words are used. This surmise is confirmed by the fact that the
theories pertaining to the content of paramärtha-satya in the BHS. and
the Chinese texts all revolve round the Four Noble Truths. Poussin
has listed no less than five theories on this subject.1 The first is that
c
les deux dernieres verites . . . sont paramärthasatya9 (pp. eh., p. 163),
the second that 'seul le märgasatya est paramärthasatya . . .' (loc. cit.\
the third that 'seul le principe: "Toutes choses sont vides et sans-soi"
est paramärthasatya (pp. eh., p. 164) and the fourth which is the view
of P'ing-kia to the effect that 'les quatre verites sont samvrti et
paramärtha (loc. eh.). Poussin says that 'la Vibhäsä ignore une
cinquieme opinion: que la troisieme verite . . . seule est paramärtha*
(op. eh., p. 165), but if our above deduction is correct, we would have
to add a sixth opinion (of the Theravädins), namely that all four truths
constitute the content of paramärtha-satya only. This is the closest that
the Pali Canon comes to distinguishing two aspects of truth—but the
distinction here unlike in the Corny, and the article of Sadaw is a
distinction of subject-matter and not a distinction of two kinds of truth
in real or apparent contradiction with each other.
1

'Les Deux Verites* in Melanges Chinois et Bouddhique, Vol. 5, pp- 163-165.

CHAPTER V I I I

AUTHORITY AND REASON WITHIN
BUDDHISM

(622) In Chapters IV and V we discussed the attitude of Buddhism
to authority and reason respectively. The general conclusion was that
neither could be trusted as giving us certain truth. The general
context of the discussion, however, seemed to show that by
'authority' here was meant mainly, if not solely, the authority of
other religious traditions (and persons) than that of Buddhism. In
this chapter, we propose to examine to what extent, if at all, this attitude
to authority and reason is maintained within Buddhism.
(623) In this inquiry, we shall strictly confine ourselves to the
Buddhism of the Pali Canon, for we feel that much of what has been
said on this subject1 is vitiated by the fact that almost the entire field
of Buddhism (the different schools, ancient and medieval) has been
treated together, with little regard for historical perspective.
(624) We have to ask ourselves three questions in trying to elucidate
the place of authority within Buddhism. First, does Buddhism or the
Buddha uncritically accept any doctrines on authority from the
prevalent traditions? Secondly, is the attitude recommended towards
the authority of external traditions and persons the same as that ex
pected towards the doctrines of Buddhism itself? Thirdly, irrespective
of the answer to this second question, do the disciples of the Buddha
accept any doctrines on the authority of the Buddha?
(625) The answer to the first question on the part of scholars has on
the whole been in the affirmative. According to Oldenberg, 'it is certain
that Buddhism has acquired as an inheritance from Brahmanism, not
merely a series of its most important dogmas, but, what is not less
1
v. Poussin, 'Faith and Reason in Buddhism' in Transactions of the Third
International Congress for the History of Religions, Vol. II, 1908, pp. 32—43;
Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, Ch. II.
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significant to the historian, the bent of its religious thought and
feeling, which is more easily comprehended than expressed in words'. 1
Prof. Rhys Davids says that 'Gautama was born and brought up and
lived and died a Hindu . . . There was not much in the metaphysics
and principles of Gautama which cannot be found in one or other of
the orthodox systems'2 and again that 'Buddhism grew and flourished
within the field of orthodox belief'.3 Radhakrishnan is of the same
opinion: 'Early Buddhism is not an absolutely original doctrine. It is
no freak in the evolution of Indian thought.'4
(626) There is, however, a difference between a critical and uncritical
acceptance of ideas, prevalent at the time, and the above statements
do not make it very clear which was the case with Buddhism. But
Thomas is much more specific, when speaking of Buddhism he says
'it started from special Indian beliefs, which it took for granted. The
chief of these were the belief in transmigration and the doctrine of
the retribution of action . . . they were already taken for granted as a
commonly accepted view of life by most Indian religions'5 (italics
mine).
(627) On the other hand, Keith going on the suggestions of (the
earlier) Mrs Rhys Davids6 that the Buddha could not disregard the
ordinary terminology of his time7 has suggested the purely hypo
thetical possibility, which he himself does not accept, that the Buddha
did not accept the dogma of transmigration, since it contradicted his
anattä doctrine, viz. 'Or more frankly, we may accept the view that
the Buddha himself was a true rationalist and absolutely declined to
accept the dogma of transmigration'.8 This view is in fact seriously
put forward by Jennings, who holds that the Buddha did not believe
or even teach rebirth or karma9 (in the sense of personal responsibility
for our actions).
1

2
Buddha, Tr. Hoey, London, 1882, p. 53.
Buddhism, pp. 83-4.
4
Op. cit., p. 85.
Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 360.
5
v. E. J. Thomas, 'Buddhism in Modern Times' in UCR., Vol. 9, p. 216.
6
I.e. Mrs Rhys Davids, before she changed her views radically about the
nature of the doctrines of Early Buddhism.
7
v. Buddhist Psychology, p. 21; Compendium of Philosophy, p. 278. cp. Prof.
Rhys Davids' view that there is much subtle irony in the discourses of the Buddha,
SBB., Vol. II, pp. 33, 160, 163; cp. Poussin, JA., 1902, Vol. II, p. 250.
8
Buddhist Philosophy, p. 14.
9
J. G, Jennings, The Vedantic Buddhism of the Buddha, Oxford University
Press, London, 1947? pp. xxii-xxvii, xxxvi-lv.
3
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(628) This latter view is clearly in contradiction with the texts and
we have to accept these statements in the texts, which speak of rebirth
and karma, as genuine on methodological grounds, unless there are
very strong considerations against such acceptance. That the concept
of personal responsibility appears at first sight to be incompatible with
the doctrine of anattä (soullessness) is no good ground for rejecting
these doctrines since these texts themselves are conscious of this
problem and do not think that there is a discrepancy. It is said that
'a certain monk entertained the thought that since body, feelings,
ideas, dispositions, and consciousness is without self, what self, can
deeds not done by a self, affect' (annatarassa bhikkhuno evam cetaso
parivitakko udapädi: Iti kira, bho, rüpam . . . vedanä . . . sannä . . .
sankhärä . . . vinnänam anattä anattakatäni kammäni kam attänam
phusissati ti, M. III. 19). This is the same as saying that if there is no
self, there can be no personal identity and no personal responsibility
but this is dismissed as an unwarranted corollary of or as going
beyond the teaching of the Buddha (cp. satthu-säsanam atidhävitabbam
manneyya, loc. cit.). The paen of joy said to have been uttered by the
Buddha on attaining enlightenment stresses the fact of freedom from
'repeated birth' (jätipunappunam, Dh. 154). The conception of
salvation from1 is intimately connected in Buddhism with the belief in
rebirth. It is therefore an integral part of Early Buddhist belief and
much of Buddhism would be unintelligible without it.
(629) But this need not commit us to the view that rebirth (and
karma) are uncritically or dogmatically accepted from the earlier or
prevalent religious tradition. The only evidence adduced by those who
put forward or suggest this view, is that rebirth is almost universally
accepted in the Indian religious tradition. Since Buddhism too sub
scribes to this view, it is argued that Buddhism dogmatically accepted
this theory from the prevalent tradition. From this it follows that the
Buddha himself was violating the very injunction he was making,
when he asked people not to accept a doctrine merely because it was
found in a tradition, etc. (v. supra, 260).
(630) With all deference to scholarship, we wish to submit that this
conclusion arises from both an unhistorical as well as an uncritical
survey of the material. In fact, that a belief is found in a stratum A
and in a chronologically successive stratum B, provides no conclusive
evidence that the thinkers of stratum B uncritically and dogmatically
1

v. N . Smart, A Dialogue of Religions, pp. 31 ff.
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accept it from the thinkers of stratum A. If we say so, it would follow
that even a good scientist uncritically or dogmatically accepts the
theories of his predecessors with whom he happens to agree, merely
on the grounds of this agreement!
(631) Let us examine the credentials of the above widely accepted
theory. In the first place it is false to say that rebirth was universally
accepted by the Indian religious tradition prior to the advent of
Buddhism. There is no trace of a belief in rebirth in the Rgveda,1
where we find only sporadic references to a belief in a life after death.
The Atharvaveda, too, makes no reference to the doctrine. The
Brähmanas show a greater interest in the after-life and we meet
with a variety of views on this subject but no conclusive reference
to rebirth is found. The conception of a 'second death' (punar mrtyu)
is pregnant with the possibility of developing the idea of rebirth and
all that can be said is that 'the Brähmanas contain all the suggestions
necessary for the development of the doctrine of rebirth'.2
(632) In the Early Upanisads, there is intense speculation on the sub
ject of the after-life and rebirth is only one of the many theories that
are mooted. At this time the very possibility of survival appears to
have been questioned (v. supra, 86). In one place, rebirth is clearly
ruled out as impossible. It is said: ' . . . there are three worlds, the
world of men, the world of the fathers and the world of the gods.
The world of men is obtained through a son only, not by any other
means . . . ' ( . . . trayo väva lokäh manusyalokah pitrlokah devaloka iti.
So'yam manusyalokah putrenaiva jayyah nänyena karmanä . . . ,
Brh. 1.5.16). This means, in other words, that there is no possibility
of a future life on earth for the person who dies.
(633) Speculation seems to have resulted in a number of one-life-afterdeath theories of survival at this time, some of them coming down
from the Brähmanic tradition. The belief in the possibility of a 'second
death' (punar-mrtyu) and in devices intended to avert this, is still
strong in the earliest stage of the Upanisads (v. Brh. 1.2.7; I -5- 2 ; 3«3'2)*
But despite this conception, we do meet with a number of theories,
which contemplate the possibility of a single after-life. We have already
referred to the theories of Yäjnavalkya (v. supra, 44), Prajäpati
(v. supra, 40) and Uddälaka (v. supra, 40), which, as we have shown,
1
v. Radhakrishnan, op. eh., pp. 113-116; cp. Oldenberg, op. cit., pp. 47 ff.;
Mrs Rhys Davids, Buddhist Psychology, Ch. II, 'The Basic Doctrine of Rebirth',
2
pp. 245 fT.
Radhakrishnan, op. cit., p. 135.
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were probably known to the Buddhist texts. We may add to this list.
We meet with the early pantheistic theory that 'the karma of he who
reveres the soul as the world does not perish and out of this soul he
creates whatever he likes (after death)' (sa ya ätmänam eva lokam
upäste na häsya karma ksiyate asmädd hy eva ätmano yad yat kämayate
tat tat srjate, Brh. 1.4.15). Since his karma does not get exhausted,
he would presumably live in this state for ever. This same theory of
personal immortality is mentioned in the Nikäyas as the theory which
states that 'the soul is my world, after death I shall be permanent,
stable, eternal, not subject to change and I shall remain in that con
dition eternally' (so loko so attäy so pecca bhavissämi nicco dhuvo
sassato aviparinämadhammo sassatisamam tath'eva thassämi ti . . . ,
M. I.135, 136). Another such theory holds that the person who is
made of mind (manomayo'yam purusah, Brh. 5.6.1) after departing
from this world goes to the wind, the sun, the moon and to the world
that is without heat, without cold and lives there eternally—a theory
which we have identified with one of the rational eternalist theories
referred to in Buddhism (v. supra, 431). As we said, the Brähmanic
theories persist in a slightly different dress. Thus, the belief that we
attain the company of the sun is found at Ch. 3.17.6, 7 and this is the
theory which appears in the Kausitaki Brähmana and is noted in the
Nikäyas (v. infra, 820). In the Taittiriya Upanisad there is a theory
that the person after death changes his states from one to another:
' . . . asmäl lokät pretya etam annamayam ätmänam upasankrämati...
pränamayam . . . manomayam . . . vijnänamayam . . . änandamayam'
(i.e. after departing from this world proceeds to the (state of the)
self consisting of food . . . consisting of the life-principle . . . consisting
of mind . . . consisting of understanding . . . consisting of bliss, 3.10.5).
Now these 'selves', as we have shown, partly correspond to the 'selves'
mentioned in the Potthapäda Sutta (v. supra, 529) and here the first is
said to be rüpi, i.e. 'has form'1 and the last arüpl,2 i.e. 'has no form'.
It is likely that it was this theory of survival that was thought of when
it was held in the Brahmajäla Sutta that 'the soul has form and does
not have form (after death)' (attä rüpi ca arüpl ca . . . , D. I.31).
(634) The first clear reference to the theory of rebirth or the return to
earth to become man or animal is found at Brh. 6.2.15-16, Ch. 5.10.1-8
and Kaus. 1.2. It is only in the Katha Upanisad that for the first time
1
2

Rüpi cätummahäbhütiko . . . ayam olariko attapatiläbho, D. 1.195.
Arüp safmämayo, ayam arüpo attapatiläbho, loc. cit.
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the theory is generally accepted (1.2.6; 2.2.7) a n d thereafter we find
its acceptance in the Mundaka (1.2.10), Svetäsvatara (5.12), Prasna
C5-3"5) and Maitri (3.1).
(635) If the rise of Buddhism is to be placed sometime after the
Katha Upanisad and before the Maitri (v. supra, 80, 81), there is little
ground for holding in the light of the above evidence, either that the
acceptance of this belief was widespread or that the belief was of great
antiquity.
(636) Besides these alternative theories of survival, which were current
at that time, it should not be forgotten that there was an influential
body of thinkers, according to the evidence of both the Buddhist and
the Jain texts, who doubted the possibility of knowing the ultimate
truth about survival (v. supra, Ch. III). There is little doubt that
Buddhism was influenced by this sceptical movement (v. infra, 739).
(637) Lastly, we have to reckon with very influential Materialist
schools of thought at this time (v. supra, Ch. II). The reference to
seven Materialist schools of thought was possibly exaggerated (v.
supra, 141) but the number probably reflects the impact of Materialist
thinking at this time on the thought of Buddhism. This impact must
have been very strong for when the Buddha comes to classify the
thinkers of his day, he gives equal prominence to the Materialists as
against the Eternalists. He says: * There are these two theories—the
theory of personal immortality and the annihilationist (Materialist)
theory. Those recluses and brahmins who hold to, seek refuge in and
cling to the theory of personal immortality are utterly opposed to the
annihilationist theory and those recluses and brahmins who hold to,
seek refuge in, and cling to the annihilationist theory are utterly
opposed to the theory of personal immortality'.1 Similarly juxtaposed
with equal weight are the Eternalist theory (sassataväda, sassataditthi)
and the Materialist theory (ucchedaväda, ucchedaditthi, v. S. II.20;
S. III.98, 99). The doctrine of anattä in denying or discarding the
concept of the soul, which was one of the central theses of the Eter
nalists seems to make the Buddha veer more towards the Materialists
than the Eternalists. In fact, in his own time according to the evidence
1
Dve'mä . . . ditthiyo: bhavaditthi ca vibhavaditthi ca. Ye hi keci . . . samanä
vä brähmanä vä bhavaditthim allinä bhavaditthim upagatä bhavaditthim ajjhositä, vibhavaditthiyä te pativiruddhä. Ye hi keci . . . samanä vä brähmanä vä
vibhavaditthim allinä vibhavaditthim upagatä vibhavaditthim ajjhositä, bhavadifthiyä te pativiruddhä, M. I.65.
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of the Nikäyas, we find his own contemporaries accusing him of being
a Materialist and not an Eternalist. It is said that 'the recluse Gotama
declares the cutting off, the destruction and the annihilation of a real
being' (samano Go tamo saw sattassa ucchedam vinäsam vibhavam
pannapeti, M. 1.140); it is the same language that is used to describe
the main thesis of Materialism, viz. itth'eke saw sattassa ucchedam
vinäsam vibhavam pannapenti ( D . 1.34, 35). Elsewhere it is stated
much more specifically as a current belief that 'the recluse Gotama is a
Materialist, who teaches a doctrine of Materialism and trains his dis
ciples in it' (ucchedavädo samano Gotamo ucchedäya dhammam deseti
tena ca sävake vineti, A. IV. 182 ff.). W e have also shown that Buddhism
appears to have been impressed by the epistemology of the Materialists
and tried to adopt it in its own way (v. infra, 737). In the light of this
it is very unlikely that the Buddha who would have been wellacquainted with the Materialist critique of the doctrine of survival,
would have uncritically accepted the doctrines of rebirth and karma,
unless he had at least believed he had good grounds for it.
(638) Besides the Materialists and the Sceptics there was the wider
class of the vihhü or the elite whom, as we have shown (y. supra, 358)
the Buddha was particularly keen on addressing and converting.
A man like Päyäsi would probably fall into this class and he, as we
have seen (v. supray 136-139), showed a healthy interest in the problem
of survival, going so far as to perform experiments in order to discover
the truth about it. Even if we dismiss him as a Materialist, who was
more interested in exposing the falsity of the belief, we find that the
sermons addressed to the vihhü do not, unlike many other sermons,
assume the truth of rebirth or even of survival. Thus, in the Apannaka
Sutta, where the Buddha appeals to the reflections of the 'rational
person' or the vifinü puriso (v. tatra. . . vifinü puriso iti patisancikkhati,
M. I.404, 406, 408, 409, 410, 411) he does not assume the truth of the
belief in survival or moral responsibility but uses a 'wager argument'
(v. infra, 686) to show that it would be better in the long run to enter
tain such a belief and act accordingly, irrespective of the consequences.
In the Sandaka Sutta, where again we find a similar appeal to
the reflections of a 'vinnü puriso' (M. 1.515, 516, 517, 518), there
is no assumption of the belief in survival and the appeal is purely to
rationalist considerations.
(639) When we thus look at the problem historically, we find that
there are no grounds for holding that the belief in rebirth was universal
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or even widespread prior to the advent of Buddhism. There were
Materialists, Sceptics and those who believed in survival without
subscribing to the doctrine of rebirth. These theories were known and
criticized in the Buddhist texts and there is no reason to believe that
the criticisms of the theory of rebirth by the Materialists, Sceptics
and others was not known to the Buddhists. The elite seem to have
had an open-minded attitude on the subject and when the Buddhists
did accept the theories of rebirth and karma, they seem to have done
so on the ground that their truth was verifiable (v. infra, 754, 755)
though we may doubt whether this kind of verification was sufficient
or adequate to claim the veracity of these theories. But one thing is
certain and that is that we have no grounds for saying that Buddhism
took for granted dogmatically or uncritically accepted these doctrines
from the prevalent tradition. That these doctrines were almost univer
sally accepted in the post-Buddhistic Indian tradition is due largely
to the fact that the Jains and the Buddhists, the most influential critics
of the orthodox Vedic tradition, accepted them and the Materialists
who came under fire from all these schools of thought, gradually faded
out of the Indian philosophical scene. But the picture that we get at
the time of the rise of Buddhism is somewhat different and it would
be quite unhistorical to presume that it was the same as what it was
in later times.
(640) Let us turn to the second question. Is the attitude recom
mended towards the authority of external traditions and persons the
same as that expected towards the doctrines of Buddhism itself?
The question is related to the alleged omniscience of the Buddha.
Did the Buddha claim omniscience and expect his statements to be
treated as the pronouncements of an omniscient being? If not, how
authoritative were these statements?
(641) Scholars have made statements to the effect that the Buddha
was omniscient without distinguishing the question as to whether
this was a claim of his or of his disciples, immediate or of a later time.
On this ground, they have argued that Early Buddhism was an authori
tarian creed, meaning thereby that the Buddha's statements were in
fact taken or intended to be taken on the authority of the omniscient
Buddha. Both Poussin and Keith quote with approval the words of
Kern, who said that 'Buddhism is professedly no rationalistic system,
it being a superhuman (uttarimanussa) Law, founded upon the decrees
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1

of an omniscient and infallible Master'. Keith goes on to say that
'he (i.e. the Buddha) is omniscient and he himself claims to be completely
free from fault, one in whom no blemish can be found' (op. cit., p. 35).
Keith refers in support of this statement of his to AN. IV. 82 (v. fn. 6)
but A. IV.82 does not support him. It is merely said here that 'the
Tathägata has four things he need not guard against . . . perfect
conduct of body . . . perfect conduct of speech . . . perfect conduct of
mind
and a perfect livelihood, whereby he need not be on his
guard that someone would find him out'. 2 This text, as will be seen,
merely claims the moral perfection of the Tathägata and makes no
mention of his omniscience or lack of it.
(642) Poussin starts by saying that 'la vielle doctrine bouddhique
pretend et ä juste titre, etre un foi, mais eile admet le principe du libre
examen'.3 In stressing its claim to be a faith, he says: 'Que le Bouddhisme soit essentiallement une foi, l'adhesion ä la parole de TOmnis
cient . . .'. 4 But the only text he quotes from the Pali tradition for the
omniscience of the Buddha is 'Milinda, p. 214' (op. cit., p. 132, fn. 2.)
where 'omniscient' is said to be an epithet of the Tathägata.5 This is
better than Keith's citation but the Milinda is far removed in time
from the Canon but, perhaps, Poussin is not talking here about
'la vielle doctrine bouddhique', though he does not make himself clear.
(643) Much earlier Poussin had expressed the same views, addressing
the third international congress of religions. He is anxious to show in
this paper that 'Buddhism is contradiction itself'6 and that 'it has been
no happier in making out a comprehensive theory of the relations be
tween faith, reason and intuition' (loc. cit.). He says that 'Buddhism
was at the same time a faith in revealed truths and a philosophical
institution' (op. cit., p. 33) and makes the following observations:
'documents and theories point to conflicting statements: the old
Buddhism pretends and rightly to be a creed. But it admits the principle
1
Manual of Buddhism, p. 50; quoted Poussin, Bouddhisme, Third Edition,
9 5> P- I 3 2 > fn- 3; also Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, p. 33.
2
Cattäri Tathägatassa arakkheyyäni . . . parisuddhakäyasamäcäro . . . parisuddhavacisamäcäro . . . parisuddhamanosamäcäro . . . parisuddhäjivo yam . . .
rakkheyya 'mä me idam paro annäsi'ti, loc. cit.
3
Bouddhisme, Third Edition, p. 130.
4
Op. cit., p. 132; cp. by the same author, JRAS., 1902, pp. 363 ff. and JA.,
5
Vol. II, pp. 252
ff.
Sabbannu-vacanam Tathägatassa . . . vacanam.
6
'Faith and Reason in Buddhism* in Transactions of the Third International
Congress for the History of Religions, Vol. II, p. 42.
x 2
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of 'libre examen'; still more it considers critical inquiry as the one key
to the comprehension of truth . . .' (loc. cit.). 'Buddhism is a faith
and a creed, a respectful and close adhesion to the word of the one
Omniscient' (op. cit., p. 34). He adds, 'innumerable are the documents
which establish this point' (loc. cit.) but not a single reference is given
to the Pali Canon where it is said or implied that the Buddha was
omniscient. He does not make it clear whether on his view the Buddha
both claimed omniscience and/or was acclaimed omniscient by his
disciples, though he holds that the latter is true: 'according to his
disciples the Buddha alone knows everything . ..' (loc. cit.).
(644) Some Canonical texts are referred to in the sequel apparently
intended to show that the Buddha claimed omniscience and/or was
acclaimed omniscient. There is a reference to the Kevaddha Sutta,
where the Buddha claimed to know the answer to a question, which
even Brahma was ignorant of (D. I.223). The parable of the elephant
and the blind men (v. supra, 599) is mentioned with the remark,
'human wisdom always falls short in some point. To be saved one must
refer to the Omniscient' (loc. cit.). Lastly, there is a reference to a
passage in the Anguttara Nikäya (presumably A. IV. 163 ff.), where
the Buddha is compared to a granary, whence men bring every good
word, followed by the remark that 'they show beyond doubt that
Buddhism is a faith and creed' (loc. cit.). Keith quotes these same
passages to make the same point. l
(645) Now an examination of these passages will show that they do
not establish the fact that the Buddha claimed omniscience or was
believed to be omniscient by his disciples. The point of the Kevaddha
Sutta is to show that Brahma did not know the answer to the question,
'where do these four great elements . . . cease to be?' (kattha nu kho
bhante ime cattäro mahäbhütä aparisesä nirujjhanti, D. I.223). The
Buddha alters the question so as to preserve the naive realistic theory
of the external world, viz. 'where does water, earth, fire and air not
penetrate . . . ? ' (kattha äpo ca pathavi tejo väyo na gädhati. . . loc. cit.)
and answers it. The fact that he answers it is not intended to imply
that the Buddha was omniscient but only that Brahma was ignorant
as he is elsewhere said to be (cp. avijjägato . . . Brahma, M. L326) of
matters pertaining to the transcendent reality or Nirvana. The Buddha,
where he disclaims omniscience, claims to have three kinds of know
ledge, viz. (1) knowledge of his diverse past births, (2) clairvoyance,
1

Op. cit., p. 33.
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and (3) the knowledge of the destruction of the 'intoxicants', i.e. the
knowledge of the means to and the fact of Nirvana (v. infra, 801).
Brahma, not having attained Nirvana, lacks the third (i.e. 3). With
regard to (1), Brahma's knowledge is said to be limited;1 the same is
the case with (2), for the Buddha claims to know the existence of
three groups of gods of whom Brahma is ignorant.2 So the Kevaddha
Sutta merely reinforces Buddha's claim to possess a 'three-fold
knowledge'.
(646) The parable of the blind men and the elephant likewise does
not seem to imply the omniscience of the Buddha. It merely tries to
illustrate the fact that the other religious teachers had at best only a
partial vision of reality3 (v. supra, 599). By implication the Buddha
had a total vision of reality, but this is not the same as a claim to
omniscience, for in such a case we would have to say that every meta
physician who makes such a claim is claiming omniscience!
(647) We can again hardly draw the inference that omniscience is
claimed for the Buddha when it is said in the Anguttara Nikäya that
'whatever is well-spoken is the word of the Exalted One' (yam
kind subhäsitam, sabbam tarn tassa bhagavato vacanam . . . , A.
IV. 164), if we take this statement in the context in which it is made.
This is not a saying attributed to the Buddha, but to a little known
monk Uttara who says this in a mythological context, addressing
Sakra, the king of the gods. In its context, there is a simile accom
panying the utterance: 'If there is a granary in the vicinity of a village
or hamlet and people were to carry grain in pingoes, baskets, in their
robes and hands . . . then if one were to ask the question 'from where
are you carrying this grain', the proper reply would be to say that it
was from this large granary. Even so, whatever is well-spoken is the
word of the Exalted One'. 4 What it means in its context, is that those
1

It is said that 'his memory is defective' (tassa . . . sä sati mutthä, M. I.329)
owing to his prolonged existence in that state.
2
v. Atthi . . . annä tayo käyä tattha tvam na jänäsi na passasi, tyäham jänämi,
passämi, i.e. there are three other groups of which you have no direct knowledge,
which I know and see, loc. cit.
3
v. Afinatitthiya . . . paribbäjakä andhä acakkhukä, Ud. 70.
4
Seyyathä pi gämassa vä nigamassa vä avidüre mahädhafinaräsi, tato mahäjanakäyo dhannam ähareyya käcehi pi pitakehi pi ucchangalehi pi anjalihi pi . . .
yo nu evam puccheyya: kuto imam dhannam äharathä ti . . . amumhä mahädhannaräsimhä äharämä ti kho sammä vyäkaramäno vyäkareyya. Evam eva . . .
yam kifici subhäsitam sabbam tarn tassa Bhagavato vacanam . . ., A. IV. 164.
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'well-spoken* utterances made by the disciples of the Buddha at a time
and place when the Buddha had appeared are the utterances of the
Buddha. This appears to be the contextual significance of this remark,
which is used to illustrate that an utterance of Uttara's was not really
his, since he was merely echoing the words of his master (v. kim
pan'idam bhante ayasmato Uttarassa sakam patibhänam udähu tassa
Bhagavato vacanam . . . ? i.e. is this a product of your own insight or
is it an utterance of the Exalted One . . . ? A. IV. 163). It is strange that
this statement should be torn out of its context, to make it say some
thing that it does not even remotely suggest in its context.1
(648) Apart from the negative conclusions following from an examina
tion of the above passages, we have the positive claim on the part of
the Buddha that he should be regarded not as one who is omniscient
all the time but as one who has 'a three-fold knowledge' (v. infra, 801),
which even others can develop (v. infra, 752). This attitude of not
claiming omniscience for the Buddha seems to have been maintained
right up to the time when the Vibhanga was composed for this book
gives the most elaborate account of the ten cognitive powers of the
Buddha (v. infra, 805) with no mention of his alleged omniscience.
In the Nikäyas, we find a list of ten verses, containing no less than a
hundred epithets of the Buddha,2 where the epithets sabbannü (omni
scient) or sabba-dassävi (all-seeing) or any of its synonyms are con
spicuous by their absence (v. M. I.386).
(649) But the Buddha appears to have been acclaimed omniscient
in the Theravada school sometime before the Pali Canon was finally
completed for we find such a claim made in the Patisambhidämagga
and the Kathävatthu. The Patisambhidämagga in its section called
'the discourse on knowledge' (nänakathä) specifies 'what is meant
by the omniscience of the Tathägata' (katamam Tathägatassa sabbannutanäm, 131). It begins by saying that his omniscience consists in
'knowing everything conditioned and unconditioned without re
mainder' (sabbam sankhatam asankhatam anavasesam jänäti ti, loc. cit.)
and in 'knowing everything in the past, present and future' (atitam . . .
anägatam . . . paccuppannam sabbam jänäti ti, loc. cit.). It then goes on
to list a number of components of his omniscience, the last of which is
1
Keith even confuses this statement with its illegitimate converse, 'whatever
has been said by the Buddha is well-said/ occurring in the Bhabru Edict; v. op.
cit., p. 33.
2
If we count 'Bhagavato' which is repeated ten times, there would be 101
epithets in all.
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that 'he knows everything that has been seen, heard, sensed, thought,
attained, sought and searched by the minds of those who inhabit the
entire world of gods and men'. 1 This is followed by the inquiry as to
the sense in which the Buddha is 'all-seeing' (kenatthena samantacakkhu, op. cit., p. 133). This word (samanta-cakkhu) is used with a
slightly different connotation from that of sabbannü and curiously
enough the 'omniscience of the Buddha' comes to be classified as one
of the fourteen kinds of knowledge, which constitute the knowledge
of the Buddha (cp. cuddasa Buddhanänäni . . . sabbannnutannänam
Buddhanänam, loc. cit.). Whatever this may mean, it is clear from this
section that omniscience is claimed for the Buddha by disciples far
removed in time from the Buddha himself. Similarly, the Kathävatthu
urges as a matter of common belief that the Buddha is omniscient
(sabbannü) and all-seeing (sabba-dassävi). These two epithets occur
in a list of eight epithets (Tathägato 2 , Jino 3 , Satthä 4 , Sammä-sambuddho 5 Sabbannü Sabbadassävi Dhammassämi 6 Dhammapatisarano,
Kvu. 228) five of which (see footnotes) are found in the Sutta Pitaka
as regular epithets of the Buddha. It may be concluded from the above
that neither did the Buddha claim omniscience nor was omniscience
claimed of the Buddha until the very latest stratum in the Pali Canon
and that is even after most of the books of the Abhidhamma had been
completed.
(650) W e cannot therefore hold that the Buddha claimed authority
for his statements on the grounds that he was omniscient. Nor can
we say that he received his knowledge from an omniscient divine
source as seems to be implied in Poussin's statement that ' B u d d h i s m . . .
was a faith in revealed truths' {op. cit., p. 33). The injunction on the
part of Brahma to the Buddha to preach his religion (v. desassu bhagavä dhammam, M. 1.169) does not imply that the Buddha gained his
knowledge from Brahma, especially when we see it said that Brahma
was ignorant of the deeper spiritual truths of Buddhism (v. supra, 645).
Przyluski has also expressed the view that the Early Buddhist scriptures
constitute a revelation. He says: 'In Buddhist thought the notion of
sruti is far more important than generally believed. It explains the
frequently used term of bahusruta,—rendered literally in Chinese by
to-wen 'who has heard much'. T h e initial formula of the sutra, evam
1

Yävatä sadevakassa lokassa . . . dittham sutam mutam vinfiätam pattam
pariyesitam anuvicaritam manasä sabbam jänätl ti, loc. cit.
2
3
4
Sn. 467, D. I.12.
Vin. 1.8, Sn. 697.
Sn. 545, D. I.110.
5
6
Dh. 187, Vin. I.5.
S . IV.94.
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mayä srutam not only alludes to the sacred texts by Änanda, when the
First Council was held, but also indicates that these texts were revealed
and that the whole of them constitute the sruti. And just as srutais opposed to drsta- or sruti- to pratyaksa- the former term applied
as compared to the latter, a knowledge of superior quality. It seems
easier now to understand why Pali ditthi- View, opinion' is so
frequently used deprecatingly with the meaning of 'ill-founded or
false opinion'.1 In a footnote commenting on sruti (op. cit., p. 246,
fn. 2) he says that 'it is true that for Buddhaghosa followed in this
respect by European scholars (Kern, Manual of Buddhism, p. 2,
quoted by Poussin, Opinions, p. 35) evam mayä srutam means,
sammukhä patiggahitam (DA. 1.31)'. But this interpretation he says
is 'a later one' (Joe. cit.). This view is surprising. It goes against
everything that we know from and about the Pali Canon. In the first
place there is no reason to doubt the traditional explanation that
'evam me sutam' means 'thus have I heard', even if we doubt the rest
of the tradition that they were the words of Änanda. This phrase
introduces a Sutta, which has been reported by someone who had
learnt it in an oral tradition. It preserves the same non-dogmatic
attitude recommended in the Canki Sutta that when someone has
heard something from a tradition (anussavo) he preserves the truth,
if instead of dogmatically claiming that it was the case he says, 'this
is what I have heard from the tradition' (evam me anussavo, M. 1.171;
v. supra, 278). If the Buddha himself introduced his statements with
the words, 'evam me sutam', we would have reason to believe that he
was giving expression to something that he received from a human or
divine source. Not only does he not say anything of this sort but
claims on the contrary the following: 'I do not say this having heard
it from another recluse or brahmin, but what I myself have seen and
experienced, that I speak' (tarn kho pana aham . . . nännassa samanassa
va brähmanassa va sutvä vadämi, api ca yad eva me sämam nätarp. sämam
dittham sämam viditam—tarn eväham vadämi ti, It. 59, 60, 74; M.
III. 186). We see here the very opposite of what Przyluski was sug
gesting, namely the superior valuation of dittham (what is seen) over
sutam (what is heard) (cp. supra. 69). Przyluski has also apparently
confused dittham with ditthi (v. infra, 742).
(651) What attitude, then, was expected towards the statements of
the Buddha? Is it the same as the attitude recommended towards all
1

J. Przyluski, 'Därstäntika, Sauträntika and Sarvästivädin' in I H Q . , Vol. 16,

p . 246.
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teachings in the Käläma Sutta or is it different? There seems to be a
considerable divergence of opinion among scholars on this subject.
It relates to the problem of the role of saddhä (belief, faith) in Early
Buddhism and scholars are divided in their opinions. As we have
already said, Poussin sees in Buddhism 'a faith and creed' (v. supra, 644)
and in its pretence to be a creed in which critical inquiry is held out
as the one key to the comprehension of knowledge (v. supra, 543),
he holds that the attitude of Buddhism is conflicting, if not selfcontradictory. Faith says Poussin is 'the root of the correct view'
(loc. cit.) in Buddhism. He quotes the statement 'the Law saves the
believer and destroys the unbeliever' (op. cit., p. 35) and even says
'Buddha's word is to be believed without inquiry' (Joe. cit.). Keith
is more or less of the same view. He says that faith in Buddhism is
an 'indispensable preliminary' (pp. cit., p. 34) and it 'is the root of
correct knowledge' (loc. cit.) and 'the means by which a man may . . .
cross to the safety of Nirvana' (op. cit., p. 35) and adds that 'the
teaching of the Buddha saves him who has faith but destroys the
faithless' (loc. cit.). He says, however, that 'there is some place for the
operations of reason' (loc. cit.) and unlike Poussin (who thought that
the critical outlook contradicted the emphasis on faith) believes that
'happily enough (there) is a bridge built between the final authority
of the Buddha and the demand of the individual for respect to his
intellectual independence' (loc. cit.), since 'Buddha's teaching . . .
appears as the occasion but not the cause of the knowledge' (loc. cit.)
and the individual 'has another mode of testing the value of the
Buddha's teaching' (loc. cit.) namely by personal verification. Both
Poussin and Keith had based their observations on the contents of
both the Pali tradition and the BHS. works, but Mrs Rhys Davids too,
whose observations are based almost solely on a study of the Pali
Canon stresses the importance of faith in Buddhism: 'Years of study
in Buddhism has shown me that for it faith is no less important than
it is for all religions worthy of the name.'1
(652) On the other hand, Dr Gyomroi-Ludowyk on the basis of a
study of the Päli Nikäyas has observed that 'wherever the word
saddhä is met with in the early Pali texts a noteworthy difference
between its importance and that of faith in Christianity will be
observed'.2 According to her,' "Faith" in the sense of trust, confidence
1
2

Wayfarers9 Words, Vol. Ill, p. 1124.
T h e Valuation of Saddhä in the Early Buddhist Texts' in UCR., Vol. 5> P- 37*
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in the teacher can be easily understood as an emotion insufficient for
salvation but extremely important on the way to it' (op. cit., p. 35)
and goes on to say that 'that does not mean that he (i.e. the Buddha)
expects them to accept everything without contradiction, he certainly
does not prohibit criticism and judgment . . . Absolute a priori faith
is never demanded' (pp. cit., p. 36). She tries to show that knowledge
is valued above faith in this culture. It is not by chance that the ten
powers of a Buddha (M. 1.69, 70) are all intellectual and these ten
powers are only the 'normal' human intellect developed (op. cit.,
p. 37). The Buddha praises disciples not for their faith but for their
wisdom (S. Li91). Säriputta is lauded for his wisdom (A. I.23) while
in the case of Vakkali, 'the highest of those who had faith' (A. I.24),
it is requested that he should not be attached to his person but should
concentrate on the dhamma (S. III. 119 ff.). His excessive faith was a
hindrance to salvation.1 Faith likewise is not a characteristic of an
Arahant.2 It has no place in the Noble Eight-fold Path: 'if saddhä
had been regarded as essential to the attaining of Nibbäna, it certainly
would have found its place in the Noble Eight-fold Path' (loc. cit.).
Lastly she points out that the person who is described as a 'saddhävimutta' which is rendered in the PTS. Dictionary (s.v.) as 'emanci
pated by faith' and whom Barua3 classifies as an 'Arhat' is not eman
cipated at all while 'in the lowest rank is the Saddhänusäri, who develops
the five faculties essential to mukti by way of blind faith in and through
the law of the Buddha' (loc. cit.). She finds the translation of saddhä
as 'faith' as strictly misleading and says; 'if in using the word "faith"
for saddhä in translating, one restricts oneself to its meaning of
"confidence, trust, belief" no objection can be raised to it',4 though
she also observes that 'as time went on the hhakti cult paved the way
for a new and higher valuation of saddhä' (op. cit., p. 48).
(653) When we approach the problem historically in the light of the
evidence from the Pali Canon, we are more inclined to agree with the
theory of Dr Gyomroi-Ludowyk than that of Poussin and Keith.
But it is necessary to distinguish at least two strata in the evaluation
of saddhä within the Pali Canon. In what was probably the earlier
stratum the acceptance of saddhä was strictly consonant with the
spirit of the Käläma Sutta (v. Ch. IV and V) whereas in the next
1
3

Op. cit., p. 40.

z

v. S. IIL82, 161, S, V.194, 205, 433; but v. S. V.202.

'Faith in Buddhism' in Buddhist Studies, ed. B. C. Law, Calcutta, 1931,
4
pp. 345
ff.
Op. cit., p. 49.
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stratum it is not, although attempts are made to bring it in harmony
with its outlook.
(654) Poussin's and Keith's treatment of the subject suffer from treat
ing many different strata together. It is also necessary to point out a
mistranslation on the part of both when the former says that 'the Law
saves the believer and destroys the unbeliever' (y. supra, 651) and the
latter that 'the teaching of the Buddha saves him who has faith but
destroys the faithless' (v. supra, 651). T h e original reads as follows:
' . . . sabbadevamanussänam imasmim dhamme assaddhiyam vinäseti,
saddhäsampadam uppädeti. Ten'etam vuccati :
vinäsayati assaddham saddham vaddheti säsane
evam me sutam icc'evam vadam Gotamasävako'
DA. I.31.
Both Poussin and Keith take 'saddham' in this stanza to denote the
person, viz. 'the believer', 'him who has faith' and 'assaddham' to
mean 'the unbeliever, the faithless' but the prose introduction and the
context as a whole shows that this is incorrect. Assaddhiyam always
stands for 'disbelief (s.v. P T S . Dictionary) and never for the 'dis
believer' (e.g. assaddiyam kho pana Tathägatappavedite dhammavinaye parihänam etam, i.e. lack of faith is a sign of decline in the
religion preached by the Buddha, A. V.158). Similarly it is obvious
that 'saddhä-sampadam' (the accusative of saddhä-sampadä) cannot
mean 'the person who has the wealth of faith' but just 'the wealth of
faith'. W e may translate the prose and in its light the stanza as follows:
'It destroys the lack of faith of all gods and men in this doctrine and it
generates the wealth of faith. Therefore has it been said: " I t destroys
lack of faith and promotes faith in the religion—in this vein have I
heard a disciple of Gotama speaking".' This verse, therefore, does not
offer a threat of destruction to those who would not believe, as is
suggested by the inaccurate renderings of both Poussin and Keith.
(655) T h e usage of saddhä (faith, belief) in the Pali Canon is such
that the meanings of bhatti- (devotion — Skr. bhakti), pema- (filial
affection) and pasäda- (mental appreciation) overlap with it, e.g.
idha . . . ekacco puggalo ittzrasaddho hoti, ittzrabhatti ittavd.pemo
ittarapasado, i.e. here a person has very little faith, very little devotion,
very little affection and very little appreciation, A. III. 165. T h e Corny.
to the Puggalapafinatti defines these uses as follows: 'Faith is devotion
in the sense of continuous adoration. Affection is classifiable as the
N
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affection of faith and filial affection. But appreciation and faith are
identical' (punappunam bhajanavasena saddhä va bhatti. Pemam
saddhä-pemam gehasitapemam ti vattati. Pasädo saddhä pasädo vä,
248). According to this appraisal saddhä is closest in meaning to
pasäda—with which it is identified and we find this exemplified in
the usages in the Nikäyas. The Jnänaprasthäna (1.19) defines sraddhä
as 'cetasah prasädah'1 (appreciation of mind) and we find 'cetaso
pasäda-' in the Nikäyas where we can expect saddhä: yato yato
imassa dhammapariyäyassa panhäya attham upaparikkheyya labheth*
eva attamanatam labhetha cetaso pasadam^ i.e. inasmuch as he examines
with his intellect the meaning of this doctrinal passage he obtains
satisfaction and a mental appreciation (of it), M. I.114. We note here
that cetaso pasäda- is 'mental appreciation' or the 'intellectual joy*
resulting from intelligent study and a clarification of one's thoughts.2
Lack of pasäda- is likewise correlated with lack of understanding, e.g.
saddhammam avijänato pariplavapasädassa panfiä na paripürati, i.e. the
wisdom of a person who does not understand the good doctrine and
whose pasäda- is fickle does not increase, Dh. 38. Similarly, aveccappasäda- in the Buddha, his Doctrine and his Order (Buddhe . . .
dhamme . . . sanghe aveccappasädena samannägato hoti, M. I.37)
seems to mean 'faith based on understanding' since avecca- seems to
mean 'having understood', e.g. yo ariyasaccäni avecca passati, i.e. he
who having understood sees the noble truths, Sn. 229. Here the Corny.
has panfiäya ajjhogähetva, 'having comprehended with one's intelli
gence'. The Corny., however, has 'acala-' (unshaken) for the same
word at D. I.217, but this is probably a secondary meaning since
'faith born of understanding' (aveccappasäda-) is similar to 'rational
faith' (äkäravati saddhä, M. I.320) which is said to be 'rooted, estab
lished, fixed and irremovable' (mülajätä patitthitä . . . dalhä asamhäriyä, loc. cit.). We have to presume that avecca- (s.v. PTS. Dic
tionary) is formed from ava + present participle from \/iy 'to go',
meaning 'understand' (cp. avagata- from ava + Vg a m ? * t0 g°' = =
understood, s.v. PTS. Dictionary). It is said that failure to investigate
and understand results in lack of pasäda-, e.g. ananuvicca apariyogähetvä pasädaniye thäne appasädam upadamseti, i.e. one shows lack of
faith in a situation in which one ought to have faith as a result of not
1
v. Poussin, L'Abhidharmakosa, II, p. 106, fn. 3; Poussin translates 'cetaso
prasädah' as 'la clarification de la pensee' (op. cit., II, p. 156).
2
Poussin translates 'cetaso prasädah' as 'la clarification de la pensee' (op. cit.y
i i , P . 156).
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investigating and understanding. Dr Gyomroi-Ludowyk in a
'Note on the Interpretation of Pasidati'2 has shown that pasäda- is
different from 'faith5 as understood in Western religions, where it
means 'to believe in something which cannot be explained' culminating
in the attitude of credo quia absurdum. She concludes that 'we can
render pasidati most appropriately as a mental attitude which unites
deep feeling, intellectual appreciation and satisfaction, clarification of
thought and attraction towards the teacher' (op. cit., p. 82).
(656) It is necessary to observe that there could be many aspects to
the study of the concept of faith in Buddhism. Faith has an affective,
conative and a cognitive aspect. When Dutt says that saddhä 'carries
two distinct meanings (1) one is faith (pasäda) producing piti- (serene
pleasure), and (2) the other is self-confidence producing viriya
(energy)',3 he is speaking of the affective and the conative aspects of
saddhä respectively and not of two different uses of the word altogether.
But when he says that (1) is an antidote to vicikicchä (doubt) and moha
(delusion) he is confusing the affective with the cognitive aspect of
faith as 'belief. We shall be mainly concerned with this last aspect
since it is the only aspect which has an epistemological significance.
(657) But the post-Canonical literature from the Milindapanha
onwards speaks mainly about the first two aspects of faith and Dutt
seems to have been led largely by the accounts they give. Thus, both
in the Milindapanha (34) and the Atthasälini (section 304), saddhä is
said to have the characteristics of appreciation (sampasädana-lakkhana)
and endeavour (sampakkhandana-lakkhana). The first (sampasädanalakkhana-) represents the affective characteristic of faith. It corresponds
to what was denoted by pasäda- in the Nikäyas. Now pema- (filial
affection) and bhatti- (dtvotion) are also used synonymously with
saddhä (in its affective aspect) in the Nikäyas, but while the affective
trait of pasäda- was highly valued (v. supra, 655), pema- is less so and
bhatti- hardly occurs. In its only use which approximates to the sense
of saddhä (apart from the instance quoted, v. supra, 655), bhattidenotes the 'allegiance' or 'devotion' which an evil person has towards
another evil person (asappuriso asappurisaMam hoti, M. III.21) or a
good person may have towards another good person (M. III.23).
1
A. III. 139; cp. purimena kathasalläpena ahu pasädamattä sä pi me etarahi
antarahitä, i.e. the little faith that resulted from the previous conversation has
2
now disappeared, M. I.487.
UCR., Vol. 1, pp. 74-82.
3
N . Dutt, 'Place of Faith in Buddhism* in I H Q . , Vol. 16, p. 639.
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There is no usage even remotely suggesting the impact of a bhakti
cult.1 Pema- is used synonymously with saddhä (M. 1.142, 444, 479)
and even pasäda- (nivitthasaddho nivittha/?^mo . . . abhippasanno,
A. III. 3 26) and is considered to have limited value. Those 'who have
mere faith and mere affection for the Buddha are destined to heaven'
(yesam mayi saddhämattam pemamattam, sabbe te saggaparäyanä,
M. 1.142). But it is a condition that can lapse (cp. . . . yam pi'ssa tarn
saddhämattakam pemamattakam tamhä pi parihäyi, i.e. he would decline
from that state of mere faith or affection, M. I.444) and it is a sentiment
that can generate undesirable emotions. Hatred can arise out of
affection for a person (pemä doso jäyate, A. II.213); if a person whom
one likes and holds dear is addressed in undesirable and foul language
by another it arouses hatred towards him (yo kho myäyam puggalo
ittho kanto manäpo, tarn pare anitthena akantena amanäpena samudäcaranti ti so tesu dosam janeti, loc. cit.). Attachment to a person is
said to have five drawbacks (panc'ime . . . ädinavä puggalappasäde,
A. III.270). As such, it is a hindrance to salvation in this life and even
attachment to the Buddha is no exception in this respect (v. supra,
652).
(658) The Nettippakarana draws attention to the cognitive aspect of
saddhä, when it says inter alia that 'faith has the characteristic of trust
and the proximate state of belief (inclination)' (okappana-lakkhanä
saddhä adhimutti-paccupatthänä, 28). This was the sense which
Dr Gyomroi-Ludowyk proposed for saddhä (v. supra, 652) and we
find that this sense is supported by even the pre-Buddhistic use of the
term. By a comparative study of the use of sraddhä and bhakti in the
Vedic literature, Miss Das Gupta has shown that 'sraddhä in the Vedic
texts, at least in the Vedic Samhitäs must have conveyed a sense which
was never akin to the mood of bhakti as a form of loving devotion to a
personal deity but simply implied confidence, trust or belief based on a
knowledge of truth (italics mine) . . . and even in later literature sraddhä
is not always used synonymously with bhakti . . . The term bhakti
in the technical religious sense is nowhere employed in the Vedic
Samhitas'.2 This sense of'confidence, trust and belief is quite promi
nent in certain contexts of the use of the term in the Canon. It is
1
On the concept of bhakti in Indian thought, v. J. McKenzie, Hindu Ethics,
Oxford University Press, 1922, Ch. V and pp. 124, 130 f., 136, 159 f.; cp.
E. W . Hopkins, Ethics of India, New Haven, 1924, Ch. VII and pp. 200, 204, 214.
2
Miss M. Das Gupta, 'Sraddhä and Bhakti in the Vedic Literature*, in I H Q . ,
Vol. 6, p. 322.
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said of a person who comes to learn the art of mounting an elephant
and using the elephant-driver's hook that if he lacks saddhä he would
not be able to acquire that which can be acquired by saddhä^ here
saddhä denotes the 'confidence, trust and belief in the instructions of
the teacher.
(659) The object of saddhä in the Nikäyas is most frequently the
Buddha. The favourite phrase is 'having heard his doctrine he acquired
faith in the Tathägata' (tarn dhammam sutvä Tathägate saddham
patilabhati, M. 1.179, 267, 344; M. III.33). If saddhä means 'belief5,
'acquiring faith in the Buddha' is equivalent to saying 'believing in
the Buddha' and what is meant by believing in the Buddha is that one
believes that what the Buddha says is true. As Woozley points out,
'certainly we do talk of believing in a person but there we mean that
we believe that what he says is true'. 2 The verb, pasidati, 'to have
faith in, appreciate' also has the person of the Buddha as the object
(e.g. Satthari pasidim, M. I.320) but pasäda- in the compound aveccappasäda- (v. supra, 655) frequently has the Buddha, his teaching
(Dhamma) and his Order (Sangha) as the objects.3 Here 'faith' or
belief in the Dhamma means the statements that constitute the Dhamma
or the teachings of the Buddha. Likewise, believing in the Sangha
implies believing in the truth of the utterances of the Sangha; since
these were more or less derived from the Buddha,4 it again ultimately
implies a belief in the statements of the Buddha.
(660) It would appear from all this that the expected attitude towards
the statements of the Buddha was one of belief rather than of neutral
ism or disbelief and this appears prima facie to go against the injunc
tions of the Käläma Sutta, which says that one should not accept the
truth of propositions on authoritative grounds (y. supra, 259).
(661) But a careful study of what is in fact said in the Käläma Sutta
with the concept of saddhä as it occurs in probably the earliest stratum
of the Canon presents a very different picture. It tends to show, as
we shall see in the sequel, that the attitude to authority recommended
by the Buddha is not contradictory to and is in fact compatible with
the attitude recommended by the Buddha towards his own statements.
1

2
M. II.94.
The Theory of Knowledge, p. 26.
M. I.37, IL5I; A. 1.222, II.56, III.2I2, 332, 45I, IV.406, V.183.
4
Cp. Bhagavammülaka no . . . dhammä, i.e. our doctrines originate with the
Exalted One, A. IV.158, 351.
3
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(662) In order to see this it is imperative that we have a clear picture of
what the sermons to Käläma and Bhaddäli do and do not state. A
careful scrutiny of the material we studied in Ch. IV would show that
these sermons do state that no statements should be accepted on
authority because it is possible that such statements may turn out to
be either true or false (v. supra, 283, 308). They do not state that such
statements should be rejected altogether, nor do they state that we
should not test the opinions of others but should rely entirely on our
own wits for the discovery of truth. In fact, in asserting that one
should not accept p on authority because p may be true or false, it is
also implied that one should not reject p, because p may be true. This
is exemplified in the attitude of the disciple as represented in the
Nikäyas, which should be one of neither acceptance nor rejection,
when one is in doubt as to the truth of a statement. Where 'a fellowmonk claims the highest knowledge, one should neither accept what
he says nor reject it but without acceptance or rejection should
question him' l in order to test the veracity of his statement. It appears
to be a common attitude at this time for we find a certain householder
(annataro gahapati) adopting it towards a statement of the Buddha
(M. II. 106) and the wandering ascetic Potaliputta having this same
attitude towards a statement of the monk Samiddhi (M. III.207).
The passage addressed to Käläma (v. supra, 251, 259) ends on the note
that one should reject (pajaheyyätha, A. II. 191) opinions as false only
after one has tested them in the light of one's own experience (attanä
va jäneyyätha, loc. cit.) taking into account the views of the wise
(cp. vinnügarahitä vä vinnüpasatthä vä, loc. cit.). This means that state
ments claiming to be true on authority should be rejected as false
only after one has discovered their falsity after personally verifying
them. It does not rule out the possibility but on the contrary seems
to imply that those statements claiming to be true should be tested
before deciding to accept or reject them.
(663) This is just what the Buddha seems to demand from his hearers
regarding his own statements. He does not want his own statements
accepted on his authority nor rejected but seems to demand that they
be tested and accepted if they are found to be true and presumably
rejected if they are found to be false. This attitude is well-expressed in
1
Idha . . . bhikkhu anfiam byäkaroti . . . tassa bhikkhuno bhäsitam n'eva
abhinanditabbam na patikkositabbam anabhinanditvä appatikkositvä panho
pucchitabbo, M. III.29.
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a late verse, which appears in the Tattvasamgraha (3588) and the
Tibetan version of the Jnänasamuccayasära.x It reads as follows:
'Just as wise men (test a claim to be gold) by burning, cutting and
rubbing (on a touchstone), my statements, O monks, should be
accepted after examination and not out of respect for me' (tapäc
chedäc ca nikasät suvarnam iva panditaih, pariksya bhiksavo grähyam
madvaco na tu gauravät). This verse is not found in the Nikäyas but
it reflects the attitude of the Buddha as often represented in the
Nikäyas. The Buddha is anxious to see that his statements are not
accepted out of respect for his authority as the teacher—the very
thing that he condemns in the Käläma Sutta. On one occasion he
asks, 'would you, O monks, knowing and seeing thus say, "our teacher
is respected, we say so out of respect for our teacher" ' (Api nu tumhe,
bhikkhave, evam jänantä evam passantä evam vadeyyätha: satthä
no garu, satthugäravena ca mayam vademä ti M. 1.264). The monks
submit that it is not so.
(664) Thus if we interpret the Käläma Sutta as saying that one should
not accept the statements of anyone on authority nor even seriously
consider the views of others in order to test their veracity but rely.
entirely on one's own experiences in the quest and discovery of truth,
then this would be contradictory to the concept of saddhä in the Pali
Nikäyas. But if, on the other hand, we interpret the Käläma Sutta as
saying that while we should not accept the statements of anyone as
true on the grounds of authority, we should test the consequences of
statements in the light of our own knowledge and experience in order
to verify whether they are true or false, it would be an attitude which
is compatible with saddhä as understood in at least one stratum of Pali
Canonical thought. As we have shown above (v. supra, 662, 663) we
have reason to believe that this latter interpretation is the correct one.
(665) According to this interpretation we may provisionally accept a
propostion for the purposes of verifying its truth so long as we do not
commit ourselves to the view or claim that the proposition is true
prior to verification. We find the stages of this process of verification
stated in the Canki Sutta. The first is that of the provisional acceptance
of a proposition or doctrine for the purposes of verification. It is
called the stage of 'safeguarding the truth' (saccänurakkhanä, M.
II. 171), which consists in a person who believes in />, safeguarding
1
For the reference see the detailed note of V. Bhattacharya, The Basic Concep
tion of Buddhism, Calcutta, 1934? P« n , fn. 9.
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the truth by professing that this is his belief without dogmatically
coming to the conclusion that it is true (v. supra, 278). The actual
provisional acceptance is made only after ensuring the honesty,
unbiased nature and intelligence of the person from whom such a
statement is accepted. It is said that he first 'examines the person in
respect of three things' (tarn enam . . . tlsu dhammesu samannesati,
loc. cit.). He examines the person to make sure that 'his mind is not
obsessed with those selfish motives that may make him say that one
knows or sees when one does not, or make him convert others to his
view so that it would for long work for their discomfort and woe'. 1
He likewise examines him to see whether 'his mind is obsessed with
malevolent motives' (dosaniyehi dhammehi pariyadinnacitto, M.
Li72) or 'ignorance' (mohaniyehi dhammehi, loc, cit,). It is only after
he has satisfied himself in this way that he believes in or professes
faith in what he says (atha tamhi saddham niveseti, M. 1.173).
(666) In the Vimamsaka Sutta, the test is more stringent and it is only
after partial but personal verification of the truth of a statement that
there is a mention of faith or belief in the statement. Here it is said that
'an enquiring monk, who can read the thoughts of another, should
examine the Tathägata to determine whether he is enlightened or not'
(vimamsakena bhikkhunä parassa cetopariyäyam äjänantena Tathägate
samannesanä kätabba, sammäsambuddho vä no vä iti vifinänäyä ti,
M. I.317). It is said that 'the Tathägata is to be examined in respect of
two things, namely of what can be learned by observation and by
hearing about him' (dvisu dhammesu Tathägato samannesitabbo
cakkhusotavinneyyesu dhammesu, M. I.318). One should observe
that he does not have nor is reputed to have morally corrupt (sankilitthä) or mixed2 (vitimissä) modes of conduct but only virtuous
conduct.3 One should ensure that this is so for a long period and not
merely for a short term. We may see from this that doubt about the
claims of the Tathägata is not condemned, but in fact plays a central
role in the process of inquiry which is considered to be essential,
1

. . . samannesati . . ♦: atthi nu kho imassa äyasmato tathärupä lobhamyä
dhammä yathärüpehi lobhaniyehi dhammehi pariyädinnacitto ajänam vä vadeyya
jänämi ti apassam vä vadeyya passäml ti, param vä tathattäya samädapeyya yam
paresam assa digharattam ahitäya dukkhäyä ti, M. I.172.
2
I.e. both corrupt and pure.
3
Ye sarikilitthä . . . vitimissä cakkhusotavinfieyyä dhammä na te Tathägatassa
samvijjanti. . . ye vodätä cakkhusotavinfieyyä dhammä samvijjanti te Tathäga
tassa ti, M. I.318.
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prior to and for the generation of belief (or faith). Elsewhere, doubting
the teacher, the doctrine, the order, the training and being angry with
one's co-religionists (satthari . . . dhamme . . . sanghe . . . sikkhäya
kankhati . . . sabrahmacärisu kupito hoti anattamano . . . , M. I.101)
are considered 'five obstacles or hindrances (to moral and spiritual
progress) of the mind' (pafica cetokhilä . . . cetaso vinibandhä, loc. cit.).
This kind of doubt (vicikicchä) is regarded as one of the five impedi
ments (pancanivaranä, M. 1.269, 270) and it is said that one should
'clear the mind of this doubt, becoming certain of moral values'
(akathamkathi kusalesu dhammesu vicikicchäya cittam parisodheti,
loc. cit.) but this doubt is apparently to be removed not by blind belief
but by the conviction that dawns from a critical study and evaluation.
After the above preliminary examination of the Tathägata it is said
that one would feel that it was worth listening to his teachings (evamvädim . . . satthäram arahati sävako upasankamitum dhammasavanäya,
M. I.319). After that 'he realizes with his own higher knowledge some
of those doctrines and concludes that (they are true) and then reposes
faith in the teacher, believing that the Exalted One was enlightened,
his doctrine well-taught and the Order of good conduct' (tasmim
dhamme abhinnäya idh'ekaccam dhammam dhammesu nittham
agamam, satthari pasidim: sammäsambuddho bhagavä, sväkkhäto
bhagavatä dhammo supatipanno sangho ti, M. I.320). It is said that
'the faith (saddhä) of him, which is thus fixed, rooted and established
on these reasons, grounds and features is said to be a rational faith
(äkäravati saddhä), rooted in insight, firm and irremovable by recluse
or brahmin, a god, Mära or Brahma or anyone in the world' (yassa
kassa ci . . . imehi äkärehi imehi padehi imehi byanjanehi . . . saddhä
nivitthä hoti mülajätä patitthitä, ayam vuccati . . . äkäravati saddhä
dassanamülikä dalhä asamhäriyä samanena vä brähmanena vä devena
vä Märena vä Brahmunä vä kenaci vä lokasmim, loc. cit.). This rational
faith which is a product of critical examination and partial verification
is apparently contrasted with the 'baseless faith' (amülikä saddhä, M.
II. 170) which the brahmins have towards the Vedas and which the
Buddha shows, does not bear critical examination {v. supra, 263).
It is strange that no scholar has drawn our attention to this important
distinction.
(667) W e have so far come across saddha (faith, belief) being used for
different stages and types of acceptance of a proposition or doctrine.
The first was that of accepting for the purpose of testing, the stage in
N*
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which one 'safeguards the truth5 (saccänurakkhanä, v. supra, 665).
The stage in which one reposes faith in a person after realizing that he
was honest, unbiased and intelligent (v. supra, 665) is perhaps the
second. The next stage is the one in which there was a partial and
personal verification of the doctrine (v. supra, 666) and it is at this stage
that one is said to have a 'rational faith'. The word 'faith' here may seem
less preferable than belief though we have used it to translate the word
saddhä.
(668) It is this last stage that is greatly valued in Buddhism. The person
who has developed this 'rational faith' seems to be identical with the
person who is described as being 'emancipated by faith' (saddhävimutto, M. I.478), who as Dr Gyomroi-Ludowyk has shown (v. supra,
652) is not emancipated at all since 'he has need of earnestness' (appamädena karanfyam, loc. ciu). This may be seen from the identity
of the language used to describe the saddhä-vimutta with that of
äkäravati saddhä, viz. Tathägate c'assa saddhä nivitthä hoti mülajätä
patitthitä (M. I.478 = M. I.320).
(669) The concept of aveccappasäda- or 'faith resulting from under
standing' (v. supra, 655) seems to be very close to if not identical with
the above conception of äkäravati saddhä. Dutt has, however, offered
a different theory on this subject. In a paper whose object is 'to show
how far saddhä in the former sense (i.e. as pasäda-) came to be
regarded as the means for the attainment of Nibbäna'1 he says that
'in a few places in the Nikäyas, saddhä is recognized as the third path2
for the attainment of Nibbäna in spite of the fact that it does not go
well with the rationalistic principles of which the Buddhists are the
avowed champions. But this path which we may call the aveccappa
säda- path or process is particularly important for the laity whose
interest is almost ignored at the early stage of the religion and so, it
is not improbable, that the third path came to be recognized only at a
later date but in any case before the Pali Canon was closed' (op. cit.,
p. 640). In a later paper to this same journal he refers to this very same
theory.3 His locus classicus for the 'aveccappasäda- process' of salvation
as he calls it, is the Vatthüpama Sutta.4 But an analysis of the Vatthüpama Sutta hardly supports Dutt's contention. In the first place the
1

'Place of Faith in Buddhism' in IHQ., Vol. 16, p. 640.
The other two paths mentioned are (1) the sila-citta-pannä process, and (2)
the sati-patthäna process—a very arbitrary division.
3
'Popular Buddhism' in I H Q . , Vol. 21, pp. 251-6.
4
v. I H Q . , Vol. 16, p. 644; cp. IHQ., Vol. 21, p. 252.
2
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Sutta is addressed to monks (bhikkhave, M. I.36 ff.) and not to laymen.
Secondly, the first mention of aveccappasäda- is after a detailed list of
'the defilements of the mind' (cittassa upakkilesä, M. I.36) are mentioned
and all of them are said to be 'eliminated' (pahmo, M. I.37) by the monk.
It is at this stage that the monk is said to 'be endowed with faith based
on understanding in the Buddha', etc. (so Buddhe aveccappasädena
samannägato hoti, loc. cit.). But in eliminating the defilements of the
mind, the monk has surely gone a long way in verifying the statements
of the Buddha and it is therefore not surprising that he should at this
stage have developed 'a faith based on understanding' (aveccappasäda-).
This 'faith' is inter alia a belief that 'the doctrine (when put into
practice) gives results in this life itself . . . and is to be personally
verified by the wise' (dhammo sanditthiko . . . paccattam veditabbo
vinfmhi ti, loc. cit.). Thirdly, the Sutta nowhere suggests that this
faith is sufficient for salvation. Dutt's point is that the jhänic process of
salvation is not mentioned here. But there seems to be an indirect
reference even to this when it summarizes the stages in the sequence,
viz. pamuditassa piti jäyati pitimanassa kayo passambhati passaddhakäyo sukham vedeti sukhino cittam samädhiyati, i.e. to him who is
glad, joy arises and the body of him who experiences joy becomes calm;
with body becalmed he experiences happiness and with happiness his
mind is concentrated. Dutt says that this 'skips over the processes of
the third and fourth jhäna' (pp. cit., p. 645) but it is in the nature of all j
summaries to skip over details. Lastly, the Sutta states that the
'intoxicants' (äsavä) cease in the case of 'one who thus knows and sees'
(evam jänato evam passato, M. I.38), unmistakably implying that it is
knowledge and not faith which finally helps in salvation. Dutt adds
that 'another remarkable feature in course of this training is that there
is no insistence on the observation of the Pätimokkha rules and as
such can be followed by a person who has not embraced the austere
life of a Buddhist monk. This latitude is particularly noticeable in the
remark that a person following this course of life is free to take
luxurious food as that will not be a hindrance to his spiritual progress'
(op. cit., p. 646). This is absurd. The Sutta is clearly addressed to the
monks and although there is no explicit reference to the Pätimokkha
rules as such, one has surely to presume that it was by the strict ob
servance of this disciplinary and moral code that these monks got rid
of their defilements. Besides, nowhere in the Vinaya is it said that the
monk should not eat the luxurious food that he may find in the course
of his alms. There is therefore hardly any basis for Dutt's theory.
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(670) The faith of the saddhänusäri (the one who is led by faith),
who is reckoned the last of those who have some spiritual attainment
(M. L439) is not of the same order as that of the saddhä-vimutta
(y. supra, 668) and could not be considered to have reached the stage
of 'rational faith' (äkäravati saddhä, v. supra, 666). This is evident
from the description which says that 'he has a mere faith or affection
for the Tathägata' (Tathägate c'assa saddhämattam hoti pemamattam,
M. I.479). This is a condition which can lapse {v. supra, 652); here the
acceptance is more out of affection (pema), which is considered a
hindrance rather than a help to salvation (v. supra, 657) than out of a
genuine desire for knowledge.
(671) Now faith or belief in the above sense is only considered a
first step towards understanding. It is not even a necessary step for all
and this is probably the reason why it is not included in the noble
eight-fold path. It is said that 'there are two sources for the arising of
the right view of life, viz. the propaganda of others and critical
reflection' (dve . . . paccayä sammäditthiyä uppädäya: parato ca ghoso
yoniso ca manasikäro, M. I.294). The acceptance of the right view on
the basis of the propaganda of others, presumably of the Buddha and
his disciples, is an acceptance out of saddhä, but the fact that we may
adopt it as a result of one's own independent thinking shows that
saddhä is not necessary at least for the few. There is no doubt however
that according to the texts the majority need it.
(672) In the lists of virtues or requirements for salvation, in which
saddhä occurs, we find that it is always mentioned as the first member,
while understanding (panfiä) j s almost always the last, viz.
1. saddhä, sila-, suta-, cäga-, pannä, A. 11.66, III.6, 44, 181, IV.270,
271, 284, 288, M. I.465, II.180, III.99.
2. saddhä, viriya-, sati-, samädhi, pannä, M. 1.164, III.99.
3. saddhä, sila-, cäga-, pannä, patibhäna-, A. V.96.
4. saddho, appäbädha-, asatha-, äraddhaviriya-, pahhavä, M. IL128.
5. saddho, hirimä, ottäpi-, akodhano, pahhavä, S. IV.243.
6. saddhä-, hiri-, ottäpi-, viriya-, pahha-, A. III.4, 9, 352, V.123.
7. saddho, äraddhaviriya-, upatthitasati-, samähito, pahhavä, A.
V.329, 333> 3358. saddho, hiri-, ottäpi, bahussuta-, äraddhaviriya-, upatthitasati-,
pahhavä, M. III.23, A. II,2i8, A. IV.23, 38.
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9. saddhoy silavä, bahussuta patisalllna, äraddhaviriya-, satimä,
pannavä, A. IV.85.
10. saddho, sila-, bahussuta-, suvaca-, kalyänamitta-, äraddhaviriya-,
upatthita-sati-, santuttha-, appiccha-, sammäditthika-, A. V.153,
154.

This sequence cannot entirely be accidental and probably reflects the
fact that while saddhä or belief was a preliminary requirement, it
finally led to understanding (pannä) which was reckoned to be of
the greatest value. Nägärjuna, although he was writing centuries later,
sums up beautifully the relationship between the two in his Ratnävali:
Sraddhatväd bhajate dharmam prajnatväd vetti tattvatah
prajnä pradhänam tv anayoh sraddhä pürvängamäsya tu1
i.e. one associates with the doctrine out of faith but one knows truly
out of understanding; understanding is the chief of the two, although
faith precedes. The stages from belief up to the first realization of the
truth (saccänubodha-) are outlined in the Canki Sutta (v. supra, 665,
666) as follows: 'With faith arisen, he approaches and associates with
(the teacher); thus associating he gives ear, giving ear he listens to
the doctrine, listening to the doctrine he bears it in mind; he then
examines the meaning of the doctrines he has borne in mind, thus
examining the meaning he approves of it, approving of it the desire
(to try it out) arises; with desire arisen he exerts himself, having
exerted himself he considers it; having considered, he puts forth effort;
putting forth effort, he himself experiences the highest truth and sees it
having penetrated it with his understanding'.2 This first glimpse of
the truth is followed by the stage of 'the attainment of the truth
(saccänupatti), which results from the evoking of, culture and develop
ment of those mental states' (tesam yeva . . . dhammänam äsevanä
bhävanä bahulikammam saccänupatti hoti, M. II. 174). Thus belief
(saddhä) is regarded only as a first step towards knowledge, with
which it is replaced. It is not valuable in itself and bears no comparison
with the final knowledge, which results from the personal verification
1

Ed. G. Tucci, 'The Ratnavali of Nagarjuna* in JRAS., April 1934, p. 309.
Saddhäjäto upasankamanto payirupäsati, payirupäsanto sotam odahati,
ohitasoto dhammam sunäti, sutvä dhammam dhäreti, dhäritänam dhammänam
attham upaparikkhati, attham upaparikkhato dhammä nijjhänam khamanti,
dhammanjjhänakkhantiyä sati chando jäyati, chandajäto ussahati, ussahitvä
tuleti, tulayitvä padahati, pahitatto samäno käyena c'eva paramasaccam sacchikaroti, panfiäya ca tarn ativijjha passati, M. II. 173.
2
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of the truth. This greater valuation of knowledge over faith is clearly
brought out in the following dialogue:
Nigantha Nataputta: Do you believe in {saddahasi) the statement of
the recluse Gotama that there is a jhänic state (trance) in which
there is no discursive or reflective thought and there is a cessation
of discursive thought and reflection (saddahasi tvam samanassa
Gotamassa atthi avitakko avicäro samädhi atthi vitakkavicaränam
nirodho ti?)
Citta: I do not accept this as a belief {saddhäya) (na khväham saddhäya
gacchämi).
Nigantha Nataputta: See what an honest, straightforward and upright
person the householder Citta is ♦.. (passantu yäva ujuko c'äyam
Citto gahapati yäva asatho amäyävi . . . ) .
Citta: What do you think? Which is better—knowledge or belief
(tarn kim mannasi? katamam nu kho panitataram hänam väsaddhä?).
Nigantha Nataputta: Surely, knowledge is better than belief {saddhäya
kho gahapati, hänam eva panitataram).
Citta: (I can attain up to the fourth jhäna) . . . Knowing and seeing
thus, why should I accept this on the grounds of faith in any recluse
or brahmin, that there is a trance in which there is no discursive or
reflective thought . . . (so khväham evam jänanto evam passanto
kassahhassa samanassa vä brähmanassa vä saddhäya gamissämi, atthi
avitakko avicäro samädhi . . . ) .
o ^T *
'

b. 1V.298.

(673) The fact that it is better to have knowledge of something rather
than faith or belief in it is often acknowledged. The general Siha tells
the Buddha that 'he does not accept out of faith in the Exalted One but
has himself knowledge of the four visible fruits of giving alms,
declared by the Exalted One' (yänimäni Bhagavatä cattäri sanditthikäni
dänaphaläni akkhätäni näham ettha Bhagavato saddhäya gacchämi,
aham p'etäni jänämi, A. III.39, IV.82). The Buddha teils Änanda on
one occasion: 'You say this out of faith but it is a matter of knowledge
for the Tathägata' (pasädä kho tvam . . . vadesi nanam eva h'ettha
Tathägatassa, D. II. 155, A. II.80). Faith or belief culminates in know
ledge as is illustrated by the 'story of faith of the monk having faith'
(saddhassa saddhäpadänam, A. V.340). Such a monk, to begin with,
is virtuous and observes the rules of the order (silavä hoti pätimokkhasamvarasamvuto . . . , A. V.338), becomes learned (bahussuto,
loc. cit.), puts forth effort (äraddhaviriyo, A. V.339), develops the
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four jhänas (catunnam jhänänam . . . läbhi, loc. cit.), acquires the
faculty of retrocognition (anekavihitam pubbeniväsam anussarati,
loc. cit.) and verifies the fact of rebirth, acquires the faculty of clair
voyance and verifies the fact of karma (dibbena cakkhunä . . . satte
passati cavamäne upapajjamane . . . yathäkammüpage . . . , A. V.340)
and then himself realizes with his higher knowledge the emancipation
of mind and the realization through understanding and attains to and
abides in this state ( . . . cetovimuttim pannävimuttim •. . sayam
abhinnä sacchikatvä upasampajja viharati, loc. cit.). These last three
kinds of knowledge constitute 'the three-fold knowledge' {v. infra,
754) which the Buddha himself claimed to have attained (v. infra, 801).
At this stage his faith or belief with which he started is replaced by
direct personal knowledge. It is therefore not surprising that the
Arahant is described as 'one devoid of faith' (assaddho, Dh. 97) and
it is often pointed out that the Arahant must be in a position to claim
the highest knowledge without having to rely on faith (cp. ahhatra
saddhäya . . . annam vyäkareyya, S. IV. 138).
(674) Baruahas tried to give a picture of the concept of faith in Buddh
ism which in some respects is the reverse of the one we have outlined
above. This has been partly criticized by Dr Gyomroi-Ludowyk
(v. supra, 652) but there are certain respects in which Barua is not
totally wrong in what he says and this fact has been missed by GyomroiLudowyk, who has assumed without justification that the attitude to
saddhä throughout the Pali Canon is uniformly the same. Barua says
that 'according to the Buddha Gotama the higher is the place of
cognition . . . the stronger are the expressions of faith. There are in
other words degrees of faith corresponding to the degrees of know
ledge' (op. cit., p. 345). While we pointed out above that faith decreases
in direct proportion to the increase in knowledge until it is entirely
replaced by the latter, Barua seems to be saying that faith increases
with knowledge so that when a maximum of knowledge is reached,
there is a maximum of faith. Barua's conclusion is based mainly on a
statement in the Samyutta, where it is said that the Arahant has his
five moral faculties, of which 'the faculty of faith' (saddhindriyam)
is the first, fully developed: 'One becomes an Arahant as a result of
these five moral faculties being fully and completely developed.
I declare that he whose five faculties are not present at all in any
respect stays an ordinary individual outside (this religion)' (imesam...
pancannam indriyänam samattä paripürattä araham hoti. Yassa kho , * .
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imäni paficindriyäni sabbena sabbam sabbathä sabbam natthi, tarn
aham bähiro puthujjanapakkhe thito ti vadämi, S. V.202).
(675) This is a different conception of the Arahant from that outlined
earlier (v. supra, 673). It seemed to be a later view which emerged at a
time when the Buddha was claimed to be omniscient (v. supra, 649)
and the concept of Emancipation by intellectual knowledge alone*
(pannävimutta) had developed (v. infra, 798, 799). At such a time,
there would have been a wide and unbridgeable gulf between the
Buddha and the Arahant. The Arahant, in not developing the jhänas,
could not and did not verify the fact of rebirth and karma, which he
had to accept on faith and therefore almost the whole theory of Budd
hism had to be accepted on the authority of the Buddha alone. The
disciple developed only an intellectual grasp of the Four Noble Truths,
which he accepted almost wholly on faith. Thus, in this situation,
saddhä does not supersede panfiä but goes hand in hand with it.
(676) When the Buddha was not just a person 'who had a three-fold
knowledge' (tevijja-, v. infra, 801) but one whose range of thought
was unthinkable, so much so that one thinking about it would tend to
go mad (Buddhavisayo acinteyyo . . . yam cintento ummädassa
vighätassa bhagi assa, A. II.80), there was little point in trying to
verify the knowledge that Buddha claimed. The disinterest in jhäna
(v. infra, 799) and the unverifiability of karma on the part of the
panfiä-vimutta, likewise seems to have led to the belief that 'the range
of jhäna' (jhänavisayo, loc. cit.) and the 'range of karma' (kammavisayo,
loc. cit.) were equally 'unthinkable and should not be thought about'
(acinteyyo na cintetabbo, loc. cit.). This is not the earlier attitude of
saddhä which said that 'the Buddha knows and I do not know' (jänäti
Bhagavä näham jänämi ti, M. I.480) but I shall try to discover or
verify this myself (loc. cit.), but the attitude which is represented in
the Ratnaküta which says, 'Here the Tathägata alone is my witness,
the Tathägata knows, I do not know; boundless is the enlightenment
of the Buddhas'.1
(677) It is possible that this new conception of saddhä was accom
panied by a dogmatism which condemned the free inquiry, which the
earlier attitude was based on and encouraged. There is an element of
dogmatism in the condemnation of Sunakkhatta, which seems to
imply that anyone who examines the claims of the Tathägata, but
1

Quoted by Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, p. 36; v. fn. 2.
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comes to conclusions which doubt these claims is liable to an unhappy
lot in the next life1 but it is just possible when we take the context of
this statement that Sunakkhatta was condemned not because of his
conclusions but because he made these statements out of malice
(v. kodhano . . . Sunakkhatto moghapuriso kodhä ca pan'assa esä
väcä bhäsitä, M. 1.68). This authoritarian dogmatic attitude seems to
have emerged only in the latest stages of the Pali Canon. The Mahaparinibbäna Sutta, which portrays the dying Buddha still represents
him as being anxious that his seeming authority should not stand in
the way of the doubts of the monks being dispelled by questioning.
He reproves Änanda for trying to prevent Subhadda from coming to
question him (cp. alam Änanda mä Subhaddam väresi, D. II. 150)
and later says that 'if anyone would not question out of respect for
the teacher let a person tell his friend' (satthugäravena pi na puccheyyätha sahäyako pi . . . sahäyakassa ärocetu, D. II. 155). This dislike of
authority on the part of the Buddha is also seen where he refused to
appoint a person as his successor after his death. 'There is no monk
singled out by the Buddha so that he would be a refuge after his
death' (natthi . . . ekabhikkhu pi tena Bhagavatä . . . thapito: ayam
vo mam'accayena patisaranam bhavissati ti, M. III.9). Here it is said
that not even the Order of Monks appointed a leader for this purpose.
(678) From the Mahaparinibbäna Sutta we gather that sometime after
the death of the Buddha there was an authoritative collection of texts
called the 'Sutta' and the 'Vinaya'. These collections became all im
portant in view of the Buddha's remark that 'we are not without refuge,
we have the refuge of the dhamma' (na kho mayam . . . appatisaranä
sappatisaranä mayam . . . dhammapatisaranä, M. III.9). This meant
that, as 'the four great references' (cattäro mahäpadesä, D. II. 123)
state, all statements claiming to be the authentic teaching of the
Buddha had 'to be compared with and found compatible with this
Sutta and Vinaya' (Sutte otaretabbäni Vinaye sandassetabbäni, D.
II. 124, 125) to be deemed authentic. But apart from this general claim
to be an authoritative collection, there is no suggestion that the
statements contained in it should be accepted without question.
(679) We shall next consider the role of reason within Buddhism.
In doing so we have to examine the following questions. Does the
Buddha arrive at his doctrine by reason? What kind of reasoning, if
1

M. I.71; cp. Keith, op. cit.s p. 37.
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any, is put forward in defence of his doctrine? Does the Buddha or
his disciples criticize other doctrines on rational grounds and if so,
what kind of reasoning do they employ?
(680) The Buddha has very often been called a rationalist.1 But the
reason for calling him a rationalist has differed from scholar to scholar
and sometimes the same scholar has called him a rationalist for different
reasons. At times, he is called a rationalist for being non-dogmatic.
Thus Bhattacharya says, followed by Tatia,2 that the Buddha 'was
an out and out rationalist' (op. cit., pp. 9, 10) since 'he would not like
to give anything as dogmatic truth, but always based his views on the
strong ground of reason' (loc. cit.). He quotes the Käläma Sutta in
support notwithstanding the fact that this Sutta rejects various forms
of reason such as takka (v. supra, 436) naya (v. supra, 437), äkäraparivitakka (v. supra, 439) and ditthi-nijjhäna-kkhanti (v. supra, 440)
as much as the various forms of authority. For Poussin, Buddhism
was rationalist mainly because it was non-mystical; 'if we were asked
to characterize in a word the old Buddhist discipline of salvation and
the old Buddhism as a whole, we should say that it is a form of
rationalism. Every idea and every practice made use of by Säkyamuni
to build up his theory and his rule of religious life have been freed
from any tinge of mysticism'.3 Radhakrishnan too says of the Buddha
that 'he is a rationalist since he wished to study reality or experience
without any reference to supernatural revelation' (op. cit., p. 359).
Another reason why Buddhism is called a form of rationalism is that
it is non-metaphysical. Thus Poussin says: 'it succeeded in explaining
the cosmos and human destiny without recourse to any metaphysical
agent' (op. cit., p. 32); and again: 'The Buddhist psychology in sharp
contrast with Brahmin psychologies—and, it may be said, with nearly
all psychologies—avoids or pretends to avoid any metaphysical
surmise' (op. cit., p. 38). Keith, while rejecting the suggestions that
the teachings of Buddhism were rationalistic (op. cit., pp. 14, 26, 61),
suggests as an implausible hypothesis that 'the Buddha himself was a
true rationalist and absolutely declined to accept the dogma of trans
migration' (op. cit., p. 14). Radhakrishnan too in calling the Buddha a
rationalist stresses his empiricism when he says that 'he relied on reason
and experience' (op. cit., p. 359). In the same breath, he also calls him a
1
Poussin, The Way to Nirvana, pp. 30 fF.; Bhattacharya, The Basic Conception
of Buddhism, pp. 9 ff; Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 359; Keith,
op. cit., p. 14; Tatia, Studies in Jaina Philosophy, p. 7; Jennings, The Vedantic
2
3
Buddhism of the Buddha, p. xxiv.
Op. cit., p. 7.
Op. cit., p. 30.
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rationalist in the strictly philosophical sense (in which rationalism is
opposed to empiricism) when he says that 'he wanted to establish a
religion within the bounds of pure reason' (loc. cit.).
(681) It is clear that we cannot make any significant statements about
the Buddha being a rationalist or not, unless there is a clear and con
sistent use of the term 'rationalist' and since we are trying to evaluate
the thought of Buddhism philosophically it is desirable that we use
the term in its strictly philosophical connotation. Rationalism is
used in philosophical language in opposition to empiricism1 and it is
defined as 'a theory of philosophy in which the criterion of truth is
not sensory but intellectual and deductive—usually associated with
an attempt to introduce mathematical methods into philosophy as in
Descartes, Leibniz and Spinoza'.2
(682) In trying to determine whether the Buddha was a rationalist in
this sense we have to see whether the Buddha in any sense considered
certain premisses as being self-evidently true and deduced the rest of
his philosophy from them. Descartes, Spinoza and Leibniz are con
sidered the typically rationalist philosophers, since they tried to evolve
systems of deductive metaphysics on the basis of a few premisses,
axioms and principles which they considered self-evident or true
a priori. The closest approximation to this kind of rational metaphysics
in the time of the Buddha were the systems evolved out of takka-,
which were described as being 'beaten out of logic, based on specula
tion and self-evident' (takka-pariyähatam vimamsanucaritam sayampatibhänam, v. supra, 434). Many of these rational theories were based
on a priori reasoning (y. supra, 435).
(683) When we thus examine whether the Buddha was a rationalist in
this sense, we find that he rejected such claims. It is stated that accord
ing to a contemporary of his, Buddha's doctrines were a product of
pure reasoning and were not based on any extrasensory perception or
extraordinary insight. Sunakkhatta, who left the order dissatisfied,
observes that 'the recluse Gotama does not have a distinctive know
ledge and vision more than that of (other) men; he preaches a doctrine,
which is a product of reasoning and speculation and is self-evident'
(natthi samanassa Gotamassa uttarim manussadhamma alamariyanänadassanaviseso, takkapariyähatam samano Gotamo dhammam
1
2

Ewing, The Fundamental Questions of Philosophy, p. 30.
Runes, The Dictionary of Philosophy, s.v. Rationalism.
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deseti vlmamsänucaritam sayampatibhänam, M. 1.68). The Buddha
denies that it is so and it is a veritable denial that he was a rationalist
in the above sense of the term. We have no reason to doubt this claim,
since nothing in the Nikäyas suggests that any doctrines were taught
or were considered to follow from premisses which were held to be
true in an a priori sense. On the contrary, we always find the Buddha
recommending doctrines which are claimed to be true in an empirically
or experientially verifiable sense (v. infra, 794). We have already seen
that the reason for the rejection of theories based on takka- was that
the reasoning may be valid or invalid and even if the reasoning was
valid and consistent, the theories may be true or false in the light of
facts. Pure reason was therefore no safe guide for the discovery of
truth.
(684) But this did not mean that takka- was not of limited value. The
Sandaka Sutta classifies religious theories based on takka- as not
necessarily false (v. supra, 436) and the statement addressed to Ananda
that 'so far as anything can be ascertained by reasoning (takka-), thou
hast ascertained it' (yävatakam . . . takkäya1 pattabbam anuppattam
tayä . . . S. I.56) seems to imply that takka- was of limited value.
(685) The Cülakammavibhanga Sutta appears at first sight to embody
a rational ethical argument for rebirth and karma but it is probably a
mistake to regard the passage in this light. The Buddha is asked the
question: 'What is the reason and the cause for the inequality among
human beings, despite their being human?' (Ko nu kho . . . hetu ko
paccayo yena manussänam yeva satam manussabhütänam dissati
hmappanitatä? M. III.203) and replies, 'Beings inherit their karma and
karma divides beings in respect of their (various) high and low states'
(sattä kamma-däyädä . . . kammam satte vibhajati yadidam hinappamtatäya, loc. cit.). We may argue that this embodies the following rational
ethical argument, consisting of an empirical and ethical premiss, viz.
people are of unequal status, those of unequal status ought to be such
only by virtue of their own actions—therefore, since this is not due to
their actions in this life, it should be due to their actions in a prior
life. This means that both karma and rebirth is the case. But as we have
shown (v. infra, 787-91) there is little ground apart from this passage
to show that the concept of karma arises in Buddhism as an attempt to
1
The Corny, explains 'takkäya' here as 'anumäna-buddhiyä* (SA. 1.113),
i.e. by the rational intellect.
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rationally explain human inequality and we have therefore no right to
assume a hidden ethical premiss, on which the entire argument rests. *
(686) Although there is little evidence that any of the basic doctrines
of Buddhism are derived by reason, we sometimes meet with the
Buddha recommending his doctrines on rational grounds. This is
particularly evident where his sermons are addressed to the vinnü or
the elite, who seem to represent the open-minded rationalist (v. supra,
638). Thus, in the Apannaka Sutta we find such an appeal to reason.
It is addressed to the brahmin householders of Saleyyaka who are said
'not to have developed even a rational faith towards any teacher'
(natthi . . . satthä yasmim no äkäravati saddhä patiladdhä, M. I.401).
To them the Buddha recommends 'the following infallible dhamma'
(ayam apannako2 dhammo, loc. cit.). Here the 'infallibility' is purely
logical and rational. The Buddha says that there are these two doctrines,
the one denying survival and moral responsibility and the other diamet
rically opposed to this (ujuvipaccanika-vädä, M. I.402) which asserts
survival and moral responsibility. The Buddha says that in this situa
tion 'a rational person' (vinnü puriso, M. I.403) would reason as follows:
If a person (adopts the first alternative) and there is no next world
(sace . . . natthi paro loko, M. I.403), then he will have no cause for
regret (... sotthim attänam karissati, loc. cit.) but if there is a next world
(sace . . . atthi paro loko, loc. cit.) he would suffer (apäyam . . . upapajjissati, loc. cit.). In any case, he would be reproved in this life as an
immoral person and a disbeliever (ditthe va dhamme vinnünam
gärayho: dussilo . . . natthikavädo ti, loc. cit.). If there is a next world
he would stand to lose in both worlds (ubhayattha kaliggaho, loc. cit.).
Thus, in adopting this alternative he is depending on one possibility
(ekamsam pharitvä titthati, loc. cit.). On the other hand if a person
(adopts the second alternative) and there is a next world (sace . . . atthi
paro loko, M. L404) he would be happy after death (param maranä . . .
sugatim . . . upapajjissati, loc. cit.). In any case, he would be praised in
this life as a virtuous person and believer (. . . ditthe va dhamme
vinnünam päsamso: silavä . . . atthikavädo, loc. cit.). If there is a next
world he would stand to gain in both worlds (ubhayattha kataggaho,
loc. cit.) and in adopting this alternative he is taking both alternatives
into account (ubhayamsam pharitvä titthati, loc. cit.). We may represent
1
On this kind of argument v. Broad, Mind and Its Place in Nature, Ch. XI,
'Ethical Arguments for Survival*.
1
s.v. P T S . Dictionary: 'certain* 'unquestionable'=*aprasnaka (Weber and
Kuhn)— ekamsika-, aviruddha-, niyyänika-, J. 1.104.
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this 'wager argument', which reminds us of a similar argument of
Pascal,1 as follows:
We wager/?
We wager not-/?

Ifp is true
We are happy in the
next life
We are unhappy in the
next life

If not-p is true
We are praised by the
wise in this life
We are condemned by
the wise in this life.

The conclusion (logical) is that it would be better to wager p than
not-p because in this alternative we win whatever happens, while in
choosing not-p we lose whatever happens. The two theories that are
contrasted above are the theories of atthikaväda and natthikaväda,
between which it was urged on rational grounds that it would be
better to choose the former, irrespective of their truth-value. In the
course of the Sutta we find similar arguments to show that it would
be better to believe in the kiriyäväda (M. I.407) than the akiriyäväda
(M. I.406) or the hetuväda (M. I.409) than the ahetuväda (M. I.408).
(687) This appeal to purely rationalist considerations is, for instance,
in utter contrast to the spirit of the Tevijja Sutta, where the Buddha
addressing the brahmins appears to take the brahmin Weltanschaung
for granted and preaches 'the path leading to companionship with
Brahma' (Ayam pi . . . Brahmänam sahavyatäya maggo, D. 1.151). It
is this character of the Buddha in adjusting his sermons to suit the
predilections and temperament of his listeners that comes to be known
as the upäya-kausalya or 'the skill in (devising) means (to convert
people)' (s.v. BHS. Dictionary) which Edgerton says is 'extremely
common everywhere' (loc. cit.) in the BHS. literature. There is a refer
ence to upäya-kosallam in the Canon as well (D. 1.220); it is not clear
whether this refers to the Buddha's technique of preaching but reference
is made to 'the ability to comprehend the predilections of beings'
(sattänäm nänädhimuttikatam yathäbhütam pajänäti, M. I.70) as one
of the intellectual faculties of the Buddha (v. infra, 8o$). The content
of these different methods of preaching is however self-consistent as
far as the Nikäyas are concerned. The brahma-loka (world of Brahma)
is part of the Buddhist cosmos as described in the 'thousand-fold
world-system' (cülanikä-loka-dhätu, A. I.227, 228, IV.59, 60) and it
is not incompatible with the Buddhist thesis to say that all that reason
can do is to point out that it is better to adopt the sammäditthi (the
1

v. W . Kaufmann, Critique of Religion and Philosophy, London, 1958, p. 122.
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right view) than its opposite, without being able to demonstrate that
this was true. This means that reason was of limited value.
(688) The Buddha's attitude to the numerous theories which were
being propagated and defended on rational grounds at this time
(v. supray Ch. V) seems to have been to ignore them. The evidence of
the texts indicates that he refrained from joining issue with these
dialecticians and rational metaphysicians in debate as far as possible,
like some of the Sceptics (v. supra, 169) though he seems to have
accepted the challenge when they came to him with questions for the
purposes of debate (v. supra, 350 f.). The attitude of the Buddha is
probably summed up in his own statement that 'when a debate has
arisen the sage does not enter it' (vädan ca jätam muni no upeti, Sn.
780). It is probably this attitude of shunning debates in public assem
blies on the whole, which earned for the Buddha the rebuke of the
brahmins that 'the recluse Gotama utters a lion's roar, but he utters it
in the empty house and not in the public assemblies' (sihanädam kho
samano Go tamo nadati, tan ca kho sufinägäre nadati no parisäsu, D.
1.175). Even when people wished to know from the Buddha his views
on or criticisms of others' doctrines, he generally refrains from
expressing any view and is content to teach his own doctrines. When
Subhadda mentions the famous teachers of his time and wants to know
whether 'they all understood, none understood or some understood
and some did not' (sabbe te . . . abbhannamsu, sabbe'va na abbhann
amsu, ekacce abbhannamsu ekacce na abbhannamsu, D. II. 150, 151),
the Buddha says, 'enough, Subhadda, leave these questions aside . . . I
shall teach you the dhamma . . .' (alam, Subhadda, titthat' etam . . .
dhammam te
desissämi, loc. cit.). When two brahmins come to him
and state the contradictory views expressed by Pürana Kassapa and
Nigantha Nätaputta on the extent of the cosmos (v. supra, 393) and
wish to know which of them was true, his reply was the same (A.
IV.429). This attitude probably explains why there is very little rational
criticism even of doctrines which Buddhism opposed, in the Pali
Canon.
(689) The Buddha's rejoinder to the brahmin rebuke that his 'lion's
roar' was to be heard only in empty houses was that 'the recluse Gotama
does utter his lion's roar and does so in public assemblies' (sihanadan
ca samano Gotamo nadati parisäsu ca nadati, D. 1.175). This statement
too may have an element of truth, especially when we find positive
claims that the Buddha 'participated in hundreds of assemblies'
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(anekasatam parisam upasankamitä, M. 1.72), in which perhaps he was
more interested in preaching his own doctrines and defending them
against criticism than in criticizing the theories of others. But the
failure in general to mention the reasons against doctrines which are
opposed may also be due to the style of the Pali Suttas which often
fail to give the reasons put forward in defence of a certain theory, as
much as the reasons against. For example, we find the following theory,
which is opposed, mentioned in the Cüladhammasamädäna Sutta. It is
said that * there are some recluses and brahmins who are of the view
and put forward the theory that there is no harm in sensual pleasures'
(santi . . . eke samana-brähmanä evamvädino evamditthino: natthi
kamesu doso ti, M. I.305). Now from a few statements in the Nettippakarana we gather that this theory was held on rational grounds by
people who considered it Vrong to refrain from sensual pleasures,
holding that sensual pleasures should be enjoyed and multiplied'
(bhunjitabbä kämä . . . bahulikätabbä kämä ti kamehi veramani tesam
adhammo, 52). Their reasoning was as follows: yo käme patisevati, so
lokam vaddhayati; yo lokam vaddhayati, so bahum punnam pasavati,
110.

I.e. he who indulges in sensual pleasures enriches the world
SaM(Minor premiss)
he who enriches the world accumulates great merit
MaP(Major premiss).
(690) From this the conclusion follows: he who indulges in sensual
pleasures accumulates great merit, SaP(Conclusion). We have here
(along with the conclusion) a syllogism in Barbara in the first figure
(except that the Major premiss is stated earlier than the Minor premiss),
giving the reason for the above theory, but the reason is not given in
the Nikäya version.
(691) As we have said (v. supra, 688), the Buddha did reason with
those who came to debate with him. He is also reported to have 'known
the trick of turning (his opponents over to his views) with which he
converted the disciples of heretical teachers' (ävattanim mäyam jänäti
yäya afifiatitthiyänam sävake ävatteti ti, M. I.375, A. II. 190). The
Upäli Sutta, which gives a concrete illustration of this trick (mäyam)
shows the Buddha arguing in Socratic fashion1 with Upäli and defeat
ing him with a series of simple dialectical arguments. The Buddha
1

Cp. Oldenberg, Buddha, Tr. Hoey, p. 189.
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starts with an assumption of his opponent and by a series of questions
leads him to a position in which he contradicts himself and it is pointed
out that 'what he said earlier is not compatible with what he has said
later and vice versa (na kho te sandhiyati purimena vä pacchimam
pacchimena vä purimam, M. 1.376, 377, 378). This is considered a
disproof of his opponent's original proposition.
(692) The bulk of the arguments against other theories (with the
possible exception of the criticisms of Jainism—v. infra, 788A), do not
seem to belong to the earliest stratum of the Nikäyas. They occur for
instance in the Sandaka Sutta of the Majjhima Nikäya, the Päyäsi
Sutta of the Digha Nikäya1 and also in such works as the Jätaka. These
arguments may belong to an earlier period though recorded later (as in
the example we cited, v. supra, 689, 690) or it may have been the case
that while the Buddha confined himself on the whole to the exposition
of his own doctrines rather than to the criticism of his opponents, this
was no longer possible when Buddhism had become a full-fledged
missionary religion and had to fend with its opponents.
(693) It is significant that almost all these arguments are of the form
modus tollendo tollens (v. supra, 134). Thus, in the Therigäthä, it is
argued that 'if water-baptism can free one of evil karma (/>), then the
fishes, tortoises, frogs, etc. . . . straight to heaven will go 2 (q)\ But q is
absurd or evidently false, implying the falsity of the implicans p. This
idea is at best only barely suggested in the Udäna verse which says
'there is no (spiritual) purification from water; many are the folk who
bathe here' (na udakena suci hoti, bahv ettha nhäyati jano, Ud. 6).
(694) The Päyäsi Sutta is devoted to meeting the arguments of Päyäsi,
who denies survival. We have stated Päyäsi*s arguments in Ch. II
{v. supra, 136-8). The counter arguments of Kumära Kassapa make
the point that although Päyäsi's negative conclusions were inevitable
they do not imply the falsity of the belief in survival. One of the main
arguments (y. supra, 90) was that if Päyäsi expected to see the person
surviving, then obviously no such person could be observed with the
naked eye but this did not imply the non-existence of the person
surviving, for it did not follow from p (I do not see X) that q (X does
not exist) was true. Kassapa thus denies the truth of the implicative
premiss, p D q, on which Päyäsi's arguments are based.
1
The views expressed in the Sandaka Sutta are only indirectly represented as
the views of the Buddha; for the Päyäsi Sutta, v. supra, 135 f.
2
Therigäthä, 240-41.
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(695) In the Sandaka Sutta, Änanda uses an argument to prove that
Materialism (M. I.515), Amoralism (natthi . . . päpam . . . natthi
punfiam, M. 1.516), Non- (Moral) Causationism (natthi hetu . . . sankilesäya . . . visuddhiyä, M. I.516) and Determinism (M. 1.517, 8) were
false. It is argued that if these theories were true (/?), then it would not
matter what people did (q).1 It is then implied that q is false since even
those who believed in p behaved as if what they did mattered and not
as if 'the nakedness, the shaving of the head, the exertion in squatting
(in practising vows), the plucking out of the hair of the head and the
beard, on the part of such a teacher was superfluous'.2 This argument
would have appeared plausible only in the context in which all those
who put forward the above theories, including the Materialists were
species of ascetics.
(696) In the Jätaka we find this same modus tollendo tollens used against
the main theories which opposed Buddhism at this time. In the
Mahäbodhi Jätaka we find the Bodhisattva criticizing the doctrines
of five ministers, who represent five heretical doctrines. The context
is one in which the five ministers accuse the Bodhisattva of having
killed a monkey and thus committed an evil act. The rebuttal consists
of showing that according to the theories of each of these ministers,
killing would not be a crime (an evil act) and therefore on the one hand
they have no right to accuse him, while on the other hand, these
theories are false (it is assumed that the statement 'it is wrong to kill'
is true).
(697) The first theory to be criticized is that of the Non-Causationist
(ahetuvädi, J. V.237). It is said that 'if acts are uncaused, who is
responsible (lit. affected by) for an evil deed?' (akäma-karamyasmim
kuvidha päpena lippati, loc. cit.). The argument is that if/ (one acts
without will, akämä . . . kubbati, loc. cit.) is true, then q (no one is
responsible for the evil (na koci päpena lippati, loc. cit.) is true. But
q is considered to be evidently false, implying the falsity of/?.
(698) The second theory taken up is that of the Theist (issarakärana-vädi, J. V.238). It is argued that the truth of Theism implies
that man is not responsible for his actions (which is assumed to be
1
The text says, 'both of us (i.e. those who believe in p and those who believe
in not-p) would be alike and would have attained the fruits of recluseship*
(ubho pi may am ettha samasamä sämafifiappattä, M. I.515, 516, 517, 518).
2
atirekam . . . imassa bhoto satthuno naggiyam mundiyam ukkutikappadhänam kessamassulocanam, loc. cit.
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false). 'If God designs the life of the entire world—the glory and the
misery, the good and the evil acts—man is but an instrument of his
will and God (alone) is responsible.'1 Elsewhere in the Jätakas, the
argument from evil is used to disprove the truth of Theism by means
of the same modus tollendo tollens: 'If Brahma is lord of the whole
world and creator of the multitude of beings (/?), then why (i) has he
ordained misfortune in the world without making the whole world
happy (not-^), or (ii) for what purpose has he made the world full of
injustice, deceit, falsehood and conceit (not-^), or (iii) the lord of
beings is evil in that he ordained injustice when there could have been
justice' (not-*?).2
(699) The next theory criticized is that 'everything is caused by past
actions' (sabbam pubbekatahetu, J. V.208)—a species of Determinism.
'If one experiences happiness and misery as a result of past actions (/?),
a person is paying off the debts of his past sin and being a payer off of
past debts, is not responsible for his evil actions (^).'3 Here again q
is assumed to be evidently false implying the falsity of p.
(700) The Materialist is similarly disposed of. 'If the soul is alive only
in this world and is destroyed at death and the world (consisting of)
the fools and the wise perishes (/>), then the world perishing, one is not
responsible for one's evil actions.'4
(701) Lastly, the Machiavellian philosophy is dismissed. 'Fools
thinking themselves learned say that there is the "rule of might"
(khatta-vidhä) in the world (/?); one may destroy mother, father, elder
brother, children and wives, if such a need be there.' 5 Here what is
meant is that if might is right (/?), then one may kill mother, father,
etc., when it is expedient to do so (q). But q is held to be an evidently
false proposition, implying the falsity of/?.
1
Issaro sabbalokassa sace kappeti jivitam iddhivyasanabhävanca kammam
kalyänapäpakam niddesakäri puriso issaro tena Hppati.
2
Sace hi so issaro sabbaloke Brahma bahubhütapati pajänam, (i) kim sabbaloke
vidahi alakkhirn sabbalokam na sukhi akäsi . . . (ii) mäyämusävajjamadena c'äpi
lokam adhammena kimatth'akäsi . . . (iii) adhammiyo bhütapati . . . dhamme sati
yo vidahi adhammam, J. VI.208.
3
Sace pubbekatahetu sukhadukkham nigacchati, poränakam katam päpam
tam eso muccate inam, poränakam inamokkho kuvidha päpena lippati, J. V.208.
4
Idh'eva jivati jivo pecca pecca vinassati, ucchijjati ayam loko ye balä ye ca
panditä, ucchijjamäne lokasmim kuvidha päpena lippati, J. V.239.
5
A h u khatta-vidhä loke bälä panditamänino, mätaram pitaram hanne atha
ettham pi bhätaram haneyya putte ca däre, attho ca tädiso siyä, J. V.240.
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(702) The logical form of the above arguments in the modus tollendo
tollens is not clearly depicted but in the Kathävatthu, we get a con
scious formulation of this form of argument.
(703) Bochenski in criticizing Randle's opinion that the author of the
Kathävatthu had little knowledge of logic1 has quite rightly re
marked: 'Denn es ist in unserem Text klar zu sehen, dass die Dis
kutierenden ganz bewusst bestimmte formallogische Regeln nicht nur
anwenden, sondern fast ausdrücklich formulieren'.2
(704) There is, however, a difference of opinion between Bochenski
and Schayer3 as to what exactly these formal logical rules were. Accord
ing to Schayer the Kathävatthu tells us about 'a few theorems of the
propositional calculus' (einiger Theoreme des Aussagenkalküls, op.
cit., p. 91), namely the definition of Implication (Definition der
Implikation, op. cit., p. 92) and the law of Contraposition, which
Schayer calls the 'law of Transposition' (Gesetz der Transposition,
loc. cit.). He does not say that these formal rules of the propositional
calculus are explicitly formulated but that the author of the Kathä
vatthu shows an awareness of them: 'Ich glaube, dass wir die Kenntnis
dieser beiden Gesetze dem Verfasser des Kvu mit grosser Wahr
scheinlichkeit zuschreiben dürfen' {loc. cit.). But according to Bochen
ski, Schayer goes too far (so scheint er zu weit zu gehen, op. cit.,
p. 488) when he speaks of 'Antizipationen der Aussagenlogik' in the
Kathävatthu (loc. cit.). For him the relations established are not
relations between propositions but between terms or concepts. So we
are concerned here with rules which correspond somewhat to 'termlogical formulae' (termlogischen Formeln, op. cit., p. 489) and not with
the rules of propositional logic (aussagenlogische Regeln, loc. cit.).
(705) This in fact was the very ground on which Schayer criticized
Aung's original symbolical formulation of the argument in the 'Points
of Controversy' (pp. xlviii ff.) which Bochenski seeks to reinstate:4
'Wie man sieht, entspricht diese Formel dem stoischen modus tollendo
1

Indian Logic in the Early Schools, pp. 13 ff.
1 . M. Bochenski, Formale Logik, Germany, 1956, p. 488.
3
St Schayer, 'Altindische Anticipationen der Aussagenlogik' (Studien zur
indischen Logik, II) in Bulletin de VAcademie Polonaise des Sciences et des Lettres
Cracovic, 1933, pp. 90-96.
4
Except for the fact that Bochenski's formulation makes use of only three
terms, viz. A, B and C (v. op. cit., p. 489, 51.022 and 51.032), while Aung's
formulation makes use of four terms A, B, C and D . Bochenski is nearer the
logical if the term-logical analysis is correct.
2
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tollens, das sagt aber Shwe Zang Aung nicht und schafft ausserdem
durch die unnötige Einführung von Namenvariabein die grund
sätzlich falsche Suggestion, als ob es sich um Relationen zwischen den
fier Begriffen A, B, C and D handelte. Tatsächlich sind die Elemente,
mit denen die Logik des Kathävatthu operiert, evidenterweise nicht
Namenvariabein, sondern Aussagenvariabein . . . ' (op. cit., p. 91).
(706) We find that the evidence from the Kathävatthu favours
Schayer's exposition rather than that of Bochenski. As Bochenski
himself has shown (v. op. cit., p. 489, 51.021 and 51.031), if we treat
'puggalo upalabbhati saccikatthaparamatthena' (a person is known in a
real and ultimate sense) as a proposition (say, p) and *yo saccikattho
•paramattho tato so puggalo upalabbhati saccikatthaparamatthena' (a
person is known in a real and ultimate sense in the same way in which a
real and ultimate fact is known) as another proposition (say, q) we can
clearly translate the argument of the Kathävatthu without distortion
of its form as it appears in the original:
Theravädin: Is/> true?1
Puggalavädin: Yes (|- p).
Th.: Is q true?
P.: It is not true2 ( ^ q).
Th.: (1) Acknowledge defeat (äjänahi niggaham): if p is true, then q
is true (p 3 q).
(2) The assertion that/? is true (lit. ought to be asserted, vattabbe)
but not q, is false (r^(p-r^,q))(3) If q is not true, xhenp is not true (~q D ~p)(4) is identically the same as (2). 3 Bochenski has rightly omitted
it (loc. cit.) as this repetition is of no logical significance.
Schayer includes it and refers to the 'four assertions' (vier
Festellungen, op. ciu, p. 92) but the Kathävatthu itself speaks
of 'the five assertions (lit. the pentad) in direct order'
(anulomapancakam, loc. cit.), apparently considering the
preamble also as a unit. (4) was probably repeated because
it is the only assertion that ends in 'micchä' (false) and would
have appeared to the debater to clinch the issue.
1

We are taking the assertion of p as equivalent to *p is true'.
lit. one should not say so (na h'evam vattabbe, Kvu. 1).
3
Aung and Mrs Rhys Davids have given a false impression to the reader by
giving different translations of (4) and (2), v. op. cit., p. 9.
2
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(707) The four-fold rejoinder proceeds as follows:
P.: Is/? not true?

n..-Yes(h ~p).
P.; Is q not true?
Th.: It is not the case that it is not true: ~(~q).
P.: (1) Acknowledge the rejoinder (äjänahi patikammam): if not-/?
is true, then not-^ is true: (r^p D ^<7).
(2) The assertion that not-/? is true but not not-^, is false: ^ ( ^ . . v
(3) If not-^ is not true, then not-/? is not true: ~(~q)
(4) = (a).

D ^ (~/?).

(708) The argument is thus quite clear, when stated in the propositional form, whereas the analysis of the propositions into its terms or
into subject-predicate form not only makes the argument less clear
but tends to obscure the fact that truth or falsity is here predicated of
propositions and not of terms. The Kathävatthu is certainly familiar
with the concept of 'term'* as the section on the 'clarification of terms'
(vacana-sodhanam, Kvu. 25) shows, but it may be seen that when the
Kvu. uses the word micchä (false), it is used as the predicate of a
proposition, e.g. (2) above, i.e. micchä {p. r^q) where (/?. ~q) has to be
taken as a compound proposition. Besides, the Kvu. is familiar with the
term for a proposition, viz. patinnä ( = Skr. pratijnä) and is using the
word in this sense in these discussions; cp. etäya patinnäya h'evam
patijänantänam, Kvu. 2, rendered by Aung and Mrs Rhys Davids as
'you, who have assented to the very proposition . . .' (pp. cit., p. 10).
In addition, there are discussions in which Bochenski's term-logical
analysis breaks down and fails to bring out the fact that it were the
propositions, which are regarded as equivalent:
Th.: Is the person known in the sense of a real and ultimate fact?2
(Propositional analysis—p?; term-analysis—Is A B ? )
P.: Is the person always (sabbadä) known in the sense of a real and
ultimate fact?3
(Propositional analysis—q?; term-analysis—Is A B, always?)
Here p D q, since q is only a restatement of />, a general proposition
being true 'at all times' (sabbadä). But if it is a relation between the
1
Not in the modern sense in which a proposition is composed of terms and
2
relations.
Puggalo upalabbhati saccikatthaparamatthena ti, Kvu. 8.
3
Sabbadä puggalo upalabbhati saccikatthaparamatthena, ioc. cit.
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terms A and B, it need not be so, since Socrates may be well today
(A is B) and ill tomorrow (A is not B).
(709) Now Bochenski himself says that it is noteworthy that 51.03
originates from 51.02 by substituting 'A is not B' for 'A is B' and also
by substituting 'A is not C for 'A is C (v. op. cit., p. 489). But surely,
this is because 'A is B' and 'A is C were considered as units or proposi
tions in place of which other propositions (the negative forms) could
be substituted.1 In the circumstances, it is not possible to agree with
Bochenski's contention that in attributing an awareness to the author
of the Kvu. of two of the theorems of the propositional calculus, the
rules of Implication (p D q. = ~(p* ~q) and Contraposition (p D q.
= ~q D ~p\ one is ascribing to Indian thinkers a faculty of abstraction
(Abstractionsfähigkeit, Bochenski, op. cit.y p. 489), which they did
not possess. For one has to rely on the factual evidence in this matter
and not on hypothetical possibilities of what can or cannot exist.
(710) It would not, of course, be correct to say that the author of the
Kvu. formulated these rules since he does not actually equate (1) and
(2) (Implication) nor (1) and (3) (Contraposition), but merely assumes
their identity. And we do not think Schayer goes too far when he says,
'Ebensowenig sagt er expressis verbis, obwohl er dies zweifelsohne im
Sinne hatte, dass die Thesen: p D q, ~ (p. ~q) und r^q j ~p als
äquivalent zu betrachten sind'. (Op. cit., p. 92.)
(711) The presence of eight refutations (Kvu. 1-11) has no logical
significance and the use of the word niggaha- (refutation) only up to
the number eight (cp. atthako niggaho, Kvu. 11) is arbitrary, since the
subsequent discussions also constitute refutations (v. äjänahi niggaham,
pp. 14 ff.).
1
Note that Bochenski himself says, 'und das könnte die Vermutung nahelegen,
dass es damals schon einige bewusst angewandte aussagenlogische Regeln gab*
(pp. cit., p. 489).

CHAPTER IX

THE MEANS AND LIMITS OF KNOWLEDGE

(712) In this final chapter we propose to examine the means and limits
of knowledge as recognized in the Pali Canonical texts.
(713) In Chapter IV, we noticed that when the Buddha classified his
predecessors and contemporaries in respect of the ways of knowledge
emphasized by them as the Traditionalists, the Rationalists and the
'Experientialists' (v. supra, 250), he identified himself as a member
of the last group (v. supra, 249). In his address to the Kälämas and to
Bhaddiya Licchavi, where he criticizes six ways of knowing based on
authority (v. supra, 251) and four ways of knowing based on reason
(v. supra, 314) on the ground that beliefs based on authority or reason
may turn out to be true or false (v. supra, 283, 308, 436, 442), he ends
on the note that one should accept a proposition as true only when one
has 'personal knowledge' (attanä va jäneyyätha, A. II. 191) of it, taking
into account the views of the wise (v. supra, 662).
(714) This emphasis on personal and direct knowledge is found
throughout the Nikäyas and in trying to determine the ways of know
ing recognized in the Canon, it is necessary to see clearly what was
meant by this kind of knowledge.
(715) The fact that the Buddha claimed to be 'one of those' (tesäham
asmi, v. supra, 249) recluses and brahmins, who had a 'personal higher
knowledge' (sämam yeva . . . abhinnäya, loc. cit.) of a doctrine not
found among 'doctrines traditionally handed down' (pubbe ananussutesu dhammesu, loc. cit.) is clear evidence that the Buddha did not
claim or consider himself to have an unique way of knowing denied to
others. It ranks him in his own estimate as a member of a class of
recluses and brahmins, who claimed to have a personal and a 'higher
knowledge' of doctrines not found in the various traditions. Who
could these 'recluses and brahmins' be, in the light of our knowledge
of the historical background? (V. Chs. I, II, III).
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(716) We saw that the brahmin thinkers fell into three types on
epistemological grounds—the Traditionalists of the Vedas and
Brähmanas, the Rationalists of the Early Upanisads and the 'Experientialists' of the Middle and Late Upanisads (v. supra, j6, 244). Since
the Buddha dissociates himself from the first two classes (y. supra, 246)
we may presume that he identifies himself among others with the
brahmin thinkers of the Middle and Late Upanisads. From the time of
the Early Upanisads, newly discovered doctrines not found in the
traditional Vedic learning, were being taught. Svetaketu had 'learned
all the Vedas' (sarvän vedän adhitya . . . Ch. 6.1.2) but had to be
instructed by Uddälaka with a doctrine 'whereby what he has not
heard (presumably in the Vedic teaching) is heard' (yenäsrutam srutam
bhavati, Ch. 6.1.3). Such doctrines as well as the doctrines constituting
the 'higher knowledge' (parä vidyä) of the Middle and Late Upanisads
(v. supra, 75) have to be reckoned among 'the doctrines not tradition
ally handed down' (ananussutesu dhammesu) referred to in the Pali
passage. The brahmin Rationalists have to be excluded from the class
of thinkers, with whom the Buddha identifies himself, also for the
reason that they did not claim to have a 'higher knowledge' (abhinnä)
based on any kind of contemplative or meditative experience (dhyäna
=P.jhäna, v. supra, 31), unlike the Middle and Late Upanisadic
thinkers.
(717) We have observed that these latter thinkers claimed a kind of
knowledge, which was a matter of directly 'seeing' or intuiting ultimate
reality (y. supra, 73) and which was usually described by the word
jnäna (v. supra, 74). In a sense, the emphasis on jhäna or knowledge
was common to all the Upanisadic thinkers, since knowledge came to
be valued as the means of salvation at least from the time of the
Äranyakas onwards (v. supra, 16). Thenceforth, there was a cleavage
in the Vedic tradition between the karmamärga or 'the way of ritual'
and the jhäna-märga or 'the way of knowledge'. Early Buddhism is
aware of this distinction, for the Suttanipäta mentions the yahha-patha
or 'the way of ritual' (yanna-pathe appamattä, Sn. 1045) as against the
nana-patha or 'the way of knowledge' (nana-pathäya sikkhe, Sn. 868).
But it is also necessary to emphasize the distinction between the two
ways of knowledge recognized within the Upanisads - the intellectual
or rational knowledge of the Early Upanisads and the intuitive know
ledge of the Middle and Late Upanisads. Of these two, it is the latter
way of knowing that Buddhism values.
o
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(718) There is more evidence that Buddhism recognizes the validity
of the means of knowledge upheld by this latter class of thinkers,
although its valuation of it and what was known by it was not the
same. We noted that jfiäna was upheld in the Middle and Late Upanisads, where knowledge was described as one of 'seeing' {v. supra, 73).
In the Nikäyas it is said that the Buddha is a jfiäna-vädin1 or a jnänin2.
He is described as one who 'knowing, knows and seeing, sees having
become sight and knowledge' (jänam jänäti passam passati cakkhubhüto
nänabhüto, M. L i n ) . 'The knowing and seeing One' (jänatä passatä,
M. II. 111) is a characteristic description of the Buddha and it is usually
said of what he claims to know that he both 'knows and sees' (tarn
aham jänämi passämi ti, M. 1.329). The central truths of Buddhism are
'seen'. One 'comprehends the Noble Truths and sees them' (ariyasaccäni avecca3 passati,4 Sn. 229). Even Nirvana is 'seen' (nibbänam
passeyyan ti, M. I.511) in a sense analogous to the seeing of a man born
blind after a physician has treated him (loc. cit.). The Buddha is one
who 'has knowledge and insight into all things' (sabbesu dhammesu ca
näna-dassi, Sn. 478) and 'the religious life is led under the Exalted One
for the knowledge, insight, attainment, realization and comprehension
of what is not known, not seen, not attained, not realized and not
comprehended'.5 It is said that the statement 'I know, I see' is descrip
tive of one who claims to be a hänavädin (nänavädam . . . vadamäno
janäm'imam dhammam passäm'imam dhamman ti, A. V.42, 44) and
nänavädam or the claim to such knowledge is closely associated with
bhävanä- väda or the claim to mental culture and development through
meditation.6
(719) There is no doubt that 'knowledge and insight' (nänadassana)
or 'knowing and seeing' (jänäti passati) in the above sense is mainly
though not exclusively (v. infra, 721) a by-product of 'mental con
centration' (samädhi) in jhäna or yoga. It is said that there is a causal
relation between the attainment of mental concentration and the
1
Cp. Samano pi Gotamo näna-vädo, aham pi näna-vädo, näna-vado kho pana
näna-vädena arahati uttarimanussadhammä iddhipätihäriyam dassetum, D . III. 12.
Notejhe connection between nänaväda- and uttarimanussadhammä- (paranormal).
2
3
Nani ti . . . Tathägatassa etam adhivacanam, A. IV.340.
v. supra, 655.
4
Cp. Paramasaccam sacchikaroti, pannäya ca ativijjha passati, M. II. 112, 173.
5
Yam . . . annätäm adittham appattam asacchikatam anabhisametam, tassa
hänäya dassanäya pattiyä sacchikiriyäya abhisamayäya Bhagavati brahmacariyam
vussati ti, A. IV.384.
6
Nänavädan ca . . . vadamäno bhävanävädan ca janäm'imam dhammam
passäm'imam dhammam . . ., A. IV.42, 44.
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emergence of this knowledge and insight (v. infra, 724). This
shows that it is qualitatively similar to the Upanisadic 'knowing'
and 'seeing' which was also a result of dhyäna (cp. dhyäyamänah,
v. supra, 73).
(720) This kind of direct intuitive knowledge was also claimed by
some of the Äjivikas (v. supra, 213) and at least the leader of the Jains
who professed omniscience (v. supra, 311). The direct knowledge and
vision of omniscience is in fact called näna-dassana (M. 1.482, 519).
Pürana Kassapa and Nigantha Nätaputta, who claimed omniscience,
are called Jnäna-vädins or those who professed to have this kind of
direct intuitive knowledge (cp. ubhinnam näna-vädänam . . ., A. IV.
429). This is confirmed from what we learn from the Jain scriptures,
where knowledge is said to consist of jnäna and darsana. On this Tatia
observes: 'The hoary antiquity of the Jain conception of jhänävarana
and darsana-varana points to the antiquity of the distinction between
jnäna- and darsana-. The Jain Ägamas use the terms jänäi and päsäi in
order to express the two faculties of the soul.'1 These Ajivikas and the
Jain leader may therefore be reckoned among the Samanas with whom
the Buddha identified himself (v. supra, 249, 715).
(721) Though we left out the Materialists for the obvious reason that
they did not claim any higher knowledge (v. supra, 142) there is good
reason to believe that when Buddhism used the expression 'knowing
and seeing' (jänam passam), it meant by it the direct knowledge gained
by sense-perception as well. We find that the expression, 'I know . . . I
see' (jänämi. . . passämi, v. supra, 90) was placed in the mouth of the
Materialist who claimed to know only what could be directly per
ceived. We find this expression used in the Nikäyas to denote the direct
knowledge derived from sense-perception. Thus in a context, where
the conditions under which one's memory is said to become defective
are stated (v. infra, 732), we find the following simile: '. . . just as if a
man possessed of sight were to observe the reflection of his face in a
basin of water disturbed, shaken, tossed about by (gusts of) wind and
full of ripples, but fail to know and see (his face) as it really is'2 (yathäbhütam mjäneyya
1

na

passeyya).

Studies in Jaina Philosophyy p. 71.
Seyyathä pi . . . udapatto väterito calito bhanto ümijäto tattha cakkhumä
puriso sakam mukhanimittam paccavekkhamäno yathäbhütam na jäneyya na
passeyya, S. V.123.
2
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(722) Now Keith seems to have noticed the essential affinity betwee n
the way of knowing of the Middle and Late Upanisads and that of
Early Buddhism; he makes the following observation: 'The view of
intuition as the source of true knowledge, and at the same time a
decisive cause of emancipation from rebirth is characteristic of
Buddhism as of the Upanisads, and explains why in neither do we find
any serious contribution to epistemology. The Buddha, like the sage
of the Upanisad, sees things as they truly are (yathäbhütam) by a mystic
potency, which is quite other than reasoning of the discursive type.
The truth of his insight is assured by it alone, for it is obviously in
capable of verification in any empirical manner.'1 He qualifies this
statement when he adds that 'the Canon does not treat intuition
(panfiä) as being wholly distinct from, and unconnected with discursive
knowledge . . . it is allied to deliberate and searching mental apprecia
tion (yoniso manasikäro)' (pp. cit., p. 90).
(723) While we agree with Keith's comparison between the way of
knowledge accepted in Buddhism and the Upanisads, in the light of
the evidence that we have shown above, we cannot subscribe to his
other remarks. Despite the qualitative similarity between the means
of knowledge in the Middle and Late Upanisads and Buddhism, it is
necessary to note that the latter gives a different orientation to and
evaluation of this means of knowledge. This tends to present this
knowledge in a different light altogether and makes less obvious the
gap between the empirical and the mystical.
(724) In the Upanisads one's knowledge and vision is not, in the final
analysis, due to one's efforts but to the grace or intervention of Ätman
or God (v. supra, 73). The emergence of this knowledge is conceived
as something inexplicable and mysterious. This character warrants it
being called a kind of mystical knowledge. But in the Buddhist account
the mental concentration (samädhi) which is a product of training and
effort, is a causal factor (upanisä) in the production of this knowledge:
'. . . in the absence of right mental concentration and in the case of one
not endowed with right mental concentration, the cause is absent (for
the production of) the knowledge and insight of things as they really
are' (. . . sammäsamädhimhi asati sammäsamädhivipannassa hatüpanisam hoti yathäbhütanänadassanam, A. III.200). It is a natural and
not a supernatural occurrence: 'It is in the nature of things (dhammatä)
that a person in the state of (meditative) concentration knows and sees
1

Buddhist Philosophy, p. 90.
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what really is. A person who knows and sees what really is, does not
need to make an effort of will to feel disinterested and renounce. It is
in the nature of things that a person who knows and sees as it really is,
feels disinterested and renounces. One who has felt disinterested and
has renounced does not need an effort of will to realize the knowledge
and insight of emancipation (vimutti-nänadassanam). It is in the nature
of things that one who has felt disinterested and renounced, realizes the
knowledge and insight of emancipation'. {Dhammatä esä . . . yam
samähito yathäbhütam jänäti passati. Yathäbhütam jänato passato na
cetanäya karamyam 'nibbindämi virajjämi' ti. Dhammatä esä . . . yam
yathäbhütam jänam passam nibbindati virajjati. Nibbinnassa . . .
virattassa na cetanäya karamyam Vimuttinänadassanam sacchikaromf
ti. Dhammatä esä . . . yam nibbinno viratto vimuttinänadassanam
sacchikaroti, A. V.3, 313.) Here the 'knowledge and insight' (nänadassana) which is a means to an end and is often called panfiä (v. infra,
797) as well as the final 'knowledge and insight of emancipation'
(vimuttinänadassana-), which is the end itself, are considered to be
natural causal occurrences.
(725) This difference in valuation is clearly brought out when we
compare the views of Pürana Kassapa and the Buddha on the nature
of knowledge. Both claim to belong to the same class of thinkers on
epistemological grounds. Pürana Kassapa is a fiäna-vädin (V. supra,
720) and so is the Buddha (v. supra, 718). But their theories with regard
to the genesis of knowledge are utterly different. Pürana holds that
'there is no cause or condition for the lack of knowledge and insight
. . . or for the presence of knowledge and insight' (natthi hetu natthi
paccayo afinänäya adassanäya . . . nänäya dassanäya, S. III. 126), while
the Buddha holds that 'there was a cause and reason' (atthi hetu atthi
paccayo, loc. cit.) for both. This is partly due to the fact that Pürana
was a niyati-vädin or a Strict Determinist (v. supra, 199), but even the
Middle and Late Upanisadic thinkers in claiming that the arising of the
final intuition of reality was due to the grace of Atman or God (v.
supra, 73) subscribe to a similar view.
(726) In outlining the causes and conditions for the emergence or
non-emergence of this (kind of) knowledge it is said: 'When one
dwells with one's mind obsessed with and given to passion and one
does not truly know and see the elimination of the passion that has
arisen, it is a cause of one's failure to know and see . . . (likewise) illwill, sloth and torpor, excitement and perplexity, and doubt (are causes
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of one's failure to know and see).' On the other hand, the cultivation
of the seven factors of enlightenment (sattabojjhahga) is said to be a
cause and condition for the arising of knowledge and insight.2
(727) The five factors outlined above as what causes the lack of
knowledge and insight are in fact the same as what is commonly known
in the Päli Nikäyas as 'the five impediments' (pancanivarana-, D. I.73).
According to the Buddhist theory, the elimination of these five factors
is said to clear the way for the development of the jhänas or the
meditative states of the mind: 'When these five impediments are
eliminated he looks within himself and gladness arises in him and with
gladness, joy; with his mind overjoyed his mind becomes at ease and
with his body at ease he experiences happiness; being happy his mind
becomes concentrated.'3 Then follows a description of the first up to
the fourth jhänas.4 It is at this stage, on the attainment of the fourth
jhäna 'when the mind is concentrated, pure, cleansed, free from
blemishes, purged of adventitious defilements, supple, pliant, steady
and unperturbed' (evam samähite citte parisuddhe pariyodäte anangane
vigatüpakkilese mudubhüte kammaniye thite änejjappatte, D. I.76)
that he is said to 'turn and direct his mind to knowing and seeing'
(näna-dassasäya cittam abhiniharati abhininnämeti, loc. eh.). The mind
in this state is said to observe introspectively but directly one's con
sciousness associated with the body. 5 In this same state he turns and
directs his mind to 'psycho-kinetic activity' (iddhi-vidhäya, D. I.77),
to 'clair-audience' (dibbäya sotadhätuyä, D. I.79), to 'telepathic
knowledge' (cetopariya/zä^oya^ D. I.79), to the 'retrocognitive
knowledge of past existences' (pubbeniväsänussatma^aya, D. 1.81),
to the 'knowledge of the decease and survival of beings' (sattänam
1

Yasmim . . . samaye kämarägapariyutthitena cetasä viharati kämarägaparetena
uppannassa ca kämarägassa nissaranam yathäbhütam na jänäti na passati ay am pi
. . hetu ayam paccayo annänäya adassanäya . . . byäpäda- . . . thinamiddha- . . .
uddhaccakukkucca- . . . vieikicchä-, S. V.127.
2
Katamo pana bhante hetu, katamo paccayo nänäya dassanäya, katham sahetu
sapaccayo nänam dassanam? Idha . . . satisambojjhangam bhäveti . . . pe . . .
upekkhäsambojjharigam, S. V.127, 128.
3
Tass' ime pancanivarane pahine attani samanupassato pämujjam jäyati,
pamuditassa piti jäyati, pitimanassa käyo passambhati, passaddhakäyo sukham
vedeti, sukhino cittam samädhiyati, D . I.73.
4
These correspond to the 'bhümi-s' or the levels of consciousness described
in the Aksyupanisad, as studied by Przyluski and Lamotte; 'Bouddhisme et
Upanisad' in BEFEO., Vol. 32, pp. 160 fF.
5
Ayam me käyo rüpi . . . idafi ca pana me vinnanam ettha sitam ettha patibaddhan ti, D . I.76.
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cutüpapätana/zöya, D. 1.82), to the 'knowledge of the destruction of
defiling impulses' (äsavakkhayarcarcaya, D. I.83). These six came to be
known as the 'six (kinds of) higher knowledge' (chalabhinnä, v.
infra, 752) in the Pali Nikäyas but since the first is a case of 'knowing
how' and not of 'knowing that' 1 it came to be dissociated from the
rest and these latter were known as the 'five (kinds of) higher know
ledge' (pancäbhinnä, v. infra, 752).
(728) We note here the operation of a causal process. The elimination
of the impediments makes the mind concentrated in meditation and
this in turn makes it possible for it to have knowledge and insight of
things as they are (yathäbhütanänadassanam). This is why it is often
said that 'mental concentration is the cause of knowing and seeing
things as they are' (yathäbhütafiänadassanassa upanisä samädhi,
S. II.30). One first 'obtains the attainment of virtue' (silasampadam
ärädheti, M. I.200); this is followed by 'the attainment of concentration'
(samädhisampadam ärädheti, M. I.201) and subsequently by 'the attain
ment of knowledge and insight' (fiänadassanam ärädheti, M. I.202).
(729) Now the word pafinä (wisdom) is often used to denote this
'knowledge and insight' which results from concentration in so far as
it pertains to salvation (v. infra, 797). It normally has a wider connota
tion and is used to denote 'intelligence comprising all the higher facul
ties of cognition.2 The five impediments (pancanivarana-) are often
defined as 'defilements of the mind and factors which weaken wisdom'
(cetaso upakkilese panfiäya dubballkarane, M. 1.181, 270, 276, 521;
II.28). The alleged observation on which this theory is based is that,
as we saw above (v. supra, 727) 'when the mind is emancipated from
these five defilements, it is supple, pliant, lustrous, firm and becomes
rightly concentrated for the destruction of the defiling impulses' (yato
ca . . . cittam imehi paficahi upakkilesehi vimuttam hoti, tarn hoti
cittam mudu ca kammaniyan ca pabhassaran ca na ca pabhangu sammä
samädhiyati äsavänam khayäya, A. III. 16, 17). In this state it is said
that 'he directs his mind to those things which have to be realized by
one's higher knowledge in order to realize them by one's higher
knowledge' (aMz/Hä-sacchikaraniyassa dhammassa cittam abhininnämeti aMz/Ba-sacchikiriyäya, loc. cit.) and here we find enumerated
the usual six kinds of higher knowledge he is capable of (sace äkankhati,
loc. cit.) having (A. III. pp. 17-19).
1

On this distinction, v. G. Ryle, The Concept of Mind, Ch. II, pp. 25-60.
P T S . Dictionary s.v.; on this term see Mrs Rhys Davids, Buddhism, 1914,
pp. 94, 130, 201; Compendium of Philosophy, pp. 40, 41, 102.
2
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(730) We find here the simile of gold-ore, which is compared to the
mind. Gold-ore is said to have the defilements (jätarüpassa upakkilesä,
A. II. 16) of iron, copper, tin, lead, and silver (ayo, loham, tipu,
sisam, sajjham, loc. cit.) but when it is purified, it shines with its natural
lustre (cp. also S. V-92, 93). In a Brähmanic context a simile of this
sort, functioning as an analogical argument (v. supra, 14), would have
constituted the proof of the statement that the mind shines forth with
its natural lustre and acquires the faculties of extrasensory knowledge
and vision, when purged of its defilements. But in the Päli Nikäyas,
unlike in the Jain literature (y. supra, 243) upamä or 'comparison' is
not considered a separate means of knowledge but only as an aid to
understanding. It is often said that 'a simile . . . is employed in order
to make clear the sense' (upamä . . . katä atthassa vinnäpanäya, M.
I.155; III.275; It.114) or that 'some intelligent people understand the
meaning of what is said by means of a simile' (upamäya idh'ekacce
vinnü purisä bhäsitassa attham äjänanti, A. IV. 163).
(731) Since sila or Virtue' is a prior requirement for the development
of samädhi or 'concentration' {v. supra, 728), a causal relationship is
established between sila and pannä (wisdom). This explains the saying
that Visdom becomes brighter with conduct' (apadäne sobhati
pannä, A. 1.102) and also the statement that Visdom is cleansed by
virtue and virtue is cleansed by wisdom—where there is virtue there is
wisdom and where there is wisdom there is virtue' (silaparidhotä . . .
pannä pannäparidhotam silam yattha silam tattha pannä yattha pannä
tattha silam. D. 1.124).
(732) The five impediments (v. supra, 726) constituting the emotional
factors as well as mental and physical lassitude (thinamiddha) not only
prevent the mind from being concentrated and thus affect the emer
gence of jhänic (extrasensory) perception but affect our cognitive
faculties even in normal consciousness. A brahmin named Sangärava
comes to the Buddha and asks the question: 'What is the cause and
reason why at times even hymns which have been recited for a long
period do not clearly appear (before one's memory) not to speak of
hymns not so recited, while at other times even hymns not recited for
a long time are easily remembered, leave alone hymns recited for a long
time?'3 It is replied that this happens when the mind is affected by one
1
Ko nu kho . . . hetu ko paccayo, yen'ekadä digharattam sajjhäyakatä pi
mantä na ppatibhanti, pageva asajjhäyakatä? Ko pana. . . hetu ko paccayo,
yen'ekadä digharattam asajjhäyakatä pi mantä patibhanti, pageva sajjhäyakatä ti?
A. III.230.
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or more of the five impediments which tend to cause forgetfulness
(A. III.230-6).
(733) Not only was the origin of knowledge conceived differently
(v. supra, 725) in Buddhism despite the qualitative likeness in the way
of knowing between the Early Buddhist and the Upanisadic thinkers
(v. supra, 719), but there was no agreement regarding the content of
knowledge as well. The Upanisadic thinkers conceived of the Ätman
or the ultimate reality as being seen or perceived (drstam), heard or
learnt (srutam), mentally conceived (matam) or rationally understood
(vijnatam) (v. supra, 70, 71), while in the Middle or Late Upanisads
the Ätman or Brahman was 'attained' (präptah, Katha, 2, 3.18) by the
yogic process. But all that is claimed to be known by these means,
including the last, is rejected in Buddhism, e.g. yam p'idam dittham
sutam mutam vinnätam pattam . . . manasä: tarn pi n'etam mama,
n'eso'ham asmi, na m'eso attä ti (M. 1.136). This is probably the reason
why we find in the Buddhist texts an apparently ambivalent attitude
towards nana. On the one hand, it is valued as a means of knowledge
necessary for salvation (see, however, infra, 798, 799), while on the
other hand what is directly known by it is discarded as not being the
knowledge of the ultimate reality. Thus while it is said that 'the one
who is sceptical should train himself in the path of intuitive knowledge
—the Recluse has proclaimed his doctrines after intuitively under
standing them* (kathamkathi nänapathäya sikkhe, natvä pavuttä
Samanena dhammä, Sn. 868), we also find statements which criticize
fiäna—as inadequate for salvation, e.g.:
Passämi suddham paramam arogam
ditthena samsuddhi narassa hoti
etäbhijänam 'paraman' ti natvä
suddhänupassi ti pacceti nänam.
Ditthena ce suddhi narassa hoti
fiänena vä so pajahäti dukkham
annena so sujjhati sopadhiko
Sn. 788, 789.
I.e. 'I see the pure and the transcendent, without defect—by seeing is
man's salvation; knowing this, seeing the pure and apprehending it as
the transcendent, he falls back on intuitive knowledge. If man's salva
tion is by 'seeing' and he abandons sorrow by intuitive knowledge, he
is saved in a different way (from the true way), being still subject to
limitations (also cp. Sn. 908, 909).
o*
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(734) This is not a contradictory attitude. It only means that this
kind of knowledge is necessary but not sufficient for salvation. This is
made clear by the statement that 'the Exhalted One had declared that
there is no salvation from belief, hearing (or learning) or intuitive
knowledge . . . nor does he say that it is possible by the absence of
belief, hearing (or learning) or intuitive knowledge' (na ditthiyä na
sutiyä na fiänena . . . ti Bhagavä visuddhim (v. 1) äha, additthiya
assutiyä annänä . . . no pi tena, Sn. 839). What this means is that belief
(=saddhä, sammaditthi- v. supra, 672), learning or hearing from a
teacher (v. supra, 672) and the development of knowledge or the veri
fication of what is accepted as a belief, are necessary but not sufficient
conditions for salvation. Even 'the knowledge and insight of things as
they are' (yathäbhütanänadassana-, S. II.30; V.432; A. IV.336), which
is had by means of nana- is only a means to an end and not the end
itself, which is 'salvation' (cp. sammänänassa sammävimutti pahoti,
M. III.76) or 'the knowledge and vision of salvation' (vimuttifiänadassana-, M. I.I45, A. III.81, S. V.162).
(735) There is yet another difference, which is apparent in the Early
Buddhist attitude towards the data of intuitive experience, which differ
entiates it from that of the Middle and Late Upanisadic thinkers. The
Buddhist considered it possible to misinterpret this experience and
draw erroneous inferences from it (v. infra, 790). We thus find that
Buddhism does not make the claim of the mystic that this knowledge
was derived from a supernatural source in an unaccountable manner
but that it is a product of the natural development of the mind, and
due to the operation of causal processes. It does not regard the content
of this experience (like the mystic) as identical with ultimate reality.
Buddhism also believes that erroneous inferences could be drawn from
these experiences. At the same time it does not decry normal perception
but like the Materialists draws many of its conclusions on the basis of
it (v. infra, 784). It would be misleading to call this mystical or intuitive
knowledge in the context of Buddhism in view of the utterly different
attitude to and evaluation of it. We shall, therefore, refer to this kind
of knowledge as 'extrasensory perception' in the Buddhist context.
(736) When it was said that this knowledge was to be had 'personally'
or 'individually' (sämam) it is necessary to point out that what is
meant is not that this knowledge was incommunicable or subjective.
The primary reason for the frequent use of 'sämam' to qualify the
verb from ^ d r s in these contexts, seems to be to emphasize the fact
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that this knowledge is to be had by directly seeing 'oneself and not
indirectly by hearing it from some source (as in the Vedic tradition).
Thus it is said that a 'monk does not hear that in such and such a village
there was a beautiful girl or woman but has himself seen her' (Idha . . .
bhikkhu na h'eva kho sunäti amukasmim näma game . . . itthi vä
kumäri vä abhirüpä . . . api ca kho sämam passati, A. III.90). The
distinction is drawn as to whether 'one has seen it oneself or has heard
it from a tradition' (sämam dittho vä hoti anussavasuto vä, M. I.465).
At a time when a statement would have appeared authoritative only if
it was handed down by a long line of teachers (v. supra> 294), the
Buddha emphasizes that 'he has seen it by himself. . . and that he is
not saying so after having heard from another recluse or brahmin'
(ditthä mayä . . . tarn kho nännässa samanassa vä brähmanassa sutvä
vadämi, It. 58). 'Would it be proper', he says, 'for him to say so . . . if he
had not known, seen, experienced, realized and apprehended with his
wisdom' (mayä c'etam . . . annätam abhavissä adittham aviditam
asacchikatam aphassitam pannäya . . . vadeyyam, api nu me etam . . .
patirüpam abhavissä ti, M. I.475). He preaches what he has himself
verified to be true but he claims that he could instruct an honest and
intelligent person to verify for himself what he had verified: 'Let an
intelligent person come to me, sincere, honest and straightforward; I
shall instruct him and teach the doctrine so that on my instructions he
would conduct himself in such a way that before long he would himself
know and himself see . . . ' (etu vinnü puriso asatho amäyävi ujjujätiko:
aham anusäsämi, aham dhammam desemi; yathänusittham tathä
patipajjamäno na cirass'eva samäh heva hassati sämam dakkhiti, M.
II.44). 'The dhamma' is described as 'bearing fruit in this life before
long, an invitation to "come and see", leading to the goal and verifiable
by the wise' (. . . dhammo sanditthiko akäliko ehipassiko opanayiko
paccattam veditabbo vinnühi, M. 1.37). This shows that this knowledge
was not claimed to be a private experience, which could not be
communicated,
(737) We saw that while the Vedic brahmins upheld hearing (the
scriptures) or testimony as the supreme source of knowledge the main
school of the Materialists upheld perception and probably what could
be directly inferred from it (v. supra, 93, 94) as the only means of
knowledge. It is true that even in the Vedic tradition when it came to a
matter of deciding between the testimony of sight and hearing, the
decision was in favour of the former (v. supra, 69) and the Maim
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Upanisad takes the stand that perception was the most reliable means
of knowledge (v. supra, 69), but it was the Materialists who underlined
the importance of perception even to the extent of discarding other
means of knowledge. The Buddhists seem to have been influenced by
the Materialists in their emphasis on perception, although perception
here is both sensory as well as extrasensory. 'Who would believe', it
is said, 'that this earth and the majestic mountain Sineru would be
consumed by fire, except on the evidence of sight' (ko saddhätä ayan ca
pathavi Sineru ca pabbataräjä dayhissanti ti . . . ahhatra ditthapadehi,
A.IV.103).
(738) The Buddhist theory of truth (v. supra, 596) also makes it clear
that truth and therefore knowledge is objective, as telling us the nature
of'things as they are' (yathäbhütam). The knowledge of things as they
are consists in knowing 'what exists as "existing" and what does not
exist as "not existing" ' (santam vä atthl ti nassati asantam vä natthi
ti nassati, A. V.36). 'Knowing things as they are', it is said, 'wherever
they are, is the highest knowledge' (etad anuttariyam . . . nänänam
yadidam tattha tattha yathäbhütanänam, A. V.37). What is taught by
the Buddha is claimed to be objectively valid: 'Whether the Tathägata
preaches the dhamma to his disciples or does not preach it, the dhamma
remains the same' (desento pi Tathägato sävakänam dhammam tädiso
va adesento pi hi dhammo tädiso va, M. L331).
(739) The importance of eliminating subjective bias and of getting
rid of habits of mind that cause people to fall into error is often stressed.
It was the Sceptics who paid the greatest attention to this subject. The
first school of Sceptics said that truth cannot be arrived at and it was
always a subjective factor such as attachment (chando), passion (rägo),
hate (doso), or repulsion (patigho), which makes one accept a pro
position as true (v. supra, 159). We have already seen that the Buddha's
attitude to the debate (v. supra, 688) was similar to that of the Sceptics,
most of whom avoided debate because of the vexation that it caused
(v. supra, 338). We similarly see the influence of the above doctrine of
the Sceptics where it is said that there are 'four ways of falling into
injustice' or untruth (agati-gamanäni, A. II. 18), namely out of attach
ment (chanda-), hatred (dosa-), ignorance (moha-), and fear (bhaya-);
the arhat or the 'ideal person' in Buddhism is not misled in any of these
four ways (D. III. 133). The difference from Scepticism is that this does
not result in Buddhism in total scepticism with regard to the possibility
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of truth. One's emotions, whether it be one's likes or dislikes, can dis
tort the truth and the Buddha warns his disciples: I f others were to
speak ill of me, the Dhamma and the Order, do not bear any hatred or
ill-will towards them or be displeased at h e a r t . . . for if you were to be
enraged and upset, will you be able to know whether these statements
(criticisms) of others were fair or not?' 1 On the other hand, 'if others
were to speak in praise of me, my Dhamma or my Order, you should
not be happy, delighted and elated at heart . . . for if you were to be
happy, delighted and elated, it will only be a danger to you . . .'. 2 The
Buddha himself claims to be neither pleased at the praise of others nor
displeased at their abuse. He encourages his disciples to develop this
same attitude (tatra ce . . . pare Tathägatam akkosanti . . . tatra . . .
Tathägatassa na hoti äghäto . . . tatra c e . . . pare Tathägatam sakkaronti
. . . na hoti änando . . . Tasmätiha . . . tumhe ce pi pare akkoseyyum
. . . tatra tumhehi na äghäto . . . karaniyo . . . pare sakkareyyum . . .
tatra tumhehi na änando . . . karaniyam, M. 1.140). When Säriputta,
his own disciple, says in praise of him: 'I have such faith in the Exalted
One that I do not think that there ever has been, nor will there ever
be a recluse or brahmin who has greater understanding and knowledge
than the Exalted One', 3 he quietly rebukes him with the remark, 'have
you examined the minds of the perfectly enlightened Exalted Ones of
the past. . . the future . . . or my own mind in the present'.4 To this
Säriputta replies that he has not. The Buddha thereupon remarks, 'then
why have you uttered a statement so grand, bold, made a categorical
claim and uttered a lion's roar to the effect that "I have such faith . . ." 5
This incident displays the basically objective attitude of the Buddha,
who demanded that for statements to be significant and true, they must
1

Mamam v ä . . . pare avannam bhäseyyum dhammassa vä avannam bhäseyyum
Sanghassa vä avannam bhäseyyum, tatra, tumhehi na äghäto appaccayo na cetaso
anabhiraddhi karaniyä . . . tatra ce tumhe assatha kupitä vä anattamanä vä api
nu tumhe paresam subhäsitam dubbhäsitam äjäneyyäthä ti? D . I.3.
2
Mamam vä . . . pare vannam bhäseyyum dhammassa vä vannam bhäseyyum
Sanghassa vä vannam bhäseyyum tatra tumhehi na änando na somanassam na
cetaso ubbillävitattam karaniyam . . . tatra ce tumhe assatha änandino sumanä
ubbillävitä tumham yev'assa tena antaräyo, loc. cit.
3
Evam pasanno aham bhante Bhagavati, na cähu na ca bhavissati na c'etarahi
vijjati anno samano vä brähmano vä bhiyyo'bhinnätaro, D . I.99.
4
Kin nu . . . ye te ahesum atitam addhänam arahanto Sammäsambuddhä,
sabbe te Bhagavanto cetasä ceto paricca viditä . . . kirn pana aham te etarahi . . .
cetasä ceto paricca vidito, D . III. 100.
5
Atha kifl carahi te ayam . . . ulärä äsabhi väcä bhäsitä, ekamso gahito, sihanädo
nadito, evam pasanno aham . . ., D . III. 100.
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be based on evidence that warrants their assertion and not on the
grounds of our subjective prejudices.
(740) The impact of desire on belief is clearly recognized in Buddhism.
One of the causal statements made is that 'on account of desire there
is clinging' (tanhäpaccayä upädänam, M. I.261). This 'clinging' is
described as four-fold, viz. clinging to sense-pleasures (kämupädänam),
to rituals (silabbatupädänam), to metaphysical beliefs (ditthupädänam)
and to soul- (or substance-) theories (attavädupädänam). We are here
only concerned with the latter two. This means that we believe in
certain metaphysical theories and soul- or substance-theories because
we are impelled by our desires to believe in them.1 These desires are
analysed as three-fold, viz. the desire for sense-gratification (kämatanhä, M. I.48, 299; III.250), the desire for personal immortality
(bhava-tanhä, loc. cit.) and the desire for annihilation (or the desire for
power?2 vibhava-tanhä, loc. cit.). These specific desires are not corre
lated with any particular beliefs in the Pali tradition, but most probably
it would have been thought that those whose desire for personal
immortality (bhava-tanhä )was strong would have believed in 'a theory
of personal immortality' (bhava-ditthi, A. 1.83), while those who had
a strong desire for annihilation (vibhava-tanhä) would have believed
in an 'annihilationist (Materialist) theory' (vibhava-ditthi, M. I.65).
The beliefs in soul and substance thus not only have their origins in
our linguistic habits (v. supra, 133, 533) but is also rooted in a craving
in us to believe in them. The acceptance of a causal impact of our
desires on our beliefs did not, however, result in scepticism with regard
to the possibility of knowledge, since according to the Buddhist theory,
causation was not deterministic (v. infra, 764) and desires therefore
did not necessitate all our beliefs. The stress laid on the importance of
eliminating subjective bias is therefore probably due to a realization of
this impact of desire on belief. The objectivity that should be achieved
in introspection after attaining the fourth jhäna is described as follows:
1
Cp. Stebbing, op. cit., pp. 404-5, 'there seems to be a deep-rooted tendency
in the human mind to seek what is identical, in the sense of something that
persists through change . . . Hence the search for an underlying entity, a persistent
stuff, a substance . . . Hence the popularity of substance theories in science . . .*.
2
Both interpretations are possible since Vibhava* means both 'power* and
'annihilation* in the Nikäyas (s.v. P T S . Dictionary). The latter is the usual
interpretation given in the commentaries (see Dialogues III.208). At D . I.32,
we find vibhava- used as a synonym of uccheda- (annihilation) and vinäsa(destruction): sato sattassa ucchedam vinäsam vibhavam.
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'Just as one person should objectively observe another, a person stand
ing should observe a person seated or a person seated a person lying
down, even so, should one's object of introspection be well-appre
hended, well-reflected upon, well-contemplated and well-penetrated
with one's knowledge'.1 This emphasis on the importance of getting
rid of our prejudices and habits of mind, which make us fall into error
reminds us of Bacon's 'idols',2 which according to him interfere with
the objectivity of our thinking.
(741) We may next inquire as to what means of knowledge constitute
this alleged objective 'knowledge and vision' (fiänadassana-) or
'knowing and seeing' (jänäti passati). We may dismiss verbal testimony
since the above 'seeing' was sharply distinguished from it (v. supra,
736) and we have ample evidence (v. supra, Chs. IV and VIII) that it
was not considered a genuine means of knowledge. We may also
dismiss reasoning in the sense of takka- (indirect proof, or a priori
proof) as an unsatisfactory means of knowledge according to Budd
hism. This is probably the reason why 'the dhamma' is said to 'fall
outside the scope of takka- but be verifiable by the wise' (dhammo . . .
atakkävacaro . . . panditavedaniyo, M. 1.167). Since comparison or
upamä is also not recognized as a means of knowing (v. supra, 730),
we are left with perception (normal and paranormal) and inference
based on perception (in the sense in which this was understood by the
second group—group (2)—of Materialists, v. supra, 94). By examining
the terminology and descriptions of knowledge in the light of the
claims of knowledge, we find that it was these means of knowledge,
which are denoted by the phrase 'jänäti passati' and the word
'fiänadassana-'.
(742) We have already observed that the phrase 'jänäti passati' was
used to denote the knowledge derived from perception on the part of
the Materialists (v. supra, 721) and the yogic intuition of the Mystic
(v. supra, 719). If we take the words for 'seeing' we find that they are
used in the Nikäyas to denote normal as well as extrasensory percep
tion. Thus at A. III.208 (cp. 299) the word 'dittham' is used for what
is 'observed' by sight;3 at Ud. 68, 'dittha-' is used to denote what is
1

Seyyathä p i . . . anno vä afifiam paccavekkheyya, thito vä nisinnam paccavekkheyya, nisinno vä nipannam paccavekkheyya, evam eva . . . paccavekkhanänimittam suggahitam hoti sumanasikatam süpadhäritam suppatividdham pafinäya
2
. . ., A. III. 27.
v. Russell, A History of Western Philosophy, p. 566.
3
Api nu tumhehi dittham vä sutam vä ayam puriso pänätipätam pahäya . . . tarn
enam räjäno gahetvä hananti.
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'perceived' by the touch of blind men. At It. 58, 'dittha-' is used to
refer to what is 'seen'2 by the Buddha by means of extrasensory
perception. It is necessary to note that 'ditthi-' (belief) is sharply
distinguished from dittha- in the sense of what is perceptually observed,
e.g. ditthi-gatan ti etam apanitam etam Tathägatassa. Dittham etam
Tathägatena, M. I.486). The Niddesa which belongs to the Nikäyas,
commenting on the verb 'addakkhi' which means 'he saw' says it could
mean 'he saw with his telepathic knowledge . . . retrocognitive
knowledge . . . his human eye or divine eye' (paracitta-nänena vä
addakkhi, pubbeniväsänussatinänena vä . . . mamsacakkhunä vä . . .
dibbena cakkhunä . . . Nd. 1.323). This means that 'see' may denote
normal or paranormal (extrasensory) perception. Likewise dassana- is
used for 'visual perception' (A. III. 3 25) as well as in a wider sense of
'perception' which includes both sensory and extrasensory perception
(e.g. äsavä dassanä pahätabbä, M. I.7). Näna-dassana-, as we saw
(v. supra, 719) was used generally to denote the knowledge derived
from extrasensory perception. When the Buddha says that 'there
arose in him the knowledge and insight that Uddaka Rämaputta had
died the previous night' (nänan ca pana dassanam udapädi: abhidosakälakato Uddako Rämaputto ti, M. 1.170), we have to presume that this
knowledge and insight was had by means of extrasensory perception,
although the Corny, tries to make out that omniscience is here
intended.3
(743) It may be observed that näna-dassana- is also used to denote the
knowledge of salvation which is normally distinguished from it and is
called 'the knowledge and insight of salvation' (vimutti-nänadassana-)
as opposed to 'the knowledge and insight of things as they are' (yathäbhüta-nänadassana-) (v. supra, 724), e.g. 'there arose in me the
knowledge and insight that my salvation is unshakable, that this is the
last birth and that there is no further birth' (nänan ca pana me dassanam
udapädi: akuppä me vimutti, ayam antimä jäti natthi däni punabbhavo,
M. 1.167; III. 162). Näna-dassana- in this sense is equivalent to anna
(final knowledge), a term which is exclusively used to denote this
knowledge of final salvation (e.g. idha bhikkhu annam byäkaroti, M.
III.29; annäya nibbutä dhirä, S. I.24; sammadannä vimuttä, M. II.43).
(744) The psychology of perception in the Nikäyas has been studied
by Dr Sarathchandra, who is impressed by the empiricist approach
1
3

Dittho . . . jaccandhehi hatthi. 2 Ditthä . . . mayä sattä apäyam upapannä.
JSIanan ca pana me ti mayham sabbannutanänam udapädi, MA. II. 186.
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to the subject found here. He says that 'what is most interesting in the
analysis of mind contained in this literature is its empiricist approach
and the fact that this approach produced results which are strikingly
similar to those produced by modern psychologists using introspective
methods . . . I believe that these are the first speculations putting for
ward a naturalistic view of mind and the closest in the ancient world to
present-day psychological theories'.1 The raison d'etre of this new
theory of perception according to Dr Sarathchandra is that 'Buddhism
having cast aside the current conceptions about the soul, had to advance
an alternative hypothesis to explain such functions of the senses as
seeing, hearing, smelling or tasting which, in the Upanisadic philosophy,
were activities of the Atman residing in the respective sense-organs'
(pp. ciu9 p. 3).
(745) In our opinion, this explanation puts the cart before the horse.
It is not that Buddhism casts aside the concept of the soul and then
evolves a completely new theory of perception altogether but that the
approach of Buddhism results on the one hand in the elimination of
metaphysics and on the other in the retention and development of
some of the empiricist findings in the Upanisadic theories of perception.
Let us illustrate this. The Buddhist account gives a strictly causal
explanation of the origin of sense-cognition without recourse to any
of the Upanisadic metaphysical concepts. Visual cognition, for example,
results from the presence of three conditions (1) an unimpaired internal
sense-organ of sight (ajjhattikam . . . cakkhu aparibhinnam hoti,
M. 1.190), (2) external visible forms entering into the field of vision?
(bähirä ca rüpä äpätham ägacchanti, loc. cit.), and (3) an appropriate2
act of attention on the part of the mind (tajjo ca samannähäro hoti,
loc. cit.). When these conditions are satisfied, it is said that 'there is a
manifestation of this kind of perception' (vinnäna-bhägassa pätubhävo
1
Buddhist Psychology of Perception, The Ceylon University Press, Colombo,
1958, Introductory Note, p. viii. This was originally presented as a P h . D . thesis,
viz. The Psychology of Perception in Pali Buddhism with special reference to
the theory of bhavanga, P h . D . (London), 1948.
2
Tajjassa ti tadanurüpassa, i.e. tajja- means appropriate to it, M.A. II.229.
Sarathchandra says that 'samannähäro* here can refer to either 'an automatic act
of sensory attention* or a 'deliberate act directed by interest* (v. op. cit., p. 21).
He prefers the former and adds that 'the Sanskrit is preserving the original mean
ing of the term* (op. cit., p. 22) but the Sälistamba Sütra (quoted by him) merely
has *tajja- manasikäram pratitya*, i.e. on account of the reflection resulting from
it (v. ed. N . A. Sästri, Adyar, 1950, p. 15; cp. Mädhyamaka Vrtti, ed. Poussin,
P- 567.
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hoti, loc. cit.). All the above conditions, it is said, must be satisfied for
the production of the above result. If condition (i) is satisfied but not
(2) and (3), or if conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied but not (3), the
result will not take place (v. M. L190, lines 20 to 28). All this is in
accordance with the Buddhist causal theory (v. infra, 766) but never
theless the elements of the above hypothesis are traceable to the
Upanisads and this Dr Sarathchandra (op. cit., pp. 21, 22) does not
seem to have noticed. Taking the ten sensory and motor organs
together the Kausitaki Upanisad points out that 'the material elements
cannot exist without the cognitive elements nor the cognitive elements
without the material elements and from either alone no form would
be possible'.1 Except for the fact that the 'cognitive elements' are here
metaphysically conceived as the agents of the sensory functions, there
is a recognition of the mutual causal dependence of sensible objects
and their respective cognitions. Likewise the importance of attention
for sense-cognition is recognized in the Upanisads where it is said, 'my
mind was elsewhere, I did not see; my mind was elsewhere, I did not
hear, for with the mind does one see and with the mind hear'.2
(746) While we have rendered vinnäna- in the above passage (i.e.
M. 1.190) as 'perception' Sarathchandra translates it as 'sensation'
(pp. cit., p. 21) and has a theory about it. He says that vinnäna- in these
contexts has been often 'interpreted to mean cognition' (op. cit., p. 4)
but that it meant 'not full cognition, but bare sensation, a sort of
anoetic sentience' (loc. cit.); later he says that 'vinnäna in the earliest
texts was almost synonymous with sannä' (op. cit., p. 16). This
interpretation is based on the analysis of a single context (M. L i u ,
112) and the alleged confirmation of this sense from the Abhidhamma
(op. cit., pp. 4, 25). Sarathchandra promises to 'analyse the various
meanings of 'vinnäna' (op. cit., p. 4) but this promise is not fully kept
(v. op. cit., pp. 16-21) since he has failed to discuss those contexts in
which vinnäna- and the verbal forms of vi + Vfää have a distinctly
cognitive connotation.
(747) Let us examine some of these contexts. The sense of'knowledge'
for vinnäna- is quite clear where it is said that 'the Tathägata should be
examined in order to know (vinnänäya, lit. for the knowledge of),
1

Yaddhi bhütamäträ na syur na prajnämäträh syur, yad vä prajnämäträ na
syur na bhütamäträh syuh, na hy anyatarato rüpam kincana sidhyet, 3.8.
2
Anyatra manä abhüvam nädarsam, anyatra manä abhüvam näsrausam iti
manasä hy eva pasyati, manasä srnoti, Brh. 1.5.3.
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whether he is perfectly enlightened or not'. Defining vinnäna- it is
said that 'one discriminates (by means of it), therefore is it called
knowledge' (vijänati t i . . . tasmä vinnanan ti vuccati, M. 1.292); 'what
does one discriminate—one discriminates the pleasurable from the
painful and the neutral' (kin ca vijänati: sukhan ti pi . . . dukkhan ti
pi . . . adukkhamasukhan ti pi, loc. cit.). Pannä, a term which means
'understanding' and has a clearly cognitive import is placed on a par
with vinnäna-. It is said that 'the states of pannä and vinnäna are
intermingled; it is not possible to analyse and specify the difference—
what one understands, one knows and what one knows, one under
stands' (yä ca pannä yanca vinnänam ime dhammä samsatthä no
visamsatthä, na ca labbhä imesam dhammänam vinibbhujitvä vinibbhujitvä nänäkaranam pannapetum. Yam päjänäti tarn vijänati, yam
vijänati tarn päjänäti, M. I.292). It will be seen that vijänati is used
synonymously with päjänäti, a word which is employed to denote the
'cognizing' of the four truths.2 A difference between the two words
is, however, mentioned—'pannä- is to be cultivated and vifmänacomprehended; this is the difference' (pannä bhävetabbä vinnänam
parinneyyam, idam nesam nänäkaranam, M. L293). In other words,
vinnäna- seems to be the general term for 'cognition', while pannä is
more or less restricted in connotation to the cognition of spiritual
truths. In a Sutta, which says that 'man is composed of six elements'
(chadhäturo'yam . . . puriso, M. III.239), the statement is made that
'it is with vinnäna- that one understands something' (tena vinnänena
kind jänäti, M. III.242). This is in fact a continuation of the sense in
which we find the word used in the Upanisads (v. supra, 70).
(748) The context on which Sarathchandra bases his interpretation of
vinnäna- reads as follows: cakkhun ca paticca rüpe ca uppajjati cakkhuvinfianam, tinnam sangati phasso, phassapaccayä vedanä, yam vedeti
tarn sanjänäti, yam sanjänäti tarn vitakketi . . . We may translate this
as follows: 'Dependent on the eye and forms arises visual perception,
the concurrence of the three is contact, dependent on contact is
sensation, what one senses one recognizes and what one recognizes one
thinks about. . . .' Sarathchandra's argument is that 'knowledge comes
later' (pp. cit., p. 4) in the above process. This interpretation assumes
that there is a temporal succession in the above states; vinnäna- is
assumed to be a state occurring earlier than even vedanä or sanfiä
1
. . . Tathagate samannesanä kätabbä, sammäsambuddho vä no vä iti vifmänäyä
ti, M . 1.317.
2
Päjänäti päjänäti t i . . . kin ca päjänäti, idam dukkhan ti päjänäti..., M. I.292.
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(v. sanjänäti) and hence it is 'bare sensation' or 'anoetic sentience'. But
this interpretation is arbitrary since it is possible to argue that sensation
(vedanä) and the rest arise simultaneously along with contact (phassa)
and not in temporal succession. This is in fact how the Corny, construes
it, saying 'on account ofthat contact, there arises dependent on contact,
hedonic experience, etc. (vedanä), in a co-nascent manner'1 (tarn phassam
paticca sahajätädivasena phassapaccayä vedanä uppajjati, MA. II.77).
(749) Dr Sarathchandra also appeals to the Abhidhamma in support
of this meaning of vinnäna: I n the Abhidhamma, vinnäna- is defined
as bare consciousness or sensation as yet undiscriminated by the
selective activity of the mind. It is the awareness of the presence of
objects. It does not produce knowledge of any sort' (pp. cit., p. 25).
In support of this he quotes two statements from the Corny, to the
Vibhanga (i.e. VbhA. 405 and 321:0/7. ciu, p. 25, fnn. 1 and 2). Neither
of these statements in our opinion supports his conclusion. The
Vibhanga, it may be noted, enumerates the 'five kinds of sensecognition' (panca-vinnänam) in the section and chapter dealing with
knowledge (v. nänavibhanga, fiänavatthu, p. 306). Now the Vibhanga
states that 'with the five sense-cognitions one does not apprehend
anything2 other than what enters their sensory field' (pancahi vifinänehi
na kanci dhammam pativijänäti . . . anfiatra äpäthamattä, Vbh. 321).
Sarathchandra has quoted only part of this passage (from the Corny.)
leaving out the other part. Naturally, it appears to mean the opposite
of what it says. It is the same with the other quotation (VbhA. 405).
When stated fully it reads: 'Even a very learned person does not
apprehend a single act of good or evil other than the visual objects, etc.,
which come into his field of vision. Visual cognition here is mere visual
perception. Auditory cognition, etc., (consists of) mere hearing, smell
ing, tasting and touching'.3 In the light of the above evidence we can
hardly agree with Sarathchandra's theory. We may take the 'six kinds
of vinnäna-' (cha . . . vififiänakäyä, M. I.53, 259; III.216, 281) spoken
of in the Nikäyas as comprising the five kinds of sensory perception
and internal perception or introspection (manovinnänam, loc. cit.).
1
This is suggested even at M. 1.190, where the five constituents are said to be
present in a visual perception.
2
The Corny, explains, 'one does not comprehend anything good or evil*
(kusalam akusalam vä na patijänäti, VbhA. 405).
3
Supandito pi puriso thapetvä äpäthagatäni rüpädini annam kusaläkusalesu
ekadhammam pi pancahi vinnanehi na pativijänäti. Cakkhuvinnänam pan'ettha
dassanamattam eva hoti.
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(750) As we have seen, in addition to normal perception, there is a
recognition of paranormal1 or extrasensory2 perception, as a valid
means of knowledge. The theory behind this was that when the mind
is cleansed of its 'impurities' (upakkilesa-) or defilements, it acquires
these faculties (v. supra, ji()y 730). 'When the defilements of the mind
are eliminated and the mind is prone to dispassion and is developed by
dispassion, it becomes supple as regards the things verifiable by
higher knowledge' ( . . . cetaso upakkileso pahino hoti nekkhammaninnam c'assa cittam hoti nekkhamma-paribhävitam cittam kammaniyam
khäyati abhinnä sacchikaraniyesu dhammesü ti, S. III.232). The
defilements (upakkilesa) of one who is engaged in developing the higher
mind (adhicittam anyuttassa) are said to be three-fold, gross (olärikä),
medium (majjhimikä), and subtle (sukhumä). The gross defilements
consist of misconduct with regard to body, speech or mind (käyaduccaritam, vaci°, mano°); the medium defilements are sensuous
thoughts (kämavitakka-), thoughts of destruction (vyäpäda-), and illwill (vihimsä); the subtle defilements consist of attachment to one's
race (jäti), country (janapada), egotism (avannatti). Spiritual thoughts
alone remain (dhammavitakka avasissanti); when these defilements are
got rid of, the mind is stayed within (cittam ajjhattam santitthati) and
he directs it (abhininnämeti) in the exercise of the six forms of higher
knowledge (A. I.254, 255). These experiences are had 'after attaining
the supreme perfection of equanimity and mindfulness' (anuttaram
upekkhäsatipärisuddhim ägamma, M. I.367), which is characteristic
of the fourth jhäna.3 While we may be inclined to suspect the veridical
character of these experiences, it was probably believed that 'since the
mind was clear and cleansed' (citte parisuddhe pariyodäte, D. I.76) in
this state, it was possible to have a clearer insight into the nature of
things by means of this knowledge, than by normal perception.
(751) Poussin has emphasized the importance of 'abhinnä' (higher
knowledge) in Early Buddhism.4 Demieville has made a comparative
study of 'retrocognitive knowledge' (pubbeniväsänussatifiäna-) as
mentioned in the Päli Nikäyas and the Ägama (Chinese) literature.5
1
Atikkanta-mänusaka-, lit. going beyond the human, D . I. 82; in this context,
it is used only of dibba-cakkhu.
2
Later in Indian thought we find the use of atmdriya-pratyaksa-, lit. extra
sensory perception.
3
Cp. Upekkhäsatipärisuddhim catutthajjhänam, M. I.22; v. S. Lindquist,
Siddhi und Abhinnä, Lund, 1935, p. 78.
4
'Le Bouddha et les Abhinnä' in Museon, 1931, pp. 335-342.
5
'Le Memoire Des Existences Anterieures' in BEFEO., Vol. 27, pp. 283-98.
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The most thorough study so far is by Lindquist who has made a
comparative analysis and examination of the concepts of siddhi (P,
iddhi) and abhinfiä, as they occur in the Pali Buddhist and Brahmanical
literature, especially Yoga.1 He has occasionally compared this material
with Western parallels and studies bearing on them. We shall, there
fore, not go over trodden ground but confine ourselves to those aspects
of abhinfiä (higher knowledge), which concern the epistemology of
Buddhist thought.
(752) The word abhinfiä, as the PTS. Dictionary states2 (s.v.), has an
'older wider meaning of special supernormal power of apperception
and knowledge to be acquired by long training in life and thought',
Later, it exclusively means one of the six powers (v. infra), all of which
are mentioned in all strata of the Pali Canon. They are claimed to have
been attained by the Buddha (M. I.69) as well as by his disciples
(S. II.217, 222). It is said that 'out of five hundred monks, sixty have
attained the six-fold higher knowledge'.3 The six are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

iddhividha-, i.e. psychokinesis (levitation, etc.)
dibbasotadhätu, i.e. clairaudience
cetopariyanäna-, i.e. telepathic knowledge
pubbeniväsänussatinäna-, i.e. retrocognitive knowledge
dibbacakkhu, i.e. clairvoyance; also known as cutüpapätafiäna
(D. I.82), knowledge of the decease and survival of beings.
6. äsavakkhayanäna-, i.e. knowledge of the destruction of defiling
impulses.

Of these, the first is strictly not a cognitive power in the sense of a
'knowing that' (v. supra, 727). It consists according to the Visuddhimagga in various manifestations of the 'power of will' (adhitthänä
iddhi) in jhäna (v. Vm. 405) and have been dealt with at length by
Lindquist (op. cit., pp. 12-65). The sixth too is partly a case of'know
ing that'. Of the second (v. Lindquist, op. cit., pp. 72-4), it is said that
'with one's clairaudience, clear and paranormal, one hears two (kinds
of) sound, human and divine, far and near' (so dibbäya sotadhätuyä
visuddhäya atikkantamänusikäya ubho sadde sunäti, dibbe ca mänuse
1
S. Lindquist, Siddhi und Abhinfiä,,Lund, 1935; cp. S. Lindquist, Die Methoden
des Yoga, Lund, 1932, pp. 169-87.
2
Cp. G. C. Pande, Studies in the Origins of Buddhism, University of Allahabad,

*957> P- 373
päncannaip bhikkhusatänarn . . . safthi bhikkhü chajabhinnä, S. I.191.
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ca, ye düre santike ca, D. I.79; M. II.19). This implies not only the
alleged ability to perceive sounds even at a distance without the inter
vention of the physical media of hearing but the claim to be able to
appreciate the sounds of non-human spirits. It is an expansion of
auditory perception (without the medium of the sense-organ) both in
extent as well as in (what may be called) depth. The Buddha is said to
have heard the brahmin Bhärädväja's conversation with the wandering
ascetic Mägandiya at a distance by means of this faculty (M. I.502).
Sunakkhatta confesses to Otthaddha that just three years after follow
ing the training of the Buddha he has the ability (in jhäna) of 'seeing
celestial figures . . . though he cannot hear their voices'.1
(753) The other four forms of abhinna, it will be noticed, are called
specific forms of knowledge (fiäna-). Lindquist has not given the
definition of 'the (paranormal) knowledge of another's mind' (cetopariyanäna-) as it appears in the Pali Canon2 and has also failed to see
that two different kinds of telepathy are spoken of in these texts.
Ceto-pariyanäna- corresponds to manahparyäya-jnäna- (Ard. Mag.
manapajjavanäna-) in Jainism. According to the earliest account of this
faculty it would appear that by means of it one would know only the
general state of the mind of another. It is said, 'he comprehends with
his mind the mind of other beings and individuals as follows: he knows
that a passionate mind is passionate, (likewise) he knows a dispassionate
mind, a mind full of hatred and free from hatred, ignorant and devoid
of ignorance, attentive and distracted, exalted and unexalted, inferior
and superior, composed and not composed, emancipated and not
emancipated'.3 This is compared to observing one's face in a mirror
(ädäse) or a pan of water (udakapatte) and noticing whether there is a
mole or not (sakanikam vä . . . akanikan ti jäneyya, D. I.80). This
description seems to imply that only the general character of another's
mind is known in telepathy. But in the same stratum of thought it is said
that 'one can read the mind, the states of mind, the thoughts and the
trains of thought of other beings and individuals' (... parasattänam para1
Dibbäni hi kho rüpäni passämi piyarüpäni . . . no ca kho dibbäni saddäni
2
sunämi, D . 1.152.
Op. cit.} pp. 75-7.
3
So parasattänam parapuggalänam cetasä ceto paricca pajänäti—sarägam vä
cittam sarägafi cittan ti pajänäti, vitarägam vä cittam. . ., sadosam vä cittam . . .
vitadosam vä . . . samoham . . . vitamoham . . . sankhittam . . . vikkhittam . . .
mahaggatam . . . amahaggatam . . . sauttaram . . . anuttaram . . . samähitam . . .
asamähitam . . . vimuttam . . . avimuttam, D . I.80, 81.
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puggalänam cittam pi ädisati cetasikam p i . . . vitakkitam p i . . . vicäritam
p i . . . , D. 1.213). At M. II. 169, the Buddha claims to know by this means
'a specific thought' (parivitakkam) in the mind of a brahmin student.
In the Anguttara Nikäya (A. 1.170, 171) it is said that one can know
another's mind (ädesanä-pätihäriyam) in both the normal and para
normal senses in one of four ways, viz. (i) by observing external signs
(nimittena) (v. supra, 153), (ii) by getting information from others or
from a mediumistic source, (iii) by listening to the vibration (vipphäraSaddam) of the thoughts (vitakka-) of another as he thinks and reflects
(vitakkayato vicärayato), and (iv) by comprehending with his mind the
mind of another and observing how the mental dispositions are placed
in the mind of a particular individual (manosankhärä panihitä imassa
cittassa antarä), on the part of one who has attained the state of
concentration free from cogitative and reflective thought (avitakkam
avicäram samädhim). It will be noticed that (iii) and (iv) here represent
two types of telepathy—indirect telepathy, had in normal consciousness
where the 'thought-vibrations' of the other person are received and
interpreted and direct telepathy had in jhäna. The Jain texts likewise
distinguish between two kinds of telepathy; the Sthänänga Sütra
speaks of rjumati and vipulamati as the two types,1 but the nature of
the distinction is not clear.2
(754) The other three kinds of higher knowledge are of special concern
to Buddhism since it is by means of them that 'the three-fold know
ledge' (tisso vijjä) is attained (y. infra, 801). Demieville deplores the
lack of an original and well-established Buddhist theory on the
memory of previous existences (op. cit., p. 298) but the Päli Nikäyas
are apparently not interested in accounting for this memory by a theory
but in merely stating that it is a faculty that can be evoked. It is said
that as one directs one's mind, when it is supple and pliant after
attaining the fourth jhäna (v. Lindquist, op. cit., p. 78), 'he recalls his
manifold past existences, one birth, two . . . for many periods of worldevolution and dissolution as follows, "I was in such a place with such a
personal and family name, such a status, having such and such food,
such and such experiences and such a term of life. Dying there I
was born in such and such a place; there too I had such a name . . .
Dying there I was born here". Thus he recounts his manifold previous
1

v. Tatia, op. cit., p. 66.
It will be seen that the interpretations of these two terms by Umäsväti (pp.
cit., p. 66) and Püjyapäda (pp. cit., p. 68) are different.
2
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existences in all their aspects and details'. This is compared to a person
going on a journey from village to village being able to recall the
details of his journey (D. I.81).
(755) Clairvoyance (v. Lindquist, op. cit., pp. 82-8) is directed towards
gaining a knowledge of the decease and survival of beings and acquir
ing an understanding of karma: 'With his clear paranormal clairvoyant
vision he sees beings dying and being reborn, the low and the high, the
fair and the ugly, the good and the evil, each according to his karma... \ 2
It is also by its means that one sees contemporaneous events beyond
the ken of normal vision. Thus the Buddha claims to see the group of
five monks dwelling in Benares in the deer-park of Isipatana (M. 1.170)
or Velukandaki Nandamätä giving alms to monks led by Säriputta and
TVloggalläna (A. III. 3 3 6). Anuruddha, who is considered the chief among
those disciples who had attained clairvoyance (A. I.23), was believed
to have the power of 'seeing a thousand worlds' (sahassam lokänam
voloketi, M. I.213). This faculty resembles Jain avadhi (v. supra, 241)
with the difference that the latter makes the vision of things possible
irrespective of the time factor as well (v. Tatia, op. cit., p. 61).
(756) With the last, i.e. the knowledge of the destruction of the defil
ing impulses, he is able to verify the Four Noble Truths as well as the
origin and cessation of the defiling impulses: 'He knows "this is the
truth of suffering", "this is the cause of suffering", "this is the cessation
of suffering" and "this is the path leading to the cessation of suffering",
"these are the defiling impulses", "this is the cause of the defiling
impulses", "this is the cessation of the defiling impulses" and "this
is the path leading to the cessation of the defiling impulses".'3
(757) Along with perception, both normal and paranormal, seems to
have gone inference (anumäna). The word 'anumäna' occurs apparently
1

So anekavihitam pubbeniväsam anussarati—seyyathidam ekam pi jätim dve
pi jätiyo . . . aneke pi samvatta-vivatta-kappe. 'Amuträsim evam-nämo evamgotto evam-vanno evam-ähäro evam-sukkha-dukkha-patisamvedi evam-äyupariyanto. So tato cuto amutra upapädim. Taträpäsim evam-nämo . . . So tato
cuto idhüpapanno' ti iti säkäram sauddesam aneka-vihitam pubbeniväsam
anussarati, D . I.82.
2
So dibbena cakkhunä visuddhena atikkantamänusakena satte passati cavamäne
upapajjamäne hine panite suvanne dubbanne sugate duggate yathä-kammüpage
. . . T>. I.82.
3
So 'imam dukkhan* ti yathäbhütam pajänäti, 'ayam dukkhasamudayo'ti . . .
*ayam dukkha-nirodho' ti . . . 'ayam dukknamrodhagäminipatipadä' ti . . .
'ime-äsavä* ti . . . 'ayam äsava-samudayo' ti . . . 'ayam äsava-nirodho* ti. 'ayam
äsava-nirodha-gäminl-patipadä , ti, D . I.84.
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in the sense of 'inference' despite Mrs Rhys Davids' statement that
'anumäna apparently does not occur at all' in the Pitakas {v. ERE.,
Vol. 8, p. 133, fn. 4). In the Anumäna Sutta (M. I.95 ff.), the principle
is laid down that one should not do unto others what one does not
wish others to do unto you. This is said to be based on the knowledge
that what is generally disliked by oneself is likely to be disliked by
others as well; this knowledge is said to be due to inference: 'Here one
should oneself infer (anuminitabbam) as follows: "An evil person who
is swayed by evil thoughts is disagreeable to and disliked by me; now
if I were to be evil and swayed by evil thoughts, I too would be dis
agreeable and disliked by others".' 1 This embodies the following two
inferences:
(i) I dislike an evil person.
X (i.e. any person other than me) is like me (as a person).
Therefore, X (probably) dislikes an evil person.2
(ii) X dislikes an evil person (conclusion of (i)).
I am an evil person
Therefore, X dislikes me.
(758) We also meet with the term 'anvaye nänam' (S. II.58, D.
III.226, Vbh. 329) meaning 'inductive knowledge' in both the Nikäyas
as well as in the Abhidhamma. By this is meant the inferential (induc
tive) knowledge that a causal sequence or concomitance observed to
hold good in a number of present instances would have taken place in
the (unobserved) past and will take place in the future. In the Samyutta
Nikäya are described a number of causally correlated phenomena such
as that 'with the arising of birth there is the arising of decay and death,
and with the cessation of birth there is the cessation of decay and
death', etc. (jätisamudayä jarämaranasamudayo jätinirodhä jarämarana
nirodho . . . , S. II.57). Knowing these causal correlations or sequences
is called 'the knowledge of phenomena' (dhamme nänam, S. II.58).
Then it is said, 'This constitutes the knowledge of phenomena; by
seeing, experiencing, acquiring knowledge before long and delving
1
Tatra . . . attanä va attänam evam anuminitabbam: yo . . . puggalo päpiccho
päpikänam icchänam vasamgato, ayam me puggalo appiyo amanäpo; aham . . .
pan'assam päpiccho päpikänam icchänam vasamgato, aham p'assam paresam
appiyo amanäpo ti, M. 1.97.
2
This is an inductive inference from one particular instance to another; cp.
A. J. Ayer, The Problem of Knowledge, Penguin Books, 1957, P- 72> 'The inference
may be from particular instances to a general law or proceed directly by analogy
from one particular instance to another*.
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into these phenomena, he draws an inference (nayam neti) with regard
to the past and the future (atitänägate, loc. cit.) as follows: 'All those
recluses and brahmins who thoroughly understood the nature of decay
and death, its cause, its cessation and the path leading to the cessation
of decay and death did so in the same way as I do at present; all those
recluses and brahmins who in the future will thoroughly understand
the nature of decay and death . . . will do so in the same way as I do
at present—this constitutes his inductive knowledge (idam assa anvaye
nänam, loc. cit.,)\l
(759) These inductive inferences are based on a belief in causation,2
which plays a central role in the thought of the Pali Canon. It would
* be desirable to study this concept of causation in the Pali Canon before
we examine the use made of inductive reasoning in it.
(760) In the Rgveda there is a conception of order in the universe but
not of a causal order, though we can trace the origins of the activity
view of causation to the primitive animistic beliefs.3 Explanations were
given by assuming the existence of wills behind natural phenomena.
The conception of rta (the course of things) comes closest to a con
ception of a natural physical order (v. supra, 12) but rta itself was con
sidered to be the law of Varuna.4 There was no doubt the search for
first causes in trying to explain the origin of the cosmos, but often these
were anthropomorphically conceived (v. supra, 5). In the Brähmanas
the order of the universe was mechanical but magical.5 In the Aitareya
Äranyaka, where the origin of the world is traced to Water, we find the
earliest use of two words for cause and effect, namely müla {lit. root)
and tüla (lit. shoot) (v. supra, 64). Similarly, we find müla and sunga
(lit. shoot) used for cause and effect respectively in the Chändogya
1

Idamassa dhamme nänam; so iminä dhammena ditthena viditena akälikena
pattena pariyogälhena atitänägate nayam neti: ye kho keci atitam addhänam
samanä va brähmanä vä jarämaranam abbhanfiamsu, jarämaranasamudayam . . .
jarämarananirodham . . . jarämarananirodha-gäminim patipadam . . . seyyathäpäham etarahi . . . ye hi pi keci anägatam addhänam samanä vä brähmanä vä
jarämaranam abhijänissanti . . . seyyathäpäham etarahi ti, idam assa anvaye
fiänam.
2
v. A. J. Ayer, The Problem of Knowledge, p. 72, 'In all such reasoning we
make the assumption that there is a measure of uniformity in nature; or roughly
speaking that the future will in the appropriate respects, resemble the past*.
3
v. Stebbing, op. cit., p. 293.
4
v. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 78 f.
5
Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, pp. 99 #•
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Upanisad, viz. 'understand this (body) is an effect which has sprung
up, for it could not be without a cause' (tatraitacchungam utpatitam . . .
vijänihi nedam amülam bhavisyatiti, Ö.8.3). I*1 t n e s a m e context is
mentioned a causal series: Being caused Heat, Heat Water, Water
Food and Food the Body (Ch. 6.8.4). In the Katha Upanisad (1.3.10,
11), there is a gradation of things starting with the senses (indriya-)
and ending with the Person (Purusa) but this cannot be regarded as a
causal series although it resembles to some extent the Sänkhya series.1
(761) The first true conceptions of natural causation seem to have
arisen amongst the Ajivikas, who were preoccupied with the problems
of time and change (v. supra, 198, 208). We find two mutually opposed
theories of change among them, Indeterminism or yadrcchäväda
(v. supra, 199) and Strict Determinism or niyativäda (y. supra, 198),
both of which are mentioned in the Svetäsvatara Upanisad (1.2). The
former maintained that all events were fortuitous and the latter that
they were rigidly determined.
(761 A) Another theory which was prevalent at this time was the theory
of'inherent Nature' (svabhäva-, Svet. 1.2; v. supra, 211). According to
the Sarvadarsanasamgraha, it was adopted by the Materialists and was
opposed to Indeterminism: 'If one says some things happen owing to
chance, this is not right since it arises from inherent nature for it is
said—fire is hot, water is cold and wind is even to the touch; by whom
is this designed; it is fixed by inherent nature.'2 Its relations with
Determinism are not clear, but in common with it, human effort was
considered to be of no avail: 'since everything is due to inherent nature,
effort is useless.'3 This svabhävaväda did away with animistic,
anthropomorphic, theistic and indeterministic explanations of events
and tried to account for the changes which took place in terms of the
inherent constitution of things. In doing so, it recognizes minor
uniformities of nature,4 e.g. fire is hot. In giving natural explanations
and recognizing minor uniformities (though not a general causal order
1
Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 250, referring to this passage
in the Katha Upanisad, Radhakrishnan says, 'Yet this is the earliest account of
cosmic evolution which seems to have been utilized by the Sämkhya thinkers.'
2
Äkäsmikam syäd iti cet—na tad bhadram sväbhävikäd eva tad utpatteh tad
uktam agnir usno jalam sitam samasparsas tathänilah, kenedam citritam tasmät
svabhävät tad vyatisthitah, ed. Abhyankar, 1951, p. 23.
3
Sväbhävikam sarvam idan ca yasmäd ato'pi mogho bhavati prayatnah,
Buddhacarita, 9.58, Ed. Johnston, Vol. I, p. 102.
4
Stebbing, op. cit., p. 259.
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of events) it paves the way for the idea of universal causation. We also
noticed that causal arguments which presuppose a concept of causation
were being used at this time particularly by the niyativädins (v. supra,
206) but it is not possible to identify a theory of causation with any of
the non-Buddhist schools during this period.
(762) It is with Buddhism that we, for the first time, meet with a clearcut theory of causation in the history of Indian thought.
(763) Causation as understood in Buddhism stands midway between
the Indeterminism of yadrcchävada and the Strict Determinism of
niyativäda. The Buddhists seem to have coined the term adhicca^samuppanna- to denote the concept of yadrcchä. These Indeterminists
(adhicca-samuppannikä) are said to be of two types on epistemological
grounds, (1) those who base their theory on (jhänic) observation, and
(2) those who base their theory on reasoning (D. I.28,29). The former,
it is said, learn to recollect their past with their retro cognitive vision
'up to the moment of the arising of consciousness but not further'
(sannuppädam anussarati, tato param nanussarati, D. I.28, 29) and
argue as follows: 'I did not exist before, but now not having existed,
have come into existence' (aham hi pubbe nähosim, so'mhi etarahi
ahutvä sattatäya parinato, loc. ciu). We see from this description the
indeterminism of the theory—the belief that an event takes place with
no relation to its past. The PTS. Dictionary derives the etymology of
the term from Skr. * adhrtya ) P.adhicca (from V^hr, to bear, support)
but it appears more likely that this word was coined on the analogy of
paticca- (in paticca-samuppäda-, paticca-samuppanna-) in order to
distinguish this concept from the latter. If so, the term is derived from
adhi+ V H - ( t )y a (gerundive) meaning 'having come on top o f as
compared with prati-f- VH" 00y a meaning 'having come on account
of.
(764) The Buddhist theory likewise differed from Strict Determinism
(niyativäda) in holding that 'the effort of the individual' (atta-kära-)
was sometimes a factor in causal processes and this was not strictly
determined. The proof of this was the empirical fact that we feel free
to act and exercise our effort, called our 'initiative' (ärabbhadhätu) in
many situations1 (A. III.337,338). At A. I.173-5, three non-causationist
1
Cp. Katham hi näma say am abhikkamanto sayam patikkamanto evam
vakkhati, natthi attakäro . . . ti? i.e. How can one walking up and down with
one's own effort say that there is no personal effort . . ., loc. cit.
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theories are criticized. One of these was a determinist theory which
held that everything that happens is 'due to what one did in the past*
(pubbekatahetu, v. supra, 211); the other was a theistic form of
determinism, which held that everything was 'due to the creation of
God' (issara-nimmänahetu) (v. supra, 211). The third theory that is
criticized here is that everything happens 'without cause or reason'
(ahetu-appaccayä); this could be a reference to an indeterminist
(adhicca-samuppanna-) theory or to the determinism (niyativada) of
Pürana Kassapa (v. supra, 199). Buddhism was also opposed to the
quasi-determinism of svabhävaväda (v. supra, 211).
(765) The words expressing causation in the Pali Canon are too many
to be recorded. As Stebbing says 'most transitive verbs except those
that express emotional attitudes express causation' (op. ciu, p. 260).
Buddhaghosa gives a list of synonyms meaning 'cause': 'paccaya-,
hetu-, kärana-, nidäna-, sambhava-, pabhava-, etc. . . . have the same
meaning though the words are different'.1 These are among the words
frequently found denoting a 'cause' in the Pali Canon; we may add the
word 'upanisä'2 (S. 11.30, 31) to this list. Hetu and paccaya are the
commonest and are used synonymously and together to denote 'cause'
in the Nikäyas (M. I.444, 516; A. IV. 151; S. IV.68, 69) but in the
Abhidhamma Pitaka, hetu is only the first of twenty-four paccayas
(conditions) and denotes the psychological motives of an action.3 The
necessity for this distinction and change in meaning is foreseeable in
the examples given of causation in the Nikäyas.
(766) We have already seen that in the account given of the causal
genesis of sense-perception, three conditions were considered to be
individually necessary and together sufficient for the production of the
effect (v. supra, 745). To take a case of natural physical (biological)
causation, it is said that if'the five kinds of seed' (päncabijajätäni)—the
cause—are to 'sprout, grow up and attain maturity' (vuddhim virülhim
vepullam äpajjeyyum, S. III.54)—the effect, three conditions have to be
satisfied, viz. (1) the seeds have to be unbroken, not rotten, not
destroyed by the wind or sun and fresh (akhandäni apütini avätätapahatäni säradäni, loc. cit.)> (2) they must be well-planted (sukhasayitäni,
1
Paccayo hetu käranam nidänam sambhavo pabhavo ti ädi atthato ekam
vyanjanato nänam, Vm. II.532.
2
Cp. Sphutärthäbhidharmakosavyäkhyä, Vol. 1, p. 188, 'hetuh pratyayo
nidänam käranam nimittam Ungarn upanisad iti paryäyäh.
3
v. Nyanatiloka, Guide Through the Abhidihamma Pitaka, p. 118.
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loc. cit.), and (3) they must have the benefit of the earth and water. It is
said that conditions (1) and (2) without (3) do not bring about the
result, nor (1) and (3) without (2) but only when all three conditions
are satisfied. The total cause thus consists of several conditions, each
of which has a different relationship to the effect and is, therefore, a
different type of condition. What the Patthäna does is to analyse and
define these various conditions.1 Sometimes the relationship between
cause and effect may be one of mutual dependence, in which case we
would prefer not to talk of a cause or effect for there is no priority of
the cause. Thus one of the relationships subsisting between 'the
psychophysical individual' (nämarüpa) and his 'consciousness'
(vinnänam) is such that 'the psychophysical individual is dependent
'on the consciousness' (vinnänapaccayä nämarüpam, D. II.56) and 'the
consciousness is dependent on the psychophysical individuality'
(nämarüpapaccayä vinnänam, loc. cit.). This relation is defined in the
Patthäna as 'the condition of mutual dependence' (anfiamafinapaccaya-)2.
(767) Buddhaghosa commenting on the word samuppada- (in
paticca-samuppäda-=causation) says that the word denotes the
presence of a plurality of conditions and their occurrence together (in
bringing about a result): 'Samuppanna- means when arising, it arises
together, i.e. co-ordinately, not singly nor without a cause' (uppajjamäno ca saha samä ca uppajjati na ekekato na pi ahetuto ti samuppanno, Vm. 521).
(768) Causation in Early Buddhism is not subjective and is not a
category imposed by the mind on phenomena. Its objectivity is
emphasized: 'Causation is said (to have the characteristics of) objec
tivity, necessity, invariability and conditionally' (tathatä avitathatä
anannathatä idappaccayatä ayam vuccati . . . paticcasamuppädo,
S. II.26). The Corny, explains these terms as follows: ' "Objectivity",
etc., are synonyms of what is characteristic of causation. As those
conditions alone, neither more nor less, bring about this or that event,
there is said to be "objectivity"; since there is no failure even for a
moment to produce the events which arise when the conditions come
together, there is said to be "necessity"; since no event different from
(the effect) arises with (the help of) other events or conditions there is
said to be "invariability"; from the condition or group of conditions,
1

v. Nyantiloka, op. cit., pp. 118-127, f ° r
as defined in the Patthäna.

an

account of these various relations
2
y. Nyanatiloka, op. cit., p. 120.
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which give rise to such states as decay and death, etc., as stated, there
is said to be ''conditionally".' 1
(769) That a causal sequence or concomitance occurs independently
of us and that all we do is to discover this, is implied in the following
description of causation: 'What is causation? On account of birth
arises decay and death. Whether Tathägatas arise or not, this order
exists namely the fixed nature of phenomena, the regular pattern of
phenomena or conditionality. This the Tathägata discovers and
comprehends; having discovered and comprehended it, he points it
out, teaches it, lays it down, establishes, reveals, analyses, clarifies it
and says 'look!" (Katamo ca paticcasamuppädo ? Jätipaccayä . . .
jarämaranam; uppädä vä Tathägatänam anuppädä vä Tathägatänam
thitä va sä dhätu dhammatthitatä dhammaniyämatä idappaccayatä.
Tarn Tathägato abhisambujjhati abhisameti; abhisambujjhitvä abhisametvä äcikkhati deseti pannapeti patthapeti vivarati vibhajati uttanikaroti passathä ti cäha, S. II.25).
(770) This causal cosmic order (y, sä . . . dhätu dhammatthitatä . . .
idappaccayatä, loc. cit.) was known as the dhamma-dhätu, which is
claimed to be thoroughly comprehended (suppatividdhä, M. 1.3 96)
by the Buddha. Its causality is denoted by the term 'dhammatä' which
literally means 'the nature of things'. Thus it is said, 'it is in the nature
of things (dhammatä) that the absence of remorse is present in a virtuous
person. A person who has no (feelings of) remorse need not determine
in his mind that joy should arise in him. It is of the nature of things
(dhammatä) that joy arises in a person who lacks remorse. A person who
is joyful need not determine in his mind that delight should arise in
him. It is of the nature of things that delight arises in a joyful person.'2
Here by the term 'the nature of things' (dhammatä) are meant the
causal psychological processes. But as we have seen, causality is not
1
Tathatä ti ädini paccayäkärass'eva vevacanäni. So tehi tehi paccayehi
anünädhikeh'eva tassa tassa dhammassa sambhavato tathatä ti. Sämaggim
upagatesu paccayesu muhuttam pi tato nibbattänam dhammänam asambhav'äbhävato avithatä ti, annadhammapaccayehi anna-dhammänuppattito anafifiathä
ti. Yathä vuttänam etesam jarämaranädlnam paccayato vä paccayasamühato vä
idappaccatä ti vutto, SA. II, 41; cp. Vm. 518.
2
Dhammatä esä . . . yam sllavato . . . avippatisäro uppajjati. Avippatisärissa
. . . na cetanäya karanlyam 'pämujjam me uppajjatü' ti. Dhammatä esä . . . yam
avippatisärissa pämujjam uppajjati. Pamuditassa . . . na cetanäya karanlyam *piti
me uppajjatü' ti. Dhammatä esä . . . yam pamuditassa piti uppajjati, A.V. 2, 3,
312; cp. for more examples, M. I.324, A. II.21.
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confined to psychological processes. We mentioned an example of the
operation of the causal process in the organic world (v. supra, 766).
Likewise, when it is said that among the causes of the failure of rain
are the disturbances of temperature and pressure (wind) in the upper
atmosphere,1 we notice an attempt to give a physical causal explanation
of the phenomenon of rain (although mythical and ethical reasons for
rain are also mentioned in this context).
(771) Those occurrences which are causally connected are considered
to have the following relation, namely that (1) 'whenever A is present,
B is present' (imasmim sati idam hoti, Ud. 2; M. I.264), and (2) 'when
ever A is absent, B is absent' (imasmim asati idam na hoti, Ud. 2;
•M. I.264). This means that B does not occur unless A is present and
occurs only when A is present. Thus a one-one correlation is estab
lished between the conditions constituting the cause and their effect.
This is a scientific view of causation as opposed to the practical com
mon-sense view.2 (1) and (2) constitute the two main principles of
causal determination as stated in the Päli Nikäyas.3 From the above
abstract formula may be distinguished the concrete formula, which has
reference to the world of change. 'From the arising of A, B arises;
from the cessation of A, B ceases' (imass'uppädä idam uppajjati . . .
imassa nirodhä idam nirujjhati, Ud. 2, M. I.263, 264; S. II.70).
(772) We find many applications of this formula. We have already
noticed the explanation of psychological and physical processes
(v. supra, 770) in terms of causation. We likewise find a causal explana
tion given of the origin of consciousness in order to reject the belief in
an unchanging substratum of consciousness4 (M. I.256-60). Similarly,
we find a causal account of the genesis of the five constituents, we cling
to. 5 Causal explanations are offered to repudiate the theory that
1
v. . . . ime vassassa antaräyä . . . upari äkäse tejodhätu pakuppati tena uppannä
meghä pativigacchanti . . . puna ca param . . . upari äkäse väyodhätu pakuppati,
tena uppannä meghä pativigacchanti, A. III. 243.
2
v. Stebbing, op. cit., p. 264, 'The practical agent, however, is content with a
relation that is determinate only in the direction from cause to effect; wherever X
occurs, E occurs. But the scientific investigator wants to find a relation that is
equally determinate in either direction, that is, he seeks a one-one relation:
wherever Xoccurs, E occurs, andE does not occur unless Xhas occurred*
3
v. Stebbing, op. cit., p . 319.
4
Cp. O. H. de A. Wijesekera, 'Vedic Gandharva and Päli Gandhabba* in
UCR., Vol. 2, p. 93.
5
Paticcasamuppannä kho pan'ime pancüpädänakkhandhä . . . M.I. 191. .
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everything is strictly determined by our own actions in the past
(S. IV.230), to disprove the belief that moral degradation and purity is
due to fortuitous circumstances (S. III.69), and to show that the
experience of pleasure and pain was not due to the work of metaphysical
agents (S. 11-38), etc.
(773) These general applications of the causal principle have in turn
to be distinguished from the special application in what is called 'the
Chain of Causation' after Burnouf. * This has been practically the only
aspect of causation in Buddhism discussed by many scholars.2 They
have thus given a distorted view of the role of causation in these texts.
Keith says that 'the chain of causation is essentially an explanation of
misery; it tells us nothing regarding physical causes . . .'.3 He concludes
that 'to assign to Buddhism faith in the uniformity of the causal process
or of nature is absurd' (pp. cit., p. 113), but it will be seen that this
latter observation is without basis in the light of the evidence that we
have adduced so far. Keith has failed to take sufficient note of the
general formula of causation (y. supra, 771) or the two principles of
causal determination, the mention both of psychological as well as of
physical causal processes (v. supra, 770) and the conception of the
cosmos as a causally ordered whole (y. supra, 770) in the Päli Nikäyas.
(774) To discuss the problems raised by this 'Chain of Causation' and
its treatment at the hands of scholars would divert us from our task.
We shall therefore confine ourselves to making a few observations
pertinent to our purpose. Almost all scholars have said that the purpose
of this 'Chain' is to explain misery.4 This is only partly true. From the
evidence of the texts, it appears to have been used primarily to explain
rebirth and karma without recourse to the metaphysical ätmanhypothesis of the Eternalists and without falling into the other extreme
of Materialism. The Eternalists of the Upanisads explained rebirth and
karma by assuming a self-identical soul which passed on from existence
to existence as the agent of all actions and the recipient of reactions
1

v. Thomas, History of Buddhist Thought, p. 58.
Kern, Manual of Buddhism, pp. 46-9; P. Oltramare, La Formule Bouddhique
des Dou^e Causes, Geneva, 1909; Poussin, Theorie des Dou%e Causes, Gand, 1913;
Thomas, History of Buddhist Thought, pp. 58-70, 78-80; Stcherbatsky, The Cen~
tral Conception of Buddhism and the Meaning of the Word 'Dharma', London,
1923, pp. 28-31.^
3
Buddhist Philosophy, p. 112.
4
v. Thomas, History of Buddhist Thought, p. 58, 'The Formula is held to
expound the two truths of the origin of pain and the cessation of pain'.
2
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(cp. Maitri, 3.1; Svet. 4.12). As an Empiricist {v. infra, 793) the Buddha
could not posit the existence of a soul. At the same time he could not,
like the Materialists, deny the continuity of the individual after death
and the responsibility of the individual for his actions. The raison d'etre
of the ' Chain of Causation' lies therefore mainly in the fact that it gives
a causal account of the factors operating in maintaining the process of
the individual and thereby of suffering. This is clear from the following
statement: 'In the belief that the person who acts is the same as the
person who experiences . . . he posits Eternalism; in the belief that the
person who acts is not the same as the person who experiences . . . he
posits Materialism. Avoiding both these extremes the Tathägata preaches
the doctrine in the middle. On ignorance depends our volitional acts
\sankhara) 1 ... In this manner there arises this mass of suffering... does
there cease this mass of suffering'.2 Another purpose for which the
'Chain' was employed was to substitute an empirical causal explanation
of the (relative) origin and development of the individual in place of
an explanation in terms of metaphysical first causes or final causes.
Thus, after enumerating the causal process of the genesis and develop
ment of the individual, the Buddha says: 'Would you, O monks,
knowing and seeing thus probe {lit. run behind) the prior end of things
. . . or pursue {lit. run after) the final end of things?' (api nu tumhe
bhikkhave evam jänantä evam passantä pubbantam vä patidhäveyyätha
. . . aparantam vä ädhäveyyätha, M. I.265). In the face of this evidence
it is surprising that many scholars (Kern, Jacobi, Pischel, Schayer)
should have tried to explain this 'Chain' as a 'kosmische Emanationsformel',3 comparing it with the Sänkhya series. In fact it is expressly
implied that 'ignorance' (avijjä) is not a first cause: 'The first beginning
of ignorance is not known (such that we may say), before this there
was no ignorance, at this point there arose ignorance'... but that ignor
ance is causally conditioned can be known' (purimä . . . koti na pannayati avijjäya 'ito pubbe avijjä nähosi, atha pacchä sambhavi' ti . . .
Atha ca pana pafinäyati 'idappaccayä avijjä' ti, A. V.113).
1

For a detailed discussion of the meaning of this term, v. K. N . Jayatilleke,
'Some Problems of Translation and Interpretation I\ UCR., Vol. 7, pp. 213-23.
2
So karoti so patisamvediyati ti . . . sassatam etam pareti. Anno karoti anno
patisamvediyati t i . . . .ucchedam etam pareti. Ete te . . . ubho ante anupagamma
majjhena Tathägato dhammam deseti; avijjäpaccayä sankhärä . . . evam etassa
kevalassa dukkhakkhandhassa samudayo hoti . . . evam etassa kevalassa dukkhakkhandhassa nirodho hoti ti, S. II.20, 21.
3
v. Thomas, History of Buddhist Thought, p. 79.
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(775) From the use made of causation in the Nikäyas, one could see
that causal empirical explanations were everywhere substituted (e.g.
theories of perception, knowledge, consciousness, etc.), for prevalent
metaphysical theories. What about the theory of causation itself? Was
it metaphysical or empirical ? A comparison with some of the theories
of causation in the Hindu philosophical schools is not without value
for this purpose, in order to see more clearly where the Buddhist
theory stood. W e may list these theories as follows:
1. Saktivada (the theory that the cause is a kind of force)—Pürva
Mimämsä.
2. Satkäranaväda = Vivartaväda (the theory that everything has
Being as its cause and is a manifestation of Being)—Vedänta.
3. Satkäryaväda (the theory that the effect is contained in the cause)—
Sänkhya.
4. Asatkäryaväda = Ärambhaväda (the theory that the effect is not
contained in the cause and is something new)—Nyäya-Vaisesika.
(776) Of these the Saktivada, which resembles an Activity theory 1 of
causation, is criticized in the BHS. text, the Sälistamba Sütra. Here it is
said that although the 'element of heat' (tejodhätuh) is a causal factor
in making a seed grow, it does not do this out of its own will: 'It does
not occur to the element of heat, " I shall bring this seed to maturity" '
(tejodhätor api naivam bhavati, 'aham bijam paripäcayami' ti, Ärya
Sälistamba Sütra, Ed. Sästri, p. 5). This sentiment, it may be noted,
was already expressed in a psychological context in the Nikäyas, when
it was said for instance that 'a person who lacks remorse need not
make an act of will (saying), "Let joy arise in me". It is of the nature
of things that joy arises to one who lacks remorse' (avippatisärissa na
cetanäya karanlyam 'pämujjam me uppajjatu ti. Dhammatä esä . . .
yam avippatisärissa pämujjam uppajjati, A. V.2; v. supra, 724). W e
may observe from this that even in psychological causation, a con
scious act of will was not always considered necessary in bringing
about a subsequent psychological state. This constitutes a criticism
of the animistic and activist conception of causation.
(777) Although the Satkäryaväda, which is an Entailment theory 2
holding that the cause necessarily brings about its effect, which is
contained in it and the Vedäntic Satkäranaväda are not mentioned as
1
2

v. A. C. Ewing, The Fundamental Questions of Philosophy, pp. 169-72.
v. Ewing, op. cit.} pp. 162-9.
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such, we meet with foreshadowings of these two theories in preBuddhistic thought. In the Aitareya Äranyaka, where it was said that
Water was the cause and the world the effect (v. supra, 760), we find
the statement, 'whatever there is belonging to the son, belongs to the
father; whatever there is belonging to the father, belongs to the son', 1
meaning by 'father' and 'son' cause and effect respectively. This seems
to imply both that the effect (son) is contained in the cause (father)
and that the cause (father) persists in the effect (son). This resembles
the Satkäryaväda. Similarly in the thought of Uddälaka we found that
Being (sat) was the ultimate substance, which manifested itself in the
variety of the forms of nature (y. supra, 25); this is analogous to the
Satkäranaväda. Now it seems to be this kind of belief of theory, which
implies the presence of the effect in the cause or the immanence of the
cause in the effect, that is criticized in the Potthapäda Sutta (Digha
Nikäya). Here in the causal sequence 'milk, curds, butter, ghee, etc.',
it was pointed out that one should not consider 'milk' to persist in
'curds' or 'curds' to exist in 'milk' in some mysterious manner (v.
supra, 534), this is the kind of claim made in the above two theories.
One may observe that according to the Satkäryaväda, 'the oil exists
in the sesamum, the statue in the stone, the curd in the millc.1 The
Asatkäryaväda, the least metaphysical theory, was in fact later con
fused with the causal theory of the Buddhists.3
(778) The Buddhist theory is therefore empirical since it spoke only of
observable causes without any metaphysical pre-suppositions of any
substrata behind them. It closely resembles the Regularity theory4
except for the fact that it speaks of the empirical necessity (avitathatä,
v. supra, 768) of the causal sequence or concomitance and does not
seem to hold that all inductive inferences are merely probable (v. supra,
758). At the same time it is necessary to note that the Buddhist theory
of causation was not deterministic (v. supra, 764), since it included
mental decisions among the causal factors and these were not con
sidered to be strictly determined. Thus, it is said that 'a person who
knows and sees things as they are, need not make an effort of will
(saying), "I shall become disinterested"; it is of the nature of things
that a person who knows and sees becomes disinterested'.5 But
1

Aitareya Äranyaka 2.1.8.1; SBE., Vol. 1, p. 212.
3
v. Das Gupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. 1, p. 257.
Ibid.
A
v. Ewing, op. cit., pp. 160-2.
5
Yathäbhütam . . . jänato passato na cetanäya karaniyam 'nibbindämr ti.
Dhammatä esä . . . yam yathäbhütam jänam passam nibbindati, A. V.313.
2
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elsewhere it is said that if a person 'being ardent gains knowledge and
insight, is pleased and satisfied with his knowledge and insight and
because of it praises himself and looks down on others' 1 (M. 1.195), he
would not progress on to the next stage of his spiritual development
(loc. cit.). So what is 'in the nature of things' (dhammatä) is only a
probability and not a necessity, when psychological factors are in
volved.
(779) It is evident that causation plays a central role in the Nikäyas.
It is claimed to be the truth about the universe discovered by the
Buddha in the final stage of his enlightenment (Ud. 1, 2; Vin. L i , 2).
It is expressly identified with the dhamma: 'He who sees (the nature of)
causation, sees the dhamma (i.e. the teaching) and he who sees the
dhamma sees (the nature of) causation' (yo paticcasamuppädam
passati so dhammam passati, yo dhammam passati so paticcasamup
pädam passati, M. 1.191). A stanza of great antiquity found both in
the Pali and the BHS. literature reads as follows:
Pali: ye dhammä hetuppabhavä tesam hetum Tathägato äha,
tesan ca yo nirodho evamvädi Mahäsamano.2
Buddhist Sanskrit: ye dharmä hetuprabhavä hetum tesäm
Tathägato' vadat,
tesäfi ca yo nirodha evamvädi Mahäsramanah.3
I.e. the Great Recluse says that the Tathägata has spoken of the cause
of things, which arise from causes and also of their cessation. Besides.
it is said that the recluse Gotama in preaching his doctrine makes
statements which are 'meaningful' (sappätihäriyam, M. II.9) and
'causal' (sanidänam, loc. cit.). Apart from this, there is much inscriptional evidence for a widespread belief in causation in the Buddhist
world.4
(780) In the light of the above evidence, we cannot subscribe to
Thomas' belief that in Buddhism causation was never applied as a
'universal philosophical principle',5 to a similar view of Keith to which
1

. . . Appamatto samäno nänadassanam ärädheti. So tena nänadassanena
attamano hoti paripunnasamkappo. So tena nänadassanena attän'ukkamseti
2
param vambheti, loc. eh.
Vin. I.41.
3
The Lankävatära Sütra, Ed. Nanjio, p. 444; Äryapratityasamutpäda Sütra,
printed in Ärya Sälistamba Sütra, ed. Sästri, p. 26.
4
v. S. Konow, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. 2, Part I, 1929, pp. 152 ff.
H. Johnston, 'The Gopalpur Bricks', JRAS., 1938, pp. 549 ff.; B. C. Law, 'The
Formulation of the Pratityasamutpäda', JRAS., i937> PP- 2 9 ° ff5
Life of the Buddha, p. 199.
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we have already referred (v. supra, 773) nor with R. E. Hume's remark
that 'neither Buddha nor the Buddhist writings had any interest in
problems of . . . scientific causation'.1 Kern's criticism that in the
'Chain of Causation' 'the difference between post hoc and the propter
hoc is utterly ignored'2 is invalid, since the mention of the two prin
ciples of causal determination shows an awareness of the difference
between coincidental and causal sequences. Thomas' observation that
to say that 'birth is the cause of old age' is 'like calling day the cause of
night'3 is the kind of objection that has been levelled against the
Regularity theory even in its modern form.4
(781) Mrs Rhys Davids has said that 'the only general principle of
thought put forward in Europe which harmonizes with Buddhist
axioms is that "Principle or Law of Sufficient Reason" for which
certain logicians notably Leibniz claimed equal rank with the three
named above, namely that "nothing happens without a reason why it
should be so rather than otherwise". This comes very near to the
idappaccayatä (this is conditioned by that) of Buddhist causality'.5
This is a very misleading suggestion for the two have nothing in
common. It is true that according to Leibniz's law of sufficient reason
'nothing happens without a reason',6 but the reason is best known to
God, who creates the best of all possible worlds, in which whatever
happens necessarily contributes towards making it the best. This is
the sufficient reason for all contingent truths and it lies in (the goodness
of) God, who chose out of his free will to create this world in preference
to every other possible world, which was relatively less perfect.7 Since
the knowledge of these reasons involves an infinite analysis of possible
facts, in the light of their contribution to the goodness of possible
worlds (and/or compossibility8), the reasons cannot usually be known
by men.9 This is an attempt to explain things in terms of final causes.10
1

'Miracles in the Canonical Scriptures of Buddhism' in JAOS., Vol. 44, p. 162.
3
Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 47.
History of Buddhist Thought, p. 62.
4
5
Stebbing, op. cit., p. 282.
'Logic (Buddhist)' in ERE., Vol. 8, p. 133.
6
B. Russell, The Philosophy of Leihnii, p. 32.
7
R. L. Saw, Leibnii, Penguin Books, London, 1954, p. 36.
8
Russell has suggested that in an esoteric account of his philosophy, Leibniz
tries to account for existence by purely logical considerations, with no mention
of God or creation, v. A History of Western Philosophy, p. 617.
9
R. L. Saw, op. cit., pp. 32, 33.
10
Russell, The Philosophy of Leibniz, p. 34- 'Thus the law of sufficient reason,
as applied to actual existents, reduces itself definitely to the assertion of final
causes . . , \
2
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It will be seen that this conception is theistic, metaphysical and relates
to final causes. It is, therefore, utterly opposed to the conception of
empirical causation as we find it in Buddhism.1
(782) Mrs Rhys Davids hailed the appearance of the causal theory of
the Buddhist texts for the first time in Indian thought as an evolutionary
moment in the history of ideas in one of her earlier works.2 She dis
tinguished between the 'formula of causation in general'3 from the
'Chain of Causation' in her article on 'Paticcasamuppäda' in the ERE. 4
But when she changed her views about what constituted the message
of original Buddhism and the methodology of discovering this, we
find her anxious to dismiss causation as playing a very minor role in
Early Buddhism.5 She tries to make out that the causal theory was a
contribution of the monk Kappina, suggests the flimsiest of evidence
for this and ends up by admitting the weakness of her own surmise.6
She then tries to play down the importance of causation by suggesting
that 'Gotama was a Way-mandater, not Cause-mandater' (op. cit.y
p. 146), that the applied formula . . . was not included in the list of
sayings adduced as a final charge to his men by the dying Founder'
(op. cit.y p. 152) and such considerations, none of which contradict or
explain the important place that causation has in the Pali Canonical
texts. Her whole theory has to be dismissed on methodological
grounds. She starts with certain a priori assumptions as to what
Original Buddhism ought to have taught, picks out what appears to
support her views (after a good deal of misinterpretation at times) and
dismisses the great bulk of the material as monkish editing. When a
statement occurs too frequently it is discarded as a 'stereotyped
phrase'.7 If it occurs* rarely, it is likewise rejected when it does not
1

Russell speaks of two principles of sufficient reason, the general and the
special (The Philosophy of Leibniz, P- 3°)> the former applying to possible existents
and the latter to actual existents (pp. 30, 36). He says that the former is 'a form
of the law of causality asserting all possible causes to be desires or appetites'
(p. 30). Even this conception of causality is opposed in Buddhism (v. supra, 776).
1
Buddhism, Williams and Norgate, London, 1912, pp. 105, 106.
3
Taticcasamuppäda', ERE., Vol. 9, p. 672.
4
We find this distinction drawn even in Säkya or Buddhist Origins, London,
1931, p. 152, where she speaks of 'the abstract statement' and 'the concrete
5
application'.
Säkya or Buddhist Origins, pp. 133, 162.
6
Op. cit., p. 143, 'Save for the opening lines, I do not see that these verses,
imputed to Kappina, strengthen my surmise, that in him we have a man chiefly
responsible for Säkya becoming, in repute, a religion based on causation'.
7
v. Säkya or Buddhist Origins, p. 136, 'Further, the prose rejoinder of Säriputta
is a stereotyped phrase occurring elsewhere in the Pitakas'.
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1

agree with her assumptions or what they imply. On the basis of such
a method of purely imaginative reconstruction, there is no limit to the
number of largely speculative theories, which can be claimed to be the
original message of Buddhism. For this reason, such speculations are
of little value for scholarship, since no objective methodological
criteria and rules of interpretation are adhered to.
(783) Inductive inferences in Buddhism are therefore based on a
theory of causation. These inferences are made on the data of per
ception, normal and paranormal. What is considered to constitute
knowledge are direct inferences made on the basis of the data of such
perceptions. All the knowledge that the Buddha and his disciples
claim to have in 'knowing and seeing' (v. supra, 741), except for the
knowledge of Nirvana, appears to be of this nature. For reasons of
space we cannot examine all the doctrines of Buddhism in order to see
whether they could be explained on this basis. Nor is this necessary,
for we are concerned only with the epistemological foundations of the
thought of the Canon. We shall therefore merely illustrate by taking
a few samples, how the doctrines of Buddhism may be considered to be
epidemically derived from direct inferences based on perception,
normal or extrasensory.
(784) Let us first take some examples of direct inferences based on the
data of normal perception:
(1) The statement that 'on account of birth there is decay and death'
(jätipaccayä — jarämaranam, S. II.25) is an empirical generalization
based on the observation (by perception) that all those who are
'known and seen' to be born eventually grow old and die. From the
observed cases the inductive inference (anvayanäna-) is made that all
those who are born, whether in the past or in the future, grow old and
die.
(2) The statement that 'all conditioned things are impermanent*
(sabbe sankhärä aniccä, M. I.228) is a similar empirical generalization.
Quoting this example, Professor Wijesekera has observed that 'this is
not given as a result of metaphysical inquiry or of any mystical
intuition but as a straightforward judgment to be arrived at by
investigation and analysis. It is founded on unbiased thought and has
a purely empirical basis'.2
1
v. op. clt.y p. 136, 'Further, the verse found in inscriptions on ruins at Benares
and elsewhere occurs nowhere else in the Pitakas'.
2
O. H. de A. Wijesekera, The Three Signata, Kandy, i960, pp. 2, 3.
p*
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(3) When it is asked whether the Buddha holds that the statement
'grief, lamentation, mental agony, sorrow and anxiety arise from and
originate from attachment' (piyajätikä . . . sokaparidevadukkhadomanassupäyäsä piyappabhavikä, M. II. 108), he says 'yes9 (evam
etam, loc. cit.) and adds that 'it should be understood in this way' (tad
aminä p'etam . . . pariyäyena veditabbam, loc. cit.). He then enumer
ates a series of observed historical instances of people in Sävatthi, who
because of their deep attachment to their loved ones, were given to grief
when they died and lost their senses. He also recounts a case where a
person killed his betrothed and committed suicide in the hope of re
uniting with her in the hereafter, when she professed not to love him.1
(4) The statement that 'among human beings there aren't the usual
characteristics, which constitute species' (n'atthi manussesu Ungarn
jätimayam puthu, Sn. 607) or in other words that the human race was
biologically one species, is based on a keen observation of nature.2
It is said that the grasses, trees, worms, moths, ants, four-footed
creatures, serpents, fishes, birds have 'characteristics that constitute
species' (Ungarn jätimayam, Sn. 601-6) and that therefore there are
'different species' (annamannä jätiyo, loc. cit.) among them. But this
is not the case with human beings, who do not have such character
istics in respect of their hair, head, ears, colour, etc. (loc. cit.); the
difference among men is said to be only nominal (vokäran ca manus
sesu samafinäya pavuccati, Sn. 611).
(785) Statements were not only justified on the basis of empirical
evidence but were rejected as false when they conflicted with what was
empirically observed. Thus the statement held by certain recluses and
brahmins to the effect that 'so long as a person is young one is en
dowed with intellectual capacity . . . but this is lost with old age*
(yävad eväyam bhavam puriso daharo . . . tävad eva paramapannäveyyattiyena samannägato hoti yato . . . ayam . . . vayo anuppatto . . *
atha tamhä pannäveyyattiyä parihäyati ti, M. 1.82) is said to be in
correct. In support of this the Buddha points to his own example and
to 'four centenarians (cattäro . . . vassasatäyukä, loc. cit.) in the Order
who are endowed with the highest intellectual capacity despite their
old age. Likewise, the proposition held to be true by certain recluses
1

Atha kho sä itthi sämikam etad avoca: . . . ahan ca tarn na icchami ti. Atha
kho so puriso tam itthim dvidhä chetvä attänam uppätesi: ubho pecca bhavissamä
ti, M. II. 109, 110.
2
For a detailed account of this argument, v. G. P. Malalasekera and K. N .
Jayatilleke, Buddhism and the Race Question, UNESCO, 1958, pp. 35-7-
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and brahmins to the effect that 'all those who kill living creatures
experience pain and sorrow in this life itself (yo koci pänam atimäpeti,
sabbo so ditth'eva dhamme dukkham domanassam patisamvediyati,
S. IV.343) is said to be false since some people are honoured in this
very life if they kill the king's enemies (loc. cit.).
(786) We find at the same time that many of the doctrines of Buddhism
are claimed to be inductive inferences based on the data of extra
sensory perception. In this respect, extrasensory perception is
treated at the same level as normal perception and it is considered
possible to make both valid and erroneous inferences on this data
(y. infra, 790). It may be asked whether the claims to extrasensory
perception belong to the mythical and miraculous element in the Canon
and whether these claims were actually made by the Buddha and his
disciples. There is reason to believe that these claims were actually
made. There is no doubt that yoga-practices prevailed among the
thinkers of the Middle and Late Upanisads, the Jains, some of the
Äjivikas and the Buddhists. Claims of this kind were common to all
these schools. They are not considered miraculous but the result of the
natural development of the mind in the Buddhist texts (y. supra, 724)
and have a close connection with the central doctrines of Buddhism
(v. infra, 797). Some of these experiences such as ante-natal retrocognition1 have been claimed by people under deep hypnosis.2 For
others such as telepathy and clairvoyance, it is believed that there is a
certain amount of experimental data which tends to confirm the exis
tence of such faculties.3 We have reason therefore to believe that genuine
claims were made about having these experiences. The other question
is whether these experiences were veridical or delusive. This falls outside
the scope of our study and we do not propose to examine it here.
1
Cp. a similar but less explicit claim attributed to Pythagoras, v. Kirk and
Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers, p. 223.
2
v. T h . Flournoy (Professor of Psychology, University of Geneva), Des
Indes ä la Planete Mars, Geneva, 1899; W . McDougall, An Outline of Abnormal
Psychology, Sixth Edition, London, 1948, p. 510 fT.; cp. Charles A. Cory (Asso
ciate Professor of Philosophy, Washington University), 'A Divided Self in
Journal of Abnormal Psychology, Vol. XIV, Boston, 1919-20, pp. 282,283; cp. also
Ian Stevenson, The Evidence for Survival from Claimed Memories of'Former In
carnations, Thamesmouth Printing Co. Ltd., Essex, 1961, and C. J. Ducasse, The
Belief in a Life after Death, Illinois, 1961, p. 241-299.
3
v. J. B. Rhine, New Frontiers of the Mind, Penguin Books, 1950; cp. by the
same author, The Reach of the Mind, London, 1948; also, R. Tischner, Telepathy
and Clairvoyance, London, 1925.
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(787) Prominent among the doctrines derived as an inductive in
ference on the basis of the data of extrasensory perception, is karma
as taught in the Pali Canonical texts. There is said to be a general as
well as a specific correlation between the kind of life led in this world
and one's state of survival. Now it is said that 'the decease and sur
vival of beings is to be verified by one's (clairvoyant) vision' (sattänam
cutüpapäto . . . cakkhunä sacchikaraniyo, A. II. 183). But with this
clairvoyant vision one is also said to notice a correlation between the
character of a person and his state of survival: 'He sees some beings
endowed with bodily, verbal or mental misconduct, who reproach the
holy men, hold false views and act in accordance with false views born
in a state of decline, in an unhappy condition, in a state of downfall and
a lower state at death on the dissolution of the body; and (he sees)
other beings, who are born in a happy state, in a heavenly world at
death on the dissolution of the body'. 1 It is this correlation between
good character and a happy state after death, and bad character and
an unhappy state after death that is called karma. For a person who has
this clairvoyant vision is said 'to know how these beings fare
according to their karma' (yathäkammüpage satte pajänäti, loc. cit.).
(788) In the Mahäsihanäda Sutta, Majjhima Nikäya, the Buddha
claims to test this in a way analogous to the testing of an hypothesis.
The Buddha says that he first examines by means of his telepathic
powers the mind of a certain individual in order to gauge the general
tone of his character. From this knowledge in the light of the karmahypothesis he expects the individual to be born in a certain state after
death. At a later time he observes this individual with his clairvoyant
perception to see in what state he has survived and finds that the
prediction made in accordance with the above hypothesis is confirmed,
thus verifying the truth of the hypothesis. The text reads as follows:
'Here I observe with my mind the mind of a certain person as follows:
"This person so conducts himself, behaves in such a way and follows
such a path that at death on the dissolution of the body he would be
born in an unhappy state . . . ; at a later time I observe him by means of
(my) clear paranormal clairvoyant vision, surviving in the unhappy
1
So . . . passati . . .: ime . . . sattä käya-duccaritena samannägatä vacl° . . .
mano-° . . . ariyänam upavädakä micchä-ditthikä micchä-ditthi-kammasamädänä. Te käyassa bhedä param maranä apäyam duggatim vinipätam nirayam
upapannä. Ime vä pana . . . sattä käyasucaritena samannägatä vaci° . . . mano-° . . .
ariyänam anupavädakä . . . te käyassa bhedä param maranä sugatim saggam
lokam upapannä ti. D . I.82.
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state and experiencing extremely unpleasant sensations. Just as if
someone with sight were to observe a pit full of coals, without flames
or smoke . . . and a tired person walking on the only road leading to
this pit and say, "this person surely walks and moves in such a way and
follows such a road that he will fall into this pit"; at a later time he
would see him fallen into that pit of coals experiencing extremely
painful sensations'.1
(78 8A) The Buddha criticizes the Jain ascetics for not personally
verifying the truth or falsity of their karma-theory. He approaches
some Jain ascetics who were practising self-mortification in the belief
that self-induced suffering was an expiation of past sins, which become
exhausted as a result (M. I.92, 93). He finds that the theory on which
these practices were based, was accepted on the basis of the omniscience
of their teacher, but was not individually verified by them. He asks them
the following questions to all of which the Jain ascetics gave negative
answers. Do you know 'whether or not you existed in the past'
(ahuväm'eva mayam pubbe, na nähuvämä ti, M. I.93)? Do you know
Vhether you. did or did not do any evil karma in the past' (akaräm'eva
mayam pubbe päpam kammam, na akarämä ti, loc. cit.) ? Do you know
Vhat kind of evil karma you did in the past' (evarüpam vä päpam
kammam akarämä ti, loc. cit.) ? Do you know 'what amount of suffer
ing (due to sin) has been spent, what amount remains to be spent and
what amount of suffering was altogether necessary (for expiation)'
(ettakam vä dukkham nijjinnam ettakam vä dukkham nijjaretabbam
ettakamhi vä dukkhe nijjinne sabbam dukkham nijjinnam bhavissati
ti, loc. cit.). The example of the Jain ascetic was apparently contrasted
with the personal verification of his past karma on the part of the
disciple of the Buddha (see, however, infra, 798,799).
(789) The correlations worked out between different kinds of acts
1

Idäham . . . ekaccam puggalam evam cetasä ceto paricca pajänämi: tathä' yam
puggalo patipanno tathä ca iriyati tan ca maggam samärülho yathä käyassa bhedä
param maranä duggatim . . . upapajjissati ti; tarn enam passämi aparena samayena
dibbena cakkhunä visuddhena atikkantamänusakena... duggatim . . . upapannam
ekantadukkhä tippä katukä vedanä vediyamänam. Seyyathä ' p i . . . angärakäsu . . .
pür'angäränam vitaccikänam vitadhümänam, atha puriso ägaccheyya . . . kilanto
. . . ekäyanena maggena tarn eva angärakäsum panidhäya, tarn enam cakkhumä
puriso disvä evam vadeyya: tathä'yam bhavam puriso patipanno tathä ca iriyati
tan ca maggam samärülho yathä imam yeva angärakäsum ägamissati ti; tarn enam
passeyya aparena samayena tassa angärakäsuyä patitam ekantadukkhä . . . vedanä
vediyamänam, M. I.74.
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and the expected consequences in a subsequent human existence are
presumably to be verified in the same manner. Some of these correla
tions are as follows: (i) a person who kills living creatures (pänätipäti, M. III.203) . . . tends to be short-lived (appäyuka-samvattaniko,
loc. cit.), while a person who refrains from killing living creatures
(pänätipätä pativirato, loc. cit.) . . . tends to be long-lived (dlghäyukasamvattaniko, loc. cit.), (2) a person who harms creatures (sattänam
vihethakajätiko, M. 1.204) . . . tends to be sickly (bavhäbädhasamvattaniko, loc. cit.), while a person who refrains from harming
creatures (avihethakajätiko, loc. cit.) . . . tends to be healthy (appäbädhasamvattaniko, loc. cit.), (3) a person who is angry and irritable
(kodhano . . . upäyäsabahulo, loc. cit.) .. . tends to be ugly (dubbannasamvattaniko, loc. cit.), while a person who is not so, tends to be
beautiful (päsädikasamvattaniko, loc. cit.), etc.
(790) However, it is said that some of the inferences based on one's
clairvoyant vision may be invalid. The Mahäkammavibhanga Sutta,
Majjhima Nikäya, takes the following four examples:
(1) The first is that of a recluse or brahmin who attains a state of
mental concentration, in which he sees with his clairvoyant vision a
certain person who has misconducted himself born in an unhappy state
after death. On the basis of this experience he forms the following
conclusions, viz. (i) there are evil acts ( a t t h i . . . päpakäni kammäni,
M. III.21), (ii) there is an evil consequence for misconduct (atthi
duccaritassa vipäko, loc. cit.), (iii) that all those who kill living
creatures, steal, e t c . . . . are born in an unhappy state after death ( y o . . .
pänätipäti adinnädäyi... sabbo so . . . param maranä . . . duggatim . . .
uppajjati, loc. cit.), (iv) that those who assert (i), (ii) and (iii) are right
and the others wrong (ye evam jänanti, te sammä jänanti. Ye annathä
jänanti, micchä tesam nänan ti, loc. cit.). It is said that Vhat he has
himself known, himself seen, himself experienced' (sämam nätam
sämam dittham sämam viditam, loc. cit.) he dogmatically claims to be
'the only truth, all else being false' (idam eva saccam mogham anfiam,
loc. cit.).
(2) The second example is that of a person who similarly attains a
state of mental concentration, but sees with his clairvoyant vision a
person who has done evil in this life born after death in a happy state.
He comes to conclusions which are diametrically opposed to those of
(1), viz. (i) there are no evil acts, (ii) there is no evil consequence of
misconduct, (iii) that all those who kill living creatures, steal, etc. . . .
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are born in a happy state after death, and (iv) that those who assert
(2) (i), (ii) and (iii) are right and the others wrong.
(3) and (4) Two other examples are given to illustrate the other two
possibilities, namely, that of a person who sees a person of good
conduct born in a happy state and in an unhappy state respectively.
(791) In the course of this Sutta, it is pointed out that the Buddha does
not deny the validity of the claims to have observed what they did claim
to observe (M. III.212-15; e.g. Yan ca kho so evam äha: apäham
puggalam addasam idha pänätipätim adinnädäyim . . . param maranä
. . . sugatim
upapannan ti—idam assa anujänämi, i.e. I grant his
claim to have seen an individual who kills and steals, born after death
in a happy state). But he denies the validity of some of the inferences
made on the basis of these experiences. It is shown, for example, that
all four generalizations made from a single instance are mistaken, e.g.
yan ca kho so evam äha: yo kira bho pänätipäti . . . sabbo so . . .
duggatim . . . uppajjatl ti, idam assa nänujänämi, i.e. I do not approve
of his claim that all those who kill . . . are born in an unhappy state.
This shows a realization of the fact that one cannot make generaliza
tions on the basis of one (or a few) instances.1 But at the same time,
the general rule that good acts tend to make one's future state of
survival happy and vice versa is not denied for the apparent exceptions
(2 and 4) are explained as due to the performance of good or evil
deeds, as the case may be, sometime or another in one's past lives
(cp. pubbe vä'ssa tarn katam hoti . . . pacchä vä, M. III. 214, 215) or
due to a change of heart at the moment of death (maranakäle vä'ssa
h o t i . . . , loc. cit.).
(792) Not only, therefore, does Buddhism not give a theistic or meta
physical interpretation to these experiences, but considers it necessary
that we draw the right inferences from them in the same sense in
which it was necessary for us to be right about our inferences from
sense-experience.
(793) We have tried to show that perception (normal and paranormal)
and inductive inference are considered the means of knowledge in the
Päli Nikäyas. The emphasis that 'knowing' (jänam) must be based on
'seeing' (passam) or direct perceptive experience, makes Buddhism a
form of Empiricism. We have, however, to modify the use of the term
somewhat to mean not only that all our knowledge is derived from
1

v, Stebbing, op. cit., p. 247.
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sense-experience but from extrasensory experience as well. This
extension we believe is justified in the light of the reasons that we gave
earlier (v. supra, 735). The definition of the term in Runes' Dictionary
of Philosophy also allows us to use the term 'empiricism' to include
the entire conscious content of the mind and not merely the data of the
senses: 'That the sole source of knowledge is experience. . . . Experi
ence may be understood as either all conscious content, data of the
senses only or other designated content' (s.v.). Its empiricism is also
seen in its attitude to the problems of substance (v. supra, 535), cause
(y. supra, 778), the a priori (y. supra, 429, 436), perception (v. supra,
744), meaning (y. supra, 536 f.) and lastly metaphysics (v. supra,
377 fT.; infra, 816).
(794) Early Buddhism should therefore be regarded not as a system
of metaphysics but as a verifiable hypothesis discovered by the Buddha
in the course of his 'trial and error' experimentation with different
ways of life. We agree therefore with Dr Warder when he says that
'the Buddha legend synthesizes the quest for truth on scientific
principles regardless of past traditions: observation of life, experi
ments in asceticism (under various teachers and independently), final
deduction of a way to end suffering'.2 We also agree with him when,
comparing Buddhism with Epicureanism, he says, 'Both attacked old
superstitions and sought knowledge of nature, knowledge which we
may characterize as scientific on account of its basis of perception,
inference, verification, etc.' 3 (italics mine).
(795) In the Nikäyas, it is stated, how the Buddha left the household
life in his youth (yobbanena samannägato, M. 1.163) for his 'noble
quest'4 (ariyä pariyesanä, M. 1.162) for happiness, immortality,
supreme perfection, security and Nibbäna (asokam amatam asamkiHttham yogakkhemam nibbänam, M. 1.163). He seems to have tried
out the various methods practised by the Jains, Ajivikas and the
thinkers of the Middle and the Late Upanisads. He says that he ex
perimented with the four kinds of religious practices of penance
1

Empiricists usually mean by experience, sense-experience, v. Ewing, The
Fundamental Questions of Philosophy, p. 39; Russell defines 'Empiricism* as 'the
assertion, "all synthetic knowledge is based on experience*", Human Knowledge,
p. 516.
2
3
Op. cit., p. 57.
Ibid.
4
The 'ignoble quest* (anariyä pariyesanä) is described as the quest of what is
subject to birth, decay, death, etc., being subject to them, while the 'noble quest'
(ariyä pariyesanä) is the quest of what is not subject to birth, decay and death, etc.
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(tapassi), self-mortification (lükha-), avoidance (jeguccha-) and
seclusion (pavivitta-) (M. I.77). Here 'avoidance' appears to be a
reference to Jainism for it is said 'I used to walk up and down con
scientiously extending my compassion even to a drop of water, praying
that even the dangerous bacteria in it may not come to harm' (so . . .
sato va abhikkamämi sato patikkamämi, yäva udabindumhi me dayä
paccupatthitä hoti: mä'ham khuddake pane visamagate sanghätam
äpädessan ti, M. I.78). The rest of the practices which are numerous
and are described in detail (M. I.77-9) are of the kind practised by the
Äjivikas.1 In this context are mentioned a few other theories he tried
out. One of these was that 'salvation was by ritual' (yannena suddhi,
M. 1.82), well known in the Vedic tradition.2 Another was 'salvation,
by food' (ähärena suddhi, M. 1.80) held by certain recluses and brah
mins who seem to have believed that salvation resulted from eating a
special kind of food and gradually reducing it to the point of starvation.
This was based on the theory that 'when the blood becomes dry, the
bile and phlegm dries up and when the flesh wastes away, the mind
becomes exceedingly clear'.3 But he found that 'by this mode of life
and conduct, by tnese ascetic practices, he did not attain any extra
ordinary spiritual knowledge and insight' (täya . . . iriyäya täya
patipadäya täya dukkarikärikäya näjjhagamam uttarim manussadhammam alamariyanänadassanavisesarn... M. 1.81). So when the Buddha
says that neither 'the addiction to sense-pleasures' (kämamucchä,
M. I.241) nor the 'self-induced torture of the body' (opakkamikä dukkhä tippä . . . loc. cit.) tend to produce knowledge and insight (nänäya
dassanäya, loc. cit.), it has an empirical basis in his own experiences.
(796) The Buddha also seems to have learnt the technique of yoga,
found in the Middle and Late Upanisads, under the teachers Alära
Käläma and Uddaka Rämaputta. Before this, he seems to have tried
certain other yoga practices with the idea of curbing his mind (cetasä
cittam abhinigganheyyam, M. 1.242) or stopping his breathing
(appänakam jhänam jhäyeyyam, M. I.242) by the sheer effort of will.
But these efforts were a failure. He is reported to have left Alära
Käläma and Uddaka Rämaputta dissatisfied (nibbijja pakkamim,
M. 1.166) but what he learnt from them seems to have been of some
1

Basham, op. cit., pp. 96-7, 118-9, 169-71.
Cp. Brh. 1.5.2., 'By offering with milk for a year one escapes repeated death*
(Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, p. 87).
3
Lohite sussamänamhi pittam semhan ca sussati,
mamsesu khlyamanesu bhiyyo cittam pasidati, Sn. 434»
2
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value. For when he attained enlightenment he immediately thinks of
preaching to these two, saying that they were Vise, intelligent and
with little defilements . . . and were likely to comprehend his
teaching very soon' (pandito . . . medhävi . . . apparajakkhajätiko . . .
so imam dhammam khippam eva äjänissati ti, M. 1.169, 170). His en
lightenment is not considered to be a mysterious single act of intuition
but the discovery by means of the developed natural faculties of the
mind of the cause and cessation of suffering (Ud. 1-3). Knowledge of
salvation is had only as the final phase of a gradual process of discipline
and not in a sudden act of intuition: *I do not say that one can win the
final knowledge at the very beginning; it is had from a gradual dis
cipline, a gradual mode of action and conduct' (näham ädiken'eva
annärädhanam vadämi api ca anupubbasikkhä anupubbakiriyä
anupubbapatipadä anfiärädhanä hoti, M. I.479, 480).
(797) The method of verification of the Four Noble Truths is stated
in detail in a number of similar passages which recur throughout the
Nikäyas. Briefly, it consists in the practice of the virtuous life (ariyena
silakkhandhena samannägato, M. 1.3 46) followed by the restraint of
the senses (indriyasamvara-, loc. cit.), the development of mindfulness
(satisampajanna-, loc. cit.), and the elimination of the five impediments
(pancanivarane pahäya, M. 1.347). This results in the possibility of
attaining the first up to the fourth jhäna, in which there is *a per
fection of equanimity and mindfulness' (upekkhäsatipärisuddhim,
loc. cit.). In this state there would be manifested the six-fold higher
knowledge (abhinnä, v. supra, 727). Of the six only three are necessary
for the saving knowledge. The first is retrocognition with which he
verifies the fact of pre-existence (v. supra, 754). The second is clair
voyance, with which he verifies the fact of karma (v. supra, 755). The
third is 'the knowledge of the destruction of the defiling impulses'
(äsavänam khayanäna-, M. I.348). With this he verifies the Four Noble
Truths (loc. cit.). 'As he thus knows and sees, his mind is emancipated
from the inflowing impulses of sensuous gratification, personal im
mortality and ignorance; along with this emancipation arises the
knowledge that emancipation has been attained.'1 The above stages
are often described as the stages of moral excellence (sila-, M. 1.145),
mental concentration (samädhi, loc. cit.), spiritual knowledge (panna,
loc. cit.), emancipation (vimutti, loc. cit.) and the knowledge and
vision of emancipation (vimuttinanadassana-, loc. cit.).
1
Tassa evam jänato evam passato kämäsavä p i . . . bhaväsavä . . . avijjäsavä pi
cittam. vimuccati, vimuttasmim vimuttam iti fiänani hoti, M. I.348.
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(798) Not everyone, however, was capable of verifying the doctrine
in this manner. We have seen that only sixty out of five hundred were
capable of attaining the 'higher knowledge' (v. supra, 752). ' The rest*
are said to be 'emancipated by knowledge alone' ( . . . itare pafinävimuttä, S. I.191). The question is asked: 'Why is it that some monks
gain the emancipation of the mind, while others have only emancipa
tion through knowledge' (atha kincarahi idh'ekacce bhikkhü cetovimuttino ekacce panfiävimuttino ti, M. I.437). The reason given is that
it was due to the 'difference in their faculties' (tesam . . . indriyavemattatam, Zoc. cit.).
(799) The mention of this kind of emancipation raises a number of
questions. It meant that the doctrine was not fully verified by the
disciple but was accepted on trust, even if the conviction of emancipa
tion was real and directly experienced. The doctrine of rebirth and
karma and the greater part of the theory of Buddhism would have
had to be accepted on faith by such a person since he did not have
within him or develop the power of verifying them. This explains the
conception of the saint with faith (saddhä) in the Pali Canon (v. supra,
674 f.). Such? a person need attain only the first jhäna (M. I.435;
A. IV.422; A. V.343) after which he reflects that the five constituents
in it are 'sorrowful... empty and devoid of substance' (dukkhato . . .
sunfiato anattato samanupassati, M. I.435). So he turns his mind away
from these states (so tehi dhammehi cittam pativäpeti, loc. cit.) and
directs it to the element of immortality (amatäya dhatuyä cittam
upasamharati, M. I.436) thinking 'this is peaceful and excellent
namely the cessation of all processes, the abandoning of all limitations,
the elimination of desire, dispassion, cessation, Nibbäna. Established
on that he attains the destruction of the inflowing impulses'.1
(800) We may next turn to the question of the limits of knowledge.
Is knowledge unlimited in scope? Is omniscience possible? Is it the
case that certain things cannot be known? These questions appear to
have been posed at a time when Scepticism was rife.
(801) It is important to note that what the Buddha claimed was 'a
three-fold knowledge' (tisso vijjä). He does so in a Sutta in which he
disclaims omniscience in the sense of knowing all at once all the time:
1

Etam santam etam panitam yadidam sabbasankhärasamatho sabbüpadhipatinissaggo tanhakkhayo virago nirodho nibbänan ti. So tattha tthito äsavänam
khayam päpunäti, M. I.436.
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those who say that the Recluse Gotama is omniscient and all-seeing
and professes to have an infinite knowledge and insight, which is
constantly and at all times present to him, when he walks or stands,
sleeps or keeps awake—are not reporting him properly and mis
represent him (as claiming) what is false and untrue'.* Asked how he
should be correctly reported he says: 'in proclaiming that the Recluse
Gotama has a three-fold knowledge, one would report him properly
and not misrepresent him'.2 This three-fold knowledge consists of
(i) unlimited (yävad eva äkankhämi, M. I.482) retrocognition,
(2) unlimited clairvoyance, and (3) knowledge of the destruction of the
inflowing impulses (loc. cit.). It will be seen that it was the same know
ledge which the disciples who verified his teaching claimed to have
(v. supra, 727). On the evidence of the Nikäyas themselves this is too
narrow a definition of his field of knowledge for it fails to include the
other forms of higher knowledge, such as telepathy, etc. (v. supra, 727),
which both the Buddha and his disciples claimed to have. The probable
reason for this restriction was the fact that it was this three-fold know
ledge that really mattered.
(802) This very statement in which he claims only 'a three-fold
knowledge' would have thus left the door open for speculation as to
what the real extent of his knowledge was. At another place, the
Buddha is credited with the statement: 'those who assert that the
Recluse Gotama denies that there is any recluse or brahmin who was
omniscient or all-seeing, are not stating the truth and are falsely accus
ing me of saying what is not true'. 3 He then says that what he stated
was that 'there is no recluse or brahmin, who would know and
see everything all at once'.4 This means that it is possible for someone
to know everything but not all at once. This is in fact the sense in
which omniscience is ascribed to the Buddha in the Milindapanha
1
Ye te evam ähamsu: Samano Gotamo sabbannü sabbadassävi, aparisesam
nänadassanam patijänäti: carato ca me titthato ca suttassa ca jägarassa ca satatam
samitam nänadassanam paccupatthitan ti, na me te vuttavädino, abbhäcikkhanti
ca pana man te asatä abhütenä ti, M. I.482.
2
Tevijjo Samano Gotamo ti . . . byäkaramäno vuttavädi c'eva me assa na ca
mam abhütenä abbhäcikkheyya, loc. cit.
3
Ye te evam ähamsu: Samano Gotamo evam äha: natthi so samano vä brähmano vä yo sabbannü sabbadassävi aparisesam nänadassanam patijänissati; n'etam
thänam vijjatl ti; na me te vuttavädino abbhäcikkhanti ca pana mam te asatä
abhütenä ti, M. 11.127.
4
Natthi so samano vä brähmano vä yo sakid eva sabbafi fiassati sabbam
dakkhiti n'etam thänam vijjatl ti, loc. cit.
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(pp. 102 ff.). In the parable of the Simsapä leaves, the Buddha takes a
handful of leaves in the Simsapä forest and says that what he has taught
is like the leaves in his hand and what he knew but did not teach is like
the leaves in the forest (S. V.437). This means that he claimed to know
much more than he taught but he did not claim omniscience. Nor does
he in the Nikäyas deny omniscience in the sense of knowing every
thing but not all at once. Yet it is clear that according to the earliest
accounts in the Nikäyas, the Buddha did not claim (an unlimited) precognitive knowledge. In the Päsädika Sutta, Digha Nikäya, it is said,
'It is possible that other heretical teachers may say "the Recluse
Gotama has a limitless knowledge and vision with regard to the past
but not with regard to the future" . . .V The Buddha goes on to
explain that 'with regard to the past the Tathägata's consciousness
follows in the wake of his memory' (atitam addhänam . . . ärabbha
Tathägatassa satänusäri vinfiänam hoti, loc. cit.). He recalls as much as
he likes (so yävatakam äkankhati tävatakam anussarati, loc. cit.).
'With regard to the future the Tathägata has the knowledge resulting
from enlightenment that "this is the final birth
" ' 2 This appears
to be an admission that the Buddha did not claim to have (at least an
unlimitedyprecognitive knowledge of the future. This fits in with his
disbelief in Strict Determinism {v. supra, 764).
(803) While the Aggi-Vacchagotta Sutta mentioned that the Tathägata
had a three-fold knowledge, we find it mentioned in one place in the
Anguttara that 'there are six intellectual powers of the Tathägata*
(cha yimäni . . . Tathägatassa Tathägatabaläni, A. III.417). The six
constitute, in addition to the three-fold knowledge, the following:
(i) 'the Tathägata knows, as it really is, what is possible as possible
and what is imposible as impossible' (. . . Tathägato thänan ca
thänato atthänan ca atthänato yathäbhütam pajänäti, loc. cit.), (ii) 'the
Tathägata knows as it really is, the effects according to their con
ditions and causes, of the performance of karma in the past, present
and future' (.. . Tathägato atitanägatapaccupannänam kammasamädänänam thänaso hetuso vipäkam yathäbhütam pajänäti, loc. cit.)y
and (iii) 'the Tathägata knows, as it really is, the corruption, perfection
and arising from contemplative states of release, concentration and
1
Thänam . . . vijjati yam annatitthiyä . . . evam vadeyyum-Atltam kho
addhänam ärabbha Samano Gotamo atirakam nänadassanam pannäpeti, no ca kho
anägatam . . ., D . III. 134.
2
Anägatafi ca kho addhänam ärabbha Tathägatassa bodhijam fiänam uppajjati
—Ayam antimä j ä t i . . . , loc. cit.
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attainment' (.. • Tathägato jhänavimokkhasamädhisamäpattinam samkilesam vodänam vutthänam yathäbhütam pajänäti, loc. eh.).
(804) The knowledge of possibility and impossibility is illustrated at
great length in the Vibhanga (335-8). Some of the impossibilities seem
to be logical, e.g. 'it is impossible for two universal monarchs to be
born simultaneously in the same world' (atthänam etam . . . yam
ekissä lokadhätuyä dve räjäno cakkavatti uppajjeyyum, Vbh. 336).
Others are causally impossible, e.g. 'it is impossible for a good con
sequence to arise for one whose conduct is evil' (atthänam etam . . .
yam käyaduccaritassa ittho . . . vipäko nibbatteyya, Vbh. 337).
(805) 'The ten (intellectual) powers' (dasa . . . baläni, M. I.71) of the
Tathägata mentioned in the Nikäyas and the Vibhanga (335-44) add
the following four to the above list of six: (i) 'the Tathägata knows, as
it really is, the mode of life leading to all states (of survival)' (Tathägato
sabbatthagäminim patipadam yathäbhütam pajänäti, loc. eh.), (ii) 'the
Tathägata knows, as it really is, the world with its various and diverse
elements' (Tathägato anekadhätunänädhätulokam yathäbhütam pajä
näti, loc. eh.), (iii) 'the Tathägata knows, as it really is, the various
predilections of beings' (Tathägato sattänam nänädhimuttikatam
yathäbhütam pajänäti, loc. eh.), and (iv) 'the Tathägata knows, as it
really is, what goes on in the senses and faculties of other beings and
individuals' (Tathägato parasattänam parapuggalänam indriyaparopariyattam yathäbhütam pajänäti, loc. eh.). Despite the apparent
progress from three to six and six to ten, it is difficult to say that there
is genuine change in the conception of the intellectual powers of the
Buddha. The seven powers added to the list of three are commonly
attributed to the Buddha throughout the Nikäyas and it is difficult to
say that the transition from three to ten represents a change in stratum.
(806) But the position is different, as we pointed out (v. supra, 649)
in the Patisambhidämagga, where we notice that the Buddha is
credited with 'knowing all the future' (sabbam anägatam jänäti, p. 131)
and is omniscient {v. supra, 649).
(807) We may next turn to the problem of the unanswered (avyäkatäni) questions. The list is enumerated in paragraph 378 (y. supra,
378). Professor Murti has translated avyäkatäni as 'the Inexpressibles':
'The Inexpressibles (avyäkata, Skt. avyäkrtavastüni) occur in very
many dialogues. They are invariably enumerated as fourteen and
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practically in the same order'. This translation is not literally correct.
Vyäkaroti is used of answering or explaining a question (s.v. PTS.
Dictionary); vyäkata-, the past passive participle would therefore
mean 'explained, answered' and the negative form a-vyäkata-, 'un
explained, unanswered'. Dr Murti is also not correct in saying that
these questions are 'invariably enumerated as fourteen'. Only ten
questions are mentioned in the Pali Canon2 and it is in the Buddhist
Sanskrit literature that the list is extended to fourteen.3 The Pali
citations mention only two possibilities with regard to the duration
and extent respectively of the universe, while the list of fourteen
mentions four possibilities.
(808) The problem is on what grounds these questions were un
answered. Were they in principle answerable though left unanswered?
If so, were they unanswered because the Buddha did not know the
answers to them (Scepticism, Naive Agnosticism) or was it because
although he knew the answers, they were not relevant to the central
problems of religion (Pragmatism). On the other hand, were they in
principle unanswerable? If so, were the solutions beyond the grasp
of the human intellect, transcending the limits of knowledge (Rational
Agnosticism) or were the questions (logically) meaningless and there
fore not admitting of an answer (Logical Positivism). We may exhibit
these alternatives in a table on the following page.
(809) The above possibilities have not been carefully distinguished
by scholars in their endeavour to explain why the Buddha set aside
these questions. The above alternatives need not, however, be mutually
exclusive for the following situations are possible, (i) that some
questions were set aside for some reasons and others for other reasons,
(ii) that on some interpretations the questions were answerable and on
others not, (iii) that the Pragmatist solution need not necessarily
imply that the Buddha knew the answers. It is possible that the Buddha
did or did not know the answers or that the questions were un
answerable but that he still adopted the Pragmatist attitude to them.
Let me call this the Pragmatist solution in the weak sense.
(810) Now solution (1) has been given by Keith. He combines with
this the Pragmatist solution in the weak sense. It has also been sug
gested by Jacobi that Buddhism was influenced by the Sceptic's
1
2
3

T . R. V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, London, 1955, p- 3Ö»
v. D . 1.191; M. I.426, 484-5; S. III.257; A. 11.41.
v. Murti, op. eh., p. 36, fn. 2.
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attitude to these questions, which is also the same as (i). 1 Keith says:
'It is quite legitimate to hold that the Buddha was a genuine agnostic,
that he had studied the various systems of ideas prevalent in his day
without deriving any greater satisfaction from them than any of us
today do from the study of modern systems, and that he had no
reasoned or other conviction on the matter'.2 'He is silent, not merely
because knowledge of these matters does not tend to Nirvana, but
Unanswered questions

Answerable

Co
Did not know the an
swers (Scepticism, Naive
Agnosticism)

Knew the answers but
they were irrelevant for
gaining spiritual know
ledge or salvation (Prag
matism)
Unanswerable

(3)
Beyond the grasp of the
intellect; transcends the
limits of knowledge
(Rational Agnosticism)

(4)
Logically
meaningless
(Logical
Positivism)

because men hold various opinions regarding them.' 3 'This leads
clearly to the conclusion that agnosticism in these matters is not
based on any reasoned conviction of the limits of knowledge; it rests
on the two-fold ground that the Buddha has not himself a clear con
clusion on the truth on these issues, but is convinced that disputation
on them will not lead to the frame of mind which is essential for the
attainment of Nirvana.'4 In other words, the Buddha was a Naive
Agnostic who did not know the answer to these questions.
1
3

2
v. SBE., Vol. 45, p. xxviii.
Buddhist Philosophy, p. 63.
4
Op. du, p. 44.
Ibid., p. 45.
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(811) It is necessary to point out that whichever of the above solutions
be true, the Buddha had a Pragmatist reason in the weak sense (as
defined above) for rejecting these questions. This is clear from his
often repeated remark: 'These (questions) are not connected with the
goal, with the teaching nor with the fundamentals of the religious life
and do not conduce to disinterest, dispassion, cessation, tranquillity,
higher consciousness (v.l. higher knowledge1), realization and
Nirvana'.2
(812) But Keith's solution that the Buddha rejected these questions
out of ignorance is not only not supported by the texts but appears in
fact to be contradicted by them. Keith's statement that the Buddha was
silent regarding these questions 'because men hold various opinions
regarding them' is not true. The Buddha certainly says that men hold
various views regarding these questions, which result in violent
controversy (Ud. 67, v. supra, 377) but he does not say that he left
them unanswered because of this. Keith gives three references in support
of his explanation of the silence of the Buddha—'Udäna, p. 11; SN.
V.437; DN.M.179' (op. cit., p. 44, fn. 3). Of these instances, the subject
is not even discussed at Udänay p. 11 and DN. i.179 (i.e. D. I.179).
SN. V.437 (i.e. S. V.437) suggests the very opposite of what Keith is
saying, since it is stated here (the parable of the Simsapä leaves, v.
supra, 802) that the Buddha knows much more than he has taught and
he has not taught certain doctrines out of pragmatist reasons. Mälunkyaputta put the question directly to the Buddha in regard to his
failure to answer these questions, 'it is the honest (lit. straightforward)
thing to say, "I do know or see this" if it is the case that one does not
know or see this' (ajänato kho pana apassato etad eva ujukam hoti
yadidam: na jänämi na passämi ti, M. I.428). The fact that the Buddha
did not answer this question may also be considered as evidence
against the correctness of solution (1) since we would otherwise have
to say that the Buddha was dishonest and was evading the issue.
(813) There is a superficial similarity between the attitude of the
Sceptic and that of the Buddha towards these questions. Safijaya like
the Buddha refuses to give a definite answer to four of the ten
1
The word 'abhisafinaya' occurs at D . 1.191 and abhifinäya elsewhere (e.g.
M. I.431).
2
Na h'ete . . . attha-samhitä, na dhamma-samhitä, na ädibrahmacariyakä, na
nibbidäya, na virägäya, na nirodhäya, na upasamäya, na abhisafinäya (v.l.
abhifinäya), na sambodhäya, na nibbänäya samvattanti, D . I. 191; M. 1.431;
S. V.437.
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'unanswered questions'.1 But this is said to be 'due to his stupidity and
ignorance' (mandattä momühattä, D. I.27) unlike in the case of the
Buddha. The very fact that Scepticism was distinguished from Budd
hism points to the difference of the Buddhist solution.
(814) The parables of the arrow (y. supra, 603) and Simsapä leaves
appear to support solution (2). The parable of the arrow seems to
imply indirectly that questions regarding who shot the arrow, etc.,
can in principle be answered though they are irrelevant for the purpose
of a cure. The parable of the Simsapä leaves (V. supra, 802) states that
what the Buddha knew but did not preach was comparable to the
leaves on the trees of the Simsapä forest, while what he taught was as
little as the leaves in his hand; it is said that he did not teach the rest
because it was irrelevant for our purpose. The statement that if the
soul was identical with the body or different from it, then the religious
life would be impossible,2 implies that the theses 'the soul is the same
as the body' and 'the soul is different from the body' were both in a
sense known to be false. But it is possible that these statements were
considered to be false only on one interpretation and not on the strict
interpretation (v. supra, 478) that was given to them. Likewise, one
cannot read too much into the parable of the arrow; and the parable
of the Simsapä leaves does not necessarily imply that the ten questions
were meaningful ones to which the Buddha knew the answer. There
is, therefore, no decisive evidence in support of solution (2).
(815) The third solution has been suggested by Beckh3 and offered
by Murti, who sees in these questions a parallel with the Kantian
antinomies. Murti says, 'The similarity of the avyäkrta to the cele
brated antinomies of Kant.. . cannot fail to strike us'. 4 'The formula
tion of the problems in the thesis-antithesis form is itself evidence of
the awareness of the conflict in Reason. That the conflict is not on the
empirical level and so not capable of being settled by appeal to facts
is realized by Buddha when he declares them insoluble. Reason in
volves itself in deep and interminable conflict when it tries to go beyond
phenomena to seek their ultimate ground.' 5 The similarity in fact
1

I.e. 'does the Tathägata exist after death'? (hoti Tathägato param maranä,
D . I.27) in accordance with the four possibilities.
2
Tarn jivam tarn sariran ti vä . . . ditthiyä sati . . . afinäm jivam annäm sariran
ti vä . . . ditthiyä sati brahmacariyäväso na hoti, S. II.61.
3
Buddhismus, Berlin und Leipzig, 1919, Vol. I, p. 120.
4
5
Op. cit., p. 38.
Ibid., p. 40.
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extends beyond the subject-matter and 'the formulation of the problems
in the thesis-antithesis form'. We have seen that both the theses and
anti-theses were proved to be true by the debaters at that time (v.
supra, 378 ff.). Besides, with regard to the problem of the origin of
things, the Buddha clearly recognized that no empirical answer was
possible since the earlier we went back in time there was a possibility
of going back still farther and no ultimate origin of 'phenomenal
existence' (samsära) could be found empirically {v. supra, 10,774).
Was this because the universe had no beginning in time (like a negative
infinite series, viz. -1, -2, -3, etc.) or because the origin could not be
discovered by extending one's paranormal memory backwards because
of its remote ancestry in the past? The BHS. literature seems to have
adopted the former alternative in turning anamatagga- into anavarägra-, i.e. 'without beginning or end' {s.v. BHS. Dictionary). If we
confine ourselves to the Päli Nikäyas there seems to be a recognition
of the limitations of empiricism and of the impossibility of discovering
the truth about this question by empirical investigation.
(816) While this rational agnostic solution remains a possibility with
regard to the problem of the origin, duration and extent of the uni
verse, the other six questions appear to have been discarded on the
grounds that they were (logically) meaningless, as we have already
shown (v. supra, 474 f., 478 f.). This clearly resembles the solution
of the Logical Positivist of such questions (v. supra, 476 f.).
(817) It is necessary, however, to draw a distinction between the
solution of the Logical Positivist and that of the Buddhist. The
Buddhist while saying that is meaningless to ask whether one exists
in (hoti), does not exist in (na hoti), is born in (upapajjati), is not born
in (na upapajjati) in Nirvana, still speaks of such a transcendent state as
realizable. The meaninglessness of these questions is thus partly due
to the inadequacy of the concepts contained in them to refer to this
state. This is clearly brought out in a verse in the Suttanipäta. The
Buddha was asked the question: 'The person who has attained the
goal—does he not exist or does he exist eternally without defect;
explain this to me well, O Lord, as you understand it?' 1 The Buddha
explains: 'The person who has attained the goal is without measure;
he does not have that with which one can speak of him'.2 The
1

Atthamgato so, uda vä so natthi, udähu ve sassatiyä arogo, tarn me muni
sädhu v'yäkarohi, tathä hi te vidito esa dhammo, Sn. 1075.
2
Atthamgatassa na pamänam atthi, yena nam vajju tarn tassa natthi, Sn. 1076.
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transempirical cannot be empirically described or understood (v. supra>
480) but it can be realized and attained. The Tathägata freed from the
conception of form, sensation, ideas, dispositions and consciousness
is said to be 'deep, immeasurable and unfathomable, like the great
ocean' (gambhiro appameyyo duppariyogäho seyyathä pi mahäsamuddo, M. I.487). 'Whereof one can speak of him—that he does not
have' (yena nam vajju tarn tassa natthi, Sn. 1076) and hence one has
to be silent. In this respect alone it resembles the Positivist's outlook:
'Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent'.1 This attitude
has, however, to be distinguished from Agnosticism.2 It was not that
there was something that the Buddha did not know, but that what he
'knew' in the transcendent sense could not be conveyed in words
because of the limitations of language and of empiricism.
1

L. Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 1933, 7, p. 189.
This does not mean that the theistic interpretation is the correct one; cp.
S. Radhakrishnan, ' T o me the silence is not a proof either of denial or agnosti
cism . . . Silence is on occasions the only language of true worship . . . Our
thoughts of God are always images though they may not be graven images/
('The Teaching of Buddha by Speech and by Silence', The Hibbert Journal,
Vol. X X X I I , pp. 350 if.); cp. also R. L. Slater, Paradox and Nirvana, Chicago,
1950, p. 121.
2

APPENDIX I

(818) Criticizing Oldenberg's view that the Upanisadic concept of
Brahman (neuter) becomes in Buddhism the God Brahma,1 Thomas
says, 'the idea of Brahma (neuter) in the old Upanisads is said to have
been hypostatized in Buddhism into a personal God Brahma. But this
rather implies that the older philosophical idea had been known to the
Buddhists and this has been transformed into a much less philosophic
conception. We have no evidence that Early Buddhism even knew it'
(History of Buddhist Thought, p. 90). Of the Tevijja Sutta, Thomas
says: 'The Tevijja Sutta, the discourse on the three-fold knowledge,
the Vedas, undertakes to discuss the value of sacrifice and the brahmins
are represented as holding that it leads to life in the Brahma world.
But the Brahma world as described belongs purely to the Buddhist
conception of the universe. It is a definite region above the heavens of
sense pleasure . . . ' {pp. ciu, p. 86). Thomas' conception seems to be
that the neuter Brahman is 'the chief conception' (pp. ciu> p. 87, fn. 1)
of the Upanisads and likewise that the Brahmaloka in the Brähmanas
and Upanisads was a state attainable on earth and not a place to be
reached after death. Our contention is that the idea of a personal
Brahma and of Brahmaloka as a place is the dominant conception of
both the late Brähmanas and the Early Upanisads and that the Tevijja
Sutta is criticizing these beliefs and not the impersonal concepts which
dominate the Middle and Late Upanisads. We have already shown how
Brahma (masc.) is used along with Brahman (neuter) in the Bräh
manas and the Early Upanisads, which do not strictly distinguish
them in usage and where the personal concept prevails and is even
carried over to the Late Upanisads (y. supra, 269).
(819) It is the same with the concept of the Brahmaloka. It is the
highest world in the Brähmanas. In the KauS. Br. (20.1) the world of
1

Die Lehre der Upanishaden und die Anfänge des Buddhismus, p. 286.
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Brahman is the most real (sattamam) of the worlds and is the heaven
above the world of the gods, fathers, the living, the world of Agni,
of Väyu, of Indra,2 of Varuna and of men. In the early Upanisads it is
still the highest and the seventh world from the world of men (Brh.
4-3-33)- ^ i s definitely a place to be attained only after death and by
journeying there (Brh. 6.2.15, Ch. 4-I4? 5~6, 5.10.2). The conception of
the Brahmaloka as a state attainable in this life emerges only sporadic
ally in the Early Upanisads, where a special theory is put forward such
as, for instance, when it is suggested that we enter the Brahmaloka in
deep sleep (Ch. 8.3.2). But even in the later Upanisads where Brahman
is clearly a state attainable in this life, the earlier view of the Brahmaloka
was still too strong to be put aside altogether. We see this clearly in
the Mundaka Upanisad, where the earlier idea of the 'meritorious
Brahmaloka won by good works' (punyas sukrto brahma-lokah,
1.2.6) is criticized as an insecure goal {op. cit., 1.2.7) even though those
who attain the imperishable Brahman {op. cit., 2.2.2) are still repre
sented as departing 'through the door of the sun to where the immortal
purusa is' (sürya-dvärena . . . yaträmrtah sa purusah, op. cit. 1.2.11)
as at Brh. 6.2.15 a n d Ch. 4.15 5-6, and attaining immortality in the
Brahma-worlds (brahmalokesu) only at the end of time (paräntakäle,
op. cit., 3.2.6). When therefore it is said in the Buddhist texts that
Säriputta thought 'the brahmins were obsessed with the idea of the
Brahma world' (ime kho brähmanä brahmalokädhimuttä, M. II. 194)
and decides to preach to them 'the path to companionship with
Brahma' (brahmänam sahavyatäya maggam, loc. cit.) it is a reference
to a genuine Brahmanical belief and not a fanciful Buddhist conception
as Thomas seems to think, when he says commenting on the Tevijja
Sutta: 'What is expounded here is not the brahmin theory at all but
the possibility of attaining to the Brahma-world as the Buddhists
conceived it to exist, that is by the practice of the Brahma-vihäras'
{op. cit., p. 87). According to the Buddhist texts there are five types
of brahmins mentioned in the Vedic literature of which one is said to
be those who follow tradition but develop mettä (compassion) (A.
II.225). That the practice of mettä leads to the Brahma-world is not a
later Buddhist conception, but one found in the Early Upanisads. In
1
The text has 'saptamam* (the seventh) but this is a mistake as Keith has said
(v. Rgveda Brähmanas Translated, HOS., Vol. 25, p. 457, fn. 3).
2
. . . devalokam pitrlokam jivalokam . . . agnilokam . . . väyulokam . . .
indralokam . . . varunalokam mrtyulokam . . . Brahmano lokam näkam saptamam
lokänäm . . .
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the Chändogya where Vedic knowledge is said to be handed down from
Brahma, it is said that those who learn and teach the Vedas and practise
ahimsä to all creatures except at holy places (ahimsan sarvabhütänyanyatra tirthebhyäh) reach the Brahma-world (brahmalokam
abhisampadyate, 8.15.1).
(820) The reference made to Brähmanical ideas in the Tevijja Sutta
can easily be illustrated from Brähmanic and Early Upanisadic pas
sages. The Tevijja Sutta speaks of the brahmins of the three Vedas
worshipping (äyacanti thomayanti panjalikä, D. I.240) the sun and the
moon at their rising (yato uggacchanti, loc. cit.) and setting (yattha ca
ogacchanti, loc. cit.) and of talking of the path leading to companion
ship of the moon and sun (candimasuriyänam sahavyatäya maggam,
loc. cit.). It also speaks of their turning round in worship at the turn of
the sun and the moon (panjalikä namassamänä anuparivattanti, loc. cit.).
In the Kausitaki Upanisad we are told that Kausitaki used to worship
the rising sun (udyantam ädityamupatisthate, 2.7) and similarly the
setting sun (astarn yantam, loc. cit.). He turns himself with the turn
of the sun *(adityasyävrtam anvävarta, 2.8.9; cp. P. anuvattati) and
likewise worships the moon (2.9). In the Tait. Br., Indra teaches
Bhäradväja a universal science (sarvavidyä) which is a new version
of the three-fold knowledge (esa u eva trayi vidyä . . . , 3.10.11.5),
which makes it possible for him to become immortal and attain to the
companionship of the sun: tarn sa viditvä amrto bhütvä svargam
lokam iyäya ädityasya säyujyam amrto ha eva bhütvä svargam lokam
etyädityasya säyujyam ya evam veda esa u eva trayi vidyä {loc. cit.).
The ideal here is säyujya (companionship) which is accurately con
veyed by the Pali sahavyata-, 'fellowship'. That the brahmins of the
three Vedas pray to (avhayäma, D. I.244) Indra, Soma, Varuna,
Isvara, Prajäpati, Brahma, Maharddhi and Yama, the Vedic gods and
expect to be born in the highest heaven as a result (D. I.244) is again
a common conception of the Brähmanas. The Brähmanic schools
mentioned in the Tevijja Sutta (D. I.237) are the main early Bräh
manical schools as Wijesekera has shown.1 The 'Bhavyärijjhä (v.l.
Bahvarijä, v. Rhys Davids, SBB., II, p. 303) brähmanä' are the earliest
brahmins of the Rgvedic school, known as the Bahvrcas, whose
brähmanä text Keith surmises was the single tradition from which
the Aitareya and the Kausitaki Brähmanas were composed.2 The
1

'A Pali Reference to Brähmanä-Carana-s' in Adyar Library Bulletin, Vol. 20,
2
Parts 3-4, pp. 294-309.
HOS., Vol. 25, p. 22; cp. JRAS., 1915, pp. 493-8.
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'Chandogä brähmana' are the Chandogas of the school of the Säma
Veda and whose brähmana text which included the Chändogya Upanisad is mentioned in the Kätyäyana Srauta Sütra (xxii), the Paräsarasmrti
(i.38/39.4.28) and by Pänini (4.3.129). The 'Addhariyä brähmana' are
the Adhvaryus, which, as Weber says, is the old name for the brah
mins of the school of the Yajurveda.1 The 'Tittiriyä brähmana' are
the brahmins of the school of the Black Yajurveda, who had the
Taittiriya Brähmana. There is apparently a significant omission of the
school of the White Yajurveda to which the Brhadäranyaka Upanisad
and the Sathapatha Brähmana, which contains this Upanisad, belongs.
Wijesekera argues that this is because this Brähmana (and presumably
this school) was of a later date than the Tevijja Sutta or was too new
to be designated by the masculine plural, which should be used to
denote the teachings of the older Brähmanas (puräna-prokta- bräh
mana-) according to Pänini (4.3.101; 4.2.64). In our opinion, a simpler
and a more probable explanation is that the school which was re
sponsible for the Sathapatha Brähmana is denoted by 'Addhariyä
brähmana'. For as Weber has shown the Sathapatha Brähmana
applies the term Adhvaryus to its own adherents whilst their op
ponents are called Carakädhvaryus who are the objects of censure.2
So the brahmanical schools mentioned in the Tevijja Sutta are the
earliest and main schools of the Vedas,3 viz.
School
Rgveda-bavhärijä brähmana
(Bahvrcas)
Sämaveda-chandogä brähmana
(Chandogas)
Yajurveda-tittiriyä brähmana
(Taittiriyas)
Yajurveda-addhariyä brahmanä
(Adhvaryus)

Text
Bahvrca Brähmana (lost) but incorporated in the Aitareya and
Kausitaki Brähmanas.
Chändogya Brähmana
Taittiriya Brähmana
Satapatha Brähmana

(821) The above evidence, we believe, should suffice to show that the
brahmanical conceptions criticized in the Tevijja Sutta are not a
1

The History of Indian Literature, p. 86.
Ibid.y p. 87; cp. Indische Studien, III, p. 454.
3
i.e. leaving out the 'chandävä' a name of obscure significance. Wijesekera
identifies them {op. cit., p. 299) as candänä=Skr. cändräyanäh mentioned in
J. Brough, The Early Brahmanical System of Gotra and Pravara, pp. 82, 124.
2
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fanciful creation of the Buddhists, but are the genuine Brahmanical
beliefs found in the main streams of the Vedic tradition. The con
ception of Brahma (masc.) is not a hypostatized version of the Upanisadic Brahman (neuter) as Oldenberg surmised, but the personal
conception of Brahma which emerges at a certain stage in the evolution
of the Brähmanas and is found in the Early Upanisads. Inasmuch as
the Vedas were derived from this Brahma in the Brahmanical and
Upanisadic tradition, the Buddhist criticism that none of the earlier
seers or their successors had seen Brahma amounts to a denial of the
very foundations of the Vedic tradition. It seems to deny that the
Vedic tradition can claim to be a revelational tradition at all.

Q

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF SCHOOLS

The following is a table of the schools discussed, according to their relative
chronology. The dates given are very tentative.
Vedic Schools
1200-1000 BC
1000-800 BC

800 BC

Non- Vedic Schools

Rgveda (y. Ch. I)
Brähmanas and
Atharvaveda
_ (v. Ch. I)
Aranyakas (v. Ch. I)
Early Upanisads
(v. Ch. I)'
Materialists (Lokayata; referred to
in Katha Upanisad, v. Ch. II)

800-600 BC

< Middle Upanisads

(v. Ch. I)

Sceptics (P. Amarävikkhepikä—Ard.
Mag. Annäniä=Skr. Ajnänikäh;
independently referred to in Jain and
Buddhist texts, v. Ch. Ill)
Äjivikas (Svetäsvatara Upanisad men
tions school having niyati—destiny
—as central concept; v. Ch. Ill)
Jains (mentioned in Early Buddhist
texts as pre-Buddhistic school; v.
Ch. Ill)

Late Upanisads

Early Buddhism (referred to in Maitri
Upanisad; v. Ch. I, sections 79-81).

(v. Ch. I)
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INDEX

abhäva, negation, 84
ABHAYADEVA, a Jain
142, 154, 155, 164

commentator,

ABHAYARAJAKUMARA, 226

Äbhidharmika, 283, 285, 287, 288
abhijäti, species, 101
abhinibodha (mad), perceptual and
discursive cognition, 165
abhinnä, paranormal cognition, 99,
180,188,192, 417, 423,437~9> 4^6
abhränta, non-erroneous, incorrigible
(of perception), 85
Absolute, discourse, 363; sense, 262,
266; speech, 363, 365; statement,
364; teaching, 363-6
Abstraction, faculty of, 415
Acceptance, out of faith, 396; of a
proposition, 393; provisional, 391,
392; of a statement, 390, 391
Activity theory of causation, 443, 452
ädesanä pätihäriya, miracle of instruc
tion, 324«, 440
adhiccasamuppanna, indeterministic,
252, 261, 262, 270, 271, 445, 446
adhiccasamuppannaväda,
indeterminism, 262
adhiccasamuppannika, indeterminist,
445
adrstärtha, non-empirical facts, 173
Advaita Vedänta, 23, 174
Affirmation, four-fold principle of,
337
ägama, scriptural tradition, 84, 198
ägame, tradition as a means of know
ledge, 167
Agent, of an action, 292; meta
physical, 402
Agnostic, 80, 116, 125, 134, 472;
naive, 472; teachers, 132; trends,
no
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Agnosticism, 109, 132, 472, 476;
Kantian, 109; naive, 471; rational,
40, 109, 471; of Sanjaya, 138; of
Yäjfiavalkya, 40
Agreement, the method of, 146
ahetu, non-causal, 339; appaccayä,
without cause or condition, 261,
359, 446; ka, not caused, 53; vädin,
non-causationist, 143, 144, 149«,
316, 410; väda> non-causationism,
doctrine of causelessness, 94, 149,
150, 262, 271, 406
aitihya, report or tradition as a means
of knowledge, 57, 59, 84, 167, 173,
i75> 194, 196-8
AJITA

KESAKAMBALI,

a

materialist,

_ 78«, 90, 91, 94, 98, 99, 208, 239
Äjivika, theory of causation and
causal arguments, 145-50, 444;
claim to omniscience, 152, 153;
reasoning employed by, 150, 151;
three-fold schema and the three
standpoints of the, 156-9, 361;
conception of soul, 152, 154
ajnänaväda, scepticism, i n , 132; in,
sceptic, 125, 144
ajnänika, sceptic, 21, n o , i n , 116,
118; väda, scepticism, 116, 124
ajnänin, sceptic, n o , i n
akaccha, one not to be debated with,
233
äkära, reason, 274; parivitakka, re
flection on reasons inadequate for
knowledge, 198, 205, 274-6, 402
akär anasamupp annay arisen without
cause, 271
äkäravatl saddhä, rational faith, 274,
386, 393, 394, 396, 405
akevala, non-absolute knowledge, 165
alamariyanänadassanavisesa, an ade-
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quate spiritual kind of knowledge
and vision, 181, 465
alaukika anumäna, transcendent infer
ence, 78
Alternatives, 346; four, 345-7; two,
345; logical, 130, 133, 134, 137, 140,
290, 291, 348; four-fold logical, 138,
288, 289, 293, 304, 333, 345, 347;
three-fold logical, 159, 270; two
fold logical, 253, 334, 341
amarävikkhepa, verbal jugglery? eelwriggling? 122
amarävikkhepaväda, scepticism, 259;
Buddhist attitude to, 215
amarävikkhepika, sceptic, 21, 121, 185,
207-9, 2I 4> 2I 5> 2 I 7 , 249
Ambiguity, 279, 284-7, 296, 306, 315,
326, 342, 343
amülaka, baseless, 325, 326, 331
anaikäntika, relativist, 280
Analogy, 22, 30, 38, 76, 167, 291; of
the bird, 270; Brahmanic, 248;
sacrificial, 29-31
Analysable, 281
Analysis, 162, 278, 280, 281, 284, 287,
293, 310, 313, 455, 457; of ante
cedent phenomena, 311, 312; com
parative, 438; of definitions, 311;
four kinds of, 311; of intellect, 311;
of knowledge, 312; linguistic, 102,
103, 312; logical, 294; four branches
of logical, 310; of meaning, 311;
propositional, 414; term, 414
Analyst, 278, 279
Analytical, answer, 286; approach,
277, 281; exposition, 313; outlook,
277; philosophers, 88, 321
anattä, no-soul, no-substance, 38, 370,
371, 374, 467; doctrine, 371, 374,
375; theory of, 38, 39
anatthasamhita, useless (of proposi
tions), 52, 351
anaya, wrong inference, 273
anavarägra, without beginning or end,
475
Andhaka-s, 367
andhavenz, blind tradition, 176, 194
anekamsa-väda, non-categorical asser

of

Knowledge

tion, 280; vyäkaraniya,
to be
answered non-categorically, 282
anekamsika, non-categorical, 280, 282
anekäntaväda, relativism, 162, 163,
216, 217, 279, 280, 338
Animistic explanation, 444
anitiha, not based on hearsay or
tradition, 195, 198
aniyämitavikkhepa, indefinite rejection
or denial, 136, 137
anhäy final spiritual knowledge, 432;
rädhanä, attainment of final spiritual
knowledge, 466
annamannapaccaya, condition of mu
tual dependence, 447
annänla, sceptic, 21, n o , 116, 209
anrta, false, 188
Anthropomorphic explanation, 444
Antinomy, 341; Kantian, 474
Anti-thesis, 50, 51, 53, 54, 128, 136«,
231, 249, 293«, 340, 359, 475
anulomapancaka, the pentad in direct
order, 413
anumäna, inference, 57, 59, 75-7, 80/j,
84, 167, 197, 268, 441, 442
anumäne, inference as a means of
knowledge, 167
anumeya, what is to be inferred,
77
ANURUDDHA, a clairvoyant, 441

anusravtka, revelationist, traditionalist,
177
anusruta, what is handed down in the
Vedic tradition, 177, 180
anussava, tradition, revelation, report,
172, I75"7> 180-2, 184-6, 188, 194,
199, 202, 205, 275, 276, 382;
ppasanna, one who believes on
hearsay, 176; sacca, one who takes
a revelational tradition as the truth,
186; as authoritative tradition, 182,
184; Buddhist criticism of, 182-93;
as divine revelation, 182; as report,
182, 184; truth of, 186; unsatisfactoriness of, 185
anussavika, revelationist, traditionalist,
141, 171, 172, 175, 176, 185, 193,
196, 270

Index
anussutika, one who reasons on the
basis of tradition or revelation, 262;
takka, argument based on tradition
or revelation, 245
anuyoga, interrogation, 210, 211
anvayavyatirekariti, the methods of
agreement and difference, 146
anvayanäna, inductive knowledge, 457
anvaye näna, knowledge based on
induction, 367, 442, 443
apannaka, logically certain, 405
aparä vidyä, lower knowledge, 63,
169
apariyäpanna,
unbounded
(know
ledge), 303
apärthaka, incoherent, 239
aparoksa, direct, 165, 166
apauruseya, impersonal, 84, 174
appätihäriya, meaningless, 321-3, 325,
33!>33 2
appätihirakata, meaningless (of state
ments), 321, 322, 325, 326, 328,
330-2
Apperception, 438
apräptakäla, inopportune, 239
A priori, 32, 36,44, 70, 95, 97, 142, 145,
152, 246, 248, 255, 267, 268, 270-2,
3 l6 > 339. 341«* 384> 403> 404, 4 3 l ,
456
äpta, expert, 183, 191; vacana, authori
tative statement, 173, 201
äptokti, authoritative statement, 84
äptopadesa, testimony of experts, 200,
201

Argument, 60; a priori, 95, 145, 270,
316; from design, 260, 261; dia
lectical, 84, 150, 408; dialectical
metaphysical, 150; empirical, 104;
epistemological, 81, 82, 256; from
evil, 411; inductive, 260; meta
physical, 82, 95, 247, 248; meta
physical analogical, 173; of the
niyativädin, i5off.; of Päyäsi, 104,
105, 409; rational ethical, 404;
wager, 375, 406
Argumentationist, 150, 209
ARISTOCLES, 129

artha, meaning or object, 103
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arthäntara, shifting the topic, 238
arthäpatti, presumption, 84
arthaväda, explanatory or descriptive
assertion, 172
asat, non-being, 27, 54, 160
asatkäryaväda, the theory that the
effect is not contained in the cause,
452, 453
äsavakkhayanäna, knowledge of the
destruction of the defiling impulses,
423, 438, 466
Asceticism, experiments in, 464
assaddha, one devoid of faith, 399
assaddhiya, lack of faith, 385
Assertion(s), affirmative categorical,
335? 339; categorical, 278-80, 288;
conditional, 280; dogmatic, 34;
explanatory, 172; factual, 24; five
fold, 337, 413; four types of, 336,
337, 413; negative, 335; noncategorical, 163; positive, 211;
reliable, 173; Vedic, 172
Assumption, 103, 149, 150; a priori,
456; speculative, 88
atakkävacara, outside the scope of
pure reason, 431
atarkya, not to be reasoned about, 61
atikkantamänusaka, trans-human, para
normal, 43 jn, 438
ätman, soul, 36, 38-41, 60-3, 82, 84,
96, 99, 101, 102, 109, 114, 179, 182,
246, 248, 254, 266, 269, 297, 317,
318, 321, 420, 421, 425, 432, 450;
acceptance not dependent on empi
rical investigation, 39; character
istics of, 297; ways of knowing the,
61; criticism of—based on linguistic
analysis, 102, 103; materialist cri
ticism of, 102; defined negatively,
114; Päyäsi's experiments on, 104,
105; rational unknowability of, 40,
109; as knowing subject, 4 1 ; seen
by yogi-s, 247
attha, meaning, 311; patlsambhida,
analysis of, 311, 312
atthasamhita, useful (of propositions),
92> 35i> 357-9
atthitä, being, 317
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Auditory perception, 58, 439

BACON, Francis, 431

AUNG, S. Z., 234«, 311, 312, 412-4

BADARA YANA, 192

aupamya, analogy, comparison, 167,
198
Authoritarian, claim, 174; dogmatic
attitude, 401
Authoritative collection of texts, 401
Authoritativeness, absolute, 173
Authority, 59, 76, 84, 93, 98, 172, 273,
275> 27<$, 369, 389, 39°, 39i> 402;
argument from, 172, 175, 235;
attitude of Buddhism towards, 369,
389, 390; of the Buddha, 369, 400,
401; of jnänakända, 93; of karmakända, 93; of non-Vedic tradition,
175; on grounds of omniscience,
381; of paramparä, 194, 427; of
the Pitaka-s, 199, 200; of a reliable
person, 175; scriptural, 62, 199; of
tradition, 62, 175, 194; of the
Veda-s, 93, 98, 99, 170, 172-5, 177,
183, 190, 191
avadhiy timeless clairvoyance and
clairaudience, 165-7, 441
avaktavya, impredicable, 336, 338, 347,
348
ävattani mäyä, trick of refuting
opponents by a dialectical argu
ment, 408
aveccappasäda, faith based on under
standing, 386, 389, 394, 395
avijjä, ignorance, 451
avijnätärthaka, unintelligible, 239
avitakka, non-cogitative, 302
avitathatä, necessity (causal), 447, 453
avyabhicäri, non-erroneous, 79, 87
avyäkata, unanswered (questions), 124,
242, 253, 279-81, 288, 289, 292,
338, 346, 354, 355, 357, 35^, 47°,
471; questions, 289, 358; two
theses, 292; ten theses, 243, 288,471;
fourteen theses, 288, 470, 471;
partial accounts of reality? 355;
why unanswered? 471-6
avyäkrta, unanswered (questions), 52
avyapadesya, indescribable, 79, 87, 250
Awakening, 125
AYER, A. J., 88, 442«, 443«

BAGCHI, S., 226
BAHM, A. J., 336, 337, 341, 346,

347

bahusruta, one who has learnt (lit
heard) much, 381
BARUA, B. M., 25«, 33, 36«, i n ,

125,

130-2, 140, 161, 249, 256, 257,
333-5, 340, 399
Baseless, 325, 331
BASHAM, A. L., 78«,

101, 107«,

in,

114, 132, 133, 135, 140-1, 144-6,
147«, 148, 150-9, 164, 243«, 255,
258, 266/z, 267«, 465«
BECKH, H., 474

Being, 27, 40«, 45, 54, 69, 70, 97, 143,
145, 155, J 59, 2 49, 3 l 6 , 3 J 7, 334,
444; omniscient and perfect, 175;
proof of the reality of, 34; as
substance, 34, 453
Belief(s), 171, 370, 426,430; absolutist,
208; primitive animistic, 443; based
on authority, 202; baseless, 277;
blind, 393; impact of desire on, 430;
Jain epistemological, 162; false, 352;
as first step towards knowledge,
397; of the majority, 202; meta
physical, 63, 64, 75, n o , 430; moral,
n o ; philosophical, 74; popular,
245; rational, 274; religious, n o ;
right, 353; true, 353
Believer, 383, 385, 405; dis-, 405;
un-, 383, 385
bhabba, capable (person), 201
BERKELEY, George, 101, 305
BE VAN,

E. R., 64«

BHADANTA RAMA, 284, 285, 287

bhakti, unquestioning faith, devotion,
384, 385, 388; concept of, 388«;
cult, 388; in the Rgveda, 388
BHATTACHARYA, V., 39 m, 402

bhatti, devotion, 385—7
bhävanämaya, (knowledge) resulting
from the meditative culture (of the
mind), 302, 303
bhävanäväda, the theory of the medita
tive development (of the mind), 418
bhavyarüpatä, on the ground of the

Index
competence (of a person), 175, 200,
201

bhüta, true (of propositions), 351, 352
Bias, subjective, 124
BLOOMFIELD, M., 43
BOCHENSKI, I. M., 85«, 412, 413,

415

BRADLEY, F. H., 84

Brahma, God, 28, 57, 100, 178-80,
182«, 183, 190, 191, 203, 328, 331,
33m, 378, 379, 381, 393, 406, 410,
411, 477, 478, 481; as creator of the
Veda-s, 179; criticism of the con
cept of, 100, 327, 328, 410, 411; as
having limited knowledge, 378, 379,
381; knowledge and vision of, 183,
190, 33m; direct vision of, 328;
omniscient, 180
brahmavadya, see brahmodya
brahmodya, religious charade, debate
on metaphysical topics, 24, 43-5,
50,56,231,259
BROAD, C. D., 38«, 405«
BROUGH, J., 42

BROUGH, John, 10, ion, 480
BUDDHA, an agnostic? 471, 472, 476,

476/2; as all-seeing, 381; as an
analyst, 165, 278, 279; an empiricist,
39, 451, 464; an illogical evangelist?
354; an experientialist, 171, 416,
417; intellectual faculties of, 406,
467-70; as a jhänin or jnänavädin,
418, 421; has knowledge and insight
into all things, 418; his claim to a
three-fold knowledge, 467-9; and
Kant, 474; impressed by the
materialist epistemology, 375; omni
science of, 202-4, 376—82; acclaimed
omniscient, 378, 380; six cognitive
powers of, 469; ten cognitive
powers of, 380, 384, 470; a pragmatist, 356; his technique of
preaching, 406; a rationalist? 356,
402-4; had a total vision of reality,
379; object of saddhä (faith), 389;
and the sceptic, 473, 474; his range
of thought, 400; an utilitarian, 356
BUDDHADATTA, a Buddhist commen
tator, 295
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BUDDHAGHOSA, a Buddhist commen
tator, 102, 137, 144, 152, 153, 218,
243/2, 245, 246, 258, 262, 270, 283,
284, 286, 288, 291, 295, 325, 382,
447
buddhi, intellect, 174
Buddhism, a creed? 377, 378, 383; an
empiricist doctrine, 463; and Epi
cureanism, 464; a faith? 377, 378,
381, 383; and Logical Positivism,
475, 476; non-metaphysical, 402;
non-mystical, 402; a form of prag
matism? 471-3; a superhuman law?
376; a verifiable hypothesis, 464
BURNET, J., 2i/2, 70, 97«,

130

BURNOUF, E., 450

caitanya, consciousness, 74, 106
Calculus, logical, 344; theorems of the
propositional, 43, 412, 415
Cärväka, a materialist, 76/2,77,78, 80,97
Casuist, 45/2, 49, 209, 219, 221, 228,
229, 249, 263
Casuistry, 209, 224; art of, 48, 218;
science of, 46, 50
Category(-ies), 234, 267, 447; of the
Äjivika-s, 154; of Jainism, 121, 129;
mistake, 290; Pakudha's elemental,
257/2, 258
catuppadapahha, quadrilemma, 226/1
catupatisambhidä, four kinds of analy
sis, 310
catuskanayika, person holding four
standpoints, 164
catuskoti, (the logic of) four alterna
tives, 350
Causal, argumentationists, 150; con
comitance, 442; conceptions, 145;
connections, 147; correlations, 442;
cosmic order, 448; determination
(two principles of), 146, 148-50,
45°, 455; factors, 144, 149, 261;
formula, 168, 449, 450, 456; lines,
149; occurrence, 261, 273; order,
443; processes, 149, 150, 423, 445,
450, 451; psychological processes,
448; sequence, 34, 442, 453; series,
444
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Causality, primitive conception of, 29;
of consciousness, 433, 435, 449; of
the five constituents, 449; of nature,
444, 446; Rgvedic conception of,
29, 443; of sense-cognition, 433
Causation, 52, 145, 146, 149, 430, 443,
446-8; activity theory of, 443, 452;
animistic conception of, 452; Budd
hist concept of, 445~7> 45°> 45 2 ~5;
chain of, 450, 451, 455, 456;
characteristics of, 447; commonsense view of, 449; comparison
of Buddhist and Hindu theories of,
452; conditionality of, 447; Mrs
Rhys Davids* criticism of, 456;
denial of, 149; identified with the
dhamma, 454; empirical, 456; entailment theory of, 452; first true con
ceptions of, 149, 444; five theories
of, 151; independence of, 448;
invariability of, 447; natural, 444;
natural physical, 446; necessity of,
453; determinisms concept of, 14250, 445; objection against, 78;
objectivity of, 447; psychological,
452-4; a probability, not a necessity,
454; regularity theory of, 453, 455;
strict deterministic, 145, 146; scien
tific, 455; scientific view of, 449;
as the truth about the universe,
454; universal, 445
Cause, 87, 144, 148, 150, 210, 420-2,
446, 453; antecedent, 296; co
operative, 261; definition of, 78/2;
diversity of, 52; and effect, 76, 77,
146, 147, 149, 443, 449; efficient,
149; final, 451, 455, 456; first, 28,
149, 150«, 443, 451; fixed pattern
of, 149; immanence of the, 453;
intelligent, 26o;-lessness, 149; physi
cal, 450; primary, 54, 55, 261;
priority of, 447; root, 55; supreme,
150; ultimate, 259, 260
Cause-mandator, 456
Censure, twenty-four occasions for,
237 ^
cetopariyanäpa, telepathic knowledge,
422, 438, 439

Knowledge

chalabhlhhäy six kinds of paranormal
cognition, 423, 438«
Chance, 144, 145, 261, 444
Change, 444; causality in the world
of, 449; illusory, 145; problem of,
142, 444; unreality of, 258, 259
Characteristic, 295-7, 299, 301, 322,
340; basic, 295, 297; essential, 295;
general and specific, 53
Christianity, faith in, 383
cintämaya, reflective (knowledge), 302,
303
CITTA, 334,

398

Clairaudience, 167, 422, 438; object
of, 438
Clairvoyance, 167, 378, 441, 466;
content of, 441; faculty of, 399;
proof of, 459; unlimited, 468
Clairvoyant, 73, 108; vision, 460, 462
Classification, 293, 294, 301, 302, 304,
306, 313, 344; epistemological prob
lems connected with, 305; of
individuals, 304; of pahnä (spiritual
knowledge), 304; logical, 344
Cognition, 80, 87, 250, 283, 433-5;
auditory, 436; sense, 83, 433, 434,
436; of spiritual truths, 435; as
soul, 220; visual, 299; three condi
tions for visual, 433, 436
Cognitive, 62J elements, 434; faculties,
424; power, 438; processes, 59
Coherence theory of truth, 353, 354
Coincidental sequence, 455
Comparison, 84, 167, 198, 206, 278,
431, 478; as an aid to understanding,
424
COMTE, Auguste, 87

Co-nascent, 436
Concentration, 296, 423, 440, 469;
attainment of, 423; meditative, 420;
mental, 418, 420, 423, 462, 466;
causal factor in the production of
knowledge and insight, 420
Concepts, 320, 412; inadequacy of,
475
Conception, false, 353, 354
Conceptual epithets, 340
Concomitance, 77, 78; law of, 77/1

Index
Concomitant, 78
Condition(s), 421, 422, 433, 434, 449;
antecedent, 295-7; antecedent causal,
296; by way of decisive support,
296; of mutual dependence, 447;
necessary, 347; plurality of, 447;
resultant, 295-7; sufficient, 347;
twenty-four, 446
Conditionality, 447, 448
Confidence, 384, 388, 389
Confutation, 104
Congruity, 83
Consistency, 334, 353, 354; between
behaviour and statement, 354; con
ception of, 227; logical, 354;
principle of, 353
Constants, 351
Contemplation, 67
Contemplatives, 62, 63, 169
Contiguity, relation of, 78«
Contradiction, 24, 84, 86, 93, 334, 337,
368, 370, 377; law of, 140, 217, 335;
principle of, 333, 334
Contradictory, 335, 337, 339, 341-3»
407; mutually, 343
Contraposition, law of, 412; rules of,
415
Contrary, 335, 337, 339-43, 34«
Controversialist, 207, 211, 219, 225,
354
Convention(s), 313, 319, 320; limits
of, 313, 314; three linguistic, 316,
317; transgression of, 314
Conventional, 363; knowledge, 367;
language, 366; speech, 363-5; state
ment, 364; teaching, 363-5
Conversion, 306, 307, 309; applied
logic of, 306; illegitimate, 309;
valid, 310
Correlation, 460, 461; one-one,
449
Correspondence theory of truth, 353,

D A S GUPTA, S. N., 45«, 48/*, 69, 75,

j6n, 77, 161 n
D A S GUPTA, Miss M., 388

dassana, visual perception, perception,
extra-sensory perception, 432
darsana, vision, 419; mohaniya, delud
ing, 166; ävarana, obscuring, 419;
ävaranlya, obscuring, 166
Debate, 43-6, 51, 53, 56, 57, 126, 128,
170, 209-14, 216, 218-21, 223, 224,
230-4, 240-2, 263, 353, 407;
Buddha's attitude towards, 407;
friendly, 232; hostile, 232; language
used in, 234; origins of, 42, 43; kind
of reasoning employed in, 234;
attitude of the sceptic towards, 122,
123, 428; subjects of, 54, 243,
252-3
Debater, 224, 225, 230, 240, 241, 264,
475
Deductive, 98, 403
Definiens, 300, 301
Definiendum, 300
Definition, 300, 301, 306, 312, 330; in
the Abhidhamma, 294; biverbal,
299, 301; in the Brähmana-s, 297;
Buddhist theory of, 294, 295;
complex, 299; conception of, 297;
in extension, 298, 299, 301; by
definite description, 299, 301; in
intention, 299; purpose of, 300;
Western conceptions of, 300;
wrong, 297
DEMIEVILLE, P., 437, 440
DEMOCRITUS, 97

Denial, five-fold formula of, 135, 138

359
COWELL, E. B., 72«, 93«,
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Critical, examination, 393; inquiry,
378> 383; outlook, 277, 283; re
flection, 396; study, 393
cutüpapätanäna, knowledge of the
death and survival (of beings), 423,
438

104«

Creator, arguments against, 410,
411
Credo quia absurdum, 387
Critic, impartial, 229; rational, 229

DESCARTES, Rene, 403

Description, definite, 326; indefinite,
326
Design, argument from, 260, 261
Determination, 294
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Determinism, 142, 410, 411, 446;
Buddha's rejection of Strict, 469;
quasi, 466; Strict, 261, 444, 445;
theistic, 446
Determinist, 148, 152, 359, 446; pure,
153; Strict, 154,421
Deterministic, purely, 271
DEUSSEN, Paul, 21«, 40-2, 46, 63«, 66,
114

Devotion, 385, 387, 388
Dhamma, dhätu, causal cosmic order,
448; niyämatäy regular pattern of
(causal) phenomena, 448; patisambhidä, analysis of reasons, con
ditions or causal relations, 311, 312;
tä, the (causal) nature of things,
420, 421, 448, 452, 454; tthitatä,
fixed (causal) pattern of phenomena,
448; bearing fruit in this life, 427;
identified with causation, 454; lead
ing to the goal, 427; not heard
before, 171; infallible, 405; know
ledge of, 367; objectivity of, 428;
comparable to a raft, 357; useful
for salvation, 358; outside the scope
of takka, 431; verifiable by the wise,
427, 43 J _
DHAMMAPALA, a Buddhist commen
tator, 234«, 244, 249, 259
dhamme näna, knowledge of causal
phenomena, 367, 442
D/iarma,
direct
knowledge
of,

Dilemma, 226, 228, 334, 350; fourbranched, 333; complex construc
tive, 227, 228
Disbelief, 389
Discourse, direct, 363; indirect, 363
Disproof, 81, 82, 409
dittha, what is seen or perceived, 60,
61, 382, 431; what is seen by extra
sensory perception, 432
ditthi, belief, view, metaphysical
theory, 213-15, 256, 275, 357«, 382,
431, 432; nijjhänakkhanti, agreement
with a considered view, 198, 202,
205, 215, 275, 276, 402
ditthupädäna, clinging to a meta
physical theory, 430
Division, dichotomous, 301-3, 342,
344; cross, 303
Dogma, 369, 370, 402
Dogmatic, 28, 38, 53; attitude, 401
Dogmatism, 213, 400
Dogmatist, 278
Double negation, law of, 335
Doubt, 24, 26, 30, 31, 109, 117, 387,
393; expression of, 24; philoso
phical, 31; possibility of, 30; about
the claims of the Buddha, 392
dravyärthikanaya,
substantial stand
point, 156, 160
drstänta, example, 66
drstärtha, empirical facts, 173
Dual standpoint, 155, 160
DUCASSE, C. J., 459«

191

dhyäna, meditative experience, 61, 417,
419
Dialectic, 51, 207; Buddhist, 333
Dialectical, argument, 84; invinci
bility, 208; opposition, 50; skill,
212,

Knowledge

2 1 9 , 2 2 1 , 223, 225, 2 2 9 , 2 3 0 ,

407
Dialectician, 128, 136, 153, 169, 206-8,
210, 224, 225, 229, 230, 407
dibba-cakk/iu, divine-eye, clairvoyance,
73, 432, 438; sota, -ear, 422,
sotadhätu, clairaudience, 438
dicta theologica, 175
Difference, method of, 146, 148
DlGHANAKHA, 51, 95«, 213-17

dudditthi, false theory, 263
D U T T , N., 107«, 387, 394, 395

dupadapanha, dilemma, 226/2
duttakkita, ill-reasoned, 225, 239, 272
Eclecticism, 144
EDGERTON, F . , 310«, 312, 356, 361,406

Eel-wrigglers, 121, 336; wriggling,
121,131

Effect, 76, 77, 146, 147, 149, 443, 444,
446, 447, 453
Ego, personal, 319; pure, 82, 103;
substantial, 103
ekamsaväda, categorical assertion, 278,
280

Index
ekamsavyäkaraniya, to be answered
categorically, 281, 282
ekamsika, categorical, 280, 282
Elements, cognitive, 434
Elite, 375, 376, 405
Emancipation, conviction of, 467;
knowledge of, 466; through know
ledge, 467; by intellectual know
ledge, 400

5°3

Exclusion, law of, 140, 345, 347
Experience, 402, 406; cognitive, 355;
conscious, 356; contemplative, 417;
direct perceptive, 463; extra-sensory,
33 1 * 355> 359> 4<$4; intuitive, 426;
jhänic, 262; meditative, 153, 417;
mystic, 153, 258; mystical, 251;
perceptive, 355; pre-cognitive, 152;
sense, 72, 75, 100,106,464; sensory,
2
EMPEDOCLES, 97, 267, 268
93 5 355> 359; subjective—of a
Empirical, 36, 44, 63, 77, 451; answer,
yogin, 99; theistic or metaphysical
475; basis, 457, 465; data, 342;
interpretation of, 453, 463; trance,
evidence, 34, 458; facts, 173, 445;
153
generalisations, 457; investigation, Experientialist, 170, 172, 416, 417
475
Experiment(s), 35«, 105, 105/2, 464
Empiricism, 88, 99, 277, 402, 403, 463, Experimental, 104
464; and the a priori, 268, 272; in Experimentation, 149
causation, 353, 354; definition of, Experimentally, 149
464; limitations of, 475, 476; Experts, 232, 233, 235, 353
regarding the problem of meaning, Expression, fundamental units of, 313
321, 322; and metaphysics, 242fr., Extremes, 165, 359, 360, 451
475; and perception, 433; and
psychology, 102; and substance, 321 Faith, 125, 126, 176, 177, 248, 275-7,
296, 297, 377, 383-5, 467; absolute
Empiricist, 34, 39, 87, 97, 170, 451;
a priori, 384; affective aspect of, 387;
approach, 432, 433; findings, 433;
three aspects of, 387; baseless, 393;
outlook, 312; principle of Berkeley,
in Christianity, 383; cognitive
101; pure, 33
aspect of, 387, 388; conative aspect
Enlightenment, 152, 371, 400, 454; as
of, 387; culminates in knowledge,
a development of natural faculties,
398; degrees of, 399; emancipation
466; not a single act of intuition,
by, 384, 394; faculty of, 399;
466; seven factors of, 422
valuation of knowledge over, 398;
Entailment theory of causation, 452
replaced by direct personal know
Entity, 363; ontological, 103; perledge, 399; lack of, 385, 386;
during, 366
rational, 386, 393, 394, 396, 405;
Epistemologist, 64
role of, 383, 384; resulting from
Epistemic origin, 153, 271
understanding, 386, 394; in Western
Eristic, 217
religions, 387
Error, 74, 78, 165, 192, 428, 431; trial
Faithless, 385
and, 464
Fallacy, 236, 237
Esse est perdpi, 101
Falsity, 349, 409, 410, 411, 414;
Etymologist, 312
Buddhist theory of, 352; Jain con
Etymology, 298, 315, 322, 332; con
ception of, 216«, 349
jectural, 323; fanciful, 29, 297
Fittingness, 200, 201
EWING, A. C , 326, 356, 403, 452«,
FLEW, A. G. N., 290/2
453/2, 464/2
FLOURNOY, Th., 459«
Excluded middle, 337, 355«; l a w o£9
140, 159, 227, 228, 333, 335, 344) Fortuitous, circumstances, 261, 450;
events, 444; origination, 261, 270
345; principle of, 337«
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FOUCHER, A., 57«

GAUTAMA (GOTAMA), author of Nyäya

Sütra, 238, 336
Generalisation, 463
God, argument for the existence of,
260, 261; arguments against the
existence of, 410, 411
GORGIAS(ES), 118, 207, 209
GOLDSTÜCKER, T., 312

Grammarians, 43, 84
Greece, 21, 22, 42, 43
Greeks, 64, 70
GUERINOT, A., 156«,

161«

GuNARATNA, 78, 79, 81, 97, 98, I06,
107,143«, 146,149,150, 151«
GYOMROI-LUDOWYK, Mrs

E.

F.

C.,

383, 384, 386, 388, 394, 399
HACKER, P., 57

haituka, reasoner or one whose
reasoning is based on a means of
knowledge? 45«, 91, 167
HARIBHADRA, 90, 154, 155

hetu, reason, 77, 234, 421; a means of
knowledge, 167, 206; cause, 446;
ppabhavay arising from a cause, 454;
sästra, art of reasoning, 56, 76;
vädin, reasoner, 45
hetuväda, theory based on reasoning,
45; causationist, 94; one who argues
on reason, 235, 406
hetväbhäsciy fallacy, 237
heü, epistemic ground, 167; reason, 168
HIRIYANNA, M., 103«, 166«, 221, 266«
HOPKINS, E. W., 388«
HORNER, Miss I. B., 55, 175, 177, 186,
215, 2 2 2 , 272, 322«, 323

HUME, David, 42, 78, 87, 88, 90, 97/2

HUME, R. E., 46, 62«, 65, 247«, 270«,
321, 455, 465«
HUXLEY, Aldous, 9

idappaccayatäy conditionally, 447,448,
455
Idea(s), 283, 294, 333; abstract, 305;
particular, 305
Identity, law of, 335; personal, 371

Idols, Bacon's, 431
Immobility, rational basis of doctrine
of, 257; Parmenidean doctrine of,
257"
Impediments to knowledge, 393, 4225; five, 466
Implicans, 103, 409
Implicate, 103, 104
Implication, definition of, 412; rules
of, 415
Inclusion, 84
Inconsistency, sublime, 354
Incorrigible, 85
Indescribable, 338, 348, 476
Indescribability, 336
Indeterminate, 338, 355; questions, 124
Indeterminism, 143-5, 149«, 261, 444,
445
Indeterminist(s), 359, 445, 446; two
types of, 445
Indeterministic, 271, 444
Induction, 33
Inductive, inference, 76, 77«, 99, 457,
459, 460, 463; knowledge, 442, 443
Inexpressible, 338, 339, 470
Infallible, 377; dhamma, 405
Infallibility, 405
Inferable, 78
Inference, 33, 57, 59? 72, 74~8> 8o> 84>
87, 166, 167, 173, 174, 197, 206, 260,
273, 274, 441-3, 464; in Buddhism,
441, 442, 457; direct, 457; empirical,
77, 88, 95; erroneous, 426, 462, 463;
based on extra-sensory perception,
459, 460, 462; based on normal
perception, 457-9; immediate, 306,
307, 309; inductive, 76, 99, 443, 453,
457> 459? 46o, 463; metaphysical, 77,
88; criticism of, 77, 78; drawn from
observation, 99; based on percep
tion, 431; perceptual, 77; from sense
experience, 463; right, 273, 463;
transcendent, 78; validity of, 75, 79
88, 89, 463; verifiable, 88, 95;
wrong, 273
Infinite intelligence, 245, 250
Inquiry, critical, 378, 383; doubt that
promotes, 30; metaphysical, 93, 457

Index
Insight, 29, 32,153, 183, 188, 277, 296,
380, 393, 418, 419; of emancipation,
421; extraordinary, 403; final and
ultimate, 171; higher, 192, intui
tional, 169; product ofjhäna, 418;
metaphysical, 34, 62; into the nature
of things, 437; superhuman, 152;
supernatural, 192; supernormal, 153;
empirically unverifiable, 420
Intelligentsia, 228, 229, 277
Introspectability, 83
Introspection, 75, 436; objectivity in,
430; object of, 431
Introspective, 22, 83; method, 433
Intuition, 21, 61, 360, 377; a priori,
341«; source of true knowledge?
420; higher, 99; highest, 174;
mystical, 457; sudden act of, 466;
yogic, 174, 431
Intuitionist, contemplative, 32
Invariability, 447
Investigation, 457; method of scientific,
33, 457
Investigator(s), 229, 230, 272
itihaitiha, what is based on hearsay or
tradition, 194-6, 198
itihttiha, what is based on hearsay or
tradition, 195, 196, 198, 199, 202
itikirä, report, hearsay, 175, 195, 198,
199, 202
itikiriyä, hearsay, 195
itivädappamokkha, defending one's own
theory, 224; änisamsä, for the merit
of, 221, 222
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jätissaratakki, one who reasons on the
basis of his memory of (past) births,
246, 262
JAYANTA BHATTA, 75, 78
JAYARXS'I BHATTA, 51, 75, 79, 80, 82,

84, 86-92, 95«, 217, 256
JAYATILLEKE, K. N., loin, ^z6n, 330«,
345", 354«, 45™, 4 5 8 "
JHA, G., 314
jhäna, meditative experience, 61, 246,
395, 399, 417, 418, 422, 430,437-40,
466, 467; unthinkable range of, 400
Jhänic state, 100, 106, 107, 157;
experience of, 102; observation of,
445_
JINADASA G A N I , a Jain commentator,

154«, 155
jnäna, knowledge, 9, 54, 61, 62, 165,
417 kända, section on, 9 3 ; märga,
way of, 417
jhänävarana,
knowledge obscuring,
166; ävaraniya, 419
JNÄNAVIMALA, a Jain commentator,
142, 155
JOHNSON, W . E., 299

Judgment, moral, 124
Jugglery, verbal, 122, 131
kälätita, lapsed objection, 235
kalpanä, thought, 85, 86; criticism of,
86; podha, free of, 85
KAMALASILA, 75, 76
KANADA, 251

KANT, Immanuel, 341, 474
KAPILA, 251

Jain(s), classification of knowledge of,
165, 166; means of knowledge of,
167; theory of knowledge, 161;
logic, 438, 439; metaphysics, 161,
165, 166; naya-s, 156, 164; rela
tivism, 163, 164; concept of soul
of, 163, 166; standpoints of, 162,
361; syädväda of, 162, 347, 350;
tradition of, 79

KAPPINA, 456

karana, instrument; dosa, defect of, 174
kärana, cause, 148, 260, 446
käranaväda, causal argumentationist,
150, 235
Karma, hypothesis, 460; knowledgeobscuring, 166; perception-obscur
ing, 166; rational ethical argument
for, 404; understanding of, 4 4 1 ;
JAINI, P . S., 313, 320, 321
unthinkable range of, 400; verifiable,
jalpa, wrangling, casuistry, 218, 223,
376, 440, 441; verification of, 460
224
käryakärana, cause and effect, 146
janapadanirutti, local usage, 313
kathä, debate, 231
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kathojja, the institution of the debate,
231
KAUFMANN, W . , 406/2
KAUTILYA (KAUTALYA), 57, 57«
K E I T H , A. B., 25«, 29«, 30, 43, 57, 58,

134, 138, 179«, 209, 211, 264, 267,
268, 297/2, 306, 310, 312/2, 339/2,
369/2, 370, 376-8, 380/2, 383-5, 400/2,
401/2, 402, 450, 454, 471-3, 478«,
479
KERN, H., 221/2, 376, 382, 450/2, 451,

455
keva/a, omniscient,
omniscience, 245

165-7;

jnäna,

KIRK, G. S., 459/2

Knowledge, absolute, 368; ambivalent
attitude to, 425; based on anussava,
i82ff.; authoritative, 175, 198, 199,
201, 202; authority as criterion of,
172fr.; based on authority, 172, 191,
195; better than belief, 398; of the
decease and survival of beings, 422,
438, 441; of past births, 378; of
causes, 274/2; baseless claims to,
120; cogitative, 302; Jain classi
fication of, 165, 166; complete, 112,
119; comprehensive, 164; of con
sciousness associated with the body,
422; content of, 425; conventional,
367; criteria of, 223; criticism of, 84;
data of intuitive, 426; defects or
disadvantages of, 120; degrees of,
399; denial of, 88, 277; of the
dhamma^ 367; direct, 165, 166, 170,
245, 250; direct intuitive, 419; direct
personal, 170, 176, 399, 416; dis
tinctive, 403; of emancipation, 466;
empirical, 31, 126, 174, 420; extra
sensory, 424; of the future, 470; of
the predilections of beings, 470;
unlimited precognitive, 469; a pri
vate experience, 426, 427; final, 170,
397, 432; four forms of, 367;
fourteen kinds of, 381; genesis of,
421; higher, 63, 171, 172, 180, 274,
33°, 357, 393, 399> 4*7, 4*9, 4^7,
468, 473; three-fold higher, 440;
five-fold higher, 422, 423; six-fold

higher, 422, 423, 437, 438, 466;
hindrances to, 278; a danger to
moral development and salvation,
124; indirect, 166; inductive, 274/2,
367, 442, 443; inferential, 442, 457;
infinite, 203, 250, 468; and insight,
61, 418, 420, 421-3, 426, 4 3 2 , 454,
465
468; instrument of, 174; of
the destruction of intoxicants or
defiling impulses, 379,423, 438, 441,
466, 468; intuitional, 63, 64;
intuiting ultimate reality, 417; in
tuitive, 125, 126, 142, 152, 191, 417,
425, 426; based on itikirä, 195; Jain
theory of, 161; limits of, 467; of
the limits of other minds, 367;
lower, 169, 361; Mahävira's theory
of, 161; means of, 22, 59, 64, 71,
73, 74, 77, 79, 81, 84, 85, 93, 197,
420, 431; Jain means of, 167; as
means to an end, 3 1 ; as a means to
salvation, 417; based on meditative
experiences, 417; metaphysical, 31,
62/2, 125, 126; of another's mind,
439; mundane, 302; mystical, 303,
420, 426; of the means to and the
fact of Nirvana, 379; not necessary
for salvation, 125; as objective, 428,
429; objects of, 81, 82; noncogitative, 302; offerings of, 54;
partial, 276; personal, 416; based
on paramparä or pitakasampadä,
194, 199; peace of, 62; of pheno
mena, 442; of possibility and
impossibility, 470; possibility of, 28,
82, 113, 123; purification of, 6 1 ;
rational, 174, 417; rational reflective
source of, 59; retrocognitive, 271,
422, 432, 437, 438; gives reward, 3 1 ;
right, 62; of salvation, 466; scienti
fic, 464; as seeing, 61-3, 417, 418;
of the five senses, 62; source of, 29,
63, 72, 180, 197, 198, 427; spiritual,
181, 465, 466; superhuman, 180,
181; subjective, 119; super, 112; of
the symbolism of the ritual, 3 1 ;
telepathic, 422, 432, 438; of things
as they are, 428; three-fold, 379, 380,

Index
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Language, 362; analytical approach to
the study of, 312; ambiguity of, 343;
limitations of, 476; misleading, 363;
regional, 364; relation to truth, 312
LAW, B. C , 384«, 454«

syädväda, 347, 350; three-valued,
355«; two-fold, 344, 345; t w o valued, 350; Western, 335
Logical, 306; alternatives, 339; Posi
tivism, 471, 472; Positivist(s), 88,
88/z, 475; rules, 412; speculation,
69; systems, 338, 339; tendency, 89;
terms, 211; theory, 42; thinking, 57
Logician, 209, 455; of the Nyäya
school, 173
loka-nirutti, common expressions, 320;
pannatti, turns of speech, 320;
samahhä, designations, 320; vohärä,
usages, 320
lokäyata, speculations about the cos
mos, elements of logic and meta
physics, 46-57, 69; nihilist or realist
materialist theories, 79, 80, 89-92,
96, 134, 216-8
lokäyatika, one who studies lokäyata
or one who belongs to a lokäyata
school, 50, 81, 217, 317

LEIBNIZ, G. W . , 403, 455

LUCASIEWICZ, J., 350

399, 400, 440, 467-9, 477; Buddha's
three kinds of, 378, 399; two kinds
of, 59, 63, 361; traditional, 93; two
fold and other classifications of, 302;
ultimate personal, 174; uselessness
of, 119; valuation over faith, 398;
and vision, 420, 431; way of, 417
KUMARA KASSAPA, 409
KuMARILA, 192
läbhitakki,

intuitional reasoner, 245,

262

laddhi, thesis, 137
lakkhana, characteristic, 39, 295, 297;
väda, one who reasons on defini
tions, 39, 235
LAMOTTE, E., ion, 6$n, 422«

LEUCIPPUS, 97
LEWY, C , 335«, 344

MACH, Ernst, 87, 88

Mädhyamika, 79, 338, 357«
Magical order, 29, 443
mahäpadesa, the four great references,
LINDQUIST, S., 437-41
40
Linguists, two classes of, 312; two
schools of, 313
MAKKHALI GOSALA, 107«, i n , 114,
Linguistic, 312; convention, 313, 316;
132, 135, Mo, 141, 143-5, J 4 9 " ,
form, 343; phenomena, 312; philo
152-4, 157-9, 208, 219
sophy, 313; studies, 312
MALALASEKERA, G. P., 50, 101«, 131«,
Libre examen, principle of, 378
Likes, 275, 276

LOBOCHEVSKY, N . , 3 5 0

458

LOCKE, John, 305

MALUNKYAPUTTA, 473

Logic, 42, 46-8, 57, 73, i ° 3 , ^54, 191,

mamsacakkhu, human eye, 432
manahparyäya, telepathy, 165—7
manahparyäyajhäna, telepathic know
ledge, 439
manapajjavanäna,
telepathic know
ledge, 439
manas, mind, 69«, 270
manovihhäna, internal perception or
introspection, 436
Materialism, 22, 48, 52, 69-72, 76, 89,
90, 92, 187, 410, 450, 451; of Ajita
Kesakambali, 90; epistemology of,
74; impact on Buddhism, 374, 428;

205, 2 0 6 , 2 1 0 , 2 4 0 , 3 0 6 , 3 1 0 , 3 3 4 ,

338, 342, 344, 347, 403? 412; of the
Äjivika-s, 155; of the two alterna
tives, 350; of the three alternatives,
160; of the four alternatives, 350;
Aristotelian, 335, 341, 345, 347, 348,
350; beginnings of, 56; of concepts,
290; four-fold, 154, 304, 345, 347,
350; four-membered, 338; Jain, 348,
349; Indian, 104, 226, 333; laws of,
289; many-valued, 350; propositional, 412; study of, 173; of Jain
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metaphysical, 142, 265; metaphysics
of, 74; origin of, 69, 70; pluralistic
school of, 90; as a product of pure
reasoning, 97
Materialist, 33, 45/z, 50, 51, 55, 66, 67,
70-80, 82, 85, 88, 90-6, 99-103,
106-8, n o , 142, 161, 163, 167, 169,
170, 188, 190, 207, 208, 215-7, 243,
244, 246, 247, 249, 253, 255, 256,
277, 3 l6 > 327> 359) 374-6, 411, 419,
426-8, 431, 451; theory of know
ledge, 72-85; arguments used by,
94fr., 103; metaphysical, 82, 91, 316;
nihilist, 95, 216, 256; positivist
school of, 98, 104, 260; pragmatic,
82, 91, 92; rational atomistic, 97
Mathematical method, 403
mati, opinion, 165, 166

Knowledge

Metaphysics, 21, 50, 57, 62, 74, 87, 88,
ii5) 134, 336, 370, 433) 464;
beginnings of, 56; contradictions
of, 115; deductive, 403; elements
of, 56; of Jainism, 161, 165, 166;
rejection of, 87; rational, 403;
Sänkhya, 174; of Uddälaka, 36; of
Vaisesika, 266; of the Veda-s, 174
micchd-ditthi, false belief, false theory,
94) 353? sahkappa, conception, 353;
väcä, statement, 353
Middle way, 89, 338, 360
Milesian philosopher, 44«
M I L L , J. S., 147, 148

mlmämsä, investigation, 30
Mimämsä, 82, 84,173, 174,178; Pürva,
103, 452; school, 84
Mind, 22, 35,108, 421-6,434,437,439,
459; analysis of, 433; four ways of
MCDOUGALL, W., 459/2
knowing another's, 440; selective
MCKENZIE, J., 388«
activity of, 436; conscious content
M ' C R I N D L E , J. W., 64ft
of, 464; control and culture of, 32;
Mean, in pre-Buddhistic thought, 360,
created by, 106; emancipation of,
361; in Buddhism, 359-61
399, 467; -fulness, 466; habits of,
Meaning, 103, 313, 328; direct, 361-3;
428, 431; materialist conception of,
indirect, 361, 362; inferred, 363,
35, 69; naturalistic view of, 433;
363; nature of, 312; relation between
telepathic powers of, 460
a word and its, 103; its relation to
truth, 312; of terms, 297; theory of, Miracle, 322, 324, 332; of instruction,
324
315
Meaningful, 235, 290, 291, 331, 332, Miraculous element, 459
MISHRA, U., 161«, 196«
454; answer, 290; empirically, 344
Meaningless, 27/2, 234, 238, 287, 322, MIYAMOTO, S., 337, 338, 347
325-8, 330-2, 345, 346, 471, 475; MOORE, G. E., 24«, 75, 80«, 88, io$n
Modal, 155, 160
statement, 321, 326; -ness, 475
Modus tollendo ponens, 2,2,7
medhä, intellect, 61
Meditation, 61, 152, 157, 250, 418, 425 Modus tollendo tollens, 103, 409-12
Moral reasons, 124
Meditative states, 422
Memory, 85, 86, 424; Buddha's, 469; Morphology, 343
Motor organs, 3 1 ; ten, 434
paranormal, 475; ofpre-existence, 440
direct perception,
Metaphysical, 22, 69, 77, 150, 451, 456; Mukhyapratyaksa,
166
agent, 402, 450; argument, 88;
assumption, 38; clothing, 32; con müla, root cause, first cause, 55, 443
cepts, 56, 433; factor, 149; inter MURTI, T . R. V., 470, 471, 474
pretation, 463; inquiry, 93, 457; muta, what is thought of? what is
sensed? 60, 61
interest, 142; presuppositions, 453;
Mystic, 40, 106, 271, 426, 431;
speculation, 21, 32; surmise, 402
potency, 420
Metaphysician, 63, 84, 170-3, 379;
Mystical, experience, 40, 4 1 ; state, n o
rational, 169, 205, 407

Index
Mysticism, 402
Myth, 29
Mythical element, 459
Mythological, 34
Mythology, 21, 31, 32, 36
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neyyattha, of indirect meaning, 361-3,
366
nidäna, cause, 446
NlGANTHA NITAPUTTA, 51, I40, 141,

152, 204, 219, 220, 226, 238, 250,
334, 39 8 , 407, 419
NAGXRJUNA, 336, 350«, 397
niggaha, censure (in debate), 415
naigamanaya, general standpoint, 164
nigrahasthäna, occasion for censure,
nairätmyaväda, theory of the absence
237-9
of soul or substance, 66, 67
Nihilism, 82, 88, 339; absolute, 90;
nairukta, etymologist, 312
epistemological, 92; extreme, 359
Naiyäyika-s, 172-4, 178
Nihilist, 51, 54, 56, 91, 92, 95, 97, 215,
näna, knowledge, 250, 274, 301, 302,
216, 256; absolute, 80, 82, 89, 92
398, 425, 426, 439; dassana, and
nimitta, external sign, gesture, 440
vision, 418, 419, 421, 423, 431, 432; nirarthaka, meaningless (as occasion
patha, way of, 417; väda, the claim
for censure), 238
to knowledge, one who claims niratthaka, meaningless (of statements
knowledge; vädin, one who claims
or propositions), 322, 325, 326, 331
knowledge, 418, 419, 421
nirukta, etymology, 48
NARAD A, 56
niruttipatisambhidä, etymological or
natthitä, non-being, 217
semantic analyses, 311, 312
Natural sciences, 88; data and methods Nirvana, knowledge of, 457
of, 87
nisedha, prohibition, 172
Nature, 144, 338; inherent, 444; nitärtha, of direct meaning, 361, 366
intrinsic, 151; knowledge of, 464; nitattha, of direct meaning, 361-3, 366
observation of, 458; study of, 49; niyati, fate, 142, 143«, 144—6, 148, 149;
of things, 420, 421, 437, 448, 454;
väda, determinism, 145, 148, 261,
minor uniformities of, 444
271, 444-6; vädin, determinist, 142,
naya, standpoint, 139, 154-6, 159, 160,
143, M5, 146,148-52, 271, 421, 445;
164, 216, 273, 279, 280, 349, 403;
as a causal factor, 149; a meta
inference, 273, 274; hetu, from a
physical principle, 149, 150; argu
standpoint, on the basis of an
ments of the determinist, 150
inference? 198, 205, 273; väda, the Non perdpi est non esse, 101
theory of standpoints, 156; four, Non, -absolutism, 279; -absolutist,
164; of the Jains, 156, 163, 164;
166; -analysable, 281; -being, 27,
seven, 154, 159, 160, 164; three
34, 45, 70, 97, 107, 143, 155, 159,
fold, 154, 155, 160; two senses of,
249, 317, 334; -categorical, 280, 281;
273; äbhäsa, confusion of stand
-causal, 261, 270, 271, 339; -causapoints, error, 349
tionism, 410; -causationist, 410,
Necessity, 447, 454; metaphysical,
445; -cognition, 250; -conceptual,
340; -dogmatic, 382, 402; -meta
78«
physical, 402; -mystical, 402; -scep
Negation, 84, 293, 336; four-cornered,
ticism, 130, 212, 215; -soul, 155;
33 0 , 337, 346; of Nägärjuna, 336;
-theistic, 183
of Sankara, 336
neti neti, it is not, it is not, 40, 114, 339 Non-Contradiction, law of, 345;
principle of, 334
NEUMANN, K. E., 323, 325
Non-empirical, 173
Neutralism, 389
neyärtha, of indirect meaning, 361, 366 N o WELL SMITH, P . H., 126«, 201«
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NYANATILOKA, 296«, 361«, 366, 446,

447«
Nyäya, 56, 57^, 75, 79, 80«, 84, 209,
218, 336; view of aitihya, 197, 198;
äptopadesa in, 200 \pauruseya, theory
of, 190, 192; theory of causation,
452; theory of perception, 186, 187;
view of scriptural statements, 173;
tradition, 267; attitude to Vedic
authority, 191; Vaisesika, 190, 452
Objectivity, 447
Observation, 457, 464
Observables, 77
O G D E N , C. K.,

320

okappana-lakkhana,
of trust, 388

the characteristic

paccupatthäna, antecedent condition,
295-7
padaka, etymologist, 312, 313
padatthäna, resultant condition, 295-7
padavädin, one who holds the priority
of terms, 313
PAKUDHA KACCAYANA, 142, 246,

257,

258,265-8
pämänika, epistemologist, 64, 65
PANINI, 194, 196, 218, 480

pannä, spiritual knowledge, 302—4,
396> 397, 420, 423, 435, 4<$6;
vimutta, one emancipated by, 400;
vimutti, emancipation by, 467
pahhatti, designation, 315, 316«, 320

PAP, A., 355«

papahca, phenomenal reality, 293«
OLTRAMARE, P., 366, 4$on
Parable, of the arrow, 357, 474; of
the blind men and the elephant,
Omnipotent, 150
Omniscience, 114, 115, 152, 153, 166,
354, 378, 379; o f t h e r a f t , 3575 of
the Simsapä leaves, 469, 473, 474
167, 174, 202-4, 250, 377-9? 4 3 2 ,
468, 469; of the Buddha, 202-4, 37^, Paralogism, 278
377, 379-81, 467, 468; components Paranormal, 73, 438, 440; knowledge,
of, 380, 381; as knowing every
439 j perception, 152, 166, 167, 431,
thing conditioned and uncon
432^ 437, 441, 457, 463; vision, 441
ditioned, 380; claim to, 152, 202-4, parä vidyä, higher knowledge, 63, 417
245, 250, 378; criticism by the paracittahäna, knowledge of other
sceptics, 115; denial of, 202;
minds, 432
human, 203; impossibility of, 115; paramärtha,
absolute, 364; satya,
as knowing everything past, present
truth, 368
and future, 380; possibility of, 113, paramattha,
absolute, 362-4, 366;
114,467
näna, knowledge, 367, 368; sacca,
Omniscient, 112, 140, 142, 180, 191,
truth, 361, 367, 368; vacana, state
203, 250, 376-8, 381, 468, 470
ment, 366
Ontological, 82, 107; Framework, 28, paramparä, tradition, 175, 194, 195,
198
178; sense, 294
paricce näna, knowledge of the limits
Ontology, 33
(of other minds), 367«
Opinion, 166,365
Order, causal cosmic, 448; mechanical paricchede näna,, knowledge of the
limits (of other minds), 367
but magical, 443; natural physical,
29, 443; Rgvedic concept of, 29, 443 pariprcchä-vyäkaranlya, to be answered
by a counter-question, 282
PARMENIDES, 70, 97, 145, 259, 268
pabhava, origin, cause, 446
paccakkhe, perception (as a means of paroksa, indirect, 28, 29, 165, 166
'Particularism', 217
knowledge), 167
Particularity, 267
paccaya, causal condition, 435, 446
pacceka-sacca, individual (private) or paryäyärthika, modal, 160; naya, stand
point, 156, 160
partial truth? 289, 354-6

Index
pasäda, mental appreciation, faith, 297,
385-8
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POKKHARASATI, l 8 l
POUSSIN, L. de la V.,

195, 282-8,

333-5, 350, 357, 3 6 4, 3 6 5 " , 3 6 8 ,
patibhäna-patisambhidä,
analysis of
369«, 370«, 376, 377, 381-6, 402,
intellectual processes, 311, 312
433«, 437, 45°«
paticcasamuppäda, causation, 445, 447, Positivism, 80, 87; of Ajita, 78«; of
448, 454
early Materialists, 102; modern, 327;
paticcasamuppanna, caused, 261, 445
Logical, 471, 472
patipucchä-vyäkaraniya, to be answered
Positivist(s), 27«, 78, 80, 82, 84, 88,
by a counter-question, 281, 282,
104, 134, 287, 326, 331, 332;
286, 287
Logical, 88, 475; outlook, 476;
PÄYASI, 72, 73, 76, 104-6, 375, 409
school, 95, 98
Percept, 299, 316
Prabhäkara school, 174
Perception, 57, 58, 61, 72-4, 76,77, 79, Pragmatic, 82, 106, 288, 357, 358;
80, 87, 89, 90, 166, 167, 170, 206,
nihilist, 51
277, 419, 427, 428, 432, 436, 464; Pragmatism, 471; of Buddhism, 357
auditory, 58, 439; Buddhist theory Pragmatist, 356; attitude, 471; reason,
of, 432, 433; Nyäyabindu definition
473; solution, 471
of, 85; Materialist criticism of the prakaranasama, equal to the question
(fallacy of petitio principii), 236
Buddhist {Nyäyabindu) theory of,
85; criticism of the Nyäya theory, pramäna, a valid means of knowledge,
86, 87; direct, 166; external or
58, 64, 74, 79, 82, 164, 167, 172-4,
internal, 75; extra-sensory, 61-3,
182, 2 0 6 , 223
prämänika, epistemologist, 64
73> 76, 99, I o 8 , l 6 5 , l 6 7 , 170, i92>
193, 262, 403, 424, 426, 428, 431, prameya, object of knowledge, 182
43 2 , 437, 457, 459; internal, 75, 436; Pramnai, 64«
invalidity of, 86; jhänic, 240, 424; PRASAD, J., 23-6, 198«, 267«
as a means of knowledge, 73, 74, pratisamvidä, analysis, 310
428, 432, 437-42, 457-ÖO, 463; pratyaksa, perception, 28, 57, 74, 167,
196«, 197, 381
normal, 62, 165, 166, 426, 431, 432,
437, 441, 457, 459> 463; priority of, pratyeka-satya, individual (private) or
partial truth? 354, 356
95; causal genesis of, 433-5, 446;
a reliable source of knowledge, 58, Preaching, Buddha's technique of, 406
59, 98, 428; Upanisadic theory of, Predication, four-fold mode of, 121,
433, 434; validity of, 72, 79, 80, 84,
135, 136, 138, 333, 335, 339, 34°,
88, 92, 95; visual, 58, 119, 435, 436;
342; seven forms of, 121, 138, 336,
yogic, 245, 246
337, 348, 350; three-fold mode of,
Petitio principii, 236, 237
155, 156, 160
Phenomena, causally correlated, 442; Premiss, 70, 142, 262, 404; acceptance
knowledge of, 442; fixed nature of,
of, 6 3 ; a priori, 248, 268, 316;
448; regular pattern of, 448
empirical, 34, 247, 404; ethical,
Phenomenal existence, unknowability
404, 405; implicative, 228, 409;
major, 408; minor, 408
of the origin of, 475
Pre-socratics, 21«
Phenomenalist, 93
Presumption, 84
Physical order, 29
pitakasampadä, on the authority of the PRICE, H. H., 9
sacred texts, 175, 186, 194, 195, 198, Priority, relation of, 78«
Probability, 454
199
PASCAL, Blaise, 406
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Probable, 77
Proof, 64, 8 1 ; indirect, 104; trans
cendent, 77
Prophecy, the belief in, 152
Proposition(s), 103, 104, 122-4, 126,
13 1 , 134-7, 143, 150, 154, 412-5;
analysis of, 414; compound, 236,
414; conditional, 162; contingent,
33°, 340, 344; divisibility of, 313;
empirical, 159; ethical, 123, 125;
false, 335; general, 414; indivisi
bility of, 313; inferential, 173;
interrogative, 333; logical, 159;
meaning of, 277; moral, 128, 129;
transcendent, 212; universal, 7 5 - 7 ;
universal affirmative, 309, 351;
verification of the truth of, 416
Propriety, 200, 201

RAJU, P . T., 335, 336, 346-8/2
RÄNDLE, H. N., 42, 85/2,

412

Rational, 59, 60, 63, 66, 98; argument,
32, 37, 38; criticism, 407; grounds,
405-8; metaphysician, 32; persons,
375,405; persuasion, 277; reflection,
275, 276; temper, 278; theory or
thesis, 264-71; thinking, 268
Rationalism, 402; definition of, 403
Rationalist, 34, 141, 151, 170, 171, 230,
264, 3 5 6 , 375, 402-4, 416, 417;
brahmin, 417; was the Buddha a?
402fr.; consideration, 405; philo
sophers, 403; pure, 403, 404;
system, 376
RAVEN, J. E., 459/2

Reality, 31-4, 62/2, 71, 82, 103, 179,
254, 258, 269, 316, 355; conceptual
or sensory knowledge of, 125;
P R O T A G O R A S ( E S ) , 207, 209, 2 1 1 , 212
direct experience of, 62; intuition
PRZYLUSKI, J., 65«, 381, 382, 422«
of, 421; knowledge of, 169; means
Psychokinesis, 438
of knowing, 169; partial accounts
Psychokinetic activity, 422
°f, 355? partial vision of, 379;
pubbeniväsänussatihäna,
knowledge
phenomenal, 293; relative, 145;
consisting of the memory of prestructure of, 350; super-sensuous,
existence, 108, 422, 432, 437, 438
88; total vision of, 379; trans
PUJYAPADA, a Jain commentator, 440/2
cendental, 260, 378; ultimate, 69,
punarukta, repetitious, tautologous, 188
109, n o , 340, 417, 425, 426
PÜRANA KASSAPA, 51, 72, 73, 104, 114,
141, 143-5, 149, J 53, 2 o 8 , 2 I 9 , 2 4 5 , Realisation, 357, 360, 418, 473;
through understanding, 399
246, 250, 407, 419, 421, 446
PURANDARA, 76-8
Reason, 36, 62, 83, 152, 168-70, 174,
191, 206, 262, 269, 272, 274, 369,
Pürva-Mimämsä, 172, 180, 191, 192,
377, 402, 405-7, 446; accompanied
314
by, 235; appeal to, 277, 405; art of,
P Y R R H O , 129
218, 219; Buddhist attitude to, 205,
Pyrrhonist, 132
369; conflict in, 474; and experience,
PYTHAGORAS, 459«
402; free exercise of, 56; based on
jhänic experience, 262; based on
Quadrilemma, 226«
retrocognition, 262; sacrificial, 30;
Question(s), categorically answerable,
based on tradition or report, 262;
284; counter, 281, 286, 287; four
as employed by Upanisadic thinkers,
types of, 281-3; inappropriate, 292;
42; within Buddhism, 4016°.; of
two-pronged, 226
limited value, 404-7
Quibbler, 209, 228, 263, 264
Reasoned, ill-, 272; well-, 272
RADHAKRISHNAN, S. 9, 9/2, 22«, 24«,
Reasoner(s), 171, 205, 230, 242, 264,
272, 341; intuitionist, 262; pure,
42, 46, 75, 80«, 90, 107, 109, 114,
262, 264, 271; four types of, 245/?,
125«, 173/2, 179, 183, 192,193, 251/2,
262
348/2, 35Ö, 370,372/2,402,443/2,444/2

Index
Reasoning, 35, 45, 51, 57, 59-61, 76,
151, 153, 169, 170, 209, 235, 245,
270, 272, 431, 445; analogical, 29,
44; a priori, 36, 97, 145, 246, 255,
267, 268, 271, 272, 403; beginnings
of, 42; Brähmanic, 29, 36, 38;
discursive, 420; elements of, 46, 56;
empirical, 32, 36, 98, 268; fallacious,
205, 209, 225; good and bad, 224;
invalid, 234, 239; logical, 268;
logical basis of, 76; metaphysical,
60; pure, 34, 97, 262, 263, 271, 272,
403; science of, 56, 57; study of,
56, 92; syllogistic, 4 3 ; valid, 234,
239; validity and invalidity of, 43,
404
Rebirth, 4 1 , 126, 127, 369-76, 399,
400, 420, 450; rational ethical
argument for, 404; verifiable, 376,
440, 441
Reductio ad absurdum, 103/2
References, four great, 401
Refutations, eight, 415
Regularity theory of causation, 453,
455

.
Rejection,

four-cornered, 346
Rejoinder, four-fold, 414
Relation, 294, 449; of exclusive dis
junction, 350; of contiguity, 78«
Relative, 280
Relativism, 163, 165, 217
Relativity, of standpoints, 280
Religion, 115, 142, 158, 175, 176, 180,
187, 188, 196, 202, 204, 207, 215,
244, 248, 357, 370, 381, 384, 394,
399, 403, 471; based on anussava,
185, 187; epistemic basis of, 171;
based on itiha, 195; unsatisfactory,
264, 272
Report, 84, 175-7, 182, 184-7, 199,
262; untrustworthiness of, 186
Retrocognition, 246, 262, 466, 468;
ante-natal, 459; faculty of, 399;
unlimited, 468
Retrocognitive, 422, 445
Revelation, 63, 93, 169, 181-6, 192,
203; Buddhist criticism of, 182, 183,
185; Buddhist attitude to, 185; and
R
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Buddhist scriptures, 381; divine, 29,
181, 182, 184; supernatural, 63, 402;
untrustworthiness of, 186
Rhetoric, 207, 209
Rhetorical, 104
RHINE, J. B., 459/2
RHYS D A V I D S , Mrs C. A. F., 50, 200/2,

208, 234«, 249, 294-6, 299, 301, 306,
310-2, 323, 333, 334, 339«, 340, 356,
359, 370, 372/2, 413/2, 414, 423/2,
442, 455, 456
RHYS DAVIDS, T . W., 9,10/2,46,49,55,
91,

104«, 1 2 1 , 126, 2 1 0 , 221/2,

233-5, 2 3 8 , 2 58, 268, 270, 274, 280,
321-5, 370
RICHARDS, I. A., 320

rjumati, direct telepathy? 440
rjusütranaya, existential standpoint,
164
ROBINSON, R. H., 350
RUBEN, W . , 33, 35«, 40, 69, 79, 104/2

ruci, likes, 275, 276
RUNES, D . , 217, 403/2, 464

RUSSELL, Bertrand, 88, 149/2, 209/2,
212/2, 321, 431/2, 455/2, 456/2, 464/2
RYLE, G., 290/2, 423/2
sabba-dassävi, all-seeing, 380, 381;
nnuy omniscient, 377/2, 380, 381;
nnutanäpa, omniscience, 380
sabda, testimony (as a means of
knowledge), 42, 84, 172-5, 182;
different senses of, 175; orthodox
view of, 172
sacca, truth, 180, 353; änubodha,
realisation of, 397; änupatti, attain
ment of, 397; änurakkhana, safe
guarding, 391, 394
SACCAKA, 38, 39, 202, 208, 219-21, 238,

297, 353 ^
sadasat, being and non-being, 159,
160, 165, 249, 254
SADAW, L., 361/2, 365

saddhä, faith, 176, 274, 276, 383-7, 389,
391, 396-8, 400, 426, 467; änusäri,
one led by, 396; vimutta, one
emancipated by, 384, 394, 396; as
antidote to doubt and ignorance,
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387; two strata in the evaluation of,
384; new conception of, 400; object
of, 389; its relation to knowledge,
397-400
saddhindriya, faculty of faith, 399
sädhana, proof (defence) of one's
theory, 223,224
sddhya, what is to be proved, 77, 77«;
sama, equal to what is to be proved
(fallacy of petitio principii), 236, 237
sahitarriy text, 234, 235
saktivdda, the theory that the cause is
a force, activity theory, 452
Salvation, 63, 83, 94, 124, 126, 127,
i33> Mi* 143, *57, 187, 190, 245,
2
<>3, 295, 3 2 5, 347, 357, 37i, 3 8 4,
388, 394, 395, 396, 402, 423, 425,
426, 432, 465; knowledge of, 466;
and knowledge, 395; by suta,
182
samannähära, attention, 433
samantacakkhu, all-seeing, 381
sämänya,
general principle, 267;
laksana, characteristic, 52; todrsta,
analogical argument, 173
samBhava, inclusion, 84; origin, cause,
96, 446
sammd-ditthi,
right (true) belief,
theory, 94, 189, 353, 406, 426;
sankappa, conception, 353; väcä,
statement, 353
sammuti, conventional, 363, 366;
nana, knowledge, 367; sacca, truth,
361, 367
sampakkhandanalakkhana, character
istic of endeavour, 387
sampasddanalakkhana, characteristic of
appreciation, 387
samsayasama, equal to the doubt
(fallacy of petitio principii), 237
samvfti, conventional, 364, 366
samvyavahärika-pratyaksay
normal or
common perception, 166
samyagjndna, right (true) knowledge,
62
SANDAL, M. L.,

314

samgrahanaya,
164

general

standpoint,

Knowledge

saniddna, with cause or reason, 324,
3 2 5, 454
SANJAYA BELATTHIPUTTA, 80, 88,

130-

5, 138, 169, 212, 216, 217, 230, 249,
336-8, 473
Sänkhya, 70«, 82, 84, 96, 173, 174, 251,
251«, 264, 269, 444, 451, 452
sappdtihdriya, meaningful, 321-5, 332,
454
sappdtihirakata, meaningful, 321, 322,

324, 325, 33°
saptabhangaka, according to the seven
forms (of predication), 121
saptabhangi, of the seven forms (of
predication), 138, 156
SARATCHANDRA, E. R., 293«, 432-6
SARUP, L., 23«, 312«,

315

sat, being, 27, 34, 54, 69, 160, 249, 321;
kdranavdda, the theory that being
is the cause, 452, 453; kdryavdda,
the theory that the effect is con
tained in the cause, 452, 453
savitakka, cogitative, 302
SAW, R. L., 455/2
sayampatibhdnay self-evident, 268, 403,
__4°4
SAYANA, 22«, 23, 25, 26, 44

Sceptic(s), 21, 80, 82, 109-35, 138-42,
154, 161, 169, 170, 185, 207-12,
214-7, 221, 249, 259, 277, 337, 340
344, 375, 376, 407, 428, 471, 473;
Greek, 209, 211,212; logical, 82,92,
95, 208; moral, 208; sophist, 212,
217, 230
Scepticism, 23, 25, 27, 28, 82, 109,
111-3, 117-20, 122, 124, 127, 128,
132-4, 169, 208-12, 428, 430, 471,
474; the birth of, 24, n o ; Greek,
212; intellectual, 117, 119, 120, 126,
215; logical, 80, 207, 213; moral,
212; moral reasons for, 119; of the
Näsadiya hymn, 25-8; philoso
phical, 92; pragmatic reasons for,
117, 119, 120; of Pyrrho, 129, 130;
raison d'etre of, i n ; rational basis
of, 117; Rgvedic, 75^ 109; Sanjaya's,
133, 217; scientific, 123; theoretical,
133

Index
Schema, Aristotelian, 159; the four
fold, 135, 156, 333, 342, 344; three
fold, 156
Science, 88
Scientist, 372
Scripture, 57, 58, 61, 63, 166, 167, 174,
196, 198, 200, 427; authority of,
186; criticism of validity and
authority of, 183; revealed, 200;
sacred, 26; as a source of knowledge,
169, 174, 197
Self, cognitive, 220, 316; empirical,
320; intelligential, 270
Self-consistent, 406
Self-contradictory, 84, 86, 139, 164,
J88, 334, 33<>, 341, 349, 358, 383
Self-evident, 84, 268, 403
Sensation, 434, 435; bare, 434, 436
Sense, 72, 73, 8 1 ; consciousness, 4 1 ;
data, 215; organs, 83, 434, 439; six
spheres of, 292
Sensory, field, 436; organs, 31, 434
Sentence(s), 313, 343
Sentience, anoetic, 434, 436
SlLANKA, 70, 74, 75, 81/2, 90, 95-8,
IIO-3, I I 6 - 2 I , 127-9, 132, 135, 138,
142, 144, 146, 147", 150, 151, 153,
154, 158, 162, 255, 256, 258
Simile, of the basin of water, 419; of
the man born blind, 72; of the
chariot, 160; of the fire, 289; of
gold-ore, 424; of the granary, 379;
of the tree, 70; of the touchstone,
391
SINHA, Jadunath, 69, 75, 79, 161«,

250«
siyäväya, the theory of conditional
propositions, 162
SLATER, R. H., 476«
SMART, Ninian, 291«, 37 m

smrtiy scripture, 57, 58, 196; human
tradition, 59, 175, 197, 200
SOCRATES, 25, 207, 415

Socratic, 408
Sophism, 209, 225; sceptical, 208
Sophist, 49, 80, 134, 136«, 205-9,
212,

118

217, 230, 2 6 3 , 2 6 4 ;

Greek,
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Sophistic,
Indian,
207;
Greek,
207
Sophistical, 208, 217
Soul, 33, 36, 39, 52, 72, 74, 76, 82-4,

94, 95, 99, I O ° , I O 5 ,

IO6

,

Io8

,

II2

,

119, *3<>, 152, 153, *55, 156, J 58,
159, 161, 163, 164, 166, 188, 208,
210, 216, 220, 236, 237, 243-9, 252,
259, 260, 264-6, 268-70, 278, 292,
3 J 9, 3 2 7, 342, 344, 359, 3^2, 373,
430, 433, 4 5 1 , 474; as agent of
actions and recipient of reactions,
450; consisting of cognition, 220;
materialist criticism of, 83, 327; not
verifiable by sense-experience, 100,
101, 245; seen by subtle seers, 247;
self-identical, 450; theories of the
origin of the notion of, 102, 103,
319, 320, 430; substantial, 96, 102
Speculation, 31, 36, 56, 63, 116, 170,
198, 269, 270, 272, 403; logical, 69;
metaphysical, 69, 169, 268; rational,
264
Speculative, 21, 87, 196, 198; inquiry,
264
Speculators, 205, 264
Speech, five defects of, 234
SPINOZA, Benedict, 403

sraddhäy faith, 109, 125, 386, 388; in
Vedic literature, 388
s'ruta, what is heard or learnt, 6o, 61,
177, 182, 382
srutiy scripture, revelation, 58, 59, 93,
165, 166, 181, 182, 196, 197, 200,
381,382
STACE, W . T., 118«, 268«

Standpoint(s), 160, 164, 216, 273, 279,
280, 349, 350, 356, 365; dual, 160;
epistemological, 170; existential,
164; general, 164; Jain, 361; modal,
162; seven-fold, 154; specific, 164;
substantial, 162; substantial-cummodal or dual, 160, 161; Trairäsika
Äjivika doctrine of, 361; three-fold,
154, 155; v e r b a l , 164
Statement(s), false, 352, 353; veri
fication of, 458
STCHERBATSKY, T 1 L , 42^, 450//
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STEBBING, L. S., 130/?, 148«, 226«, 227,
298/2, 299/7, 300«, 303«, 306, 308«,
309/2, 326«, 334«, 335«, 343, 430/2,
443/2, 444/2, 445«, 449/2, 463/2

Symbol, 330
Symbolism, 290, 291
Synthesis, 54, 360, 361

STEVENSON, Ian, 459/2

taccha, true, 351, 352
takka, pure reason, a priori reasoning,
198, 205, 206, 212, 216, 230, 231,
239, 240-2, 268, 271, 272, 402-4,
431; hetu, on the grounds of, 198,
205, 272; pariyähata, by the exercise
of, 240, 241, 268, 271, 403
takki) reasoner, 141, 153, 171, 172,
205-9, 212, 216, 230, 240, 242, 247,
262, 264, 341
takkika, reasoner, 205, 206, 209, 263,
264
takkiväda, thesis of a casuist, 136
tarka, reason, 104, 169, 206, 212, 223,
230, 231; sästra, science of, 46-8,
76, 92, 218
tatfiatä, objectivity, 447

sthäpanäy demonstration, proof, 243
sthäpaniyavyäkarana, to be explained
by setting aside, 282
STHIRAMATI, 83/2, 360/2

Subject, ontological, 103; predicate
form, 414
Subjective, 341; bias, 428, 430;
prejudices, 429
Substance(s), 265-7, 294, 362, 363,
365, 430, 467; discrete independent,
268; philosophical principle of, 294;
problem of, 321, 464
Substantial, 155, 160; entity, 319
Substantialist, 319
suddha-takkika, pure reasoner, 262,
264, 271
Sufficient reason, principle or law of,
455
suhga^ shoot, effect, 443
Superhuman, 180, 181; law, 376
Supernatural, 420
Supernormal, power, 438
Superstitions, 464
Sum, Vadideva, a Jain commentator,
77,79
suta, what is heard, 60, 6T, 182, 382;
may a, arising from, 302, 303
sutiy revelation? 181
sutakkita, well-reasoned, 225, 239, 272
SUZUKI, D . T., 51, 52/2
SVAIDIYANA GAUTAMA, 29, 44

svalaksana, specific characteristic, 53
SVETAKETU, 45, Ö2/2, 417
syädasti, may be it is, 347-9
syädastinästi, may be it both is and is
not, 165, 338
syädnästi, may be it is not, 347-9
syädväda, theory of conditional pre
dication, 138, 139, 156, 162, 338, 347
syännästi, may be it is not, 347-9
Syllogism, in Barbara, 408; destructive
hypothetical, 103; five-membered,
231; formulation of, 42

TATIA, N., 161, 402, 440

tattvcty principle (epistemological or
ontological), 81, 82, 366
Tautology, 330
Telepathic, 422; power, 460
Telepathy, 166, 167, 468; two kinds
of, 439, 440; object of, 439, 440;
proof of, 459
Term(s), 412, 414; analysis, 414;
classification of, 414; logical analysis,
412/2, 414; logical formulae, 412
Testimony, 75, 76, 427; of competent
persons, 173, 175, 183, 191, 200; as
a means of knowledge, 42, 427;
verbal, 172, 173, 201, 431
Tetralemma, 350
thänaväda, one who speaks according
to the occasion, 235
thapaniya, to be set aside, 281, 282,
287, 288, 291, 293, 345
Theism, arguments against, 410, 411;
argument for, 260, 261
Thesis, 50, 51, 53, 54, 81, 84, 113, 128,
136/2, 137, 142, 145, 152, 211, 212,
215, 216, 218, 224, 230, 231, 234,
236, 270, 340, 359, 475; antithesis
form, 474, 475

Index
THOMAS, E. J., 65, 107«, 183,184, 195,

251«, 264, 269, 370, 450«, 45m
Thought, clarity of, 306; cogitative,
440; discursive, 398; laws of, 301,
3°4, 3 3 3—5; reading, 324; reflective,
398, 440; vibrations, 440
THOULESS, Robert H., 10
T I M O N , 129, 130

tipadapanhay trilemma, 346
TISCHNER, R., 459«

tisso vijjä, three-fold knowledge, 440,
467
TOYNBEE, A., 354
Tradition, 57, 59, 9 3 > 153, 166, 167,
*73> 175-7» 181-7, 190-2, 194, 195,
205, 277, 284, 371, 382, 464;
authoritative, 182, 184; blind, 176;
Brähmanic, 140, 142, 180, 181, 184,
191, 196, 198, 297, 372; Buddhist,
79, 181, 313; Buddhist attitude
towards, 185; continuous, 180, 195;
external, 369, 376; human, 181;
Jain, 79; logical, 211, philosophical,
175, 201; rational, 142, 153; revelational, 93, 177, 186, 481; scriptural,
84, 170, 198, 235; textual, 196, 198;
untrustworthiness of, 186; Upanisadic, 32, 191, 481; Vedic, 21, 31,
32, 56, 63, 93, 125, i75~7 ? 180-3,
184, 188, 189, 190, 191, 193, 194,
199, 207, 376, 417, 427, 465, 481
Traditionalist, 141, 169-72, 185, 186,
193,41^417
Transempirical, 476
Transcendent, 78, 134
Transposition, law of, 412
Trichotomy, 355«
Trilemmas, 226/2
Trust, 384, 388, 389, 467
Truth(s), 165, 180, 209; absolute, 361,
364, 368; according to Jainism, 163;
Buddhist theory of, 351-68; coher
ence theory of, 353, 354; conven
tional, 146, 361-8; correspondence
theory of, 352-3; criterion of, 353;
theory of double, 280, 366-8;
double standard of, 145; Four
Noble, 279, 283, 400, 418, 441, 466;
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individual or partial, 289, 354, 356;
as a mean, 359-61; non-categorical
theory of, 162; as object of know
ledge, 352; objective, 212, 356;
objectivity of, 428; as one, 353, 356,
364; popular and philosophical,
367; possibilities, 345, 348, 349;
pragmatic theory of, 358-9; quest
for, 464; realisation of, 397; and
utility, 351, 352, 356-9; relative,
356; revealed, 377; safe-guarding
of, 184, 276, 391, 394; theory of
the sceptic about, 122,428; spiritual,
381, 435; table, 345, 348, 349; test
of, 392; transcendent, 89; two kinds
of, 361, 363-5; ultimate, 365; value,
65, 163, 278, 279, 2 8 ^ 349, 351,
354, 35 8 , 406
til/a, shoot, effect, 55, 443
ubhatokotikapanha, two-pronged ques
tion, dilemma, 226-8
ubhayärthikanaycty dual standpoint, 160
UDDALAKA Ä R U N I , 29, 33-6,

39,

42,

44,69,70,97,105/1,142, 334, 417,453
uddesa, brief exposition, 293
Ui, H., 134
ujuvipaccanikaväda, holding a directly
contrary view, 250, 405
Unanswerable, 281, 288, 291, 471, 472
Uncaused, 410
Understanding, 386, 394-7; realisation
through, 399
Universality (vyäpti), 78
Universal(s), 75-7, 267; problem of,
43, 305
Universe, unknowability of the origin
of the, 28,451,475
Unverifiable, 74, 77, 134, 331
upälambha, criticism (of the opponent's
theory), 223
upamäy simile, analogy, 167, 424, 431
upamäna, analogy, comparison, 76, 84
upanisä, cause, 420, 423, 446
Upanisadic thinkers, two types of, 32
upärambha, criticism (of the opponent's
theory), 223; änisamsa, having the
advantage of, 221, 222
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upäyakausalya, skill in means (for
conversion), 406
upäyakosalla, skill in means (for con
version), 406
Utilitarian, 356, 359
Utility, 351, 357-9
uttarimanussadhamma, superhuman,
paranormal, 181, 403, 418«
uvame, analogy (as a means of
knowledge), 167
vacana-sodhana, clarification of terms,
414
vädciy debate, 231, 232, 235; pamokkha,
defending (one's theory), 222
Vaisesika, 57«, 172, 173, 190, 192, 209,
251, 265, 268, 452
vaiyäkarapa, grammarian, 43, 312
väkoväkya^ logic, 42, 44-8, 51
väkya-dosa, defects of speech, 234, 235;
vädin, one who upholds the indi
visibility
of
the
proposition,
313
välavedhirüpa, hair-splitting (dialectic
ians), 221, 225, 228
VARDHAMXNA

MAHAVIRA,

138,

140,

154, 161, 163-5
Variable, 349
vamyasama,
equal to the subject
(fallacy of petitio principii), 237
VASSAKARA, 92, 93
VÄTSYÄYANA, 1 9 I « , I 9 7 / I , 2 3 8

Veda(s), 23, 56, 62«, 67, 93, 171, 176,
178, 179,180,188-92,196,197, 254,
457; authorship of, 174, 178;
believers in the, 278; divine origin
of the, 178; eternity of the, 193;
infallibility of the, 192; reliability
of the, 174; of the Samana-s, 153,
195, 200; superfluity of the, 174; as
a sacred tradition, 180; authority
and validity of the, 177
vedaka, experience^ 83
Vedänta, 32, 82, 452
Vedäntic, 114
vedya, experienced (object), 83
Verifiable, 78, 79, 330, 331, 376; con
tent, 327, 329, 330; consequences,

Knowledge

359; empirically, 404; experimen
tally, 404; hypothesis, 464; by the
wise, 427
Verifiability, importance of, 100
Verification, 328, 331, 391, 420, 464;
in the light of experience, sensory
and extra-sensory, 359; in respect
of sense-experience, 331; of the
Four Noble Truths, 466; importance
attached to, 100; partial, 392-4;
personal, 383, 392, 394, 397, 461
Verification Principle, 78, 88, 331
veyyäkararia, grammar, 47; gram
marian, 312; analytical exposition,
vibhajja-väda, conditional assertion,
280; analyst, 278; vädin, analyst,
53«, 162; väyay analytical theory,
162, 280; vyäkarapiya,
to be
answered after analysis, 281, 282,
285
vibhajyaväda, doctrine of analysis,
278
vibhanga, detailed exposition, 293
vicikicchä, doubt, 387, 393
vicikitsä, doubt, 30, 109, n o
vidhi, commands, 172
vidyä, knowledge, 44
VIDYABHUSANA, S. C ,

165,

167,

168,

208, 209, 234«, 264
Vienna Circle, 88
viggähika-kathä, contentious debate,
233
viggayhaväda, contentious debater, 232
vimamsaka, investigator, speculator,
229, 230
vimamsänucarita,
followed up by
speculation, 240, 268, 403, 404
vimamsiy investigator, speculator, 141,
171, 172, 205, 209, 230, 264
vimuttihänadassana^ knowledge and
vision of emancipation, 421, 426,
432, 466
virifiäria, perception, 294, 434-6; con
sciousness, 102, 221, 283, 371, 447?
its relation to pannä, 435
vifinü9 the rational ones, the intellectual
elite, 229, 375, 405

Index
vipaccanikaväda,
holding
contrary
view, 51
vipphära-sadda, sound of the vibra
tions (of thoughts), 440
vipulamati, indirect telepathy? 440
viruddha, contradiction, 234, 235
Vision, 403, 420; clairvoyant, 73, 460,
462; knowledge and, 420, 431;
paranormal, 73; retrocognitive, 445
vztandä, casuistry, 206, 217, 218, 223,
224
vitanda-sattha, science of casuistry, 46,
48, 50, 218; vadasattha, science of,
46,47, 218; vädin, casuist, 45«, 136«,
217, 219, 221, 224, 228, 230, 249, 336
viväda, debate, 190, 231
vivartaväda, the theory that every
thing is a manifestation of being, 452
vohäravacana^ common usage, 366
vyägkätciy self-contradictory, 188
vyavahära, conventional, 366; nay a,
standpoint, 164
vyavasäyätmaka, non-erratic, 79
Wager argument, 375, 406
W A R D E R , A. K., 67«, 78«, 80, 88, 89,

92, 464
WARNOCK, G. J., 78«, 88«, 300«, 305«
WEBER, A., 164, 405«, 480
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W E L T O N , J., 309«
WIJESEKERA,

O.

H.

De

A.,

106«,

184«, 449«, 457, 479, 480
Wisdom, 423, 427; human, 378; per
fection of, 330; its role in Buddhism,
384
WITTGENSTEIN, Ludwig, 10, 10«, 84«,

88, 290, 291«, 300«, 307«, 315«,
316«, 321, 357«, 476«
W O O D W A R D , F . L., 175, 195, 200, 201,

222, 233, 274, 323
WOOZLEY, A. D., 358«, 389
Word(s), 312, 313, 333; orthodox
theory of the meaning of, 314; and
its meaning, 314; evanescent nature
of, 314, 315; and the object, 314
yadicchä, chance, 262
yadrcchä, chance, 144, 261, 445; väda,
indeterminism, 149«, 261, 444, 445
YÄJNAVALKYA, 40, 41, 42, 45, 60,

70,

109, 249, 339, 340
YÄSKA, 191, 312, 315
yathäbhüta, what is in accordance with
fact, 352, 359, 419, 420, 428, 469,
470; nänadassana, knowledge and
vision of, 423, 426, 432
yoniso manasikära, genetical reflection,
396, 420

